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^'Dentists satj ik IB\NA way works j*

Junior model Lorna Lynn shows how it can work for you, too

"Wh-e-e-e-e!" Cute-as-a-bulton Lorna Lynn, 16-year-old New York

fashion model, finds the roller-coaster at Palisades Amusement Park

as thrilling as her own lightning climb to success. And her dates find

Lorna’s Ipana smile plenty thrilling, too!

Like so many successful junior models, Lorna knows how much a

dazzling smile depends on firm, healthy gums. “I follow the Ipana

way to healthier gums and brighter teeth,” she says,
“
because dentists

say it works!” Here’s how this professionally approved Ipana dental

care can work for you. too . .

.

Lorna shows the Ipana way is easy as 1, 2:

1 . Between regular visits to your dentist, brush all tooth

surfaces with Ipana at least twice a day.

2 . Then massage gums the way your dentist advises— to

stimulate gum circulation. (Ipana’s unique formula

actually helps stimulate your gums. \ou can feel the

invigorating tingle!)

Try this for healthier gums, brighter teeth, an Ipana smile.

Ipana’s extra-refreshing flavor leaves your breath cleaner,

your mouth fresher, too. Remember, a good dentifrice, like

a good dentist, is never a luxury!

YES, 8 OUT OF 10 DENTISTS SAY:

1
pom Cental care promotes

Products of Bristol-Myers

learner gums, brighter teeth

^ln thousands of recent reports from dentists all over the country.

P.S. For correct brushing, use t lie DOUBLE DUTY Tooth Brush with the twist in the handle. 1000 dentists helped design it!

P
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Don’t be

Half-safe!

by

VALDA SHERMAN

At the first blush of womanhood many mys-
terious changes take place in your body. For

instance, the apocrine glands under your

arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspi-

ration you have never known before. This is

closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

son and your clothes.

There is nothing "wrong" with you. It’s just

another sign you are now a woman, not a

girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers—Underarm odor is a real handi-

cap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to over-

come this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic

action prevents the formation of all odor for

48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

It also stops perspiration and so protects

against a second danger—perspiration stains.

Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

All deodorants are not alike — so remember
—no other deodorant tested stops perspira-

tion and odor so completely yet so safely as

new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That’s why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deo-

dorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.

Intimate protection is needed—so protect your-

self with this snowy, stainless cream. Award-
ed American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal—harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin—can

be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the

amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not

dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed, or your money
back! If you are not completely convinced

that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you’ve ever used, return the jar

with unused portion to Carter Products,

Inc., 53 Park PI., N.Y.C., for refund of full

purchase price.

Don't be half-safe. Be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid

to be sure. Get Arrid now at your favorite

drug counter—only 39<f plus tax.

( Advertisement

)
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STAKKING

Songs! from sweet

and-hot songstress

Betty Garrett!

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

TECHNICOLORCOLOR BY

Laughter! with the

carrot-topped King of

Comedy, Red Skelton!

It’s Cold Outside'

Records

W Directed by“
EDWARD BUZZELl

Produced by

JACK CUMMINGS Romance! between beauteous EstherScreen Play by Dorothy Kingsley

Rhythm! by Xavier Cugat and
his exciting orchestra !

Spectacle! M-G-Mermaids in breath-taking water-revels!

All this—and Keenan Wynn’s clowning, too!
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. . . because HOLD-BOBS really

hold. The perfection of this beauty

is assured because those perfect

curis are formed and held in

place gently, yet so very

securely, by this truly superior bobby

pin. There is nothing finer.

/More women use

HOLD-BOBS
than all other

bobby pins combined

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
*T M. KEG U S PAT. OFF CHICAGO. ILL.
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WHAT SHOULD
I DO?

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert,

star of “Family

Honeymoon”

EAR Miss Colbert:
My husband and I have been married

for almost forty years. We have four grown
children, all now married.
My problem is my husband. He is, at

sixty-two, a handsome man, distinguished
looking and young for his years. When we
are out with friends, he is witty, vivid,

and a gifted story-teller. A great many
women make well-bred passes at him, but
he appears to be oblivious to this attention.

He loves his work and lives for it.

When he and I are alone, he never says
a word. If I question him about his work,
he answers me in brief, but courteous,
monosyllables.
With my children gone, I am lonely. I

need companionship. Can you tell me how
I can get my husband to talk to me?

Anabel V.

Your problem can be solved, but it will

take time and patience because you must
remedy the practice of your entire mar-
ried life.

What has happened, apparently, is

that you have been so preoccupied by
your children, you have become intellec-

tually estranged from your husband.
If you udll look back over your years

of marriage, you will undoubtedly real-

ize that for years you have never dis-

cussed your husband’s problems, needs or
ideas. You probably have served as liaison

officer between the youngsters and their

father, with the result your husband
ceased to be your comrade and became
merely head of the family. This is a

lonely spot for any man, and only his in-

tense interest in his work and his loyalty

to his family kept him from seeking per-
sonal interest from another woman.

You should start to study along the
lines of your husband’s profession. Read
the things he reads. Start at once to live

his life as fully as you have lived the
lives of your youngsters. Once you have
established a community of interest with
your husband again you will find no
trouble in hitting upon dozens of topics

for unselfconscious conversation. One
caution: Don’t ever say to him, “Why
don’t you talk to me?”

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Somewhere, I read that while making

the picture “Johnny Belinda,” Jane
Wyman wore some sort of a safe device

in her ears to close out sound. This struck

me as being something I really could use.

I work at night, sleep during the day.
Sometimes I think I am going to die from
simple fatigue because my rest is so much
disturbed by street noises. Could you let

me know what Miss Wyman wore?
Glen R. B.

As nearly as I can learn, the device
used was a product which can be pur-

chased in most large department or drug
stores. It is called Sleep-Well Ear Stops
and is made by the Sleep Shade Company
of San Francisco.

They seem to be comfortable to wear,
and although they deaden sound they do
not render a person entirely deaf. An
alarm clock, for instance, can be heard.
The price is very small.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I have been married twelve years and

have one child, a daughter.
About three years ago, I became deeply

interested in one of my husband’s best
friends. He and his wife belonged to the
same bridge group and to a fraternal or-
ganization, so we saw one another at least
once a week, sometimes more often.

We live in a small town which is about
forty miles from a large city. One day, by
accident, this man and I met in the city.

He asked me to have lunch with him. After
that we met several times by arrangement.
Neither of us ever said one word about
love, and our “romance” stopped short at
the luncheon stage. However, we were
seen by a woman from our town and a
nasty rumor resulted.

This man’s wife stood by him and by
me, so everything on the surface remained
smooth. However, my husband wants us
to make a clean break from the group we
have always known. I think this is foolish

as it gives credence to the rumors. Also,
such a move would shut us off from the
most desirable social life in our community.

I do love my husband and I can say
honestly that I don’t quite know what
happened between this other man and me.
The appeal is still there, incidentally, but
I know it will never go further.

Eulalia J.

Since this was nothing more, really,

than an ill-advised and innocent adven-
ture. I should think that the thing to do,
would be to continue your friendships in

your social circle, as though no rumor
had ever been started.

You will find that most people, ob-
sessed icith their own troubles, tcill soon
forget. To isolate yourselves would point
up the difficulty and would confirm to

small minds that a scandal had occurred.
If there is a possibility that your hus-

band cannot finally adjust himself to see-

ing your old group as naturally as ever,

your only lasting salvation might be in

moving to another suburb.
In any case, you should be careful not

to discuss your plans with friends. This is

a decision to be discussed only with your
husband. In the last analysis, because he
thinks you have jeopardized his trust in

you, you must let him make those plans
that will give him the most security.

Claudette Colbert
(Continued on page 6)



Paramount presen

BOB HOPE
iUClLtE BALL
M Vamon 'Runyon's

Sorrowful
JONES

Y/ith

Him. Demarest • Bruce Cabot * Thomas Gomez
and Introducing

Foreword narrated by Waiter Winchell

Produced by ROBERT L WELCH • Directed try Ifl LiflELD

Screenplay by Melville Shavelson, Edmund Hartmann and Jack Rose • Adapted from a Story

by Damon Runyon and a Screenplay by William R. Upman, Sam Heilman and Gladys Lehman P
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New Pepsodent

Guarantees Brighter Teeth

and Cleaner Breath

!

Mow {faster foaming!

Make this 7-day Pepsodent Test!

Use new improved Pepsodent Tooth Paste

for just one week. If your teeth aren’t far

brighter, your breath fresher — we ll return

twice what you paid !

New Pepsodent foams wonderfully —goes
to work faster, fighting film and its harmful

effects: (1) Pepsodent makes short work of

the discoloring stains that collect on film.

(2) It routs film’s "bad breath” germs that

cause food particles to decay. (3) Pepso-

dent’s film-removing action helps protect

you from acid produced by germs in film.

This acid, many dentists agree, causes tooth

decay. (4) Film forms continually. Remove
it regularly and quickly with Pepsodent.

Try New Pepsodent now on our double-

your-money-back guarantee. No other tooth

paste can duplicate Pepsodent’s film-remov-

ing formula ! No other tooth paste contains

Irium*— or Pepsodent’s gentle polishing

agent. For the safety ofyour smile use Pepsodent

twice a day— see your dentist twice a year.

*Irium is Pepsodent's registered trade mark for purified

alkylsulfate.

Wonderfully Improved Formula SWEEPS FiLM AWAY

!

1. FIRM collects stains that make
teeth look dull

2, FRM harbors germs that breed

bad breath

3. FILM glues acid to your teeth

4. FILM never lets up— it forms con-

tinually on everyone’s

Run the tip 0f v
your teeth. ,;L

y
;r

>on9-
coating

there
° S,!ppery

V U have FILM!

Lever Brothers Company

Start your Pepsodent 7-day test

today. If you’re not completely

convinced Pepsodent gives you
cleaner breath and brighter teeth,

mail unused portion of tube to

Pepsodent Division, Lever Bros.

Co., Dept. G, Chicago, 111. Be-

sides postage you'll receive—

DOUBLE YOUR
MONEY BACK!

Offer expires August 31, 1949

Dear Miss Colbert:
I fell in love with a married man and

he fell in love with me. Literally, he
swept me off my feet; we ran away to-
gether. Because I had always lived in the
city, and he had lived with his wife in a
nearby suburb, we decided to start afresh
elsewhere. However, after two months in
South America (he took a leave of ab-
sence from his company) we decided to
return to our “home town.” We finally

found a small apartment and told my
friends and family that we were married.
When our baby came, we had to leave

the apartment. The only housing we could
find was in the home of an elderly gentle-
man. You can imagine what having a third
person share our life could mean. We had
to go to our bedroom and close the door
to talk, and even then, our landlord some-
times tapped at the door and asked us to

come out and keep him company.
We had planned to be married as soon as

the divorce became final, but now my
baby’s father says that he is “wretched
and mixed-up.” He doesn’t want to go
back to his wife, and he says he will marry
me if I insist, but he’d like to be a
bachelor. He would like to accept a job
that would take him all over the world.

I’ve reached the point where I can’t

think. I’m numb. Can you help me?
Florence W.

It seems to me that you and your son's

father should be married as soon as it is

legally possible. As soon as you marry,
the baby’s birth certificate should be
changed by legal means so that he will

not carry the slightest burden as a result

of your impulsive action.

It seems to me that your husband
should accept the traveling position. It’s

true that occasionally absence does not
make the heart groiv fonder, but, in this

instance, I believe that this man needs
only to get away from his problem for a
brief time to develop a perspective.

While he is away, you should keep
yourself busy, learn new ways of making
yourself attractive, study as much as pos-

sible about the places your husband is

visiting, so that you tvill be able to ask
intelligent questions. In brief, become
the roots which every man must have to

be a fully articulated human being.

At some point in his travels, this man
will find a city in which he would like to

live. Be certain that he will want you to

be there with him if you continue by
deed, by word, by letter, to shoiv him that

your love remains steady and true.

Claudette Colbert

Have you tt problem which
seems to have no solution?
Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

(flciudette CJU?
If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Cal., and if Miss Colbert

feels that your problem is of

general interest, she’ll consid-

er answering it here. Names
and addresses will be held con-

fidential for your protection.

^rrm=
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v Guaranteed by $

Good Housekeeping
l>Ss

^i£<I>YttTlSID creme
shampoo

-~44

-«ouv

Who knows what shampoo is best?

fiu/fpound S

I

more shampoo ...

more quality for the money

<> (REG. LARGE SIZE, 600

Your beautician! Use this 2-to-l

O
favorite of professional beauticians.

Leaves hair misty-soft, dazzling

clean, manageable, glowing. O
Billows of foam instantly even

in hard water. No soap film!

Rich emulsified Lanolin prevents

. drying. America’s greatest value.

P^a°o

THE ONLY CREME

SHAMPOO USED

BY MORE THAN

100,000

BEAUTICIANS
HELEN E CURTIS INDUSTRIES, INC.

tlofim W.
Cheers and Jeers:

Elsa Maxwell was so right when she
told Olivia de Havilland, “You’re the
greatest actress we have today, on the
stage or in Hollywood.” Let Jane Wy-
man have the Academy Award

;
Olivia

and her performance in “The Snake Pit”
are above such things as Oscars.

Laurence Beyer
Mineral Wells, Tex.

At long last, Hollywood has discovered
a truly different and refreshing new per-
sonality. She is Betsy Drake who stole

“Every Girl Should Be Married” from
Cary Grant and made the picture the
hit that it is. Betsy may not be a beauty,
and may not have a shape that stands out,

but who cares. Her voice, stature and
personality are outstanding.

John Kolcun
Binghamton, N. Y.

Could you tell me if Hollywood has
gone wacky, or is Monty Clift trying to

torture his fans by not making any pic-

tures? I’d love to see him, instead of

some of these ham actors in pictures.

Marilyn Stone
Jackson Heights, N. Y.

After seeing Loretta Young in a
sweater in Technicolor in “Mother was a
Freshman,” both Lana Turner and Jane
Russell can take a back seat.

Jim Madden
Bronx, N. Y.

To Robert Mitchum : “Do I Get An-
other Chance?” was your question and
here is the answer I sincerely hope you
get from all of your loyal movie fans

:

“Yes!” After all, your acting, I am sure,

is still as good and sincere as it was be-

fore all this happened. Prove to not only

us, Bob, but most of all to yourself, your
kids and your wife, that you're back with
us again, and we will prove to you that

we can not only forget but forgive, too.

Grace Caldwell
Austin, Tex.

After seeing from one to three movies
per week, since I was twelve (now 28),
I am finally about to pen my first fan

letter. Porter Hoilingsway (Paul Doug-
las), Linda Darnell’s husband in “A Let-

ter to Three Wives,” has more “SA” than

a dozen men players. The picture has

everyone in Tulsa talking and enjoying it.

More of the same and Hollywood wouldn't
need to worry about attendance

!

Mrs. I. T. Fisher
Tulsa, Okla.

I think that Peter Lawford looks too

darn dainty with that mustache. Please,

Pete, shave it off.

Darlene Gregory
Walnut Creek, Cal.

Casting:

If James Mason’s future American-
made pictures are no better than
“Caught,” he won’t have much of a future,

here in America. He had better get

another story, similar to his best one to

date, “The Seventh Veil.”

Ruth Andrus
Detroit, Mich.

My family and I would like to see a
musical starring Eleanor Powell and Dan
Dailey. We think they would make a
wonderful dancing team as they are so
talented and tall.

Joan Crocker
Portland, Me.

The Comic Question:

What goes with Photoplay? After
reading the interesting stories in your
May issue and agree.ng that yours is

certainly the aristocrat of the film maga-
zines, I came across the two pages of

silly comics. I think this feature is a
complete waste of space.

Mildred Sultzer
Reading, Pa.

I see where Photoplay has done it

again. I’m talking about the novel idea

of the stars’ lives told in comics. As
soon as I bring a new Photoplay home
the younger members of the family make
a grab for it to read the latest comic ad-
venture. Photoplay is truly the magazine
for the entire family.

Helene Best
Huntington, W. Va.

( There seems to be quite a bit of debate
over this feature. IVe’d like to have your
opinion. The Editors.)

Question Box:

I recently saw “Sorry, Wrong Num-
ber,” and enjoyed it. Some of my friends

could not agree on who the murderer was.
Would you please settle this ?

Sarah Donnahue
Murphy, N. C.

( The murderer is never seen. The hus-
band, however, planned the murder.)

My friends and I were having an argu-
ment and I said the actors and actresses

kept the clothes they wore in pictures.

Could you tell me if they do or don’t?

Anthony DeFusco
Providence, R. I.

( The stars may purchase the clothes, if

they wish.)

Could you please tell me if Jane Powell
has made any records from “A Date with

Judy” or “Luxury Liner”?
Frank Magill
Outremont, Canada

(Jane Powell has recorded under the

Columbia label. She has not recorded any

of the songs from “Date” or “Liner.”)

I’ve noticed in all of Tyrone Power’s
movies and pictures that he wears a large

gold ring on his left hand little finger.

Could you tell me what this ring is and
why he consistently wears it?

Bunny FitzSimons
Westfield, N. J.

( Tyrone Power has had this ring since

his high school days. It was given to him
by his father, who was an actor also. It

is the center part of his family crest. He
wears it for sentimental reasons.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-

fore promise to publish, return or reply

to all letters received.
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ROUGHSHOD
' Starring

ROBERT STERLING • GLORIA GRAHAME

CLAUDE JARMAN, jr.

with MYRNA DELL * JEFF DONNELL • MARTHA HYER

Produced by RICHARD H. BERGER • Directed by MARK ROBSON

Serein Play by GEOFFREY HOMES end HUGO SUTLER

Poor women
from a wide-

open town . . .

stranded in the

lonesome hills!

Dare you say
f’M NOT 0000
ENOUGH TO

MARRY ?

Conflict strange and sav-

age in the High Sierras,

where love comes late to

a girl with a past ... and a

killer's vengeance crowds

nights with menace!

l
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LOOK, DREAM-BEAM!

S. IM NOT GETTING OUT <

FOR HECTOR UNTIL YOU
TELL ME WHY I'M IN THE

^ D06H0USE.S0 TALK! <

NOT ME, JACK. YOUR
DENTIST IS THE ONE
TO GIVE OUT ABOUT-
ABOUT BAD BREATH!

COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
Ct'GATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

'

‘'COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!m

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating

foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

—helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely/”

P
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LATHR-Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

Always use

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
after you eat and before every date

Brief Reviews

1/ (F) ADVENTURE IN BALTIMORE — RKO:
Shirley Temple gets into some mildly amusing scrapes,
dragging John Agar with her in this turn-of-the-cen-
tury tale. Robert Young is Shirl’s minister-father,
Josephine Hutchinson her alarmed mother. (June)

y (F) ALIAS NICK BEAL—Paramount: In this
unusual drama of Good versus Evil, Ray Milland is

the Devil himself, playing hob with district attorney
Thomas Mitchell’s soul. With Audrey Totter. (Apr.)

(F ) ARCTIC MANHUNT—U-I : Ice-cold crime
yarn with embezzler Mikel Conrad as the quarry and
insurance agents Harry Harvey and Russ Conway
as his pursuers. Fairly exciting chase film. (June)

yy (F) BAD BOY—Allied Artists: Interesting
chronicle of a young criminal sent to a boy’s farm for
rehabilitation. Audie Murphy turns out a fine job in

the title role. (Apr.)

\

/

(F) BRIBE, THE—M-G-M: Government agent
Robert Taylor is after a gang of swindlers, operating
a war surplus racket in Central America. He doesn’t
doubt John Hodiak’s guilt, but is uncertain about
John’s wife, Ava Gardner. An action-filled thriller

with Charles Laughton and Vincent Price. (May)

U' (F) BRIDE OF VENGEANCE — Paramount:
Elaborate but unreal costume drama of love, hate and
revenge with Paulette Goddard as Lucretia Borgia,
John Lund her victim and Macdonald Carey as her
evil brother. (June)

l/V (F) CANADIAN PACIFIC—20th Century-
Fox: Colorful, exciting Western. Jane Wyatt and
newcomer Nancy Olson vie for Randy Scott’s affec-

tions and Victor Jory is after his hide. (May)

(F) CHAMPION—Screen Plays-UA: A fight

film which packs a wicked wallop and gives Kirk
Douglas his best role to date. With Ruth Roman,
Marilyn Maxwell and Arthur Kennedy. (June)

yy (A) CITY ACROSS THE RIVER — U-I:
Stephen McNally tries to steer Peter Fernandez
straight to no avail in this story of juvenile crime.
With Sue England and Jeff Corey. (June)

t^^A/ (F) COMMAND DECISION—M-G-M: A
strong, hard-hitting film about the problems of the

Big Brass in wartime. Topnotch cast stars Clark
Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson. Brian Donlevy,
John Hodiak, Charles Bickford. (Apr.)

(F) CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR'S COURT, A—Paramount: Bing Crosby
as the brave, bewildered smithy transported to King
Arthur s court. With Rhonda Fleming, Bill Bendix
and Sir Cedric Hardwicke. (Apr.)

yyy (F) DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS—20th
Century-Fox: An adventure-packed voyage with
Lionel Barrymore in command of a whaling vessel

in 1887. Richard Widmark is First Mate, Dean
Stockwell the captain’s grandson. (May)

y (F) EL PASO—Pine Thomas-Paramount: John
Payne has a tough time bringing order to El Paso with
Sterling Hayden and Dick Foran out to stop him. Gail

Russell is the romantic interest. (May)

y \

/

(F) FAN, THE—20th Century-Fox: Preserving
the sly, wry humor of Oscar Wilde’s play, this charm-
ing period piece is engagingly acted by Jeanne Crain,
Madeleine Carroll, George Sanders. (Apr.)

yy (F) FLAMINGO ROAD—Warners: Joan
Crawford’s cast as a gal trying to start anew in a

small town. Zachary Scott and David Brian are the

men in Joan’s life while Sydney Greenstreet is her
arch enemy. A compelling drama. (June)

y (A) FLAXY MARTIN—Warners: Virginia
Mayo is a gorgeous gal, but no lady, in a murder
meller that moves at lightning speed. With Zachary
Scott, Douglas Kennedy, Dorothy Malone. (Apr.)

tA'' (A) FORCE OF EVIL—M-G-M: The numbers
racket is exposed in all its viciousness with John
Garfield as a crooked lawyer. (Apr.)

^ (F) GREEN PROMISE, THE—McCarthy-RKO

:

Good rural drama pointing up hardships of farm life.

With Robert Paige, Marguerite Chapman, Walter
Brennan, Natalie Wood. (May)

y (F) IMPACT—Popkin-UA: In this strange tri-

angle tale, Brian Donlevy gets a raw deal from his

designing wife, Helen Walker. Ella Raines pops into

Brian’s life by way of consolation. (June)

(F) JIGSAW—Tower-LTA: An incredible crime mel-
ler with Franchot Tone playing a persistent prose-
cutor, Jean Wallace a* wicked blonde. (May)

yy (A) KNOCK ON ANY DOOR—Columbia

:

Tense, tragic study of a youngster succumbing to his

sordid surroundings with Humphrey Bogart, John
Derek, Allene Roberts. (Apr.)

^A/ (F) LITTLE WOMEN—M-G-M: Louisa May
Alcott’s story of the March family is trimmed with
Technicolor forget-me-nots. A topnotch cast includes

June Allyson, Peter Lawford, Margaret O’Brien,
Elizabeth Taylor, Janet Leigh. (May)

yy (F) MANHANDLED— Paramount: Suspense-
ful murder meller in which Dottie Lamour is victim-

ized by scoundrel Dan Duryea. (June)

yyy (F) MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COL-
LEGE — 20th Century-Fox: Side-splittingly funny
sequel to “Sitting Pretty.” With Clifton Webb, Shir-
ley Temple and Tom Drake. (June)

iA/ (F) MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: This gay collegiate comedy has widow
Loretta Young and professor Van Johnson majoring
in romance. With Betty Lynn, Robert Arthur. (May)

yy (F) MY DREAM IS YOURS—Warners : It’s

mighty nice dreaming with Jack Carson as a radio
talent scout, Doris Day as his new singing discovery,
Lee Bowman, Eve Arden, Adolphe Menjou. (May)

A (F) OUTPOST IN MOROCCO—Biscboff-UA:
A bang-up desert drama of hard riding, shooting and
lovemaking. With George Raft, Marie Windsor, Akim
Tam iroff. (June)

yyy (F) PORTRAIT OF JENNIE—Selznick: A
glowing romance superbly acted. Jennifer Jones is

the girl out of the past who haunts Joseph Cotten.
With Ethel Barrymore, Cecil Kellaway. (Apr.)

yyy (A) QUARTET—Rank- Eagle Lion: Four de-
lightful stories from W. Somerset Maugham’s pen
make this topnotch entertainment. A “different” kind
of picture for sophisticated tastes. (May)

^ (F) RED CANYON—U-I: Here’s a bang-up
prairie drama with Ann Blyth, Howard Duff, George
Brent, Edgar Buchanan and Jane Darwell. (May)

yy (F) RED PONY, THE—Republic: This senti-

mental story revolves around a boy and his pony. With
Robert Mitchum, Shepperd Strudwick, Myrna Loy,
Peter Miles. (May)

yy (F) SARABAND—Rank-Eagle Lion: Vivid his-

torical film of 1680’s, starring Stewart Granger and
Joan Greenwood, ably supported by Francoise Rosay,
Flora Robson and Peter Bull. (June)

yy (F) SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC—Rank-
Eagle Lion: A superb snow-and-ice epic dealing with
Captain Scott’s expedition to the South Pole in 1911-

12. With John Mills, Derek Bond, Harold Warrender.
(May)

y (A) SET-UP, THE—RKO: Robert Ryan takes a
brutal beating in a powerful story of the fight game.
With Audrey Totter, George Tobias. (June)

// (F) SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Warners: Brisk
action-filled Civil War romance ably acted by Joel Mc-
Crea, Zachary Scott, Douglas Kennedy. Alexis Smith,
Dorothy Malone. (May)

yy (F) STRATTON STORY, THE—M-G-M: A
heart-warming movie based on the real-life story of
baseball pitcher Monte Stratton. With Jimmy Stewart,
June Allyson, Frank Morgan. (June)

^A^ (F) TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME—M-G-M: A triple-header with Frank Sinatra and
Gene Kelly as a pair of baseball players of yester-
year and Esther Williams as the team’s; boss. Betty
Garrett and Jules Munshin add laughs. CJune)

A (A) TOO LATE FOR TEARS—Stromberg-UA:
It’s murder for money with Liz Scott- as a hard-
hearted gal gambling for big stakes. With Dan Dur-
yea, Don DeFore, Arthur Kennedy. (June)

(F) TUCSON—Wurtzel-20th Century-Fox: A medio-
cre movie with Jimmy Lydon as a student at Arizona
University. An Intercollegiate Rodeo climaxes the
contrived situations. (May)

yy (F) TULSA—Wanger-Eagle Lion: Rowdy, oil

saga in which Susan Hayward is up to her pretty neck
in derricks and suitors. There’s Robert Preston, Pedro
Armendariz and Lloyd Gough. (June)

l/' (F) UNDERCOVER MAN, THE — Columbia:
When Uncle Sam closes in on a big-shot racketeer
for income tax evasions, Glenn Ford is the agent as-

signed to the job. Nina Foch is his patient spouse.
A good game of hide-and-seek. (June)

^ (F) WAKE OF THE RED WITCH—Republic:
In this thriller-diller of the deep, strange adventures
befall reckless captain John Wayne. With Gail Rus-
sell, Gig Young, Luther Adler, Adele Mara. (Apr.)

tA/' (F) WE WERE STRANGERS—Columbia:
Savage, taut melodrama, starring Jennifer Jones and
John Garfield. With Pedro Armendariz, Gilbert Ro-
land and David Bond. (May)

yy (F) WINDOW, THE—RKO: An edge-of-the-

seat thriller about a lad whose tall tales get him into
terrible trouble. Bobby Driscoll is fine fn the lead
with able support from Arthur Kennedy, Paul Stew-
art, Barbara Hale, Ruth Roman. (June)

A (F) WOMAN'S SECRET, A—RKO : This fairly

entertaining suspense drama has Maureen O’Hara
taking a shot at Gloria Grahame. With Melvyn Doug-
las, Victor Jory, Bill Williams. (Apr.)

(F) YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE—Warners-
First National: Here’s a rip-snortin’ Western about
four brothers—Wayne Morris, Bruce Bennett, Robert
Hutton and James Brown—who yearn to turn from
banditry to farming if folks will only lei. diem. In
Technicolor with Janis Paige, Geraldine Brooks.
(June)



somebody s
sister

COVER GIRL

Jane sang with her heart and

gave them a glimpse of home

J
ANE POWELL, appearing at a Vet-
erans’ Hospital in Iowa, had permis-
sion from the doctors to go into the

pyschopathic wards.
First she saw Jean, with the dark sol-

emn eyes. A good-looking French boy,

Jean, who had served with American
GFs. He did not appear mentally ill

to Jane. But there was the muscular at-

tendant at his side, alert, watching for

any symptom of violence.

They told Jane that Jean had a brain
tumor. In two weeks, they said, he
wouldn’t be here any more. Jean, it

turned out, was one of the reasons they
had permitted Jane in that ward. In

this lucid interval he had asked to see
her. She would have to sing without
accompaniment, the doctor whispered.
They could not risk bringing the small
piano into that room.
“What would you like me to sii»g,

Jean?” she asked, smiling.

“Something happy!” His voice lifted.

Jane stepped closer to sing “Les Filles

de Cadiz” and “Ave Maria.” And as

she sang, her voice pleaded with all the
men in that ward to know it was spring
outside, to see the flowers blooming again.

“You look like my sister,” Jean told

Jane when she had finished. And he
showed her a picture of a tall, thin
woman with a high pompadour, very
dark and intense, about forty-five.

“You look like my sister.” These were
familiar words to Jane. She heard them
often. Karl was there, too, a Norwegian
boy. “You remind me so much of some-
body, my sister,” he said. Another pic-
ture. This time she was a blonde, husky
girl of 160 pounds.
Jimmy, the Chinese paraplegic, hopped

from ward to ward, after her. He had a
sister, too, with narrow, bright eyes.
She looked like them all; the fat, the

thin, the fair, the dark, the middle-aged,
the very young.
Before leaving, she bent over David,

whose face was as sensitive and strong
as his spirit. He had seen the bright
flash of a flame-thrower one day; since
then, there had been darkness.
David grasped beneath his pillow. “The

little one is my sister,” he said. Then,
eagerly, “You are so much like her.”
Jane took the picture, and saw she did

look like David’s sister, just as he said.
The doctor came by. It was time for

Jane to leave. “Thank you, David,” she
said. And as she turned away, with tears
in her eyes, she knew she would con-
tinue these tours. A wonderful thing to
bring light into the darkness, to resur-
rect hope, where hope had been dead.

TONI TWINS prove magic of

SOFT-WATER Shampooing

Lather . . .

was Alva’s problem!

"Imagine trying to shampoo
your hair without enough la-

ther,” complains Alva Ander-
son. "And that’s just about

what happens every time I use

a soap shampoo!” Of course,

Alva won’t ever get the lather

she wants with a soap shampoo
— especially in hard water!

And she can’t rinse away that

dulling soap film, either. That’s

what leaves hair looking drab

and lifeless. Makes it hard to

manage, too

!

But Alice

got heaps of it

!

"Toni Creme Shampoo is won-
derful! Even in hard water, I

get all the rich, creamy lather

I need — and then some!” says

twin Alice. And Toni does

more than that! After Soft-

Water Shampooing, your hair

is exquisitely clean . . . shinier

. . . more glamorous than you
ever dreamed possible! Each
strand shimmers with all, yes

all its natural beauty! Curls

are fresh, vibrant-looking . . .

soft as a moonbeam!

Now it’s Toni Creme Shampoo for Two!

The Anderson twins know there’s nothing

like Toni Creme Shampoo ! Nothing like Soft-

Water Shampooing in hard water! For Toni
bursts into oceans of thick, billowy lather

. . . rinses away dirt and dandruff instantly.

Toni leaves your hair wonderfully fresh and
radiant . . . sparkling with precious new high-

lights. Helps your permanent "take” better

. . . look lovelier longer. Get the jar or tube

of Toni Creme Shampoo today. Try Soft-

Water Shampooing. It’s for you! Enriched with Lanolin



Beauties of yesterday and today met for first time when Photoplay’s Hymie

Fink introduced Mary Pickford and Liz Taylor. They’re with Boh Stack

INSIDE

STUFF
Co£ Y<yik/> Gc4>ip

Otr

The place, the Racquet Club. The time. Circus Week in Palm Springs. The

occasion, a reunion between old friends Clark Gable and Annie Sheridan

Couples—on and oft': Jane Powell ra-
diating happiness at the Jeanette Mac-
Donald cocktail party for opera diva
Lottie Lehman. Reason? Jane’s fiance,

Geary Steffen, was with her. The couple
are only waiting to be married until
Geary gets established in the insurance
business . . . Martha Vickers and Mickey
Rooney beaming on their friends at
Ciro’s before Martha took off for Las
Vegas to divorce A. C. Lyles. An out-of-
town visitor peering intently at Mickey,
said to her escort, “But he looks too lit-

tle to be married three times.” . . .

Nora Flynn, telephoning Cal before her
take-off to Las Vegas to divorce Errol,
says she wants to be free to marry Dick
Haymes before he leaves for either per-
sonal appearances or picture work in

Europe. They seem mighty happy to-

gether, Nora and Dick.

Heath Clift? Movie producers who
have been spurned by newcomer Mont-
gomery Clift, as well as all the actors
who applaud his integrity, were left

puzzled by Monty’s radio portrayal of
Heathcliff on the major network show of
“Wuthering Heights.” One actor, who
accidentally turned on the show halfway
through, lost a five-dollar bet that
Heathcliff was being played by Ozzie
Nelson. Another argued it was Lon Mc-
Callister. (.Continued on page 14)
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Kiss in the dark! Anne Baxter, Dan Dailey,

are married in “You’re My Everything’’

Cary Grant, hack from Europe, stopped in

20th commissary to say hello to Betsy Drake



INSIDE STUFF

Proud moment for Jim Stewart and his parents! His plane just

broke a speed record. Anvil emblem is good luck sign. 1853 is

date his grandfather opened hardware store now owned by father

Jimmy Durante, Vic Mature at ball game staged by

Hollywood stars at Veterans Hospital, Sawtelle.

Proceeds went for new bleachers for the boys

It Happened in Hollywood: A chorus line of Ray Milland, James Stewart, Peter Lawford,
Walter Pidgeon, Fred MacMurray, Van Johnson, George Murphy and Robert Taylor, as a back-
ground for Gene Kelly as the ingenue, Trixie, in blonde wig and billowy skirts . . . Jack
Benny as a hillbilly band leader . . . Jack Benny in a bugle-beaded cocktail gown as Gracie
Allen, with partner George Burns . . . Dan Dailey doing the old soft-shoe . . . Frank Sin-
atra, Gordon MacRae and Tony Martin pouring forth songs . . . Jimmy Durante, with Clay-
ton and Jackson, wrecking the joint . . . Bob Hope and Danny Thomas killing the customers . .

.

Jimmy Cagney, again the old Yankee Doodle Dandy, George M. Cohan . . . Spencer Tracy,
straight man for Harpo Marx ... As ballet dancers, Vincent Price, Jack Oakie, Brian
Aherne, Rod Cameron, Dennis O’Keefe, Cesar Romero, Leonid Kinsky, George Murphy,
Keenan Wynn, Eddie Bracken, Buster Keaton and Mickey Rooney cavorting in the “It’s

Spring Again” number . . . George Jessel as master of ceremonies and as Professor Lar-
bermacher rolling the audience . . . Today’s greatest composers playing their own com-
positions with the audience singing the lyrics. These were the inspired moments of, undoubt-
edly, the greatest show ever given. A million dollars worth of talent gave of their talents
for the benefit of the Motion Picture Relief Home for aged and out-of-work movie folk.

And an audience, comprised of stars, agents, producers, writers, directors and the public,

responded to the tune of over $300,000; an audience that pronounced it an evening never
to be forgotten in Hollywood.

Bergman Rumors: Cal feels the printed rumors about Ingrid Bergman and her Italian

director Roberto Rossellini, working on a film together near Rome, may have sprung
from Ingrid’s obvious desire to get away. Ingrid recently had been weighed down by the
responsibility of financial and professional problems. As we understand it, the Swedish
star was to receive a percentage from the profits of “Joan of Arc,” but the film was so
costly, the profits may not live up to expectations. It could mean that a lot of work,
strength and effort reaped little monetary returns. (Continued on page 16)

P
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INSIDE STUFF

Million dollar chorus! Left to right, Peter Lawford, Ray Milland, Walter Pidgeon, Fred MacMurray, Van Johnson, Boh

Montgomery, Bob Taylor rehearse for the Friar’s Frolic, held at Shrine Auditorium for Motion Picture Relief Fund

The talent turnout for the Frolic was terrific.

Gloria De Haven shows Pete Lawford a new step

The laugh behind the chorus line: Boh Hope advertises star P

attractions in Friar’s Frolic in his own inimitable fashion!

15
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DEODORANT?
Test it. put it
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THE NEW Cl

DEODORa,
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try the test below
Have you ever wondered if you are as lovely as

you could be—are you completely sure of your
charm? Your deodorant can be the difference . . . and
you will never know how lovely you can be until

you use Fresh.

Fresh is so completely effective, yet so easy and
pleasant to use . . . Different from any deodorant you
have ever tried. Prove this to yourself with the free

jar of creamy, smooth Fresh we will send you.

Test it. Write to Fresh, Chrysler Building, New
York, for your free jar.

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 14) The critics’ re-
actions to “Arch of Triumph” was an-
other blow to Ingrid, whose name has
been, hitherto, synonymous with hits, in
America.

There are some who hint Ingrid’s hus-
band, Dr. Lindstrom, controlled her pro-
fessional and private life with too firm a
hand.

Bits and Pieces: The birthday cake
ordered by Betty Grable for her hus-
band’s birthday dinner at Ciro’s had all

the customers gaping in Harry James’s
direction. Around the cake marched a
parade of their race horses, in miniature,
and on top was a small Harry James and
his trumpet . . . The war medals worn
by Robert Montgomery with his white tie

and tails keep everyone wondering—is

it good form or not . . . The formal gar-
den that Betty Hutton long dreamed of
and finally got, is a thing of the past.
Where once petunias flourished, sand
piles now abide and pansy beds have
given way to doll houses. Even the
dainty organdy frocks of little Lindsay
and Candy have been i-eplaced by blue
jeans and the cowboy outfits their mama
brought them from Palm Springs. Ba-
bies, Betty discovers, have a yyay of

reducing everything to the practical . . .

The way Paul Douglas, the former man
about Broadway, has settled down in his

own little Fox Hills home with his own
little bachelor housekeeping problems has
his New York friends agog. If Hollywood
can do this to Paul, it can do anything,
they claim.

Mrs. Oscar Clowns: Remembering the
simple dignity of Jane Wyman as she
accepted her Oscar for “Johnny Belinda,”
we were anxious to catch the actress
deep in work on her next picture, “The
Octopus and Miss Smith,” at Warners.
On stage five, she was hanging upside
down by her toes, out a prop window.

This was nothing, we were assured, to

the low-down, slap-stickish indignities
that had happened to Jane for this pic-

ture. The very day after the Awards,
Dennis Morgan was called upon to lightly

scoi'ch Miss Wyman’s derriere with a
cigarette. “I’ve always wanted to do
this to an Academy Award winner,” Den-
nis chortled. “Now I’m even.”
Her very first bubble bath on the

screen occurs in the action, too, and not
only that, but (Continued on page 19)

Gloria Swanson of “Sunset Boulevard,”

columnist Brandy Brent, at brunch party

where guests “snapped” each other!
16



New! WoodbOTY
Deluxe Cold Cream

with penaten
penetrates deeper

into pore openings

cleanses skin cleaner

Woodbury

Com Oieatn-
ctCANsrs

PEUATfN -«w v. «***«'•

Newly, truly a miracle! A wonder cream that

cleanses your skin cleaner, brighter, clearer!

For PENATEN in Woodbury De Luxe Cold

Cream penetrates deeper into pore openings.

Frees hard to remove make-up, clinging soil.

Smooths more effectively . . . PENATEN carries

Woodbury’s rich skin softeners deeper. Never,

ever, till Woodbury put PENATEN in this

new De Luxe Cold Cream, has your skin

looked so luminous. So alive. So luscious-soft.

For extra-dry skin -extra- rich

Woodbury De Luxe Dry Skin Cream

Woodbury

If t/ou re “over-thirty” ... if

your own skin oils are de-

creasing, supplement with

lanolin’s benefits... four

special skin softeners ... in

Woodbury De Luxe Dr)'

Skin Cream. PENATEN
speeds this richness deeper

into pore openings. Softens instantly. Smooths tiny

dry lines that lead to wrinkles. Soon... YOU
look younger!

.

'twfe P«NATt* v- *>•*!*»

:

Jars dressed in pink-and-gold. Trial size, 20<f to

largest luxury size, $1.39. Plus tax.
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Veto gives you

Double

Protection!

S&
_ _ _ Vet0 guards your l0Veliness

night and day—safely protects your clothes and you.
For Veto not only neutralizes perspiration odor, it

checks perspiration, too ! Yes, Veto gives you
Double Protection! And Veto disappears instantly

to protect you from the moment you apply it

!

Your loveliness

Is Doubly Safe

’GMCdO

^ /J ... Always creamy and smooth. Veto is

lovely to use and keeps you lovely. And Veto is gentle,

safe for normal skin, safe for clothes. Doubly Safe

!

Veto alone contains Duratex
, Colgate’s

exclusive ingredient to make Veto safer. Let Veto
give your loveliness double protection!

Always creamy and smooth

. . . lovely to use!

Veto lasts and lasts from bath to bath!



For manicure perfection

INSIDE

STUFF

An orchid forAlana Ladd,

with her parents Alan and

Sue at Ice-Capades of ’49

in Pan-Pacific Auditorium

La Cross
Cuticle Scissors

Sharp needle-points

reach into tiniest

corners easily. .

.

keep your

cuticles satin-smooth.

A real pleasure to use. $2.50

(Continued, frovi page 16) on one of our
rare, foggy days, Jane was tipped into a

cold sea and made to swim ashore, after

which she gets her face pushed into

gorgeous, gooey mud. “The only Oscar I

could win for this would be an adobe
brick,” Jane cracked.

Coop: Gary Cooper, slow speaking and
soft treading, has strictly a one-track
mind. And the track, this time, is a ski

one in Aspen, Colorado, where Gary has
invested in a lodge and all the trimmings.
Between takes on every picture, Coop

goes off to a corner, constantly moving
his arms as he flits down imaginary ski

slides on imaginary skis, balancing him-
self as he goes. It’s really something to

see. Incidentally, no father was more
proud than Gary, when his young daugh-
ter Maria won the Junior ski champion-
ship for the year.

1

In-laws? He loves them: Apparently,
in-law troubles just ain’t with Rory Cal-
houn. Finding their Encino ranch home
too far from Warners studio, Rory and
his cute wife Lita Baron have moved in

with her mother, while Rory makes “Task
Force.” Rory and his mother-in-law get
along just fine.

What’s more, Rory has gone into the
potato raising business with his brother-
in-law and his wife’s cousin. The boys
have twenty acres planted near Ojai.

First Day Jitters: The first day of
shooting on any picture is comparable to

an opening night on Broadway. While
outward calm seems to prevail, players
are consumed with inward jitters.

It was a “first day,” when Cal strolled

onto the “Bandwagon” set at Twentieth.
Up until that day, Mark Stevens and
Betsy Drake had never met, and yet two
hours after their introduction, they were
kissing ardently, For a scene, of course.

Betty, who spoke her lines with calm
assurance, later told us she had never
been so nervous. “In ‘Every Girl Should Be
Married,’ I was too green to be really
scared. Now that I recognize the responsi-
bility of carrying a role, I’m so scared I can
hardly stand up.”

Ride ’Em, Cow Kids: Television has
brought about an odd condition among
Hollywood children, many viewing a
Western film for the first time.
Lana Turner’s six-year-old Cheryl has

become so intrigued with her televised
Westerns, she’s gone completely cowgirl,
with boots, hat and all the Western re-

galia worn by the actors.

Her grandmother has been renamed
“Smoky” by Cheryl, who will tolerate no
other name.

Diedre Flynn has changed her own name
to Sam, after a Western character. Her
father, Errol, phones her from Europe, ad-
dressing her only as Sam.

Alan Probst, Susan Peters, Judy Garland and daughter Liza helped fill baskets

later for Los Angeles Children’s Hospital at recent Capitol Records party

THE BEAUTIFUL HANDS OF KITTY CARLISLE

Choose the youngest,

freshest color of all—

Wild Strawberry—

a red as deliciously ripe as

the berry's own blush.

In Naylon nail enamel, 60i*

and matching shades of

Naylon lipstick or Slimstick,



What price prejudice: Racial hatred is theme

dramatized by Lloyd Bridges and James Edwards

Made for each other: Ginger and Fred uphold a

tradition—singing, dancing and romancing again

(F) The Barkleys of Broadway
(M-G-M)

STAIRE and Rogers are together again, just as if

they had never been parted.

Fred and Ginger are wonderful as the Barkleys,

an in-and-out-of-love couple, who alternately

squabble and make up. Opening night of their latest

Broadway musical hit finds them bombarded by
bouquets from the audience, but throwing brickbats

at each other. The wedge between them is widened
by French playwright Jacques Francois.

Ginger looks sophisticated and dances divinely.

Maybe singing isn’t her strong point—or Astaire’s

either—but why carp about that? Oscar Levant

nonchalantly tosses off jokes and concertos.

(F) Home of the Brave
(Screen Plays-UA)

A
NY way you look at it, this is a great picture,

based on the Arthur Laurents war play.

The cast features Douglas Dick as a young major;

Jeff Corey, a conscientious Army doctor; Steve

Brodie, Lloyd Bridges, Frank Lovejoy and James
Edwards, four soldiers chosen for a dangerous
mission. Brodie resents the presence of Edwards
because he is a Negro. Bridges, who knows Edwards
from their school days, is aroused by Brodie’s

insults to his friend. When Jap snipers attack, each

man shows his mettle.

James Edwards stands out as the target for racial

discrimination. The acting is admirable all around.

Your Reviewer Says: Dreamy song-and-dance show. Your Reviewer Says: A stirring significant war story.

^ (F) Lust for Gold (Columbia)

I

N this excitement-charged movie, Ida Lupino and
Glenn Ford are hard hit by gold fever.

Glenn, a mighty mean hombre, has a single pur-

pose: To find the treasure locked within Arizona’s

Superstition Mountain. When he does, everyone is

after it, including Ida,who isweary of her bread-and-

butter existence with her no-account husband, Gig

Young. The story—allegedly true—is told in flash-

back by William Prince who plays Ford’s grandson.

As the sullen, unshaven brute, who heads for the

nearest barber shop after meeting Ida, Ford is

thoroughly convincing. Ida also scores. Young is

understandably bitter. Prince, boyishly eager. Edgar
Buchanan and Will Geer lend suitable support.

Your Reviewer Says: High-powered adventure.

By Elsa Branden

t'W' Outstanding v'V Very good V Good

F—For the whole family A—For adults
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Stardust serenade: June Haver and Ray Bolger

star in saga of the unforgettable Marilyn Miller

(F) Look for the Silver Lining
(Warners)

rilHE accent is decidedly on dancing in this lavish

1 biographical musical on the life of Marilyn Miller.

Luscious-looking June Haver gives a sparkling

performance as the dainty star. Ray Bolger is de-

lightfully droll in the role of dancer Jack Donahue.
Gordon MacRae is good as her first husband. At the

height of her career, Marilyn recalls those early

years when she joined the family vaudeville act.

Soon she is the drawing-card with Pop (Charlie

Ruggles), Mom (Rosemary DeCamp), and her

sisters (Lee and Lyn Wilde) taking a back seat.

Supported by a splendid cast. Haver and Bolger

turn this into one of the top movie musicals of 1949.

Your Reviewer Says: Tuneful and gay.

Hearl-tugger: Lucille Ball, Mary Jane Saunders,

Bob Hope give new glow to an old favorite

^ (F) Sorrowful Jones (Paramount)

H
AMON RUNYON'S outstanding human comedy,
“Little Miss Marker,” has been remade with Bob

Hope in the key role. It’s all to the good that Bob
has a real story, one with a heart-throb or two be-
hind all the laughs, instead of a series of gags strung

together.

This time Bob is a Broadway bookmaker on the

lookout for a fast buck. Lucille Ball pleasingly

plays a wise-cracking night club singer. In the role

which brought fame to Shirley Temple years ago,

five-year-old Mary Jane Saunders is winningly

wistful. She is such a cute mite that Bob hates to put

her in an orphanage when her daddy, Paul Lees, is

bumped off by big-shot gambler Bruce Cabot.

Your Reviewer Says: A favorite pays off in laughs.

l*or Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 100

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 27

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 10

^ (A) One Woman’s Story (Rank-UI)

T
HIS absorbing British drama, dealing with the

familiar triangle, boasts polished performances

by Ann Todd, Claude Rains and Trevor Howard.
Heeding the practical side of her nature, Ann has

married aging but wealthy banker Rains. However,
Ann’s poetical side cries for her lost love—young
university professor Howard. The question is, can

such a woman substitute high-flown romance for

solid security? Rains thinks not, his rival disagrees,

while Ann is all mixed up.

Todd is aristocratically indiscreet, Rains, at once

suave and forceful, Howard, the chivalrous knight

in armor. Isabel Dean and Betty Ann Davies do
well in supporting roles.

Your Reviewer Soys: Romantically appealing.
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loni<» lit ! . . Show
your liair

liim how much lovelier

can look... after a

fame §nampoo
NOT A SOAP!

NOT A LIQUID!

BUT KAY DAUMIT'S

RICH LATHERING

CREAM SHAMPOO
WITH LANOLIN

lor Soft, Shimmering
Glamorous Hair

4-oz. jar $1 ;
10-oz. economy size 82.

Smaller jar3 and tubes 49tf and 25£.

No other shampoo gives you the same

magieal secret-blend lather plus kindly

LANOLIN . . . for true hair beauty.

Tonight he can SEE new sheen in your hair, FEEL its

caiessablesoftness,THRILLto its glorious naturalbeauty.

Yes, tonight, if you use Lustre-Creme Shampoo today!

Only Lustre-Creme has Kay Daumit’s magic blend

of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin. This glamoriz-

ing shampoo lathers in hardest water. Leaves hair

fragrantly clean, shining, free of loose dandruff and

so soft, so manageable!

Famous hairdressers use and recommend it for

shimmering beauty in all “hair-dos” and permanents.

Beauty-wise women made it America’s favorite cream

shampoo. Try Lustre-Creme! The man in your life

—

and you— will love the loveliness results in your hair.

V'V' (A) Edward, My Son (M-G-M)

B
E PREPARED to weep when you see
this strong object lesson on how not to

rear children. In the leading role, Spencer
Tracy is realistically ruthless as the self-

made Canadian-British financier, whose
great incentive in life is his only son Ed-
ward. Hard-headed businessman Tracy
is utterly blind where the boy’s welfare is

concerned, and brushes aside the pleas of
his wife, Deborah Kerr, to stop spoiling
him. Deborah’s performance ranks with
the finest acting of this or any year, and
establishes her as one of the screen’s great
ladies. Ian Hunter is an understanding
family doctor and Mervyn Johns scores as
Tracy’s unlucky business associate. Leu-
een MacGrath is attractively intelligent as
Tracy’s secretary-sweetheart.
Although the action revolves around

young Edward, you never meet him, which
heightens the dramatic effect.

Your Reviewer Soys: A poignant domestic
drama.

V' (F) The Judge Steps Out (RKO)

H
ERE’S a picture that is decidedly dif-

ferent. The judge is cultured, re-
spected Alexander Knox, whose wife,
Frieda Inescort, and daughter, Martha
Hyer, impose upon him no end. Fed up
with it all, Knox walks out and has him-
self an adventure. That’s where Ann
Sothern pops into the picture. Ann runs
a roadside eatery, where characters like

George Tobias drop in for a hamburger.
Knox falls for Ann’s charms, then wonders
if exchanging his courthouse for a hash
house would be playing the game accord-
ing to the rules.

Sharyn Moffett, Florence Bates, Myrna
Dell and Whitford Kane perform their

parts affably.

Your Reviewer Says: Middle-aged high jinks.

(F) Hideout (Republic)

A
DRIAN BOOTH and Lloyd Bridges are
the featured young players in this crime

movie. However, it’s elderly Ray Collins
who really rates top billing as a smooth,
unscrupulous jewel thief. After double-
crossing two of his confederates, Collins
repairs to a small town, where he poses
as a wealthy philanthropist. Bridges is

lackadaisical as an up-and-coming district

attorney running for Mayor. Sheila Ryan
and Jeff Corey round out the roster of

players.

Your Reviewer Says: Routine crook yarn.
(Continued on page 24)

Picture of suspense: Bill Powell and

Shelley Winters in “Take One False Step”
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EVEN though it was Graduation Day
Dora felt a little pang of loneliness.

What was the diploma compared to

those precious sparkling rings that Babs

and Beth were wearing? Dora was kill-

ing her chances of ever wearing one,

too, unless she changed her ways. There

was one course* that college didn’t

teach her.

What do other charms amount to if

you have halitosis (bad breath)*?

Whether occasional or chronic, it can

finish you with a man that quick. Smart

girls, popular girls, realize this and are

extra careful not to offend.

For them it is Listerine Antiseptic

night and morning, and especially be-

fore any date when they want to be

at their best.

Listerine Antiseptic is no momentary

makeshift. It instantly freshens and

sweetens the breath and helps keep it

that way. Not for seconds . . . not for

minutes . . . but for hours, usually.

Never, never, omit this delightful extra-

careful precaution against offending.

While some cases of halitosis are of

systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial fer-

mentation of tiny food particles clinging

to mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic

quickly halts such fermentation, then

overcomes the odors fermentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

ILISTiHIISi ANTISEPTIC
the extra-careful precaution

against bad breath

Vacationing?
It’s mighty comforting to have a good antiseptic

handy in case of minor cuts, scratches and abra-

sions requiring germicidal first-aid.
P
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Bob Pins

set the smartest

hair-do’s

stronger grip—
won t slip out

Short in front— short in hack... like this new
"Directoire Style” that’s so flattering to

your face. . .that’s the way your hair goes this

season. And the smartest hair-do’s are

going up with De Long Bob Pins! Smoothly
rounded at the ends, De Long Bob Pins slide

in easily, stay in indefinitely. For easier

setting -for lovelier hair— reach for

De Long Bob Pins on the famous blue cards.

how to set this

"directoire stoic"
created by Robert King

,
famous

New York and Hollywood hair

stylist and make-up artist. Make 6
large pin curls for the bang.

Wave a ridge over each ear and
make two rows of curls from high
on both sides all the way around
back. Always turn curls toward
face. Brush out hair away from

face and let fall softly.

You’re always "set” with De Long Hair Pins •

Curl Setting Pins ‘Safety Pins* Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps • Pins •Hook and EyeTapes • Sanitary Belts

(Continued from page 22)

(F) Massacre River (Allied Artists)

T
AKEN from a Harold Bell Wright novel,
this Western fails to live up to its

blood-and-thunder title. A mediocre
script is of little help to Guy Madison,
Rory Calhoun, Carole Mathews and Cathy
Downs.
Guy and Rory are fellow officers, sta-

tioned in Indian country. Both are smitten
with Colonel Art Baker’s pretty daughter
Cathy. No sooner does Guy become en-
gaged to her, however, than he meets
Carole, a good-bad gal from the wrong
side of the prairie. Rory and Cathy’s
brother, Johnny Sands, try to break up the
affair with disastrous results.

From the standpoint of acting, Carole
Mathews comes off best, at least bringing
some reality to her role.

Your Reviewer Says: Not enough Indians.

(A) The Fallen Idol

(Reed-SRO)
flHIL-D stars are in the forefront these
U days. Now it’s newcomer Bobby Henrey
who has the stuff to make oldsters sit up
and take notice.

The youngster lives in the French Em-
bassy in London, where his father is Am-
bassador. Both parents are away and
Bobby is in the care of butler Ralph Rich-
ardson and his wife, housekeeper Sonia
Dresdel. A kind man, Richardson has
won the boy’s confidence, but Bobby in-

stinctively recoils from the sharp-tongued
woman. Another grown-up in the child’s

world is attractive, and obviously troubled,
Michele Morgan. When tragedy strikes,

Bobby strives to cope with it but, in his

eagerness to help his butler-friend, he
blunders badly.

Your Reviewer Says: One of Britain’s best.

(F) Illegal Entry
(Universal-International)

P
ICTORIALLY speaking, the Treasury
Department has had its innings. This

time, the files of U. S. Immigration serve
as a springboard for a chase film.

Inspector George Brent hires flier How-
ard Duff as a temporary undercover agent.
Duff’s assignment is to look up Marta
Toren, member of a gang of smugglers,
and cultivate her acquaintance. Maybe he
can get her to tell about those aliens being
flown across the Mexican border.
Whether defying danger or making love

to Marta, Howard wears a dead-pan ex-
pression. Marta concentrates on being a
damsel in distress while Brent is coolly

efficient and just a bit bored by it all. The
smugglers form a more colorful crew, con-
sisting of cynical Paul Stewart, sullen Gar
Moore, conniving Tom Tully and gang
leader Richard Rober.

Your Reviewer Says: Exciting game of tag.

(F) The Crooked Way
(Bogeaus-UA)

IfEMEMBER what a good-natured guy
II Sonny Tufts used to be? Sonny is

not only older looking and considerably
tougher, but he has grown in stature as

an actor. His portrayal of a gang leader
is by far the best thing he has ever done.
John Payne gives a good account of

himself as a war-wounded amnesia victim
with a dark past and a doubtful future.

With the exception of Ellen Drew, what he
discovers is anything but pretty. Pushed
around by Tufts and his henchman, and
suspected by police lieutenant Rhys Wil-
liams, poor Payne hasn’t a friend in the
world. At least, not until Ellen begins to

see things his way.

It all stacks up to a taut, terrifying
movie, impressively acted and directed.

Your Reviewer Says: Grim gangland film.

(F) The Big Cat
(Moss-Eagle Lion)

H
fHAT with Lon McCallister chasing a
mountain lion and Peggy Ann Garner

chasing Lon, it’s never a dull moment in
this primitive picture dressed up in Tech-
nicolor. To add to the excitement, Preston
Foster and Forrest Tucker, a pair of un-
neighborly neighbors, beat each other up
within an inch of their lives.

This all happens in the backwoods of

Utah where Lon, a city boy, seeks adven-
ture and finds it. The film’s highlight is

a thrilling fight between a plucky dog and
the “big cat.”

Foster delivers a convincing perfor-
mance, receiving satisfactory support from
Irving Bacon, Sara Haden, Skip Homeier.

Your Reviewer Soys: Calling all youngsters!

(F) The Mighty Joe Young
(Ford-Cooper-RKO )

O
F ALL the wildly extravagant yarns
you’ve ever seen, this one takes the

prize. The star performer is—surprise!

—

a gigantic gorilla named Joe.
Animal-loving Terry Moore lives on an

African farm where she raises Joe from a
bottle-sucking babe to a bellowing mon-
ster. When showman Robert Armstrong
observes how the ferocious beast follows
Terry around, he hits upon the idea of

presenting the girl and gorilla in his new
Hollywood night club. Opening night in

this miniature jungle, complete with real

lions, is a sensational success until some
dim-witted drunks prod Joe into a king-
sized rampage.

It’s wacky, but fun. A romantic side-

light of this safari teams Terry with good-
looking cowpuncher Ben Johnson.

Your Reviewer Says: Super-duper monkey-
shines.

(F) Black Magic (Small-UA)

O
NE of the screen’s most colorful per-
sonalities, Orson Welles, has a made-

to-order role in this flamboyant, fact-fic-

tion picture. It describes the eighteenth-
century charlatan Cagliostro, who set all

Europe agog with his black magic.
Obsessed with the idea of wreaking ven-

geance on the man who condemned his

parents to death, Orson rants and raves
and weaves his strange spells. In a dual
role, Nancy Guild plays a haughty queen
on one hand, a helpless commoner on the

other. The two bear a remarkable re-

semblance and Welles uses this coincidence
for his own wicked ends. Akim Tamiroff
is Orson’s partner-in-crime, Stephen Be-
kassy his sworn enemy, Frank Latimore
his rival for Nancy’s love, Valentina Cor-
tesa a gypsy sweetheart and Margo Gra-
hame the notorious Madame DuBarry.

Your Reviewer Says: Crystal-gazing de luxe.

(F) Prince of the Plains (Republic)

T
HIS prosaic yarn relates how cowboy
Monte Hale becomes embroiled in the

murder of a bank president. Hale has to

talk fast to convince Sheriff Paul Hurst
that it was a couple of other guys. In

order to get the goods on them, Hale in-

duces Hurst to let him impersonate the

banker’s son, believed to have been killed

on his way home. When the fellow turns

up safe and sound, Hale is in a real fix

with badman Rory Mallinson and his

henchman, Roy Barcroft. Shirley Davis
is a decorative note in all the rumpus.

Your Reviewer Soys: No cowboy classic.

( Continued on page 26)



Radiant*
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leaves
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PRELL REMOVES DANDRUFF in as little as 3 minutes

LEAVES HAIR Tuuliotlfflj CLEAN, 1?atli(lltUlJ SMOOTH

Quick and easy! The
handy Prcll tube works

great in the shower! And
Prell shampoos remove
unsightly dandruff fast!

Hair is sparkling-clean

after a Prell Shampoo

—

there’s no ugly, dingy soap

scum. And with Prell, no
liquid runs into your eyes!

You’ll be thrilled with Procter & Gamble’s new emerald-

clear Radiant-Creme the first time you use it! For

Prell’s exclusive formula leaves your hair more shining

. . . more gloriously radiant . . . than any soap shampoo
— cream or liquid! And Prell removes ugly dandruff in

as little as 3 minutes— a fact proved by doctors’ ex-

aminations! Your hair is so naturally soft and smooth

too, after Prell— easy to set, curl, and manage.

Prell goes farther than any other known shampoo,

because it’s concentrated for economy . . . one trial will

prove it! The tube is so handy too, no messy jars or

slippery bottles—no spill or waste. Get a large-size tube

of Prell for your family today!

MADE BY

PROCTER & GAMBLE

P
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SALON-SAfB FOR "P808L£M"HA/R

SALON-SMARTFOR&/£RY H£A0

When your hair is that soft, fine kind, you want a home
permanent that really pampers your hair!

With the new, improved Richard Hudnut Home Permanent

you can be sure of lovely, safe, gentle “salon-type” results.

That’s because you use the same sort of preparations... even the

same improved cold wave process found best for

waving thousands of heads in the Richard Hudnut Fifth Avenue Salon!

(Continued from page 24)

(F) Death Valley Gunfighter
(Republic)

T
HERE he comes galloping around the
bend—Allan “Rocky” Lane on his trusty

steed “Black Jack.” Rocky is a ready-
for-anything guy, rushing to the rescue of
sheriff William A. Henry. Seems Henry
is unable to cope with a band of outlaws
headed by Jim Nolan. The varmints have
been terrorizing old-timer Eddy Waller and
are plotting to seize his quicksilver mine.
There’s just enough—not too much

—

romance, supplied by Waller’s niece, Gail
Davis, and her sweetheart-sheriff.

Your Reviewer Says: Rough-and-ready West-
ern.

No fear of harsh, frizzed ends, thanks to the gentler, cream waving lotion.

No worry about being able to do a good job.

If you can roll your hair on curlers, you’ll manage beautifully!

There isn’t a more luxurious, softer, more natural-looking

home wave for any head! Price, $2.75; refill without rods, $1.50.

(Prices plus Tax.)

Heze's WHY Ctsezs PRBFBR HUDHUrr
1. Gives you the wave you wish you were born

with — soft, luxurious, natural-looking.

2. Quicker by far— saves % hour or more per

permanent.

3. Easier, too! Special Hudnut pre-softening

makes winding easier; ends less difficult!

4. Exactly the type curl you desire— tight or

loose — but never a frizz on the ends!

5. Lasts longer— gives weeks more pleasure

and prettiness!

6. Doesn't dry hair or split ends; includes

Richard Hudnut Creme Rinse, wonderful for

making hair lustrous, soft, more"easy to do."

7. More manageable — greater coiffure variety.

*A s expressed by a cross- section of Hudnut Home
Permanent users recently surveyed by an independent

research organization.

Accepted for Advertising by the Journal of the American Medical Association.

Home Permanent

V (F) Prejudice
(New World Films)

H
ERE’S a sincere, worthwhile picture
against racial and religious bias.

David Bruce, his wife and young son
represent an average American family.
David’s new job as plant production man-
ager takes them to a typical small town.
He is off to a good start with his boss,
Joe Crehan, but is bothered by the fact

that his Jewish assistant, Bruce Edwards,
is much too capable. David wrongly rea-
sons that the boss will put Edwards in his
job. Minister James Seay, observing
David’s conflict, stresses in his Sunday ser-
mons that “prejudice is a disease of the
mind and heart. It springs from fright,

frustration and insecurity and finds its

outlet in hostility and aggression against
almost any group the prejudiced person’s
sick mind has fastened on.”

Your Reviewer Says: A timely lesson on tol-

erance.

kV (F) Streets of Laredo
(Paramount)

T
HE Texas Rangers have their work cut
out for them in this rip-roarin’ tale

bristling with bandits.
Macdonald Carey, a dashing desperado,

pulls off several holdups with serious
William Holden and funny Bill Bendix.
Then the boys lose sight of Mac for a
couple of years. Holden and Bendix join
up with the Rangers, figuring the outfit

will serve as a convenient smokescreen for

further crimes. What they don’t know is

that they will be called upon to bring to

justice their former friend, Macdonald.
Holden, to whom friendship is sacred,
balks at the idea, and Bendix takes his

place. Thereafter, it’s a question who will

be shot first. In the romance department,
pint-sized Mona Freeman spiritedly plays
a female firecracker who can shoot it out
with the best of them. Mona goes for Mac
until her pretty blue eyes are opened to

the fact that he’s a cool, ruthless killer.

Your Reviewer Says: Lots of lootin’ and
shootin’.

(F) The Secret Garden
(M-G-M)

A
MYSTERY-romance of Victorian days
gives Margaret O’Brien the chance to

play a different kind of role.

Orphaned by the Black Plague in India,

she is sent to England where her eccen-
tric, wealthy uncle, Herbert Marshall,
dwells in a great, gloomy house. At night,

the corridors echo with agonized wails and
the child determines to find out why. Thus,
she discovers her crippled cousin, Dean
Stockwell. The bedridden youngster gets

what he wants by staging frequent tan-
trums, whereupon Maggie demonstrates
that, when it comes to being a brat, she can
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match him any time. Loneliness and
neglect draw the children together. With
the aid of Brian Roper, she has stumbled
upon a small garden on the grounds. Per-
sistent probing reveals why Marshall or-
dered it locked up years ago.
Gladys Cooper is a severe housekeeper,

Elsa Lanchester a jolly housemaid, Regi-
nald Owen an old gardener, and George
Zucco a wise physician.

Your Reviewer Says: Unusual tale well told.

^ (F) Interference (RKO)

T
HE point made in this football film is

that a man’s wife can make or break
him, especially if he is trusting Victor
Mature and she is deceitful Lizabeth Scott.
That Liz is as selfish as she’s attractive

is evident to Vic’s friend and fellow-
player, Sonny Tufts, and to the team’s fine

manager, Lloyd Nolan. It’s also painfully
plain to Nolan’s clever secretary, Lucille
Ball, whose flippant remarks hide an ach-
ing heart. Dwelling upon Mature’s private,
rather than professional life, this pigskin
drama gives you a little football, still more
about love. There’s a surprise finish.

Your Reviewer Says: A touchdown for Ma-
ture.

k' (F) The Fountainhead
(Warners-First National)

I
NTEGRITY is a fine quality, but must
Gary Cooper go to such extreme lengths

to preserve it?

Cooper is ruggedly sincere as a thor-
oughly unconventional architect, a strug-
gling genius who refuses to compro-
mise with his principles. Patricia Neal
is arresting as the alluring Dominique, who
becomes engaged to one man, weds an-
other, and is madly in love with a third.
Raymond Massey registers as a powerful
newspaper publisher, who regards Patricia
as his greatest acquisition. Kent Smith
conveys pathos as a mediocre architect
and Robert Douglas capably portrays a
conniving columnist. Ray Collins is Gary’s
loyal client, Henry Hull a pitiable failure,
Jerome Cowan a distraught editor.

Your Reviewer Says: Strangely stimulating.

Best Pictures of the Month
The Barkleys of Broadway

The Crooked Way
Edward, My Son
The Fallen Idol

Home of the Brave

Look for the Silver Lining

Lust for Gold
Sorrowful Jones

Best Performances of the Month
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers in
''The Barkleys of Broadway”

Sonny Tufts in "The Crooked Way”
Spencer Tracy, Deborah Ken-

in "Edward, My Son”
Bobby Henrey, Ralph Richardson

in "The Fallen Idol”

James Edwards in "Home of the Brave

”

June Haver, Ray Bolger in
"Look for the Silver Lining”

Ida Lupino, Glenn Ford in
"Lust for Gold

”

Ann Todd, Claude Rains in
"One Woman’s Story”

Margaret O’Brien, Brian Roper in
"The Secret Garden”

"X dPress fe?r o. briefed shotter...
*
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dt 8 o'ePoek Cn "the morning!

/• "For daytime duties I wear a versatile

costume. A short, chic, cardigan jacket. A
jaunty white hat with a feather to match

my dress. A gay roomy basket bag. It’s

really a traffic stopper! And, of course, I

rely on gentler, even more effective Odor-

ono Cream . . . because l know it protects me

from perspiration and odor a full 24 hours/”

New Odorono Cream brings you an im-

proved new formula in a bright new pack-

age. Stays creamy smooth, too . . . even

if you leave the cap off for weeks!

Z. "For the evening surprise party, from

under my jacket appears a picture-pretty

party dress. Around its soft blue tie silk I

put a white organdie sash which matches

the dainty gathered V-neck insert, and I’m

set! I’m confident ofmy charm all evening,

too, thanks to new Odorono Cream . . .

because I find it gives me the most effective

protection Vve ever known/”

It never harms fine fabrics, and is so

gentle you can use it right after shaving!

You’ll find it the perfect deodorant!

Odoremo Gretfm

SaffGn slops pe*S|>uraRcnn

ond odor a 24 (?ot

(Now in new 25f and 50f sizes, plus tax)

r
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Lovely BETTY GRABLE with CESAR ROMERO in the 20th Century-Fox Technicolor picture,

“THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND”

"/b&
x his is a beauty care that really makes
skin lovelier! In recent Lux Toilet Soap
tests by skin specialists actually three

out of four complexions improved in

a short time.

"Lux Soap facials leave skin softer,

smoother!” says Betty Grable. "I work
the fragrant lather well in, rinse, then

pat with a towel to dry.”

Try the generous new bath size cake,

too—so fragrant, so luxurious!

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

YOU want skin that’s lovely to look at,

thrilling to touch. Try this gentle care

screen stars recommend.

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap — Lux G/r/s are Lovelier/
28



We recommend

"HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY"

<IN page 32 you will find a guide to a Hollywood

U vacation. It advises not only where to go in the

film capital but also reports on the many roman-

tic places that lie close by and are easily accessible

by car or bus, train or plane.

This isn’t the first feature of this kind that Photo-

play has published. It was, in fact, the heartening

response enjoyed by last year’s “So You’re Going to

Hollywood” that inspired this current “Hollywood

Holiday” as well as our editorial plan to present a

travel guide in every July issue, thus making it a

yearly feature.

If you’re going to Hollywood, you’ll be delighted

with the complete charts that tell all about the

hotels, restaurants and night clubs—as well as the

exclusive pictures that decorate the travel pages. If

a Hollywood vacation hadn’t been your plan, we

suspect it will be before you close this magazine.

And if circumstances make such an excursion out

of the question at the moment, you’ll dream better

after you read Fredda Dudley’s “Hollywood Holi-

day”—which is complete to the least detail, but,

above all, exciting and romantic.

P
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THE BERGMAN BOMBSHELL

W
HENEVER anyone in Hollywood has

become involved in any great scan-

dal, always we have said, “Well,

thank goodness there are those stars

upon whom you can count.” And, in-

variably, we have added, “Stars who
live with the greatest personal dignity

and propriety— Ingrid Bergman, for

instance.”

That’s why it is so heart-breaking that

Ingrid should have been involved in this

Stromboli incident with her fiery, tem-

pestuous director, Roberto Rossellini.

And I think it a great pity that not once

did he make any effort to protect her

from a situation which he must have
known would be headlined around the

world.

Had stories and photographs similar

to those circulated about Ingrid and
Rossellini been circulated about Rita

Hayworth or Lana Turner, or any one

of the other glamour girls who have

been in and out of love so many times,

no one would have thought much about

it. Ingrid is different, a gracious and

dignified woman with a clever business

brain. No other producer or director

ever has been able to prevail upon her

to commit herself to a production minus

a story, cast and, in the beginning,

financing.

BY LOUEHA 0. PARSONS

The story behind the gossip that be-

gan as a Hollywood whisper and ex-

ploded into international headlines

Along with everyone else, I can only

ask what happened to change her so

much. Is this an overwhelming love

story? Or could it all have sprung only

from Ingrid’s great and complete con-

fidence in the genius of an artist she has

known for such a short time?

Ingrid’s association with Rossellini

began innocently enough. About a year

ago when she was in England, having

seen Rossellini’s fine films, “Paisan” and
“Open City,” she wrote him a letter. A
friend to whom he showed this letter

says it was very simple and direct, that

it read in essence: “Dear Roberto Ros-
sellini: I love your pictures and your

direction. So if there’s ever a small part

for a little Swedish actress, please think

of me. Ingrid Bergman.”

Rossellini, described as a fascinating

but arrogant man and a law unto him-

self, not only accepted this letter as a

fine compliment, but considered it little

short of a promise to make a picture

with him.

He flew to London to see Ingrid who
was highly amused and no little em-
barrassed by his interpretation of her

impulsive note. However, Rossellini, with

his flashing brown eyes, was not to be

put off. When Ingrid returned to

Hollywood, he ( Continued on page 75)



Beyond reach of telephones, Rossellini and Ingrid on Stromboli

Stromboli volcano, never quiet

Fishermen here face danger

Houses crack from eruptions

Island life is primitive



Picturesque pagodas and walks attract movie stars

like Farley, Shelley to Japanese Botanical Gardens

Modern art lovers, Farley Granger, Shelley Winters in

Associated American Artists Galleries, Beverly Hills

HOLLYWOOD
BY FREDDA DUDLEY

It sounds like a far-away dream but

Photoplay has the vacation figures

to prove it can happen to you

t
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Mexican dancing, serenades by candlelight, intrigue

the young couple at La Golondrina, built on old pueblo

Miniature golf is year-round attraction. Farley’s in

“Roseanna McCoy,” Shelley, “Take One False Step”

HOLIDAY

that lies ahead? Whatever your plans, one of the

locales you should consider is California—Hollywood
—and all the beautiful romantic places that lie only

a few hours—or less—away.

Often enough, the sights of California are remi-

niscent of Spain. Many spots, literally, are Mexican.

There’s Chinatown, too. And the coast, with its steep

Angel’s Flight, one block trolley, takes Farley and

Shelley from residential district to downtown L. A.

Photographs by Don Ornitz

OLLYW
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HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY

Greyhound bus at Balboa Park, San Diego, Cal. Architecture in

many California places is as Spanish as the original settlers

hills and mountains fringing the sea, is,

for all the world, like the Mediterranean.

The motor highways that lead to Cali-

fornia, from all directions, are superb.

And for those who prefer not to drive, to

be free to gaze in all directions, there

are busses and trains—super deluxe or

tourist—and there are planes galore.

The first question every newcomer to

California asks is, “Will I be permitted

to go through a studio?”

The answer, sadly, is “No.” There are

a number of reasons. First of all, no
studio is working full capacity at present,

and no studio is employing a full staff.

Budgets are rigid, schedules must be

maintained and it is almost impossible to

turn out a full day’s work when visitors

are coming on and leaving a set.

However, on the streets of Hollywood
and Beverly Hills, and in the restaurants

and night clubs of the area, the alert

visitor will catch sight of dozens of

Hollywood notables. It is more fun to see

them at play than at work, anyway. It is

quite all right for youngsters to ask for

autographs, provided they speak softly,

say please, and leave the celebrity at

once after receiving the autograph and

expressing thanks for it.

Luckily, the visitor can see as many
radio programs as he has time to attend.

This, incidentally, is a better way to see

celebrities than attempting to catch a

glimpse of them in a picture studio.

Those of you who are radio listeners will

know how to secure tickets by writing

to programs in advance. Requests should

be made a month prior to the date you

will be in Hollywood.

If it is impossible for you to plan so

far ahead, the thing to do is to go to the

Information Desk in each of the Broad-

casting Studios as soon as you arrive and

ask for instructions as to how to get

tickets. While you are securing ducats,

you should arrange to take one of the

many guided tours which are provided

for visitors by the studios. In the Yellow

Section of the Los Angeles Telephone

Book, on Page 1132, last column on the

right, you will find a complete list of

Radio Broad- ( Continued on page 68)

For “Where to Stay” Chart See Page 66

For “Night Spots” Chart See Page 68

HOLLYWOOD
HOLIDAY
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HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY

NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE PRICE RANGE TYPE OF
PATRONAGE

Bantam Cock
643 N. La Cienega

Blvd:, Los Angeles
CRestview 6-8608 Moderate

Picture and radio

people ; the social set
1

Barney’s Beanery
8447 Santa Monica
Boulevard

Hillside 9988
A pittance will

take you there

Legend: Sit long enough,
all Hollywood shows up

Beachcomber’s
1727 N. McCadden
Place

HOllvw’d 9-3968
High, but worth
every penny

Picture, radio and
social set

The Brown Derby

s

(4 locations)

1628 N. Vine
4500 Los Feliz Blvd.

9537 Wilshire Blvd.

3377 Wilshire Blvd.

HOllyw’d 9-5151

OLympia 2913
CRestview 6-2311

FItzroy 5151

Moderate Everyone

Bit of Sweden 9051 Sunset Blvd. BRadshaw 2-2800
Dinner $1.75 up
Smorgasbord

$1.95

Everyone

Carolina Pines 7315 Melrose Ave. WYoming 9122 Reasonable Families

Chapel Inn Highway 66, Duarte MOnrovia 7622 Dinner $2 up
Children, 90c up

Families

( No liquor served)

Chasen’s
9039 Beverly Blvd.,

Beverly Hills
CRestview 1-2168

Dinner from
$3.50 up

Picture people and
the social set

Clifton’s

Cafeterias

618 South Olive

648 S. Broadway, LA
TRinity 1673

VAndyke 7316
From 50c up for

a full meal
Everyone

Cock ’n’ Bull 9170 Sunset Blvd.
BRadshaw
2-1397

From $1.50 up
Writers’ and magazine
editors’ hangout

House of Murphy 410 South

Van Vicente
BRadshaw 2-3432 Dinner $1.50 up Hollywood celebrities

Jim Otto’s
4557 Sherman Oaks
(The Valley)

STate 4-5875 From $2.60 up Everyone

The King’s 8153 Santa Monica
Boulevard

HEmpstead 4577 Moderate Everyone

La Rue 8633 Sunset Blvd. BRadshaw 2-2733 Expensive
Picture people

and social set

Lucey’s 5444 Melrose Ave. HOllywood 5166
Dinner starts at

$3, goes way up
Paramount and
RKO hangout

Oceanhouse 415 Palisades Beach
Road, Santa Monica

Santa Monica
5-3283

Luncheon from
$2 Dinner from
$3.50

Social set, picture

people and tourists

Ready Room 365 N. La Cienega

Boulevard
BRadshaw 2-1877

Dinner from
$2.25

College group, picture

people, social set

Romanoff’s 326 N. Rodeo Drive

Beverly Hills
CRestview 1-9105

Dinner starts at

$3, goes ’way up
The celebrated and elite

of five continents

Somerset House
133 N. La Cienega

Blvd., Beverly Hills
BRadshaw 2-1052

Dinner starts at

$3.50
Chic people in every field

Tail 0’ The Cock

(2 Locations)

477 S. La Cienega
12950 Ventura Blvd.

BRadshaw 2-2214 Moderate Everyone

Mama Weiss

(Czarda)

224 S. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills

STandley 7-1914
CRestview 5-9384

Sensible Everyone

HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY
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WHERE AND WHAT TO EAT
(It is advisable, in most cases, to call for reservations in advance)

LOCAL COLOR BEST TIME TO GO
AS A TOURIST

WHAT TO WEAR

Ultra moderne decor; an intimate air About 7 pm
Your best suit or date

dress. Men: Business suit

Casual informality is keynote. Try their sumptuous rabbit stew About 11 pm As you are

Rain on the roof, South Seas charm—a dreamy place. Don’t

miss < it. Magnificent Chinese food; home of the Zombie
Dinner only

Closed Sunday
Street clothing

Keep your eyes open for celebrities. Walls in N. Vine Derby
plastered with world-famous caricatures. Fun to eat in patio of

the original hat-shaped Derby at 3377 Wilshire

Any time Street clothing

The most beautiful Smorgasbord on earth. Hot and cold meats.

Exotic salads
6 pm to 9:30 daily Street clothing

The Southern cooking here is strictly from Dixie Noon to 9 pm daily Sport or business suits

This is a deconsecrated Episcopal Church. Candlelight and high-

backed pews give it romantic charm. Wonderful chicken

Closed Tues. Week-
days, 5:30 pm to 8:30
Sundays noon to 6:30

Street clothing

Decor is tavern-type; paneling, brass and copper touches, ex-

tremely pleasant. Try Cherries Jubilee for dessert

Dinner only

Closed Monday
Street clothing

Broadway location is woodsy; Olive location is South Sea Isles.

Excellent food. Unofficial tourist headquarters
6 am to 9 pm As you are

An English Tavern, service is buffet style. Ask your waitress for

instructions to avoid embarrassment
Lunch and dinner Street clothing

The originators of the Di Cicco Salad. Corned beef and cabbage.

Onion rolls
7 to 12 pm daily Street Clothing

The Gay Nineties re-created; priceless antiques used in decora-

tion. Waiters in handlebar mustaches. What steaks!

Five until midnight

daily
Street clothing

The gossip columnists’ hangout. World’s best seafood

flown from all parts of the country

Dinner 5 pm to 10 pm
a la carte to 4 am

Street clothing

One of the true picture restaurants; you’re likely to see Joan
Crawford at the next table. Try the Queen’s Pancakes

Dinner only served

Closed Sunday
Your best informal

clothes

An Italian restaurant, filled with celebrities at lunch hour. Their

chef’s salad one of the best anywhere, $2.25

Noon until 2 am
Closed Sundays

Street clothing

Once Marion Davies’ beach residence. Note the $90,000 worth
of gold leaf on barroom ceiling. Excellent American food

Sunday, noon to 9:30

Weekdays. 12 to 2:30
and 6 to 9:30

Your best informal

clothes

The owner, Johnny Wilson, was a star USC track man. Their

roast beef at $3.50 is the biggest serving in town
Dinner only Street clothing

Note the cartoons on the back bar, the Paul Hesse photo of

Prince Mike Romanoff in sun room. Chicken Romanoff terrific

Noon to midnight
Closed Sunday Your best hat and suit

The owners are constantly coming up with a new idea, so this

spot should be checked by those wanting to know Hollywood
Dinner only Your best informal attire

On Sunday morning, they have a hangover breakfast starting

at eleven that is superb
Lunch and dinner

on weekdays
Your best informal attire

You may find Bela Lugosi at the next table. AH Hungarian
dishes. You’ll love the symbalom music, Mama Weiss’s singing

Lunch and dinner

Closed Mondays
Street clothing

HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY
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laguna Beach : Eden on the sea. Here celebrities—like Bob Stack, Rhonda Fleming—may been seen heading for the

surf. Visitors can eat at Victor Hugo’s, see Bette Davis’s year-round home, view stars in summer plays at Little Theatre

HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY
Photographs by Don Ornitz

Visitors to Apple Valley can follow Yvonne DeCarlo’s,

Scott Brady’s lead—horseback riding on nearby desert

Rhonda Fleming, Bob Stack beside the ancient walls of

famed Mission San Juan Capistrano, over a century old
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enchanted
horizons

A
WONDERLAND—California! On your Hollywood

holiday you can swim and ski the same day!

Within easy reach of snow-capped mountains lies

the sea. Historic sights abound too; missions, ha-

ciendas and inns as romantic as California history.

On the nearby desert are oases with sky-blue

swimming pools, date farms, luxurious clubs, riding

trails and primitive' Indian villages.

Across the southern border is Mexico; adobe vil-

lages, Spanish cathedrals, exciting jai alai games.

Across the northeastern border is Las Vegas, a reck-

less town, where you stake your chips on the turn

of a roulette wheel. Whatever your mood, the very

thing you want to do, the very place you want to see

is just around the corner.

Terry Moore, Jerome Courtland in blossoming fields near

Highway 99, framed by snow-capped Mt. San Gorgonio

iV 1

y,

i
*

•

-

Six presidents slept here! Terry and Jerome visit

presidential suite of Mission Inn in Riverside, Cal.

Surprise encounter: Macdonald Carey, Jane Greer, cen-

ter, meet in Wheel Room, Hotel Last Frontier, Las Vegas
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OF LINDA

“A Letter to Three Wives,” with Barbara Lawrence, Thelma

Ritter, proved something to Linda—and the producers

Linda with George Sanders in "Forever

Amber”—beautiful but nnbelievable

!

H
AVE you ever asked yourself, “Who am I? Am I the

person I want to be, doing what I want to do, living

as I want to live? Or am I merely making a convenient

adjustment to whatever happens day by day?”

Linda Darnell has asked herself these questions, I am
sure. In fact, I would say Linda’s soul-searching began

about three years ago. It was then she first separated from

Peverell Marley and traveled to Zurich to work with Jung,

the psychiatrist. Later, she re-established her married

life with Pev, concentrated upon her art work, studying

in Maine under Rockwell Kent, and adopted a baby

daughter, Lola, who now is over a year old.

Then, and ever since then, it has been as if Linda were

shaking her life out thoroughly, getting rid of the things

she doesn’t want and making room for the things she has

decided to have and to do.

“What gives with Linda?” everyone began asking. “What
is she looking for anyway?”
Always, I wanted to say, “I ( Continued on page 102)

ELSA MAXWELL
famous party giver

and columnist

“Who am I?” she asked—and

in the last three trying years she

has finally found the answer

No longer afraid to dramatize

herself—Linda Darnell of

“Slattery’s Hurricane”

Valeska
41
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what it’s like

TO DATE MONTY CLIFT

BY TRICIA HURST

You get spaghetti, Dagwood sandwiches, French movies and

beer—and a close-up of Clift never seen in any night club

!

T
HIS all started, several months
ago, when I told the gent on the

other end of the phone that I

needed some more information to

add to a story I was writing about

him. I’d had an interview with him
the week before, and although I’d

been very much impressed with the

guy at the time, I certainly never

expected to see him again.

“I’ll tell you what, Trish,” the

voice said, “why not come along

with a couple of friends and myself

tonight, and maybe you’ll get some
additional material. But this isn’t

business, understand, it’s pleasure.

Can you make it?”

Could I make it!

If I’d had a date to attend my
own wedding, I would have found

a way of getting out of it.

The voice on the other end of

the phone belonged to Montgomery
Clift!

Where would we go? What would
we do? Would he have a low,

sleek convertible or, maybe, use a

studio car that was probably at his

disposal?

Dinner, dancing, maybe, the thea-

ter? He’d said something about it

being an “informal evening” but 1

knew (Continued on page 95)

Sitting on Monty’s jacket didn’t improve Tricia’s date!

In this Village cafe Trish needed a press-pass to reach Monty!
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The Lloyd Nolans, John Lunds, Wendell Coreys, John Bromfield and wife Corinne Calvet formed their own square dance

club, dance in rustic Boy Scouts’ hut. Caller Bob Osgood has a television show, is local square dance authority. (Lloyd

is in “Bad Boy,” John, “My Friend Irma,” Wendell, “The File on Thelma Jordon,” the Bromfields, “Rope of Sand”)

Alice and Wendell Corey enjoy the courtly graces

of a square dance favorite, “Honofr Your Partner”

One good turn deserves another! Lloyd Nolan lends a help-

ing hand to wife Nell while she illustrates “The Glowworm”
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An old-fashioned remedy for

modern woes, the square dance

has become the favorite pastime

of the Beverly Hill-billies

Four-year-old Robin Corey gels into tlie act

with dad Wendell in a “right elbow swing”

Heads down and away they go! Marie and John Lund “duck

for oysters” beneath the upraised arms of the Bromfields

I

T all began during the war, when the

Palm Springs hotels used to invite des-

ert townspeople to join their guests in

square dances. Today, oddly enough, it’s

usually the older crowd that gets the big-

gest bang out of the 250 square dance clubs

in and around Hollywood. The Lloyd

Nolans, who are experts at square danc-

ing, give frequent parties to which guests,

wearing colorful, comfortable western

garb, bring basket suppers. Supper’s at

seven, which leaves from eight to . ten-

thirty for dancing. By this time everyone’s

ready to retire! These modern square

dances—a combination of the Quadrille,

the Kentucky running sets and Western
figures—are keeping Hollywood figures

trim and Hollywood temperaments re-

laxed and happy.

Photographs by Don Orniiz

goes into the dance for the benefit of John and Corinne
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Doris has one step to

go before making good

on son Terry’s terms!

OL,what
BY PAULINE SWANSON

Mrs. Day never knows what to expect when

Doris, who loves antiques, goes shopping

O
NCE upon a time, in Cincinnati, Ohio,

there lived a little girl. She had a face

full of freckles and a turned-up nose,

long, brown, tomboy legs, and she looked

like Huckleberry Finn.

Her father was a German classical mu-
sician, and her mother was, well, a warm,
round, motherly mother, and a wonderful

cook.

The little girl’s name was Doris Kap-
pelhoff.

Now, you would think that there had

to be a fairy Godmother in this story,

somewhere. Somebody had to wave a

magic wand, if a tomboy kid named Doris
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a wonderful IS&U-
With a face full of freckles and a heart full of hope Doris was

out to lick the world, and if the going was rugged—so was Doris!

Doris, who thought she’d never dance again,

with Jack Carson in “My Dream Is Yours”

Kappelhoff were fated, as she was, to

turn into a movie star.

And somebody did. It was Doris her-

self.

Doris had talent. She learned to dance
when she was four, was traveling with a

professional stage show, when she was
twelve.

She had eagerness and ambition and a

unique kind of fresh, scrubbed beauty.

And she had courage. When she broke
both dancing legs in an automobile acci-

dent when she was fifteen, and faced

fourteen months in a hospital bed and
the end of her (Continued on page 91 )

“It’s a Great Feeling” is the title of Doris’s next picture—and the

way she feels, choosing wallpaper and furnishings for her new home

There’s always the smell of coffee and wonderful things cooking since

Mrs. Day arrived to keep house for her daughter and grandson Terry

if f ifaSf
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the most unforgivable

Up in arms: Humphrey Bogart of “Tokyo Joe,’'
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character I’ve met

(M/H

1

HAVE several infant-sized bones to pick with a

gentleman named Stephen Humphrey Bogart. As
young as he is, he has disrupted my life completely.

He began this long before he was bom, 6h a cer-

tain day when my spouse, Lauren Betty Bacall Bo-

gart, went to a doctor.

She came home, marched into our den, and an-

nounced, “I’m going to have a child!”

All of which meant that, last summer, due to

young Stephen, I had to get myself another crew

for the boat. And the guy I chose couldn’t cook nearly

as well as Betty. And that was the beginning of my
annoyance. Betty couldn’t drive a car, either. That

caused confusion. And then there was the matter of

the house. When we bought our place from Hedy
Lamarr three years ago, it appealed to us primarily

because it was the only shack we’d seen that didn’t

need a lot of changes. All we had to do was furnish

it and move in. There was even a wing which

Hedy had built as a (Continued on page 94)

Bogie’s got him covered—with

a diaper! But Steve can squirm

out of anything—as Bogie’s dis-

covering in his life as father



THE ROLLERDROME KID

A lick and a promise—from “Thief,” Dean’s Guy, who’s in high school, is usually snowed under with homework. But

dog. Brother Guy named his dog “Thug” this is Saturday night! Dean’s latest picture is “The Secret Garden”

Dean on bed, and brother Guy: A rousing pillow

fight uses up excess boy-energy around bedtime!

A whiz on wheels, a flash at football,

Dean Stockwell is just coasting along

on all that glamour stuff!

A
CTING, according to Dean Stockwell, is just

work. He’d rather skate any day. Grown-
ups, he thinks, would be happier if they’d

learn to skate. Dean, who likes to see what makes
people tick, says maybe he’ll be a psychologist

when he grows up. Four years ago, Dean got his

start in movies in “Anchors Aweigh,” made his

greatest hits in “Green Years,” “The Boy with

Green Hair” and “Down to the Sea in Ships.”

There are those in the film colony who rate him

the greatest actor in town!
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Mrs. Harriet Carlson, instructor at' the Rollerdrome, helped develop Willa Lea Jarvey and Dean into crack dance team.

They’ll compete in regional meet. Dean isn’t too “hep” on girls yet, but he says Willa’s different—she can skate!

Dean’s always hungry—but that’s no problem when a feller’s

family owns the restaurant where Chef Salvado, above, works

Speed-demon Dean gets around the huge rink of

Rollerdrome in Culver City in twenty-two seconds!

Pholographs by Don Ornitz
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Cut-oat flowers of red and green form an interesting

design on Jane Haver’s Angovar gown of white organza

Janis Carter in gray tufted taffeta designed by Fon-

tana of Rome, sandals by his countryman Ferrigamo
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Of shopping, showers and parties

and a few dressy details to make

the social pattern complete

BY EDITH GWYNN

W
HAT a shower! And we don’t mean an April

shower. It’s been a long time since there’s

been anything as lavish or tasteful as the baby

shower that Mrs. Darryl Zanuck gave for the

Reginald Gardiners’ expected offspring, in the

Rodeo Room of the Beverly Hills Hotel. Nadia

Gardiner is a popular and well-dressed gal about

Hollywood, and the sixty-five femmes who showed

up for the luncheon certainly showed their affec-

tion. What loot! If you ever want to do anything

along these lines in a great big way, here are some
suggestions that can be followed.

Virginia Zanuck had a huge round table for the

gifts in the center of the room, and its centerpiece

was a large cradle holding a baby—all made of

pink and white carnations. It was a buffet lunch

—and the buffet table, too, was trimmed, not only

with a great mound of pink and white carnations

but also had streamers of pink ribbon, row on row,

across it, from which tiny dolls and rattles alter-

nately dangled over the sides. Then there were

lots of small tables to seat the gals, and they too

carried out the pink and white carnation motif.

Even to the point of the dessert, which was ice-

cream in the form of babies with little strawberries

for mouths, cuddling in cradles of pink icing! It

really didn’t matter whether the decorations were

pink or blue because Nadia already had her nurs-

ery done in bright yellows and’ white—a darling

room in which either a boy or girl child would

be very cooey!

Out of the many on hand, only a handful were

wearing hats, and one of them was Diana Lynn.

Her lid was the top-off to a lovely beige shantung

suit. The hat was a toast straw medium-brimmed
scooped-down sailor, with lovely fresh flowers

(bachelor-buttons, red (Continued on page 88)

Adrian dreamed up a misty dress of gray and bine net

over taffeta for Shirley Temple, sprinkled it with posies
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DROP THE GUN,

; (ioi&hiJ-

By HERB HOWE

We turn informer—on that menace

Widmark, whose passion for picket

Although he seems an old hand at slapping sirens on the

screen, he’s had only one girl in his life—his wife Jean

fences ^ives a real clue to his character!

R
ACING on to the screen with a loony cackle,

Richard Widmark bowled an old Mom in a wheel

chair down a flight of stairs, copped an Academy
nomination and became the pet of the pedal-pushers,

in his first picture.

Even old-timers were taken in by his histrionic

hypnosis. They thought of Widmark, himself, as a

hood, a skwitch from Hell’s Kitch, or a pal of the

mobsters, anyhow.

“I wouldn’t know a mobster if I saw one,” he said,

looking guileless.

He despises hoodlums and phonies and wants no

parts glamourizing them. He nurses a drink all night

at a party, and is almost certain to spill it, if intro-

duced to a gushy woman. When asked to do his Udo
cackle, he makes for the nearest door. And, if refer-

ences are made to the way he almost blasted a

blonde into a brunette, in “Street with No Name,”

he cringes.

For, although he appears as an old hand at cuffing

babes on the screen, he has had only one girl in hi.s

life, and he did not smack her—he married her. Jean

Hazelwood, daughter of ( Continued on page 90)

Richard Widmark of

“Slattery’s Hurricane’’

Fink and Smith
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The lunch baskets were gay affairs but it was the contents that made conversation, with veal birds vying with fried chicken!

The hosts provided the coffee. Left to right, Marion and Don DeFore, Bill and Barbara Williams, John and Patti Derek
Color pictures by Fink and Smith

Party pastime—blindman’s buff!
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A strong man stunt that has Don’s full support!

A party idea that's a picnic for the hosts

and guarantees the guests a grand old time

!

No laughing matter—racing with balloons in your teeth

“i^OME to our party—but bring your own
ll food!” Such invitations are sweeping the

country; an ideal solution, certainly, to the

entertainment problem. Take Barbara Hale and

Bill Williams (Mr. and Mrs.). They love to

have people around. But since they have no

household help and their time and energies are

devoted to their careers and responsibilities,

they couldn’t entertain in the usual way. (Babs

just completed “Jolson Sings Again.” Bill is in

“The Stratton Story.”)

Now, every Sunday, the Williamses have a

group of young married couples over for exer-

cise parties. Bill, who once considered becoming

an athletic coach, has built a wonderful back-

yard playroom with slides, bars, swings and

such. It was supposed to be for two-year-old

Jody. But the grown-ups use it.

It was a nice, warm Sunday recently, when
Barbara and Bill called the John Dereks and

the Don DeFores and told them to pack their

lunch baskets, tuck their swimming suits under

their arms, and come on over. John, you know,

made a terrific hit in “Knock on Any Door,”

and his pretty little Turkish wife, Patti Behrs,

is under contract to Twentieth Century-Fox.

Don recently finished (Continued on page 98)

A dash of cold water from a handy hose may not have been

the girls’ idea of dishwashing—but it suited the men fine!
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Elizabeth Taylor’s face: True beauty.

Liz has mature role in “Conspirator”

G. Morris

Maureen O’Hara’s hair : Flame-lipped.

She’s starring in “A Woman’s Secret”

Kahle

Jane Greer’s mouth: Sultry appeal.

She’s featured in “The Big Steal”

Bachrach

Gene Tierney’s nose: Perky—but refined.

Her latest film is “That Wonderful Urge”

Powolny
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I

F I could pick and choose among the movie stars

for the physical perfections that would add up to

one glamorous me, where would I begin? What
star features would I choose? What, after all, con-

stitutes the heart-warming magic we call beauty?

Is it something in the voice, the face, the body? Is

it simply frank, magnetic sex appeal? Is it an

indefinable quality that comes from within?

Well, whatever it is, to start with, I’ll take Eliza-

beth Taylor’s face. And count my blessings daily.

It must be wonderful to wake up and look in the

mirror and see Elizabeth Taylor! In my opinion,

which practically everyone shares, Liz is a

great beauty. Her face is like one of those rare

exquisite blossoms that (Continued on page 85)

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Presenting some Hollywood ladies

who would lose more than their

heads if Sheilah had her way

!

Olivia de Havilland’s voice: Soft music.

Livvy has dramatic role in “The Heiress”

Wellbourne

Susan Hayward’s bosom: Curvaceous.

She’s star attraction in “Tulsa”

Fink and Smith



The alarm sounds—for Joan. Sister Betty, home during Los

Angeles run of “I Know My Love” in which she appears,

naps through the first part of Joan’s morning exercises

But Joan insists on a sister act. Swan dive exercise, good

for back muscles, sent poor Betty swooping—to the floor!

in Hollywood

by jack Mcelroy

The coffee perks, the girls gossip while

Mom and Dad catch up on the Caulfields

(Tune in Breakfast in Hollywood—Monday through
Friday, 1 p.m., PST; 2 p.m., EDT, ABC)

Photographs by Don Ornitz

When the coffee’s ready—back to bed they go (see

above) to read what the papers say about the play
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What’s right with this picture? It’s the Caulfields—all four of them—having breakfast together in Hollywood, which

isn’t usual since Betty, who prefers the theater, stays in New York apartment with her father, a stock broker

J
OAN CAULFIELD, who lives in Califor-

nia with her mother, rented her Bel-Air

house just in time. They were barely

settled when her sister Betty arrived—to

stay for the run of the Lunt-Fontanne play.

And Mr. Caulfield, of course, flew out for

the opening. The first mominjg Betty couldn’t

believe her eyes. Joan, who had just com-
pleted “Dear Wife,” was exercising! “It

makes me feel wonderful,” she explained.

“But that ‘feostume!” exclaimed Betty, eyes

widening at Joan’s white pajamas, long

sleeved and two sizes too large. “You re-

member these!” Joan said. “I wore them on
the stage in ‘Voice of the Turtle.’ ” Joan

cooked Betty’s breakfast too—a doubtful

favor. For, although she insists she followed

Betty’s directions carefully—vinegar and all

—the poached eggs turned out oddly. But
they all had a wonderful time—as they

always do when, too rarely, they are to-

gether. “Dreamy” is Joan’s word for it.

“Dreamy” is Joan’s word for everything nice!

Joan’s dad can’t understand why it takes women so long

to change! They’re headed for after-breakfast golf date
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The star of “The Judge Steps Out” in the only room that was not redone—the small sitting room off her bedroom.

Here Ann takes care of her letter writing, autographing. On the mantel is part of her growing collection of figurines

Window treatment made awk-

ward spot a point of interest

Corner of living room where Chinese

figurines grace former bookshelf space

Photograph* by Fink and Smith

Conversation piece: Daughter Tish

has her very own pint-sized chair!
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Once bookshelves, now an entertaining item

—

a bar with running water and handy cabinets!
A wall of glass faces the small garden.
Picket fence, left, keeps Tish out of pool!

Star in your home
BY RUTH WATERBUI1Y

You’ll want to make yours Sotliern-style too when you

read about Ann’s adventures in re-modeling an old house

HEN Ann Sothern realized that changes

were due in her manner of living, she did

it up in true Sothern style, like a whirl-

wind. She bought a new house, sold her old

one. Ann’s decision to change her mode of life

and living was occasioned by the fact that her

daughter Tisha was growing up. Ann wanted
her to live in a neighborhood where she could

walk to school and where she would have

plenty of playmates. Ann’s old house had six

master bedrooms, and . needed a full staff of

servants to keep it running smoothly. Much
too big for comfort, Ann wanted a smaller,

cozier place, one that a single servant could

maintain easily. Being a California-type of

mother, she did look for a house with a swim-
ming pool behind it.

She found the exactly right size house

(three master bedrooms and two baths, one

servant’s room and bath), and the right size

garden and pool she wanted, on one of Bev-

erly Hills’ prettiest ( Continued on page 99)

p
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY

A SHIRLEY TEMPLE

ADVENTURE
TOLD IN COMICS

Any girl likes compliments from her hus-

band. But this evening was too much! John

kept talking about Shirley’s long hair—and

Shirley kept thinking—about her appoint-

ment to have it cut short the next day

!

When Shirl came home from the hair-

dresser’s the next afternoon she felt very

fashionable—also very nervous. “Don’t tell

John,” she cautioned her mother, “I’m go-

ing to wait until I dress for the party!”
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Then Linda Susan took things into her

hands. Her little fingers grabbed Shirley’s

scarf—and off it came! Poor Shirley—she

could feel John’s eyes on her new bob.

But John was grinning! “You can’t gel away

with anything now there’s another girl

around, can you?” he asked. Shirley shook

her head. “Or tell about husbands, either.”

(They co-star in “Adventure in Baltimore.”)

P
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HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY

CELEBRATED HOTELS

NAME
ADDRESS

AND

TELEPHONE

DAILY

RATES

FOR TWO
BEGIN AT

SPECIAL FEATURES

(It is advisable to write for reservations at least three weeks in advance)

In Hollywood, Beverly Hills and Westward

Hollywood Brake
6724 Hollywood Blvd.

HOllywood 9-2241 $3.50
In the heart of Hollywood. Space in demand
so make early reservation

Garden of Allah
8152 Sunset Blvd.

HOllywood 9-3581
Rooms $10

Villas $16

Truly an oasis, complete with a swimming
pool in the midst of flowers

Hollywood Hotel
6811 Hollywood Blvd.

HEmpstead 4181
$5.00 This low, rambling hotel is world famous

Knickerbocker
1714 Ivar Ave.

GLadstone 3171 $7.00
Commodious and handsome, in the heart of

things

Roosevelt
7000 Hollywood Blvd.

HOllywood 9-2442 $8.00
Has everything—Cinegrill, Blossom Room,
much space

Plaza
1637 N. Vine

GLadstone 1131
$5.50

Airline pilots’ headquarters. Across the street

from NBC Studios

Beverly Hills Hotel
9641 Sunset Blvd.

CRestview 6-2251
Rooms $14

Villas $30

Expensive and worth it. Even if you don’t

stay here, lunch in the Lanai Dining Room

Beverly Wilshire
9514 Wilshire Blvd.

CRestview 5-4282
$10.00

In heart of Beverly Hills—near Romanoff’s,

Brown Derby. Superb pool and cabanas

Bel-Air Hotel
701 Stone Canyon Rd.

ARizona 7-1271
$13.00

The most beautiful setting imaginable. Ex-
pensive but dreamy

Miramar
Ocean & Wilshire

SAnta Monica 4-3731
$8.00

Grounds gorgeous, pool ideal. One block

from Palisades above Pacific

In Downtown Los Angeles and the Wilshire District

Ambassador
3400 Wilshire Blvd.

DRexel 7011
$10.00

Set in private park, this has everything

—

Cocoanut Grove, fine shops, stupendous view

Arcady
2619 Wilshire Blvd.

DRexel 5311
$4.50 Centrally located, quiet, elegant

The Biltmore
5th & Olive

Michigan 1011
$9.50

Great commercial hotel. See art display in

the Galleria, dance in famed Biltmore Bowl

Chapman Park
615 S. Alexandria

FItzroy 1181
$10.00

Main building and enchanting bungalows.

Daily weddings in the private chapel

Hayward 206 W. 6th

Michigan 5151
$5.00

Clean, moderately priced hotel in the heart

of things

William Penn 2208 W. 8th

Exposition 3181
$3.50

Good headquarters for touring—centrally

located

Town House
2961 Wilshire Blvd.

Exposition 1234
$9.00

Elegant, expensive, worth it. Garden Room,

Cape Cod Room are social set rendezvous

TIPS: A bellboy should be tipped fifteen to twenty-five cents for each item—with a twenty-five cents mini-
mum for each trip to your room. If a guest remains in a hotel for a week or more, it is good manners to leave

five dollars for the chambermaid. If you receive or place a great many phone calls, you will be remem-
bered and loved for sending candy or a tip to the telephone operators.

MOTELS: These represent excellent accommodation to the motor traveler, but there are now so many really

fine motel hostelries in California that it would be impossible to name all the excellent ones. Warning: Be
sure to look at the available motel room or cottage before you agree to take it. Sometimes a neat, imaginative

exterior is misleading. Rates begin at three dollars.



Her lovely face gives out to you

the bright Magic of Herself

She is beautiful—and more—you

think when you look at the

Countess de Caramairs face. For

her face gives out to you her delight-

ful Inner Self. It sends you messages

of her individuality, her respon-

siveness, her charming femininity.

Your Face has something special to

say about you. Are you helping it to

speak for you with originality and

beauty? Your face is the You that

others see first. Make sure it is show-

ing the real You happily—at your

very best. You should. You can.

The Countess de Caraman’s pearl-smooth skin tells you she gives it beautiful care.

Her trusted beauty help is Pond’s Cold Cream. "I’m devoted to it,” she says.

That half-realizee self within jou
CANMAKE YOU OVER

Never think you are cut to just one pat-

tern. You are not. You are changing every

day. And you can direct this change.

Within you is a wonderful force that

can help you. It grows out of the relation

of your Inner Self to your Outer Self and
the power of each to change the other.

You feel it in the confidence that glows

out from you when you know you look

lovely—you feel it, too, in the uneasiness

that comes when you miss looking charm-

ing and right. It is the reason those daily

niceties that make you look lovelier can

work a magic change in You—your out-

look, your appeal to others.

"
Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

Your face is the first picture others see of

you. To keep it a bright, appealing picture

needs understanding help. Discover now

this "Outside-Inside” Face Treatment with

your Pond’s Cold Cream. It can bring your

face a special cleanness, greater softness.

Always at bedtime (for day cleansings,

too) cream your face this rewarding way:

Hot Stimulation—splash face with hot water.

Cream Cleanse— swirl Pond’s Cold Cream

The Countess says: "I don’t know any face

cream of finer quality than Pond’s.” Get this

favorite big size of Pond’s Cold Cream today!

all over your face. This will soften and swreep

dirt, make-up from pore-openings. Tissue off.

Cream Rinse—sw irl on a second Pond’s cream-

ing. This rinses off last traces of dirt, leaves

skin lubricated, immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

This "Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

literally wrorks on both sides of your skin.

From the Outside—Pond’s Cold Cream
softens and sweeps away surface dirt as

you massage. From the Inside—every step

of this treatment stimulates beauty-giving

circulation. "It leaves your lace glowing,"

the Countess says.

Remember always— it is not vanity to

develop the beauty of your face. Everyone

who cares about you wants to see you
looking lovely. It helps you add to their

happiness— it helps you feel happier your-

self. And this greater happiness brings the

real Inner You closer to others.
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HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY

NIGHT SPOTS FEATURING MUSIC,

DANCING AND/OR ENTERTAINMENT

[
HERE are thousands of cocktail lounges in and around Los An-
geles but those listed are choice or, in some way, unique. Bars

close at 2 a.m. in California.

TIPS FOR UNESCORTED GIRLS

Unescorted girls seeing Hollywood together need not miss the night

spots entirely. The Grey Line conducts a tour of several of the

gay spots and it would be quite proper for two girls to catch a
glimpse of night life in such a group. It is also correct for unes-
corted girls to patronize any of the moderately priced restaurants

listed on our chart. It would be bad taste, however, for two girls

to make an evening visit to Romanoff’s, Giro’s, Mocambo, Earl

Carroll’s. Chasen’s or any spot where there is dancing.

NAME
ADDRESS

and
TELEPHONE

AVERAGE
TARIFF-

DRINKS AND
DINNER
FOR TWO

CHIEF CHARM

CIRO’S
8433 Sunset Blvd.

HOllywood 9-6235
$15

Always a name band, top-

flight entertainment. You
may sit next to Gable

MOCAMBO
8588 Sunset Blvd.

BRadshaw 2-3443
$15

Celebrities. Carnival

decor. Birds in cages

COCOANUT
GROVE

Ambassador Hotel

DRexel 7011
$10

Movie, radio, social hang-

out. Big dance floor.

Dress if you wish

GARDEN
ROOM

Town House
Exposition 1234

$10
Beautiful room, good

band, social set crowd

EARL
CARROLL’S

6230 Sunset Blvd.

HOllywood 9-7101
$10

Elaborate club, terrific

floor show. See it to tell

the folks back home

BILTMORE
BOWL

Biltmore Hotel

Michigan 1011
$10

Name bands, floor show,

plenty of dancing space

B OF MUSIC
7351 Beverly Blvd.

WEbster 7811
$10

The twin pianos are spell-

binding. If Ann Triola is

there, see her. Sensational

PALM
TERRACE
ROOM

Beverly Hills

Hotel

CRestview 6-2251

$15
A social spot. Always a

good band

PALLADIUM
6215 Sunset Blvd.

HOllywood 9-7356

Admission,

about $1.25

per person,

includes

dancing

Favorite of young crowd.

Always a name^band, fun.

Within are small restau-

rants, cocktail lounges,

soda fountains

SWITZERLAND
4057 S. Figueroa

ADams 9292
$10

For Swiss food and rol-

licking music

SKY ROOM
Wilton Hotel

Long Beach 7-2201

Sensible

prices

16 stories above the sea.

Good music, standard

American food

Mollywood Holiday

(Continued from page 34) casting Stations,
their addresses and telephone numbers. A
series of calls to these stations will supply
an answer to any radio question you would
care to ask, including, “Where can we see
a television broadcast?”
A restful practice, when one is touring

California, is to intersperse days of Holly-
wood sightseeing with overnight trips to
some of the nearby fascinating cities. Such
trips, the historical ground covered by
them, points of interest along the way and
within the cities, form the conversational
fabric of many a Hollywood discussion, so
be sure that you may encounter world
famous people in almost any of the places
listed and described hereinafter.

PATALINA ISLAND (in all the world no
^ trip like this) is something no one
should miss. The offices of the Catalina
Island Steamship Line are at 508 West Sixth
Street, downtown Los Angeles (MAdison
7621), but your hotel will be glad to take
care of the details for you. The beach, the
nightly dance at the Casino, the Island tour,
the golf courses, the bird farm, the quaint
shops are a tourist’s (and a native’s) de-
light.

Steamship fares are: Week days, round
trip, $5.59. Sahirdays, Sundays and holi-

|

days, $6.83. Lodgings are from $6.00 up. At
the Atwater Hotel, rates start at $10.00.

j

At Las Casitas (Bungalows) rates are
j

$75.00 per week for four persons; $15.00 !

per day. Restaurant prices are reasonable.
Lake Arrowhead, a body of water a

mile wide and two-and-a-half miles long,
having fourteen miles of shoreline, was
artificially created by a dam built in 1901.
Basically, its purpose is to supply water to

San Bernardino, but it has become a de-
lightful year-around resort. It lies east of
Los Angeles, about ninety miles over a
high- gear highway which takes a traveler
through orange groves, vineyards, and
finally, over the Rim of the World Drive to
an elevation of five thousand feet. Arrow-
head Village is of Tyrolean architecture
and offers just about every service and
comfort a tourist could want. There is a
movie, a six-lane bowling alley, billiard

and pool facilities, miniature golf course,
and dancing at the Lodge Terrace and
Chalet patio. One can go fishing, boating,
riding, moonlight hay-riding, or barbecu-
ing. There are several places to stay:

The Arrowhead Lodge is one of the
country’s finest hotels. Single occupancy

—

minimum $13.50 per day (including meals).
The Village Inn is European Plan (no
meals included); single—minimum $6.00

per day. For reservations, call Lake Ar-
rowhead 733. The Lake Shore Motel has
new cabins at $10.60 per day—for four per-
sons, $60.00 per week. Trailer space is $1.50

per day. Village Court offers housekeeping
cottages with private bath at $5.75 per day
for four persons. Write for reservations to

Oscar Koch, Box 11, Lake Arrowhead, i

Cal. Water-skiing instruction: $3.00 for

first lesson, including speedboat ride for

rest of family. Ride without instruction:

$2.00 with speedboat ride for family. (A
real bargain.)
Santa Barbara lies about 100 miles north '

of Los Angeles via U. S. Alternate 101. No
one should leave California without having
visited this most placid of all cities. Dur-
ing the early days of the West Coast’s

development, Santa Barbara was in the

happy condition of being almost equally

removed from the two squabbling com-
munities of Los Angeles and Monterey.
The inhabitants, removed from strife, som-
nolent in their graceful village amid their

perfect climate, were a contented commu-
nity. A delicious legend is told about Santa

Barbara: In the spring of 1848, a new can-



non—intended for the garrison at Mon-
terey—was left on the Santa Barbara
beach. There seems to be no adequate ex-
planation of this act, but it is likely that

the Los Angeles shippers merely dumped
it there and sent word to the Monterey
garrison that they could come and get

their old cannon. Before this could happen,
the cannon had disappeared. A furious up-
roar ensued; a fine of five hundred dollars

was assessed against the tiny city of Santa
Barbara. Citizens who objected were
punished by having their property con-
fiscated. At about this time, five shame-
faced revellers came forward to confess

that, stricken by the district’s good red
wine and white moonlight, they had buried
the cannon on the beach. Later, they had
tried to retrieve it, but it appeared to have
been swallowed up forever by the sand.

Seven years later a flood poured out of one
of Santa Barbara’s canyons and uncovered
the secreted armament. By that time,

history had almost forgotten the cannon
and the furore it had caused. Santa Bar-
barans, instead of setting up their five-

hundred-dollar cannon in a public park,
sold it to a junk dealer. Nowadays, the
punitive incident lives only in the names
of three Santa Barbara streets: Canon
Perdido Street (Spanish for “Lost Can-
non”), Quinientos Street (“Five Hun-
dred” in Spanish)

,
and Mason Street. Gov-

ernor Mason presided over the affair.

4 SANTA BARBARA excursion is best
11 made as a two-day trip. Details: Leaving
Los Angeles, the tourist should turn off the
double freeway at Malibu and stop at
Malibu Inn for orange juice. Malibu Inn is

patronized by the motion picture Malibu
Beach colony, so one is likely to see any-
one from Gary Cooper to Groucho Marx.
Next stop: at Trancas Beach, or Malibu
Trading Post. This is the small white
building on the right side of the road as
one goes north. The beach is marked
“Zuma County Beach”; it is 35 miles north
of Los Angeles, and it is the newest and
finest public beach in California. Stop for
a swim if you wish. Excellent public bath
houses are available. Oxnard is the first

town on the route; founded by the Ameri-
can Crystal Sugar Company because of the
broad sugar beet acreage there. Port Hue-
neme is the beach area west of Oxnard,
and there is a huge Naval Weapons Ex-
perimental station a few miles south. You
might stop at the Wagon Wheel Motel and
restaurant for luncheon, or you might con-
tinue to Pickwick Inn in Ventura, on the
beach. Ventura, whose full name is San
Buenaventura, is one of the oldest settle-
ments on the Pacific Coast. As an Indian
fishing village it welcomed explorers Ca-
brillo (1542) and Portola. The ninth and last

mission founded by Padre Junipero Serra
can be seen by the tourist on the main
street of Ventura. It was established
in 1782, and is still in excellent original
and reconstructed care. It serves as a
parish church. Notice the wonderful old
buildings, and read the street names: Alle-
sandro, Arguella, Ayala. Carlos, Carrilo,
Junipero, Kalorama, Olivas, and Pico.
Each one is eloquent of a human life, of a
Spanish dream. North of Ventura is Car-
penteria which has the safest beach imag-
inable (they call it the safest in the
world). It is broad and gentle, but be
warned—the water always seems cold in
California, even in August.

In Santa Barbara, the fine hotels are:
The Biltmore, on the beach. Rates start at
$8.00 double; whether you plan to stay
there or not, stop to see the enormous,
gracious lounge looking out to sea. Pick up
a “Scenic and Recreational Map of Santa

MOVIES FINE ENTERTAINMENT AT LOW COST

I urn feld^NafiUmSwf
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I let my lovely lace curtains soak in

mild Fels-Naptha suds—squeeze them

through the suds and then rinse.

They stretch-dry so soft and fresh

and spotless— they’re just like new.

I wash all my underwear

in lukewarm Fels-Naptha suds.

It’s the only soap I’ve tried that

removes all the dirt without soaking.

My undies never look gray or dingy.

No diaper rash for my young man
—and no diaper bleaching either.

Just gentle Fels-Naptha Soap that removes

every stain and every trace of odor.

I urn Fefo-Woftfia, Soap

Ikaumiti jerCtIt.

I like my sweaters to fit.

So I always wash them inside out

in gentle Fels-Naptha suds. They dry

soft and fresh and absolutely clean.

I \m fefo-Nafitkco Soaup

&CCOUA& id fpitfe

Fels-Naptha is so very, very gentle because it contains

two great cleaners— mild, golden soap and active naptha

This is why it removes dirt completely—without harsh

cleaning action . . . and helps all your lovely

things stay clean and fresh and new!

FOR EXTRA CLEANING ACTION USE

Fels-Naptha Soap
MILD, GOLDEN SOAP AND ACTIVE NAPTHA
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Don’t
.
just miss

because of

Tobacco

The yellow film of tobacco mouth”
is a little thing—but it can disfigure

your smile like a missing tooth!

And the odor of "tobacco mouth”
. . . oh—oh! Lady, it’s just not like

you. Why offend a friend? Why an-

noy a neighbor—even in all inno-
cence? It’s so easy to be completely
sure of yourself if you use Listerine

Tooth Paste. Here’s why

—

It contains Lusterfoam—a special

ingredient that actually foams clean-

ing and polishing agents over your
teeth . . . into the crevices—removes
fresh stain before it gets a chance to

“set” . . . whisks away that odor-
making tobacco debris!

See for yourself how Listerine

Tooth Paste with Lusterfoam fresh-

ens your mouth and your breath!

Get a tube and make sure wherever

Barbara County” at the desk. The De
Anza Motor Inn, 1001 Coast Highway 101,
where the rates start at $8.00 for a family
of four. This Motor Inn is charming, and
well-run; it served as location for the Bob
Hope troupe which made “Louisiana Pur-
chase.” El Encanto Hotel is in the high-
lands overlooking the entire city. Reserva-
tions should be made well in advance by
writing to Santa Barbara, or checking with
your local travel agent. Rates start at $8.00
per day. The Mar Monte is near the beach;
rates start at $6.00.

The fine restaurants (with something
different to recommend them) are: The
Harbor, at the end of the pier, which is

reached by driving south as far as possible
on State Street; Dinner from $2.40 up;
food excellent; the view of the bay is de-
lightful. If you get seasick, the sway of
the pier may give you trouble. Casa de
Sevilla is located at 428 Chapala Street;
cuisine is Spanish. Rates start at $3.00;
men must wear coats and ties, women
street attire. Make reservations in advance.
Maldo’s El Charro is at 902 Santa Barbara
Street; food is Spanish and American;
rates reasonable. A magician moves among
the diners, fascinating people and making
friends. The Copper Coffee Pot is a cafe-
teria where everyone goes; informal or
travel clothing is okay here. The Chante-
clair is an excellent French restaurant at
114 De La Guerra Street; business dress
required. Rates start at $1.75. Reservations
wise. Kerry's is the college hangout where
you may come as you are. It is on State
Street—you can’t miss its sign—and prices
are just what a frosh can afford.

I

F YOU are in Santa Barbara on July 2,

3, or 4, you will be in time for “Semana
Nautica,” during which a carnival of water
sports and a festival are held. People come
from miles around to cheer the sail boat
racing. If you are there on July 11 to July
17, you can catch the Horse Show and
Nineteenth District Fair—both worthwhile
if you like Fairs and Horses. August 4, 5,

and 6 is the time of their Fiesta. Everyone
goes quietly mad in a lazy way, in Spanish
costumes, and the activities are those of a
Mardi Gras with a sense of humor.
The one thing you must not miss in

Santa Barbara at any time of the year is

the Mission. Although Father Junipero
Serra selected the site, he was sent on to

heavenly duties before the Mission could
be established. Father Lasuen carried on
the work with the result that the Mission
has been in constant use as church and, in
former times, hospice for the traveler, since
1789. Frequent tours through the Mission
are guided by lay brothers of the Fran-
ciscan order, who explain the rooms which

were used in bygone decades.
After a night’s rest in Santa Barbara, a

tourist should take California Highway
150 to Ojai Valley Inn, arriving in time for
luncheon. (Ojai is an Indian word mean-
ing “nest.” One quick glance at the nestled
valley, protected by its circle of towering
peaks, explains the name.) The Inn is

owned by a Hollywood syndicate, one
member of which is Irene Dunne. The Inn
reflects her gracious personality. Its dining
room boasts one wall of glass which looks
out upon a vast expanse of greensward
and distant blue mountains. Luncheon
prices start at $2.50. Dinner at $3.50. Hotel
rates are American plan, but reservations
must be made far in advance.
The second should-not-miss-trip from

Hollywood is that to San Diego and Tia-
juana, Mexico. The most interesting way
to go is south on Alternate 101, the beach
road, on which the traveler will pass
through the Signal Hill Oil Fields—a forest
of gushers—through Long Beach, Hunting-
ton Beach, Seal Beach; the highway skirts

Newport and Balboa, but one should turn
off the main highway and cruise through
these picturesque communities. Balboa is

called “the collegiate” beach in Southern
California; it is the summertime rendez-
vous for students from USC, UCLA, Po-
mona, Scripps, Loyola. Very gay.
Newport yacht harbor berths the San-

tana, owned by the Bogarts, and the Zaca,
when Errol Flynn’s boat is on the west
coast, to name only a couple. Returning to

the main highway, one passes through
Laguna Beach (stop at the Victor Hugo
for a drink or a sandwich, and then drive
to the main section to browse through the
shops). This is the year-around home of

Bette Davis Sherry, and, in the summer,
such players as Joseph Cotten, Jennifer
Jones, Marshall Thompson, and other Hol-
lywood stai's appear at the Laguna Little

Theatre.
At Capistrano Beach, the tourist should

turn inland (turn clearly marked on the
Highway) to Mission San Juan Capistrano.
The Mission lies in a sleepy village, three
miles off Alternate 101. Admission to the
Mission is thirty cents per person and well
worth it because the income will be used
eventually to finance restoration of the

main Cathedral. Don’t forget, as you stand
in the ruins, that fifty worshippers were
kneeling in prayer that December morn-
ing in 1812 (the Mission was only six years
old at the time) when the entire building

was collapsed by earthquake. Only ten

survived. An amusing story is told about
the Indians who built the Mission. One of

the wearied but determined padres once
wrote in a letter that the Indians were so

lazy they wore no (Continued on page 72)

PLANNING A HOLLYWOOD HOLIDAY?
Photoplay readers may secure authentic

travel information by mailing this coupon to

PHOTOPLAY, 221 N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Your Name (Please print)

Address Phone

I am planning to travel to Hollywood about
DATE

Aboard, check your choice: ( ) Train; ( ) Plane; ( ) Bus; ( ) Auto.

Please send free travel literature, information about costs, routes, etc., right

from my home city.

There will be in my party.



ASHAMED
OF YOUR FACE?

Famous Doctor Advises Anyone Suffering

the Humiliation and Misery of Bad Skin—
Externally Caused-TO TRY VIDERM PLAN

Clinical Tests Prove VIDERM Does Wonders

for Pimply, Itchy-Blotchy Skin.

famous New
York doctor and
an eminent
chemist (names
sent on request)

definitely prove

by actual clini-

cal tests that the

Viderm Plan is

of distinct bene-

fit to men and
women, boys and
girls suffering

the humiliation

and misery of

bad skin caused

by pimples
(Acne Simplex).

These two scien-

tists took a

group of boys,

girls, men and
women ranging
in ages from 16

to 36 with bad, blotchy, itching skins

and treated them with nothing else but

the regular 2 -jar Viderm Plan contain-

ing VIDERM SKIN CLEANSER and
VIDERM FORTIFIED MEDICATED
CREAM,
The Improvement in the skin and complexion

of these patients was so gratifying that the

doctor arrived at this conclusion: The
VIDERM PLAN should be tried by anyone suf-

fering from bad skin -externally caused.

The marked photos shown here are living

proof that VIDERM can actually make
your skin clearer and better looking al-

most daily—that your skin will show a

dramatic improvement every blessed

day!

Case 79: These untouched photos taken from real life by the doctor making this clinical

Viderm test, show how Viderm has amazingly cleared skin of patient. This girl had
pimples for more than 2 years before successful treatment with Viderm. Don’t give up
hope until you have tried Viderm for your skin! Here is dramatic proof that Viderm can
do the same wonders for your skin in the same short time!

So if you are discouraged, blue, ashamed
of your face, feel like a social outcast,

this physician’s findings should bring

you great hope. For there is every rea-

son to believe that the VIDERM PLAN
will help give you a clearer skin in a

comparatively short time, just as it has

done for the patients treated by the doc-

tor in the clinic.

In fact, the New York Skin Laboratory
is so sure of it that they will refund the

full purchase price if the VIDERM
PLAN doesn’t give you a clearer, love-

lier skin and complexion. SEND NO
MONEY NOW. Just your name and

address to New York Skin Laboratory,

206 Division St., Dept. 2-G, N. Y. 2, N. Y.

You will receive by return mail the com-
plete 2-jar VIDERM PLAN in plain

sealed wrapper with doctor’s advice how
to use for best results. (If you wish to

save postage and C.O.D. charges, send

$2 with order.) Same money back guar-

antee applies. Here’s the address again

—

New York Skin Laboratory, 206 Divi-

sion Street, Dept. 2-G, New York 2,

N. Y. Write today.

TO PHYSICIANS Complete clinical data on the effects of VIDERM on Acne
Simplex,together with professional sample,sent if requested on your letterhead.
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Are you in the know?
(Continued, from page 70) clothing in the
summer at all; in the winter, they made
clay packs of local mud and rain and rolled
themselves in it. Poor indication of clean-
liness, but excellent clue to the climate.
Returning to the main highway, one

soon passes the Del Mar Race Track.
The season this year will begin in July,
extend through September. The Del Mar
Hotel coffee shop is open from 9 a.m. until

9 p.m. and prices are reasonable. After
having luncheon, stroll through the gardens
and along the beach—delightful!

As one approaches the outskirts of San
Diego there are road signs indicating a
turnoff to Old Town and Ramona’s Mar-
riage Place. At Old Town are the first palm
trees brought to California, 162 years ago;
the Serra Cross of Tile (eager postulants
are now forwarding Father Serra’s cause
toward canonization, so this will one day
be St. Serra's cross)

; the Serra Free
Museum; the first brick house in Southern
California; the first church and the Old
Mission Bells. The place breathes of by-
gone days; the bricks are worn by the im-
print of thousands of long-dead human
feet.

Ramona’s Marriage Place is open 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily. A guide will reel
off a glib spiel, but you will find greatest
delight in roving through the rooms which
are full of historical material. Make a
wish with Father Serra’s blessing when
you toss a coin in the garden well! It

will come true if it is a kindly wish.

T
HERE are so many fine motels in San
Diego that it would be foolish to try to

list them, but there is one hotel which is

unique: Imig Manor, which is away from
the business section, high on a hill, on El
Cajon Boulevard at Mississippi Street.

The Mississippi Room, the hotel’s supper
club, is pleasant, and the circle bar is un-
usual. Hotel rates start at $6.00 double;
food is reasonably priced.

There is enough to do in San Diego to

keep one happy for weeks, but two ex-
cursions are musts: Every tourist should
cross the border to Tiajuana to see a Jai
Alai (pronounced Hi-Li) game. This is

said to be one of the fastest games in the
world; played with a ball much like a

Ping-pong ball (called a pelota) and with
a basket-like affair called a cesta, it com-
bines the most fascinating attributes of

horse-racing (pari-mutuel betting is em-
ployed), Ping-pong, handball, tennis, and
murder. Ten games are played each night,

and game nights are Friday, Saturday, and

Diana Lynn travels in smart company

—

her lovely rawhide Dresner luggage

When you’re a house-guest, should you

—

Follow your whims Fit into the plans Forget about clock-watching

Consider your hostess instead of your
whims. If a picnic’s planned— go, and have
fun; even if you’d rather dress up for danc-

ing. And during your visit, keep clock-

conscious, so you won’t delay meals or cur-

few. Whatever the plans, you can be com-

fortable regardless of your calendar— by
choosing the new Kotex. It’s the napkin
made to stay soft while you wear it; gives

softness that holds its shape. Furthermore,
you’re so at ease with your new Kotex
Sanitary Belt. It’s elastic; fils smoothly!

In dining cars, what’s a good plan?

Q Freeze strangers

Make new friends

Bring a book

Train etiquette doesn’t say nay to exchanging
impersonal small talk. Don’t think you
must clam up ... or form a lifelong
friendship. Use good judgment. If in doubt,

read while waiting for your meal. Helps ward
off unwelcome chatter! On certain days,

good judgment tells you to keep on the cau-

tious side with Kotex. For Kotex gives you
extra protection; has an exclusive safety cen-

ter that guards you, at home and "abroad.”
Which Kotex absorbency is "tailor-made”

for you? Try all 3— and see!

If you didn’t hear the name clearly

—

Say so

Let it pass

Repeat it anyway

See what happens when a friend mumbles
introductions? You didn’t get the name!
Well, say so, rather than ignore or garble it.

Even if his monicker’s Schnicklefritz, he’ll

expect you to remember— and pronounce
it right. (You’ll be glad you did, next time
you meet!) And to meet any situation with
assurance, "that” time of the month, choose
Kotex. Why? Because those special, flat
pressed ends don’t show; don’t cause reveal-

ing outlines. So your secret’s safe. Let
Kotex be your poise-preserver!

More wo/Tjes? c/?oose /COTEX

f/jar a// o//?er sa/i/Yery

3 ABSORBEMC/ES ; REGULAR. 3U/V/OR. SURER
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to $2.50, depending upon position in the

grandstand, of course. Warning: If you are

not American born, check with immigra-
tion officials before crossing the border;

otherwise you may not be allowed to re-

turn. Much red tape is involved.

The second must-see in the San Diego

area is the celebrated Coronado Hotel on
Coronado Island. Built in 1887, it is an
impressive stack of fretwork, red shingle

roofs, bellied windows, dormer windows,
and unexpected towers. The climate sur-

rounding this elegant structure is allegedly

the best in California. Rates: Single, start-

ing at $14.00 per day, American Plan. How-
ever, properly dressed guests are wel-
comed in the dining room whether one is a

guest of the hotel or not. The food is

beyond compare.
If, after you have made the initial drive

to Los Angeles, you find yourself sick of

sitting behind the wheel of a car, relax.

You can still do all the sightseeing you
wish by going “Grey Line,” a subsidiary of

Tanner Motor Tours. They will call for

passengers at any hotel.

E
VERY visitor should take the time to do
certain things which are delightful, but

the cost of which is negligible. Like:

Strolling through the forecourt of Grau-
man’s Chinese Theatre, 6925 Hollywood
Boulevard, to see the footprints, hand-
prints, etc., of celebrities, in cement.
Walking frcm Vine Street to La Brea

Avenue on Hollywood Boulevard, and
back again. The shops are fascinating.

This trip is slightly over a mile each way,
so wear comfortable shoes.

Walking from Wilshire Boulevard to

Santa Monica Boulevard on Beverly Drive
in Beverly Hills; walking from Wilshire

Boulevard to Santa Monica Boulevard on
Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills.

Driving to Griffith Park Observatory to

wander through the fascinating museum,
and see the Planetarium show. Adults

—

50c—Children—25c. Enter Griffith Park on
Los Feliz Boulevard at Vermont Avenue;
follow the signs.

Driving to the top of Mount Wilson to

see the amazing television towers and the
Observatory. Don’t go unless your car is in

perfect condition; the road is winding and
strictly a two-lane affair, but it is paved.
The views are stupendous. Check a road
map for directions. Round trip will take
about three hours.
Wandering through the great department

stores: J. W. Robinson’s in downtown Los
Angeles, Seventh Street at Grand; Bid-
lock’s Downtown, Seventh Street at Broad-
way and Hill, Los Angeles; Bullock’s Wil-
shire, 3050 Wilshire Boulevard, Los An-
geles (this is probably one of the most
beautiful women’s specialty shops in the
world); I. Magnin & Company, Wilshire
at New Hampshire, Los Angeles; Saks
Fifth Avenue, Wilshire Boulevard at 9600,
Beverly Hills (keep an eye out for celebri-
ties) .

Driving around Beverly Hills, Bel Air
and Brentwood, to see the homes of the
stars. Secure free chart from All-Year
Club of Southern California at 517 West
6th Street, Los Angeles. (Can’t be secured
by mail.)

Buy daily a copy of The Hollywood Re-
porter or Daily Variety at any newsstand.
These are the form charts of the motion
picture industry.

A visit to Forest Lawn Memorial Park,
Glendale Avenue at San Fernando Road.
Consult road map. Easy to find. Tele-
phone ALfoany 0145 for reservations. The
stained glass window “The Last Supper” is

shown by reservation only. Resting in
Forest Lawn are such personalities as Jean
Harlow, Carole Landis, Carole Lombard
and Evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson.

DO INHIBITIONS (Doubts)

THREATEN MARRIED LOVE?
One small intimate physical neglect can

rob a wife of her husband's love

Yes, your married love is strong

today. But married love can wither

swiftly when a wife lets one small

neglect stand in the way of full, normal

romance.

And every wife invites that sadness

... if she neglects effective feminine hy-

giene, like regular vaginal douches with

reliable “Lysol”. . . complete hygienic

protection that assures dainty allure.

This is perhaps the easiest way to make
a wife confident of her daintiness . . .

banishing the unsureness that can sepa-

rate loving mates.

Germs destroyed swiftly

‘'Lysol” has amazing, proved power to

kill germ-life on contact . . . truly

cleanses the vaginal canal even in the

presence of mucous matter. Thus
“Lysol” acts in a way that makeshifts

like soap, salt or soda never can.

Appealing daintiness is assured, be-

cause the very source of objectionable

odors is eliminated.

Use whenever needed!

Yet gentle, non-caustic “Lysol” will

not harm delicate tissue. Simple direc-

tions give correct douching solution.

Many doctors advise their patients to

douche regularly with “Lysol” brand

disinfectant, just to insure daintiness

alone, and to use it as often as they

need it. No greasy aftereffect.

Three times as many women use

“Lysol” for intimate feminine hygiene

as any other liquid preparation! No
other is more reliable. You, too, can

rely on “Lysol” to help protect your

married happiness . . . keep you
desirable

!

For complete Feminine

Hygiene rely on . ,

.

A Concentrated

Germ-Killer

Product ofLehn & Fink

T-;

NEW!... FEMININE HYGIENE FACTS!

FREE! New booklet of information by
leading gynecological authority. Mail
coupon to Lehn & Fink, 192 Bloomfield
Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.
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Of course you can .

.

!

go in swimming .

.

with Tampax!
WHY ENVY OTHERS at that certain time

of the month? You can wear Tampax
in the water on sanitary-protection days

and no one will be the wiser! This

summer at any popular beach, you are

almost sure to find many women who go

in swimming on "those days”—wearing

Tampax without any hesitation what-

ever....There is nothing about Tampax
in the slightest degree embarrassing (or

offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.

WORN internally, Tampax discards

belts, pins, outside pads — everything

that can possibly "show.” Perfected by a

doctor, Tampax is made ofhighly absorb-

ent cotton compressed in modern appli-

cators for dainty insertion. The hands

need never touch the Tampax. No odor

forms. There is no chafing w'ith Tampax.
Changing is quick and disposal easy.

COMES IN 3 SIZES (Regular, Super,

Junior). Sold at drug stores and notion

counters in every part of the country—
because millions of women are now us-

ing this newer type of monthly sanitary

protection. A whole month’s supply will

go into your purse. The Economy Box
holds four months’ supply (average).

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

While making tour of the Little Church of

Flowers, Wee Kirk of the Heather, and
the Church of the Recessional, and the
Mausoleum, do not forget that you are in

hallowed ground and that the bodies of

loved ones are here laid to rest.

Do make a trip to Olvera Street, the
cradle of Los Angeles, two blocks from
Union Station. It is now a Mexican Bazaar
where you can have your fortune told,

you can buy shoes or jewelry, have your
portrait or your caricature sketched. Ad-
mission to Old Adobe—25c. Notice the
buildings; some of them were standing
and serving as dwellings when your
grandfather was learning to crawl.
Make a trip to Chinatown if you are not

going to San Francisco while in California.
Don’t go during the day. Wait for colors
by dark. San Francisco’s Grant Street is so
calmly authentic, it makes the Los Angeles
Oriental section seem garish. However,
you can get marvelous Oriental food and
groceries, exciting gifts from this area.

See the stupendous art collection at the
Huntington Library in Pasadena. Check
road map. Have Visitor’s Bureau of All-
Year Club make reservations (admittance
by reservation only), Mutual 5309.

Prowl around the Santa Monica, Ocean
Park, and Venice Beaches, munching hot
dogs or candied apples. At the end of Wil-
shire Boulevard, Pico Boulevard, or Olym-
pic Boulevard. Rent bathing trunks and
towel and go into the surf. Sun bathe. Towel
and suit rental run from $1.00 up.
Drive through the UCLA campus and

through the USC campus. UCLA is

reached by turning off Wilshire or Sunset
and driving down Westwood Boulevard.
USC is reached by turning off Figueroa at

Exposition Boulevard and winding around
the streets north of the Coliseum.

SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Shops: To buy motion picture
stars’ ex-wardrobes, visit the Patsy Bro-
gan Shop, 444 North Camden Drive, Bever-
ly Hills. To buy children’s clothing, or a
gift for a child, visit Gail Patrick’s En-
chanted Cottage, 363 North Rodeo Drive,
Beverly Hills. At the Actors Hobby Mar-
ket, 453 N. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, you
can buy things made by the stars—such as

a sweater knitted by Joan Crawford, or a
ceramic by Richard Cromwell. John Beal,

who runs the shop, will sketch your
portrait for a fee.

Art Galleries: American Contemporary
Gallery, 6727V2 Hollywood Boulevard;
Copley Galleries, 257 North Canon Drive,

Beverly Hills; Cowie Galleries, Biltmore
Hotel, downtown Los Angeles; Dalzell Hat-
field Galleries, in the Ambassador Hotel;

John Decker Studios, 1215 Alta Loma
Road, Sunset Strip (telephone first; gal-

lery filled with oils of motion picture
people)

; Hartwell Galleries, 303 South La
Cienega, Beverly Hills (hours 12-6 daily
—Thursday evening 8-10); Modern Insti-

tute of Art, 344V2 North Rodeo Drive,
Beverly Hills; Francis Taylor Galleries
(Elizabeth Taylor’s father) in the Beverly
Hills Hotel.

Little Theaters: If you are a devotee of
drama, or if you plan to enroll and study
with a Little Theater group, check the
playbills of these theaters when you arrive.
Pasadena Community Playhouse, 29 South
El Molina Avenue, Pasadena. Prices: From
90c to $2.40. Las Palmas, 1642 North Las
Palmas, Hollywood. Prices: $1.20 to $3.60.

El Patio, Hollywood Boulevard at La
Brea. Prices: $1.20 to $3.00. Beaux Arts
Theatre, 8th Street at Beacon (Wilshire
district). Closed Mondays. Prices: $1.20 to

$3.00. Geller Workshop, Wilshire at Fair-
fax, Hollywood (this is definitely a spot to

be investigated by young dramatic hope-
fuls). Prices: 72c and $1.34. Biltmore
Theatre, in the Biltmore Hotel, downtown
entrance on 5th Street (standard drama,
New York companies. The best professional

fare in town) . Prices: $1.20 to $4.20. Ken
Murray’s Blackouts at El Capital, Vine
Street, just north of Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood (don’t miss the Blackouts; been
running since 1942). Prices: $1.10 to $2.40.

“The Drunkard” at the Theatre Mart, Clin-

ton at Vermont Avenue. This is the hardy,
perennial play, now in its sixteenth year.

Great fun. Beer and sandwiches along with
corny drama. Prices: $2.30 to $3.30. Turn-
about Theatre, 716 North La Cienega Boule-
vard, Hollywood. Don’t miss this. You sit in

old streetcar seats, watch puppet show on
one stage, reverse seats and see live stage

show on opposite stage. Great fun. Elisa Lan-
chester is the star. Prices: $2.40 week
nights—$3.60 Saturdays. Little Theatre of

Padua Hills, in Padua Hills, three miles

north of Claremont. Check road map.
Padua Hills is celebrated for its charming
restaurant, in which one has luncheon or

dinner before seeing the play. The plays

are spoken entirely in Spanish, directed by
the woman who owns the ranch on which
the theater is located, and the actors are

children and adults she has trained. Per-
formances on Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30; Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8: 30. Prices: Luncheon, $2.00

and up; dinner, $3.00 and up. Theater
tickets—$1.80. Advance reservations essen-

tial. Call LYcoming 5-1288.

* * *

The sun be soft upon you
The wind admire your hair.

Free as breeze
Know seven seas,

And home will shine more fair.

The End

7

SPIKE JONES
CUtd &C4,

Saturday Night 1 o’clock EOT

On Your CBS Station
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The Bergman Bombshell

Continued from page 30) followed her.

Ind no one who saw her believed that she
vas displeased. In fact, both Rossellini and
jopert, his business manager and great
riend, were house guests of Ingrid and
)r. Lindstrom. And Ingrid, who has been
onsidered by many as something of a
ecluse, went out of her way to show her
;uests the town. She and Rossellini were
verywhere together—sometimes in par-
ies, sometimes alone.

The press, which has frequently been
ccused of disliking Bergman because of

er aloofness, handled their appearances
/ith more discretion than many stars

/ould have received. I, myself, ignored
lany “tips” called into my office that
ngrid and Roberto had been seen dancing
r dining together.
Soon after this, what previously had
een mere whispers about Ingrid’s marital
tatus with Dr. Peter Lindstrom became
pen talk.

Rossellini and Ingrid certainly were not
xactly inconspicuous. He was very much
y her side when she attended Holly-
mod’s spotlighted and flashlighted pre-
miere of “Joan of Arc.” Cameramen had
field day—or night—snapping pictures of

ie party, which included Dr. Lindstrom
nd Lopert.

IND THE night after Howard Hughes
l signed a contract to take over the
nancing job of their picture, “After the
torm,” an unfortunate incident took place,

igrid and Rossellini, very happy and ex-
ited over the deal, decided to stage a cele-
ration in a Sunset Strip cafe. But they
tayed so long congratulating themselves,
mat Dr. Lindstrom strode in and had a
;w thousand annoyed words in Swedish
nd English to say to his wife. This story
'as printed only as a “blind item” (no
ames used), but all Hollywood heard of
le ruckus that had taken place.
From the beginning, everything that
appened to these two was splashy and
pnsational. Samuel Goldwyn, the first

roducer who planned to put up the do-
m-mi for the Bergman-Rossellini product-
ion, soon found out that Rossellini is an
rtist who cannot be pinned down to facts

ad figures. One evening at a dinner
|arty, Sam discovered the distressing fact
mat Roberto “works in his head” and fre-
quently goes on fishing jaunts in the mid-
Le of a picture. Amused eavesdroppers
i adjoining rooms report the ensuing
attle, about which “boss” was going to
oss the job, as loud and most interesting,

nd following the argument, Bergman and
iossellini departed without ever joining
le other guests.
Any disappointment they may have felt,

owever, was short-lived. For, almost im-

igrid and her husband Dr. Lindstrom
ifore an island came between them
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YODORA
the deodorant that works

TWO WAYS

perspiration odor

2. SOFTENS
and beautifies

underarm skin

Oh joy, oh bliss! YODORA is dif-

ferent . . . doubly divine, doubly
effective, because it’s made with a
face cream base. Works two ways:
1—really stops perspiration odor

. . . 2— keeps armpits fresh and
lovely-looking as the skin of neck
and shoulders. Safe for clothes,

too. Today, try YODORA, the won-
derful deodorant that works two
ways! Product of McKesson &
Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
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mediately, Howard Hughes took over the
financing job.

The next thing anyone knew, the great
Anna Magnani, Rossellini’s terrible-tem-
pered Neapolitan girl friend and screen
star—when she heard that Ingrid was to

follow Rossellini to Italy—threw a private
tantrum. Then she took more tangible
steps about the “importation” from Amer-
ica. She called a rally, enlisting the aid of

3,000 Italian actors to “protest” the ap-
pearance of “outsiders” in Italian movies.
As several other American players, in-

cluding Cornel Wilde and Louis Hayward,
wex'e appearing in native movies (minus
outbursts from Magnani), it was obvious
that Anna had one particular “outsider”
in mind.
On every hand was heard, “What will

happen when the great Magnani and the
great Bergman meet in Rome?” Well,
nothing happened. Because someone pre-
vailed upon Anna to absent herself in

London at the time of Ingrid’s arrival.

Even so, Bergman's advent in Rome was
not without excitement.
The press party Rossellini staged in her

honor turned into a free-for-all. The
printer, who had been given the job of

turning out the invitations to accredited
correspondents, decided to print an extra

300, which he sold to friends and curious
mischief-makers.
The result, well played up in gossip

columns all over the world, was that Ros-
sellini traded a few blows with the im-
postors and took a few sideswipes of his

own, before he could get Ingrid out of the
place.

Following this, he hurriedly moved his

movie headquarters and his Swedish star

to location at Stromboli where he quar-
tered his troupe on boats in the harbor
and took over a little pink stucco house
—to which he added the much publicized
plumbing facilities, unique on this primi-
tive volcanic island—for Ingrid, her com-
panion, his sister and himself.

All apparently was quiet—momentarily,
at least. Just a little too quiet to suit tbe
taste of Howard Hughes. Weeks went by
with expenses mounting and still he had
seen no • script, not even a story idea, in

fact, other than a vague outline about “a
woman in a concentration camp.”
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An emissary was dispatched to see what
was going on. Apparently, nothing, be-
cause the report came back that everyone
seemed very happy lolling in the sun,

content to talk over the angles and
problems.

It was about this time, you’ll remem-
ber, that the pictures of Ingrid and Ros-
sellini walking hand-in-hand on desolate

lava-covered Stromboli began flooding the
newspapers. Headlined stories accompa-
nied them. “Will Ingrid divorce Dr. Peter
Lindstrom to wed Rossellini?” In one way
or another, they all asked the same star-

tling question.
I called Dr. Lindstrom, still in Hollywood

at this time. I had met him previously,
admired him and always found him a
direct thinking and speaking person. When
he heard my name on the telephone he
was very gracious. But when I asked him
if the first rumor printed was true, he
froze below zero and said, “No comment.”

“Surely, Dr. Lindstrom,” I said, “you
will want to deny this story which is

gaining so much momentum in talk and
print, if it is not true.”
“Nothing to say,” he repeated.
But, two hours later, I received a call

from him, this time with a laconic state-
ment, “As far as I am concerned, the
story is so ridiculous I can say nothing
about it.”

I then cabled Ingrid, putting the ques-
tion right to her. She replied: “Peter en
route. Will make statement after he ar-
rives. Best regards. Ingrid Bergman.”
Peter indeed was en route, although I

am reliably informed Ingrid told him,
before he sailed, of her feeling for Ros-
sellini. However, he refused to take it

seriously. Lindstrom is a man who knows
what he wants and there were those who,
from the beginning, insisted that he had
no intention of consenting to a divorce and
that he would not change his mind.
He first met Rossellini. They conferred

on a sloop off Messina, Sicily. Originally,
it was planned that Ingrid would be there,

too. But, at the last minute, she changed
her mind. The day following, however,
both Ingrid and Rossellini conferred
with Lindstrom at a hotel at Milazzo,
Sicily. It was then her statement, that she
would rejoin her husband, in Sweden or
the United States, upon the completion of
the picture, was issued.

Now, Dr. Lindstrom is back in Cali-
fornia with charming ten-year-old Pia, the
little daughter whose private life Ingrid
always has guarded so jealously. Because
she wants her “to be like other little

girls.”

The Stromboli incident—if that is all

it turns out to be—with Ingrid returning
to her husband when her picture is com-
pleted—is, however you look at it, most
unfortunate.

Ingrid is not just another Hollywood
flutterbrain to be gossiped about. She has
always stood for the finest and most digni-
fied type of artist.

But still to be reckoned with are all

the weeks she must spend at Stromboli in
Roberto Rossellini’s company. Everyone
who knows him agrees he is a charming
and fascinating man. Those who respect
and admire Ingrid hope she now will be
able to stand clear of his spell, reclaim the
high place she has so long enjoyed both
as an actress and a woman.

The End
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Hurry, scurry for these

exceptional lingerie values by

Seamprufe—slips, petticoats, pajamas
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Caribbean hues that are news! You’ll be
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fashion editor

Jacqueline Neben promotion director

Helen Sayles retail director

Carlyle Blackwell photographer

Above—Virginia Mayo, star of

Warner’s “The Girl from Jones
Beach,” wears the original dress by
Leah Rhodes, designed for her to

wear in this movie. Opposite—you
see Virginia in the reproduction of

this dress made especially for

Photoplay by Korday. It also comes
in brown and white checked ging-
ham. Vest $3.98. Skirt $5.98 and
blouse $5.98. Sizes 10-18 at Jay’s

Inc., Boston, Mass.; Heins, Wauke-
gan, 111.

For store nearest you write direct to manu-
facturer listed on page 83.





CODE FOR ROMANCE • •

NAVY DOTS

AND DASHES

(Right) : Navy and white cotton by Jack Bor-
genicht—so spanking fresh you’ll have to

have one for your little sister or daugh-
ter, too. Also in pastels. Sizes 10-18.

About $6.00. Children’s sizes 3x-6x and
7-12. About $4.00 at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y.;

W. Filene’s Sons Co., Boston, Mass.

(Left) : Crisp navy and white polka dot cot-

ton with a narrow silver belt. This dress,

by Minx Modes, has the beguiling neck-
line banded in pique. Also in green or
red polka dots. Sizes 7-15. $8.95 at Wood-
ward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.; Davi-
son-Paxon Co., Atlanta, Ga.

For store nearest you write direct to

manufacturer listed on page 83

Helena Carter
,
who’s with Douglas Fairbanks in Universal-International’s “The Fighting O’Flynn’

The temperature’s rising and everything you
put on should not only be cool as to fabric and
cut but should look cool, too. There’s nothing

like white touches to accomplish this—be they

collar or cuffs or all-white accessories. You
might tuck a pure silk white scarf in your belt,

clip a tiny white flower at the throat of your
plain linen pumps and wear earrings that look

like cool bits of ice. Don’t forget that undergar-

ments should be light as air, too. A few such

items are half slips in nylon, deep, plunging

bras and dainty panty girdles with a minimum
of weight and a maximum of control. Tuck a

tiny white sachet filled with a light flower

scent in the deep V of your bra and you’ll not

only look but feel the picture of cool serenity.





photoplay’s pattern of the month

This dress has a softly tiered skirt, short

cape-like sleeves and long, molded torso

lines—all of which add up to one of the

prettiest dresses you could wear. It would

be heavenly made in a cool, crisp fabric

like Amer-Mill’s “Fiddlesticks.” This

fabric is washable and crease resistant.

For stores selling Photoplay Patterns see page 83

Photoplay Patterns,
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for which please
send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Virginia Mayo
Dress in size 12—14-—16—18—20.

name size

street

city.

VIRGINIA MAYO in a Leah Rhodes—“The Girl from
Jones Beach” dress which you can make for yourself.

state.



LINE
APPEAL

Warner s stylist, Leah Rhodes, knows

Hollywood’s glamour secrets

T
HIS Warner stylist, Leah Rhodes, set a record when she
arranged wardrobes, with three changes each, for fourteen

girls in “The Girl from Jones Beach.” This makes aa total

of forty-two costumes that Miss Rhodes had to design, buy
or get from studio stocks and redesign for individual needs.
All of which proves that Miss Rhodes is, indeed, a versatile

designer. And the clothes she designed for Virginia Mayo, in

particular, are added proof of this. Miss Mayo, who is noted
for having one of the loveliest figures in Hollywood, told Miss
Rhodes that she couldn’t understand why the beauty of fem-
inine form is constantly rated by arithmetic. After all, she
feels, what does it prove when you read that such and such
a girl is so many inches tall, weighs so much and is thirty-five

inches around one area and thirty-four inches around another
area. Not that her figure is pleasant to look at, necessarily.
She’s known many girls, she said, who have several bad fea-
tures but who look wonderful, taken as a whole. The main
secret for looking wonderful is to find your most flattering

lines and colors in clothes and stick to them. And, of course,
having everything you own fit perfectly.

Wherever you live you can buy

photoplay fashions

If the preceding pages do not list stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the manufacturers listed below:

Checked cotton skirt and vest, white blouse

Korday, 991 6th Ave., N. Y. C.

Polka-dot dress.

Minx Modes, 2223 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

Dress with square white collar

Jack Borgenicht, 1333 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Sun-back dress with jerkin

Carole King, 641 Washington Avenue. St. Louis, Mo.

stores selling photoplay patterns

Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Hecht Company, Washington, D. C.

from shoulder to thigh . .

.

this pulse-exciting one-piecer

with its single dramatically

designed shoulder strap.

(can be worn strapless)

Note the smart high-fashion

side drape and the figure-

conforming featherboned bra.

Superbly fashioned by

of Lastex Laton Faille.

Colors: Jet, Rosezircon, Bluezircon, Topaz

and Scarab Green. Sizes 32-38.

About $8.95

at smart stores. Write and we’ll tell you where!

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CORP.
1410 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.



DOUBLE DUTY FOR DATES

Sun dress with a shirred bodice and princess lines, topped with a

new-looking jerkin which ties on the sides. By Carole King in cool

Chambrette that comes in pink and green, blue and brown or sand

and prune. Sizes 9-15. $8.95 at Meyer Bros. White House Stores,

Houston, Tex.; Burdine’s, Inc., Miami, Fla.

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 83
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I Envy These Women

(
Continued, from, page 59) grows more
breathlessly lovely as it unfolds.

Everything about Elizabeth’s face is right

—the deep blue of her eyes, fringed with

heavy, dark lashes, the sweep of her thick

eyebrows, the blue-black sheen of her

abundant hair, her straight nose with its

iaint suggestion of tip-tiltedness, the warm
;urve of her lips. And her rose and cream
complexion that blends all the colors into

a dreamy harmony.
But, if I had to pick and choose individ-

ual features, not take an entire face at one

swoop, well, I always say as the nose goes,

so goes the face. And I’ll go along with the

proboscis, nose to you, owned by Gene
riemey. It’s perky, a trifle disdainful, de-
lightfully refined and always doing the

right thing, if you get what I mean. Gene’s
nose is the clue to her character, and my
choice for the nicest nose on the screen.

F
OR me, mouth and sexiness are synony-
mous, so I’d choose Jane Greer’s. The

world, as you know, is full of mouths, some
of them quite loud and some quite vicious.

Jane’s is not only generously and excit-

ingly formed, it’s quiet. She has what I call

a listening mouth—usually in complete
repose, very sultry, and very provocative,

so my men friends, including her husband
Eddie Lasker, tell me. It wasn’t always so,

either. Some ten years ago, one side of

Jane’s face and part of her mouth, too, was
completely paralyzed. Determination and
exercise over a period of heart-breaking
years effected, not only a complete cure,

but a mouth that focuses attention.

Jane Wyman’s eyes would be my choice.

Jane’s eyes won her the Academy Award
for 1948. Until she played the deaf mute
in “Johnny Belinda,” she was, I thought,
pretty, in a general way. But really, I’d

never bothered to look at or even think
about those big, beautiful brown orbs. Now,
I’d like a duplicate pair so I could do some
swell interviews without saying a word.
The eyes, the poets have said, are the
mirror of the soul. Well, it’s not just poetic
imagery. For with Jane, they were also
her voice. Terror, fear, hope and happi-
ness—her eyes spoke ali these emotions as
clearly as any dialogue. If more movie
stars had eyes like Jane’s, I’d be in favor
of returning to silent pictures.
Don’t get me wrong, I like voices, too.

But not just voices that produce beautiful,
cultivated sounds. There must be some-
thing electric about a voice, a spine-ting-
ling quality, so that you could never say,
with certainty, that the owner was not
beautiful. And at the top of the easy-to-
listen-to speech-makers, I put Olivia de
Havilland. You can learn a lot about a girl,

just from her voice. But don’t judge Olivia

by the gentle, throaty purr that emanates
from her during conversation. If Olivia’s

voice matched her personality, we’d hear a
majestic roar, instead of a soft, mellifluous

sound. But she’s learned, this determined
and articulate young woman, that a soft

answer turneth away most opposition.

Hollywood is full of beautiful hair—some
real; some phony. And the colors! You
have to be psychic to pick out the natural
blondes and redheads. Not being psychic,
or in the mood to disillusion, I’ll just tell

you whose crowning glory I’d like to own,
if ever I lost my own hank of hair

—

Maureen O’Hara’s. Maureen is a rebel
against the prevailing craze for short,

clipped hair. And with her thick, luxurious
auburn mane, I don’t blame her.

“I had to cut my hair short for my British
movies,” Maureen told me recently. “Then
I let it grow again because I just loathe
short hair. Then they insisted I cut it

short to make me look older in ‘FatherWas
a Fullback,’ Do you know,” concludes Miss
O’Hara, with a big Irish twinkle, “I think
it made me look younger.” But in spite

of this big selling point, Maureen is now
letting her hair grow long again.
When I first came to Hollywood, the

complexion I envied most belonged to Vir-
ginia Bruce. Today, the creamiest skin
belongs to Arlene Dahl. If you listened
over your radio, you must have heard the
gasp from the Academy Award audience,
when this vision floated across the stage
to hand out one of the Awards for the best
something or other. I still don’t know to

whom she handed an Oscar. I was too
busy envying her her beautiful skin.

And that reminds me, there are more
strapless gowns seen in Hollywood, than
there are beautiful bosoms to fill ’em. For
the best bosom division in movieland, I’m
divided between Ava Gardner, Susan Hay-
ward and Anne Baxter. But, viewing the
matter objectively, I think Susan is the
winner. It’s a close decision, however.
Going a bit lower, in the female beauty

parade, who has the prettiest waistline in
Hollywood? And this isn’t merely a ques-
tion of whose is the smallest. I happen to
prefer a middle which doesn’t go so far
in, it n akes the hips and posterior seem to
jut. For litheness and actual beauty of
waistline in perfect proportion to the
rest of her, I tip my tape-measure to Lor-
etta Young. For sheer tummy flatness,

Claudette Colbert wins, with or without
girdle. Claudette, just to make you really
envious, can’t get fat, no matter what she
eats, and she’s under doctor’s orders to eat
cake and candy! Claudette has a sugar
and starch deficiency, which is why her

ose your hips in the cuffed

pockets of this button front dress.

The charming capelet collar and

the all over rose pattern

tend to slim your figure.

Fine quality rayon crepe in

Black & White, Navy & White.

141/2 to 241/.

Mail orders filled.

At fine stores everywhere.

For the store in your vicinity write

MAX WIESEN & SONS CO.. INC.

463 Seventh Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Guaranteed bv^
Housekeeping

SUMMER
ROSE

about

If you're 5'5Vi" or under,

cut costly alterations by

wearing a Rite-Fit half-size.

I4y2 fits 16

l6y2 fits 18 & 36

lgy2 fits 20 & 38

20>/2 fits 40

22y2 fits 42

24y2 fits 44

So don't delay send yours in right

away to . . .
>

PORTRAIT POLL EDITOR

c/o PHOTOPLAY
205 E. 42 St.,

New York 17, N. Y.

f m Lit -At 000

with your Photoplay vote

you may see your favorite star

in our color pages.

My favorite star
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in your own backyard, or for sun-lazing
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better department and specialty stores. $8.00

LOOK FOR THE FLYING FISH

For Illustrated booklet of other Catalina stylos, write Catalina, Inc. Dept 629 • 443 S. San Pedro St., Los Anyeles 13, Calif.

figure will always be, so they tell me, that
of a slim, eighteen-year-old. How lucky
can you get?

In the legs department, who but Betty
“Legs” Grable! Rumor has it that the
whistle and the wolf-call erupted spon-
taneously from the first male audience to
view her in pictures. In the old days,
Marlene Dietrich’s were the gams to beat.
And even today, she’s fast competition for
Betty, who, one day, will have to face,

leggily speaking, a battle for nether limb
honors from cute Janet Leigh. Janet plays
a ballerina in “Red Danube,” and her legs
are the whistle-topper of the lot!

R
ECENTLY, I watched Esther Williams
doing some water scenes for “Neptune’s

Daughter.” She was wearing a gold,
metallic-looking swim-suit. I heard an
electrician say, in an awed voice, “When
the Lord made Miss Williams, He threw
away the mold.” And let me say, that if

by some miracle, I had a figure like hers,

I’d never wear anything but a bathing suit.

Everything about Esther is properly pro-
portioned and symmetrical. Her ances-
tors, I’m sure, were Amazons or Vikings.
Ava Gardner, from my personal obser-

vation, is one of Hollywood’s most pro-
vocative stars. As a female, I’d like to be
able to learn some of the things Ava
knows, instinctively. I’ve watched her at

“work.” And her technique seems to be a
simple “let them do the chasing.” She’s
warm, yet aloof. She invites at the same
time she withdraws. She has a maddening,
teasing quality that seems to promise much,
yet is as elusive as quicksilver at being
pinned down. Maybe that’s the secret:

Looking as desirable as Ava looks, and
being as hard to get.

There are still a few things missing from
the dream person I would like to be. I’ve

said nothing about character. That’s as
hard to define as beauty. Once you’ve got
it, what can you do with it? Yet, beauty
without it is meaningless.

It would be good to be as kind as Dor-
othy Lamour. And as loved. There isn’t

a mean thought in that sweet head of hers.

She’s a gal who actually means it when
she says, “If you need me for anything,
please call me.” That junket to Houston,
Texas, was typical of what she will do to

help a friend—the friend being Glenn
McCarthy. To help him put over his hotel,

“The Shamrock,” Dotty risked putting
herself out of business. Most expectant
mothers would have called off the junket.
But Dotty worked like ten men to put it

over.

I would also enjoy Deborah Kerr’s
charm. I doubt Deborah ever lias said a

wrong or hurtful word in her life. She has
a natural dignity that isn’t pompous. And
she has a ladylike quality that is born of

an integrated personality which commands
and holds respect.

Last, and equally important, a sense of

humor is necessary to round out a perfect
woman. I’d like the brand possessed by
Greer Garson. Greer has the priceless

ability to laugh at herself and to be
amusing during embarrassing moments. To
give you an example: During a conference
on the sequel to “Mrs. Miniver,” someone
said, “But how shall we explain the ab-

sence of Richard Ney?” Richard played
Greer’s son in the original picture, and' I

don’t have to remind you that he was for-

merly married to Greer. “That’s simple,”

said Greer, cutting into the weighty silence.

“In one scene, I can pretend to receive a

letter from him; then say to Walter
Pidgeon, ‘Guess what. Our son has gone
to Hollywood and married Greer Garson!’

”

There’s just one more quality I’d like to

have, before calling it a day—Paulette
Goddard’s ability to collect old masters and
new jewels.
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Eddie Senz gives

faces a lift with
his make-up tricks

faceA

Eddie Senz, famous
movie make-up man, has
a New York salon, where
stage, screen and tele-

vision actresses; models,
debutantes and gals like

you and me, can seek his

expert make-up advice . . . On Wendy
Barrie’s Inside Photoplay television pro-
gram recently, Eddie gave us a flattering

make-up. We learned a few new tricks

from him. Want to know how you, too,

can “get your face on” better? Here’s how.

By
MARY
JANE
FULTON

foundation fechecnniaue

Foundation—cream or liquid, matched
to natural skin tone, or a shade lighter or
darker, whichever is most flattering . . .

Put dab in palm of left hand. Dip cushions
of right-hand fingers into foundation in

left hand. Smooth, evenly, on face and
neck. Include areas under eyes, on eye-
lids and beneath eyebrows. If too heavily
applied, blot off excess with facial tissue.

J4ow to Blend /2oucfe
Rouge—Eddie used cream rouge before

powdering. If you use dry rouge, apply
after powdering . . . Put dab of foundation
cream or lotion on back of left hand. Add
bit of cream rouge. Blend with foundation.
Pat on cheeks in gentle, upward and out-
ward strokes, over bony structure of

cheeks. Blend, so no sharp line of de-
marcation shows between rouge and foun-
dation. Never apply below mouth.

(Create prettier oCipA

Lipstick—balance upper and lower lips.

Lower lip should “cradle” upper at cor-
ners, for happy expression. If upper lip

overlaps lower, it gives disappointed,
pouty look. Use lipstick brush, or appli-
cator, for neater job . . . When lipstick’s

on, blot folded facial tissue against closed
lips. Dust with powder to “set” lipstick.

Apply lipstick again. Blot.

lAJrite, Urging fti 1/Qepealepeal

There’s danger of the twenty per cent
wartime tax on cosmetics and toiletries be-
coming a permanent law. Voice your pro-
test by writing to your congressmen
urging them to fight for its repeal. If you
don’t know who your congressmen are,
ask your druggist.

Before she marries— make sure she has

scientific knowledge she can trust!

The practice of vaginal douching two or

three times weekly for inti mate feminine
cleanliness, health, married happiness,

after menstrual periods and to combat
odor—has become so thoroughly recog-

nized and recommended today, it’s no
longer a question of whether a woman
should douche but rather what she
should use in her douche.
And every woman should be made to

realize this: Of all the liquid antiseptic-

germicides tested for the douche—no
other type proved so powerful yet so
safe to tissues as zonite! You can use

ZONITE as often as you want without

the slightest injury.

Cautions Against Weak or

Dangerous Products

It’s shocking how many women, through
ignorant advice of friends, still use

‘kitchen makeshifts’ such as salt, soda
and vinegar for the douche. These are

not germicides in the douche. They
never can assure you the great germi-

cidal and deodorizing action of ZONITE.
The zonite principle was developed

by a famous surgeon and chemist—the

first antiseptic-germicide principle in

the world with such a powerful germ-
killing action yet absolutely safe to
the most delicate tissues.

Truly a Miracle!

zonite positively contains no phenol,
no mercury, no harsh acids—overstrong
solutions of which may damage tissues

and in time even impair functional

activity of the mucous glands, zonite
is strictly non-poisonous, non-irritating

—truly a blessing to womankind.
zonite destroys and removes odor-

causing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection. It immediately kills

every germ it touches. You know it’s

not always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract. But you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.

Any drug counter.
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Have
SECOND
LOOK’
Legs!

Kept smooth and

hair-free longer ... by

Nair . . . the safe, odorless

depilatory lotion . .

.

that removes leg hair

quickly, easily . .

.

leaves legs smoother . .

.

more exciting . .

.

Lady—throw your razor away—use safe, odor-

less, new Nair lotion to keep legs smoother

. . . more exciting.

No nicks ... no bristles ... no stubbly re-

growth. No irritation to normal skin.

Nair keeps legs hair-free longer . . . because

it dissolves the hair itself closer to skin.

Have “second look” legs! Get Nair today.

For free sample mail this ad before November
30, 1949, to Dept. 317,

Nair, 53 Park Place,
New York 8, N. Y.

COSMETIC LOTION

TO REMOVE HAIR SAFELY

79 * plus tax

For Legs that Delight

Use NAIR Tonight

Hollywood Clothes Line

(Continued from page 53) geraniums,
daisies) fastened to the under side of the
brim and nestling close to her face. This
flattering note, together with the bright
red accessories, in the way of bag, gloves
and shoes, made a picture you can really
appreciate on a hot summer day. Another
gal at the shower who looked super was
Joan Bennett in a silk dressmaker suit in
an almost weird shade of blue (not French
blue, not royal blue, not cadet blue—but
somewhere in there) . Looked so cool and
neat. And the hat she wore was of a
matching shade of baku straw—a very
wide-brimmed cartwheel, trimmed only
with its band of deeper blue velvet, with
a flat bow and streamers at the back. Pat
Boyer was there—on a brief visit to Film-
town because Charles was still on Broad-
way with his show, “Red Gloves.” She
looked right smart in a black and white
print which featured a tiny dead white
leaf design against the dark background.
Pat’s hat was a tiny white sailor with lit-

tle black velvet geraniums nestling all

over it; her accessories were chalk white
—including the shoes. Now we get to the
guest of honor—the expectant Momma who
was wearing a lime-colored mandarin coat,

spreading out at the hip-line (and ending
there), over a black crepe skirt. A little

dressy, perhaps, but very glamorous—and
very disguising. For evenings, Nadia uses
this same Chinese lovely over a matching
floor-length skirt of lime-colored crepe
instead of black.

T
ED FIO RITO, whose return with his

band to the newly redecorated Palm Ter-
race Room at the Beverly Hills Hotel drew
a lot of glamour-pusses to hear his nos-
talgic times—even after the opening night.

That eve we spotted Loretta Young in a
candy-striped, bustle- backed, strapless

gown that made the green and white
stripes of the room’s walls look pale. We
saw her and Tom Lewis there again a few
nights later, and she was all done up in

cream-colored starched marquisette over
flesh taffeta—a truly wondrous color

combination. The Van Johnsons were re-

turnees too, and Evie looked so chic in

black lace and net, wearing a choker of

about six rows of pearls tight to the neck,

and intertwined with two rows of blazing
square-cut rhinestones. It might as well
have been thousands of dollars’ worth of

diamonds—the whole effect was so good.
The sight of Van jitterbugging around with
Irene Dunne, stunning in a draped print

of burgundy, dark green and brown
flowers on a white background, was some-
thing to see, too.

Frances Gifford held out as long as she
could, before cutting her hair, but she fi-

nally had the tresses shorn and looks just

as beautiful as ever. Working with Bing
Crosby as one of his two leading ladies in

“Riding High” (the other is Coleen Gray),
Frances was flitting around in a wonder-
ful hot-weather outfit—particularly for

sun-worshippers. The dress, which does as

well on the street as in a garden, is of ele-

phant gray cotton taffeta. The skirt had
all-around pleats and the top was strictly

“sunback” and low in front, too, with a
wide open neckline. With it goes a very
short, snug, short-sleeved jacket that but-
tons from its little high round collar, down
to the waist. Frances lights up the top of

the dress or coat by turn, with about six

little scatter pins that look like flowers.

Ann Sheridan came back from London
(where she and Cary Grant and Betsy

DON’T MISS THE NEW PICTURES

s!&«!/
„ BLUE-JAY
'O' CORN

PLASTERS
with Nupercaine*

GIVE YOU
GREATER RELIEF!

Have carefree feet. An-
esthetic Nupercaine,
exclusive with blue-
jay, curbs surface pain 1

Gentle medication
loosens “core”— lift it

out in a few days! Get
blue-jay, at drug counters everywhere.

FREE booklet! “Your Feet and Your
Health.” Write Dept. WG7.

STAYS ON
BECAUSE IT WRAPS ON

Re*. U. S. Pat. 09. by Ciba

moaaazm
Division of The Kendall Company

Chicago 16

DO YOU WANT A STEADY INCOME?
Big opportunity—earn extra cash in spare
time as subscription agent. Write Dept. PH7-49
Macfadden Publications, Inc., 205 E. 42nd St.,

New Yorli 17. N. Y.

fastWaytoMAKEMONfY.L

It’s easy! Just show SIX big NAME IMPRINT
Lines to friends—low as 50 for $1. Make up to
50c on 21 -card DeLuxe Box. Also show Secret
Pal, Plastics, Eastern Star, Religious, Relative
Gift Wraps, Birthday, Stationery. KIDDY Cards,
Books, and Records. Most COMPLETE Line i

country. Extra Cash Bonus! WRITE NOW for
FREE Imprint Samples and 2 Feature
Boxes on Approval. MIDWEST CARD CO.
415 N. 8th St., Dept. 20-M, St. Louis 1, Mo.

FREE Samples

Peace At Last From
PERSISTENT ITCH!
No wonder thousands teased by itchy torment

bless the day they changed to Resinol. Here’s quick
action from first moment — a blissful sense of
peace that lasts and lasts, thanks to 6 active
soothing agents in a lanolin base that stays on.
Don’t be content with anything less effective than
Resinol Ointment.

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY

,
SAFELY

Acts Below “Razor Line”

Without Cutting or

Scraping Legs

The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with
Neet® Cream Depilatory. It

works deeper than a razor, be-

low the surface of the skin.

Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off

and hair disappears like magic.
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Drake had so many setbacks trying to

finish “I Was a Male War Bride”) sport-

ing a brand-new set of bangs—and the rest

of her hair very short in a ringlet type of

coiffure. Ann didn’t have time to do any
Paris shopping before leaving for foreign

shores, but Betsy Drake splurged a bit in

New York and came back with a whole raft

of new duds. Betsy, who is staying out of

the night clubs and concentrating on her
career, won’t give out with a yes or a no as

to whether she and Cary have any definite

wedding plans. One pretty gown that

Betsy brought back, is a pale yellow dotted

Swiss, fashioned into a dreamy evening
gown. It has a bouffant skirt, banded with
six rows of gleaming yellow satin, gathered
into a tiny waistline. The bodice has a
wide bateau neckline, and short, fitted

sleeves. Betsy adds an unusual touch to

this quaint costume, by wearing a gold

choker chain around her neck, from which
hangs an antique sunburst of gold and
small diamonds. She has tiny earrings to

match the sunburst.
Ava Gardner just bleached her gorgeous

natural chestnut brown locks to a raving
blonde! A crime, that’s what! She’s not
too happy with it, and will prob-
ably be a brunette again, any minute.
Ava’s “off-and-on” romance with Howard
Duff isn’t slowing her up. Saw her one
eve at La Rue, dining and wining a bunch
of chums from her home state of South
Carolina—and she sure was showing them
the town. Few nights later, Ava was
brightening up Mocambo in a pale pink
silk jersey coat-dress which, without the
coat, became a five o’clock to midnighter.
Had such a low, plunging neckline, tiny

cap sleeves. The top was slightly draped
up over the bustline and the dress had the
high princess waistline—almost right up
under the bust. The skirt just hung and
clung—slightly full in the back, to just-

above-ankle length. That was the same
night Joan Crawford was ring-siding with
Greg Bautzer (yep

—

again ) ,
wearing a

divine hat laden with pale lavender, fuch-
sia and purple flowers. A fan dancing by
exclaimed, “Oh, Miss Crawford—that’s the
most beautiful hat I ever saw!” and Joan
said, “Thank you—you may have it if you
wish.” With that, she handed her hat to

the girl, who almost fainted dead away!
The End

Just for the show! Gene Autry made
a recent visit to Maryknoll Seminary to

give students pointers on horse care

Litf/e Lu/u says: for bibs— for soothing baby's

SN/FFLES PATTING POWDER ON H/S TENDER SKIN,

NO OTHER TISSUE IS 'i/UST LIKE"KLEENEX. SOFT! STRONG!

POPS UP! KLEENEX SAVES, SERVES SO MANY WAYS.

International Cellueotton Products Co. T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Little Lulu

Now — all you need is Kleenex*!

9pi <9loUywo&d . .

.
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7I4e Klnavi

Hillside 8303 •

The Only Bona Fide Eastern Seafood and

Steak House on the Pacific Coast. Sea

Foods Flown in from all parts of the U.S.A.

via the American Air Lines. The Holly-

wood restaurant with the New York at-

mosphere. Superb entertainment.

8153 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA

LIQUIDPERFUMEDDEODORANT
Dancing, walking, working, playing
• . . there's no better way to fresh,

sweet underarm daintiness than
NEVER-TEL. It combines a really
dependable deodorant and finely-

scented, delicate perfume. Gives
two-way protection that lasts far

longer—yet is harmless—does not
stop perspiration or injure clothing

or skin. At drug counters, or write

for generous FREE SAMPLE bottle, to

NEVER-TEL—Dept. 6-C, Kansas City 6, Mo.

Spicy
Cinnamon - Clove

Flavor

tmt/i 0*4/1 Se&t /le^Ff/bolb

foi ifctti meat/ etne/ t/ieat

FILM FROM MOO***

£ IT TASTES GOOD— IT’S GOOD TASTE /
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And no wonder! KARE, the new ‘won-
der" deodorant, keeps you bath-sweet
So nice to use . a satin-smooth lotion,

So different from creams and liquids . . .

nor greasy or messy. Discover KARE.
Staff now to use KARE, an amazing im-
provement in underarm deodorants . . .

the one that . . .

Soothes tender underarm skin

Stops odor . . . Dries instantly

Stops perspiration harmlessly

Will not harm even fine fabrics

Economical! A few drops are effective.

3508c 600*, at drug and department stores.

In

Misery from

"WET-DRY” ACTION

brings relief! FIRST: Swab skin between

toes with cotton soaked in Absorbine Jr.

This "wetting” action removes dead skin, dis-

solves perspiration products. SECOND: Pour

on Absorbine Jr. Its “drying" action inhibits

growth of all the infecting micro-organisms

it can reach. Result in 3 out of 4 cases of

Athlete's Foot (tested clinically), Absorbine Jr.

brought relief! $ 1 .25 a bottle at drugstores.

Drop the G
( Continued, from page 54) Craig Hazel-
wood, a Chicago banker. She was Rich-
ard’s schoolmate at Lake Forest University.
They are matched even to coloring of
copper-brown hair and gray eyes.
A big city girl herself, Jean has been

converted to the Main Street way of life,

traveling from home town to home town
with Dick. For Dick isn’t merely a small
town boy; he’s a small towns, plural, boy.
He has lived in more spots than Washing-
ton has slept in. And Jean enjoys with him
the “Hi Dick,” that people call from door-
ways, as though he never had been away.
Of Dick’s home towns, Sioux Falls,

South Dakota, was the largest. He really
grew up on the banks of the Sioux until he
was eight, listening to the laughing waters
of Minnehaha. (And he did not get his Udo
laugh from these, says the Sioux Falls
Chamber of Commerce.)
He did, however, get his phenomenal

high brow of culture at Lincoln School,
skated on Covell’s lake, got a skinful of
malts at the Chocolate Shop, and acquired
such a cosmopolitan intellect from reading
the Daily Argus Leader, that today he is

notorious as the man who does not turn
to the sport page first, but reads his New
York Times from Section I

—“All the News
That’s Fit To Print”— straight through the
Shopping Guide and Business Opportuni-
ties.

D
ICK’S father is Swedish; his mother is

of Scotch-English stock. The Widmarks
were able to accumulate their precious
stock of home towns, because Mr. Wid-
mark was a traveling salesman for whole-
sale grocers.

After Dick had given Sioux Falls the first

eight years of his life and had run up quite
a bill in the Chocolate Shop, he shoved off

on his Odyssey. Through a series of small
towns, he arrived at Princeton, 111. There,
he was graduated from high school with
entrance credits for Lake Forest Univer-
sity. On the football field, he was a flash

end weighing one hundred and forty
pounds. He was also fast on the baseball
diamond but couldn’t catch the ball.

He had trouble, too, catching Miss Jean
Hazelwood. Though agile of hoof on dia-
mond and dance floor, he is tight with the
talk. He took her out twice and gave her
two words. She said, “What’s with him?”
and left him for fast talkers.

“He didn’t do anything about it,” Jean
says. “He could have made me jealous by
going out with other girls. He didn’t. In-
different, but persistent, he hung around.”
Every campus has a solo guy. Dick,

athlete and fraternity man, was king of the
junior prom, president of the senior class,

captain of a debating team and head of

honor society. Yet he walked alone. Be-
cause he seemed immune to other girls, he
fascinated them like Satan, but he never
took his hypnotic eye off the Hazelwood
wench.
After graduation she went to New York.

“Speed” Widmark tailed; threw her two
more words; she said yes—and they re-
turned to Evanston for the “I do.”
Two years and a couple of jobs after the

wedding, the Widmarks were back in New
York where Dick was burning up the
airwaves with his radio acting. He was also
burning up huge amounts of energy, gey-
sering up and down from program to pro-
gram. They had to hold elevators for him
at NBC in Radio City. Hot from a mike,
they dropped him solo, to the street. Run-
ning faster than a Checker cab, he legged
it to CBS. Another breathless waiting ele-

vator tossed him spieling into “Aunt Jen-

un, Richard

ny’s Real Life Story.” All day, elevators
palpitated for Widmark, picking him up
and putting him down for Kate Smith,
“Joyce Jordan,” “Front Page Farrell,” “In-
ner Sanctum,” on which, more often than
not, he was the good egg.
He grabbed $50,000 a year. A facile non-

fluff reader, Dick can read you the phone
book and hold you. Then, after five years
of radio, he went on the stage, playing
leads in five prestige flops and more artistic
successes. Five years of this and he had an
electric Broadway name.
The secret of his acting genius is con-

centration. He throws all he has at a part
and works with nervous tension. The best
release from this, is puttering outside, and
building things.

“Hitting a nail on the head is the best
relaxation,” Dick avers.

II RS. WIDMARK regards this exuber-
1*1 ance with quiet resignation.

“I knew he was a fix-it when I married
him and was prepared for a life among
saws and things. . .

.”

Dick, she says, choosing not to be quoted,
is a dependable unhandyman who can fix

everything around a house so that nothing
works.
“We can’t afford to call a plumber every

time the sink gets stuffed up,” Dick said,
marching to the task with wrench.
An hour later, when Jean and little

daughter Ann, aged four, ventured into the
kitchen, politely to inquire as to progress,
Papa was lying under the sink, and when
he saw them, he leered like TJdo, “Take
Ann away, I’m going to talk to this plumb-
ing.” The Widmark ladies retired, while
Papa ad libbed.
His true passion is picket fences. You

can almost trace the Widmark Odyssey by
the weaving picket fences he left behind.
When Jean and he motored back to New
Bedford, Mass., for the premiere of “Down
to the Sea in Ships,” he made a detour, in
order to see a fence he built in White
Plains. The sight of it gave him an exul-
tation beyond any picture triumph.
The skill Dick lacks in his puttering is

definitely not lacking in his characteriza-
tions.

He goes about his picture work with the
studiousness and conscience of a fine stage
actor. He figures out everything before he
starts. He makes others around him good,
by association. Shy with words socially,

he’s buckety-buck with the crew, getting
information toward the day when he may
roll his own, directing and producing.
In California, the Widmarks belong with

that group of serious actors of stage ex-
perience known as Mother Carey’s Chick-
ens, because they foregather at the ranch
home of Harry Carey’s widow. They
include, beside the Widmarks, the
Greg Pecks, Wendell Coreys, Monty Clift,

Pete Armendariz, Kirk Douglas, Harry
Carey Jr.

The Widmarks were drawn to Hollywood
mainly by the opportunity for outdoor ac-
tivity. Dick is a wizard at finding houses,
Jean says. “He can pick them out of a hat.”

The first one he picked in California had
rattlesnakes. Dick had to pick another out
of the hat quick, and, because he had leased
the snakepit, the Widmarks paid rent on
two places the first year.
When their lease on the Claude Rains

place in Brentwood expired, they were
offered a New England-type clapboard,
with three bedrooms, situated on canyon
acres. No picket fence as yet. “There will

be,” says Jean, with some apprehension.
The End
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FIT

to be

seen

... this cloud white beauty

under sheer blouses.
Miss Swank's exclusive

straight-plus-bias design

molds to your figure—as-

sures better fit, more
comfort, smoother lines.

Won’t twist, ride or bunch.

3.00 and up.

STYLE SHOWN IN SOFT BOR -MIL

RAYON CREPE, A800T G.OO

AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE.

MISS SWANK INC.,112 Madison Ave.,NewYork 16.N.Y.

*T. M. REO. U. S. PAT. Off.. . . - - COPYRIGHT 1949,

New! Metal Christmas Cards
Be first! Sell colorful cards of brilliant metal, Also cards
of plastic and foil. Five portfolios of personal cards. Free
samples.

ELMCRAFT CHICAGO
5930 So. Western Ave. Chicago 36, III.

earn Profitable Profession
In QO days at Home

Women and Men, 18 to SO
Many Swedish Massage graduates make big
money. Large full time income from doctors,
hospitals, sanatoriums, clubs or private
practice. Others make good money in spare

time. Prepare for future security
by training at home and qualifying
for Diploma. Anatomy Charts and
32-page illustrated Book FREE —
X Now!
THE College of Swedish Massage
Dpt.959H ,41 E. Pearson,Chicagoll

Blondes!
GIVE HAIR LOVELY NEW

/ef/ifitesstw/Sfate

With New

Home Shampoo A
Containing

*
ANDIUM

Made Specially for Blondes
, To wash blonde hair shades lighter safely— to
give it that soft SHINY "Spun-Gold" look,
use BLONDEX, the home shampoo—made
specially for blondes-cpntaining ANDIUM.
Helps keep blonde hair from darkening

—

brightens it if faded. Instantly removes the
dingy film that makes hair dull, old looking.

only 1 1 minutes. Safe for children.
1 Get BLONDEX at 1 Otf, drug and dept, stores.

Oh, What a Wonderful Day

(Continued, from, page 47) dancing career,

she spent no time moping. She put in a
call to the nearest singing teacher.

Talent, and eagerness and ambition and
beauty. And courage. As efficient a magic
wand as anyone could want.
Doris Kappelhoff was a cinch from the

start to go places And nobody who knew
her was a bit surprised when she turned
out to be Doris Day, idol of the juke-box
hepsters, before she was eighteen.

Doris, herself, says her success “gim-
mick” is her adaptability. “It’s just that I

accept things,” she says.

But director Mike Curtiz, who discov-
ered Doris for films, says it’s more than
that. “It’s heart,” Mike says.

D
ORIS was unknown, except to the record
fans, when her agent brought her in to

see the Warner Brothers director.

And Doris says she didn’t look like

much. She had just separated from her
husband, George Weidler; she had cried
all night, and there were dark circles

under her wide-set blue eyes, and tear
stains all over her freckles.

She couldn’t even work up a smile for
this important contact.

“Can you act?” Curtiz asked her.

“Heavens no,” she told him, “the only
part I ever played was a duck in a Mother
Goose pageant.”
He tried again. “But you can sing?”

Doris just gave him a look, a nasty look,

she says, implying anybody-who-knows-
anything - about - music -knows-I-can-sing.
Walking over to the piano, she began to

sing “Embraceable You.” But the song
reminded her of George and she burst
into tears.

“I was downright obnoxious,” she says.
“He should have thrown me right out.”
But Curtiz didn’t throw her out. He

was artist enough to know that a kid
who would let her emotions run away
with her at a time like that had some-
thing. Something great.

He talked to her for awhile like a kindly
father, “I needed that so much that day,”
Doris says.

Two days later, she was making a screen
test. And, a week later, she was trying to
feel at home in a star’s dressing room on
the set of “Romance on the High Seas,”
and acting before cameras.
“Acting?” Doris couldn’t believe it.

“Who? Me?”
It may not have been acting that the

public saw when “Romance” was re-
leased. Doris may, as rumor had it, have
walked chalk lines on the set to keep in
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camera range, and looked that-a-way
when Curtiz coached her from the side-
lines. But whatever it was, the ticket

buyers ate it up and the studio rushed
Doris into two more starring roles, “My
Dream Is Yours" and “It’s a Great Feeling.”
Less than a year from the day of that

first screen test, she is set for one of the
biggest dramatic roles of the year in

“Young Man with a Horn.”
Doris “accepts” this like everything else

and wonders why everybody else is so
breathless.
“Things always happen like that, for

me,” she says. “They hit hard, and fast,

whether it is in work, or in love.”

She’d rather talk about work.
About that time when she called the

music teacher to her bedside in the hos-
pital in Cincinnati. “I can’t dance now,”
she said, “so I want you to teach me to

sing.” He asked Doris to sing for him,
sing anything When she had finished, he
said, “I can’t teach you to sing. You sing
beautifully, just naturally. You have in-

stinctive rhythm, a rich warm voice. We
can work a little on your range.”

B
EFORE she had abandoned her crutches,

Doris was singing, for free, but singing,

over Cincinnati radio stations. Within
weeks, Barney Rapp, a popular band
leader in the city, heard her and signed
her as a soloist with his band.
“You sing like an angel,” Barney told

Doris. “But how can you? With that

name—Kappelhoff!”
“Let’s change it,” said adaptable Doris.

Doris had been singing “Day After
Day” when Barney first picked up his ears,

so the name was easy. Doris Day!
Doris Day was the signature at the

bottom of a letter Bob Crosby received a

few months later in Chicago, where his

famous Bobcats were playing an engage-
ment at the Blackhawk. “I love your
band,” she wrote. “I would like to sing

with you.” The letter was accompanied
by a recording of one of Doris’s songs.

Bob listened to the record and promptly
wired Doris to come ahead.
Les Brown heard Doris with the Bob-

cats and hired her away as featured
soloist with his band. It was with Les that
Doris made her first real killing, with her
records of “Sentimental Journey” and
“You Won’t Be Satisfied.” This was just

two years after the accident which was
supposed to have stopped Doris’s career
for good.
At this point, which was early in 1941,

things began to happen even faster, but in

a different direction. Doris fell in love.

On the road during a tour with the Les
Brown band, Doris had met A1 Jorden, a
musician with a rival orchestra.

Doris, with her characteristic impulsive
wholeheartedness, quit her good job with
the band, married the boy, had a baby, and
moved back home to Cincinnati to settle

down in a pretty little cottage on Price Hill.

There for two years, she cooked and
kept house, although she hates cooking
and housework, made formula for her son
Terry and changed his diapers and forgot
all about the band business.

Not until she admitted failure, after the
most earnest efforts to make the marriage
work, did she listen to the offers which
kept pouring in from band leaders and
record companies who insisted that Doris
just couldn’t quit.

In 1943, Doris divorced A1 Jorden.
Little Terry went to live with his big-
hearted homey Grandmaw, and his mom-
mie, who was almost twenty now, and felt

it, went back to work.
More working all night and sleeping all

day, more “coffee klatches” with rooms full

of bandsmen who have always accepted
Doris as an equal and talk to her as though

she knew as much jazz as they do, which
she does. More one night stands. More
records.
And then, as Doris recalls, penitently, “I

did it again ”

Another nice young man. His name
was George Weidler, and he was a saxo-
phonist in Stan Kenton’s orchestra.

It was Christmas time, and they were
two kids far from home and homesick in
New York. They were together, and they
felt so close, and it seemed so right. So
they got married.
Doris admits now that she had one or

two “negative feelings” on that drive up
to Mt. Vernon to find a Justice of the
Peace. Once more she was going to give
up everything she had worked for, her
job, her growing reputation, her hectic
but happy life, to try to make a stable
marriage with a man who was committed
to the mosl unstable business in the
world.

It wasn’t quite the same as before. Doris
and George were really in love; and, even
better, they were friends. But the hurdles
they faced were even higher than those
which defeated Doris and A1 Jorden.
“George was such a really nice guy, and

he still is,” Doris will tell you. But he
was in the band business. Their life to-
gether was a series of hotel rooms until
they reached Los Angeles and an ex-
tended engagement. They hit the city
along with the peak of the housing short-
age and set up housekeeping in a trailer

on a bleak wind-blasted vacant lot. Doris
cooked and cleaned in the trailer, still hat-
ing it, only this time it was drearier, with
no bright-faced little Terry to cheer her
up in the long hours when George was
off blowing his horn.
After awhile, the Kenton band headed

back east, and Doris lived in the trailer

alone. Only after she had spent her first

anniversary, Christmas Day, alone and
sick with virus pneumonia, did she call it

quits. Quits at least to the loneliness.

S
HE answered one of those telegrams
which kept coming, and went back to

New York and to work.
Doris has finally, after three years of

seeing George on those rare occasions
when their two itineraries crossed briefly,

sued for divorce. But a big hunk of her
heart is still wound up with his.

Work, she soon found, was the best
medicine for heartache, and she worked
with a frenzied abandon.
Band engagements and a long run at

New York’s Little Club, and then Cali-
fornia again, and for awhile, her own sus-
taining radio show.

It was at about this time that Bob Hope’s
manager, Jimmy Saphier, heard her show,
and told Bob about her.

“Doris Day?” Bob said, impatiently.
“Never heard of her.” And that was that.

It amuses them to recall that now.
Doris was much more expensive by the

time Bob saw her in “Romance on the
High Seas.”

“She’s terrific,” Bob said, dialing Jimmy.
“Why didn’t you tell me about Doris

Day?” he shouted, over the phone.
“I did,” the long-suffering Jimmy re-

plied, “but you wouldn’t listen.”

“Get her,” said Bob. So Jimmy got her,

and Doris has been a bright young note
in Bob’s broadcasts ever since.

The bleak days in Doris’s life are behind
her now.
She has a home, Terry is with her, and

her mother. Terry is seven now, looks
like Alfalfa and is a regular guy, terribly

fond of his mother, who can catch as good
as any fellow, and only mildly dis-

appointed because she has not as yet made
good on his terms, which involve co-
starring with Roy Rogers.
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Doris’s mother is one of those rare
women who can turn any house into a
home by her mere presence. There is

always hot coffee on the stove, “every-
body lives in the kitchen anyway,” and a
hot, raspberry tart or a batch of cookies,
making the place smell wonderful.

I

ll OR the first time since she was a kid, she
has a girl friend. Doris has been working

since she was a child, except for the two
time-outs for a try at marriage. She has
worked with men, and men have been her
friends. She understands them. Women,
except for her mother, scared her to death
until she met Lee Levine.
Lee was a salesgirl at Magnin’s, whom

Doris met, when, with her first pay check,
she went to amplify the wardrobe of eve-
ning gowns (for work) and blue jeans,

which was all she had in her closet.

They liked one another, and Doris kept
going back just to talk to her pal. But the
time came when she didn’t need any more
clothes. “Why don’t you come and live at

my house,” Doris said, on one of those im-
pulses. So Lee did, and has remained as a
member of the family.
Lee is wonderful, Doris says. No longer

does Doris come upon six-months-old un-
opened letters from her attorney, no more
do the light bills go unpaid, simply because
Doris hates opening mail. Lee doesn’t
mind opening letters at all. Even answer-
ing them. She even likes to pack. Lee
likes doing all the things Doris hates, and
vice versa. No point now to Doris’s falling

in love. She’s not lonely any more. She’s
busy, and happy, almost.
Pinned down, Doris will look at you,

think for a minute, and come out with it.

“Sure I need a man. ... I ... I don’t
know . . I think it’s that I get so tired

of making decisions. I don’t want to turn
into a dominating woman. I hate domi-
nating women.
“Don’t get me wrong. I don’t want a

husband who will also be a boss. That
went out with high, button shoes.
“But just somebody to whom I could

say, now and then, ‘whataya think, honey?’
. . . you know. . .

.”

Sure, Doris wants to fall in love again.
Get married. Have more children. When?

“Well,” she says, “in about six months.”
Anything, a lot of things can happen, in

such an eternity as six months.
In the meantime, she’ll go along, accept-

ing things, ioving life and the people
around her, working and singing.
Not a morning, these days, that Doris

can’t jump out of her bed with a light

heart and a happy song just busting out of
^er

‘ The End

Since Doris Day got her new Revere cam-

era, everybody gets “shot”! Her son

Terry and his dog are the victims here

Speaking of husbands, let’s consider
the matrimonial venture of the
telephone pole climber who first

glimpsed his wife-to-be as she
leaned, lorelei-like, out of a sky-
scraper. If this doesn’t prove that

boy can meet girl under the most
incredible circumstances I’ll eat

Emily Post . . . and that’s just one
story from the fabulous archives of

radio’s wedding whiz— “Bride and
Groom.”

This is one of the most delightful

boysterous and girlsterous shows I

have heard. For sheer talent and
ingenuity emcee Johnny Nelson gets
my vote for his aptitude at de-
flustering brides-to-be. And the im-
promptu tales he evokes from the
engaged couples on how they met,
provide an endless variation on the
boy meets girl theme. You’re likely

to hear anything from love among
the Lily Cups to tales of unbeliev-
able enterprise.

But spontaneity (which I have al-

most come to regard as a lost art in

radio) is really the keynote of this

matrimonial matinee. From the mo-
ment the engaged couple wafts
before the mike, there’s a happy,
unrehearsed quality about “Bride
and Groom” that makes you feel as
though you were part of the wed-
ding party (staged by Sterling
Drug Inc.). Johnny Nelson has a
merry theory that a wedding a day
keeps the blues away. “Bride and
Groom” not only banishes blues but
rings in a half hour of utterly
unique entertainment.

If the quickest way to a man’s heart
is through his stomach, the shortest
way to “the quickest way” is to hear
“The Betty Crocker Magazine of the
Air.” For this quarter hour is liter-

ally the answer to any dining di-

lemma. Betty Crocker (I’m con-
stantly amazed at the way in which
“Betty Crocker” portrays the com-
pany personality of General Mills)
has a way of inspiring you to turn
a cooking chore into a charm . . .

gives recipes and hints that I haven’t
been able to find elsewhere. To
counteract the old adage that all

work and no play makes Jill a dull
girl, Betty Crocker also features
outstanding guest stars who add
spice and sparkle to the proceedings.

Wedding bells ring on Bride and
Groom at 2:30 PM EDT Monday
through Friday. The Betty Crocker
Magazine of the Air goes to press at
10:30 AM EDT Monday through
Friday.

Other Tips on Daytime Dialing

“Breakfast Club” 9 :00 AM edt

“House Party” 3:30 PM edt

“Kay Kyser’s College” 4:00 PM edt
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The Most Unforgivable Character I've Met

(Continued, from page 49) nursery for her
kids. Just in case.

Until the doctor spoke his immortal
words to Betty, we were peaceful and
contented. Then hell broke loose. For it

seemed that what was good enough for
Lamarr’s children wasn’t going to be good
enough for ours.
The stove wasn’t big enough. So out

it went and Betty bought one that could
easily do in a hotel. The refrigerator
wasn’t big enough. Out it went, and a
packing company could get by with the
one that arrived in its place.
There weren’t even enough trees out-

side the house, for some reason. I never
did understand that deal, but young Steve,
it seemed, had to have a small forest
planted for him. My annoyance grew.

H
IS actual arrival cost me money, frus-
tration, and an incalculable amount of

nervous strain. I may forgive him even-
tually, but I’m pretty bitter now.

I had just started a picture, my own
picture, called “Tokyo Joe.” When I say
it was my own, I mean that my own com-
pany was making it. It was my dough.

O.K. So did young Steve arrive before
we began shooting? He did not. He
carefully timed his appearance for four
days after we’d gone into production, into
a production, moreover, in which his fa-
ther is in every shot. Then, while the
overhead mounted, he got himself born.
Furthermore, he did it in a nasty, snide

way. He waited until I was in the midst
of a love scene with Florence Marley, my
very beautiful leading lady, and then an-
nounced to his mother that he’d like to
see what the world looked like.

The result was that Betty went to the
doctor, the doctor phoned me, I dropped
Miss Marley at 12:30 in the afternoon, and
I dashed pell-mell to the doctor’s office

to pick up Betty. Half an hour later, I

signed her into the hospital, and sat down
to wait eleven hours in what is laugh-
ingly called “The Fathers’ Room.”

I am considering suing young Steve for
the mental anguish he caused me during
that period. For I wasn’t Bogart, the big
fancy movie actor, then. I was merely
Bogart, the confused embryonic Pa. And
I didn’t like it a bit.

It was nearly midnight when a nurse
came in and whispered that I had a son,
that Betty was fine, and that I could see
the child in a few minutes. I promptly
went into such a funk that I couldn’t re-
member what the nurse had said. It wasn’t
until she had led me down a hall and

showed the villain himself to me that I

knew for sure it was a boy.
I have already learned, too, that he is

going to cause more and more trouble as
time goes on. “Ah-ha!” I thought, in my
ignorance before he was born. “He’ll be
’way off in that wing on the other side of
the kitchen. He’ll be able to yell his head
off and I won’t hear a sound. None of this
being waked in the night stuff for me!”
So what did young Steve do? Well, he

just beamed prettily at his mother and
got her so nuts about him that she de-
cided she wouldn’t be able to sleep herself
unless she knew he was all right. So she
had a microphone put in by his crib, and
planted a speaker exactly one foot from my
pillow. She pipes him in, in other words
—morning, noon, and, especially, night.

He’s really making things increasingly
difficult. For another point comes to mind:
I shall now have to get educated.

In the past, when my friends had babies,
I looked at them quite calmly when their
proud parents showed them off, and then
dismissed them. But now—oh, Lord! I too
am going to have to make with the safety
pins and the diapers and the little shirts

and the booties.

These things are mysteries to me. For
up to now I never really wanted a child.

My life was, I thought, too unsettled for

children. I was either going on tour with
a play, or going in and out of things on
Broadway, or something like that. Show
business, I felt, was a pretty tenuous field.

You might be on top one day and broke
the next.
Then I married Betty. And, suddenly,

things seemed to get organized for the
first time. And Betty wanted a child.

That did it: I wanted a child, too.

The point is, however, that I have never
changed a diaper in my life. And that
young Steve’s arrival is going to make me
learn how.

Last, young Steve has unfortunately
smiled at me, too. That was his meanest
trick. The day he got home he tore his

eyes away from his mother for a second,
turned his tiny noggin, and gave me the
full treatment.
The result was Bogart became a jelly-

fish, right there in the nursery. The ad-
ditional result was Bogart resolved to live

a life of dignity, intelligence, and responsi-
bility. Bogart would, in short, become an
upstanding citizen.

Like I said, I may forgive him, that
Steve. But he’ll probably be old enough
to vote before I do!

The End
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(Continued from page 43) better. I’d heard
that one before. A great many Hollywood
visitors will give you a song-and-dance
about being “down to earth,” and “getting

away from it all in a nice cozy out-of-the-
way place,” but you invariably end up in

the Champagne Room of El Morocco. So,

happily, I prepared myself to be “seen”
with him. No one could ever accuse me of

being an introvert.

As I dressed, I CQuld picture the flash-

bulbs popping, the heads turning, and the
autograph hounds swarming around us, as

we made our way through the crowds. I

even went so far as to stand in front of a

mirror and practice the understanding and
tolerant smile that would come to my face

as I stood aside to let Monty bask in his

glory.

I met Monty at his apartment, which he
proudly announced, “Only sets me back
forty dollars a month in rent.” I could
understand the low rent without even en-
tering the two tiny rooms he calls home
on the top floor of a five-flight walk-up.

It has been told, often, that Monty owns
only two ties and one slightly battered
tweed jacket. This I can vouch for. But,
still, with only two ties to choose from,
he studied them as if he had a complete
selection before him and finally decided on
one which looked exactly like the other.

“My jacket, where’s my jacket?”

H
E EYED me accusingly and, sure enough,
I was sitting on it. It had been thrown

on the only chair in the two-by-four room,
along with manuscripts, a couple of pillows,

an old bathrobe, and a recent copy of The
New Yorker.
“Do you think it’s too mussed to wear,”

he asked, holding the poor thing up to the
light.

“That all depends on what you intend
to do in it.”

He chose to ignore the sarcasm in my
voice. “Well, I guess I can’t expect much
more from it. I’ve had it over six years.”
The room, which contained a daybed,

table, desk, and one chair, looked as if

something rather violent had hit it. One
wall was covered with bookshelves, which,
along with every other possible place in the
room, contained, of all things, books!
Everytime you tried to move, sit down,
get up, or flick an ash into an ashtray,
there was a book that first had to be moved.
The desk was covered with scripts and
mail, the top letter beginning, “Dear
Monty, I hope you get this letter as I am
an ardent fan. I’m sending it in care of

your studio as I don’t know your home
address. You movie people will hide out in

your secluded estates, won’t you?”
At this point, the buzzer began giving

out with loud dots and dashes, sounding
more or less like the Morse code, and
Monty, grabbing his coat and switching off

the light said, “C’mon. That’s Kevin’s ring.

We’ll meet him downstairs.”
Taking a good look at Monty in the

bright light of the hall, I noted his flannel

trousers and unpressed jacket, plus the
fact that his tie was not even tightly

knotted. This was not exactly the proper
attire for the Stork Club. My suspicions
were confirmed as soon as we hit the bot-
tom stair. There was Kevin, standing in

front of what he tried to convince me was
an automobile. He was tieless!

Kevin turned out to be Kevin McCarthy,
the stage actor, and also Monty’s best
friend. It seemed that Augusta, Kevin’s
wife, was doing a radio show and we were
to get something to eat and pick her up
afterwards. “This has to be a cheap eve-
ning,” Kevin stated.

\ Daintier, Less Embarrassing Yet One
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for this extra advantage in
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Greaseless Suppository Assures
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KEEP YOUR FURS

lovelier... longer

ReVitalife is more than just ordinary
fur cleaning. It cleans your furs right

down to the pelt (including lining). It

includes Repello weatherproofing to

help prevent evaporation of natural
fur oils, to preserve the pelt and lessen

matting. ReVitalife brings back “like

new" lustre, sheen and glamour. Give
your furs added years of wear and
beauty. Have your furs ReVitalife
cleaned now . . . priced from $7.50.

At leading department stores, furriers,

women’s specialty shops.

Write for your free booklet

"Do's and Dort'fs for Your Furs"

a service of

KLEINZWAY, Inc.,

4836 S. Oakley Ave., Chicago 9, III.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
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FEMININE HYGIENE
YOUR SUMMER PROBLEM OF

CLEANLINESS AND DAINTINESS
Don’t let doubts haunt
you this vacation! Get
Boro-PhenoKorms, just
like thousands of women
who KNOW this secret
of poise and charm!

These convenient suppositories are ready-to-
usc, EACH COMPLETE in itself; dainty,
soothing, deodorizing, medicated. Ask any
druggist for fact-and-picture booklet or write

“Ask A ny Drunnis I A nywhere"

DR. PIERRESBORO Duckirl FORM

“How much have we got?” asked Monty.
It turned out that Kevin was the banker,

at least he kept doling out dollars to Monty
throughout the evening.
“The guy has no sense of money,” Kevin

offered. “I borrow money from him or he
borrows from me, but I’m the one that
keeps the books.”
“The McCarthys have to watch their

dough because they have baby-sitters to
pay and all that,” Monty explained. “Now
with me it’s a lot more simple. I just reach
in my pocket and come up with nothing.”
He grinned and I knew he could have

afforded almost any kind of an evening
he wanted. But, also, knowing a little

bit about the workings of his mind, I knew
it wouldn’t occur to him to flaunt his
wealth or be insistent upon something
others were unable to afford.

“Trish, do you like Italian food?” he
asked. (Sure, I loved Italian food. I only
live in Greenwich Village and eat it seven
nights a week, but sure.)

T
HE restaurant, II Progressive, where the
great singer Caruso used to hang out,

was in a shabby building, in the section of

town occupied by warehouses and garages.
If the patrons seated around the room
recognized Monty as the Mr. Clift, they
didn’t bat an eyelash. And, although the
head -waiter seemed happy enough to see
us, most head-waiters seem happy to see
you if you’re a cash customer. Anyway,
he was happy and Kevin was hungry,
Monty was thirsty and I was crestfallen!

There wasn’t a flash-bulb in the place.

Dinner consisted of a lot more talking
than eating. Monty, an avid reader, was
complaining about the lack of time he had
to pursue his favorite pastime.
“You saw all the books lying around,

didn’t you?” he sighed. “Well, that’s about
all they do Lie around. I used to be able
to carry on a fairly intelligent conversa-
tion on what was happening in literature,

especially in the contemporary field, but
now!”

If he considered his literary knowledge
lacking, I would have hated sitting in on
what he considered a “well-informed” dis-

cussion.
He and Kevin spent the next hour

arguing over William Faulkner and
Thomas Wolfe. Being a “Forever Amber”
gal myself, I withdrew into my antipasto.

Dinner dispensed with, we piled into the
car and drove over to NBC to pick up
Augusta.

“I suppose you’ve all eaten?” she asked.
“Yup,” said Monty. “D’you want to go up

to the Thalia and catch that French film?

It’s supposed to be pretty good.”
“I haven’t eaten,” she answered, “so we’ll

just have to stop and get me a sandwich.
I can eat it in the show.”
We got Augusta a hot pastrami sandwich

in a little delicatessen on upper Broadway.
Of course, nothing would do but that we
all have one. So it was, fortified with
immense Dagwood sandwiches, that we
finally settled in our theater seats, pre-
pared to be entertained. There were cap-
tions in English but I kept suspecting that

the best lines were going unexplained.
Monty, slouched in his seat, was finding

something very funny.
The man seated behind me had a fine

time kicking the back of my chair. I mut-
tered something to him about stopping it,

“or my date might punch you in the nose.”

At which, Monty looked around at the two-
hundred-and-fifty pounder and smiled
sweetly. “Who, me?” He quickly turned
back to the screen and I decided I’d bet-
ter do the same.

After a couple of hours of this, we started

back to the Village. But not before Monty
discovered his scarf was missing. Back into

the dark theater he went, and the vision

of him crawling around on his hands and

knees under the seats was too funny to
bear in silence. I doubled up in laughter
and Kevin and Augusta looked at one an-
other and shook their heads.
He got his scarf at last, and off to the

Village we chugged.
“You live down here, Trish, so you ought I

to know the spots,” Monty said. “But no
tourist-traps. It’s gotta be a low-down
dive with either good beer or good music.”
“Remember the bankroll,” pleaded

Kevin.
“Can we afford ten cent beers?” I asked.
“Can you get ’em any cheaper than

that?” Monty grinned.
“Nope!”
“Then we can afford them!”
The cafe, a hangout for all the young ;

writers, artists, and actors in the Village,
was jammed to the doors. Somehow, we
edged in and made our way to the back i

room which, until our arrival, had been
empty. We hadn’t gotten our coats off

when the battle cry sounded.
“It’s Montgomery Clift!”

“You mean that guy who just passed?
You're nuts!”
“No kidding. It’s Clift all right.”

I went into the ladies’ room to comb my
hair. “Y’a know who’s out there?” one
blue-jeaned femme asked of another.
“Montgomery Clift, sitting there at a table
just as big as life.”

“Well, isn’t that nice,” smirked the other
one and, drying her hands, went out the
door. It hadn’t swung shut before she was
back. “You weren’t fooling. Gimme your
compact quick. Montgomery Clift!”

WHEN I got back to the table, I needed a

press-pass to regain my seat. Monty was
signing autographs, answering questions
and gulping beer. Someone spilled a beer
down my front but my ready, tolerant
smile was ignored. I was happy.

“Mr. Clift, I’ve got a play here. . .
.”

“Mr. Clift, I could do that part better

than Olivia. ...”
i

“Monty, would you just sign this and
say something personal. . .

.”

When things began to get a little too

rough, Monty said, “Let’s try and get out
of here.”
There was one thing I continually no-

ticed about him all evening. Although he
has excellent manners, Monty doesn’t make
a production out of every little courtesy
he shows you. There’s nothing worse, to

my way of thinking, than the date who
opens a door for you with such exag-
gerated gestures, you wish you’d gotten

to it first. Or, the character who practi-

cally trips you and breaks his own neck,

as he maneuvers himself into an outside

position, as you walk along the street.

Monty is one of the few males I know
who is a gentleman without trying to be

one. He is so relaxed and at ease that you
never notice when he is holding your coat

or helping you out of a car. But he is

always there when needed. When he said,

“Let’s try and get out of here,” he knew
the rest of us were a bit weary of the

attention and, feeling responsible, he took

it upon himself to make the first move.
A few minutes later, we were sitting on

the floor in my apartment, drinking my
last four cans of beer.

When it came time for him to leave,

Monty said, “Listen, I’m afraid tonight was
no good for you as far as a story goes, so

if you want to ask me anything, call me
up.”

I told him I had enough, if he wouldn’t
mind my writing about our date..

“Mind? Boy, if you can get a story out

of this gaudy evening, you’re a wonder!”
No story, eh?
Well maybe not, but one thing I know!
I’ll never get to the Stork Club with

Monty Clift.

The End
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YOUR hair can be
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The rinse that really blends in gray,

beautifies and glorifies all shades of hair

with abundant temporary COLOR. ..Color

i '"'that looks so natural. Try NOREEN today

as a thrilling but harmless experiment.

1 NOREEN is so easy to rinse in and wash

out. You'll find at least one of

NOREEN’S shades perfect

for your hair. Packed in

dainty capsules for

convenient use at

home. 2 5<t and 50<t

sizes ... at Leading

Cosmetic Counters.

?EEN Distributors 450 Lincoln Street. Denver 9, Colorado

, .95 Each
Perfectly matched, exqui-
site engagement and wed-
ding rings. Genuine 1
carat sim. diamonds in
1/20 12 Kt. Yellow Gold
(not plate) mounting.
SEND NO MONEY. Send size or I

/string. Pay postman C.O.D. on deliv- I

?ry plus 20% tax and postage.
FREE $1 NULOVE PERFUME

lerfume is yours free whether you keep the rings or
on our guarantee of money back if not

lelighted. Order now.
HAPPINESS JEWELERS, Dept.F-27
3807 Benefit Street, Baltlmore-24. Md.

NU-NAILS
,
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
Cover short, broken, thin nails
with NU-NAILS. Applied in a
jiffy with our amazing: new quick-
drying glue. Can be worn any
length . . . polished any shade.
Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 26c.
At all dime stores.

NU-NAILS CO., Dept. 16-H.
52S1 W. Harrison, Chicago 44*

LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

A
MOVIE queen was applying for a pass-
port.

“Unmarried?” asked the clerk.

Replied the doll: “Occasionally.”
* * *

Spike Jones, when asked whom he con-
sidered the outstanding figure in modern
music, replied: “Mrs. Harry James.”

* * *

Bob Hope tired of listening to a cafe

society matron brag about her charms. “I

think I have everything Betty Grable has,”

she said.

“Yes, dear,” murmured Bob, “but you’ve
had it so much longer.”

* * *

Gregory Peck was asked how he hap-
pened to cut short his career as a medical
student and take up acting instead. He
said: “I figured that a bad actor would do
a lot less harm in this world than a bad
doctor.”

* * *

Larry Parks met A1 Jolson and asked
him how he was feeling. “Not so good,”
replied Jolson, “we have a sore throat.”

* * *

If Artie Shaw devotes one chapter of his

forthcoming autobiography to each of his

wives, it ought to be the latest thing in

five-foot shelves.
* * *

Some film stars are wondering when the
studios will revive salaries instead of old
pictures.

* * *

alone...
because

she doesn’t know

LOVE can be lost ... romance ruined

if you offend with perspiration odor.

So stop it before it starts!

DRYAD — Jergens new kind of deo-

dorant actually stops the decaying

action of bacteria ... the chief cause of

embarrassing perspiration odor...6e-

fore it starts!

Its complete deodorizing action keeps

you sweet to love and adore.

APPROVED by leading skin special-

ists. Harmless to clothes.

SMOOTH as face cream as long as it

lasts. lOtf, 29<f, 59tf.

Dryad
Two little nine-year-old girls were dis-

cussing the marriage of Dale Evans and
Roy Rogers. One of the little girls said:

“Oh, I know her kind. She doesn’t want
him so much. She just wants his horse.”

* * *

He to She at a Hollywood cocktail party:
“Here comes a photographer! Would

you mind turning the other way, darling?
My left side is my best profile and all you
have to do is cross your legs.”

* * *

A movie doll floored Clark Gable by con-
fiding about her newest romance:

“He’s a perfect darling,” she said, “but
I’m not sure I want to start marrying just
yet.”

* * *

Sign on a Hollywood pawnshop: “The
Loan Ranger.”

* * *

It’s Cary Grant’s story about one of his
more wolfishly inclined friends. “He likes

his women shy and demure. You know,
the kind you have to whistle at twice.”

* * *

Pat O’Brien, recalling the time he en-
listed in the Navy, at seventeen, with his
pal Spencer Tracy:
“We sailed the seven sprees.”

stops perspiration odor

before it starts

LEARN AT HOME
TO BE A PRACTICAL NURSE
You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy-
sicians. Thousands of graduates.

HIGH SCHOOL NOT REQUIRED
50th year. One graduate has charge of
10 -bed hospital. Another saved $-100
while learning. Equipment included,

women, 18 to 60. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 367. 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name
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AMAZING!! NEW!!

SPRAY DEODORANT
IN THE MAGICAL

"SELF- ATOMIZING
BOTTLE

STOPS PERSPIRATION AND
ODOR TROUBLES! Keeps you
daintily pure, socially secure.

DAINTIER THAN CREAMS!
"Dew" never touches hands.
Not messy. Squeeze flexible

bottle, spray on gentle mist.

ONLY DEODORANT
CONTAINING "RETSELANE"
to stop perspiration trouble,

avoid perspiration stains

on clothes. Removes odor

WON'T ROT CLOTHES!
Can’t irritate normal si

SAVES MONEY
Full year's supply onl<

98 * Plus tax

Less than 2t a week

GROCERIES, ETC.
SEND NO MONEY! Rash name & address
for big ass’t. full-size packages foods,
groceries, household needs. Absolutely
FREE, F.O.B. factory. Take orders from
friends, neighbors for over 200 quality
products! Make money easy! ZANOL,
Richmond St. Deot.7Q36F. Cincinnati. O.

MAKE MONEY FAST
Sell Big-Value Christmas Cards
Smartest designs, newest decorations , . .

greatest values. Name- Imprinted Christmas
Cards—50 for $1.25 and up. Also show
superb Assortments. “Supercraft” 21-card
Christmas, Religious, Humorous. Everyday.
Stationery. Also newest Address and Date
Books. Write now for 21 -card assortment
sent on approval and FREE samples.
Phillips Card Co, 708 Hunt St.. Newton, Mass.

Pain, Burning,

Tenderness

Quickly

Relieved

You’ll quickly forget you
have painful callouses, ten-
derness or burning on the
bottom of your feet when you
use Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads.
These thin, downy-soft, won-
derfully soothing, cushioning
pads instantly lift pressure on
the sensitive spot. Speedily
remove callouses when used
with the separate Medications
included. Ask for Callous
size. Cost but a trifle.

On Sunday Afternoon

( Continued, from page 57) “Too Late for
Tears” and “My Friend Irma.”
The balloon relay race in the pool was

the most fun. Wives and husbands were not
partners, so the competition was keen.
And no one could laugh, as they had to

hold the balloons between their teeth. Bill

put everyone through a regular series of
Army setting-up exercises to start with,

and then they played “follow the lead-
er” on the bars, swings and pool. At
five o’clock, when the gang felt very
healthy and starved, the baskets were
opened.
Everyone always tries to make her

basket as attractive as possible and it has
almost turned into a competitive thing,

both from the appearance of the basket
to the goodies inside.

Barbara had her basket done up with
garden flowers and colored cellophane
straws. It looked like a Hedda Hopper
hat! The Dereks brought a left-over Eas-
ter basket and Patti wrapped the sand-
wiches in different colored papers. The
DeFores used baby' food containers for

salads, relishes and pudding, which is a
very convenient idea.

However, everyone spread out his food
in a wholesale manner, and there was no
regard for who brought what, when it came
to eating.

The most popular “dish” of all was Mar-
ion DeFore’s wonderful veal birds. She said

she was weary of the potato-salad-fried-
chicken routine, and thought up the veal
birds as a novelty. Of course, her face

was a bit red when Barbara Hale pulled
out a box of fried chicken, which certainly
did not go begging.

M
ARION gave us her recipe for veal birds:

(For 12 birds for 6 people) . Buy two 14
inch thick slices of real round (about 3

pounds). Remove bone, cut each slice in

two, lengthwise. Cut each half piece into

three pieces, crosswise. Pound pieces thin

with mallet or edge of heavy plate. Sprin-
kle with salt and pepper. Mix for stuffing:

1 cup bread crumbs, 14 cup chopped pars-
ley, 14 cup finely diced celery, 2 tbsps.

chopped onion, 4 tbsps. melted butter, Vz

tsp. salt, l/2 tsp. pepper, a little sage if you
like it, and about % cup water. (Use just

enough to dampen and hold very tightly

together. Do not make soggy.) Spread
about 2 tbsps. of dressing on each of the 12

pieces of meat. Roll up meat and fasten

each roll with toothpicks or string. Roll
each veal bird in flour, brown in large,

heavy skillet in which has been melted 6

tbsps. of fat. (Bacon fat gives a nice flavor.)

When browned on all sides, add 1 cup of
water, cover tightly and simmer slowly for
about an hour, or until tender, but firm.

The liquid in the pan should be evaporated
by the time the birds are done. Wrap each
bird in waxed paper when cool. With
these, cucumber salad goes perfectly.
Cucumber salad (also Marion’s recipe)

:

For six people; peel 4 to 6 cucumbers, slice

thin and place in a mixing bowl, sprin-
kling salt between layers. Let stand in
refrigerator for several hours. Then drain
and press out excess liquid. Add V2 cup
finely chopped parsley, 1 thinly sliced yel-
low onion, 1 mashed clove of garlic, %
cup salad oil, % cup wine vinegar, and salt

and pepper to taste. Mix and place in

individual baby food containers or one
large ice-box dish.

Everybody brought hard-boiled eggs,
milk, sandwiches, bananas, apples and
cookies. Patti brought ham and cheese
sandwiches, enough fruit gelatin for
everyone and a couple of dozen chocolate
brownies.

Chocolate brownies: 3 squares (3
ounces) unsweetened chocolate, V3 cup
shortening, 1 cup sugar, 2 well-beaten
eggs, y2 cup sifted, enriched flour, % tsp.

baking powder, % tsp. salt, 1 cup chopped
walnuts or pecans and 1 tsp. vanilla. Melt
the chocolate and shortening together.
Add the sugar gradually to the well-
beaten eggs and combine the mixtures.
Mix and sift flour, baking powder and salt.

Add the dry ingredients to the egg mix-
ture; then add nuts and vanilla. Spread
the dough evenly in a greased, square pan
(8x8x2 inches) . Bake in a moderately hot
oven (375° F) for 25 to 30 minutes, or
until toothpick, inserted in center, comes
out dry. When cool, cut into squares or
bars. This should make enough for six
to eight people.
Barbara had celery and carrot sticks,

which represented the health department,
wrapped in a clean, damp tea towel. She
also had some divine peanut butter sand- '

wiches, a completely new twist from the
usual kind. To make them, mix together
1 cup peanut butter with % to l/2 cup
horseradish; add 1 cup (8 ounces) cream
cheese and a dash of salt. She spread this

mixture on slices of whole wheat bread
and used white bread for the top piece.

This makes twelve generouslly filled sand-
wiches.
When it started to get dark, everyone

moved into the house to the den, where
they played bridge, and cribbage, which is

having a terrific comeback.
The End

"It tells the TRUTH
about women!"

—So writes a regular listener to “MY TRUE
STORY” Radio Program. “It’s the realness

of these complete daily true-todife dramas
that’s so refreshing!”

Listen to radio’s greatest morning show,

adapted from True Story magazine, and

you’ll understand why so many women are

fascinated by it every week day Monday
through Friday.

Tune
in III TRUE STORY

American Broadcasting Stations



FOR APPLYING THE SOLUTIONS IN

YOUR HOME PERMANENT WAVE KIT

HANDY COTTON SQUARES
DOZENS OF COSMETIC USES

LARGE PACKAGE 29l

SHOW FRIENDS UNUSUAL
CHRISTMAS CARD assortments

Make up to 100% Profit without
|
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Plastic Christmas and Every-
| PERSONAL CARDS]

FREE
SAMPLES
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LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
INTRODUCTORY OFFER! You will also receive FREE

handsome catalogue containing names of all the stars,

icluding various pictures and poses. Send name of your

FAVORITE STAR and 1 54 to cover handling and mailing.

|
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box No 23 JJ. Jell. A- 7 i, Hollywood is. Jalil

Ciro's is America's foremost restaurant and

supper club. Presents the world's foremost at-

tractions & orchestras. All at reasonable price

levels. Reservations are not required but sug-

gested. All the glamour, excitement, beauty

& thrill of Hollywood concentrated in this

beautiful room.

8433 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 9-6235

UNWANTED!
HAIR

TEMPORARY RELIEF IS NOT ENOUGH
ONLY BY KILLING THE HAIR ROOT CAN YOU
BE SUOE UNWANTED AIAIN /S DONE FOREVERJ
BRINGS RELIEF AND SOCIAL HAPF/NFSS.

,
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SUCCESSFULlY OVER SO YEARS
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FOR YOUStW0 6c 5T»UPS for booklet
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Come straight from

the train to

IFTON’S
When you visit Los Angeles

Make Clifton's your headquarters

for enjoyable eating. Sightseeing

tours leave regularly from Clifton's

Pacific Seas for stars' homes and

other points of interest.

Olive at 6th * Broadway at 7th

Star in Your Home
(Continued from, page 63) streets. It had a
scrap of lawn, and one tiny planting area
for flowers in front of the house, and a
curving walk leads up to its dark-stained
wooden door. But inside, it was too quaint
and much too English—it had pieces of

stained glass placed in its windows, for ex-
ample—to suit the vivid, very American,
sparkling Ann. So it became her problem
to modernize an old house, not old in

years, so much, as old in style, in a way not
too expensive or involved.
The living room was a high-ceilinged

rectangle. At the north end was an iron-
railed flight of stairs to the second floor

and a door to the dining room. At the
south end, there was a low, small, leaded
glass window, flanked by dark, built-in
bookshelves The ceiling had dark,
painted beams. And a senseless end win-
dow looked out on the blank, white wall
of a neighboring house, not five feet away.
The west wall, facing the street, was domi-
nated by a big, dark fireplace, with a cop-
per hood, flanked on either side by narrow,
lead-paned French doors. Across from
this, was a wall and a door that led to a
small, narrow library, which, in turn,
opened on a small porch with a shingled
roof. Beyond, was a very fussy small
garden. It was a very dated decor, as you
can imagine.

MOW, one thing that Ann loathes, is book-
11 shelves in a room. She isn’t “agin”
books. But, if anything is going to be the
high note of her decorative scheme, it will

be the paintings she collects.

However, to have torn out all the book-
shelves in her new home would have
meant a huge bill for repairing the walls.

She did eliminate the iron railing on the
stairs. And she did chuck the copper hood
off the fireplace and the leaded panes and
the stained glass out of the windows.
Eliminating useless details must come first

in modern home styling, of course.
Aided by decorator, Keogh Gleason, she

then admitted that her initial need was to

get more light and space into her living

room. Her first step was to replace the
leaded glass with plain glass.

They increased the apparent size of the
French doors, and of the window at the
far end of the room, by an optical illusion

trick. They framed them by louvres a
foot-and-a-half higher than the doors or
the window, on either side, with a narrow
band of the wood of the louvres crossing
the top, below which they hung a deep,
tailored valance of raw silk of the softest

green-gray. The ceiling beams were
painted to blend into the ceiling. And the
iron stair railing was replaced by a solid

paneling of wood, about three feet high.
This was painted to blend into the general
wall coloring.

The next step was to eliminate the porch
onto which the adjoining room opened,
and make the wall that faced the garden
entirely of glass. This brought in more
light, sunshine and greenery, besides
doubling the width of the room.

Next, the door between the two rooms
was taken out. In fact, a good third of
the wall was removed, a broad archway
substituted, faced with wood panels and
framed in a narrow, beveled wood band.
This made both rooms spring into real
size, and real relationship. However,
there still were two sets of empty book-
shelves facing each other, the ones at the
south end of the living room and the
others at the north end. The brilliance
of the decorative scheme then came in, be-
cause the ex-bookshelves were used in
two entirely different and highly original
ways. Those in the living room were per-
mitted to keep their outer frame. The
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shelves, themselves, were lifted out, how-
ever, and in the vacant space, four beau-
tifully carved brackets were placed to

hold four of Ann’s Chinese white Meissen
figurines.

A closet was created where the other
shelves at the north end had been. It held
Ann’s radio, record machine, records and
scripts, in one section. In the center, it

became a bar, with a real sink, with run-
ning water, and below that, an ice box.
And the third section became a liquor
cabinet and general storage space for soft

drinks. All this, mind you, was done in a
space only twenty-four inches deep.
The bar space was mirrored at the back

and sides, to give it depth, with glass

shelves at the side to hold glasses. The
working space beside the sink was covered
with white plastic, and each section of the
cabinet has its own separate door.

FLAT, white marble mantel and facing
were substituted for the protruding

copper hood that marred the fireplace,

again creating space and bringing more
brightness into the rooms.

Next, the color schemes of the two
rooms were kept in the same set of colors.

The walls were done in gray-green. The
carpet is very iight gray. In the living

room, two Hepplewhite mahogany stands

on either side of the fireplace hold two
Chinese porcelain white lamps. Before
it, a low, mirrored coffee table is sur-

rounded by a broad, chintz-covered couch
on one side, and two low stools in “shaggy”
white, which Ann calls the cocoanut cake
seats. Any smart girl can copy those
cocoanut cake stools by simply padding a
box, and covering the whole with white
shag covering to fit. The end tables beside
the window couch, too, can be imitated.

They are big square boxes, with the one
end that faces the couch cut octagonally,

(so that sharp corners are eliminated),
covered with this same chintz, and topped
with mirrors. They are spacious enough
to hold flowers, lamps, ash trays and
photographs and they are stain-proof, and
a cinch to keep dusted and in order.
To counter-balance all this feminine

lightness, however, both rooms have their
“solid” pieces in “solid” colors. In the
living room, this is Ann’s fine Chippendale
breakfront, to which a big wing chair
backs up. In the “gallery” is her grand
piano, and this, says Ann, makes it a
music room, too, unless you also want to
call it a bar.

Besides this, the eyesore window of the
living room was converted into something
very charming. Tall plantings of tobira
were placed outside with the white wall of

the neighboring house a perfect backing.
Ann created a real, little garden from

what was, formerly, just a stuffy yard.
She had a patch of lawn, closest to the
house, with one big border of flowers, at

the right. Then, she created a brick ter-

race at the end, with trees espaliered
against the wall of the next garden. For
outdoor dining at night, old-fashioned oil

lamps, the kind you can find in many
hardware and general stores, or mail-
order houses. Their light is so gentle, you
need nothing but the old glass shades.
When you can find them, they are quite
inexpensive.
To the left of the terrace, lies the swim-

ming pool. And to make it safe for Tish,

it is entirely surrounded by a picket fence.

But that does cut the “eye-illusion.” So
what did Annie do? She had the fence
set on pegs, and planned in sections, so it

is easily folded away, after nursery hours,

that is, when little girls are safe in bed.

Imagination, that’s the thing, in decora-
tion just as much as in love.

The End
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Casts of Current Pictures

BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY, THE—M-G-M:
Josh Barkley, Fred Astaire; Dinah Barkley, Ginger
Rogers; Ezra Millar, Oscar Levant; Mrs. Livings-

ton Belney, Billie Burke; Shirlene May, Gale Rob-
bins; Jacques Pierre Barredout, Jacques Francois;

The Judge, George Zucco; Bert Felsher, Clinton Sund-
berg; Pamela Driscoll, Inez Cooper; Gloria Amboy,
Carol Brewster; Larry, Wilson Wood.

BIG CAT, THE—Moss-Eagle Lion: Danny Turner,
Lon McCallister; Doris, Peggy Ann Garner; Tom
Eggers, Preston Foster; Gil Hawks, Forrest Tucker;
Jim, Skip Homeier; Mary, Sara Haden; Matt Cooper

,

Irving Bacon; Wid, Gene Reynolds.

BLACK MAGIC—Small-UA: Cagliostro, Orson
Welles; Marie Antoinette and Lorenza, Nancy Guild;
Gitano, Akim TamirofF; Gilbert, Frank Latimore;
Zoraida, Valentina Cortesa; Mme. DuBarry, Margot
Grahame; DeMontagne, Stephen Bekassy; Alexandre
Dumas Sr., Berry Kroeger; Cliambord, Gregory Gay;
Alexandre Dumas Jr.., Raymond Burr; Dr. Mesmer,
Charles Goldner; King Louis XVI, Lee Kresel; King
Louis XV, Robert Atkins; De Remy, Nicholas Bruce,
Chico, Franco Corsaro; Josef Balsamo (as a child),

Aniello Mele; Court President, Ronald Adam;
Crown Prosecutor, Bruce Belfrage; Dr. Duval, Alex-

ander Danaroff; Gaston, Lee Lenoir; Maria Balsamo,
Tamara Shayne; Minister of Justice, Gipvanni Van
Hulzen; Dr. Mesmer s Friend, Peter Trent; Bochmer,
Giuseppe Varni; The Mother, Tatiana Pavlowa.

CROOKED WAY,
THE—Borgeaus-UA: Eddie Rice,

John Payne; Vince Alexander, Sonny Tufts; Nina,
Ellen Drew; Lt. Williams, Rhys Williams; Petey,
Percy Helton; Sgt. Barrett, John Doucette; Capt. An-
derson, Charles Evans; Hazel, Greta Granstedt;
Danny, Harry Bronson; Coke, Hal Fieberling; Dr.
Kemble, Crane Whitley; Kelly, John Harmon; News-
boy, Snub Pollard.

DEATH VALLEY GUNFIGHTER — Republic:
Allan “Rocky” Lane, Allan “Rocky” Lane; Nugget
Clark, Eddy 'Waller; Shad Booth, Jim Nolan; Trudy
Clark, Gail Davis; Sheriff Keith Ames, William A.
Henry; Vinson McKnight, Harry Harvey; Tony
Richards, Mauritz Hugo; Sam, George Chesebro;
Lester, Forrest Taylor; George, George H. Lloyd;
Snake Richards, Lane Bradford; and Black Jack.

EDWARD, MY SON—M-G-M: Arnold Boult, Spen-
cer Tracy; Evelyn Boult, Deborah Kerr; Dr. Larry
Woodhope, Ian Hunter; Bronton, James Donald;
Harry Simpkins, Mervyn Johns; Eileen Perrin,

Leueen MacGrath; Mr. Hanray, Felix Aylmer; Mr.
Kedner, Walter Fitzgerald; Betty Foxley, Tilsa Page;
Walter Prothin, Ernest Jay; Ellerby, Colin Gordon;
Phyllis Mayden, Harriette Johns; Summers, Julian
d’Albie; Sgt. Kenyon, Clement McCallin.

FALLEN IDOL, THE—Reed-SRO : Baines, Ralph
Richardson; Julie, Michele Morgan; Felipe, Bobby
Henrey; Mrs. Baines, Sonia Dresdel; Det. Insp.
Crowe, Denis O’Dea; Dr. Fenton, Walter Fitzgerald,
First Secretary, Karel Stepanek; Mrs. Barrow, Joan
Young; Mrs. Patterson, Danby Nichols; Det. Hart,
Bernard Lee; Det. Lake, Jack Hawkins; Det. Davis,
Geoffrey Keene; Clockwinder, Hay Petrie; Perry,
James Hayter; Dr. Wilson, John Ruddock; P dice-

man “A”, Torin Thatcher; Police Sgt., George Wood-
bridge; Rose, Dora Bryan; Ambassador, Gerald
Hinze; Waitress, Nora Gordon; Housekeeper, Ethel

Coleridge; First Policeman, Ralph Norman; Second
Policeman, James Swan.

FOUNTAINHEAD, THE—Warners- First National:
Howard Roark, Gary Cooper; Dominique, Patricia

Neal; Gail Wynand, Raymond Massey; Peter Keating,
Kent Smith; Ellsworth Toohey, Robert Douglas;
Henry Cameton, Henry Hull; Enright, Ray Collins;

Chairman, Moroni Olsen; Alvah Scarret, Jerome
Cowan; A Business Man, Paul Harvey; The Supcrin«

tendent, Harry Woods; The Dean, Paul Stanton.

HIDEOUT — Republic: Hannah Kelly, Adrian
Booth; George Browning

,

Lloyd Bridges; Philip J.

Fogarty

,

Ray Collins; Edie Hansen, Sheila Ryan;
Evans, Alan Carney; Beecham, Jeff Corey; Joe Bot-

tomley, Fletcher Chandler; Dr. Hamilton Gibbs: Don
Beddoe; Gabriel Wotter, Charles Halton; Arnie
Anderson, Emory Parnell; Sybil Elwood Kaymeer,
Nana Bryant; Janitor, Paul E. Burns; Radio An-
nouncer, Douglas Evans; Pullman Porter, Smoki
Whitfield.

HOME OF THE BRAVE—Screen Plays-UA: Major
Robinson, Douglas Dick; T. J., Steve Brodie; Doctor,

Jeff Corey; Finch, Lloyd Bridges; Mingo, Frank
Lovejoy; Moss, James Edwards; Colonel, Cliff Clark.

ILLEGAL ENTRY—U-I : Bert Powers, Howard
Duff; Anna Duvak, Marta Toren; Dan Collins,

George Brent; Lee Sloan, Gar Moore; Nick Gruber,

Tom Tully; Zack Richards, Paul Stewart; Dutch
Lempo, Richard Rober; Joe Bottsy, Joseph Vitale;

Benson, James Nolan; Bill Rafferty, Clifton Young;
Carl, David Clarke; Crowthers, Robert Osterloh;

Teague, Anthony Caruso; Maria, Donna Martel 1.
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Low Safety Chair
Your lively baby is snugly safe

from spills. Low balanced chair-

table,comfy swing-easy seat, adjusts

for baby’s growth. Patented safety
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INTERFERENCE—RKO : Pete Wilson, Victor Ma- I

ture; Anne, Lucille Ball; Liza Wilson, Lizabeth
Scott; Tim McCarr, Sonny Tufts; Lenahan, Lloyd
Nolan; Argus, Paul Stewart; Scoop Spooner, Jack
Paar; Penny McCarr, Jeff Donnell; Howard Vollmer,
Art Baker; Bill Holloran, Gordon Jones; Jaegar, Don
Beddoe; Buddy Morgan, Dick Erdman; Ozzie, Wil-
liam “Bill” Phillips; Whitey, Charles Lang; Benny,
Kenny Washington; Mrs. Belle Ryan, Julia Dean;
Virgil Ryan, Everett Glass; Dr. Franklin, James
Backus; Urchin, Robert Ellis; Gilbert Vollmer,
Steven Flagg; Don, Alex Sharp; Hunk Edwards, Russ
Thorson; Billy Duane, June Bright; Curly, Eddie
Kotal; Singer, Audrey Young; The Los Angeles
Rams.

JUDGE STEPS OUT, THE—RKO: Judge Bailey,
Alexander Knox; Peggy, Ann Sothern; Mike, George
Tobias; Nan, Sharyn Moffett; Chita, Florence Bates;
Evelyn Bailey, Frieda Inescort; Mrs. Winthrop,
Myrna Dell; Hector Brown, Ian Wolfe; Chief Justice
Haynes, H. B. Warner; Catherine Bailey, Martha
Hyer; John Struthers III, James Warren; Dr. Boyd,
Whitford Kane; Judge Davis, Harry Hayden; Mar-
tha, Anita Bolster.

LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING—Warners:
Marilyn Miller, June Haver; Jack Donahue

,
Ray

Bolger; Frank Carter, Gordon MacRae; Pop Miller,
Charles Ruggles; Mom Miller, Rosemary DeCamp;
Claire Miller, Lee Wilde; Ruth Miller, Lyn Wilde;
Henry Doran, Dick Simmons; Shendorff, S. Z.
Sakall; Himself, Walter Catlett; Ballet Specialty,
George Zoritch, Oleg Tupine; Violet, Lillian Yarbo;
Mr. Beeman, Paul E. Burns; Doctor, Douglas Ken-
nedy.

LUST FOR GOLD—Columbia: Julia Thomas, Ida
Lupino; Jacob Walz, Glenn Ford; Pete Thomas, Gig
Young; Barry Storm, William Prince; Wiser, Edgar
Buchanan; Deputy Ray Covin; Will Geer; Sheriff
Lynn Early, Paul Ford; Walter, Jay Silverheels;
Corcmer, Eddy Waller; Parscms, Will Wright; Ma-
tron, Virginia Mullen; Ramon Peralta. Antonio Mo-
reno; Ludi, Arthur Hunnicutt; Lucille, Myrna Dell;
Luke; Tom Tyler; Mrs. Bannister, Elspeth Dudgeon;
Bill Bates, Paul E. Burns; Floyd Buckley, Hayden
Rorke.

MASSACRE RIVER—Allied Artists: Larry, Guy
Madison; Phil, Rory Calhoun; Laura, Carole
Mathews; Kitty, Cathy Downs; Randy, Johnny
Sands; Col. Reid, Art Baker; Chief Yellowstone,
Iron Eyes Cody; Walking Bear. J. W. Cody; Kimber,
Steve Brodie; Sgt. Johannson, Emory Parnell; Circuit
Rider, Olin Howland.

MIGHTY JOE YOUNG, THE—Ford-Cooper-RKO :

Jill Young, Terry Moore; Gregg, Ben Johnson; Max
O’Hara, Robert Armstrong; Mr. Joseph Young, Him-
self; Windy, Frank McHugh; 1st Drunk, Douglas
Fovyley; Craivford, Denis Green; 2nd Drunk, Paul
Guilfoyle; 3rd Drunk, Nestor Paiva; John Young,
Regis Toomey; Jill Young, as a child, Lora Lee
Michael.

PREJUDICE—New World Films: Joe Hanson, David
Bruce; Beth Hanson, Mary Marshall; Joey Hanson,
Tommy Ivo; Al Green, Bruce Edwards; Doris Green,
Barbara Billingsley; Minister, James Seay; Mr.
Baker, Joe Crehan; Eddie, Billy Kinbley; Young Joe,
Jimmy Conlin; Ellen Green, Sharon McManus.

ONE WOMAN’S STORY—Rank-U-I : Mary, Ann
Todd; Howard Justin, Claude Rains; Steven Stratton,
Trevor Howard; Pat, Isabel Dean; Miss Layton, Betty
Ann Davies; Manservant, Arthur Howard; Hotel
Manager, Guido Lorraine; Hall Porter, Marcel Pon-
cin; Chambermaid, Natasha Sokolova; Flowerwoynan,
Helen Burls; Emigration Official, Jean Serrett; Char-
woman, Frances Waring; 2nd Bridge Guest, Wanda
Rogerson; Solicitor, Wilfred Hyde-White; 1st Wom-
an, Helen Piers; 2nd Woman, Ina Pelly; 1st Male,
John Huson; 2nd Male, John Unwin; 3rd Male, Max
Earl.

PRINCE OF THE PLAINS—Republic : Bat Mas-
terson, Monte Hale; Sheriff Hank Hartley, Paul
Hurst; Julie Phillips, Shirley Davis; Regan, Roy
Barcroft; James Taylor, Rory Mallinson; Tom
Owens, Harry Lauter; Keller, Lane Bradford; Sam
Phillips, George Carleton.

SECRET GARDEN, THE—M-G-M : Mary Lennox,
Margaret O’Brien; Archibald Craven, Herbert Mar-
shall; Colin Craven, Dean Stockwell; Mrs. Medlock,
Gladys Cooper; Martha, Elsa Lanchester; Dickon,
Brian Roper; Ben Weatherstaff . Reginald Owen; Dr.
Griddlestone, Aubrey Mather; Dr. Fortescue, George
Zucco; British Officer, Lowell Gilmore; Barney, Billy
Bevan; Mr. Pitcher, Dennis Hoey; Mr. Bromley,
Mathew Boulton; Governess, Isobel Elsom; Nurse,
Norma Varden.

SORROWFUL JONES — Paramount: Sorrowful
Jones, Bob Hope; Gladys O’Neill, Lucille Ball; Mar-
tha Jane Smith, Mary Jane Saunders; Regret, Wil-
liam Demarest; Big Steve Holloway, Bruce Cabot;
Reardon, Thomas Gomez; Once Over Sam, Tom
Pedi; Orville Smith, Paul Lees; Doc Chesley, House-
ley Stevenson; Big Steve’s Bodyguard, Ben Welden.

STREETS OF LAREDO—Paramount: Lorn Rem-
ing, Macdonald Carey; Jim Dazvkins, William Hol-
den; Wahoo (Reuben ) Jones, William Bendix;
Rannie Carter, Mona Freeman; Pop Lint, Clem
Bevens; Major Bailey, Stanley Ridges; Francisco (A
Ranger), Joe Dominguez; Ike (A Ranger), James
Bell; Pipes (A Ranger), Dick Foote; Charley Calico,
Alphonso Bedoya; Cantrell, Ray Teal.
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Card $1 Christmas Assortment with
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.
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring

Sleepless Nights
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-

ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffinass

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent oi

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills, P

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 50 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-

ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.



In Search of Linda

( Continued, from page 41) think she’s

searching for Linda.”
I well remember a meeting with Linda,

at this time. I had not seen her for ages.
She never has been in Hollywood’s social

swim, which is curious, for beauty such
as hers would be passport enough to
take her anywhere. She came to this

particular party with Constance Collier.

Miss Collier was coaching her for
her role as Amber, teaching her to speak
English, not as a Texas darling would
speak it, but as it would be spoken by a
girl in England. Miss Collier, that night,

was, in a sense, Linda’s chaperone.
“What is this?” I thought. “Has this

girl become really deep? Is she, separated
from her husband, dramatizing herself
with a duenna? Or, is she still so shy and
insecure, that she must have someone to
‘front’ for her?”

S
OON enough, I had my answer. For
Linda came at once to my side. “I am so

glad to see you,” she said. “Can we talk

for a few minutes? You know, Miss Max-
well, you are one of the few women in this

world whom I envy?”
I laughed. “How could you envy an old

girl like me, Linda? You are so young,
so very beautiful!”

“Well, I do envy you,” she said, quietly.

“You know so much. You meet interesting
people who are doing interesting things.

You have the kind of life I want to have.
You know the people I want to know!”
She hesitated, then added, “Do you know

what I mean, Miss Maxwell?”
I answered, “I do, my dear! Here, in

Hollywood, it is difficult to accomplish all

you say you want to do. You are all so
busy with your work, there is not much
time left for other interests. You, Linda,
must visit New York when I am there.

Or Europe. . . .

“I will have no difficulty,” I promised,
“getting you invitations to the grandest
parties, or in arranging handsome, fasci-

nating escorts for you.”
Now Amber was supposed to be a great

break for Linda. But it wasn’t at all. She
may have been as sensational to look at

as Amber was supposed to be, but she did
not have the faintest notion what a woman
like Amber was all about. So, how could
she give the role reality?

I am forever sorry that I was not in
Paris, the following year, when Linda went
over. Arriving later, I inquired for her.

“She has gone,” they told me.
“Did you see her?” I asked one rich

young man about town after another. “She

is very beautiful . . . and very lovely. . .

Always the answer was the same. “See
her! Of course not! We could not get near
her. She would accept no invitations. And
always, she went about with a dreary
chaperone.”
“Oh, the pity of it!” sighed one young

man, “that the most beautiful young
woman who ever stopped in Paris, should
spend all her time with a governess sort
of woman. . .

.”

Linda went to Paris, of course, to seek
the life about which she had talked to me.
She wanted to dance the night through.
She wanted to meet the brilliant people
who are always there. But, starting off,

she got stage fright, took an older woman
along, and defeated her purpose.
The role of Amber, supposedly the great

plum of the year, had done nothing for her,
you see. In it, she had received no rave
notices to bolster her self-confidence. And
she, herself, knew that her performance
was not one to recommend her to anyone
of discrimination. All of which was a great
shame, because Linda needed a triumph
as tangible proof, for herself, that she no
longer was Little Miss Nobody.

I know. Because I’ve known Linda since
1939, when we played together in her first

motion picture, Elsa Maxwell’s “Hotel for
Women.” She had been in Hollywood only
a few months at this time, having been
lifted bodily from Texas, where she was a
postmaster’s daughter.
Her innocence and naivete were close

to being unbelievable. There was a scene
in “Hotel for Women,” in which a jealous
woman shot a man because he was at-
tracted to Linda. When the man dropped
to the floor, Linda burst into sobs.

“Darling,” soothed Gregory Ratoff, our
director, “do not weep like that! Please,
darling! This is making believe!”
From the first, Linda was extraordinarily

beautiful. Ratoff, accustomed to the beau-
ties he has known in the studios and the
theater and in Europe, used to take me
off in a corner and say, “What beauty! But
she does not know anything about life.

She does not know anything about any-
thing. What beauty!”

It was not long, of course, before Linda
stopped weeping over action that was
called for by the script. And it was not
long before she ceased to be any little

Miss Know Nothing. But never, I believe,

until a few years ago, did she ever catch
up with herself. Always, she was too

busy doing her job, and adjusting to the
many demands of her existence as a wife
and as a star, to think about who she

really was and what she really wanted
to do.

As we all know, and as Linda found out,
it is one thing to decide that you are not
living as you want to live, and another
thing to effect a change. But Linda now
is well on her way to accomplishing this.

“A Letter to Three Wives” turned the
trick. It provided her with the triumph
“Forever Amber” failed to give her.
Asked the other day if she was satisfied

now that she really had arrived, Linda
laughed. “I don’t know,” she said. “That’s
usually determined by what they pay you,
and they pay me pretty well.”
She went on, seriously, “I understand

the girl I played in that picture. So I could
be natural in the role and give it shading.”
This much is certain. Producers on the

Twentieth Century-Fox lot no longer say,
“She’s so beautiful, but we don’t quite
know what to do with her.” They want her
for their new pictures, all of them.

I

T’S good to see Linda with new self-con-
fidence. It used to be, she never placed

any value upon herself. Which meant
everyone adored her. But over and over
again, it was those stars who know how to

raise a rumpus on occasion, who got ahead.
Linda is learning showmanship, too. And

she is more subtle than she used to be.

She’s no longer afraid to dramatize her-
self. “I’ve often been too quick to speak,”
she says, with a new slow smile, “and often
my tongue has been too candid.”
Which reminds me of a day, soon after

the adoption of Lola, when I asked Linda,
“How are you making out with your
daughter? Are you as nervous as most
new mothers about handling her?”
Linda guffawed. “Are you kidding? I’ve

taken care of babies, my brothers, sisters

and my cousins, all my life.”

I couldn’t help but compare her with
Joan Crawford. Joan would have smiled
and shaken her head slowly. There would
have been no guffaw. In a soft, throaty
voice, she would have said, “No, you see,

Elsa, I’ve been accustomed to babies al-

ways. We weren’t rich. There were no
nurses in our house. . .

For Joan, like most beautiful women in

the studios, on the stage, in society, has
acquired manners and mannerisms which
accentuate her loveliness.

Linda will never be a Crawford. Which
is as it should be. But she’s learning many
things. To put a value upon whatever it

is she possesses, to speak up for what she
wants, to insist upon her rights.

It was announced, recently, that Linda
had rented a studio apartment, so she
could paint, undisturbed. The rental of this

apartment, it was explained, indicated no
trouble between her and Pev Marley.
Maybe. Maybe not.

It was Linda’s shyness and insecurity,

of course, that caused her to fall in love
with Pev Marley in the first place and sent
her running back to him after their trial

separation. Pev, our cameraman on “Hotel
for Women,” was the first man Linda knew
in Hollywood. Less sophisticated and ego-
tistical than many others, he went out of

his way to be kind to her and, old enough
to be her father, he was paternal. With
Pev, she learned to relax. And so she
found it more fun to go out with him than
to date any eager young man with whom
she would have been unhappily ill at ease.

This much I know. From that day, sev-
eral years ago, when Linda asked herself,

“Who am I? Am I living as I want to

live?” she has been on her way. And
from the moment of her success in “A
Letter to Three Wives” she began traveling

double-quick time.
The End
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STORE IN YOUR

OWN HOME

71 2 PAGES packed with fine quality

merchandise . . . thousands of items

for home and family at thrifty mail

order prices. Everything accurately

pictured and described. Many items

shown in actual colors.

5 BIG STORES IN ONE makes your

shopping easier. There's a Fashion

Store for Women . . a Boys' and

Girls’ Store . . a Men's Store . . a

Home Store and a Hardware-Farm-

Auto Store.

SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE . . every

item is exactly as pictured and de-

scribed. Prices are printed plainly

for easy comparison. You can be

sure before you buy. Every order is

backed by our 84-YEAR PLEDGE

OF SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
or Your Money Back.

SPIEGEL INC.
CHICAGO 9, ILLINOIS
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Get Your Copy of this Big Catalog

And a Dollar Merchandise Certificate

SPIEGEL INC., Chicago 9, III.
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One of New \ ork’s most

glamorous debutantes

of 1947... and now one

of the most charming

hostesses in the younger

married set.

I smoked Camels, and

only Camels, for 30
straight days,” Mrs.

Munn will tell you.
er
They’re so mild.,

the very mildest ciga-

rette I’ve ever smoked.

Arid / always have

cartons handy. For
parties , you know. ”

Pat” Munn made the Camel

30-Day Mildness Test,

and then she said:

mtki
k'tlM; eit}aA?k

'O/ei Achi"

She’s a girl who likes to make up

her own mind about things. The

clothes she wears. The horses

she rides. And... the cigarette

she smokes.

And she found out about

cigarette mildness for herself.

Camels have always been fa-

mous for mildness. And she

made the test that confirmed

how deserved that fame is!

If you've never given Camel
a real, day-hy-day trial, make
the same test she did.

Smoke Camels for 30 days. Let

your own “T-Zone” (T for Taste

and Throat) tell you how. mild a

cigarette can be. And how rich in

flavor! Start the 30-day test today!

According to a Nationwide survey:

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS

THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE

Doctors smoke for pleasure, loo ! And when
three leading independent research organ-

izations asked 113,597 doctors what ciga-

rette they smoked, the brand named most
was Camel.

In a recent test of hundreds of people who smoked only Camels for

30 days, noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!

K. J. Reynolds Tub. Co., Winston-Salem. N. C.





Could be skin was warmedyour

by the sun to a breathtaking bronze .

.

or could be Woodbury Tropic Tan you’

wearing! No telling with this summer

glamour shade—it’s that natural-looking!

that perfectly toned to your skin!

Smooth as tawny Satin! . . . the smoothest

look your skin has ever known, with

New Woodbury Powder! Only Woodbury

contains the new secret ingredient that

does it . . . gives a Satin-Smooth look

that’s priceless. Now see for yourself

Why women from Coast to Coast

voted New Woodbury

the 4-to-l favorite 4

over all leading

face powders! .
' f

starring in “SLATTERY'S HURRICANE’

a 20th Century-Fox Production.

NEW! Tropic Tan in Woodbury
Tinted Cream Make-up!

kind of make-urNow — a new
that veils tiny lines, blemishes, gives

a “perfect” complexion!

Not drying, not greasy! Your complete

make-up. Woodbury Tinted Cream
Make-up gives the new, fresh-glowing

young look! Or wear with Woodbury
Powder in matching shades. The

two together — fabulously beautiful!

Tropic Tan, Brunette, Natural.

Woodbury Powder

15(h 30^ and $1.00, plus tax
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S
ometimes the prettiest girl

can’t find a beau to pin a

posy on— and all because she’s

guilty of the fault men don’t

overlook! So guard well against

underarm odor— never trust

your charm to anything but de-

pendable Mum.

For sure, long-lasting protec-

tion against offending, remem-
ber: Mum’r. formula is modern,
unique. Silky-smooth Mum
contains no water to dry out or

decrease its efficiency. So, be a

safety-first girl — get a jar of

Mum today!

MlIM safer for charm . . . Mum checks perspiration odor for the

whole day or evening. Protects against risk of future underarm odor
after your bath washes away past perspiration.

MUM safer for skin . . . Smooth, creamy Mum contains no harsh or
irritating ingredients. Doesn’t dry out in the jar to form scratchy crys-

tals. Gentle Mum is harmless to skin.

MUM safer for clothes . . . No damaging ingredients in Mum to rot

or discolor fine fabrics. Always quick and pleasant to use. Economical,
too— no shrinkage, no waste.

For sanitary napkins—Mum is gentle, safe, sure—dependable for this important use, too.

L

P

Product oj Bristol-Myers
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Don’t be

Half-safe!

by

VALDA SHERMAN

At the first blush of womanhood many mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For

instance, the apocrine glands under your

arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspi-

ration you have never known before. This is

closely related to physical development and

causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

son and your clothes.

There is nothing "wrong" with you. It’s just

another sign you are now a woman, not a

girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers—Underarm odor is a real handi-

cap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to over-

come this very difficulty. It kills this odor

on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic

action prevents the formation of all odor for

48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

It also stops perspiration and so protects

against a second danger—perspiration stains.

Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands

to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

All deodorants are not alike — so remember
—no other deodorant tested stops perspira-

tion and odor so completely yet so safely as

new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That’s why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deo-

dorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.

Intimate protection is needed—so protect your-

self with this snowy, stainless cream. Award-

ed American Laundering Institute Approval

Seal—harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin—can

be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the

amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not

dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed, or your money
back! If you are not completely convinced

that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you’ve ever used, return the jar

with unused portion to Carter Products,

Inc., 53 Park PI., N.Y.C., for refund of full

purchase price.

Don't be half-safe. Be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid

to be sure. Get Arrid now at your favorite

drug counter—only 39? plus tax.

(Advertisement

)
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M-G-M gives you Gable and that gorgeous redhead... in the exciting drama of a

gambler and his girl... and the intrigues and the romance that go with the game!
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JOAN I E, I NEVER
COULD HAVE SAID IT,

BUT- SOMETIMES
A GIRL'S BEST

k fRIEND IS HER
L DENTIST!

BILL, THE CHILL

HERE IS TOO MUCH
FOR ME! WHAT AM I

— A BAD BREATH
CHARACTER OR
SOMETHING?

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

[COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH! r

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating

foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

—helps clean out decaying food particles—
stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause

of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely!"

LATER-Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

r

after you eat and before every date

THANKS TO COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
BILL AND I ARE ON THE BEAM!

COLGATE
)

DENTAL CREAM ^

Cleans Your Breath

?

While It Cleans
t

Your Teeth!

ECONOMY
SIZE S9f

AiSO 43t A/VO
25? S/Z£SAlways use

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

Cheers and Jeers:

I would like to thank you for the nice
article by Faith Baldwin in your May
issue. I (and lots of people I know)
agree with every word she said. When I

go to the movies, I like to laugh my wor-
ries off and don’t like to come home and
feel my spine still tingling from murder
stories. Please give us more pictures like

“Apartment for Peggy,” “Sitting Pretty,”
and musicals like “Easter Parade.”

Mrs. H. Wood
Stockton, Cal.

It seems to me that Ava Gardner is

taking her looks too seriously. In fact,

it has gone too much to her head. Any-
body knows she is good-looking, but cer-

tainly not beautiful. Why does she insist

on posing her face and profile in such
awkward positions ? Who is she trying to

copy—the late John Barrymore?
Julia Ann Judea
Austin, Tex.

I just saw “Mr. Belvedere Goes to

College.” What happened to Shirley
Temple? She doesn’t know how to act

anymore. How about somebody like that

pretty girl Jeannie Crain, who is twenty-
three and looks like eighteen.

Carol Rumpf
Staten Island, N. Y.

After seeing the picture “Louisiana
Story,” I have only this to say for it.

Terrible! It was a picture that really in-

sulted Louisiana. Please believe me, not

everyone in Louisiana is the way that pic-

ture presented us.

Billie Smith
Lafayette, La.

No Error:

I enjoyed reading “The Story of

M-G-M Studios” in your June Photoplay,

but could there have been a mistake made,
when Clarence Brown gave Dean Stock-
well such praise? He is a good actor,

but couldn’t there be a mix-up between
Dean and Claude Jarman Jr.?

Albert Fitzgerald
Baltimore, Md.

Readers' Pets:

Tyrone Power may leave Sheilah Gra-
ham cold, but in my opinion he has more
looks, charm and appeal than all of Miss
Graham’s ten favorite males put together.

Janis Eltin
Chicago, 111.

Being a housewife (living on a modest
income) I must choose my movies care-

fully. And, having chosen very wisely,

proceeded to see Joan Crawford in “Fla-

mingo Road.” Oh yes, there are stars

and stars. In my estimation. Miss Craw-
ford remains the queen of them all.

Bette Komadina
Mansfield, O.

I have just seen Bob Hope in person
and, in my opinion, he is the greatest

comedian that show business has ever
had. He goes all out to make his per-

sonal appearances a success.

Kathleen Ann Foly
Charleston, W. Va.

In your April issue, Cal York says that
“popularity honors will be shared this

coming year among three males—Farley
Granger, Burt Lancaster and Montgomery
Clift.” Well, maybe he has not seen Rich-
ard Widmark in “Down to the Sea in

Ships.” I think his performance in that
will definitely make his popularity zoom.

Dolores Hales
Elizabeth, N. J.

The Complex Question:
In your “Water Color Portrait” of

Esther Williams you say, “She has no
complexes or phobias.” Further on, you
say, “She has a marked case of claustro-

phobia.” Puh-leez ! Make up your mind !

Edith Lynch
Marengo, Ind.

(We have. You’re right!—Editors.)

Question Box:

My friend and I have just seen “Fighter
Squadron” and we have been having an
argument about Robert Stack. Would you
please state his exact age and height?

Geralddean Saucer
Grand Bay, Ala.

( Robert Stack’s birthdate is January 12,

1919. He is six feet tall.)

Could you please tell me the name of

the young man who played Billy, the Kid
in “The Outlaw” ? I think he has looks

and talent.

Susan Collinson
Oklahoma City, Okla.

( Jack Beutel, zvho is

still under contract

to Hoivard Hughes,
but not scheduled
for any pictures at

present.

)

Would you please tell me if Scott Brady
and Lawrence Tierney are brothers?

Lucy Moberley
Lexington, Ky.

( They are.)

Please tell me who that wonderful,

handsome actor is who plays John Brooke
in “Little Women”? Is he married?

Gail Kraus
Longmeadow, Mass.

(Richard Stapley is

the actor. He is un-
married, six feet tall,

broivn hair, has el

eyes. See page 94

for further data.)

Did John Derek appear in any other

pictures besides “Knock on Any Door” ?

Peggy Evans
Newark, N. J.

(John Derek had bits in “Since You Went
Away” and “I’ll Be Seeing You,” at which
time he used his real name, Derek (Dare)
Harris. See next month’s Photoplay for

a story about John by Humphrey Bogart.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-

fore promise to publish, return or reply

to all letters received.
4
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A love story to

match the tension

of the times.
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...because

really hold.

beauty is assured because those

perfect curls are formed and held

in place gently, yet so very

securely, by this truly superior bobby

pin. There is nothing finer.

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
©I9«9 CHICAGO. ILL.

More women use

HOLD-BOB
than ail other

bobby pins combined

. . a GAYIA®
hair beauty aid

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

D
SAR Miss Colbert:

There are hundreds of thousands of
women in this country just like me.

I am in my early forties; my three chil-

dren are all in school; my husband has
now, and has always had, a steady job.

I feel that I have great talent. I paint
landscapes and china, both of which are
bought by my neighbors at low prices. I

have designed hundreds of candlewick
patterns for bedspreads. I model clay and
I carve wood. I have even written an oc-
casional poem or story for our local paper.

I know I have ability. I burn to do some-
thing about it, but I live in a small town.
There is my problem, and the problem of

women like me: What can I do with my
capabilities to increase the comforts of our
family? How can I reach out into the
world and make myself known?

Marguerite B.

There are two types of talent in this

world. One is the talent like a gusher.
By its very power, this sort of talent

makes itself known, once a channel is

opened to it. The second sort of talent

is put to different use. Without public

drama, it warms a house, cooks a meal,
provides the comfort which makes human
life pleasant.

It is the destiny of a few people to be
burning gushers ’, it is the destiny of many
people to be hearth fires.

No one knows what his destiny is, so

we might as well try for the brilliant spot.

The way to do this is to channel our fire

to the surface where it can be ignited.

Even though you are nearly tivo hun-
dred miles from a large city, there is no
reason why you can't write to every large

store there, and to shops in every city in

America, describing your . bedspreads.
Photograph your wood carvings and your
landscapes. Try your writings on a larger

market. Exert yourself as a saleswoman
as well as the producer of your icares.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Foolishly, I let my music go with my

childhood and now I regret it very much.
Not long ago a studio was opened here,

and I, at thirty-one, began to take lessons.

However, reading notes struck me as the

most difficult thing I had ever tried to do.

I simply couldn’t get the “hang” of it, so,

although my teacher said I was doing
beautifully and merely needed time and a
little self-confidence, I stopped the lessons.

My parents and my unmarried sister

laughed at me and said I should have
known I was too old to tackle such an
undertaking. Do you think I was foolish

to try to fulfill my ambition to be able to

play the piano? Do you think I should
try again, or agree with my family that

such lessons are a part of the past?
Agnes Ann R.

I am in complete disagreement with
your sister and your parents. I think that
any person can become, at any time, any-
thing he ivants to become.

In the theatrical profession, for in-

stance, Adeline de Walt Reynolds became
an actress long after she became a grand-
mother. Florence Bates is frank to admit
that she enrolled at Pasadena Community
Playhouse to launch an acting career af-
ter she was fifty.

It is quite true that it might be difficult

for you to become a concert pianist, but
that is not your goal. Continue with
your music, and pay no attention to jibes

of those not as fortunate as you, those
who have not retained a youth of spirit.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
For three years, I have been dating a

wonderful fellow with whom I have gone
just for laughs. For two years we have
been in different colleges, so I have seen
him only during summer and midwinter
vacations, but at those times we have been
together every single day.
When he was home this past midwinter

vacation, I noticed a great change in him.
He had become more quiet, serious, and
thoughtful. For the first time, instead of

wise-cracking and kidding all the time, he
had some deep opinions to discuss.

He will graduate in June, and from
things he said in January, I know he plans
to marry as soon as he has a job.

We have never been sweethearts, just

pals. He has never kissed me, except in a

kidding way, just to muss up my hair, or

to tease me in front of our friends.

I know that he is the person for me,
but I can’t figure out how to call it to his

attention that I am the girl for him.
Eleanor N.

I don’t want to throw you into any state

of gloom, but I think it might be a good
idea for you to face the fact now that for
two years you have been separated from
your friend for ten months each year. It’s

true that your vacations were spent to-

gether, but the very attitude of this man
should have warned you that he regarded
you as a pal, not a sweetheart.

If he is still unattached when he comes
home this summer, you might try, by
dressing in a thoroughly feminine fash-

ion, by wearing your hair in a becoming
new style, by showing your ability to cook,

to entertain creditably, to call his atten-

tion to you as a girl instead of a pal.

In some cases, particularly when the

girl and boy see one another every few
(Continued on page 8)
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MONUMENTAL BEST-SELLER!
TOWERING SCREEN TRIUMPH!

CO-STARRING

PATRICIA NEAL

with

RAYMOND MASSEY

KENT SMITH

ROBERT DOUGLAS

HENRY HULL

RAY COLLINS

DIRECTED BY <ING VIDOR HENRY BLANKE
Screen Play by AYN RAND • From her Novel 'The Fountainhead" • Music by Max Steiner
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W
dress {kr a beadi -porta...

at 8 o'clock (/nine momirar!^

/. "At business I wear a soft linen suit.

Its tucked-in jacket is held by a rainbow

of belts whose circles are echoed by bands

of hem tucking. And, of course, I rely on

gentler, even more effective Odorono

Cream . . . because I know it protects me

from perspiration and odor a full 24 hours!”

New Odorono Cream brings you an im-

proved new formula in a bright new pack-

age. Stays creamy smooth too . . . even if

you leave the cap off for weeks!

2. "At the beach I don braided, bright

straw sandals, an apron copied from a Por-

tuguese fisherwoman’s, take off my jacket,

and get down to work in my pretty yellow

linen peasant blouse. I’m confident of my
charm all evening, too, thanks to new

Odorono Cream . . . because lfind it gives me

the most effectiveprotection I've everknown!”

It never harms fine fabrics, and is so

gentle you can use it right after shaving!

You’ll find it the perfect deodorant!

Odorono Qtearrx

SaffiQn slops pe^spuraftcnn

and odor a jfxQt 24 £our$!

(Now in 25f and 50£ sizes, plus tax.)

(Continued from page 6)
days, this sort of transformation is not
easy to achieve, but you will have been
separated for six months, so becoming a
new person should be fairly easy.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I want to get married and have a home.

I am thirty-one and a college graduate
When I was younger I had many beaus.
The boy I loved died. During the years of
going with him and loving him, my family
discouraged any interest I might have
developed in someone else. After his death.
I discovered that I had, so to speak, missed
the boat. During the past few years I have
met several men but in every case, my
family disapproved of them.
Ours is a huge family and everyone

seems to have the right to pass on the
qualifications of my escorts. Even uncles,
aunts, and cousins have to be consulted.
I am now deeply interested in a man of
thirty-eight who is a writer, but who is

working in another field at present. He is

capable and, in my estimation, has talent.
However, he is not physically handsome
and my family has already started to
ridicule him on this score. Furthermore,
he is divorced and my family is opposed
to divorce.

I love my family and have always taken
their advice but now I feel trapped. Some-
times I feel shut out from the things every
girl has a right to expect. I gloried in
family protection when I was younger, but
now I wonder whether it was the best
thing for my own growth. I don’t see how
I am going to get family approval of my
marriage. What do you think of marry-
ing against the family? Will I live to regret
breaking my family bonds?

Tedura Ann H.

Usually it is heartbreakingly wrong for
a teen-age girl to marry against her par-
ents’ wishes. However, you are a fully
matured adult. 1 think you are capable
of selecting a good man and making a
lasting marriage.

The thing to do is to break clean. Tell
your family how you feel about this man,
and announce, with conviction, that you
are going to marry him. And do so, with
quiet dignity.

Tell your family, too, that you hope for
normal family relations, provided they
intend to be cordial to your husband.
Othenvise you will live your own life.

I think you will discover that your
family, even if grudgingly, will admit the
justice of your courageous action, once a
step has been taken.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem wh :ch
seems to have no solut ;nn?
Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

(Claudette CotU ?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Cal., and if Miss Colbert feels

that your problem is of gen-

eral interest, she’ll consider

answering it here. Names and
addresses will be held confi-

dential for your protection.

^rrr»v=
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Story and Screenplay by OSCAR BRODNEY * Produced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN • Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
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Have
SECOND
LOOK’
Legs!

Kept smooth and

hair-free longer ... by

Nair . . . the safe, odorless

depilatory lotion . .

.

that removes leg hair

quickly, easily . .

.

leaves legs smoother...

more exciting . .

.

Lady—throw your razor away—use safe, odor-

less, new Nair lotion to keep legs smoother

. . . more exciting.

No nicks ... no bristles ... no stubbly re-

growth. No irritation to normal skin.

Nair keeps legs hair-free longer . . . because

it dissolves the hair itself closer to skin.

Have “second look” legs! Get Nair today.

For free sample mail this ad before November
30, 1949, to Dept. 417,

Nair, 53 Park Place,
New York 8, N. Y.

COSMETIC LOTION

TO REMOVE HAIR SAFELY

79 i plus tax

For Legs that Delight

Use NA8R Tonight

AFRICA SCREAMS—Nassour-UA : Buss Johnson,

Bud Abbott; Stanley Livingston, Lou Costello; Diana
Emerson, Hillary Brooke; Boots, Max Baer; Grap-
pler, Buddy Baer; Clyde Beatty; Frank Buck; Gutir

ner, Shemp Howard; Harry, Joe Besser.

AGAINST THE WIND—Rank-Eagle Lion: Father
Philip, Robert Beatty; Michele, Simone Signoret;

Cronk, Jack Warner; Duncan, Gordon Jackson; Pic-

quart, Paul Dupuis; Julie, Gisele Preville; Emile,

John Slater; Andrew, Peter Illing; Ackerman, James
Robertson Justice; Malou, Sybilla Binder; Marie Ber-

lot, Helene Hansen; Commandant, Gilbert Davis;

Frankie, Andrew Blackett; Verreker, Arthur Law-
rence; Marcel Van Hecke, Eugene Deckers; Bal-

thasar, Leo De Pokorny; Carey, Rory Macdermot;
The Abbot, Andre Morell; Lewis, Kenneth Villiers;

Capt. Parker, Kenneth Hyde; German Officer, Olaf

Olsen; Blondel, Jean Pierre Hambye; Joseph,,
Philo

Hauser; Flour, George Kersen; Capt. Bich, Martin

Bradley; Sgt., Duncan Lewis; Bridie, Sheila Larty;

Herremans, Rene Poirier; Madame Meyer, Margot

Lassner; Doctor, Robert Wyndham; German Sgt.

Maj., Guy Stephen Deghy.

BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND,
THE—20th Century-Fox: Freddie, Betty Grable;

Blackie Jobero, Cesar Romero; Charles Hmgleman,
Rudy Vallee ;

Conchita, Olga San Juan; Basserman
Boy, Sterling Holloway; Doctor, Hugh Herbert; Mr
Jorgensen, El Brendel; Judge O’Toole, Porter Hall;

Roulette, Patti Behrs; Mrs. O'Toole, Margaret Ham-
ilton; Basserman Boy, Danny Jackson; Mr H ingle-

man, Emory Parnell; Sheriff, Alan Bridge; J°e,

Chris-Pin Martin; Sheriff Sweetzer, J. Farrell Mac-

Donald; Mr. Basserman, Richard Hale; Mrs. Hmgle-

man, Georgia Caine; Mrs. Smidlap, Esther Howard;
Conductor, Harry Hayden; Messenger Boy, Chester

Conklin; Freddie (Age 6), Mary Monica MacDonald;

Dr Schultz, Torben Meyer; Bartender, Dewey Robin-

son; Dr. Smidlap, Richard Kean; Station Agent,

Harry Tyler; Pullman Porter, Dudley Dickerson;

Grandpa, Russell Simpson.

BLUE LAGOON, THE—Rank-U-I : Emmeline Fos-

ter, Jean Simmons; Emmeline Foster ( as a child),

Susan Stranks; Michael Reynolds, Donald Houston,

Michael Reynolds (as a child), Peter Jones; Paddy
Button, Noel Purcell; Dr. Murdoch, James Hayter;

James Carter, Cyril Cusack; Mrs. Stannard, Nora

Nicholson; Capt. of Cargo Ship, Maurice Denham;

Mr Ansty ( First Mate), Philip Stamton; Second

Mate (Mr. Bruce), Patrick Barr; Trotter Lyn
Evans; Craggs, Russell Waters; Yachtsman, Stuart

Lindsell ;
His Wife, Dorothy Batley.

CALAMITY JANE AND SAM BASS—U-I : Calam-

ity Jane, Yvonne de Carlo; Sam Bass, Howard Duff;

Katherine Egan, Dorothy Hart; Sheriff Will Egan,

Willard Parker; Jim Murphy, Norman Lloyd; Joel

Collins, Lloyd Bridges; Dean, Marc Lawrence; Da-

kota Houseley Stevenson; Abe Jones, Milburn Stone;

Link Clifton Young; Morgan, John Rodney; Marshal

Peak Roy Roberts; Mrs. Egan, Ann Doran; J. Wells,

Charles Cane; Doc Purdy, Walter Baldwin.

COLORADO TERRITORY—Warners: Wes Mc-

Queen Joel McCrea; Colorado Carson, Virginia

Mayo;” Julie Ann, Dorothy Malone; Winslow, Henry

Hull - Reno Blake, John Archer; Duke Hams, James

Mitchell' U S. Marshal, Morris Ankrum; Dave
Rickard Basil Ruysdael; Brother Tomas, Frank

Puglia; Wallace, Ian Wolfe; Pluthner, Harry Woods;

A Prospector, Houseley Stevenson; The Sheriff, Vic-

tor Kalian; Station Agent, Oliver Blake.

COME TO THE STABLE—20th Century-Fox; Sis-

ter Margaret, Loretta Young; Sister Scolastica, Cel-

este Holm; Robert Mason, Hugh Marlowe; Miss

Potts Elsa Lanchester; Luigi Rossi, Thomas Gomez;

Kitty Dorothy Patrick; Bishop, Basil Ruysdael; An-

thony James, Dewey Wilson; Monsignor. Regis

Toomey; Heavy Man, Mike Mazurki; Father Barraud,

Henri Letondal; Jarman, Walter Baldwin; Mr.

Thompson, Tim Huntley -Mrs. Thompson, Virginia

Keiley; Mr. Newman, Louis Jean Heydt; Nuns, Patti

Behrs-’ Nan Boardman; Louise Colombet; Georgette

Duane- Yvette Reynard; Loulette Sablon; Mr. Mat-

thews ’ian MacDonald; Mrs. Matthews, Jean Pres-

cott' Willie, Gordon Gebert; Johnnie, Gary Pagett;

Station Master, Nolan Leary; Sheldon, Wallace

Brown - George, Danny Jackson; Whitey, Edwin Max;
Policemen, Russ Clark; Robert Faulk; Manicurist,

Marion Martin.

FORBIDDEN STREET, THE—20th Century-Fox:

Henry Lambert, Dana Andrews; Adelaide, Maureen

O’Hara; The Sow, Dame Sybil Thorndike; Mrs. Cul-

ver Fav Compton; The Blazer, Diana Hart; Alice,

Ann Butchart; Mr. Compton, Wilfred Hyde White;

Tressf Anthony Tancred; Old’Un, Herbert Walton;

Adelaide (as a child), June Allen; Alice (as a child),

Suzanne Gibbs; Ragged Child, Heather Latham,

John Wright’s Marionettes.

GIRL FROM JONES BEACH, THE—Warners:

Bob Randolph, Ronald Reagan; Ruth Wilson, Virginia

Mayo- Chuck Donovan, Eddie Bracken; Connie Mar-

tin Dona Drake; Judge Bullfinch, Henry Travers;

Mrs Wilson, Lois Wilson; Miss Shoemaker, Florence

Bates; Mr. Graves, Jerome Cowan; Miss Brooks,

Helen Westcott; Jim Townsend, Paul Harvey; Mr.
Evergood, Lloyd Corrigan; Lorraine Scott, Myrna
Dell; Mr. Moody, William Forrest; Woody Wilson,

Gary Gray.

GREAT DAN PATCH, THE—Frank-UA: David
Palmer, Dennis O’Keefe; Cissy Lathrop, Gail Russell;
Ruth Treadwell, Ruth Warrick; Aunt Neddy. Char-
lotte Greenwood; Dan Palmer, Henry Hull; Ben
Lathrop, John Hoyt; Chet, Arthur Hunnicutt; Voo-
doo, Clarence Muse; Bud Ransome, Harry Lauter.

GREAT GATSBY, THE—Paramount: Jay Gatsby,
Alan Ladd; Daisy Buchanan, Betty Field; Tom
Buchanan, Barry Sullivan; Nick Carraway, Mac-
donald Carey; Jordan Baker (Carraway)

,

Ruth Hus-
sey; JVilson, Howard Da Silva; Myrtle Wilson,
Shelley Winters; Klipspringer, Elisha Cook Jr.;
Myron Lupus, Ed Begley; Dan Cody, Henry Hull;
Ella Cody, Carole Mathews; Owl Man, Nicholas Joy;
Mavromichaelis, Tito Vuolo.

IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING—20th Century-
Fox: Vernon Simpson, Ray Milland; Deborah Green-
leaf, Jean Peters; Monk Lanigan, Paul Douglas;
Stone, Ed Begley; Dolan, Ted de Corsia; Prof. Green-
leaf, Ray Collins; Mrs. Greenleaf, Jessie Royce
Landis; Schmidt, Alan Hale Jr.; Isbell, Bill Murphy;
Prof. Forsythe, William E. Green; Bell, Edward
Keane; Mueller, Gene Evans; Parker, A1 Eben; Miss
Collins, Ruth Lee; Fan, John Butler; Miss Mengal-
stein, Jane Van Duser; Mac, Ray Teal; Prof. Grand-
on Rhodes; Policeman, Mickey Simpson; Boy, John-
ny Calkins; Dr., Harry Cheshire; Clerk, Harry Sey-
mour; Reporters, Robert B. Williams; Charles Flynn.

LADY GAMBLES, THE— U-I: Joan Boothe. Bar-
bara Stanwyck; David Boothe, Robert Preston; Cor-
rigan, Stephen McNally; Ruth Phillips, Edith Bar-
rett; Dr. Rojac, John Hoyt; Barky, Elliott Sullivan;
Frenchy, John Harmon; Chuck, Phil Van Zandt;
Tony, Leif Erickson; Bank Clerk, Curt Conway;
Pawnbroker

,

Houseley Stevenson; Mr. Sutherland,
Don Beddoe; Mrs. Sutherland, Nana Bryant; Bellboy,
Anthony Curtis; Hotel Clerk, Peter Leeds; Murphy,
Frank Moran; Gross Lady, Esther Howard; Bert,
John Indrisano.

LAW OF THE GOLDEN WEST—Republic: Wil-
liam F. Cody, Monte Hale; Otis Ellis; Paul Hurst;
Ann Calvert, Gail Davis; Clete Larrabee, Roy Bar-
croft; Quentin Morell, John Holland; Wayne Calvert,
Scott Elliott; Belden, Lane Bradford; Gibson, Harold
Goodwin; Isaac, John Hamilton.

NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER—M-G-M : Eve Barrett,
Esther Williams; Jack Spratt, Red Skelton; Jose
O’Rourke, Ricardo Montalban; Betty Barrett, Betty
Garrett; Joe Backett, Keenan Wynn; Xavier Cugat,
Himself; Lukie Luzette, Ted de Corsia; Mac Mozolta,
Mike Mazurki; Julio, Mel Blanc; Groom, Juan Du-
val; Tall Wrangler, George Mann; Little Wrangler,
Frank Mitchell.

RED STALLION IN THE ROCKIES— Eagle Lion;
Thad Avery, Arthur Franz; Talky Carson, Wallace
Ford; Matthew Simpson, Ray Collins; Cindy Smith,
Jean Heather; Dave Ryder, James Davis; Martha
Simpson, Leatrice Joy; Dynamite, The Red Stallion.

REIGN OF TERROR—Wanger-Eagle Lion: Charles
D’Aubigny, Robert Cummings; Madelon, Arlene
Dahl; Francois Barras, Richard Hart; Fouche, Ar-
nold Moss; Robespierre, Richard Basehart; Saint
Just, Jess Barker; Tallien, Norman Lloyd; Danton,
Wade Crosby; Bourdon, William Challee; Cecile,
Georgette Windsor; Sergeant, Charles McGraw;
Farmer’s wife, Ellen Lowe; Farmer, John Doucette;
Gatekeeper, Frank Conlan; Marquis de Lafayette,
Wilton Graff; Duval, Charles Gordon; Grandma,
Beulah Bondi.

ROUGHSHOD—RKO: Clay, Robert Sterling; Mary,
Gloria Grahame; Steve, Claude Jarman Jr.; Lednov,
John Ireland; Elaine, Jeff Donnell; Helen, Myrna
Dell; Marcia, Martha Hyer; Jim Clayton, George
Cooper; Jed Graham, Jeff Corey; Ma Wyatt, Sara
Haden; Pa Wyatt, James Bell; Fowler, Shawn Mc-
Glory; McCall, Robert B. Williams; Peters, Steve
Savage; Sheriff, Edward Cassidy.

SAND—20th Century-Fox: Jeff Keane, Mark
Stevens; Joan Hartley, Coleen Gray; Chick Palmer,
Rory Calhoun; Doug, Charley Grapewin; Boyd, Bob
Patten; Tony, Mikel Conrad; Clem, Tom London;
Don, Paul Hogan; Bill, Jack Gallagher; Sam, Wil-
liam (Bill) Walker; Jim Gannon, Davison Clark;
Dr. Dunlap, Ben Erway; Logan, Harry Cheshire;
Indians, Iron Eyes Cody; Joseph Cody; Jay Silver-
heels.

STAMPEDE—Allied Artists: Mike, Rod Cameron;
Connie, Gale Storm; Ball, Johnny Mack Brown; Tim,
Don Castle; Stanton, Donald Curtis; Furman, John
Miljan; Varick, Jonathan Hale; Cox, John Eldredge;
Sanderson, Adrian Wood; Slim, Wes. C. Christensen;
Roper , James Harrison; Maxie, Duke York; Dawson,
Steve Clark; Link Spain, I. Stanford Jolley; Skives,
Marshall Reed; Charlie, Philo McCollough.

SUSANNA PASS—Republic: Roy Rogers, Roy Rog
ers; Kay (Doc) Parker, Dale Evans; Rita, Estelita

Rodriguez; Carlos Mendoza, Martin Garralaga; Mar-
tin Masters, Robert Emmett Keane; Russell Masters,

Lucien Littlefield; Del Roberts, Douglas Fowley;
Vince, David Sharpe; Bob Oliver, Robert Bice;

Themselves, Foy Willing, The Riders of the Purplt

Sage, Trigger.
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Which Twin has the Toni? (See answer below)

new SPIN curler new FASTER process

Cuts winding time in half—
makes it double-easy

l

New exclusive Toni SPIN Curler

grips . . . spins . . . locks with a

flick of the finger. No rubber bands!

All plastic, all-in-one! Nothing to tangle up in your

hair! Non-slip grip holds hair-tips securely so even

the shortest ends become easy to manage ! Easy-spin

action— built right in — rolls each curl up in one

quick motion! Snaps shut! Assures a better, longer-

lasting curl. Winds more hair on each curler. Makes

winding twice as easy!

SPECIAL
COMBINATION
OFFER

Gives you the most

natural-looking wave ever!

New Photo Method Directions

show how Toni waves many types

of hair in as little as 30 minutes!

No other home permanent waves hair faster yet

leaves it so soft and lustrous, so easy to set and

style. For the Toni Waving Lotion is the same

gentle lotion that has given over 67 million perfect

permanents. Try this exciting Toni with new Spin

Curlers and see how quickly you give yourself

the most natural-looking wave you’ve ever had!

New Toni Refill Kit. Guaranteed to

give you the most natural-looking wave you’ve

ever had— or your money back ! Waves
many types of hair in as little as 30 minutes ! $ 1.00

Complete Set of New Toni SPIN Curlers. No
more rubber bands. Makes every wave from now o:i

twice as easy. ($2 when bought separately.) $1.29

Both for «229

“Now we’re both Toni Twins,” says Katherine Ring,

of Chicago, 111. “When I saw how easy it was

for Kathleene to give herself a Toni with the new

SPIN Curlers I decided on a Toni, too!”

P
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Two on a honeymoon beam: Tyrone Power and his bride Linda Christian

will remain in Europe until he finishes his new picture “The Black Rose”

Also in the honeymoon picture: George

Sanders with his new bride, Zsa Zsa

Madeleine Carroll’s caught—between

NBC’s Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

News from Outside: : A letter from
Tyrone Power, on location in French
Morocco for “The Black Rose,” reveals
it to be a rigorous and exciting expe-
rience. His description of their flood-

bound escapades, that almost ended
in drowning at one point, sound more
thrilling than a movie script. We’d
love to accept his invitation to be a
part of it all . . . From Errol Flynn
in Paris, Cal receives an epistle full

of cheer and, at the same time, home-
sickness. After telling us of the sun-
shine and relaxation and fun, he adds,

“You know, I never thought Pd know
the meaning of the word ‘homesick.’
Find I miss my kids like anything.”

About People: : When Twentieth
Century-Fox handed Vic Mature a
$50,000 bonus for being a good boy,
he cracked, “Yeah, but look what the
bad boys and girls get. The choice of
any role on the lot, a million dollars’
worth of free publicity and a heck of
a lot of glamour.” Some people think
Vic has something there . . . David
Brian, who enjoyed making “Flamingo



STUFF

Watch this twosome! Audrey Totter

and Brian Donlevy attend a premiere

Cat Yotkb GoMtp 0^ I loiiawt^xt

Gigi Perreau of “Death in the Doll House” is off to an early start! In

attendance are Marshall Thompson, Roddy McDowall and Jerome Courtland

Road” with Joan Crawford hei’e in
Hollywood, has a whole new aspect on
the business. “Now I understand what
they mean by movies being hard
work,” he says. “Seven weeks near
Oxford, Mississippi, with heat, flies,

and little else except location shots
for ‘Intruder in the Dust’ to pass the
time, has convinced me movies can be
a tough job.” When David’s divorce
is final, it’s no secret he’ll marry
Adrian Booth . . . Before leaving for
Arizona and the “Copper Canyon” lo-

cation, Ray Milland asked his little

Ann Miller, Janet Leigh and steady date Arthur Loew Jr. were among the

many stars who watched final polo match between the U. S. and Argentina

1



Sid Grauman of famed Chinese Theatre shows Roy Rogers how to lay that pistol down—in cement hall of fame! With

Roy are his wife Dale and The Riders of the Purple Sage. Third from right is Hoot Gihson, cowboy hero of years ago

Liz Taylor’s latest beau, William Pawley Jr., gets a taste of movie fare in the

M-G-M commissary. Liz seems to be having a hard time deciding——what to eat!

14



INSIDE STUFF

adopted daughter Victoria what she wanted as a birthday
present. “My long hair,” the little girl answered without
hesitation. It seems Victoria is fearful lest her new
daddy and mamma will shear her waist-long blonde hair.

The Millands have promised Victoria she can keep her
long tresses forever, if she wants to.

Purely Personal: The reported quarrel between Dick
Powell and June Allyson in Romanoffs was merely an
argument about June’s forthcoming personal appearance
tour to plug her film “The Stratton Story.” June wanted
Dick to help her escape the rigorous trip and Dick argued
it was a matter between Junie and her studio to settle,

not he . . . Gloria De Haven looked like the business end
of a candle, in her flame chiffon frock, at the Don Loper
party for the Charlie Morrisons. Gloria, who had spent
the evening before with ex-husband John Payne, had
Jack Sasson as her swain . . . Writers, bent on probing
out the whys and wherefores of young Douglas Dick,
who did such a fine job as the young major in “Home of
the Brave,” are having it tough. Young Dick is a shy,
sensitive lad who sincerely and honestly feels his private
life should be his very own. Incidentally, all the lads in
the picture worked so hard and so enthusiastically for its
united success, they refused to leave at quitting time
and practically survived, the last few weeks, on vitamins
and aspirins. The most eloquent (Continued on page 16)

Meet Miss Marx: Two-year-old Melinda gets a lift out

of seeing daddy Groucho on set of “It’s Only Money”

Wedding slant: Mona Freeman, husband Pat Nerney and

Phyllis Thaxter at Iris Bynum-David Allerdyce wedding

Not a Western picture: Bill Boyd (Hopalong Cassidy)

dons a tux for Ciro night out with pretty wife Grace

P
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try the test below
Have you ever wondered if you are as lovely as

you could be—are you completely sure of your

charm? Your deodorant can be the difference . . . and

you will never know how lovely you can be until

you use Fresh.

Fresh is so completely effective, yet so easy and

pleasant to use . . . Different from any deodorant you
have ever tried. Prove this to yourself with the free

jar of creamy, smooth Fresh we will send you.

Test it. Write to Fresh, Chrysler Building, New
York, for your free jar.

INSIDE STUFF

talker of the lads is the Negro lad, James
Edwards, who may trek to Europe for an-

]

other film in the near future.

Wrong Number: It puzzled John Dali. I

He could make little meaning out of it.

And yet, regularly each evening, came a
phone call from a prominent director
who chatted a few moments about noth-

i

ing in particular, and then hung up.
At first John was flattered, thinking i

the director had some choice role in mind, !

but after a week, with nothing said, he
began to wonder.
But the mystery solved itself only a

few nights later, when the director tele-

phoned. “Hey, doesn’t your sister ever
answer the phone?” he asked.

“Sister?” said John. “What sister?”
“Why, Arlene. Isn’t Arlene Dahl your

sister?” he asked.
Needless to say, after John explained

they were strangers who didn’t even spell
their names the same, he never had an-
other phone call.

Valley Dinner: To dinner at the charm-
ing Valley home of Francis and Marion
Lederer, with neighbor Lucille Ball as
another guest. It had been Lucille’s radio
day and during dinner in the quaint
white-bricked combination dining room
and kitchen, we listened to the repeat
show, recorded for the West, of Lucille’s
amusing program, “My Favorite Hus-
band.”

Francis, who had just finished “After
Midnight,” raved about its star, Alan
Ladd. He told of Alan’s patience in re-

learning several rewritten versions of a
single scene, without a word of com-
plaint. “Huh,” snorted Lucille, “in ‘Miss
Grant Takes Richmond,’ Bill Holden and
I had to learn rewritten scenes seven and
eight times.” And Lucille, in turn, raved
over Holden’s ability to transform a
stodgy scene into something bright and
alive. Nice, Cal reflected, to hear artists

speak so highly of their co-workers.
Husband Desi Arnaz, on tour with his

band, telephoned Lucille later in the eve-
ning that he’d be home in a few days,
and this brought on a flood of amusing
anecdotes from Lucille about her tele-

phone experiences with Desi.

Love Thy Neighbor? A day or two
after Richard Widmark, his wife and
daughter moved (Continued on page 22)

Wanda Hendrix and Philip Friend emoted

for IVBC’s “Hollywood Star Theatre”

6



‘Star-Kist is the

best Tuna
"

says Bob Hope,
starring in "SORROWFUL JONES”

a Paramount Production

A Sterling Silver Add-a-Star Bracelet for You!
Shown actual size

John Lund

The “Add-a-Star” sterling silver charm bracelet with

your favorite movie stars on exclusive Star-Kist

charms is not sold in any store. Available only as a

premium under the terms stated in this advertisement.

STAR-KIST, “THE TUNA OF THE STARS”

Great Stars like Bob Hope, Alan Ladd, and John
Lund prefer Star-Kist Tuna because they know there

is a difference in tuna! Only the tender, smaller tuna
are selected and packed under the Star-Kist quality

brand. Because these smaller tuna are naturally

milder, finer-textured, they’re known as “the best-

tasting tuna in all the world!” Always use Star-Kist

Tuna for naturally better-tasting salads, sandwiches,

and hot dishes.

Buy either
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Chunk Style,

Star-Kist Quality is the Same!

LIMITED INTRODUCTORY OFFER-
To get your collection started, three popular film stars
on genuine sterling silver charms PLUS a sterling
silver link bracelet, complete for only $1.00 and a
Star-Kist Tuna label (Use order blank below.)

Start your own exclusive Star-Kist “Add-
a-Star” bracelet right away. Be the first in
your neighborhood to have it! It’s the most
sensational jewelry premium ever offered

!

Begin today to collect all your favorite stars
on these exclusive Star-Kist charms.

Special limited offer gets you started. Three sterling
silver charms, including Bob Hope, Alan Ladd and John
Lund, PLUS a solid sterling link bracelet complete for
only $1.00 and a Star-Kist Tuna label!

1949, French Sardine Co., Terminal Island, Calif.
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Box 52, Hollywood 28, Calif
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Star-Kist charms of Bob Hope, Alan Ladd, and John Lund, complete. I am
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(Offer good only in U.S. and is void if this form of merchandising is tax
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coupon one-tenth cent. Offer expires Sept. SO, I Off).)
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Brief Reviews

)/ (F) ADVENTURE IN BALTIMORE — RKO:
Shirley Temple gets into some mildly amusing scrapes,
dragging John Agar along. With Robert Young,
Josephine Hutchinson. (June)

)/ (F ) ARCTIC MANHUNT—U-I : Ice-cold crime
yarn with embezzler Mikel Conrad as the quarry and
insurance agents Harry Harvey and Russ Conway
as his pursuers. Fairly exciting chase film. (June)

/// (F) BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY, THE—
M-G-M: Topnotch song-and-dance show marking re-

union of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. With Oscar
Levant, Jacques Francois, Billie Burke. (July)

^ (F) BIG CAT, THE—Moss-Eagle Lion: It’s boy
versus beast in this chase film featuring Lon McCallis-
ter, Peggy Ann Garner, Preston Foster. (July)

^1/ (F) BLACK MAGIC—Small-UA : Orson Welles
puts on a whopping show, hypnotizing nice Nancy
Guild to the distress of her sweetheart, Frank Lati-
more. With Akim Tamiroff, Margot Grahame. (July)

W (F) BRIBE, THE—M-G-M: Government agent
Robert Taylor is after a gang of swindlers, operating
in Central America. With John Hodiak, Ava Gardner,
Charles Laughton, Vincent Price. (May)

W'' (F) BRIDE OF VENGEANCE — Paramount:
Elaborate but unreal costume drama of love, hate and
revenge with Paulette Goddard as Lucretia Borgia,
John Lund and Macdonald Carey. (June)

|/V (F) CANADIAN PACIFIC—

2

Oth Century-
Fox: Colorful, exciting Western. Jane Wyatt and
newcomer Nancy Olson vie for Randy Scott’s affec-

tions and Victor Jory is after his hide. (May)
(F) CHAMPION—Screen Plays-UA: A fight

film which packs a wicked wallop and gives Kirk
Douglas his best role to date. With Ruth Roman.
Marilyn Maxwell and Arthur Kennedy. (June)

V)/ (A) CITY ACROSS THE RIVER — U-l

:

Stephen McNally tries to steer Peter Fernandez
straight to no avail in this story of juvenile crime.
With Sue England and Jeff Corey. (June)

V/V (F) CROOKED WAY, THE—Bogeaus-UA:
Grim gangland drama in which amnesia victim John
Payne gets really pushed around by gangster Sonny
Tufts. Ellen Drew is the feminine foil. (July)

(F) DEATH VALLEY GUNFIGHTER—Repub-
lic: Rough-and-ready Western featuring Allan
“Rocky” Lane, a troubleshooter called in by sheriff

William A. Henry to rout a bunch of badmen. (July)

(F) DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS—20th
Century-Fox: An adventure-packed voyage with
Lionel Barrymore in command of a whaling vessel
in 1887. Richard Widmark is First Mate, Dean
Stockwell the captain’s grandson. (May)

l/V (A) EDWARD, MY SON—M-G-M: This poign-
ant domestic drama is beautifully acted by Spencer
Tracy and Deborah Kerr with able support from Ian
Hunter, Mervyn Johns, Leueen MacGrath. (July)

\/ (F) EL PASO—Pine Thomas-Paramount: John
Payne has a tough time bringing order to El Paso with
Sterling Hayden and Dick Foran out to stop him. Gail
Russell is the romantic interest. (May)

(A ) FALLEN IDOL, THE—Reed-SRO : Su-
perior British human-interest drama. Subtly acted
by child star Bobby Henrey, Ralph Richardson, Mich-
ele Morgan and Sonia Dresdel. (July)

\/\/ (F) FLAMINGO ROAD—Warners
:

Joan
Crawford’s cast as a gal trying to start anew in a

small town. With Zachary Scott, David Brian, Sydney
GreenstreeL A compelling drama. (June)

^ (F) FOUNTAINHEAD, THE—Warners: A
curious, rather stagey picture which nevertheless
holds your interest. With Gary Cooper as the archi-

tect, Patricia Neal the lovely femme fatale, Raymond
Massey, Kent Smith. (July)

(F) HIDEOUT—Republic: Routine crime movie
about a master jewel thief (Ray Collins), a small-town
district attorney (Lloyd Bridges) and a gal too smart
for her own good (Adrian Booth). (July)

(F) HOME OF THE BRAVE—Screen Plays-
UA: This stirring war story, which points up the in-

justice of racial bigotry, is ably acted by Douglas Dick,
Jeff Corey, Lloyd Bridges, James Edwards, Steve
Brodie and Frank Lovejoy. (July)

^ (F) ILLEGAL ENTRY—U-I: Lively story of

aliens being smuggled across Mexican border. With
Howard Duff, Marta Toren, George Brent. (July)

'S (F) IMPACT—Popkin-UA: In this strange tri-

angle tale, Brian Donlevy gets a raw deal from his

designing wife, Helen Walker. Ella Raines pops into

Brian’s life by way of consolation. (June)

\/ (F) INTERFERENCE—RKO: In this pigskin
drama, teaming Victor Mature and Lizabeth Scott,
romance is stressed more than football. With Lucille
Ball, Sonny Tufts and Lloyd Nolan. (July)

(F ) JUDGE STEPS OUT, THE—RKO: Mildly
entertaining tale of a Bostonian on a bender with
Alexander Knox and Ann Sothern. (July)

t/V' (F) LITTLE WOMEN—M-G-M : Louisa May
Alcott’s story of the Mareh family is trimmed with
Technicolor forget-me-nots. A topnotch cast includes

June Allyson, Peter Lawford, Margaret O’Brien,
Elizabeth Taylor, Janet Leigh. (May)

1^/1/ (F) LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING—
Warners: Lavish musical of Marilyn Miller’s life,

full of memories and lilting tunes. With June
Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon MacRae. (July)

(F) LUST FOR GOLD—Columbia: An excit-

ing true-to-life tale taking you to Superstition Moun-
tain with gold-struck Ida Lupino, Glenn Ford, Gig
Young and William Prince. (July)



yy (F) MANHANDLED Paramount: Suspense-
ful murder-meller in which Dottie Lamour is victim-
ized by scoundrel Dan Duryea. (June)

(F) MASSACRE RIVER—Allied Artists: This tale

of the Old West could do with less romance and more
Indians. With Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun, Carole
Mathews, Cathy Downs. (July)

^ (F) MIGHTY JOE YOUNG, THE—Ford-Cooper-
RKO: A superduper stunt film about a girl (Terry
Moore) and a gorilla brought to Hollywood from
Darkest Africa. Funny in a wacky way. (July)

yy <F) MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: This gay collegiate comedy has widow
Loretta Young and professor Van Johnson majoring
in romance. With Betty Lynn, Robert Arthur. (May)

yyy^ ( F) MR. BELVEDERE GOES 10 COL-
LEGE—20th Century-Fox: Side-splittingly funny
sequel to “Sitting Pretty.” With Clifton Webb, Shir-

ley Temple and Tom Drake. (June)

yy (F) MY DREAM IS YOURS—Warners: It’s

mighty nice dreaming with Jack Carson as a radio
talent scout, Doris Day as his new singing discovery,
Lee Bowman, Eve Arden, Adolphe Menjou. (May)

\/\/ (A) ONE WOMAN'S STORY—Rank-U-1 : An
absorbing romantic study of hearts in conflict, with
Ann Todd, Claude Rains, Trevor Howard. (July)

y (F) OUTPOST IN MOROCCO— Bischoff-UA

:

A bang-up desert drama with George Raft, Marie
Windsor, Akim Tamiroff. (June)

y (F) PREJ UDICE—New World Films: A sincere,

worthwhile picture dealing with religious and racial

bias. With David Bruce, Bruce Edwards. (July)

(F) PRINCE OE THE PLAINS Republic: This
oft-told sagebrush saga has cowboy Monte Hale turn-

ing tables on Rory Mallinson and Roy Barcroft. (July)

yyy (A) QUARTET Rank-Eagle-Lion: Four de-

lightful stories from W. Somerset Maugham’s pen
make this topnotch entertainment. A “different” kind
of picture for sophisticated tastes. (May)

y (F) RED CANYON—UT : Here s a bang-up
prairie drama with Ann Blyth, Howard Duff, George
Brent, Edgar Buchanan and Jane Harwell. (May)

yy (F) RED PONY, THE— Republic: This senti-

mental story revolves around a boy and his pony. With
Robert Mitchum, Shepperd Strudwick, Myrna Loy,
Peter Miles. (May)

yy (F) SARABAND—Rank-Eagle Lion: Vivid his-

torical film of 1680’s, starring Stewart Granger and
Joan Greenwood, ably supported by Francoise Rosay,
Flora Robson and Peter Bull. (June)

(F) SCOTT OF THE AN 1 ARC Tl

C

—Rank-
Eagle Lion: A superb snow-and-ice epic dealing with
Captain Scott’s expedition to the South Pole in 1911-
12. With John Mills, Derek Bond. (May)

yy (F) SECRET GARDEN, THE—M-G-M: Mar-
garet O’Brien is a little vixen in this unusual movie
of Victorian days. With Herbert Marshall, Dean
Stockwell, Brian Roper. (July)

y (A) SET-UP, THE—RKO: Robert Ryan takes a

brutal beating in a powerful story of the fight game.
With Audrey Totter, George Tobias. (June)

(F) SORROWFUL JONES—Paramount: Place
your bets on this amusing remake of “Little Miss
Marker.” With Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary
Jane Saunders, William Demarest. (July)

yy (F) SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS—Warners: Brisk
action-filled Civil War romance ably acted by Joel Mc-
Crea, Zachary Scott, Douglas Kennedy, Alexis Smith,
Dorothy Malone. (May)

yy (F) STRATTON STORY, THE—M-G-M: A I

heartwarming movie based on the real-life story of
'

baseball pitcher Monte Stratton. With Jimmy Stewart,
June Allyson, Frank Morgan. (June)

yy' (F) STREETS OF LAREDO—Paramount: A
rip-roarin’ Western with more than a dash of romance,

j

With Macdonald Carey, William Holden, Bill Ben-
dix, Mona Freeman. (July)

(F) TAKE ME OUI TO THE BALL GAME
-M-G-M: A triple-header with Frank Sinatra and
Gene Kelly as a pair of baseball players of yester-
year and Esther Williams as the team’s boss. Betty
Garrett and Jules Munshin add laughs. (June)

Tonight !..SIiow him how much lovelie

your hair can look. ..after a

-(jime Shampoo
(A) 100 LAI E LOR I LARS—Stromberg-UA:

It's murder for money with Liz Scott as a hard-
hearted gal gambling for bigstakes. With Dan Dur-
yea, Don DeFore, Arthur Kennedy. (June)

y'S (F) TULSA—Wanger-Fagle Lion: Rowdy, oil

saga in which Susan Hayward is up to her pretty neck
in derricks and suitors. There's Robert Preston, Pedro
Armendariz and Lloyd Gough. (June)

1/ (F) UNDERCOVER MAN, THE — Columbia:
When Uncle Sam closes in on a big-shot racketeer

|

for income tax evasions, Glenn Ford is the agent as-
signed to the job. Nina Foch is his patient spouse.
A good game of hide-and-seek. (June)

(F) WE WERE STRANGERS—Columbia:
Savage, taut melodrama, starring Jennifer Jones and
John Garfield. With Pedro Armendariz, Gilbert Ro-
land and David Bond. (May)

(F) WINDOW, THE—RKO : An edge-of-the-
>eat thriller about a lad whose tall tales got him into
trouble. With Bobby Driscoll, Arthur Kennedy, Paul
Stewart, Barbara Hale, Ruth Roman. (June)

(F) YOUNGER BROTHERS, THE—Warners

:

Here’s a rip-snortin’ Western about four brothers—
Wayne Morris, Bruce Bennett, Robert Hutton and
Janies Brown—who yearn to turn from banditry to
farming if folks will only let them. With Janis Paige,
Geraldine Brooks. (June)

NOT A SOAP! NOT A LIQUID!

BUT KAY DAUMIT'S RICH LATHERING
CREAM SHAMPOO WITH LANOLIN

for Soft, Shimmering
Glamorous Hair

No other shampoo gives you the same
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!

j
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Yes, tonight
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1
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ing shampoo lathers in hardest water. Leaves hai
j

fragrantly clean, shining, free of loose dandruff an
so soft, so manageable

!

Famous hairdressers use and recommend it fc
\

<

shimmering beauty in all “hair-dos” and permanent:
Beauty-wise women made it America’s favorite creat

shampoo. 1 ry Lustre-Creme! Ihe man in your life-

and you— will love the loveliness results in y
rour hail



Veto gives yon
Double Protection!

Your loveliness

is Doubly Safe

Off €$ectu*o
,. . . Veto guards your loveliness night and

day— safely protects your clothes and you. For Veto not only

neutralizes perspiration odor, it checks perspiration, too! Yes,

Veto gives you Double Protection! And Veto disappears instantly

to protect you from the moment you apply it!

. . . Always creamy and smooth, Veto is lovely
y

to use and keeps you lovely. And Veto is gentle, safe for normal

skin, safe for clothes. Doubly Safe! Veto alone contains

Durate

x

b
Colgate’s exclusive ingredient to make Veto safer.

Let Veto give your loveliness double protection!

Veto lusts and lasts from bath to bath!

I!V FRSKINE JOHNSON

WHEN he first started telling jokes from
the stage, Bob Hope was scared and hid

behind blackface. He thought that would
make the jokes funnier. But one night
he was late, didn’t have time to put on the
blackface and went out as is. The audience
laughed as it had never laughed before.

The theater manager told him: “Bob,
please don’t put on blackface again. You’ve
got a perfect face to make jokes with."

Hope never wore blackface again.
* * *

There’s one sure sign of true love in

Hollywood: When the girl adores the boy
from the top of his toupee to the bottoms
of his elevator shoes.

* * *

Jimmy Durante bet on a horse at Santa
Anita and the nag lost by inches. “What
that horse needed,” bragged an ex-jockey,
“was my riding.”

“What he needed,” corrected Durante.
“was my nose.”

* * *

Fibber McGee and Molly returned to

Hollywood from their ranch near Bakers-
field with the news that they lost their

hired man the hard way. He won a

scholarship to Harvard.
* * *

Talking about A1 Jolson, comedian
Danny Thomas cracked: “I understand he
has the greatest insurance policy ever
written. If he should die, they bury Larry
Parks.”

* * *

Things are so tough in Hollywood, Sabu
is wearing a paper towel around his head.

* * *

Since Hollywood’s production slump,
Ruth Hussey has been doing more stage

plays than films. Recently she heard that

M-G-M was re-releasing, “The Philadel-

phia Story,” in which she was featured.

Ruth told a friend: “You know, with my
luck, I probably won’t even be in it.”

* * *

Frank Sinatra occasionally can rib him-
self.

Someone once asked him if he was a

blood donor.
Frankie replied: “I’m not even a blood

owner.”
* * *

Talking about a big star who has had a

series of very bad pictures, Fannie Brice

quipped:
“He’s terribly conceited. He thinks he’s

the biggest flop in Hollywood.”
* * *

There’s a wonderful gag between Jack
Carson and Joan Crawford in “It’s a Great
Feeling.” Joan, playing herself in a quick
scene, gives Jack a tongue-lashing for

trying to wreck her life and then slaps him.

“Why did you do that?” asks Carson.

“Oh,” says Crawford, blankly, “I do that

in all my pictures.”



GREATEST CAVALCADE OF INTRIGUE,
SPECTACLE, ADVENTURE AND EXCITEMENT
YOU'VE EVER SEEN ON THE SCREEN I

EDWARD SMALL

’BLACK MAGIC'
STAKING

ORSON WELLES
NANCY GUILD
wm AKIM TAMIROFF . FRANK LATIMORE

VALENTINE CORTESE • MARGOT GRAHAM!
RASED ON ALEXANDRE DUMAS' ’CAGUOSTRO* from "M«moln of

«

Producod and Directed by GREGORY RATOFF • Scr««nploy by CHARLES BENNETT
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For lovely eyebrows . .

.
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Tweezers

grasp the tiniest

hairs firmly. .
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never slip.
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For lovely lips.

NayIon’s "Double Process”

lipstick. Its smoother texture
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color. Naylon lipstick
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Matching shades in Naylon

nail enamel, 600*
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for complete lip

INSIDE

STUFF

Time out for lunch: Bill

Lundigan and Jeanne

Crain co-star in much-

discussed film “Pinky”

(Continued from page 16) into their new
home, they noticed a woman with a small
boy by the hand, walking back and forth
before the house.

The small boy was pointing and talk-

ing excitedly.
That evening, as Richard went to get

into his car, the woman and the boy
passed again, only this time she stopped
and frankly stared at Richard.

“Oh, Mr. Widmark,” she explained, “do
excuse me for seeming curious. I couldn’t
be more embarrassed. I didn’t know it

was you who moved into this place.”
Richard looked puzzled. “You see, my

son here saw you move in and ran home
to tell his Daddy and me that a big
gangster had moved in right near us. I,

well, this is such a nice neighborhood,
I, well, frankly I,” she faltered and joined
Dick in a good laugh.

“I think maybe he sees too many
movies,” the mother said, leading her
charge away.

The “Pinky” Set: The “Pinky” set
which, due to its dynamic racial theme,
is kept closed most of the time, was a
lively one the day Cal sneaked in.

The scene called for Bill Lundigan to
drive up to the small home of Ethel
Waters and Jeanne Crain and alight from
his car. Ethel was to meet him at the
front door.

Director Elia Kazan called “Camera,”
the lights blazed, Bill sat out of sight in

his car awaiting his cue, but nowhere
in sight was Ethel.

Before the director could call “cut,”
there was a small commotion out of
camera range. To the astonishment of
everyone, Miss Waters suddenly leaped
from handsome Bill’s car and began a
tirade. “Young man, how dare you?”
she stormed. “The next time you ask a
young lady to go riding, I hope you’ll
behave like a gentleman. I’ve never been
so insulted . .

.” and on and on, she
ranted, until the entire company suddenly
caught on that this famous Negro actress
was doing a walk-home-from-a-ride take-
off. It took five minutes before the
laughter finally quieted down. Inciden-
tally, Miss Waters is a favorite with
everyone on the set.

Sight of the Month: It went by so fast,

and the sight was so unexpected, Cal
couldn’t believe his eyes. But before we
could shut our mouth, agape with dum-
foundedness, there it was again, tearing
around the publicity building at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox studios; Ann Sheridan,
astride a roaring motorcycle, with Cary
Grant snugly relaxed in the basket-seat.

It began in England, we learned, when
Ann and Cary rode the motorcycle for

a scene in “I (Continued on page 104)
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Looks are deceiving: Howard Duff’s expression could mean anything—but

those golden locks on Ava Gardner are for the picture duration only
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Musical mix-up: Ricardo Montalban finds he needs

more than a Latin line to reach Esther Williams

'S'S (F) Neptune’s Daughter

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer )

GUY, a girl and a bathing suit. Thus Keenan
Wynn explains the plot of this splashy musical.

There’s a bit more to it than that, however.
Esther Williams is alluring one moment, haughty

the next, as Wynn’s business partner. Ricardo

Montalban is a visiting South American wolf, who
plays polo almost as expertly as he makes love.

Esther thinks he is dating her scatter-brained

sister, Betty Garrett. But Betty is busy chasing

woman-shy Red Skelton, if you can picture it!

With Betty’s help, Skelton has ample opportu-
nity to put over his slapstick humor. Their bur-
lesque of “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” is a riot. Xaviei

Cugat lends a Latin flavor.

Your Reviewer Says: A fun-filled musical.

^ (F) Reign of Terror
(Wanger-Eagle Lion)

T
HIS historical romance of revolutionary France
is rousing film fare with an intricate plot.

Robert Cummings dons cloak and sword for his

role of the reckless young patriot, who risks life

and limb to save his country and the woman he
loves. Pretty Arlene Dahl, as Bob’s lady love and
fellow-conspirator, handles her role well. As the

cruel, hateful Robespierre, Richard Basehart barks
orders and looks grim. Richard Hart credibly plays

a Frenchman who allies himself with Cummings
against Basehart. The standout performance is

delivered by Arnold Moss as the rascally head of

the secret police.

Your Reviewer Says: French-flavored spy story.

Romance prohibited : Alan Ladd and Betty Field

learn that bootleggers and blue bloods don’t mix

v'v'

(F) The Great Gatsby (Paramount)

T
HE Prohibition Era, so graphically depicted in

F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, serves as the back-

ground for an intriguing movie with Alan Ladd
as the colorful Gatsby.

A rags-to-riches guy, Ladd settles down to en-

joy his fortune made in bootlegging. First, he buys
a palatial home on Long Island, then cultivates the

acquaintance of socialite Macdonald Carey with

the idea of renewing an old romance with Carey’s

cousin, Betty Field. Ten years previously, Alan
and Betty were engaged to each other but Betty

jilted Ladd for wealthy playboy Barry Sullivan.

It’s an interest-filled drama with a notable cast,

including Howard da Silva, Shelley Winters, Ruth
Hussey, Henry Hull.

Your Reviewer Says: An arresting picture.

Shadow
By Elsa Branden

Outstanding t'V Very good ^ Good

F—For the whole family A—For adults

f
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High stakes: Robert Preston, Barbara Stanwyck* Ste-

phen McNally in grim story of the gambling tables

Love goes to bat: The team gets the pennant and

Jean Peters, the diamond, when Ray Milland pitches

^ (A) The Lady Gambles
(Universal-International)

^ (F) It Happens Every Spring
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

B
ARBARA STANWYCK turns in a terrifyingly

real characterization of an emotionally tin-

stable female, so badly bitten by the gambling bug
that nothing can stop her on the downward path.

Not even the loving sympathy of her writer-

husband, Robert Preston. Stephen McNally, a

cynical gambler, encourages her mad obsession.

According to Preston, it’s all the fault of her

neurotic sister, Edith Barrett, who has given Bar-
bara a guilt complex.

Preston is kindness and patience itself. As for

McNally, he’s so loaded with looks and person-
ality, that his popularity is due for a decided rise.

It’s a sordid, fast-paced film acted to the hilt.

Your Reviewer Says: Portrait of a lost lady.

Stage
For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 10

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 28

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 18

1IOW it’s Ray Milland who takes to baggy plus-

11 fours for some extra-fancy pitching. Ray is a

chemistry teacher who brings culture and a dash
of glamour to the diamond. How does he win game
after game? That’s Ray’s top secret in which
chemistry plays an important part.

As his charming young sweetheart, Jean Peters

gets right into the spirit of this screwball comedy,
rooting for Ray for all she’s worth. Paul Douglas
(“A Letter to Three Wives”) is fine as Milland’s

amusing side-kick. There’s good teamwork all

around with Ray Collins as Jean’s college presi-

dent-father, Jessie Royce Landis as her worried
mother, and Ed Begley as a ball club owner.

Your Reviewer Says: Bebop baseball.

^ (F) The Blue Lagoon (Rank-UI)

II/HAT could be more romantic than to be cast

|| away on an island paradise with the one you
love? That’s the delightful predicament in which
Jean Simmons and Donald Houston find them-
selves in this original picturesque film.

When Jean and Donald first land on a remote
island in the Pacific, along with sailor Noel Pur-
cell, they are mere youngsters who know little

about life, still less of love. But, in time, dark-
eyed Jean grows into glorious womanhood. Blond,

blue-eyed Donald matures into a veritable Greek
god. Their sailor-friend has met an untimely

death, leaving them to shift for themselves. Al-

ways, there’s the hope of rescue and curiosity

about the outside world.

Your Reviewer Says: A thrill-packed romance.
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Shadow Stage

Tampax is discretion itself at swimming
time. Because this remarkable monthly sani-

tary protection has no outside pad . . .Give

this one fact your full consideration

—

and you’ll realize that Tampax can be
trusted in the water and out of the water

with your bathing suit wet or dry. So
get Tampax for the next occasion and
enjoy those additional "stolen” swims!

Made of highly absorbent surgical

cotton, Tampax is worn internally and
comes in efficient easy-to-use applica-

tors. When in place it is not only invisible

but unfelt. No chafing is possible. No
edge-lines can show under soft summer
dresses. No odor can form. Changing is

quick and disposal no trouble at all.

This Tampax was invented by a doctor

and is by no means intended as an
occasional convenience. It meets the

demands of this special hygi-

enic need every month of the

year. Millions now use it. Sold

at drug and notion counters in

3 absorbencies (Regular, Super,

Junior). Average month’s supply slips

into purse; economy box holds 4 months’
average supply. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR
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v'v' (F) Come to the Stable
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

I

N THIS inspirational picture, Loretta
Young plays the role of Sister Margaret,

whose life is devoted to work and prayer.
Loretta blends noble purpose with sweet

serenity and gentle humor. She has a fine

co-worker in Sister Celeste Holm. Arriv-
ing from France, where they spent the war
years, the two nuns descend upon the New
England town of Bethlehem. There they
visit artist Elsa Lanchester, whose stable
has been converted into a studio. The
Sisters’ plan to build a children’s hospital
nearby seems impossible without financial
support, but theirs is the faith that moves
mountains. Upon learning that big-time
gambler Thomas Gomez owns the land
needed, they beard him in his lair, then
proceed to win over Hugh Marlowe, a
worldly young composer.
A splendid cast includes Dorothy Patrick

and Dewey Wilson.

Your Reviewer Says: Warm, human, unique.

14/ (F) The Girl from Jones Beach
(Warners)

S
TRICTLY a hot weather romance, this is

light in substance and long on laughs.
It’s chock-full of high spirits with Ronald
Reagan, Virginia Mayo and Eddie Bracken.

Virginia is a school teacher who could
easily double as a bathing beauty. Artist
Reagan thinks so and he is an expert on
feminine pulchritude. His “Randolph Girl”
has become famous but nobody has ever
met the mysterious creature. Accordingly,
when agent Eddie Bracken tries to pro-
mote a deal to put this gorgeous gal on a
television show, Reagan is forced to admit
she’s a dozen different models rolled into

one. Then the boys spot Virginia at Jones
Beach and drool over her charms. Since
Virginia fancies herself as the intellectual

type, it’s up to Ronnie to figure out a dif-

ferent approach.

Your Reviewer Says: Nifty nonsense.

^ (F) Susanna Pass (Republic)

R
OY ROGERS is in top form in this

prairie picture of crooks and killers.

This time, Roy is a game warden who
pinch-hits for the sheriff when he is laid

up in the hospital. Desperado Douglas
Fowley, in an attempt to steal valuable
oil wells, dynamites a certain lake which
serves as a fish hatchery. The owner’s
brother is in on the conspiracy to acquire
the property and it’s Roy’s job to put a de-
cided crimp into their dastardly plans.

The tempo is swift, the cowboy ballads
pleasing and, here’s good news, Dale Evans
is back at Roy’s side where she belongs.

Your Reviewer Says: Roy mows ’em down.

V (F) The Forbidden Street

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

T
WO men capture Maureen O’Hara’s
heart in this Victorian romance, and they

are both Dana Andrews.
Maureen goes for the same type twice.

Her first love is her drawing teacher, an
artistic weakling born to break a woman’s
heart. Her second is also a charming ne’er-

do-well, but the difference is that he loves

and understands Maureen enough to make
the grade. It’s an entertaining story.

Dana and Maureen make a very hand-
some couple. In the role of a repulsive,

blackmailing old hag, Dame Sybil Thorn-
dike is a character right out of Dickens.

Your Reviewer Says: Romantic is the word!

^ (F) Colorado Territory
(Warners)

H
ERE’S a swift-moving, suspenseful ac-
tion film in which Joel McCrea is a big,

bold bandit with a price on his head.
Two women figure in Joel’s life—Vir-

ginia Mayo, ex-dance hall gal eager to for-
get her wicked past, and Dorothy Malone
whom McCrea rescues from a stagecoach
holdup along with her grateful father,
Henry Hull. Planning one last job, Joel
proceeds to a deserted mountain village
where he meets James Mitchell and John
Archer, a pair of double-crossing outlaws.
McCrea is convincing as a bad man with

good instincts. Mayo turns in a laudable
performance as the frontier female.

Your Reviewer Says: Fast, exciting thriller.

(F) Law of the Golden West
(Republic)

T
HE early exploits of William F. Cody,
better known as “Buffalo Bill,” are un-

folded to the accompaniment of blazing
guns and galloping hoofs. In the leading
role, Monte Hale is a right cool customer.
John Holland is his adversary.
Out to get the man who murdered his

father, Hale sees to it that he is taken into
the gang. Then, with Paul Hurst’s help, he
proceeds to outwit Holland and his strong-
arm lieutenant, Roy Barcroft.
The action takes place in Kansas against

the background of the Civil War. It’s

more hysterical, however, than historical.

Your Reviewer Says: Buffalo Bill rides again.

'S (F) Stampede (Allied Artists)

R
ANGY Rod Cameron runs into all kinds
of trouble in this outdoor drama.

Rod and his fun-loving brother, Don
Castle, own an Arizona cattle ranch on
which there’s a dam. Crooked Donald
Curtis and John Eldridge have sold land
to a group of settlers, among them high-
spirited Gale Storm and her father. With-
out water the land is worthless, but Cam-
eron refuses to heed their pleas and threats.
Fearing reprisals from the settlers, Curtis
concocts a desperate plot to blow up the
dam and stampede Rod’s cattle.

It’s a better-than-average Western with
time out for a bit of romancing. A capable
cast includes Johnny Mack Brown.

Your Reviewer Says: Plumb full of action.

^ (F) The Beautiful Blonde
from Bashful Bend

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

A
MERICA’S favorite pin-up girl, Betty
Grable, has the rowdiest role of her

movie-crowded career in this parody on
the Wild West. It’s a lusty, gusty farce.

Having learned how to handle a gun at

her grandpappy’s knee, Betty grows up to

be a regular Annie Oakley, only prettier.

Every time she loses her temper, some-
body gets hurt. Betty, boiling over when
her philandering boy friend, Cesar Romero,
makes sheep’s eyes at another gal, aims to

plug them both. Judge Porter Hall, how-
ever, keeps getting in the way. With her
cute Mexican girl friend, Olga San Juan,
Betty flees town, posing as a teacher.

Betty merely sings one song in this

horseless horse opera—unless, of course,

you count the brief duet she warbles with
Rudy Vallee. Rudy’s role is that of Betty’s

small-town suitor.

Your Reviewer Says: Grable plays rough.
(Continued on page 28 )



In one terrifying moment she realized

what she had done . . . yet it was too late

to turn back. . .TOO LATE FOR TEARS!

That s to

remind you
you’re in

a tough

racket now.

he said.

HUNT STROMBERG
presents

UZABETH SCOTT • DON DE FORE • DAN DURYEA
inmm late stm teams

with

Arthur Kennedy • Kristine Miller • Barry Kelley

Screenplay by Roy Huggins

Produced by HUNT STROMBERG • Directed by BYRON HASKIN

Released thru United Artists

From the shock-packed pages of Roy Huggins' Saturday Evening Post serial story that electrified twelve million readers! P
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ARDINE

HORTIE

Patch pockets and a smart long collar make this

a shortie you will wear with everything from
slacks to evening clothes. Wear it with skirt to

match or with contrasting color skirt. At this

very low price you should buy more than one
and mix your colors for different outfits. Of fine

crease-resistant Cohama rayon gabardine it's

truly a sensational value.

Sizes 12 to 42... 3.98 • Sizes 44 to 48 ... 4.98

GABARDINE SKIRT
Crease-resistant Cohama rayon gabar- OQS
dine pencil slim skirt, with side slits,

at the amazing low price of only 2.98.

Sizes 12 to 42... 2.98 • Sizes 44 to 48 .. .3.98

GABARDINE SLACKS
Expertly tailored for fit and comfort. 408
Wear them with your jacket or without. X
Sizes 12-42. ..2.98 • Sizes 44-48. ..3.98

e e SEND NO MONEY-WE MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT e e

BONNIE GAYE, Inc. Dept. 1775
1051 S. La Brea Ave., tos Angeles 35, Calif.

Rush the following. I'll pay postman the

total amount due plus C.O.D. postage with the

understanding I may return, in 10 days for full

refund if not satisfied. Colors: Winter White,

Black, Kelly, Aqua, Grey. Beige.

How Many Size 1st Color Choice 2nd Color Choice

Shortie

Skirt

Slacks

Send money with order—we pay postace charges

Name
Address

City

Zone. State.

(Continued from page 26)

(F) Red Stallion of the Rockies
(Eagle Lion)

WHAT excitement there is in this West-
ern is provided by the horses.
Dynamite—a horse who steals all the

farmer’s mares and is the terror of the
Rockies—turns out to be a circus critter
on the loose. It’s up to Arthur Franz and
Wallace Ford, unemployed circus folk, to
catch Dynamite before scoundrelly Jim
Davis shoots him for the reward money.
There’s a heap of wrangling between Davis
and his stern uncle, Ray Collins, also a
mild love story between Collins’ grand-
daughter, Jean Heather, and Franz.

Your Reviewer Says: Pretty tame.

k' (F) Africa Screams
(Nassour-UA)

A
BBOTT and Costello bring bedlam to the
jungle. Their antics will put your

funnybone right out of joint.

Scared as he is of a mere kitten, Africa
is the last place Costello wants to visit.

But his pal Abbott engineers things so they
are taken along on an expedition headed
by Hillary Brooke. Bud convinces Hil-
lary that Lou is an expert on Africa and
will lead her to a certain treasure trove in
exchange for a tidy sum. Hillary’s two
husky bodyguards, prizefighter Max Baer
and brother Buddy, are on hand to keep
Abbott and Costello in line. Between the
muscle men and the wild beasts, the boys
succumb to a severe case of jungle jitters.

Your Reviewer Says: Chills and chuckles.

(F) Roughshod (RKO)

G
IVEN half a chance, personable Robert
Sterling and sultry Gloria Grahame

could go places Not, however, in this static

Western which stumbles along in half-
hearted fashion. John Ireland and Jeff

Corey are also wasted, but Claude Jarman
Jr. does better as Sterling’s brother.

Gloria and her dance-hall girl friends,
Myrna Dell, Jeff Donnell and Martha Hyer,
have been run out of a Nevada town and
are stranded on the road. Begrudgingly,
Sterling gives them a lift. He wants no
truck with women, but Gloria has what it

takes to make him change his mind. Mean-
while, escaped convict Ireland and his jail-

bird buddies are prowling the countryside.
Sooner or later there is bound to be a
showdown.

Your Reviewer Says: Run-of-the-range.

k' (F) Calamity Jane and Sam Bass

( Universal-International

)

Y
VONNE DeCARLO, as the notorious
girl bandit, handles horse and gun with

greater agility than she handles Howard
Duff. But then, pretty Dorothy Hart saw
Howard first. As if that doesn’t put Duff
in enough of a spot, he has the stalwart
sheriff gunning for him for a little matter
of murder and theft. Dorothy loyally re-
fuses to believe her man guilty; Yvonne
doesn’t care one way or another so long as

Howard lets her stick around.
There’s plenty of fast riding with Duff

demonstrating, in Technicolor, that he has
a way with horses as well as women.

Your Reviewer Says: Double-barrelled ac-
tion.

^ (F) Sand
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

M
ANY a movie has shown how a wild
horse becomes tame. This one reveals

how a tame horse turns wild. His name is

Jubilee and he’s a valuable show horse
owned by Mark Stevens.
The tram, in which Mark and his stal-

lion are crossing the desert to California,
catches fire and the panic-stricken animal
dashes out of the car into the Colorado
countryside. Jubilee’s subsequent adven-
tures with man and beast transform him
into a savage killer. Rory Calhoun, fore- j

man at Coleen Gray’s ranch, is all for
shooting the horse on sight, but Stevens
offers him a handsome reward to bring
him in alive. Coleen proves helpful and,
being a good judge of men as well as
horses, she falls in love with Mark.

Your Reviewer Says: Saga of a problem
horse.

k' (F) The Great Dan Patch
(Frank-UA)

I
N the annals of harness racing, Dan
Patch was the greatest horse of them all.

This is his story, a tale in which speed and
sentiment are neatly blended.
Dennis O’Keefe falls heir to the horse

when his father Henry Hull is carried off
by a heart attack. Having prospered in the
city, Dennis builds a track and hires
trainer John Hoyt and his daughter Gail
Russell to look after Dan Patch. Gail secret-
ly worships Dennis and suffers the pangs
of unrequited love when Dennis weds
snooty, socially ambitious Ruth Warrick.
Dan Patch, meanwhile, keeps winning
more and more races.
Among supporting players, Charlotte

Greenwood and Arthur Hunnicutt give a
good account of themselves.

Your Reviewer Says: Homespun and horsey.

k' (F) Against the Wind
(Rank-Eagle Lion)

S
ABOTAGE is the subject of a sprawling,
complex war story from overseas.
Among the main characters are an at-

tractive young Belgian girl, Simone Sig-
noret; a Catholic priest from Montreal,
Robert Beatty; a cynical adventurer, Jack
Warner. Also Gordon Jackson, a person-
able young Scot in love with Simone; Paul
Dupuis, a patriotic Frenchman, and John
Slater, a middle-aged fugitive from a
concentration camp. On orders from their
superior in London, they set out to rescue
a fellow-conspirator, Peter Illing, who has
been seized in occupied Belgium. Just why
it’s so important to save Illing is never
made entirely clear.

It’s an ably acted, provocative picture.

Your Reviewer Says: British brain-teaser.

Best Pictures of the Month
The Blue Lagoon

Colorado Territory

Come to the Stable

Best Performances of the Month
Loretta Young, Celeste Holm,

Hugh Marlowe, Elsa Lanchester
in "Come to the Stable”

Dana Andrews, Dame Sybil Thorndike
in "The Forbidden Street”

Ronald Reagan, Virginia Mayo,
Eddie Bracken

in "The Girl from Jones Beach”

Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Preston,

Stephen McNally in "The Lady Gambles”

Arnold Moss in "Reign of Terror"
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The great stage

success brought

excitingly to

the screen

Screen Play by Philip Yordan and Arthur Laurents Based upon the play, “Anna Lucasta", by Philip Yordan

A SECURITY PICTURES PRODUCTION • Directed by IRVING RAPPER • Produced by PHILIP YORDAN r
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. if your me.
0 LOOKS L\Ke THIS

WHEK IT SHOULD LOOK
L\KB THIS

don’t use f/reasy

pomades, brittle lacquer
or stickjp hair oil. .

.

Your beautician will tell you there's nothing else

like Suave to make hair miraculously obedient . .

.

whisper-soft, kissable . . . starry-bright . . . Keeps

every tress perfectly in place, and safe from

parching sunlight. Rinses out instantly. It’s the

amazing, new cosmetic for hair that outsells ALL
women’s hairdressings! Greaseless — not a hair oil.

No alcohol ! For the whole family. At beauty

shops, drug and department stores. SOc and •'SI

Thv rosnmtir
for hair"

r

CwTtlo Suave

PLATTER

By Joe Martin

YES, SIR, THAT’S MY BABY: Bud-
dy Clark is bound to have a hit disc

with "Look at Me”—it’s on the back
of "Everytime I Meet You.” Art
Lund’s version of "Look at Me” is

backed by "It Happens Every Spring,”

the title song of the film (M-G-M).

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER-
TIME: Judy Garland truly gets the

opportunity to prove her capabilities

as a recording artist in a two-record
album folder of four songs from this

film. This is another in the M-G-M
series of "sound track” records.

SORROWFUL JONES: Both Dinah
Shore and Benny Goodman have re-

corded "Havin’ a Wonderful Wish
(Time You Were Here).” Dinah’s Co-
lumbia record is a vocal standout.

Benny’s Capitol disc features some ex-

cellent background accompaniment.

MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM:
Nine-year-old Toni Harper has re-

corded "Miss In-between Blues” (Co-

lumbia). It’s amazing for such a

youthful singer. "Bippity Bebop

Pony” on the reverse is even better.

THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM
BASF1FUL BEND: The title song has

been recorded by Tex Beneke (RCA
Victor), Two-Ton Baker (Mercury),

Art Lund (M-G-M), and The Mod-
ernaires (Columbia). "Everytime I

Meet You” is well represented on discs

bv Art Lund, Buddy Clark, Margaret

Whiting, Perry Como, Dick Haymes.

DANNY KAYE: The irrepressible

comedian does very well by two tunes

from the irresistible "South Pacific.”

"Honey Bun” and "There’s Nothing

Like a Dame” are loaded with fun and

Danny Kaye mannerisms (Decca).

CHATTER: Even if you don’t re-

member the motion picture "Melody

for Two” you’ll remember a song

called "September in the Rain.” The

newest version of the song is bebop,

but musicianly. It’s by the George

Shearing quintet on M-G-M records

. . . It won’t be long before Eddy

Arnold will be seen in Columbia pic-

tures . . . The dead-panned come-

dienne Virginia O’Brien will make lots

of people happy with her Decca disc

of "A Bird in a Gilded Cage” and "In

a Little Spanish Town.”



WIN
*6000\nd SONGWRITER FAME

•Advances against contract royalt

in CAPITOL RECORDS conust!

mm ORIGINAL IVONPS

ro New MLOdtes $y
TNiSi TON COMPOSiNS

JOHNNY MERCER
co-composer of “That Old Black Magic". . .“Blues in the Night"

JIMMY McHUGH
co-composer of “I'm in the Mood for Love". . .“Don't Blame Me''

ISHAM JONES
co-composer of “I'll See You in My Dreams".. .“It Had to Be You

"

RAY NOBLE
co-composer of “The Very Thought of You". . .“Goodnight, Sweetheart rf

LIVINGSTON & EVANS
composers of “To Bach His Own’’. . .“Buttons and Bows

"

PAUL WESTON
Co-composer of “I Should Care’’. . .“Day by Day

"

TNiNxoor in
YOU ... writing the words to the melodies of internationally famous com-
posers who have made many thousands pf dollars with their music.

Here’s what you may win: For each winning lyric, you will be offered a

regular songwriter contract (SPA form)— and $1000 cash advance against

contract royalties. (Winning songs will be recorded by famed Capitol

artists and sold nationally!) You stand to make many times more than

$1000, if the songs become hits. (Remember, it's possible for you to win
more than one prize . . . even all six!

)

PIUS the fact that as a co-writer with one of America’s greatest popular
composers you’ll have made a big step to fame and fortune in a business

where the rewards are great.

I
lever

Befr*
A

like

1his !

Here’s your big chance to "team up”

with Hollywood's top tunesmiths . .

.

become a recognized songwriter.

Hear the music... get your official

"Songs Without Words” contest

entry blanks today, at your favorite

record store. NO FEE TO PAY!

GO THIS... NOW!
• Capitol’s new “Songs Without Words" album and Official Entry Blanks are available

July J , 1949, at your nearest record dealer.

• Write your own original lyrics to the melodies. AII six are simple , singable tunes

composed especially for this contest by the famous songwriters listed.

$ Write lyrics for only one, or for all six songs. Each lyric will be judged on its

individual merits.

• Be sure So submit each song-entry on a separate official “Songs Without Words"
contest entry blank .

• All entries will be judged by the Contest Division of Reuben H. Donnelly Corp. in

cooperation with the composers of the six melodies and two top lyric writers.

DON’T PUT IT OFF, GET STARTED TODAY. You have as
good a chance as anyone to win this contest with a
future! For full details get your Official Entry Blank

!

FIRST WITH THE HITS FROM HOLLYWOOD

ATTiNTtON!
This contest—sponsored by CAPITOL, one of

America’s largest record producers— should not

be confused with the dozens of "school offers”

to make you" "a songwriter overnight!’ Capitol

expects to uncover new talent. Remember, it

costs you nothing to enter!

See Your

Record Dealer Today J



There he was . . . that wonderful

boy she met last night at the hotel

dance! Suzanne uncorked her most
glamorous smile, batted her most lus-

cious lashes. No recognition. She waved
her shapeliest arm, "yoo-hoo-ed” her

most musical ''yoo-hoo.” No response.

All of a sudden it dawned on her that

he was deliberately giving her the air. .

.

and was itfrigid! She hadn’t the foggiest

notion why he should snub her so.

Your breath may be beyond suspi-

cion most of the time. And then, when
you want to be at your best, you can be

guilty of halitosis (unpleasant breath)

. . . without realizing it.

You Can't Always Tell

If you’re smart, you won’t fail to guard
against offending this way. You’ll use

Listerine Antiseptic, the extra-careful

precaution that so many rely on.

Listerine Antiseptic is no mere make-
shift of momentary effectiveness. Its

wonderful cleansing, freshening effect

is a continuing effect . . . helps keep the

breath sweet and agreeable . . . not for

seconds . . . not for minutes . . . but

for hours, usually!

Never Omit It

Get in the habit of using Listerine An-
tiseptic night and morning and never,

never omit it before any date where you
want to be at your best.

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial fer-

mentation of tiny food particles clinging

to mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic

quickly halts such fermentation, then

overcomes the odors fermentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Before any date . . . LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC the extra-careful precaution against Bad Breath

p

VACATIONING? Take Listerine Antiseptic along—Because of safe germi-

cidal action, it is an efficient first-aid in cases. of minor cuts, scratches and abrasions. By

the way, it helps take the sting out of mosquito bites.
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Acting is a habit she can't break: Judy made rare ap-

pearance at night club recently with agent Carlton Alsop

REPORT ON JUDY
BY VIRGINIA PAYNE

In this intimate story about Judy Garland, a secretary

transcribes the answers to all the questions that began

again when Judy lost her role in “Annie Get Your Gun”

W
HAT’S wrong with Judy Garland?
Now that she has been let out of

“Annie Get Your Gun” and it has

been reported that she is a patient at The
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston for

observation and, possibly, psychiatric

treatment, that question, more than ever,

is on everyone’s lips.

I think I know the answer. I have
known Judy for many years. During the

last year when I worked with her as her

secretary, I lived in her house with her

most of the time. I dined with her and
Vincente, accompanied her to the studio,

shopped with her and went with her on a

vacation to Palm Springs. I have been, I

think, as close to Judy as anyone could

be. In fact, she has said, more than once,

“I’ve never known anyone who under-

stands me as well as you do.”

So, justifiably, I feel I know more about

Judy, her troubles and what causes them
than most people. Many of her difficul-

ties, no doubt about it, stem from the

fact that she is, in some ways, a rather

spoiled young lady. Another thing,

right now Judy is tired. For twenty-

three of her twenty-seven years she has

worked hard, carried tremendous respon-

sibility. She is ( Continued on page 98)
p
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Then: Margarita Cansino, age 12

Now: Margarita, Princess Aly Khan,

wife of an Indian prince

I SAW RITA

BY LOUEILA 0. PARSONS

But she saw more than that. For she saw

Rita as she is today, the fabulous life that is

now hers, the obstacles that must lie ahead

N
EVER was there a more exciting assignment than mine—
to see the wedding of Rita Hayworth and Prince Aly Khan,
as their guest as well as a reporter. As I flew over

the Atlantic, I kept reviewing the fabulous love story of

the Spanish dancer who grew up to be a motion picture

star and marry one of the richest young men in the world.

I thought I knew how luxurious her new life would be. But
when, a few hours after my arrival at the Carlton Hotel

in Cannes, Rita and Prince Aly called to take me to their

now famous Chateau de l’Horizon—I realized I hadn’t even

begun to visualize the luxury of Rita’s new life.

However, whether she will be happy I am not certain.

For Rebecca Welles, on lap of Aly’s former stepmother, the Prin-

cess Khan, the attentions of new stepbrother, Prince Karim
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HAYWORTH MARRY ALY KHAN

Prince Aly and Rita in the sumptuous Italian car he gave her before their celebrated marriage

Can any American girl, much less one as

spoiled as Rita has been, adjust to any such

existence as she has set for herself? This I

know—it isn’t going to be easy. Her Prince,

who is most fastidious, will be no lenient

American husband. Rita will have to dress to

perfection when she appears in public with

him. And she will have to hold her own with

his European friends, who chatter in French,

are at home all over the world and have the

advantage of leisured Continental backgrounds.

The wedding itself in the little town of

Vallauris was, in spite of the crowds and fan-

fare, most charming. Rita looked very lovely

in her blue dress and big blue hat. And she

did not appear unduly nervous. Neither did

Prince Aly. But Paul Derigon, Communist
Mayor of Vallauris, who performed the cere-

mony, was nervous indeed. No wonder! Not

only were the bride and groom important peo-

ple—so were the guests. It was a colorful scene

with the Ismaili women wearing nose diamonds

and beautiful rich saris. The Ismaili men, curi-

ously, wore business suits; but carried hand-

some gold turbans.

After the ceremony Rita gave her two step-

sons a kiss, American style. Her daughter

Rebecca did not attend (Continued on page 91)



Ginger and her husband Jack Briggs consult the dictionary for new words for “The

Game.” Both avid readers. Ginger doesn’t share her

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

Chiffons and Texas tamales; ex-

otic perfumes and waterproof fish-

ing pants; hilltop hostess and blue-

jeaned ranch wife—that’s Ginger,

a woman of exciting extremes

husband’s liking for comics

L
AST July, Ginger Rogers was on her ranch, repairing

her fishing tackle. She was about to go trout fishing

on the Rogue River. The phone rang. It was pro-

ducer Arthur Freed. “We have just the script for you,”

he said. He explained then that Judy Garland’s fatigue

had necessitated her stepping out of “The Barkleys of

Broadway” and they wanted Ginger to take her place

with Fred Astaire.

“Send me the script,” suggested Ginger.

“We already have,” he said.

The script, it developed, was enroute on a plane to

Medford, Oregon, forty miles from her ranch. Ginger

had the plane met, read the script, and with her cus-

tomary quick decision, wired her okay. Two days later,

she was rehearsing on an M-G-M dance stage.

Welcome news, this, to a public who had long felt

as Ginger’s milkman did. He left a scribbled note in a

bottle on her porch reading, “Miss Rogers, it isn’t any

of my business. But when are you and Mr. Astaire going

to dance together again?” (Continued on page 77)

Spunk and spice; Ginger Rogers

of “The Barkleys of Broadway”

Apger

P
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As Lauren Bacall, she was just a blonde beginner. As Mrs. Hum-

phrey Bogart, she’s a lady with drive and an English butler!

Marriage to William Dozier revealed Joan

Fontaine in a new—and more sociable light

Bette Davis’s strong nature can’t upset husband William

Grant Sherry, who knows how to take it in his stride

IS THERE A MAN

BY SUEILAH GRAHAM

Some unexpected stories about some

Hollywood ladies who changed more

than their names when they promised

to “love, honor—and obey!'
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Marriage worked a publicity miracle in Mrs. John Swope who,

as Dorothy McGuire, kept her private life very much to herself

Esther Williams’s future career may soon

rest on husband Ben Gage’s decisions!

M
EN and women don’t change because they’re

married—so the old saying goes. But we don’t

believe it. The change in the Hollywood girls

when they become wives is often sensational.

The most amazing metamorphosis of all, during

my time in Hollywood, transformed the competent,

headstrong bachelor Olivia de Havilland into the

“Yes, dear, you know best” Mrs. Marcus Goodrich.

Before the Goodrich impact on the de Havilland

personality, she was easy going, wrote poetry,

tramped for miles in the Hollywood Hills and took

more than an interest in politics and problems of

the day. She smoked a lot, ate a lot, talked a lot

and was invited to all parties. She was a strong

character, but very warm with a wide circle of

friends.

Came the day of her “I do” (Cont’d on page 74)

Headstrong bachelor girl Olivia de Havilland has no

place in the present-day life of Mrs. Marcus Goodrich

!

IN THE HOUSE?
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Arlene Dahl: Titian hair, a cameo complexion and provocative

figure—all this and talent, too. Zooming in “Scene of the Crime”

Rossano Brazzi: Miscast in “Little Women,” he’s on his own now.

Has that continental charm which so often wins American favor

John Derek: In “All the King’s Men.” A lad with Barbara Lawrence: Why gentlemen prefer blondes is obvious here,

his looks hasn’t passed this way since Ty Power But her breeziness, singing and dancing rates with girls, too
40



Douglas Dick: Menace or mouse—he’s compelling. Bad breaks

slowed him. He’ll start climbing again with “Home of the Brave”

Patricia Neal: Star status from her studio—but the public is

still in doubt. “The Fountainhead,” however, may turn the trick

Joan Evans: 15-year-old heroine of “Roseanna

McCoy.” Goldwyn find with a gilt-edged future

They’re leading entries in the star sweepstakes. But not all* will

be drawn. Your vote will put your favorite in a winning position

E
VERY year many new personalities appear on the screen.

Among them a happy few possess a dramatic force, a

physical attraction, something that causes them to stand

out and to be remembered. From this number, of course,

come the future stars.

Who will they be this year? Only you know. The produc-

ers who have faith in these new personalities will give them
increasingly important roles. But you, alone, will decide

whether or not their names belong in lights.

Last August we published our first “Choose Your Star” fea-
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Corinne Calvet: Freckled-faced French girl with exciting drive.

Makes her American debut as the enchantress of “Rope of Sand”

/tab

Gigi Perreau: Beguiling in “Roseanna McCoy.”

Candidate for throne Margaret O’Brien outgrew

Cyd Charisse: Beauty from the ballet. Wants to

act as well as dance. Goes dramatic in “Tension”

Ruth Roman: A study in contrasts, her sultry simplicity in

“Champion” won immediate critical acclaim and public approval

ture. When, without exception, your votes favored

those who today, twelve months later, are stars

—

Montgomery Clift, John Agar, Farley Granger,

Janet Leigh, Jean Peters, Wanda Hendrix and

Mona Freeman among others.

This last year has seen an unusual number
of unusually talented newcomers. Many among
them managed to score in comparatively un-

important parts. Others, like Betsy Drake, Pa-

tricia Neal, Lex Barker, Scott Brady, John Derek,

Audie Murphy and Paul Douglas made screen

bows in leading roles. Nevertheless, their future,
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David Brian : Masculinity plus—and his rugged appearance appeals

to all types. Has scored a sure-fire hit in “Flamingo Road”

too, remains uncertain until they have a nod of

approval from you.

So, once again, Photoplay’s editors urge you
to consider the outstanding newcomers presented

here, to vote for your favorites, to choose your

star.

Paramount

—

always hospitable to newcomers,

is putting its money and big plans on the

following:

Corinne Calvet: A French beauty of twenty-

three, with some mild French pictures behind

her. Her first American picture will be “Rope

Scott Brady: A former amateur boxer, he’s still shy about

sudden film success. Adds to his laurels in “Montana Belle”

Johnny Sands : Dreamboat of the young crowd.

No contract or role set after “Massacre River”

Paul Douglas : A late starter, he’s caught on fast.

“It Happens Every Spring” clinches career
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Cordon MacRae: “Silver Lining” will bring

further fame to this radio and recording star

•S
£

Jayne Meadows: Versatile with an unlimited range, she can afford

to he independent in choosing her parts. Actress of distinction

c

E
to

-i

c

£

Allene Roberts: Her elusive quality, delightful in

“Knock on Any Door,” makes her difficult to cast

Michael Kirby: Skater and actor, he made personal hit in dismal

“Countess of Monte Cristo.” Now all he needs is one good picture
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Stephen McNally: After endless B’s he changed

name and type to click in “A Lady Gambles”

You've read the story

You've seen them on the screen

WHAT IS YOUR VERDICT?
Vote for the actor and actress' you
think most likely to achieve stardom

and mail it to Photoplay, 205 E. 42 St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.

I choose:

I choose :

Actress

Your Name

Actor

• . . Age

Address

John Ireland: Dark, dynamic and a veteran performer. Stardom’s

around the corner for him after release of “All the King’s Men”

Betsy Drake: Off the beaten track as a personality and actress,

her first screen role brought mixed reactions. Next in “Bandwagon”

of Sand.” Sexy, with a stunning figure, excellent voice and

freckled face.

Nancy Olson: Made her debut in “Canadian Pacific.” Next
picture, “Sunset Boulevard.” Tall, collegiate type with great

intensity.

Wendell Corey: Current release, “The Accused.” Next pic-

ture, “Any Number Can Play.” Not a pretty boy, but a

terrific actor. “The Accused” really set him up. Hal Wallis,

his producer, just renewed his option and will probably pro-

mote him harder than ever.

John Bromfield: Current release, “Bitter Victory.” Next
picture, “Rope of Sand.” A fair actor, he is married to Corinne

Calvet. Has the disadvantage of looking too much like Burt

Lancaster.

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis: Their first picture, “My
Friend Irma.” Night club comedians, they are distinctive in

being both young and handsome. Martin possesses a fine

singing voice and Lewis, a mad, wacky humor. Might “go

too Hollywood.”

Paramount also has dropped some young players from the

contract list. Nevertheless, watch (Continued on page 93)

Patricia Medina: Bewitching British wife of

Richard Greene resolved to make it on her own



Wild animals at a birthday par-

ty! A fishing trip on a desert

sea ! But then, as Josh and Chris

Mitchum can tell you, wonder-

ful things have been happen-

ing since Dad came home

Minor mischiefs! Bob, on a between-pictures holiday, took Josh, Chris and wife Dorothy on a vacation jaunt to Las Vegas

and other points. Holiday high point was day on El Rancho Vegas cruiser, sunning, sightseeing and later, fishing



in time to give Josh a birthday surpriseThe Big StealOn the trunk line: Bob returned from Mexico and

L
IFE at the Mitchums’ is not what it used to be. They used to keep

open house. Now, even their old friends, respecting their new
attitude, arrive upon invitation only. Dorothy Mitchum refuses,

quietly but firmly, to talk for publication. And Bob, who previously

could be counted upon for copy so colorful that much of it could not

be used, and who was, consequently, the reporters’ delight, has a

new and surprising reserve.

Bob always had a great fondness for his sons. But in the past,

his attitude with them was pretty casual. Now he gives them most
of his leisure time. The day after Bob returned from Mexico, follow-

ing refreshments at home, he took Josh, Chris and a bus load of

their friends, to the circus farm, to celebrate Josh’s birthday. And
the next day, the whole family took off for a trip at Lake Mead.
Josh and Chris have good reason to rate their new life with

father as extra special.

Chris, second left, waits for Josh to blow! Cir-

cus party began with refreshments at home
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MAN IN TOWN

Y
OU’D think, to look

at him, that he was
most elegant and fas-

tidious. And he is.

You’d think, to look at

him, that he was most

critical and superior, al-

most supercilious. And
he isn’t. He’s the friend-

liest man in town. It’s

Mr. Belvedere I’m talk-

ing about, otherwise

Clifton Webb, a fifty-

two-year-old bachelor,

who adores his mother

above any other woman
in the world; with rea-

son, I admit. For May-
belle Webb is as witty

as she is wise.

Danced to fame Clifton first came to

fame as a dancer ex-

traordinary. Season after season, he

charmed Broadway where he appeared

in gay, sophisticated musical comedies.

These days, however, it’s a rare occasion

when Clifton dances. “Mousie,” Bill Pow-
ell’s wife, likes to tell about the night

Clifton danced to juke box music at one

of the Palm Springs cafes. “Mousie,” who
is too young to remember the days when
Clifton’s dancing was the rage of Paris

and New York and a couple of dozen

other cities, says, bewildered, “But he

was sensational! Everybody stopped

whatever they were doing to watch him.”

Clifton, talking of this same evening,

says, “I don’t know what happened to

me. But when ‘Mousie’ arrived with

about five million dollars worth of quar-

ters and the music started, well, I started,

too. I’m not likely to perform in public

like that. But I suspect it is just as well

it all happened. That evening convinced

me it was a good thing the picture in

in which I was to dance was called off.

“I strongly ( Continued on page 72)

He looks like a well-bred icicle. But that’s just a

pose for pictures. Once you know him, you’ll be

caught—in the Webb charm

Ornitz

With his mother Maybelle—still the greatest thing in his life

ELSA MAXWELL
famous party giver

and columnist
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BY VIRGINIA MACPHERSON

W
E can remember the time, and it wasn’t

too many Technicolor epics ago, either,

when you weren’t anybody in this never-

never land of Hollywood, if you didn’t have

a swimming pool.

And the fancier it was, with gleaming tile

and underwater lighting and awninged ca-

banas lining the edge, the higher you had

soared in the Hollywood heavens.

Then, when practically everybody had a

swimming pool in their back yards, the rage

changed. It became chic to build a winter

home at Palm Springs—a tiny, palm-dotted

m

Glenn Ford, with son Peter, had the toughest time of all getting

television into his home-—but it wasn’t studio trouble with him!

Victor Mature made his appearance on the

television scene—with a new retail store
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the TV’s!
It depends on where you’re sitting in

Hollywood—whether television is sim-

ply terrific or an unmentionable word

!

resort on the edge of the desert, ninety miles

from the movie studios. That got stale after

a while, too.

But these days, there’s another exciting

sensation sweeping through movietown. Tele-

vision is here!

Talk of the long-promised miracle crackles

on the sound stages, in the exclusive restau-

rants, through the luxurious homes of the

film stars.

Television is getting to be so popular, when
a movie couple breaks up, there’s a big

battle over who gets (Continued on page 89)

Following the doctor’s orders is easy for Mrs. Macdonald Carey,

with television close at hand. With her is daughter Lynn

Scott, Virginia and West approve of daddy Bill Holden’s Sun-

day program—television open house for neighborhood kids!

Larry Parks,

Woodbury share the view at a video party



Champion, chips: Sons Joe and Michael

BY MUSHY CALLAHAN
Former Junior Welterweight Champion of the World—from 1926 to 1930

Kirk Douglas, an instant-perking personal-

ity, whose chances for knocking down* an

Oscar are as good as his Irish stew

!

T
HE Brown Derby was jammed. It was Friday night

—

fight night in Hollywood.

Guys kept coming to our table to shake hands with

Kirk Douglas and tell him he was great in “Champion.”

Kirk’s made only seven pictures but he rates with old

timers for popularity in this town. He has one of those

instant-percolating personalities. Warms you up soon as

he shakes your hand and looks you in the eye. You’re for

him and for the very good reason that you feel he’s for

you. The guy gives. I rate him right up there with Bob
Hope in that quality.

You don’t need to stick around long to see what I mean.

That night they called Kirk into the ring at the Legion

Stadium.

“Meet Hollywood’s new champ!” the announcer yelled.

The crowd gave Kirk a big hand and he gave them the

big smile. Then he looked down to where I was sitting and

said, “If I’m a fighter, the credit line goes to my friend,

former Junior Welterweight Champion of the World Mushy
Callahan, who trained me.”

As I say, Kirk gives. He passes (Continued on page 90)

In the winner’s class: Kirk Dong-

las of “Young Man with a Horn”
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Music has charms for John Hodiak, Macdonald Carey and Anne Baxter—but don’t let Zach Scott fool you he has one

ear tuned to Cesar Romero’s playing! A perfect hostess, Anne arranges her guest list so that people enjoy each other

Part of the Hodiaks’ charm as hosts is the warm welcome they

give their guests. Early arrivals are the Zachary Scotts

Perfect background for Sunday brunch is Anne’s

eyelet tablecloth, decorated with spring flowers
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BUNCH for BRUNCH

Anne’s fruit compote

BY KAY MIILVEY

When the breakfast gong sounds

it’s one p.m.—and Hodiak time

for a special Sunday treat

!

Although Anne serves? her brunch buffet style, she doesn’t expect guests

to help themselves. Macdonald, left, is growing whiskers for film role

A
nne Baxter hodiak has the

reputation of being one of the best

hostesses in Hollywood.

And although she has given many
unusual parties, her favorite way of

entertaining is Sunday brunch. For

these Sunday get-togethers, Anne
either sends out casually written notes

on small informal stationery, or

phones. her friends. And it is always

understood that sport clothes will be

the costume of the day.

Anne’s brunch parties usually start

at 1 p.m. and sometimes go on into the

evening. A one o’clock party, you see,

allows Anne’s guests .to sleep late and
attend church. It also enables Anne
to plan and prepare things herself,

which means, of course, that John
and she are up early the day of the

party.'

Both have strong domestic instincts.

They do not consider their home a

place to be run like a hotel, by push-
ing bells and (Continued on page 102)

An after-brunch chore put the party in the kitchen and the men in aprons.

The Hodiaks’ parties are so much fun they usually last until evening!



Blue skies, blue waters and beauty like Yvonne De Carlo’s are enough to turn any man’s head—in her direction! Yvonne

is star attraction in new film “Calamity Jane and Sam Bass.” Scott Brady has feature role in “He Walked by Night”

Subject to sudden change: Howard Duff, star of “Illegal

Entry” and Ava Gardner, star of “The Great Sinner”

Tropical twosome: It’s love in full bloom for Marie Wind-

sor of “Hellfire” and Rod Cameron, star of “Stampede”



Heat Wave

i
When the girl in my arms is you! The desert casts its spell on Jerome Courtland of “Tokyo Joe” and

Terry Moore of “Return of October,” who went picnicking and found—that old midsummer magic!

PHOTOPLAY

ROMANCE FORECAST:

RISING TEMPERATURES

Color pictures by Ornitz

Hearts beat faster when the music is sweet and slow!

Janet Leigh of “Forsyte Saga” with date Arthur Loew
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breakfast in

hollywood

BY JACK McELROY

( Tune in Breakfast in Hollywood—Monday through Friday, 1 p. rn.,

PST; 2 p. m., EDT, ABC)

In Shirley Temple’s home, it’s something

that happens between long distance calls,

golf in the living room and John’s at-

tempts to keep Shirl out of the cookie jar!

Shirl, whose studio call is later than John’s, “plays

possum.” She’s working in “Always Sweethearts”

::r|

Breakfast is fun for “Sunbonnet Susie,” who likes to

She isn’t so good on the golf links but when she practices

putting in the living room, Shirley outshines her husband
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ring for coffee and scramble Mom’s eggs

(0L--o Q'iri

T
HE first family of Hollywood, the

Agars, have a little golden alarm

clock. It rings gently. But not the

telephone
—“Who is it, Shirl?” John

asks sleepily. “England,” says Shirley.

“What England?” John is still foggy!

“London,” Shirley explains. “Oh, that

one!” and John rolls over. But that’s

only the beginning. Things move fast

from then on. Always, John must try to keep Shirley

out of the cookie jar! She used to eat avocado on toast

for breakfast—“but that was before I was married!

Too fattening,” she says. Now it’s chocolate cookies with

white icing that she craves all hours of the day and
night! The rush doesn’t stop with breakfast—for the

last one to leave is supposed to feed the rest of the

family—the tropical fish, the collie Lannie, the pekinese

and the parakeets.

This is the Agars—every exciting morning!

Photographs by Don Ornitz

Susie looks pensive when Daddy stops to say goodbye. John is on

his way to studio for his latest film, “I Married a Communist”

Shirley is letting her hair grow now and John,

who prefers it long, keeps track of the inches
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BY BARBARA BERCH

Separately they’re charming, together

they’re irresistible—Roz and

Loretta, whose friendship is no joke
Dress rehearsal—for the party fun they love

Roz Russell entertains Loretta with some of her

comedy lines from film “Tell It to the Judge”

F
RIENDSHIP between two high-powered movie

queens is a difficult accomplishment under any

kind of circumstances. So credit Roz Russell

and Loretta Young with being a couple of wonder
gals. They’ve been going steady for so long that

neither of them remembers when they first met.

Roz, of course, imagines that she’s known Loretta

longer than she actually has, since she’d seen her

in pictures for years before she came to Holly-

wood. “Naturally,” chirps Loretta proudly, “I’ve

just celebrated thirty-one years in the industry.”

“Keep it quiet,” mumbles an aghast Roz, under
her breath, “you certainly don’t look it.”

“Thirty-one years,” Loretta chuckles. “I made
my first picture as a tot, aged four.”

Which may give you some idea of how this

friendship works. These girls are beautiful, funny,

real people. They gravitate toward each other for

laughs, never for tears or sympathy. “People who
come to friends with their (Continued on page 99)

Loretta Young of “Come to the

Stable.” Roz calls her Gretch

Kahle

A moment that made Academy Award history

!

Seriously speaking—for Mother’s Day broadcast
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For summer promenading Arlene Dahl of “Scene of the Crime” wears a coat dress of her own design—black silk faille

with huge skirt and pushed-up full sleeves. Black velvet ribbons, tied under the chin, add perky touch to lace straw sailor
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BY EDITH GWYNN
Photographs by Ann MacNamara

Double feature : Ann Mac-

Namara, photographer and

friend of the stars, now pro-

vides the camera climax to

Edith Gwynn’s gay gossip

R
OUND and ’round we go, parties

mostly, and there have been so

many of them it’s no wonder the

night club managers are screaming

with pain! Out of the many home
affairs, have come a lot of cute ideas

for making get-togethers just a little

gayer and different. Take the huge
formal affair that the Tom Mays
gave for some visiting New Yorkers,

for instance. They had the “dancing

room” all decorated with big vases

of calla lilies, while the glamour-

pusses sat down to dinner at tables

on which were great round beds of

daffodils glowing in the candlelight.

When dinner was announced, all the

girls went to a table marked “She”

and all the males went to a table

marked “He.” Each guest had the

choice of a souvenir bit of bric-a-

brac which was one of a pair. Then
the holder of that ceramic was told

to find the holder of its mate, and

&

For summer Sundays Liz Taylor of “Conspirator” chose red, white

and navy striped organdy over navy taffeta slip by Ceil Chapman

For daytime occasions, Eleanor Parker of “Chain Lightning” wears

Don Loper dress of gray thin wool with white pique pilgrim collar
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hollywood clothes line

thus also find his or her dinner part-

ner! This accounted for some funny
results, because some fellers drew
their wives. But all kidding aside,

it’s a charming gimmick, and saves

any hostess the chore of place cards

or pairing people who have little to

say to each other. If it happens this

way, they can’t blame her! After

dinner, Joan Crawford put on a fun-

ny rhumba with George Bums, while

George’s Gracie watched, looking

elegant, as usual, in a white, raw silk

evening gown, pin-striped with

bright navy; a long full skirt, tight

bodice that was strapless, and over

it a tiny matching bolero of the same
material with long sleeves. Ann
Rutherford, just for a gag, wore her

blonde wig to the party. It’s the one

she wears while she’s playing “Blon-

die” on the radio, but she hasn’t

dyed her hair as someone printed.

Someone was asking Dan Dailey

how he can stand making one pic-

ture right after another as he does,

and exclaimed, “Don’t they work
you to death at the studio?” Dailey

drawled back, “Yeah, but you ought

to see my Cadillacs!”

Little Jane Powell (who is getting

star-billing in her new picture with

Ann Sothem, “Nancy Goes to Rio”)

was at the reception that Jeanette

MacDonald and Gene Raymond
gave for opera star Lotte Lehmann.
And she looked darling, in a bright

jonquil yellow wool velour coat

(bright yellow coats being the last

gasp now!) over a simple black

cocktail-length dress. Coat had a

sweeping coachman cut, enormous

cuffs, a wide collar, unnotched and

not too tailored, making it suitable

with dressy or sports clothes.

Joan Fontaine of “Bed of Roses”

makes a striking appearance at after-

noon occasions in a Hattie Carnegie

coat dress of navy and red polka dots

accented by red shoes, gold bracelets



keeps her coiffure simple to suit dramatic simplicity of Traina-Norell gown'Come to the Stable'Loretta Young of

But the gal who really upset the younger set didn’t do

it with clothes. We’re talking about Elizabeth Taylor,

who confounded everyone by not “waiting two years

to marry Glenn Davis,” as she said she would so many
times in print and out of it, but switched her girlish

affections to young William Pawley Jr., son of one of

the richest men in the U. S. What a match this would

be, and it set all the romantically-minded buzzing like

mad. But the two didn’t make any public appearances

and she was keeping very mum as to how serious things

really are. But, when the Argentine Polo team came

to Hollywood for some of the most exciting games ever

played here, not only did all the stars in town turn out

for the matches, but Elizabeth turned up at lots of

parties and places with young Larry Sheerin, a topper

in the sport.

The party that the Mike Romanoffs tossed for Mary
and Laddie Sanford (he’s no mean man with a horse

and mallet himself), brought out just about everyone.

They had ninety for dinner, under a tent which had
cellophane sides, permitting a view of the garden. All

the tables and chairs were white, and the tables were
adorned with white blooms. Elizabeth was there in a

gown that brought out the color of her blue eyes, the

bluest eyes extant, if you ask us. The dress was of por-

celain blue net, the skirt ( Continued on page 103 )
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Spanish railing on stairs is all that’s left of balcony in Claire Trevor’s

entrance hall. Black and white wallpaper adds drama to background

Claire’s “Oscar” has top place in window bookshelves, once Spanish arches.

Plants rest on “beach” of white pebbles. Curtains are split bamboo

BY HANS MEIER
Supervising Art Director of
Paramount Pictures , Inc.

Claire Trevor proves even

a house is not too old to

change and gives a “hor-

ror” story a happy ending

Charm detail: Apothecary’s

scales, “planted” on comer

living-room table
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In Your Home

Living-room fireplace lost its hood, “Spanish” windows achieved modern charm with straight-hanging draperies

W
HEN Photoplay approached me about be-

coming a sort of supervising expert on these

decorating articles, I was delighted to ac-

cept. We all know that the American standard

of living is the best in the world, and gets better

every day. When it comes to the home, it is the

American woman who is steadily raising this

standard. Every year a flood of honeymoon
homes come into existence. As for the estab-

lished homes,' some change, no matter how
slight, is always going on.

This month, I am taking up the problem of

converting a big, old-fashioned house into a

modern house, up-to-date and comfortable.

Last month’s “Star in Your Home” discussed

the way Ann Sothern did over a house. But
Ann’s house wasn’t nearly as old as the house
of which I write—and it had only to accommo-
date Ann and her small daughter. TJie job

Claire Trevor undertook was more difficult.

Miss Trevor did over a much older house be-

cause it was the only place she could find which

would, within her budget, offer the bedrooms,

baths and general living space needed for a

large family.

Actually, Miss Trevor, then about to become
Mrs. Milton Bren, wanted five bedrooms and, if

possible, five baths. For in her new family there

were to be three boys; her son by her former

marriage and Mr. Bren’s two teen-age sons by

his former marriage. Ideally, she felt that each

of these boys should have a room of his own.

To build such a house under today’s conditions

would have meant a large investment for the

house alone, before any of those inevitable

“extras” began to be piled on.

Miss Trevor, however, is as smart a business

woman as she is a superb actress. The realist

in her made her look for bargains. The artist

in her let her see what could be done with a
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Star In Your Home

No home would be complete for star of “Borderline” without her piano.

Living-room walls are green, restful background for plum satin couches

Adult bar became a soda fountain and fun room for Claire’s three boys.

Soundproof walls and private entrance give them entertaining privacy

bargain. When she was taken to see

a house described as a “Spanish jun-

gle,” she quickly saw what was the

matter with the bargain. It was over-

ornate, overdecorated, overgrown

and outmoded in every way. On the

other hand, it was very well built.

It not only had five master bedrooms
with five baths, but those bedrooms

also had dressing rooms. Down-
stairs, after the manner of the pe-

riod, there were too many sitting

rooms. Besides the main drawing

room, there was a huge bar, a sun-

room and a library. The drawing

room had a wrought-iron chandelier

hanging from the decorated ceiling

that also had painted beams. It had,

on the end wall, an overhanging bal-

cony. It also had, on another wall,

a huge, arched window with stained

glass insets. A third wall was a huge

arched doorway, and the fourth wall

was taken up almost entirely by a

fireplace, with a projecting “Span-

ish-type” metal hood.

All this, of course, clearly spelled

Southern California architecture of

anywhere from 1910 to 1929. If your

home is in the East or the middle-

West, particularly in states like

Illinois and the Dakotas, you prob-

ably have none of this particular

Spanish style around. But you have

your own types of atrocities, too. So
what I am retelling here of Miss

Trevor’s experiences has application

to you, too, in case you are restyling

an old dwelling.

In the Trevor case, this Spanish

castle was practically lost in a jun-

gle of palm trees and bougainvillea

vines. The color, inside and out,

was that peculiar mustard shade

thought smart twenty to thirty years

ago. The interior walls had been

stippled so that they looked dis-

eased. The stair rails to the upper

floor were decorated with every type

of wrought iron monstrosity. But,

and here for the ticket were most

important savings—the plumbing
was mag- (Continued on page 76)
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“Leaves skin smoother, delicately

perfumed!” says this lovely star. "You’ll

be delighted with the new bath size

Lux Toilet Soap— it’s just right for a

really luxurious beauty bath. The rich,

creamy lather whisks away dust and dirt,

leaves skin smoother. Perfumed with a

flowerlike fragrance that clings!”

Take Hollywood’s tip. Why not get

the big new hath size Lux Toilet Soap

—

make it your daily bath soap, too!

Linda Darnell starring in

"SLATTERY’S HURRICANE"
A 20th Century-Fox production

Another fine product of Lever Brothers Company

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap — Lux Girts are Lovelier/

f
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY

One day the producers had to see

Monty about a script. Everybody was

in his dressing room—so were his

clothes—but he had disappeared

!

The producers searched every-

where. Suddenly, .from behind

scenery flats, they heard a buzz!



There was the missing matinee idol,

comfortably perched on a packing

case, studying a script! “There’s a

whole dressing room full of people

waiting for you,’’ cried the producers.

“I know,” said Monty. “The place is

so crowded there’s no room for me!”

And he went back to his script.

History doesn’t report how long

Monty waited to go to his dress-

ing room—but a pair of pro-

ducers will tell you that when

the star of “The Heiress” gets

to the Hall of Fame—he isn’t go-

ing to like it if it’s crowded!
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(Continued from page 49) suspect my
dancing days, like my salad days, are be-
hind me.”
The stories of Clifton’s warmth and

friendliness are many. Take that time
back in 1923—about half-a-dozen years af-

ter I first met him and we became fast

friends—when I was opening a night club
in Paris. I was convinced, as I have been
so often, that this venture would make my
fortune. Clifton was in Paris, too.

“What I need,” I told him, “are two great
dancers. With two great dancers my club
will be a success. The clubs over here
are so poor. The French don’t know how
to dance as we do. . .

.”

He raised one gray-flanneled shoulder
ever so slightly. “I have a few months
off. I’ll see if Jenny Dolly won’t come
with me. . .

.”

I was speechless. But not for long.

“You are two of the greatest stars!” I said.

“Nothing could please me more. I’ll give
you an interest in the club, of course. . .

O
N OUR opening night, Paris went mad.
The club was crowded with celebrities

from all over the world; kings and queens,
American headliners, American million-
aires. Jenny Dolly, I remember, had the
cape with which she danced covered with
fresh gardenias. And these she threw,
one at a time, to the handsome men at

the tables.

For six weeks, Clifton and Jenny danced
for me. For six weeks, the club was
crowded. And every night, the first reser-
vation was Clifton’s. He wined all the
friends who flocked to see him.
“Did you make any money?” I asked

Clifton, later.

“Not one cent, I spent it all on cham-
pagne!”
However, he has not always spent his

all on wine. With his mother’s help he
has built up a fortune. His career, too.

His mother, as everyone knows, is the
greatest thing in his life. It is, I am sure,

because he never has met a girl who could
compare to her that he has never mar-
ried, in spite of attachments, if not official

engagements, to Jeanne Eagels and Libby
Holman. Maybelle, his mother, has guided
his career since he, as a little boy, trained
and sang in opera. He still, incidentally,

adores good music and knows every word
of every opera ever written. But, above
all, he always wanted to be an actor, to

enjoy the very success he has, at last,

found in films as Mr. Belvedere. For his
success on the stage in “Sunny,” “Three’s
a Crowd,” “The Little Show,” “As Thou-
sands Cheer,” “The Gay Divorcee,” and
Irving Berlin’s famous “Music Box Re-
view” was essentially as a dancer.
During the days when Clifton and

Jeanne Eagels were seeing much of each
other, John Barrymore was playing on
Broadway in “Redemption.” His matinee)
was on Thursday. Clifton and Jeanne
played their separate matinees on Wednes-
day. So—Barrymore was their idol—they
reserved the same front seats to see him,
week after week.
“And always,” Clifton confesses, “after

I had seen Barrymore, I was so charmed
with his mannerisms and his beautiful
voice that there would be just the least

Barrymore aura to my evening perform-
ance. My voice would drop a register or
two. My hands would move with my
recollection of the slow strength of Barry-
more’s hands. One evening I remember,
especially. Until the first intermission, I

was convinced my performance was quite

p
fine. Then, an usher knocked on my dress-
ing room door.
“Mr. Webb,” he said, “your mother is

out front. She asked me to remind you

The Friendliest Man in Town

that you are not playing ‘Redemption’ this

evening.”
It was Maybelle Webb who wanted Clif-

ton to go to Hollywood in the first place
and who tried to persuade him to remain
there after Metro, having signed him to

a $250,000 a year contract, kept him idle
for eighteen months. Clifton, about the
most unhappy man in the world at this
time, insisted upon canceling his contract
so he might return to New York and the
stage. This was one of the few times
Maybelle pleaded in vain, when she im-
plored him, “This is the place for you.
Be patient. You are going to hit the
jackpot.”

Clifton would not be persuaded. So
back East they came. Clifton bought a
house in Connecticut. And it wasn’t until
Darryl Zanuck, one of the most astute and
perceptive of men, decided Clifton was
the actor to play the decadent columnist
in “Laura” that he returned to Holly-
wood.
Following “Laura,” he did “The Razor’s

Edge.” Then came his great success, “Sit-
ting Pretty,” the Photoplay Gold Medal
picture for 1948. His Mr. Belvedere
emerged such a delightful character that
he had to come to the screen again in Clif-

ton’s recent film, “Mr. Belvedere Goes to

College.”
The great popularity of Mr. Belvedere

was, I assure you, no happy accident.
Clifton is a tireless worker. He has dis-
tinctive ideas about films, and his least

movement is analyzed and labored over
before it ever is recorded upon celluloid.

For those who come to the studio unpre-
pared, unsure of their lines, uncertain
about their characterization, Clifton, usu-
ally the most tolerant of men, has an
abiding scorn.
Undoubtedly the greatest thing about

him, aside from his genius for making
friends, is his great wit. I well remember
the first time I was a party to it. It was
in 1924, just before we opened the Paris
night club, that Clifton and I, together
with the designer Edward Molyneux, Noel
Coward, Maxine Elliott (great actress and
friend of statesmen and kings, whose
Cannes villa is now Rita Hayworth’s
home), and Gladys Cooper were guests of
the Earl of Lethan at Davos, Switzerland.
A wonderful time we all had, too. At
night, we would drive out over the snow
to a shooting lodge, where we would burn
a great fire and make marvelous music
and I would play the piano while Clifton
improvised the most divine dances.
One day Clifton said to me, “Elsa, I want

to take your picture on skis.”

“Well, Webb, you know, I can’t ski,” I

told him. “It doesn’t matter,” he protested.
“I want it for a souvenir.”

I weighed well over 200 pounds, not ex-
actly the perfect figure for a skier, but I

allowed him to photograph me.

T
HE day following, when we went to the
skiing tournament, I was amused to dis-

cover that the woman champion of the
world was a Miss Elsa Maxwell from
Scotland. I was thrilled, too, when she
made one of the high jumps. But I thought
nothing more about it until weeks later

when, upon my return to Paris, I saw the
memento Clifton had sent our mutual
friends. Across the picture of me stand-
ing quietly on my skis he had pasted a
newspaper headline, “Miss Elsa Maxwell
—Ski Champion.” And across the picture
he had written, “Here’s our Elsa!”

In California, Clifton, who has great ele-

gance and charm, lives in a perfectly
beautiful house which, with its chintzes
and lovely old silver and mahogany, has
the feeling of an English country house.
There he entertains all his friends,

friends like the Cole Porters, George Cu-
kor, Charles Feldman, his manager; Ethel
Barrymore, Hedda Hopper, Joan Fontaine,
Katharine Hepburn and Garbo. Garbo, he
consistently debunks. “Stir your stumps,
Swedish girl,” he tells her. And, adoring
him and aware of the warmth, affection

and understanding in his voice, she laugh-
ingly does exactly what he tells her. They
get on perfectly.

But he goes his bachelor way, finding as

much happiness as is given any sensitive,

thinking adult. This summer will find

him enjoying a long holiday with May-
belle, in France and Italy. And, at the
moment, television intrigues him.
“The only difficulty is,” he says, “that

I worry how I will photograph. I have a
rather long nose. And I also am rather
long. I might well appear in the homes
of TV viewers looking like a pair of scis-

sors. But there is nothing I would like

more than television, really, if I could
develop such a good quality as I think I

now have on the screen.”
His screen success continually delights

him. His pleasure in the fact that he is,

at long last, recognized as an actor and
not a singer or a dancer, is good to see.

He cannot get over the fact that suddenly,
with “Sitting Pretty,” he became a great
film star and a big money-maker. The
last, I think, pleases him most of all. No
fool is Clifton Webb Belvedere, the friend-
liest man in town.

The End

rREAL ADVENTURE
is mine" ...

. . . “when I tune in MY TRUE STORY Radio

Program,” writes a listener to radio’s greatest

morning show. The word “real” is typical of

what thousands of fascinated listeners say of

these true-life stories taken from the pages of

True Story magazine.

A complete story every day, Monday
through Friday. “There is no other radio pro-

gram like it.”

Tune in

MY TRUE STORY
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS



/Iffast/A Complete Hair Beauti| Routine

. *i|et AM i|ou do is use Neui Drene Shampoo!

No special rinses—yet

your hair is naturally

shining and soft!

No special lotions—yet

hair is so easy to set!

No special pomades—yet

waves stay put . . . hair

beauty lasts and lasts!

It’s so simple ... yet it’s so complete!

All you do is shampoo with wonderful
New Drene and presto! You have a
complete hair beauty routine!

It’s true! Your hair has all the lovely
shine and softness nature meant it to
have, yet you don’t need special rinses

—because New Drene leaves no dull-

ing film. Your hair takes a set jo easily

. . . holds its wave so long— without
the bother of using waving lotions or
pomades

!

There’s beauty magic in this New
Drene—an exclusive cleansing agent
found in no other shampoo, cream or
liquid. That’s the reason New Drene
cleans your hair so thoroughly, so
gently . . . rinses out so completely.
That s the reason New Drene leaves

your hair so springy, curls last and last.

And that’s the reason you should try

New Drene now—right away. Once
you do, you’ll never go back to old-
fashioned shampoos again!

It’s a Procter & Gamble Exclusive!
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Is There a Man in the House?

Fred has fixed things, but good . . :

with guests due any minute. It’s din-

ner in the dog house for you, Fred,

when your wife sees that rug. But . .

.

Fred just whistles . ; . and trots out

the Bissell Carpet Sweeper. Swish,

swoosh ! That new “Bisco-matic”*
Brush Action picks up every speck,

with no pressure on the handle a-tall

!

"Adjusts itself to any rug, thick or

thin!” brags Fred. “Even sweeps
clean under beds and chairs, with the

handle held low.”

Adds Mrs. Fred: “My vacuum’s fine

for occasional cleaning. But for quick

everyday pick-ups, we couldn’t do
without our ‘Bisco-matic’ Bissell

!”

Exceptional values. "Bisco-matic" Bissells

now as low as $6.45. Other models for even

less. Illustrated: the "Vanity" at $8.45. Prices

a little more in far South and West.

(Continued from page 39) to Mr. Good-
rich. Before the honeymoon was quite
over, Olivia was counting her calories on
a starvation diet. “Marcus doesn’t like

plump women,” she told me, on their re-
turn to Hollywood. When I offered her a
cigarette she shook her head with an
apologetic smile at her husband who was
smoking a pipe, I believe, in an armchair
facing us.

“My husband doesn’t like women to
smoke,” Livvy explained with a soft giggle.
Most of our conversation was prefaced
with, “Marcus doesn’t like this or Marcus
likes that.” Since her marriage and, ap-
parently, a result of it, Olivia has given
up politics, poetry, problems and most of
the friends she had before her marriage.
This includes Phyllis Laughton, who intro-
duced her to Goodrich and who was ma-
tron of honor at the wedding.

4
ND IF you merely want to talk to
Olivia, the theory is you have to talk to

Marcus first. Right at the start, when her
very old friend Sam Spiegel called to con-
gratulate her, Marcus answered the phone.
He’s been answering it ever since, and un-
less he gives an okay, you cannot, like

Sam, get through to Olivia. I doubt
whether Olivia, since her marriage, has
read a book without her mate’s approval.
And this is a good thing, because Marcus,
author of “Delilah,” has impeccable taste in
literature. He advised his wife to read
Henry James’s “Portrait of a Lady” and
Olivia was so enthusiastic, she wants to
make it as a movie. In fact every move in

her career, except the actual acting which
Olivia performs so brilliantly, is scrutinized
minutely by Mr. Man-in-the-house Good-
rich. And Olivia says she loves it. “It’s so
wonderful,” she told me not very long
ago
—“To have someone at last to lean on.”

Sister Joan Fontaine resembles Olivia
only vaguely facially, not at all mentally.
But by golly, when she married William
Dozier, she reacted in the same way as
Olivia, in switching from the strong type
gal who makes her own decisions, to the
kind of female who is happiest taking
orders from a man.
But Joan, instead of shrinking from

the outside world in general, has ex-
panded, socially and characterwise, since
her marriage to Bill. She used to be
very difficult to work with. When she
starred in “Frenchman’s Creek,” neither
the director, Mitchell Leisen, nor her
leading man, Arturo de Cordova, would
speak to her except when absolutely
necessary. It was very odd to watch Joan
and Arturo in a madly passionate love
scene, hear Leisen call “cut,” then watch
the palpitating lovers cut each other dead
on the way to their dressing rooms.
Number one project on the Dozier agen-

da for Joan, after he married her, was to

hire the press agent who had formerly
handled Olivia, the boy who ballyhooed
her for the Academy Award. Like his

brother-in-law Mr. Goodrich, Dozier reads
all of Joan’s scripts and advises her which
to accept. They own an independent film

company, Rampart Productions. When a
writer I know tried to interest Joan in

his story, Dozier told him, “I have read
it.” “Yes, but has Joan?” persisted the
author. “I said I’ve read it,” was the reply.

When Joan and Bill took their company
to Universal, Bill decided to give his wife

the setting her beauty and talents rated.

So he went over all the star dressing

rooms, picked out the best suite for Joan,

and ordered a repaint and refurnishing

job fit for a queen. Joan repaid him by

refusing to cancel out of her tough comedy
for Rampart Productions, “You Gotta Stay
Happy,” even though she was pregnant
before she began.
Another case in point is Roz Russell.
“More coffee, Freddie darling?” said Roz

sweetly the other morning. Fred Brisson
looked up slowly from the newspaper and
for the first time noticed that his wife was
wearing a flattering pink negligee.
“Thank you,” he said, extending his cup.
“I love your pajamas dear—where d’ye

get ’em?” twittered Roz while she poured.
“Hm,” said Mr. Brisson cautiously.
“Freddie,” said Rosalind, putting down

the silver coffee pot suddenly and coming
to the point, “why can’t we build a house
on the Madera ranch and live there be-
tween pictures?”
“Because,” said Miss Russell’s lord and

master, “I prefer to live in town.”
“All right, dear, have it your way,” re-

plied Miss Russell meekly.
The above domestic vignette is supposed

to be true. It’s a definite fact that ever
since Miss Russell bought the ranch in

Central California, some six months ago,
she has fought a losing battle with Fred-
die, a city fellow from way back, to live

on the ranch. And if you had told me this

story before her marriage, I’d have laughed
in your face. I was with them in Santa
Barbara the day before the wedding and
Rosalind was bossing Freddie around from
here to kingdom come and he was taking
it and apparently loving it. All of which
goes to show that when a Hollywood movie
queen marries and has a man in the house,
the most fantastic changes take place.

Take also the change in Lauren Bacall.

Before she married Humphrey Bogart she
was quiet and, at times, she seemed almost
demure. And she did not have much drive.

She is still quiet but she has completely
lost her reputation for being demure. And
now she has plenty of drive—enough to

accomplish what all of her three wifely
predecessors failed to do. She loosened the
Bogart purse-strings. B. B.—before Ba-
call, Bogey drove an old piece of junk that
he preferred to call a car. He lived in a
broken down two-bedroom house.
Baby hired an English butler right off

the bat. When you call, it’s funny to hear
an impeccable English accent refer to him
as “The Master” and to her as “Madam”!
Lauren, groping cautiously at first, just

beginning to learn what her newly dis-

covered drive can accomplish, induced her

thrifty mate to buy one pretty, but small

house. Then, when the pain of that ex-

penditure had subsided, she pulled a $100,-

000 rabbit out of the hat and before Bogarl
knew that he had written the check, he

was living in the palatial mansion formerly
occupied by luxury-loving Hedy Lamarr
Lauren is smarter than most brides whc

boss their husbands. She is careful always
to give the impression that everything

he does and says is terrific with her, that he

is the boss. Although, when he gets a little

too gay and too playful at parties, Babj
grabs for the silver whistle he gave hei

to commemorate their first picture, anc

pipes a tune which Bogey understands te

mean “Pipe Down.”
Her career is, almost all of it, a con-

cession to Bogart’s almost fanatical desire

that his wife be recognized as a grea

actress. He was furious with the critics foi

panning “Confidential Agent” and one daj

demanded of me, “Why don’t you go te

bat for her?” When he signed his fabulou:

new fifteen-year contract at Warners, one

of his conditions was, “Take care of mj
wife, too.” Actually, Baby would rathe:

DON'T MISS THE NEW PICTURES
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just be a housewife and mother. It would
also give her more time to guide Bogey in

the way she wants him to go.

Bette Davis’s wedding to William Grant
Sherry caused less than a small ripple on
her strong nature. Bette has to be in con-
trol or she doesn’t breathe right. It’s fas-

cinating to watch the couple at dinner
parties. Sherry looks pleasant but opens
his mouth only to eat, never to talk. Bette

carries that end of the ball very capably.

They rarely quarrel. Sherry was a mas-
seur before he married Bette. And he
knows how to relax—especially when la

Davis is in one of her “moods.”
Jane Greer’s man—the wealthy Eddie

Lasker—has wisely refrained from trying

to change the shy, non-talkative girl into

a suave helpmate. He encourages her to

stay with her career. And when the Las-
kers entertain, Eddie serves as hostess as

well as host. He is the one who asks if you
want a drink or what have you, while his

beautiful bride sits shyly with Eddie’s
friends and behaves like a guest.

I hear that Esther Williams is relegating
many of her career decisions to Ben Gage.
I wonder if this is wise. Esther, who has
,never pretended to any great acting ability,

has done very well up to now, letting her
studio decide everything pertaining to her
career. Ben, by the way, is a wonderful

I
man to keep in the house. There’s prob-
ably nothing he can’t do, from making a
iswimming pool to cooking a cheese souffle.

It is almost unbelievable what having a
man in the house has done to Dorothy
McGuire. As a single girl making pictures
in Hollywood, Dorothy could not be
Ibudged in her belief that her private life

was her own and that her fans must ac-
cept her for her picture career only.
So you could have knocked me over

with an exclamation point when Life
Magazine blossomed forth with a front
page cover of Dorothy’s new-born baby

—

the infant was minutes old. And here I

thought having a baby was about the most
private act in the world! The miracle was
performed by hubby John Swope who
used to work for Life. But how he ever
persuaded Dorothy to turn a spotlight on
herself and baby, is something only Mr.
Swope can tell. And he’s not talking.
For a different kind of “Man in the

House,” meet Don Sylvio, stepfather of
Margaret O’Brien. Actually, he never had
a chance to be the man in the house of
Maggie and Gladys O’Brien. For before
he went to live with them, his marriage
to Gladys was over. Maggie, the sun,
moon and stars in her mother’s life for all

af her twelve years, wept when her mother
married—and kept on weeping. Too bad
she wasn’t smart enough to dry her tears,
think of her mother for a change and gain
a father for herself.

1

Because, when you add everything up,
the occasional frictions and possible incon-
veniences, a house with a man in it is

usually a happier home. At least it’s more
interesting.

The End

pSHE’S ENTERTAINED
EVERYBODY

But never anyone like Clift!

You won’t want to miss

Elsa Maxwell’s amusing
article about Monty
In September PHOTOPLAY

On sale August 10

ft

Mien did We stojL using

fels-Naptfia Soap?

"Five bucks I laid out for this beauty

—

not three months ago. Now it looks like

Exhibit A in a test of radioactivity . . .

"You tried what? . . . Look, Honey,

we’re not running a research lab

for experimental chemistry. I’m all for

scientific progress but nobody’s going

to play guinea pig with my best shirt.

"Never mind the contests and coupons

or what-have-you. I bought you a swell

washing machine and I can still give you

the price of the best laundry soap to use in it,

"Let’s get back to fundamentals. And I

mean Fels-Naptha Soap.”

Fels-Naptha Soap is the proven laundry
product for best results with all kinds
of family wash. Get some today. Get
gentle, quick-cleaning, sneezeless

Fels-Naptha Soap Chips for

your washing machine
or automatic washer.

CLEANING ACTION USE

-Naptha Soap
D. GOLDEN SOAP AND ACTIVE NAPTHA

FOR EXTRA

MADE IN PHILA.

BY PELS 8. CO. MIL
p
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Star in Your Home

New tooth paste with
Lusterfoam attacks tobacco
stain and off-color breath.

Don’t kid yourself about "tobacco
mouth”— it’s as real as the stain on a
chain smoker’s fingers!

But your tongue can tell! (You can
"taste” an odor.) And your dentist

knows when he cleans your teeth.

And your friends might notice . . .

you know.

But they won’t point the finger at

you (after you’ve left the room of
course) if you’re a regular user of
Listerine Tooth Paste. Here’s why

—

It contains Lusterfoam—a special

ingredient that actually foams clean-

ing and polishing agents over your
teeth . . . into the crevices—removes
fresh stain before it gets a chance to

"set” . . . whisks away that odor-

making tobacco debris!

See for yourself how Listerine

Tooth Paste with Lusterfoam freshens

(Continued from page 68) nificent, the
heating system was perfect, the hardwood
floors were of a quality not purchasable at

any price today. And there were those
wonderful bedroom suites, plus double
maids’ rooms, a kitchen and pantry big
enough for lavish entertaining, and a very
nice dining room. To top this, the price
was a third of what it would be today.

It is not only the things you do, but also

the things you don’t do, that makes suc-
cessful decoration. Miss Trevor immedi-
ately attacked the inside of her house. But,
she left the outside alone.

If you are ever converting an old house,
follow that rule. I advise that, because
if you convert an old house inside and out,

it will cost you as much as building a
new one, and you will still have an old
one. But, if you merely do the inside, you
have only the cost of your interior dec-
oration. What you should do with the
outside is very simple and not too costly.

First, you get a landscape architect, if

you have one in your town, and if not,

then an expert nurseryman. But don’t
take it upon yourself to buy shrubs and
plant them helter-skelter. Even gardens
have styles and, like good fashions any-
where, need an expert eye and hand.

So, with your “outdoor man,” decide
what parts of the old plantings to take up,
what to retain, and how to landscape and
plant to hide the more dated aspects of

your house’s facade.

This determined, you then have the
house painted. You might choose one of

the soft pastel shades so popular today.
Miss Trevor chose a soft, bluish gray.

Then, she took out the jungle of palms.
She still has a “patio,” but it is so well-
planted you don’t notice it. Once inside

her hospitable door, you forget the ex-
terior entirely. That is as it should be
in any house.

T
HE WALLS of Miss Trevor’s living room
are a soft, restful green. (Green in dec-

oration, in every shade, is the “top” color

of today’s decorative scheme). The hood
is gone from the fireplace. So are the
ceiling beams and the ceiling, itself, has
been lowered. The windows, with their

arches, have not been changed, but the
straight-hanging draperies hide that. The
fireplace couches are covered in a rich,

plum satin. In one far corner, there is

Claire’s grand piano, without which no
home for her would be complete, since

she is an accomplished musician.
The lamps, and this I approve of most

highly, look like lamps, and not like dis-
guised cooka*oves or old perfume bottles.

They are spaced, not only dramatically,
but functionally, so that they can be read
by. Yet they are not in the way, so that

they can be accidentally tipped over. The
wrought-iron chandelier and the balcony
have, of course, been removed.
The carpeting is gray-blue shag, con-

tinuing into the hall, the dining room, and
the sunroom, giving them all a unified

relationship. The sunroom is done in

sunny colors with yellow bamboo furni-
ture, green plants and against the garden
windows, theatrical gauze, hanging in

deep, box pleats. Again, this proves Miss
Trevor’s smartness, for sunroom curtains
usually rot before they wear out. Theat-
rical gauze, however, comes in lovely

colors and a very wide width and costs

under fifty cents a yard. If you can make
your own hangings, you can achieve a
delightful effect at a very nominal cost.

Incidentally, in this sunroom, Miss Tre-
vor did one very clever bit of disguising

and one piece of necessary elimination.

There is a skylight in this room which
was of amber glass. It created a ghastly

light. Miss Trevor had it replaced with
plain panes. But the smartest trick was in
not tearing out a whole hideous fireplace
that was in the sunroom, even though
she had to get rid of it, somehow. She
did what can be done with eyesores in
any house. She had a bookcase built in
front of it. The cost was nominal and the
effect charming.
Her dining room, being just a good

square room, needed no particular archi-
tectural changes. If she had wanted to be
madly extravagant, she could, of course,
have taken out the single, big window
that fronted on the patio, in order to elim-
inate the inevitable “arch.” She saved
money, however, and created a “mask” by
having the hangings fit from floor to ceil-
ing and across the entire wall. When
drawn at night, they give a lovely atmos-
phere to the room.

T
HE downstairs bar was converted into
a playroom entirely suited to three

healthy, hearty boys. On the floor went
scuffleproof linoleum. For the full length of
one wall, wall benches, upholstered in
damage-proof plastic were placed. There
is a Ping-pong table, with the right lights
overhead. A radio is on one side of the
room, the television machine on the other.
There is even a private entrance, so that
the boys can go in and out freely. This is

the wisest possible plan for a family that
harbors two generations, both at the “en-
tertaining age.” However, Claire and Mil-
ton Bren also kept a smaller playroom for
themselves, which can be opened into the
boys’ room, so that they can join parties,

if they so desire.

I particularly like the “grown-up play-
room.” Mr. Bren now calls it their “Oscar”
room, since Claire’s Academy Award
statue stands proudly on the top shelf of

one of the bookcases that are on either
side of its single, deep bay window. I like

the brilliant Chinese lacquer red that has
been used for the wall coloring, combined
with the bleached modern furniture. I

think the window handling is immensely
clever, with a split bamboo curtain, and
white pebbles put down under the Sanse-
vieria plants on the window sill, as a kind
of beach.
And now I hope, since I admire the

overall scheme of her house so much, that
Miss Trevor won’t mind if I offer a few
small criticisms.

First of all, for my taste, I do not
like plants that climb up under stairs. To
an atmosphere that should be solid, they
lend an uncomfortable air of fragility, I

think. I also think her hallway would have
been much more important, if the door be-
neath the stairs had not been painted
white, making it too prominent. I believe
it would have been better to have subdued
it back into invisibility with dark paint.

Neither do I like a “patterned” wall paper
for stair walls. A paper or a painted wall,

in a solid tone, is better background for a
moving portion of a house, like a staircase.

If Miss Trevor desired this patterned pa-
per, and I think as a paper, it is very
chic, I feel she could have used it more
effectively if there was one solid wall, for

instance, on the wall at the top of the
stairs. This use of a pattern on one wall,

against two or three solid colored walls is

newly smart, exciting and quite original.

Now I will say good-bye to you for this

month. But I will be back here next
month, telling you more about the most
rewarding of pursuits—how to get beauty
into your own home.

If you should desire my advice on your
problems, write me at Photoplay.

The End
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Roger!

(Continued from page 36) “Teaming with
Fred Astaire again,” Ginger says, “was
not exactly a new idea. We’d had it in the

back of our collective caps for a long time.”

They were always running into each
other and inquiring mutually, “Don’t you
think we should make a picture together?”

But they never did anything about it.

Bob Alton, the M-G-M dance director,

who directed the production numbers, says,

“After all those years, Ginger stepped right

into it. Only a natural dancer can do that.”

Ginger more than lived up to her name—
the zest for challenge—in dancing with
Astaire again after a ten-year absence. She
rehearsed during lunch hours and after

six o’clock, even when she was working
before the cameras all day. She often

danced eight hours a day. She would come
into the studio in the morning looking
beautiful and chic, and within a few hours
be wet with perspiration, her hair falling

in damp strands around her face.

H
ER FINE trouping won’t be forgot-

ten by Chuck Walters, the young di-

rector, who had never met her until “The
Barkleys of Broadway.” He was a little

anxious about that first meeting, which
occurred while she was rehearsing a

dance number. Ginger knocked off around
three, and they walked over to the studio

commissary to have a soda. They took a
table in the back of the room and became
so engrossed in conversation, that before
they knew it, it was almost seven. They’d
been sitting there four hours. A little

later, when Chuck arrived home, he re-

ceived a wire from her saying, “It was
wonderful to know you today. And it will

be a privilege and great fun to work with
you.” She will probably never know how
much this meant to him. He was touched.
As he was by the miniature, gold cuff links,

jin the form of “Oscars,” which she pre-
sented him with at the end of the picture,

with one engraved, “Thanks to Chuck,”
and the other, “Fondly Ginger.”

All through the months before Ginger
went to work in “The Barkleys of Broad-
way,” she had been reading scripts con-
scientiously, as she always does, asking
herself, “How could I foist this upon an
unsuspecting public? Waste their money
and time?” When she wasn’t poring over
scripts, mapping her own production plans,

or doing radio shows, she was managing
her Four R’s ranch (Rogers-Rogue-River-
Ranch), buying cattle, painting, sculptur-
ing, playing tennis and golf and fishing.

“You name it, and I do it, or I do at it,” she
grins.

She believes that nothing is impossible
if one has the “desire to do.” What about
;the little matter of talent? “People with-
out talent usually will work much harder,”
she says, “because they know they must.”
She has no use for goldbrickers. “I like

people who work,” she says, emphatically.
“There’s a terrible thing in the air now.
You feel it every day. See it. Too many
people believe the world owes them a liv-

ing and want it paid to them as painlessly

as possible. That’s a dangerous philosophy.”
It’s typical of her consuming concentra-

tion that even her hobbies become busi-
ness assets. She denies the popular opinion
that she is one of Hollywood’s most astute
business women saying, “I can’t add, sub-
tract, divide or multiply. And I’ve never
out-smarted anybody. But I do have a
sense of what is good and what is bad.”
Yet, in spite of her inaptitude for

mathematics, it would appear that every
activity Ginger pursues, profits her. Be-
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Pride comes before a
fall . . . and if it weren’t
for Kay Kyser my pride
would still be intact.

Perhaps I should ex-
plain. When I first heard that Geor-
gia Carroll, John Powers’ famous
model, was slated to change “Car-
roll” to “Kyser” I thought, “Well,
there stands another victim of
‘southern charm’. Fifty million
‘y’alls’ wouldn’t devastate ME!” But
now for the awful truth. I heard
Kay’s “College of Fun and Knowl-
edge” over the ABC network the
other day and I find that I am not
only susceptible to ‘southern charm*
in the form of Kay Kyser but that
I’m ready to send an apple to the
teacher wrapped in a natty rebel flag.

Pillsbury’s Professor is in a class

by himself as far as entertainment
goes. His spirited version of laugh-
ter and learning from the halls of
his mythical college is imaginative.
And the playful way he leads con-

testants into unpredictable “slur of

the moment” remarks is downright
ingenious. All of which should prove
that you can teach an old dialer

new tricks. And Kay Kyser with
that certain captivating something
(I’ll admit it! Southern Charm!) is

the man to do it. Kay’s College is in

session at 4 P.M. EDT Mondays
through Fridays.

There’s a scriptless wonder—also

on the ABC network—that is un-
questionably the greatest “rise and
shiner” since the invention of the
sun. It’s the sixteen year old tra-

dition called “The Breakfast Club.”
Don McNeill, with his “be good to
yourself” philosophy is irresistible

as the M.C. and his delightfully daft
gang which includes Jack Owens
(the cruising Crooner), clowning
Sam Cowling, Fran (Aunt Fanny)
Allison contribute a buoyant humor
and freshness that make every pro-
gram as irrepressible as a premiere.
Patsy Lee and Eddie Ballantine
share the musical honors on this

bouncing breakfast bonanza which
is understandably regarded with
pride by its fathers: Swift, Philco
and General Mills. First call for
breakfast is 9:00 A.M. EDT—every
Monday through Friday.

Other Tips on ABC Daytime Dialing

“My True Story” 10:00 AM edt
Drama ripped from the pages of
real life.

Galen Drake 11:45 AM edt
A relaxing quarter hour of homey
philosophy.

“Welcome Travelers” 12 Noon edt
A daily visit with interesting
people from the world over.

cause she enjoyed dancing and labored
away hours at a time perfecting the
Charleston, she became a motion picture
star and dances with Astaire. She refused
to enter her paintings in an exhibition, say-
ing they were far too amateur, but a com-
pany bought them for Christmas cards.
The ranch she bought as a hobby has mul-
tiplied into a paying 10,832-acre affair,

until, today, the “Four R’s” is one of the
most successful dairy and cattle ranches in
all Oregon. Her flair for mixing colors and
her instinctive feeling for form and line
evolved into interior decoration. It was
because she did such a successful job on
her own ranch home that she was invited
to decorate the houses on the 35,000-acre
sportsman’s paradise, the Table Rock
Estates, that her husband and his partner
are developing on the banks of the Rogue.

In describing her own preferences as a
decorator, Ginger says, typically, “I have
a quiet taste, then I suddenly spring forth
with a red door.” Her charming, informal,
brown shingle ranch house, which started
out as a cottage, “and like Topsy, just
growed,” is furnished in what Ginger
fondly calls “Early American Comfort.”

S
HE HAS the vitality of a man. She has
sensitivity tempered by a sense of

humor that can turn a joke, no matter how
tense the situation, upon herself. She is

extremely honest. And direct. And she
never inflicts her emotions upon others.
Even Ginger’s closest acquaintances .can’t

recall ever seeing her break down, except
during the war when her husband, Jack
Briggs, was shipping out for overseas.

In Hollywood, she lives on a hilltop, in a
white house cloaked in bougainvillea, com-
plete with swimming pool, tennis court,
soda fountain, and a movie projection
room. She sleeps in a frilly, canopied bed,
wears glamorous hostess gowns, and goes
in for lavish gold jewelry and exotic per-
fume. At their ranch, she gets up early and
cooks Jack’s breakfast. She wears plaid
wool lumber jackets, blue jeans stuck into
her boots, or rubberized fishing pants, and
an old, dirty hat. She rows ten miles down
the river with her husband and for lunch
broils the fish they catch over a campfire
by the river bank. When they have out-
door barbecues, and gather ’round a big
bonfire to sing, it’s Ginger who leads their
ranch guests in “Down at the Station.”
The wartime marriage of the blonde

star and her good-looking, six-foot, dark-
haired husband, which so surprised Holly-
wood when they became betrothed after
some six dates, is still, after six years, a
mark for other movieland marriages to
shoot at.

When they’re in Hollywood, the Briggses
often entertain a few close friends at din-
ner, and run movies or play “Ghosts” or
the “Word Game.” At home, alone in the
evening, you may find Jack ensconced
comfortably before the television set in the
den watching a hockey game while Gin-
ger studies her script. Or find them both
down on the floor, speculating on the ad-
visability of choosing a shrimp or char-
treuse wallpaper.
They’re also avid readers. Jack leans to

adventure, while Ginger reads all the cur-
rent best-sellers, always with the thought,
“Would this make a good picture? For
me?” Jack likes his comics, but Ginger
can’t understand how anyone can take
them seriously. At a dinner party, she
leans forward to catch what sounds like

exciting conversation. “What? What were
you saying?” she asks, eagerly, expecting
some world-shattering development. Then
finds it has something to do with Li’l Abner

MOVIES — FINE ENTERTAINMENT AT LOW COST

This Common Sense Way
* 5r

There is no magic at all about The Com-
mon Sense Way to a beautiful figure. But
if you follow the suggestions Sylvia of
Hollywood has for you in her book No
More Alibis you may, perhaps, challenge
the beauty of the loveliest movie star!

In No More Alibis the author tells you
how she helped many of Hollywood’s
brightest stars with their figure problems.
She names names—tells you how she de-
veloped this star’s legs—how she reduced
that star’s waistline—how she helped an-
other star to achieve a beautiful youthful
figure.

Only 500 This marvelous 128-

page book containing
over 40 illustrations

formerly sold for $1.00

in a stiff-back binding.
Now published in an
economical paper cover
you get the identical

information for only
50c—and we pay post-

age. Send for your
copy of No More Alibis
—today.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. Ph-84*

205 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Sensational values
sell like magic . . . bring you superb

earnings for spare time! Just showFREE Sam-
rfples of lovely Name - Imprinted Christmas
I Cards at 60 for $1.26 up. AlsoChristmas and
' Everyday Assortments, Address Book, Children’s
^Book, others. $1 Box of 21 cards pays you up to 60c!

|

^Get/ree Imprint Samples. 21 card box on approval

.

^ PHILLIPS CARD CO., 732 Hunt St.. Newton, Mass.

“BEFORE & AFTER! ”

Read this new book about
Plastic Reconstruction.
Tells how easy it is for
noses to be shaped—pro-
truding ears, thick lips,

wrinkles, and signs of age
corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-
lous breasts. Plastic Sur-
gery explained. Fully il-

lustrated. 125 pages.
Women — Men, send 30c
coin or stamps. Glenville
Publishers, 60 E. 42d St.,

Dept. MW, New York 17,
N. Y.

"The Work

I Love"
AND $35 to $45 A WEEK!

“I’m a TRAINED PRACTICAL
NURSE, and thankful to
CHICAGO BCHOOL OF
nursing for training me,
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,

dignified work.”
YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60, have studied this thorough,
home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high school education not necessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned
$25 a week while still studying. Endorsed by phy-
sicians. Easy payments. Trial plan. Equipment
included. 50th year. Write now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 188, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, I1L

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_ 4ge. '

City , i State _i „ J
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or speculation as to where S?ww Flower

in “Steve Canyon” has disappeared. “For

Pete’s sake, this is maddening!” she says,

turning back to her food again.

She loves Caesar salads, anything gar-

licky or higlily seasoned, and admits she

never really feels like food “until the sun
goes down.” This does not, however, in-

clude Texas tamales.

O
NE picture the reporters didn’t get of the

highly publicized film junket to Hous-
ton, for the opening of Glenn McCarthy’s
hotel, was of this glamorous star consum-
ing dripping hot tamales in the swank
bathroom of her suite in the $20,000,000

Shamrock Hotel. The first morning she was
there, Ginger, Jack and their friends, Gale
Storm (a Texan) and Lee Bonnell, com-
mandeered a car and went in search of

tamales. They found a man with a little

cart, bought a dozen, then drove out to the

city limits to an open field, leaned over a

fence to avoid the drippings and ate them.
On the way back to the hotel, Ginger
bought a dozen more and had them
wrapped in newspapers to carry upstairs

with her. Gale and Lee were dining with
them in their suite that evening and Gin-
ger said, “We’ll save these and have them
with dinner tonight.” But when her
guests arrived, their hostess greeted them a
little sheepishly. The reasons were in the
bathroom. Empty shucks. She just couldn’t
resist them.
Ask if there isn’t something she’s failed

to accomplish? Some faraway dream for

the future? And you get an emphatic, “Yes!
I want to travel.” But that’s so far away,
she’s afraid it’s going to stay there. She’s
always planning to travel, but suddenly
finds herself mixed up in a million addi-
tional projects. She’s tried repeatedly to

even indulge in some cross-country ven-
tures.

The Briggses even got themselves a
handsome trailer, which Jack thought
seemed like fun and an excellent idea,
until the day that Ginger suggested their
using it.

“Don’t you think it might be a good plan
to take a trip around the country, just park
here and there?” she asked, hopefully.
“What?” was her husband’s typically male
reaction, “and carry that heavy thing be-
hind us?”
“Know anybody who wants to buy an

eight-thousand-pound, two-story, hydrau-
lic-pumped, unused trailer?” grins Ginger
Rogers.

The End

Then read this scientific knowledge you can trust

about these INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS!

It’s really a pity when you consider how
many young women continue to enter

matrimony without first learning the

real truth about these intimate physical

facts. So often a young wife finds her

husband’s honeymoon devotion rapidly

cooling—yet she doesn’t realize the wife

is often the guilty one.

Every young woman has a right to be

instructed on how necessary vaginal

douching often is to intimate feminine

cleanliness, health, married happiness,

after menstrual periods and to combat
offensive odor.

And even more important, she

should be told that no other type liquid

antiseptic-germicide of all those tested

for the douche is so powerful yet so safe

to tissues as zonite!

Developed By Famous

Surgeon and Scientist

A great surgeon and scientist developed

the zonite principle

—

the first antisep-

tic-germicide principle in the world with

such a powerful germ-killing and de-

odorizing action yet absolutely safe
to tissues, zonite is positively non-poi-

sonous, non-irritating, non-burning. You
can use zonite as directed as often as

you want without the slightest risk of

injury to most delicate tissues.

A Modern Miracle!

zonite destroys and removes odor-

causing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection. It’s so powerfully

effective—it kills every germ it touches.

You know it’s not always possible to

contact all the germs in the tract. But
you can feel confident that zonite
immediately kills every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.

Complete douching instructions come
with every bottle. You can buy zonite
at any drugstore.

Horse-sense: Rod Cameron is one of

many stars who took part in Savings

Bond Drive from May 15 to June 30



OPEN VALENTINE

to Col. Springs
our ads provoke comment wherever they’re seen

Your copy is racy, facetious, and keen.

You’ve done great promotion. You’ve also had sport.

But, Colonel, how goes your financial report?

The girls in your ads, with their builds callipygian,

Would banish forever a gloom that was Stygian.

The country esteems your publicity feats.

But, Colonel, so what? Are you selling your sheets?

What price all your glory in admen’s acclaim,

Unless you are beating this merchandise game?

If selling FORT sumter’s your target today.

Consider them sold when you use photoplay.

Of photoplay’s public we pridefully boast:

Three million young minxes from mountain to coast.

They’re lassies who sit in professional seats;

They’re housewives whose budgets are right for your sheets.

They’re girls filling hope chests. (Here’s plenty of scope,

Because with their chests they have reason to hope!)

They’re lady sophisticates, avid for things,

Uniquely receptive to copy by Springs.

The photoplay reader has light in her eye,

A feeling for humor, a bosom that’s high.

The photoplay lass has a delicate air,

An eye for an ad, and a cute derribre.

Your Mrs. van Astor, when down in the mouth.

Sees springmaid in Fortune on Sutton Place South

Although tickled pink from her nose to her tail

She’ll still go on buying her pet supereale.

Our PHOTOPLAY fans are not snobbishly rich.

Our typical reader’s a canny young witch.

She wants a good buy, and since yours is a honey.

Why not make a play for her bed-linen money?

A photoplay ad, either D.C. or A.C.,

Is sure to electrify. See Erwin-Wasey.

(We recommend six ads, but that’s up to you.

Results persuade better than adjectives do!)

Sincerely,

Charles O. Terwilliger, Jr.

Eastern Advertising Manager

PHOTOPLAY
1,250,000 circulation; over 3 million readers;

—one of the five magazines comprising MACFADDEN WOMEN’S GROUP

fV for details



Bungled Bundling
In olden times throughout this land our maidens made
their sheets by hand. They used a spinning wheel until

it was replaced by cotton mill. Then, lovers found more
than one use for strong sheets that could stand abuse.
They used them to avoid grandsire and thereby to escape
his ire. Our knight slid often down a sheet with eyes on
girl and spurs on feet. But sometimes luck just wasn’t
there when grandpa’s hatchet cut through air. Today we
weave FORT SUMTER sheets in such a wav that always
meets with every family’s bedroom need from restful

sleep to militant deed.
Unlike old times when couples bundled and in the

process often bungled, we make our SPRINGMAIDS much

the best and proved it in a strenuous test. We took our
own FORT SUMTER brand, woven and finished by skillful

hand. Each sheet was washed 400 times—a test like that

would slick new dimes. Two hundred times they were
abraded, yet none were either worn or faded. That’s

equal to a generation of wear and tear and vellication.

In speaking of FORT SUMTER covers, we really wish all

fabric lovers, when homeward bound from some dull

party, would test SPRINGMAIDS—they’re all so hardy that

you can get a running start and dive in—they won’t come
apart. The moral is to each of you: No matter what you
say or do* remember that in cold or heat, you can’t go
wrong on a SPRINGMAID sheet. © 1949, The Springs Cotton Mills

SPRINGMAID
Cotton

SPRINGS MILLS
200 Church Street • New York 13, New York

Atlanta Chicago Dallas Los Angeles St. Louis San Francisco

For a set of springmaid ads suitable for framing, send

2 5 cents to Springs Mills, Dept. P-11, New York.

ELLIOTT white springs, president of The Springs Cotton Mills, has written another

hook , *" Clothes Make the Man” which was indignantly rejected by every editor and
publisher who read it. So he had it printed privately and sent it to his friends for Christmas.

After they read it , he ran out of friends , so there are some extra copies. It contains a

veritable treasury of useless information , such as how to build cotton mills , how to give

first aid on Park Avenue , and how to write advertisements.

If not available at your local bookstore, send a dollar and postage to us.

He has also designed a sport shirt with 16 springmaid girls printed in 6 colors on

springmaid broadcloth. It is made large , medium large, medium , and small. Send us

$

3

, and ive will mail you one postpaid in the United States. Or, if you want to make
your own , send $2.50 for four yards of material 36 inches wide.
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enriched creme

SHAMPOO

contains egg!

MM-atiMj! Jmw€A bulb wtt

une- aeoptu/e fe- tow

It’s the real egg, in powdered form, that’s the magic

in Richard Hudnut Enriched Creme Shampoo. By actual test the egg

makes your hair easier to set! You’ll twirl pin curls smoother,

so they’re bound to last longer. And how much better

your Richard Hudnut Home Permanent "takes”! Try this gentler, kinder

shampoo for hair that shimmers!

p

^CciiojJL 44uJUut^shampoo is better because:

1. Contains egg (powder, 1%)—
proved to make hair more man-
ageable.

2 . Not a wax or paste—but a

smooth liquid creme!

3 . Easy to apply; rinses out readily.

4 . Removes loose dandruff.

5 . Same shampoo Richard Hudnut
Fifth Avenue Salon uses for

luxury treatments!

Peggy Thorndike

Jacqueline Neben p

Helen Sayles

Coplan-Dirone

fashion editor

romotion director

retail director

photographer

Opposite, Marilyn Maxwell wears the Lilli

Ann reproduction of the suit Helen Stepney

designed for her to wear in Screen Plays

"Champion,” United Artists release. In

worsted gabardine, the suit also comes in

black, brown, spice, green and gray. Sizes

10-18. About 850.00 at Lansburgh & Bros.,

Washington, D. C.; Davison, Paxon Co.,

Atlanta, Ga.

Hat by Debway

Below, Miss Maxwell wears the original

suit in "Champion”

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer

listed on page 87
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FASHIONS



ITTING PRETTY

PHOTOPLAY
FASHIONS

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 87

Above, two-piece Stein-Tex broadcloth in exciting two-tone combinations. Note the newness of the pockets both fore

and aft and the smart plunging neckline. By Majestic in lilac and purple or ice-blue and navy. Also comes in solid dark

green or navy. Sizes 10-18. $10.95 at B. Altman & Co., New York, N. Y.; Hochschild, Kohn & Co., Baltimore, Md'.

ow come the dog days when everything wilts and

you look longingly towards your vacation. So invest

in the clothes that will be wonderful for those “two

weeks with pay” and also will stand you in good

stead during the fall. A new suit is a year-round

investment and one of the best wardrobe stretchers.

You can team the skirt with sweaters and blouses,

belts and scarves, for a fresh look. Also new and

exciting are the “coat-dress” fashions (see picture

opposite),. These dresses will give your wilted

wardrobe a terrific boost, for you simply step into

them and walk out in the latest unruffled fashion.

1
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Right, rainbow woven lightweight tweed makes this utterly new and charming coat-dress. Designed by Virginia Spears, the versatile scarf

neckline can be worn a number of different ways. Sizes 7-15. $12.95 at Frost Bros., San Antonio, Tex.; McCreery’s, New York, N. Y.
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PHOTOPLAY’S PATTERN OF THE MONTH
i

Photoplay Patterns
205 East 42nd Street,

New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-nve cents ($.35) for which please send
me the Photoplay Pattern of the Marilyn Maxwell "Cham-
pion” dress in size 12—14—-16—18—20.

Name Size.

Street

City State.
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Marilyn Maxwell in another design

by Helen Stepner }or “Champion”

Here's the ever popular shirtwaist type dress—but with the added attrac-

tion of unusual pocket interest at the hip and the newest of cuffed sleeves.

It’s wonderful for traveling any place—right now or later under a coat.

Make it in packable, wearable Celanese Jersanese that comes in a wide

color range of lightest pastels to vibrant darks.

For stares selling Photoplay Patterns see page 87



SLIM NEWS

Helen Stepner, Hollywood designer, tells how

to be dramatic in the new clothes

M iss Stepner feels the most important fashion news is the

slimness of the silhouette. Evidence of this is the suit she

designed for Marilyn Maxwell which opens our fashion sec-

tion this month. Also the long lines of the buttoned front

dress, which is our pattern.

Miss Stepner predicts suits will highlight a long-waisted yet

“nipped-in” look, w'ith soft tailored lines and feminine touches.

She likes a little shoulder padding in all styles and feels that

most figures, even the famous movie-stars’, need this.

The day we photographed these pictures for our fashion

section, Marilyn Maxwell arrived wearing such a smart Step-

ner designed dress and coat. The dress was a jersey sheath,

buttoned down the back, with a back hem slit for easy walking.

The matching light coat was full length and had a wonderfully

full back with a. slim front held in by a self belt.

Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
If the preceding pages do not list stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the manufacturers listed below:

Wine colored suit

Lilli Ann, 973 Market Street, San Francisco . Cal.

Hat
Debway, 42 IFest 39 Street

,
New York, N. Y.

Two-piece broadcloth
Majestic, 1410 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

Tweed coat-dress

Spears-Epstein, 1400 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Flannel suit and blouse
Sacony, 1384 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

stores selling photoplay patterns
Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Hecht Company,- Washington, D. C.

SHOES
7.95 to 9.95

Write us for the store nearest you.

PETERS SHOE COMPANY, SAINT IOUIS

A

little

bit
L

/ '/
of money

and

lots of

good



rr
RIPLE THREATS
Vanessa Brown is seen in Paramount's exciting picture “The Heiress

”

PHOTOPLAY
FASHIONS

Wonderful “go everywhere” flannel suit with a nipped-in waist and long, clean

lines. Another wardrobe indispensable, a tweedy-type blouse, which complements this

suit perfectly. All three by Sacony and all three in exciting colors. Sizes 10-20. write direct to manufacturer

Suit $25.00. Blouse $8.95 at The Baker Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Maas Bros., listed on page 87

Tampa, Fla. Belt by Vogue.
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Continued from page 51) custody of the

elevision set. Video has popped up like

'ack’s beanstalk and, whether the film

tudios like it or not, it seems to be here.

The fact is, the boys in the front offices

>f the film factories don’t like it. They re-

use to let their million-dollar movie
[Ueens and heroes show their famous faces

>n any television screen.

Photographers with television cameras
ire barred from the super-duper movie
iremieres, and the Academy Awards
Oscar” presentations go on strictly un-
elevised. This “head in the sand” attitude

ometimes leads to funny situations. Like
he annual Santa Claus parades down
lollywood Boulevard.
Thousands of fans lined on the curbs

or free eyefuls of their favorite stars as

hey glided by on beautifully decorated
loats. But the television “lookers” at

Lome got to peek only at the celebrities

vho aren’t under contract to any studio.

Whenever an M-G-M actress, or a Para-
nount comedian rode by, the television

amera had to swing quick-like to a shot
if the crowd watching the parade.

(JUT strides are being made in television
D which would put an end to such prac-
ices. Zenith Radio Corporation, for in-

tance, has originated a system, which, if

Successful when tested next fall, may
hange the studios’ feeling about video.

The new system, called Phonevision, is

i method whereby you would see the new
novies on television receivers simply by
ailing the telephone company and having
he proper connections made. For the
Privilege of seeing a certain movie, you
vould be billed by the telephone company
ust as you are billed now for telegrams
ind toll calls. The studios, of course, would
eceive their share of this revenue.
But this is all in the future, and at the

present time, studio chiefs are able to keep
heir prize properties off television. They
tan’t, however, keep ’em from talking
ibout it, or looking at it. Video aerials are
pringing up all over town, like giant paper
lips on mansion rooftops.
Glenn Ford had the toughest time. He

ind wife Eleanor Powell live in an exclu-
ive hollow, snuggled down between a
:ircle of mountains that cut off reception.
So Glenn, being a veteran, bought a

25-foot radio antennae at a Navy surplus
ale for $150. Then he invited Larry Parks,
Cvelyn Keyes, Jack Beutel, and a flock of
tudio pals over for a nice, chummy “Sun-
lay afternoon get-together.”
The minute they spotted the ladders,

opes, pulleys and poles, they knew what
hey were in for. But Ellie kept drinks
ind sandwiches coming, and they pitched
n.. After three hours of huffing and puff-
ng, the gang had the antennae up, and
:ollapsed on the roof to admire their work.
“Then,” groans Glenn, “Jack acciden-

ally kicked the base. And the whole thing
ell down with a crash! The next Sunday
ve had to do- it all over again. But our
eception’s wonderful now.”
Victor Mature is the only big-name star

vho does more than take off his shoes
ind look at his television set. He sells

em, and his retail TV shop is going great
funs these days. “My old Coast Guard pal,

Bud Evans, runs the thing for me,” Vic
says. “But I get a big kick out of working
n the store. Gonna open another one
Dfetty soon.”
Eve Arden’s not so sure she’s enjoying

ler fancy new set. Especially those com-
mercials. “I’d sworn off smoking, see,” Eve
explains. “Went through you-know-what
or weeks. But, finally, I got to where I

vas doing beautifully.”
' Then, one night, she flicked on television

Hollywood s Q^ot the IV s!

and out pops her own face at her, enjoying
a “smooth smoke.” It was a televised
movie short she’d made months before,
endorsing her favorite cigarette.

“That did it,” growled Eve. “I reached
for a cigarette instantly.”

When Mrs. Macdonald Carey, who is

expecting another child, was told she must
remain in bed for several months, Mac
presented her with a television set. It

works overtime. For daughter Lynn has
her favorite programs, too.

The last time anybody bothered to count,
there were 81,297 television sets in Los
Angeles. Video salesmen figure there are
three-and-a-half “lookers” per set.

However, out at Bill Holden’s house on
Sunday afternoons, they blow those three-
and-a-half lookers per set figures sky high.
Bill says it’s more like twenty-five or
thirty per on his set.

“Ours is out in the game room,” Bill

explains. “And every Sunday, we have
television open house for the neighborhood
kids. The TV stations furnish the Western
bang-bangs and clowns and we supply pop
and popcorn. What a madhouse that is!”

Tough guy Humphrey Bogart says his
set saved him from “going nuts” from
loneliness, when Lauren Bacall was at
the hospital with their newborn son.

Bogie’s a great TV booster. He even
gave one to the aged ladies at the Hollen-
beck Home to brighten up their dull
evenings. But ask him when he’s going on
television and he just snorts.

“Huh! I’m ugly enough in the movies.
Think how I’d scare ’em on television!”
This is the same excuse a lot of the

big studios hand out. They object to hav-
ing their stars televised at premieres and
football games and parades because the
“results are so unflattering.”

“We work hard to present them care-
fully and beautifully for movie-goers,” one
studio spokesman said. “Why should we
take a chance on some television show
spoiling all our work?”

L
OOK,” he said, “at the way beautiful
Esther Williams came out during an

elaborate swimming pageant at a Beverly
Hills hotel. Her make-up wasn’t right, the
light was bad, and the glamorous Esther
looked downright awful.”
Now and then, a starlet sneaks on any-

way, but as long as it only happens once
in a while, the studios don’t kick up much
of a fuss about it. Barbara Lawrence did
a TV show against Twentieth Century-Fox
orders, but she hasn’t been whisked off

to the official doghouse, yet.

Neither has Lou Costello, who went on
with Milton Berle in New York. Berle
wasn’t too happy about the way it turned
out, though. Lou kept ad-libbing with his
face and got all the laughs.

Still, the big stars aren’t plunging into
television in a hurry. They’re all inter-
ested, but a lot of them are a little skittish

about it.

Bob Hope and Frank Sinatra, who hap-
pen to own themselves as far as TV goes,
are coasting along, in no hurry to get on.
Bing Crosby says he has no intention of

doing anything on television, “for at least

a year yet.”

Most of the stars think the majority of

television shows will be put on film first,

giving them the benefit of careful make-
up, good direction, and a chance to do it

over if they “fluff” a scene.
The stars who do venture onto tele-

vision don’t worry about the low pay,
unless it happens to leak out.

Television shows, without much money
to spend, have their own ways of getting
around big-name guest stars. One pro-
gram interviews the star’s wife or hus-

band. And if this spouse “just happens”
to bring along some home movies featur-
ing her better half, what can the emcees
do but run ’em off for the listen-lookers?
That way he gets the star second-hand
without haggling for the studio’s per-
mission.
A few big names around town aren’t

nervous about tackling television. Red
Skelton’s straining at his M-G-M leash;

Edgar Bergen says he’s been ready for it

for years, and Connie Moore has her daily
show. Joan Leslie made a television short
telling why she was mad at Warner
Brothers, but by the time the short was
ready, her drawn-out court battle with
her former studio had been settled.

IIAL ROACH, who runs one of the oldest
II studios in Hollywood, has stopped mak-
ing movies altogether, and is concentrating
on television features. And Spyros Skouras,
president of Twentieth, keeps his stars off

television, but says he thinks it’s the
greatest thing to happen to the movies
since sound. He can see the day, Skouras
says, when shows will be piped to more
than 3,000 theaters at a time, from one
print, via television. That, he promises, will

help cut down the movie business’s stag-
gering overhead and distribution costs.

But Louis B. Mayer, head man at

M-G-M, refuses to consider television as
competition. “What baseball is to sports,”

he says, “the movies will always be to

mass entertainment.”
Out at Columbia, where Harry Cohn

rules the roost, they don’t even admit there
is such a thing as TV. “When they say
television out here,” one studio worker
wisecracked, “you run quick and wash
your mouth out with soap.”
Everybody admits television shows from

Hollywood don’t hold a cathode tube to
the ones from New York, and the more
disgruntled TV producers blame this part-
ly on the film factories.

Harry Ravel, who writes popular songs
when he’s not making video movies, says
the big studios are doing all they can to

hold television back, and they’re getting
in their best licks by renting beat-up old
prints of 1935 movies to television stations

for practically nothing.
Ravel says Hollywood is hoping the

customers will take one peek, turn up
their noses, and head for the local movie
houses.
And the embarrassed movie queens

don’t like it, either. They never know,
they complain, when they’ll have guests
in for an evening and have to watch in

horror, while one of their early movies
flickers across the screen.

A distribution corporation called “Tele-
vision Pictures” will sell an old Western
to a TV studio for $100. “City without
Men,” an old Linda Darnell movie, goes
for $250 per TV broadcast; the French
movie, “Barber of Seville,” for $800; “Birth
of a Nation,” for $400; and “Stage Door
Canteen,” for $600. The latest movie on
this company’s list is six years old, but
the stations are snapping them up because
they’re cheap.
And there’s the classic story about the

television salesman who spent two hours
extolling the virtues of his product to a
family in an exclusive Hollywood suburb.

“That’s wonderful,” they enthused, after

the demonstration. “All those new im-
provements. We must have one.”
“Then you’ll buy it?” beamed the sales-

man.
“Oh, no,” chirped the family. “But you

go right over and sell it to our neighbor,
Robert Preston. We always do our tele-

vision-looking on his set.”

The End
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Meet the Champ
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(Continued from page 52) all credits on
to other guys. So I’m passing along the
credit for his being a champ to his sisters.

Kirk was born up in Amsterdam, New
York, where he was the only boy in a
family of seven. Three of his sisters were
older, three were younger. Each of them
had a girl chum to bring to the house, so
Kirk got wise to women early in life.

In fact, at the age of seven, he proposed
to a classmate in the second grade, a pretty
little blonde. He told her he would get a
job as a janitor. That was his first ambi-
tion. She promised she would wait for
him. “I wonder if she’s still waiting,” he
pondered. “Maybe she would figure I

let her down by becoming an actor instead
of a janitor.”

He never could pull a fast one on his
three older sisters.

“They taught me my stuff,” he admits.
“Marion was the actress. I got my first

inkling of drama from her. Kay showed
me how to shoot marbles. When I lost

mine in the alleys, I could always borrow
from her. Betty, the eldest one, taught
me fighting.

“When I started out picking on one of
the girls, she kayo’d me. She’ll be sus-
picious of my fight stuff in ‘Champion.’
She always could beat me.”
Betty almost went down for the count,

though, when little brother made head-
lines as intercollegiate wrestling cham-
pion, undefeated, while working his way
through St. Lawrence University.
And I can tell Betty that Kirk is a

fighter now. No fancy Dan, he’s a hooker,
Dempsey style. And he sure has the
physical equipment for the ring.

H
E’S six feet tall, weighs 17G pounds
stripped. Muscular, V-shaped, his

weight’s in his shoulders. His legs are light
and fast, his reflexes quick. The Mickey
Walker middle-weight type.

I always say any man can fight who can
snap his head back, but he’s got to go
through the training grind. Same applies
to picture fighting.

For six weeks, Kirk took it. No smok-
ing, drinking, late hours. He even had to

diet to bring down his weight. Could you
blame a guy if he got a little fed up at

times?
“I seem to be in a world by myself with

this character Midge,” Kirk said, one
night. “I’ve even stopped reading Time
magazine.”
You get to be buddies with a man when

you are roped off from the world with
him for six weeks, day and night.

We made with the training and slugging
during the day and in the evenings we
took off to town for the fights, shop-
ping for styles in jabs and foot work. Like
a comic stealing gags, Kirk would pick off

a punch from one fighter and a side-step
from another, building up his own style.

No actor I have trained in my fifteen

years of Hollywood duty has been so
heavily taxed as Kirk was, for, in addition
to fighting guys in the ring, he had a lot

of sparring with babes, non-glorified sex
stuff. It’s a wonder he didn’t get punch-
drunk.

In the midst of it all, the newspapers
broke stories that Kirk and his wife Diana
had thrown in the towel.
Kirk once remarked to me, “You must

believe you are a fighter in order to play a
fighter. I hope this heel Midge I’m play-
ing doesn’t affect me, he is a life-wrecker.”
Kidding him back, I said, “Do you sup-

pose Midge has been wrecking your happy
home?”
Kirk shook his head. He felt bad. A

paper printed a note blaming his domestic
bust-up to a swell head over “Cham-
pion.” The picture hadn’t been shown at

the time, so it was hard to see how he
could have taken on any head weight from
applause.
His reply to that report gives you an

idea of Kirk’s natural kindness, modesty
and good manners. He didn’t get sore or
yell “lie,” as a guy might on the spur of

the moment. He said, “That is a natural
assumption, Mushy. It can hardly be true,

though, because Diana and I have had
differences over quite a period.

“Diana is still the most terrific girl for

my money,” he said. “An excellent moth-
er, she has a knack for managing a home
so everything is smooth. She is also a fine

actress. If she had no talent I would ob-
ject to a career, but as it is, I want to see
her become a big star.”

Kirk met Diana Dill when they were
students at the American Academy of

Dramatic Art in New York. Kirk was
earning his way, working as he had at

college. The first year, he lived at Green-
wich Settlement House and worked for

board and room. Next year, he waited on
tables at Schrafft’s.

Diana is the daughter of a government,
official in Bermuda. She had dough but
no swank, and went on bus-riding dates
with Kirk when he had time off from
hopping bells. Lauren Bacall was another
chum at the school. It was Lauren who
tipped Hollywood to Kirk by telling Hal
Wallis to take a gander at the boy doing

the juvenile lead in “Kiss and Tell.”

Kirk and Diana didn’t go steady. When
she finished at the Academy she was con-
tracted for Hollywood. Kirk’s first stage
part was a singing messenger in a play
with Grace George. He felt it was quite a
let-down after doing classy stuff like

Shakespeare and Greek drama at the
Academy and in summer stock.
He had a chance to go on the road play-

ing leads, but instead, chose to carry a

samovar on to the stage for Katharine
Cornell, and then play an off-stage echo
in her play “The Three Sisters.” I guess
he felt he had a natural affinity for sisters.

K
IRK and Diana were hitched during the
war in New Orleans. He was shoving of!

with the Navy for anti-submarine duty.
When Diana returned to work in Holly-
wood, she always used the name Diana
Douglas in screen casts.

When they separated, Kirk moved into a

small house in San Fernando Valley that
he rented from Tommy Farrell, bachelor
diggings of one bedroom, living room,
den and galley kitchen. Diana and the

boys stayed in his hillside house on Look-
out Mountain.
Speculating on the future of his two

sons, Kirk said the four-year-old Michael
wants to be an actor. Joel, the two-year-
old, wants to be a truck driver.
“The truck driver will be the happier,”

Kirk grinned. “I was happiest when I

was running errands, as a kid, in the steel

mills in Rochester. I felt fine in the eve-!

ning. An actor’s life somehow gets com-
plicated, with a little success, and you keep
trying to make it simple again.”
He is learning to cook. It is about the

only thing he did not learn to do as a kid.

With six sisters, there was no incentive.
One Saturday night, he gave a preview

of his culinary art for a few of us guys.
He said he wasn’t great shakes as a chef

but was aiming to develop.
He threw us a stew with garlic enough

to stink up the Valley. Stew was always
his favorite dish. But anything with gar-
lic in it is his dish.

“Saturday night in Hollywood,” he said

as we mopped up the stew. “The family
back east probably think I’m at Ciro’s

They wouldn’t believe I was sitting rounc
my kitchen table with you mugs eating my ;

Mulligan.
“I don’t want to talk fight pictures foi

a long time,” he told me. He doesn’t neec i|

to. He’s in position now to choose hi;

stuff. His next will be a jive character it

“Young Man with a Horn” with Laurei
Bacall, his Academy side-kick who wisec i

Hollywood to him.
One good reason for being a fighte:

when you play one, is that you are alway:
getting challenged by characters aroum i

town. “So you think you are a champ,”
;

J

mug will say to an actor in a night clul

and, wham, let him have it.

The other night, a stranger walked up t
|

Kirk and said, “So you’re the new cham] i

I saw in ‘Champion.’ ”

Kirk gave him the slow, nice smile an
sort of made ready.

“I just want to tell you,” the guy saic i

“that you’re going to knock over nex
year’s Oscar.”'
Kirk wasn’t ready for that one. “No, I

he said, his green eyes lighting up like g I

signals. “Thank you. There is nothing i

would rather have, but, oh no.”
Kirk is winner for my money. Knowin

the champ’s generosity in passing honoi
|

around, I’d say one lone Oscar isn’t enoug i

for him. The next Academy Award shoul i

be an Oscar with six sisters.

The End

for a color picture of your

favorite star in Photoplay.

Every vote counts, so give

your choice a chance by
registering now with our

PORTRAIT POLL EDITOR

c/o Photoplay

205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.
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I Saw Rita Hayworth
Marry Aly Khan

(Continued from page 35) the wedding.
She arrived at the reception later, however,
in time to see her mother cut the beautiful

wedding cake. The sword of antique glass

which Rita used had been bought by her
and Aly in Paris. Rebecca was brought to

the reception by the Princess Khan, Aly’s

stepmother. Princess Khan, who was mar-
ried to the Aga Khan prior to his marriage
to the current Begum, practically raised

, Aly after his mother’s death and he adores
her. Rebecca does too, begged to live with
her, in fact.

P
RINCESS KHAN told me that Rebecca
was terrified of the photographers who

tried to take her picture everytime she
left the house. Because of this, Aly, who
loves children, felt she should not be sub-
jected to such experiences.
The wedding gifts were worth a King’s

ransom. The Aga Khan’s gift to "Rita was
a choice of heirloom jewels. And her gifts

; from the Prince were a $12,000 car, a
twelve-carat diamond ring, a case of silver,

ipaintings and jewels of moderate size.

Even more lavish gifts came later from
: the Ismaili guests who attended the Mos-
lem ceremony. No one but the family and
a handful of guests knew that the Moslem

! ceremony was to take place at the Cha-
teau de l’Horizon the night following the
civil ceremony. To it the Ismaili guests
came bearing the gifts of diamonds as big
as walnuts, gorgeous silks, cloths of gold
and golden coins.

!! Rita’s title of Princess is a courtesy one.
ji But in India, when Aly succeeds his father,

she will be called Her Royal Highness.
» The Aga Khan who, I thought, looked
jlike a lovable kewpie, is regarded as a god
|in India; his image worshipped by the
Moslem natives. And when he passes on,
Prince Aly, his successor, will become

1 Imam or spiritual leader of the Ismaili
branch of the Mohammedan religion.

The angle of Aly becoming a god has
been much discussed. And Rita has been
jokingly referred to as a future goddess.
Many of the stories told about Rita’s

j

thirty-eight-year-old Prince Aly are com-
pletely false. As the eldest son of the Aga
Khan, he has been raised in the greatest
luxury. However, he is greatly annoyed
when it is intimated that he is very dark
in color. As a matter of fact, his mother
was Italian. He is only half Persian. His
mother’s brother, incidentally, a delight-
ful Italian gentleman, is major domo of

!,
FHorizon, manages the dozens of servants,

' among them the chef formerly employed
by the Duke and Duchess of Windsor.
Prince Aly has blue-gray eyes and wears

his hair rather long. And he still walks
1 with a limp as a result of a broken leg he
received while he was playing with his
sons. He drinks little, smokes practically
not at all and frequently takes a cigarette
from Rita’s lips, puffs on it, and returns
it to her mouth.
The day Prince Aly showed me over the

chateau, Rita brought him a plate of
cherries. He looked at her, smiled and

. said, “Thank you, my darling.” As he
spoke, I’ll confess, my thoughts flew back-
ward. To the bitter young tears Rita shed
during her marriage to Edward Judson
and her unhappiness when she was mar-
ried to Orson Welles.
The Chateau de l’Horizon has fifteen

bedrooms and baths, each with a balcony
overlooking the Mediterranean. There is a
‘swimming pool, the water of which is

piped in from the Mediterranean. I have
seen more elaborate pools in Hollywood
but none with any such background. A
chute goes from the terrace to the blue-

Is your ring finger long,

straight and slender ? You

appreciate art, music

and beauty

THE ARTISTIC HAND
One of a series . . .

Watch for your hand

f
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Is the space between

your middle and ring fingers

wide when your hand is relaxed?

You love to defy

convention

Is the little-finger side

of your palm highly rounded?

You ’re imaginative, expressive

-— love the dramatic

Does your hand express your personality?

Whether you think it does or doesn’t, carefully

groomed fingertips tell everyone you’re fashion;

wise. When you use Dura-Gloss, your fingertips

say you’re practical, too. For Dura-Gloss means

exciting shades, quick application, long
/^GmrtmheA

lasting beauty. . . all yours for only 1 o § G°od Housekeeping;

DURA-GLOSS NAIL POLISH

non-smear remover 10^ and 25G . .lipstick 25^ !Oc

©1949 Lorr Laboratories, Paterson, N. J. Founded by E. T. Reynolds Prices plus tax
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Beautiful, Heavenly Lips

For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK
Mary Anderson, star

of stage and screen.

And These Newly Luscious Colors

Can’t Come Off On Anything

Bid “good-bye” to lipstick and see your lips

more beautiful than ever before. See them
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice

—

a color more alive than lipstick colors,

because—no grease. Yes, this new Liquid
Liptone contains no grease—no wax—no
paste. Just pure, vibrant color. Truly,
Liquid Liptone will bring to your lips color-

beauty that’s almost too attractive!

Makes the Sweetest Kiss

Because It Leaves No Mark on Him
Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your
Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his—or

for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to

your lips alone and one make-up usually

suffices for an entire day or evening.

Feels Marvelous on]Your Lips.*.

. . . they stay delightfully soft and smooth.

PLEASE TRY SEVERAL SHADES AT MY INVITATION

Once you experience the greater beauty of

liquid color and know that your lip make-up
will stay on no matter what your lips touch

—

I’m sure you’ll thank me for this offer. Let me
send you costume-size Liquid Liptone—one or
more shades. Each is at least a two weeks’
supply. Enclose 25c for each shade to cover
postage, etc. You will be thrilled by the
startling new beauty that
Liquid Liptone instantly
brings to your lips.

Accepted for advertising

in publications ot the

American Medical Association

liquid liptone

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 9108
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

Send Costume Sizes. I enclose 25c, which includes Fed.

tax, for each shade checked below:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.
Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
Orchid—Exotic pink—romantic for evening.
English Tint—Inviting coral-pink.

Clear (colorless)—Use over lipstick, smearproofs.
CHEEKTONE—"Magic" color for cheeks.

Miss
Mrs._ —

-

Address —

-

City State ,

green sea and Aly’s two sons, who adore
Rita, use it when they are at the chateau.

The house is white with green shutters.

And inside, the decoration, supervised by
Prince Aly, is in pastel colors, all very
bright and gay.

Rita’s boudoir is in delicate shades of

pink with white. The salon, which opens
on the sea, is done in buttercup yellow
and soft greens and blues. Utrillo’s latest

painting, gift of Aly to his bride, hangs in

a conspicuous place. There are bookcases
all around this room which also boasts an
Aubusson rug and a grand piano. The for-

mal drawing room is in French Renais-
sance, with pink satin and pale gray furni-
ture. And the dining room is in powder
blue. It has antique chairs and an old
Italian marble dining table. Most of the
time, however, the Prince and Princess
have their meals served on the terrace
overlooking the sea. This, however, is only
one of Princess Rita’s residences. There
are also eight places in Ireland, one in

Norway, a house in Paris and a country
place in London.

I
T WAS walking through the fabulous
rooms of Rita’s new home that I remem-

bered the first time I ever saw her. It was
1935. With her father, she was a dancer
at Agua Caliente. But she was Margarita
Cansino then, sweetly pretty, with black
hair, painfully shy and a little too plump.
At l’Horizon many languages are spoken.

When you see Rita there you know at once
the sophisticated life she will lead as
Princess Aly Khan. At the moment she
is studying hard to master French. Her
knowledge of Spanish should help her, of

course. Nevertheless she hasn’t progressed
as quickly as her little Rebecca who, with
the facility that is natural to children, now
speaks the language fluently.

The day I lunched at the chateau I real-

ized Rita had acquired some of the poise

of Prince Aly’s set; comprised almost ex-
clusively of men and women who are
widely traveled, cultured and devoted to

him. But she went a little overboard, I felt,

in her reticence and carefully modulated
sentences. The only thing faintly reminis-
cent of Hollywood about her was her cos-

tume. In contrast to the cool, quiet prints

worn by the other women present, she
wore a blue jacket over a bathing suit that

was so short you could see only her legs.

Her hair was a very dark brown and not

nearly as becoming, I thought, as the gla-

morous red hair she has worn for so many
years. When she makes a picture she will

have to become a redhead again. And she

does intend to keep her career, which is

still precious to her.

John Hyde, vice-president of Beckworth,
Rita’s own company, has conferred with

the Prince about Rita continuing to make
pictures. Prince Aly says Rita has worked
so hard to attain her popularity that he
will not ask her to retire. He is not—he
makes this very plain—interested in the

financial end of her business. And Rita

need not be either. The dowry settled upon
her provides for her handsomely.

The Prince would not, he says, be averse

to living in Hollywood during the time

Rita makes a picture. However, he would
prefer this to be some time during the

racing season. Then he could let Holly-

wood see his thoroughbreds. And Rita

could show her stable, another wedding
gift, which she will race under her own
colors of red and green.

Rita and her Prince are now madly in

love. If this continues she will, at last, have
the happiness she deserves.

I say with her father, Eduardo Cansino,

the Spanish dancing teacher, “I want her

to be happy.” Happiness is better than all

the wealth and power in the world.
The End

WHEN IS MY APPOINTMENT?

GEEGEH3EEBBS

Do you recall the address of John’s uncl«
in Cincinnati?—or do you know where yoi
placed that wonderful recipe Mrs. Deckel
gave you—or do you remember where Johi
told you the water shut-off valve in tht

basement is located?

If you are like most of us you have little

notes all over the house—but when you want
them, they are not to be found. But what
can be done about it?

Well, Janet Lane and Catherine Emig Plege-
mann have done something about it. They
have organized a book in which to keep in-
formation and records of your family and
friends, your home and your belongings and
your various activities.

In Keep The Family Record Straight space
is provided to jot down those recurring dates
you want to remember, such as birthdays,
anniversaries, etc. Then there is a place to

record clothing sizes for all members of the
family—so you won’t have to ask! Also,
space for your Christmas card list—family
health records—your friends’ food and en-
tertainment preferences—insurance policies
and when payments are due—mechanical
workings about the home—household inven-
tories—household services—gardening data
—canning, preserving and freezing notes—
vacation and travel reminders of hotels,
meals and routes you have enjoyed. And
much, much more.

Here is a record book that you will use and
refer to every day of your life. It will save
you time, trouble and anguish—no end.

The book is smart and colorful. It is plastic
bound and the pages lie flat for easy record-
ings. The paper takes ink beautifully. It is

illustrated with amusing drawings by that
brilliant artist, Joan Lemmo.

Keep The Family Record Straight is a per-
fect gift for birthdays—your week-end
hostesses—or for any one of your friends.
The price is only $2 postpaid, and it is sold
on a money-back, if not satisfied, basis.
Order—NOW.

At all bookstores—or use this coupon

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PP-849
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postage prepaid copies of KEEP
THE FAMILY RECORD STRAIGHT at $2.00 each.

I enclose money order or check lor $
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'ontinued from page 45) out for them.
Douglas Dick: Current release, “Home
the Brave.” No contract, but sure to be
deed up after this picture and “The Ac-
sed.” Young, loaded with come-hither.

Philip Friend: Good supporting role in

ramount’s “My Own True Love” and
ildwyn’s “Enchantment.” Very handsome

: t held down a bit by British accent.

With production most uncertain at RKO
til Howard Hughes completes its re-

ganization, the contract list at this studio

very small. In the past year, they con-

;
er Robert Ryan and Jane Greer have
finitely come across as stars, and there’s

: strong feeling that Gloria Grahame will

rister as star-stuff with her next release.

I eir brightest young hopefuls, however,
two men under individual contract to

I fin Ford, and a girl partly under contract

; RKO, partly under contract to Warners.
3etsy Drake: Her first picture, “Every
H Should Be Married,” made her a star.

Ill, blonde, with a vibrant voice and
:;ellent stage background. Next pic-
re, “Bandwagon,” in which she sings and
I ices, too.

3en Johnson: John Ford’s discovery.

! rrent release, “Three Godfathers.” Next
:ease, “She Wore a Yellow Ribbon.”
Ipical cowboy type. Will star in “The
>ghty Joe Young.”
iarry Carey Jr., Ford’s other best bet.

[ rrent release, “Three Godfathers.” Next
nease, “Copper Canyon.” Son of the vete-
• 1 character man of the same name. Nick-
imed “Dobe.” Red-headed, not hand-
;ne, but tall and completely original.

Dropped By RKO But Watch For:
Arthur Kennedy: Current release,
‘hampion.” Next release, “The Window.”
E )nd, slight, excellent actor but probably
c;n around too long for major click at

t s late date, and is tied up on Broadway
ill “Death of a Salesman.”
Oorothy Patrick: Next release, “Follow

5' Quietly.” No contract. A beautiful girl,

f< merly under M-G-M contract, she
Lsn’t quite seem to make the grade,
3 spite definite acting ability,

fose Ferrer: Current release, “Joan of

Ac.” Not handsome, tall or young, but
3 red so decisively as the Dauphin in
San of Arc” that he was brought back
E:m Broadway for “Whirlpool.” Person-
a / charming, Hollywood producers like

bn as an individual, which is a big help.

Columbia—A little studio that either
n kes them big, as witness Rita Hay-
vrth and Glenn Ford, or does nothing at
a with them, as in the case of Janet Blair,

ley have an interesting group of young
s rters this year, the chief of whom is:

rohn Derek: Current release, “Knock on
fy Door.” Next release, “All the Kings
R:n.” Although he’s almost too good-
l< king, he’s still a dynamic performer
al Harry Cohn, Columbia’s boss, is tre-
nndously enthusiastic about him.
•ohn Ireland: Current release, “I Shot

J;se James.” Next release, “All the Kings
I n.” Dark and rugged, with plenty of
n sculine sock. 1949 should be a red-letter
yir for him.
Villiam Bishop: Current release, “The

Milking Hills.” Next release “Anna Lu-
c ta.” He has social background and a

g at deal of stage experience behind him.
erome Courtland: Current release,

“ an from Colorado.” Next release,
“ )kyo Joe” and “Battleground.” Lanky
k[ with great humor, his fine start in
“ iss and Tell” was stalemated by his
bng drafted. May yet make it.

Vina Foch: Current release, “Under-
crer Man.” Next release, “Johnny Alleg-
r ’ A blonde of superior intellect, it may

Towels
j

Spares

in Shreds-
,

Hubbies' tfeads!

LITTLE LULU sa.vs: DON'T BE A CUT-UP/ WIPE RAZOR.

BLADES' WITH
1 KL£ENEX*AND SAVE TOWELS, TEMPER/

KEEP THAT HANDY KLEENEX BOX IN THE BATHROOM

AND EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOUSE. SOFT/ STRONG/

POPS UP! KLEENEX /S YOUR BEST BUY IN TISSUES.

(g) International Cellucotton Products Co. ^ T. M. Reg. II. S. Pat. Off.

BOOKS TO TREASURE AND KEEP . . .

PERMABOOKS 35/
NOW ON YOUR NEWSSTAND
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YOU ARE IN DEMAND

If you like to sketch, write for FREE
TALENT TEST. Splendid opportuni-
ties for trained artists. Find out if you
have talent worth developing.

ART INSTRUCTION, INC.
Dept 8969-4, Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Send me your FREE Talent Test.

Nome

Address

City

County

Occupation.

Stale.

Zone

.Ape.

Thrilling NEW PLAN!
Your choice of Gorgeous New Dress or Suit
—in your favorite style, size and color, given
to you for sending orders for only THRIVE
DRESSES for your neighbors, friends, or
your family. THAT’S ALLl Not one cent
to pay. Everything supplied without cost.

EXPERIENCE Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE!

Famous Harford Frocks will send you
big, new Style Line showing scores of

latest fashions, with actual fabrics, in

dresses— cottons, woolens, rayons— at
sensationally low money-saving prices.

Also suits, sportswear, lingene, ho-
siery, children’s wear. Show styles,

fabrics to neighbors, friends, family
—send in only 3 orders and yourown
dress is included without paying one cent.

EARN CASH,TOO—Up to
$22 in a Week in Spare Time!
Yes, you can earn big cash income

— up to $22.00 in a week besides getting
complete wardrobe for yourself ... . EASY!
Mail coupon for complete Style Line today

!

flail Coupon tor
:REE OUTFIT

tuaii evupvn j — •> -

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-213
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

1 HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-213
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

Please rush me the new HARFORD FROCKS STYLE
LINE and full details of your offer.

Name

Address..

City State.



You’re embraceable— always, when
new, wonderful KARE keeps you bath-

sweet. A lotion deodorant—satin -smooth,
fragrant. So nice to use. So different from
creams and liquids— not greasy or messy.

Safe to use after shaving.- KARE, an
amazing new improvement in underarm
deodorants, is the one that:

Soothes tender underarm skin

Stops odor . . . Dries instantly

Stops perspiration safely

Will not harm even fine fabrics

Economical! A few drops are effective.

35 i&t. 60 jf (plus tax), at drug and depart-

ment stores.

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.

f AMAZING OfFER— $40 IS YOURS~|

I

I

FOR SELLING ONLY 50 BOXES CHRISTMAS CARDS I

Aleo 50 and 25 for $1.00 with or without name. Free
j

I

samples. Other boxes on approval, including entirely I «. - I
|

new.differentdeluxeaesortmentwithfeaturetelevision |
awivirLts

| |

card. Cute plastic assortments. Write today. It costs nothing to try.
CHEERFUL CARD CO. , Dept. U-23, Wh ite Pla ins, N. Y. J

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY

,

SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line”

Without Cutting or
Scraping Legs

The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with

kiVeet® Cream Hair Remover. It

works deeper than a razor, be-

low the surface of the skin.

Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off

and hair disappears like magic.

be that gomg back and forth between stage
and screen holds her down.

Gloria Henry: Current release, “Air
Hostess.” Future release, “Miss Grant
Takes Richmond.” Pretty and charming,
yet doesn’t get studio breaks.

Dropped By Columbia But Watch For:
Ross Ford: Current release, “Law of

Barbary Coast.” Future release, “Air Hos-
tess.” Good-looking in a crinkly, brown-
haired sort of way. No contract.
Florence Marley: Current release,

“Sealed Verdict.” Future release “Tokyo
Joe.” May be handicapped by French
accent.

Samuel Goldwyn—Joan Evans: Current
release, “Roseanna McCoy.” Future re-
lease, “Beloved, Over All.” A fifteen-year-
old beauty with a most unusual and sophis-
ticated background, strongly backed by
her studio, she should become a big star.

Gigi Perreau: Current release, “Rosean-
na McCoy.” Next release, “Death in the
Doll House.” Looks like best candidate to

take over roles Margaret O’Brien has
grown out of. Only ten, French, cute.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— Metro definitely

needs “young blood” and is definitely after

it. It is still strongly backing Betty Gar-
rett, Ann Miller, Vera-Ellen, and Claude
Jarman, on the regular contract list, as
well as Ricardo Montalban and beautiful
Arlene Dahl but of its new people, its

mighty weight is most firmly behind:
Cyd Charisse: Next release, “Tension.”

This lovely former member of the Ballet

Russe has become a good actress.

Richard Stapley: Current release “Little

Women.” Next film, not set. English,

M-G-M calls him their “Glenn Ford type.”

Dropped By M-G-M But Watch For:
Rossano Brazzi: Current release, “Lit-

tle Women.” No contract. Has returned to

Italy to make “Stromboli,” discouraged
over miscasting in debut.
Blackburn Twins: Current release,

“Words and Music.” No contract. So talent-

ed, will probably turn up again. Song and
dance specialists.

Leueen McGrath: Current release, “Ed-
ward, My Son.” No contract. Beautiful,

with stunning figure, probably will be
signed somewhere.

Sol Lesser—Lesser is the “Tarzan” pro-
ducer, so naturally, he has a Tarzan under
contract. That’s:

Lex Barker: Better than that casting

would indicate. He’s got the muscles for

Tarzan, but he’s got the brains and back-
ground for better things, and he might get

them, though there’s no casting ahead foH
him, right now, except many more Tarzan

:

|

Allene Roberts: The little girl Lesse
discovered for “Red House.” Her curren
release is “Knock on Any Door.” N
future release, but she is excellent and ap
pealing and should go ahead.

Eagle Lion—The only new player thi

studio has signed in the past year is:

Scott Brady: Current release, “He Walk
by Night.” Next release, “Montana Belle I

for RKO. Good-looking, with lots of zoon
he’s also sharp and intelligent.

Allied Artists—Another little studio, i q
has no regular contracts, but has a “com
mitment” with:
Audie Murphy: Current release, “Bai

Boy.” Next release, “The Kid from Texas.
Distinctive and forceful, he should click

Twentieth Century-Fox—Having discov
ered a box office gold mine in the “colleg
set” on screen with “Apartment for Peg
gy,” “Mother Is a Freshman” and “Mi
Belvedere Goes to College,” Twentieth i

very younger-generation minded. Bar
bara Lawrence, whom we spotlighted fo

you in last year’s “Choose Your Star,

has sharply advanced this year, most re

cently in “Mother Is a Freshman.” Like
wise, Colleen Townsend of last year’s men
tion, has done very well by herself, mos
recently in “Chicken Every Sunday.”

Betty Lynn, cute red-head of “Mothe
Is a Freshman,” is making the grade ant

Debra Paget, whom we itemed then, ha
since scored in “Cry of the City.” You ma\
want to vote for any one of them, but o

the new newies, here’s the list:

Paul Douglas: First release, “A Lette
to Three Wives.” Latest release, “It Hap
pens Every Spring.” Won raves in thf

former. Very amusing, sophisticated actor

may be hurt by not being young and hand'
some.
John Russell: Current release, “Yellov

Sky.” Next release, “Slattery’s Hurricane.
A he-man heavy, studio expects to switch

him to heroes.
Hugh Marlowe: Current release, “Com*

to the Stable.” Next release, “Twefv
O’Clock High.” Has charm, excellent speak
ing voice, good stage and radio experience

V alentina Cortesa: Current release

“Black Magic.” Next release, “Operatioi

Malaya.” Small, intense, Italian girl, ha

strongest studio backing of any of Twen
tieth newcomers.
Kathleen Hughes: Current release, “Mi

Belvedere Goes to College.” Next releas

not yet set. Luscious-looking, definitely

“college type” and therefore highly fa

vored by studio.

listen when

BILL LAWRENCE
sings

# The Supper Club NBC
Monday-Friday, 7 p.m. EDT

# The Arthur Godfrey Show CBS

Monday-Friday, 10:30 a.m. EDT

# Arthur Godfrey and His Friends

CBS-TV Wednesday, 8 p.m. EDT

Read Bill Lawrence's life story in the current issue of

TRUE STORY magazine now on the newsstands.
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If you have oily skin or telltale oily zones

— nose, forehead, chin— Sayman Vege-

table Wonder Soap is for you! Almost

overnight your mirror will reflect the

thrilling difference when you use this

pure vegetable soap that contains no

animal fats or fillers, nothing to clog

facial pores. Rinses so thoroughly you’ll

love it for shampooing. Aids that ad-

olescent blackhead

problem.

FOR DRY SKIN

By Sayman

jDoj ean.

c/an&taJed Soap

Specifically formulated for dry, sensitive

skins. Creamy-lathering beauty soap extra

rich in natural oil. If dealer can't supply

you, send 50<t for 3 large bars of either

special-purpose soap. Sent postage-free.

SAYMAN PRODUCTS CO., DEPT. M, ST. LOUIS, MO.

fioTHACHjl
DINT’S

' For Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

I

IS YOUR CHILD TALENTED
OR

PHOTOGENIC
They are in great demand by groups in movies,
modeling agencies, etc.
Send a photo or snapshot with name, address and
age to:

BOX 2044, CHICAGO 9, ILL.

SEND NO MONEY. All Photos Returnable.

MAKE EXTRA MONEYS
den luluniml Lnristmas cards
You need no experience to make a wonderful

,

extra income with Colonial Christmas Cards.
At50for$l WITHNAME—justshow FREE
Samples to friends, others. Also NEW PLASTIC

1
Christmas Assortments, Gift Wraps. Everyday,
Personal Stationery, Imprinted Napkins, others. /Fine for church, club earning, too. Send for /.

'

Assortment on approval. FREE IMPRINTS. ,

COLONIAL STUDIOS, Inc.,Dept. M29
642 S. Summer Street, Holyoke, Mass.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

When disorder of kidney function permits poison-
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-

n ‘ging backache,rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
lunderthe eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
jkidneys or bladder.

! Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 50 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your b>od. Ce: T* in’s Pills.

*

Randy Stuart: Current release, “Apart-
ment for Peggy.” Next release, “I Was a
Male War Bride.” Cutie pie stuff, just
might make it.

Shari Robinson: Current release “You’re
My Everything.” Next release not yet set.

Shari is as cute a tiny girl as Shirley
Temple was, and sings and dances.

Patti Behrs: Current release, “Beautiful
Blonde from Bashful Bend.” No future re-
lease set. Cute foreigner, supposedly a
Georgian princess. Her chief distinction
right now is in being the very happy wife
of John Derek.

Warner Brothers—This hard-punching
studio is definitely on the march for new
young talent, spurred on, perhaps, by the
outstanding hit of two very newcomers,
Doris Day and Gordon MacRae. These two
are stars already, with only a couple of

pictures behind them. Warners have also
signed Kirk Douglas, on the strength of
his performance in “Champion,” together
with Ruth Roman from that same picture.
Kirk’s next picture is “Young Man with a
Horn” and Ruth will be seen in “The Win-
dow” and “Beyond the Forest.” They are
both expected to hit the heights.

Warners is already giving star-billing to:

Patricia Neal: Current release, “The
Fountainhead.” Next release “The Hasty
Heart.” Very tall, very highbrow, she’s a
fine actress. Studio backs her strongly, but
preview reaction hasn’t been as enthusias-
tic as expected.
David Brian: First picture, “Flamingo

Road.” Next releases, “Intruder in the
Dust” and “Beyond the Forest.” Rugged
and in mid-thirties, he is already in solid,

due to sock appeal in “Flamingo.” Studios
want him on loan-out.

Julie London: Latest release, “Task
Force.” Next release, “Return of the
Frontiersmen.” A sexy, young type who
can act, which never hurt any girl.

Robert Doitglas: Current release, “Homi-
cide.” Next in “The Fountainhead.” Com-
manding and handsome in a gigantic way.
Was in British pictures and on the stage.
Barbara Bates: Current release, “Quick-

sand.” Next release, “Happy Times.” In
danger of being “just another pretty girl”

despite definite talent.

Michael Wilding: Current release, “Ideal
Husband.” Next release, “The Hasty
Heart.” Charming and handsome, pos-
sibly too British.

Universal-International—U-I is signing
a lot of youngsters, on the proven theory
that one new Durbin or Gable can carry a
score of mistakes, if need be. The studio
already has one winner in Shelley Winters
and is still strongly backing Helena Carter
and Marta Toren whom we mentioned last

year. All three of these girls are regarded
by the studio as potentially important stars.

This season, the U-I bets are on:
Gar Moore: Current release, “Illegal

Entry.” Next release, “Abbott and Costello
Meet the Killer, Boris Karloff.” Tall, dark
and distinctive, so completely American
that he has Indian blood in him, he scored
originally in the Italian “Paisan.” An ex-
cellent actor, he might score sensationally.

Anthony Curtis: Current release, “City
Across the River.” Next release, “Forbid-
den.” Very young, with dark hair and blue
eyes, Hollywood girls swoon for him.
Stephen McNally: Current release, “The

Lady Gambles.” Next release, “Sword in
the Desert.” Here is an actor. As Horace
McNally, he was buried in “B” pictures.
Metro, who had him under contract for
years, now regrets dropping him.
Meg Randall: Current release, “The Life

of Riley.” Future release, “Illegal Entry.”
A slender, green-eyed blonde. Very am-
bitious and studio is very ambitious for
her, so perhaps she’ll swing it.

YOUNfi WIVES

LESS EMBARRASSED
when they use this higher type

INTIMATE FEMININE

HYGIENE

Greaseless Suppository Assures

Hours of Continuous Medication

Every young wife should be most
grateful for the extra advantage
which this higher type of intimate
feminine cleanliness offers. Zonitors
are not only more convenient and
daintier to use, but one of the most
effective methods ever discovered.

So Powerfully Germicidal

Yet So Safe to Tissues

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
Positively non-irritating , non-poison-
ous, non-smarting. Ready for instant
use, Zonitors release powerful germi-
cidal properties and continue to do
so for hours. They’re not the type
which quickly melt away. They never
leave any residue.

Zonitors do not ‘mask’ offending-
odor. They actually destroy it. Help
guard against infection by instantly
killing every germ they touch. You
know it’s not always possible to con-
tact all the germs in the tract. But
you can be sure Zonitors immediately
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Easy to carry
if away from home.

free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.

Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-89, 370 Lex-
ington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Addresr
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alone...
because

she doesn’t know

LOVE can be lost . . . romance ruined

if you offend with perspiration odor.

So stop it before it starts!

DRYAD— Jergens new kind of deo-

dorant actually stops the decaying

action of bacteria.. .the chief cause of

embarrassing perspiration odor...6e-

fore it starts!

Its complete deodorizing action keeps

you sweet to love and adore.

APPROVED by leading skin special-

ists. Harmless to clothes.

SMOOTH as face cream as long as it

lasts. 10tf, 29<f, 59<f.

Dryad
stops perspiration odor

before it starts

afV*

REDUCE
There is no magic at all about The Common
Sense Way to a beautiful figure. But if you fol-
low the suggestions Sylvia of Hollywood has for
you in her book No More Alibis you may, perhaps,
challenge the beauty of the loveliest movie star!
In No More Alibis the author tells you how she
helped many of Hollywood’s brightest stars with
their figure problems. She names names—tells
you how she developed this star's legs—how she
reduced that star’s waistline—how she helped an-
other star to achieve a beautiful youthful figure.
Send for No More Alibis—today. Only 50c postpaid.
Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. P-849, 205 East
42nd St., New York 17. N. Y.

Anne Pearce: Current picture, “Yes, Sir,

That’s My Baby.” Next picture not yet set.

In her early twenties, studio regards her
definitely as a character actress, and is

therefore most careful about casting her.
Donna Martel: Current picture, “Illegal

Entry.” Next release, “Abbott and Cos-
tello Meet the Killer, Boris Karloff.” Real-
ly a dish, saucy and sexy.
Richard Long: Current release, “The Life

of Riley.” Next release not yet set.

Twenty-two, with five years’ experience,
seems to lack real box office weight, despite
personal appeal and good appearance.

Dropped By Universal But Watch Out
For

—

Patricia Medina: Current release,

“The Fighting O’Flynn.” Next release,

“Francis.” Beautiful and British wife of

Richard Greene, just doesn’t get the breaks.

the Hollywood consensus is that those like-
ly to come through with flying banners are:

Jayne Meadows: Last release, “Enchant-
ment.” Tall and dynamic, and an actress
of very high calibre she is very choosy
about parts. You can safely back her.
Mickey Knox: Latest release, “Knock

on Any Door.” Has played only young
heavies, but plays them powerfully.
Lloyd Bridges and Steve Brodie, who

have both made plenty of “B’s” get their

first real “A” breaks in the smash “Home
of the Brave” which will probably pul-
motor both their careers. It may also help

Jeff Corey, who plays the doctor, and who
was so outstanding in “Canon City” as

the worst of the stir-crazy killers.

Republic—When you are a cowboy and
can ride ’em, Republic does all right by a
personality—as witness Roy Rogers and
John Wayne. This year, however, even
though it has a new cowboy, that studio is

strongly backing two girls. Although she
has been around for several seasons, the
first big Republic push is in back of:

Marie Windsor: Current pictures, “Out-
post in Morocco” and “Hellfire.” Next pic-
ture, “The Avengers.” The siren type, men
go for her—and that usually means the
public goes, too. Also, a pretty good actress.

Adrian Booth: Current picture, “The Last
Bandit.” Future release, “The Fighting
Kentuckian.” A beauty contest winner
who could win in Hollywood.
The new Republic cowboy—the singing

type, yet, is Rex Allen: Six feet tall,

twenty-six, and from Arizona. His first

picture is “Brimstone.” His future release,

“Arizona Plunderers.”

Under the banner of United Artists come
the various independent releases. There-
fore, technically belonging to United Ar-
tists, you find certain better-known free-
lance players. Lacking the protective pub-
licity and grooming of studio contracts,

their futures are very unpredictable.
Kristine Miller: Current release, “Too

Late for Tears.” Next release for M-G-M,
“Death in the Doll House.” A fine young
actress, she was dropped by Hall Wallis,

but probably will be signed somewhere
else before too long.

Lola Albright: Current release, “Cham-
pion.” Next picture, “The Good Humor
Man.” Has been caught in tide of success
from “Champion.” Pretty girl, good actress.

Paul Valentine: Current releases, “Spe-
cial Agent” and “Love Happy.” Future re-

lease, “House of Strangers.” Tall, menac-
ing and a fugitive from the Ballet Russe,
may turn up in star category anytime.

In the out-and out free-lance group,

O
THER players, somehow lost in the free-
lance shuffle, but registering as real per-

sonalities are:

Beatrice Pearson: Started off sharply in

her first picture, “Force of Evil.” Had that

turned out to be a hit—which it didn’t

—

she would probably have hit, too. Your
support of her would help.
Johnny Sands: Latest release, “Adven-

ture in Baltimore.” Next release, “Mas-
sacre River.” A handsome kid, he was
dropped by Selznick, and hasn’t yet re-

covered.
Arthur Franz: Definitely scored in

“Jungle Patrol.” Next release, “Red Stal-

lion in the Rockies.” Appealing to younger
set but needs a good push.
Michael Kirby: Sonja Henie’s skating

partner, he was her leading man in “The
Countess of Monte Cristo.” Those who saw
this picture thought he had a definite

“something.”
Richard Webb: His last was “A Con-

necticut Yankee.” He’s good-looking
enough to be picked up by someone soon.

Michael Steele: He stood out, in a bit, in

the big-big cast of “Command Decision.”
Incisive and different he just needs the

right part. He was also in “Station West.”
Walter Reed: A good-looking, good actor

and nice guy, he scored in “Fighter
Squadron”—but it didn’t matter, as he
curiously has had no part since.

James Mitchell: Tall, dark and slender.

Debuted as Duke in “Colorado Territory”
for Warners. Next release, “Stars in My
Crown” for M-G-M.
And that’s it. Cast your vote on the

ballot on page 45. All votes must be post-

marked by midnight on August 20. The
winners will be announced in the No-
vember issue. Following the close of the

contest, Photoplay will feature the ac-

tresses and actors you choose with stories

and portraits in color.

Who are the “most likely to succeed” in

1949? We want you, always the jury, to

tell us.

The End
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Listen to

'Wendy Warren and the News"

Monday through Friday
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IfASY EXTRA MONEY
r Show friends sensational 21-
» Card $1 Christmas Assortment with
Patented Television Card. Sells like
wild fire I Up to 100% profit. 7 Su-
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Wendy and her guest Kirk Douglas

take direction from George Wallaeh

INSIDE

TELEVISION

BY WENDY BARRIE

T
HE editors of Photoplay have asked me
to report what goes on behind the

cameras when “Inside Photoplay” brings
Hollywood to your living room.
A literal statement, that! For the gossip

on this show comes directly from Cal
York. The pictures are hot from Hymie
Fink’s camera. Sometimes there’s a pre-
view of a film. And many movie stars
appear as guest stars. It’s exciting and
fun. I know. I’m Mistress of Ceremonies.
Always we start out sanely enough. But

we rarely end that way. I’ve had stars
turn the tables and start interviewing me!
After one such session when I didn’t have
the right answers, I spent an entire day
with the boys in the engineer’s booth being
briefed. “Be - prepared - for- anything - Bar-
rie,” they call me now.
But one thing for which I wasn’t pre-

pared happened the evening that Kirk
Douglas was on our show. In the audi-
ence of the telecast preceding ours was
a club of twenty girls in their teens. One
of them spotted Kirk in the hall. She
stood transfixed. To break the spell, Kirk
planted a big-brother kiss on her cheek.
With a squeal of glee, she cried, “He kissed
me.” Whereupon the other nineteen girls
streamed into the hall and lined up. And
I got on the end of the line myself.
We’ve had our share of beautiful ladies

before our cameras, too. Nina Foch looked
so beautiful and chic when I interviewed
her that I had to hide my head in shame

—

behind a handkerchief. The sound man
told me that my voice through the hanky
sounded like a fog horn—but better that
than comparison with the extraordinarily
lovely Nina.

I’ll never forget our pre-telecast con-
ference with Edward Everett Horton. He
wouldn’t say a thing. He’d just smile and
nod pleasantly. Would he, I wondered, just
nod and smile while the show was on. My
fears were groundless. He was witty,
charming, wise and completely wonderful.
“Why wouldn’t you talk before the show?”
I asked him later. Eddie smiled. “I have a
dreadfully sore throat—and didn’t want to
lose the benefits of the spray in con-
ference.”

See you Inside Photoplay.

Tune in Inside Photoplay, Monday, Wed-
nesday, Friday. See your local newspaper
for time and station.

the deodorant that works

TWO WAYS

• STOPS
not just masks-

perspiration odor

and beautifies

underarm skin

Oh joy, oh bliss! YODORA is dif-

ferent . . . doubly divine, doubly

effective, because it’s made with a

face cream base. Works two ways:

1—really stops perspiration odor

. . . 2 — keeps armpits fresh and

lovely-looking as the skin of neck

and shoulders. Safe for clothes,

too. Today, try YODORA, the won-

derful deodorant that works two

ways! Product of McKesson &
Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
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You’ve Waited for This!

HERE IT IS!

NO RECEIVER
BUTTON
IN THE

EAR!

• The Phanto-
mold combined
with the Beltone Hearing Aid assures

you ofunsurpassed hearing quality for

both tone and volume. But best of all,

even your friends won’t notice that

you are wearing a hearing aid. You
owe it to yourself to see this newest
hearing improvement and convince
yourself that now for the first time

you really can conceal your
V deafness.
r Jl .

* Guaranteed by ^
L Good Housekeeping ,

BJtone
I/*' MONO-P/MONO-PAC

ONE-UNIT HEARING AID

Bellone Hearing Aid Company, Dept.MWG-8

1450 West 19th St., Chicago 8. III.

I Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. MWG-8
I 1450 West 19th St., Chicago 8, III.
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invisible PHANTOMOLD.
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.
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.

STOP UNDERARM ODOR
ALOR1DE stops perspiration and odor. Colorless, safe

liquid. Effective, pleasant. Mrs. H. Morris. RFD, Galena,

O says "My husband and 1 like ALORIDE better than
other deodorants. You get at least twice as much for your
money.” Rush order today. Large bottle $1. Money
back guarantee. ALORIDE. Boa 803ft W, Arlington, Va.I

00
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(Continued jrom page 33) nervous and
emotional too, and suffers periods of de-
pression. She doesn’t mind these periods,
she insists, because, although no one could
be more depressed than she can be, no
one could be happier than she is when she
is happy. Judy suffered from insomnia
during the time I was with her and for
many years prior to that time. Because
of that fact, she took sleeping medicine,
though oftentimes it was still impossible
for her to get to sleep.

I well remember when Judy was let out
of “The Barkleys of Broadway.” After
rehearsing practically all the routines
with Fred Astaire, she was ill for a few
days. The studio felt she was holding up
production although Judy tried to tell

them that she would be well enough with-
in a few days to work. However, they felt

they couldn’t wait and proceeded with
production. It was on Sheilah Graham’s
radio program that Judy heard Ginger
Rogers had replaced her. She thought
it funny at first, started to laugh. But in
the middle of the laugh she fainted. She
was put to bed and for two weeks she was
so ill, she almost died. She seemed to have
lost her will to live.

“I’ll never stop making pictures,” she
says. Actually she wouldn’t know what
to do without her career. That’s why, mor-
tally afraid of losing it, she makes herself
sick worrying about it. Before she goes
into a new picture she suffers the greatest
pangs of stage fright; stays in bed, can’t

sleep, can’t eat, turns as white as a ghost.

She’s always afraid before a picture starts

that she just won’t be able to make it.

Judy’s friends now feel a long rest would
be good for her. If she could get away
for a year or more they feel she would
be able to make another picture like “Sum-
mertime,” the picture she did following
the holiday she had when she was re-
leased from Barkleys. In “Summertime,”
which has just been released, she is in
better voice, looks better and turns in a
good job all around. It is the best thing
she has done in five years.

High School Course
at Home

l

Many Finish in 2 Years
Go aa rapidly aa your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

dent School work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. S. subjects
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. HC92, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

MONEY FORYOU -sell free samples

CHRISTMAS CARDS-UP TO 100% PROFIT

NAME PRINTED
CARDS.NAPKINS

STATION ERy

$50 PROFIT selling 100 Leader
Boxes. Complete line 50 new, fast
selling Christmas, Everyday boxes.
Plastics, Carols. Big variety em-
bossed cards, napkins, stationery with name, 50
for $1 up. No money needed to start. Special
Offers. Cash Bonus. Write for samples.

EMPIRE CARD CO. EKA°V.\.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful usersoften
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.’’ Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-
day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 2804, Detroit 27, Mich.

J
UDY REQUIRES a great deal of love
and understanding. But she is glad to

give these things, too
She does things on the spur of the mo-

ment, seldom thinking twice. This ex-
plains her closets that fairly bulge with the
clothes she never wears. She loves to buy
clothes but won’t stand for fittings except
for those clothes she wears in pictures.

Her favorite “at home” costume is a
short white brocaded satin robe with a
worn yellow plastic shower cap covering
her hair. With this she wears bobby socks
instead of mules. Her favorite costume for

her trips to and from the studio is a pair
of slacks, a cotton blouse, socks with
sponge rubber soles and a camel-hair coat
that was good looking about ten years
ago. She feels this coat brings her luck.

Her last party, given for her by Vin-
cente, a year ago, was a combination wed-
ding anniversary and birthday party at

which she entertained seventy-five guests
at a formal buffet supper. She prefers
formal parties at which her friends can
wear their jewels. For herself she will

wear no modem jewelry. Diamonds, she
thinks, are too hard and bright. Interest-
ingly enough, the antique watch she some-
times wears on a twisted gold chain has
its face covered with a golden flap. She
doesn’t like to know the time of day.
Judy’s big party, of course, was super-

vised by fine caterers. For her house,
although beautiful and formal to the eye,

is run most informally. I remember an
evening not long ago when Judy was hav-
ing six people for dinner and there weren’t

enough butter knives. Things like this are
not important to her.

Nothing, Judy will tell you, gives her a
greater feeling of luxury than a suite of
rooms at an expensive hotel that features
room service. When she is in New York
she stops at the Sherry Netherland or the
Waldorf. She especially loved her New
York jaunts with Vincente because, having
lived there, he knew the little special
restaurants. Judy, very shy, dislikes going
to new places unless she’s with someone
who is known there. She hates being stared
at, too. Crowds frighten her. At pre-
mieres, she is in mortal terror.

She’s certainly not extravagant. Partial
to beautiful stockings, she thinks it would
be great fun never to wear a pair more
than once. But this, she points out, she
couldn’t afford. Her manager, who handles
all her finances, gives her a small allow-
ance. Usually she saves it. For she rarely
carries any money with her. When she
does, invariably she loses it.

She likes to sleep late when she isn’t

working. Almost always she breakfasts in

bed; heartily, too, on eggs, sausage or
bacon, toast, jelly and coffee with cream
and sugar. Before falling asleep at night
she munches crackers, occasionally sipping
a glass of sherry too. And often enough
she gets up at two or three o’clock in the-

morning to„fry an egg for a sandwich.
She reads little and seldom sings except

when recording. She loves to listen to the
soap operas on the radio. She turns every
radio in the house on as loud as it will go
so she won’t miss one word of the serials.

And she knows every theme song and all

the announcers’ chatter by heart.
Her sense of humor is outstanding. She

can laugh at anything, including herself.

And when Judy laughs everybody laughs.
She hopes that Liza, too, will have a sense
of humor. Likely she will. For Vincente
has a priceless sense of humor. His humor,
however, is more subtle than Judy’s.
Another thing, Judy is quick to com-

pliment and most unselfish about her
work. When her co-stars have roles as

good as hers she is pleased. She will ac-
cept criticism gratefully, too, if she re-

1

spects the individual who gives it. Kath- I

arine Hepburn is her guiding light.

She prefers thin dark men—and defi-

nitely not the masculine type. No man, she

is convinced, can wear clothes as well as

Vincente. She loves his wide shoulders
and slender hips.

How any girl can wish she had been
born a boy she does not understand. She
is delighted she is a woman, loves to flirt—

cannot help flirting, in fact.

She has, unfortunately, gained a reputa-
tion of being difficult with the press. She
will solemnly say that she will do such

and such a thing at a certain time on a

certain day. However, when the day ar-

rives, she has changed her mind. She’s

never alike for two days at a time, ever

for two hours at a time.

“You know, Virginia,” she says, “I nevei

know myself what I’m going to be like

when I get up in the morning.”
She does not want to grow up, you see

become an adult. She never has. Neither
does she want her life to run on an ever

keel. She loves confusion. When things are

going smoothly, she’s likely to do some-
thing to upset the apple-cart.
Psychoanalysis, of course, is always be-

ing suggested to her. But, usually, she

shakes her head. She went to several

psychoanalysts but they didn’t help hei >

very much. i

“I still do the same things I did before,’
1

J

she explains. “The only difference is now

I know why I do them.”
i

The End
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Experienced Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer up-
sets due to teething may seriously

interfere with Baby’s progress.

Relieve your Baby’s teething
pains this summer by rubbing on
Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion—the

actual prescription of a famous
Baby Specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

rj.m&HUTJTi
Sell New PLASTIC Christmas Cards’"
Easiest money yon ever made. Show grorfceoae

Christmas PLASTIC folders. 16 for $1.26. Excit-
ing fast sellers — yon make op to 66c per box. Also
Name Imprinted Christmas cards. 60 for $1 and op.

I

Over 60 other Christmas and Everyday assortments
in complete line. Get FREE Personal Samples.
Assortments sent on approval. WRITE TODAY
GHAS. C. SCHWER CO.. Dept. 2-B, Westfield. Mass.

How to Moke Money with

Simple Cartoons*
draw shoulc

I
FREE

I

|
BOOK

|]

A book everyone who likes to draw should

ve. It is free; no obligation.

Simply address V
ARTOOKISTS" EXCHANGE
ept. 598 Pleasant Hill v Ohio

Does GARLIC
Relieve GAS?

ALLIMIN relieves distressing symptoms of
heaviness after meals, belching, bloating and
colic dne to gas in stomach and intestines.
ALLIMIN has been clinically tested by doctors
and found highly effective. ALLIMIN is the
largest selling garlic tablet in the world. For
sale at drug stores everywhere. Ask for

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets
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( Continued, from page 61) troubles, aren’t

friends at all,” says Roz. “Gretch (as she
calls Loretta) and I never do that. We’ve
both had our share of trouble but we’ve
never come crying to each other.”
Neither is their relationship palsy-wal-

sy. They’re not constantly in each other’s

hair with the latest bit of gossip, the most
recent happening in their households, or
rushing over all the time with the juiciest

who-told-what-to-whom. Each has too
complete a home life, too full a career to

allow that. Both lead good normal lives,

both are practicing Catholics, both go to

church every Sunday, both are good wives
and devoted mothers. Naturally, they’re
drawn to each other. Even their husbands
like each other! And when members of

Roz’s numerous family come to town and
Roz’s house is bulging with house guests,

Loretta usually volunteers to put them up.
“But I don’t do it for Roz,” jokes Loretta,
“her family is composed of the most
charming people in the world.”
During the war, when Tom Lewis (Lo-

retta’s husband) and Freddie Brisson
(Roz’s husband), were both in service,

and the girls were alone so much, they
occasionally got together for dinner and a
good hen session afterwards. Loretta would
call Roz in the afternoon, invite herself
over, upon which Roz would remark that
the food at Loretta’s was better and she’d
be over at seven sharp. The first time, Roz
wore a simple black dress, three years old,

thinking, “what the heck, it’s just the two
of us, no men. . .

.”

Well, one look at Loretta in a sumptu-
ous housecoat and Roz turned green. “You
dog,” she murmured under her breath.
Next time, though, Roz dressed up to her
teeth. Sequins, gala hairdo, the works.
Loretta, in a pair of slacks, almost fainted
when she saw her. Before she even said
hello, she summoned her maid, Beatrice.
“Beatrice, go right upstairs and get me
that new housecoat, you know the one.”
Beatrice fled and returned seconds later
with a housecoat over her arm. “No, not
that one,” said Loretta, “the new one
with beads all over it.” So Loretta dolled
up, right there on the staircase, and two
elegant gals tripped in to dinner.
They love to go to parties together. One

morning, Loretta called Roz and asked her
to make an appearance that night at a char-
ity party. “I won’t go east of the Ambassa-
dor,” pouted Roz, who’d just wound up an
intensive Sister Kenny polio campaign.

f film, some knockout advice in

her Photoplay, on sale August 10

SWIM?

YES! Any day, every day. Be-

cause Meds, the improved tam-

pons, are worn internally. No
belts, no pads, no pins! Meds,

made by Modess, designed by

a doctor, will give you a freer,

happier summer than you've

known since you were 12.

Meds for single girls?

YES I Any normal woman can

use Meds as soon as she is fully

grown. Clean, safe Meds are

worn regularly by thousands

of registered nurses who are in

a position to know.

Meds for cooler comfort?

YES! Meds are so comfortable

you' 11 forget you' re wearing one.

Small, invisible Meds put an end
tobulk, bulge and chafing—give

you cooler comfort, freer peace

of mind every day, all summer.

Buy a purse size box today. Be ready. Or
write for a free sample to Personal Products

Corporation Dept. PH8,a, Milltown, N. J.

3 different absorbencies

Regular Super Junior

Go M eoU . . . Gtr M-caaXi/o
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LADY BLUE

DEPT. 12

AKRON, N. Y.

LADY BLUE COSMETIC CO. AKRON 12. N. Y.

Pleats tend me Lady Blue Lath-aide kilt ot $1

each, for which I am endoting $...._

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE

MAI/C OCA selling only 100 boxes
ITIM sY C OOU of America’s leading 21
card Christmas assortments. Samples on
approval. Complete line plastics, gift wrap-
pings. etc. Don't deiay, write today.

LORAIN ART STUDIOS, DEPT. H, VERMILION, OHIO

Free
Samples

50 for $1.00
Name

Imprinted
Christmas

Cards

Peace At Last From
PERSISTENT ITCH!
No wonder thousands teased by itchy torment

bless the day they changed to Resinol. Here’s quick
action from first moment — a blissful sense of
peace that lasts and lasts, thanks to 6 active
soothing agents in a lanolin base that stays on.
Don’t be content with anything less effective than
Kesinol Ointment.

back, “and they need a couple of names
to sell a few more tickets. I’m busy, too,

but if they need us, it won’t kill us to put
in half-an-hour or so for a worthy cause.”
They went, all right, dressed in their

best. They were sure they were in for a
dismal evening. All the way over Roz
groaned, and finally Loretta got into the
spirit and succumbed to the gloom. This
was going to be murder, they kept mum-
bling to each other, out-and-out murder.
When they drove up to the place they

both blinked, and gulped. Such a house!
“Why, it was a bloody mansion,” says Roz.
“Covered a few thousand acres up there
on a choice hilltop.” Loretta whispered,
“Ever see such a place?” Roz had to admit
she hadn’t, and the two awed little movie
queens, in all their spangles, tiptoed in.

At least ten butlers greeted them, re-
lieved them of their wraps, and ushered
them to a table groaning under a display
of goodies, the likes of which they’d never
witnessed before. At this point, neither girl

dared to look at the other for fear of
starting an avalanche of giggles that would
mark them as Hollywood characters in this

den of ultra social society. Well, before the
evening was over, they had to admit they’d
never had such a good time in their lives.

Nobody paid the smallest bit of attention
to them as movie stars. And every time
they passed each other on the dance floor,

they laughed out loud.
Hollywood has known about this friend-

ship for a long time, but no one else was
especially aware of it, until the night of

last year’s Press Photographers’ ball. Roz
and Loretta came as the Toni Twins, and
were the sensation of the party. They
dripped glamour from the tops of their

bewigged heads to the ends of their mile-
long cigarette holders.
The Toni Twins didn’t just happen. Took

a solid month of planning. Loretta was
working in “Mother Is a Freshman,” but
Roz was free, so every day she lunched
with Loretta at the studio and they dis-
cussed ideas. “I brought the ideas,” cracks
Roz, “Gretch paid for the lunch. Every-
thing strictly top secret about it. We
lunched alone, discouraged table-hoppers.”

After a week of heated plotting, the
girls decided to go as Dewey and Warren,
since they thought they looked more like

those two gents than they looked like

Truman and Barkley. They were terribly
excited over their decision, until they
told their husbands. Both husbands almost
raised the roof. “Dress up as men, yet!”
shrieked Tom. “With moustaches!” crowed
Freddie. “Never!” they shouted in chorus.
So that idea flew out the window.
Next, Roz and Loretta decided they’d

look cute as the long, Slinky witch-woman

GIVE YOURSELF

Their husbands hated that, too. “Look,”
they finally had to lecture them, “you’re
a couple of good-looking girls, don’t get
yourself up as freaks.”
Chastened, but not disheartened, they

continued the idea hunt until they decided
to go as Toni Twins; with their identical
costumes reminiscent of the Dolly
Sisters.

Plotting the Toni Twin business marked
the longest period of continual visiting be-
tween Roz and Loretta since they first met.
But nobody had more fun than they did.

1IATURALLY, not all of their friendship
i-1 has been laughs, as much as they’d like
to keep it that way. They’ve seen each
other through illnesses and through disap-
pointments. When Roz had her son Lance,
Loretta admitted it was the first time in
her life she had ever felt a pang of jeal-
ousy. Seeing Roz so divinely happy, seeing
Lance so darling, so sweet, moved her to
tears. She so wanted brothers and sisters
for her own beloved, adopted Judy.

Happily, the following year, Loretta was
fortunate enough to give birth to Christo-
pher, and to cap her happiness, Peter, a
second son, arrived eleven months later.

Christopher and Lance, just a year apart,
are wonderful friends, just like their moms,
and, just like boys, have great times pick-
ing on Peter, the baby of the crowd.
When Roz suffered a breakdown, shortly

after Lance’s birth, Loretta was the one
Roz’s maid called for help. Freddie was
out of town and Roz’s illness struck sud-
denly at two in the morning. There was
no member of the family available. So the
first person she thought of was Loretta.
“Mrs. Lewis,” she called, crying into the
telephone, “Mrs. Brisson is very sick.”

Loretta almost collapsed herself when
sho heard that. But she forced herself to
maintain her composure. If both she and
the maid lost control, Roz would get no
help.

So Loretta, as calmly as possible, made
sure the doctor was called, told the maid
to phone immediately if she could be of
service, then started prayers for Roz’s
quick recovery. “She was in the hospital
for a long time,” Loretta says, “but I didn’t
bother her with visits and phone calls.

I knew that she would rather be left alone.
I understood that, and much as I wanted
to visit her, I didn’t think my personal
visits would contribute anything specific

to her well-being. Later, she told me she
was grateful to me for staying away. It

was her own problem, she was working
it out in her own way, and spasmodic in-
terruptions from the outside did nothing
to help her.”

Now, completely well, Roz is always

MUSIC LESSONS
Easy As A-B-C

To Be Your Own
Teacher And

Learn At Home
Thrill to playing- real selec-
tions by note instead of tire-
some exercises. Everything
is in print and pictures. First
you are told what to do.
Then a picture shows you
how. Then you play it your-
self. Soon you’re playin"
the hit songs. Many of our
85ChOOO
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Print and Picture Sample. Mention
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Z>«Y0N^« HEART OF GOLD?
Or, do you KNOW someone whose good works and

unselfishness deserve recognition? You can tell

about it AND win a valuable prize on

“LADIES BE SEATED”
Monday—Friday ABC Stations

TOM MOORE, M.C.,
For details of the “Heart Of Gold” contest, read the

current issue of TRUE ROMANCE magazine now

at newsstands!
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There's a quick
refreshing lift in

Crown Lavender Smelling
Salts to guard against fatigue

. . . faintness . . . heat prostration.

Carry them with you always.
Order the handy purse size now.

Crown Lavender Smelling Salts
•tyour druggist or send 35* (coins or stamps)
to Dept. 40-J, Schieffelin & Co.. 20 Coopei
Square, New York 3. N. Y. Established 1794.

HERE'S THE WAY TO f~7Sn
EXTRA MONEY!

Sell Very Latest Christmas Cards and
Stationery Not Obtainable Elsewhere.
Plastic Christinas Cards. Cash profits to 100%.
Bonus. 74 different boxes. Write today for free sain- iwinwamiw
pics Exclusive Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards and nnH PpKOnaltfpH
Stationery with Christmas and Everyday Assort-

SAMPLES
exclusive

\

Nome-Imprinted
!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

STAMMSTATIONERY
Stationery with Christmas and Everyday Assort-
ments on approval.

REGAL GREETING CARD CO.
19 W. WOODRUFF ST., DEPT. MW-8, HAZEL PARK, MICH.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

Women and Men, 18 to 50 ,Many Swedish Massage graduates make big
money. Large full time income from doctors,
hospitals, sanatoriums, clubs or private
practice. Others make good money in spare

time. Prepare for future security
by training at home and qualifying
for Diploma. Anatomy Charts and
32-page illustrated Book FREE —
Now!
THE College of Swedish Massage
Dpt.959K,41 E. Pearson,Chicagoll

QUICK! EASY! CASH FOR YOU
Amazing variety! Profits to 100%.

,

(

Show novel Plastic, 3-dimension
|

“Stage Set,’’ Metallic, Christmas
Carol cards. Deluxe Gift Wraps,
Animated Books, Napkins, Table

\
settings. 14 special money-saving '

offers. Bonus. Write for Feature\^___—

«

samples on approval and FREE niurLUDlNG

\

SAM PLES 4 different Name Im- \'NL.caaifsT *

printed Christmas Card lines, l _

Floral and Personal Stationery. \ PLASi»^^_

ELMIRA GREETING CARD CO., Dept. MA-142, Elmira, N. Y.

lCHRISTMAS

How To Avoid Painful

Constipation
If you suffer painful bowel movements, try Petro-
Syllium® forregular comfortable relief. Itsso/t lubri-
catingaction is gentle, but oh so thorough you’ll won-
derwhy you haven’ t tried it before. Taken as directed,
it’s the way so many doctors recommend to ease
painful, irregular bowel movements. But don’t go on
suffering another minute. Take this to your drug
store today so you will be sure to get genuine, easy
acting Petro-Syllium, the laxative used by many piles
sufferers to assure comfortable bowel movements.

What every mother wants to know . . .

"How Shall I Tell My Child?"
Practical approach to guiding your
children through their inquisitive years

—

published by

PERMABOOKS
35£

At Newsstands

Other PERMABOOK titles:

Eat and Reduce
The Conquest of Fear
Something To Live By

PERMABOOKS

worrying about everybody, especially
Loretta. She knows what a breakdown is,

and wants to make sure that nothing like

that happens to her friends, if she can
help it. “If I’m working, she’s always
dropping a hint that I go home by ten,”

says Loretta. “She doesn’t nag, nothing
like that, she just suggests, ever so subtly,
but persistently. And, of course, she’d like

to see me fatter, so she keeps telling me to

eat, eat, eat.”

There was a time, too, when their

friendship was put to a severe test by that
little joker, “Oscar.” But, if anything, it

made them closer. And if you don’t think
that’s some operating, try being best
friends with the girl whose husband got
the office manager’s job, for which your
husband had been angling for years.

The 1947 Academy Awards were unique
in one respect. Nobody had any doubt that

Roz would win. For the first time since

1927, a sure thing had appeared in the
balloting. She couldn’t miss. No other
candidate had a wisp of a chance. Loretta
was also nominated, but nobody, including
Loretta, took that very seriously.

T
HE AFTERNOON before the Academy
Awards presentation, Roz called Loretta.

“Got your speech written, Gretch?” she
kidded her. Loretta laughed. “Speech! I’m
not wasting my time.”
They didn’t sit together that evening, but

they waved to each other just before the
Awards started, and Roz motioned to

Loretta to get ready to mount the stage.

Loretta waved her down, honestly feeling

Roz was a cinch.
That moment, when Fredric March read

Loretta’s name as the winner, Loretta’s
first reaction was one of stunned surprise.

Later, though, when she rejoined Tom,
after the lights and flashbulbs explosions
had taken place, she said to him, with
heartfelt concern, “What about Roz, what’ll

I say to Roz?”
Loretta isn’t denying that the night she

won the Award is one of the biggest and
most gratifying nights of her life, but she
says she would have been just as happy to

see Roz win it. She went to the Mocambo
party that followed, half wishing she were
going to congratulate Roz in her triumph.
When they arrived, Roz wasn’t there.

Many thought that Roz wouldn’t show at

all. But Loretta was confident she would.
She knew Roz, and she also knew that,

disappointed as Roz must have been, she
also would be happy for her and would
come to the party and tell her so. Besides,
Roz’s mother was ill, and Loretta realized
that Roz had to take her home before she
could turn her thoughts to partying.

An hour later, a tenseness filled the
room. Loretta could feel it, even though
her back was towards the entrance. “Is

that Roz?” she asked her husband, without
turning. “Yes,” said Tom, “and she looks
perfectly beautiful.”

Loretta rose and walked toward Roz,
who was coming to her with her arms out-
stretched. They embraced, both choking
back the tears, and those who saw that
little tableau will never forget it. The
photographers rushed at them, and after
it was all over, one of the lensmen asked
them to do it all over again. They both
shook their heads, laughing, knowing that
a moment like that could not be re-
peated. But it had broken the wire of taut-
ness. From that moment on, both girls had
a wonderful time.
They always do!

The End

l ^archand s
"MAKE-UP”

HAIR RINSE
2 Rinses 104 • 6 Rinses 254

plus lax

fly the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

'Sridhttn

Wblofc!

prfahten
(lour

Learn this secret from popular girls.

Rinse lovely Marchand color into your
hair after every shampoo and see your
hair sparkle with rich, warm color.

Marchand’s "Make-Up” Rinse fills

your hair with enchanting highlights.

Blends in that first bit of tell-tale gray

and removes dulling soap film. Whether
you’re blonde, brunette or redhead,

there’s a Marchand Rinse shade for you.

Perfectly safe, the color is only tem-

porary . . . comes out in shampooing.

"WET-DRY” ACTION

In

Misery from

brings relief! FIRST: Swab skin between
toes with cotton soaked In Absorbine Jr.

This "wetting" action removes dead skin, dis-

solves perspiration products. SECOND: Pour

on Absorbine Jr. Its "drying" action inhibits

growth of all the infecting micro-organisms

It can reach. Result. . . In 3 out of 4 cases of

Athlete's Foot (tested clinically), Absorbine Jr.

brought relief! $1.25 a bottle at drugstores.

ABSORBINE JR.
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WANT TO BENURSE?
A PRACTICALE~ro train at home

ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED
,
Now you can prepare for practical experience

' as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

[
Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
7 school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N. Wayne Ave.. Desk G-41. CHICAGO 14. ILL.

New! Metal Christmas Cards
Be first! Sell colorful cards of brilliant metal. Also cards
of plastic and foil. Five portfolios of personal cards. Free
samples.

ELMCRAFT CHICAGO
5930 So. Western Ave. Chicago 36, III.

£0// CHRISTMAS CARDS
Plastic Cards for Christmas and Everyday
BOSSED Christmas Cards WITH NAME.
60 for $1.25, up. Amazing $1 “Southern Beauty” Assortment
of 21 Christmas Cards pays you op to 50c! Complete line of fast-sellers.
Write for Samples on approval. SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.,
216 South Pauline Street. Dept. C-22, MEMPHIS 4, TENN.

the easY' PROV^ t

WAY TO
syMPTOMS

"'asthma-
fumes of ASTHMADOR

bring amazing relief from the symptoms
of bronchial asthma. Try it today—
powder, cigarette or pipe mixture.

DR. R. SCHIFFMANN'S

ASTHMADOR

A Bunch for Brunch

( Continued from page 55) giving orders.
Anne has a kitchen library of cookbooks
and a gourmet’s imagination.
The Hodiaks’ Georgian-English cottage,

designed by Anne’s grandfather, the fa-
mous architect Frank Lloyd Wright, is

most attractive and a very pleasant back-
ground for a get-together. And when you
are a Hodiak guest, their greeting makes
you feel they were waiting just for you
and the party couldn’t possibly start until
you had arrived.

Their gardens are colorful and carefully
landscaped. Anne loves flowers and spends
many hours digging and replanting the
beds with seasonal blossoms. She also dis-
plays her artistic talents with picturesque
floral arrangements.
On the Sunday of this particular party,

Anne’s living-room decor was enhanced
by Spanish iris, jonquils, tulips and bach-
elor-buttons. The colors of these flowers
complemented her large buffet plates and
cups and saucers of American ceramics,
especially made to her own design of warm
and varied tones of yellow and gray. And
her eyelet embroidered tablecloth was a
perfect background for her table service
and food.

Macdonald Carey, the first to arrive,
came with apologies for his two weeks’
growth of beard, demanded by his charac-
terization in “Copper Canyon.” Cesar
Romero, who is currently being seen in

“The Beautiful Blonde from Bashful
Bend,” opposite Betty Grable, blew in full

of vim and vigor, girl-less.

The Zachary Scotts arrived last, because
Zach and Elaine take their teen-age
daughter Waverly to Sunday School each
week, and then follow the good example
by attending church themselves. Zach,
incidentally, turns in a swell job in “One
Last Fling.”

(
1ESAR PROVIDED plenty of laughs and
/ wonderful music and, of course, he was

a dreamy dancing partner. There was
singing around the piano. There were
games. There was swimming. And there
was, best of all, just sitting around on the
floor swapping stories.

No one, interestingly enough, was on the
down-beat about the box office. Every-
one seemed to feel that Hollywood is go-
ing through an interesting transition, the
outcome of which will be films of great
merit made for less money. The “depres-
sion” in the glamour city, everyone agreed,
is merely a matter of getting on a more
businesslike production plan, with “dead-
heads” out for good.
Both the Hodiaks have been working

regularly. Anne’s latest film is “You’re
My Everything” and John just finished

making “Battleground” at M-G-M Studios.
A good thing about giving a brunch is

that midday food of this sort is easy to
prepare, also inexpensive. A brunch re-
quires no courses, no cocktails, no fancy
service, yet, lacking these things, it still

can be rather elegant, and Anne was con-
gratulated by everyone on her menu.
Here it is: Hawaiian punch (served on

arrival in iced metal goblets)
;
huge silver

bowl of fruit compote, well iced; maple
sugar pancake pie; crisp bacon, thickly
sliced broiled ham, pure pork sausages and
pork and apple sausages; coffee, tea and
milk.

Hawaiian Punch : Boil together for three
minutes, 1 cup sugar, IV2 cups of water,
2 cinnamon sticks, 8 cloves. Strain and
cool and add 4 cups unsweetened pine-
apple juice, 1 cup fresh orange juice, %
cup fresh lemon juice. Pour over large
chunk of ice in punch bowl or pitcher.
Makes 10 servings.

Fruit Compote: Fill huge bowl with
crushed ice. Poke partly peeled bananas
and large slices of fresh cocoanut and pine-
apple on skewers into the ice, put small
bunches of grapes on ice and in the center,

use half shell of pineapple, filled with huge
strawberries. Where there is room, stick
handles of forks with whole peeled oranges
on the tines into the ice for the final effect.

Surround bowl with green leaves (Anne
used calla lily leaves). Very beautiful and
full of health!

Maple Sugar Pancake Pie: The trick to
this is to make exaggerated size (about 12
inches across) pancakes of thin batter.

Make 8 or 10, fry in shortening to golden
brown and pile on top of each other layer-
cake fashion. Spread each with 1 tbsp
softened butter, 2 tbsp. hot maple syrup
and 2 tbsp. shaved maple sugar. Treat the
top the same way, but use % cup maple
sugar. This may be heated for 10 minutes
in a moderate oven (350° F.) to brown
and melt the sugar. Cut in pie fashion to

serve. This won’t help your figure any,
but on Sunday you shouldn’t care. Bat-
ter: (for 10 people) 9 eggs, 5 cups flour,

5 cups milk, 5 tsp. baking powder, 2 tsp.

salt, 1/4 lb. butter (melted), 3 tbsp. sugar.
Mix until very smooth with rotary beater
or electric mixer.
The supper which Anne provides for her

guests, since she counts on them having
fun and staying on, is even more easily

prepared. Anne simply stocks the refrig-

erator with cheeses, cold meats and a salad.

Everyone raids the ice box and fixes a
snack on the kitchen table.

The End

Listen To:

Bill Stern’s
"SPORTS NEWSREEL"

Every Friday NBC

10:30 p.m. Eastern Time

Read BILL STERN S

"SPORT SURPRISE' feature in the current issue of

magazine now on newsstands.
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SPECIAL: Large 89c size of ZiP Cream Hair
Remover sold in combination with 50c container
of AB-SCENT Cream Deodorant • . . Both for 89c

Use a proven hair remover, not an
ordinary cosmetic. Insist on ZiP.

Good stores or write Jordeau Inc. 608 5th Av., New York

Relieve Itching caused by insect bites,
athlete’s foot, eczema, scabies, pimples
and other Itch troubles. Use cooling, med-
icated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it

—

or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

Selling CHRISTMAS CARDS***** Ho*
I*** ,„***/* Personal Message From C.L. Evans

,0
Up to 100% profit, cash bonus for
you. Fascinating new type Plastic,
Metallic, 3-Dimensional Christmas
card assortments. Gift wrappings.
Special Gift Items. Floral and Personal
Stationery. Send at
once for Free 48-page
catalog, feature samples
on approval and Free.
Name Imprinted Christ- fmas card sample port- f
folios. Special oners .

}

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington S3, Mass.

MA E
$

]10o°-°
FREE

Imprint
SAMPLES
SO lor St up
FREES

Bonus Boxes
with orders

SELL XMAS CARDS
Full or Part Time

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

$1 on each and every deal!
Write today for details of complete line.
Make More Money with Creative. Costs
nothing to try! Feature boxes on ep-
proval

.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, Inc.
45 Warburton Ave., Dept. LI, Yonkers 2, N. Y.
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"How Shall I Tell My Child?"
Practical approach to guiding your
children through their inquisitive years

—
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(Continued, from page 65) a tremendous
bouffant, banded with puffed net and edged
with tiny ruffles of silver embroidery. The
heart-shaped, long-waisted bodice was
slightly and snugly draped and she carried
a long, flowing stole of the matching net
that drifted gracefully as she danced.
Romanoff had a variation of the “choose

your partner with a souvenir” idea, by
merely passing out slips of paper, first to

the men, then to the girls, each slip bear-
ing a name, and, of all things, Benita Col-
man drew Ronald Colman! Peggy Cum-
mins drew Jimmie Stewart, but Peggy’s
heart belongs to Derek Dunnet, wealthy
Britisher who has been visiting her, and
you can take our word, they’ve been dis-
cussing wedding plans. Ann Sothern, who
was at the party with Paul Douglas, can
have her pick of parts after the big hit she
scored in “A Letter to Three Wives.” Ann
had on a knockout gown of Christian
Dior’s, one of those many-skirted dresses
with the full hemline dipping from almost
knee height on one side, right down to the
ankle on the other! It was of pale green
organza, with great big flowers of the fab-
ric massed at one side of the skirt, the short
side. Strapless top and very low cut.

O
NE NIGHT at Mocambo we saw Marie
Windsor (Oh boy! She and Rod Cam-

eron are the hottest crush in town, and
don’t care who knows it) drifting over the
dance floor in a dress of black lace over
very pale pink organza. Hers was above
ankle-length, but would be equally lovely

as a floor-length evening gown. It had tiny

sleeves, high back, very low, plunged
neckline, wide and low, we mean. The
skirt was in two tiers that stood out with
hooplike fullness. A pale pink camellia in

her dark hair picked up the color that

peeped through the gown. An all-year-
’round dress like this is so practical, so
smart, and so wearable for everything, in-

cluding dining out and dances.
Saw Doris Day the same night, and she

had transformed a daytime classic of

beige shantung into evening magic with a
full-skirted dress of shirtwaist lines. It had
a wide sash of orange silk, wrapped twice
around the waist, and caught with an
enormous gold sunflower pin. It was al-

most ankle length.

We certainly had a kick being at the
Frankie Sinatra’s small housewarming in

their new and gorgeous home in Holmby
Hills. Sitting in the beautifully appointed
dining room, we couldn’t help thinking of

how often Frank recalls the times he and
Nancy were literally living on cheese sand-
wiches when they could afford them. Nancy
said he gave her a second set of sterling
silver flatware for a housewarming pres-
ent. Later, in front of the huge fireplace in
the den, songwriter Jimmy Van Heusen
took to the piano and played all of Bing
Crosby’s latest tunes, which Van Heusen
had written. Frankie didn’t care. He just
went to one of the many record and radio
amplifying gadgets he has in that room and
put on a lot of his old sound-tracks! One
of them was “So Long as There’s Music”
from “Step Lively,” one of his early pic-
tures, which he made with Gloria De
Haven—and the duetting sure sounded
good! All this was punctuated by periodi-
cal trips by Frankie, from the woodbin to
the hearth. Sometimes he carried two or
three big ones at once. And every time he
did this, the guests stood up and applauded,
to rib him. After all, that takes muscles!

The End

TIRED? RELAX AT YOUR NEAREST
MOVIE THEATRE

of headache, neuritis

and neuralgia

incredibly fast
the way thousands of physicians

and dentists recommend —

Here's why
Anacin is like a doctor’s

prescription. That is, it

contains not one but a
combination of medi-

cally proved ingredi-

ents. Get Anacin
Tablets today.

NOW. COMPLEXION CLAY

THAT MAKES SKIN LOVELIER

Cleans Pore Openings • ReJutes Skin Blemishes

Works Wenders With Tired lines in Fate

t?.;
1

Look better, feel better, after the first

application with Hopper White Clay

Pack®. See for yourself how this amaz-

ing facial pack cleans pore openings,

helps tighten the tired lines in your

face and loosen blackheads which can

then be easily removed. Yes, you can thrill at

the new loveliness of your complexion, the ra-

diant, tingling feeling that is yours after a facial

with Hopper Clay Pack. It's easy to use, costs

only a few cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.

m SOMETHING NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN

MAKE
iyxtxa
MONEY
FAST

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Gorgeous Satin Velour& Plastic
Show Rich New Cards never before of-
fered. Gets orders FAST! Gorgeous
Christmas Cards with Name 60 for $1 up
Imprinted Stationery, Floral Charm-
ettes. Napkins. 50 other assortments.
60c to $1.26. Sampleson approval. Write
PURO CO.,2801 Locust, Dept 915-K, St Louls3,

1
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"I’m a teacher. • •

I can’t afford CORNS/
can you?”

“Teaching is important— I don’t dare

risk sore feet. So the minute a corn ap-

pears, I use a blue-jay Corn Plaster.”

Nupercaine*, exclusive with blue-jay,

soothes surface pain; gentle medication

loosens hard “core,” you lift it out in a

few days! You can’t afford corns, either.

Get blue-jay today (on sale at drug

counters everywhere), free booklet!

“Your Feet and Your Health.” Write

Dept. WG8.
“AMERICA’S LARGEST SELLING CORN PLASTER’

STAYS ON
BECAUSE IT WRAPS ON

*Reg. U. S. Pat. OS.
Ciba’s Brand of Dibacaine

Division of The Kendall Company
Chicago 16

AMA7IN6 We guarantee you $50.00 for selling

100 boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards; also

50 and 25 for $1 with name on; Napkins and Stationery.

Costs nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on approval.

Merit, 370 Plane St., Dept.S, Newark, N.J.

FOR SELLING 100 BOXES OF

CHRISTMAS CARDS WH NAMfj

I Smart EXCLUSIVE desigrn9, at low
price of 25 for $1.96 appeal to friends, basi-
nessmen, others. Yoa take fast orders from
FREE SAMPLES. Other EXCLUSIVE Per-
sonal Christmas Cards as low as 60 for $1. Also

Exclusive Name - Imprinted Notes. 21 -Card
Christmas Assortmentsells fastat $1, pays you up

.
to 60c. Also Religious. Gift Wraps, Everyday.

Write now for Assortments on approval. Imprint Samples FREE.
CARDINAL CRAFTSMEN.1 17 W. Pearl St.. Dept.L27 .Cincinnati 1. Ohio

\M1I1 BirthstoneRingGIVEN
M Made in l/40-14k rolled Gold plate-Set

I
in your favorite Birthstone color. Order

4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve, sell at
r

25c a box, remit the $1.00 and select this

lovely “Tailored Ring” mounted with a
w
brilliant

”
full ten cut machine stone set in

your size and month Birthstone color. GUARANTEED.
Order 4 salve—Send No Money. (Or we will mail ring
and 4 salve NOW if you send $1.00 along with your order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME C0 V Box 57, W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

DON’T BE A VICTIM OF SKIN

BLEMISHES
Tantalizing discomfort of skin irritations re*

lieved quickly by medicated Sayman Salve.

Proven prescription ingredients soothe discom-
fort of Pimples, Acne,
Eczema, Chafing,
Athlete’s Foot and
related externally
caused skin and scalp
irritations. Millions
of satisfied users. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed.
Get 35c jar today.

Sauman
SOLVE
PND SOPP

Round table discussion: Gwen O’Connor puts across her point to Ciro com-

panions Jack Sasson, Gloria De Haven, Gwen’s husband, Donald O’Connor

(Continued from page 22) Was a Male
War Bride.” At first, Ann was nervous,
but once she got the hang of it, she and
Cary would take off for long rides
through the English countryside after
shooting hours.

Just Plain Betsy: The insistence of
Betsy Drake that she remain as un-
glamorous as possible, has the make-up
and wardrobe department of Twentieth
in a quandary. For a certain scene in

“Bandwagon,” however, Betsy was called

upon to look the part of a glamorous
actress, so the hairdresser went to town
for the coiffure test, making Betsy as
alluring as possible.
The hair test occurred on the very day

Cary Grant was due to dock from Eng-
land and the studio, looking ahead to the
pictures of the two in the papers, chortled
with glee at Betsy’s appearance.

Their delight was short-lived. Rush-
ing from the test stage, Betsy ran to the
make-up department. “Wash my hair
quickly,” she said, “and let it dry
straight. No curl at all, please.”

Grabbing an old tweed coat, she was
off to meet Gary.

“I didn’t look like myself prettied up,”
she explained later. “Cary might not
have known me at all that way.”

Romance Department: Audrey Totter
was standing at a Sak’s Fifth Avenue
counter, buying a gold evening bag, when
Cal spotted her. Drawing us aside, she
confided that the new bag was to be

carried on her date that night with Brian
Donlevy. “What’s more,” she said, “he’s

asked me to dinner tomorrow night, too.”

But Cal, who knows Audrey pretty well,

is certain this is just another of those
friendship things. Remember, please,

when everyone else touted her engage-
ment to Charles Grayson, Cal said no . . .

’Tis said Clark Gable made a recent trip

to New York just to see Dolly O’Brien
again. True or not, Cal believes Dolly is

the one Clark cares most about . . .

Deanna Durbin and Felix Jackson will

have a final chat in New York when
Deanna pases through on her way to

Europe. Some say it’s Deanna who wants
most to reconcile with Felix . . . Friends

Nora Eddington Flynn and June Cooper,
|

Jackie’s wife, may share that Las Vegas
ranch, if Jackie Cooper and June fail to
reconcile. . . . The divorce suit of the
Dan Daileys was an event Hollywood
had long accepted as inevitable. The
Daileys’ unhappiness began in the war i

years. Dan was away for two years and
the breach between him and Liz widened
every day. In the past two years, they
have tried to take up their life as before i

but even the birth of their young son
didn’t help. Too bad, Dan and Liz are
both favorites of Cal who wishes them
each happiness in the future.

Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly? A j

streetcar (definitely not named Desire)
was ploughing its way up and down fifty

feet of track on the “On the Town” set,

with three sailors, Frank Sinatra, Gene
Kelly and Jules Munchin aboard. The
old “Take Me out to the Ball Game”
trio are back again, with Kelly not only

;

acting, but directing.
“How do you do it?” we asked him,

after the scene was over.
“Well, I have my assistant who takes 1

over while I’m before the camera, and
every night at home, we go over the
next day’s shooting together and know
exactly what we want to do. We’re ahead
of schedule so far,” he grinned, “and
saving the studio money.”

Odd, that as Gene gradually climbs
into new fields of writing and directing,

|

his pal Sinatra seems to be changing
from singer to actor. Frank’s new radio :

stint as disc jockey, permits him to con- i

centrate on his acting career, and down
at M-G-M they hint about great new
plans for Frankie who, many claim, stole

the “Ball Game” picture from the rest

of the cast.

“Betsy is still planning on that jaunt
to Italy to work with Orson,” Gene told

us, “and there’s another one coming up
in Rome that she may do with Mont-
gomery Clift. She and Monty are very
good friends, you know.”

Well, we pondered, here’s one actor

that doesn’t object to his wife having a
career. In fact, Gene almost insists upon
it, which makes it cozy for the Kellys

all the way round.
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HANDY COTTON SQUARES
DOZENS OF COSMETIC USES

80 FOR 29^ 40 FOR 15^
At drugstore and cosmetic counters

NEED MONEY? GET IT EASY!
Sell Plastic Christmas Cards — Other
Novel Assortments — Profits to 100%
Show friends new Christmas. Everyday assort-

ments. Excellent money-making plan. Exquisite
Plastic. Christmas Carol. Christmas Tree Orna-
ment assortments. Gift Wrappings. Correspon-
dence Notes. Imported Nankins. Extra bonus.
Write for free samples. Name Imprinted Christmas
Cards, Personal and Floral Decoruted Stationery
and Featuroassortmentsonapproval. Special offers.

PILGRIM GREETING CARD CO.
Ill Summer St., Dept. K*2, Boston, Mass.

FREE
SAMPLES

SO for $1.00
25 for $1.00
25 for $1.95

NAME
IMPRINTED
CHRISTMAS

CARDS

Baby Coming Soon?
Then don’t delay sending for your copy of Dr. Allan
Boy Dafoe's book, "How To Raise Your Baby.” Covers
care of Infants and young children—food problems,
child ailments and diseases, teething, nursing, proper
growth, training, vitamins. By the famous "quin-
tuplet" doctor who really knows about babies. Vital
information needed by all parents. 50c postpaid.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. Inc., Dept. P-849
205 East 42nd St., New York 17. N. Y.

UNWANTED i

HAIR
TEMPORARY RELIEF IS NOT ENOUGH

ONLY BY KtUIMC THE HAIR BOOT CAN YOU
Of SUBf UNWANTED HA/D /f DONE FOREVERJ
ORINGS RELIEF AND SOC/AL NAFF/NESS,f
DO NOT USE OOF METHOD UNT/L YOU
HAVE READ OUR INSTRUCTION DOOR j

CAREFULLY AND LEARNED TO USE THE i

MAHltR METHPP SAFELY AND EFFICIENTLY!
USED SUCCESSFULLY OVER 50 YEARS/—

6LAUTY
’” VOU-J

MAHLER'S, INC., Dept. 58-J, Providence 15, R.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

LIQUIDPERFUMEDDEODORANT
Dancing, walking, working, playing
• . . there’s no better way to fresh,
sweet underarm daintiness than
NEVER-TEL It combines a really
dependable deodorant and finely-
scented, delicate perfume. Gives
two-way protection that lasts far
longer—yet is harmless—does not
stop perspiration or injure clothing
or skin. At drug counters, or write

' for generous FREE SAMPLE bottle, to

NEVER-TEL—Dept.8-C, Kansas City 6, Ma.

Adele Mara, of
“Wake of the
Red Witch,”
says she puts
feet first on
the beauty list

'~eet Zririt

ADELE MARA, Re-
public Pictures starlet, is

such a smooth-skinned,
velvety-eyed beauty that
it seems more fitting to
talk about almost any
other beauty angle than
imagine our surprise and

delight when she, herself, mentioned them
as being a very important beauty asset.

That’s what we’ve always thought. But
just try to get some women to admit it.

They’d much rather discuss more glamor-
ous subjects—how to care for skin, hands,
hair; how to make up face and eyes—and
even how to reduce. So, when Adele felt

inclined to talk about the care and groom-
ing of feet, we just let her talk.

A gal’s feet, in winter, when not bared
to view in stockingless, open-sandaled
fashion, are apt to receive the minimum of
care. It’s sufficent that they get you around
without hurting, and that toenails are kept
trimmed short so that there is no danger
of too-long nails snagging precious nylon
stockings. But, as soon as it’s time to go
swimming, you should have a special desire
to prettify your feet. No matter what their
bony structure, good care and good groom-
ing can make them, definitely, one of your
most attractive points. If unpleasantly con-
scious of yours, here’s what Adele sug-
gests you do, so they’ll be admired.

By
MARY
JANE
FULTON

feet! However,

~J£ow Do 'Ljou.ri

Every day, if possible, and at least thrice
weekly, soak them in water as hot as you
can stand it, for fifteen minutes. Add to the
water either a foot bath soap or powder.
Next, hold them under the full force of the
cold water spigot. Rub off any roughness
with a wet pumice stone used according
to directions. Now, dry them with a clean
Turkish towel, and massage a soothing,
cooling foot cream or lotion all over them,
your ankles, and your legs. Sprinkle on
lots of medicated foot powder, especially
between your toes. Sprinkle some, too, in
your shoes. Keep your toenails as beauti-
fully manicured and tinted as your finger-
nails. Before retiring, treat them to an
extra foot cream or lotion massage. Wrig-
gle your toes as often as you think of it.

^ Simple <2*xerelie

Relax your feet from the ankles. Then
move them in circles—ten times clock-
wise; ten times counter-clockwise. By
treating your feet with care, Adele says,
they’ll give you better service, and you’ll

be proud to walk barefooted on the beach.

DR. SCHOLL’S ZINO-PADS

GIVE INSTANT RELIEF!
Soothing relief follows the instant you protect
corns, sore toes, callouses or bunions with Super-

Soft Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads. Painful shoe friction

stops and pressure is lifted almost like magic!
Used with the separate Medications included,
these soft, cushioning, protective pads speedily,

yet gently remove your corns or callouses.

NO OTHER PAD LIKE IT ! New pat-

ented creep -proof Pinked Edge
molds pad to toe or foot with form-
fit smoothness. Won’t come off in

bath. Flesh color. As easy to ap-
ply as a postage stamp. FREE
sample and FOOT BOOK. Write
Dr. Scholl’s, Inc., Chicago 10, 111.

D-
r
SchollsZino-pads

V

MERRI
Dept. 310

/ STAMPED LINENS
A aT*/2 CATALOG PRICE

Buy direct from manufacturer— and save ! Seam-
less tubing pillow cases, show sheets, scarfs,
luncheon sets, tablecloths, show towels, aprons,
infants’ garments, etc. Complete embroidering
instructions free. It’s easy. Write:

BEE ART EMBROIDERY CO.
22 West 21st St., New York 10, N. Y.

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
INTRODUCTORY OFFER! You will also receive FREE

handsome catalogue containing names of all the stars,

including various pictures and poses. Send name of your

FAVORITE STAR and 15< to cover handling and moiling.

|
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box No. 2309. DepL A ll. Hollywood 28. Calit

EASY DOLLARS
for YOU!..

Selling CHRISTMAS CARDS
FOR TOP EARNINGS, show the TOP

line, and cash in on the easiest money-
making plan. 100% PROFIT on name-
imprinted DeLuxe personals. 50 FOR *1.00

Treasure Box. "21” FEATURE BOX, a

Christmas Special like your 365-day

money-maker, the JANES ART "21”

Everyday Box and24other fast-selling

items. FREE — Smart carrying carton for

samples, the exclusive "Guide to Easy

Selling," profit-making display mounts. Send

for samples on approval AT OUR EXPENSE.

JANis ART STUDios7lNCr BABYLON”"21A,~nTy7]
Please rush samples on approval
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loveWRophaeUewhipP^

YOURS! These 2
\

great new best sellers

010
Kings feared him. ..women adored him... he lived and loved outside the law!

Morgan Did to Women

WhatAmberDid toMen!”
says The Cleveland Press

And how you’ll agree, as you race through the blazing
pages of F. Van Wyck Mason’s rip-roaring romantic novel
about Sir Harry Morgan, history’s most famous — and
amorous—blue-blooded renegade—and about some of the
lovely, scheming women in his lawless- life!

"Swords flash plenty, so do the petticoats."
Omaha World-Herald

Yes, this bold buccaneer seemed to cast a spell over
all women. And most of them would go to any
length to keep him. Yet only one—a woman as wild
and ruthless as he—gambled everything, including

her life, to hold him. She was the sultry, beautiful

Carlotta, who dared to promise him
what no other woman dared to offer

Discover for yourself why “Cutlass
Empire” is high on best-seller lists

everywhere. It’s yours FREE to-

gether with “Rampart Street”—yes,
BOTH free when you mail coupon.

Promised Him Who. No

new member of
The Fiction Book Club

Yes, as a special new-
membership gift, we will

send you not just one—but
BOTH of these big new
best-selling novels abso-
lutely FREE — the same
titles that are selling at

retail for $6.00.

Don't Delay!

Mail Coupon Today!

Orders must be filled as

received! Don’t miss out!

Mail coupon NOW and
make sure you get yourtwo
FREE new best-sellers!

They Made a Shocking Love Pact

-TheseTwo Southern Beauties
to save the life of a devil-may-care
Yankee — the man they both want!

Here’s the tense, emotion-packed story
of two passionate Southern sirens
locked in a strange and bitter conflict

. . . and of the “devil’s bargain” they
make ... a bargain that shocks even

Rampart Street, wickedest street of the wicked-
est city in the world.

"Romance that transcends all barriers."
San Antonio Express

Yes, even Rampart Street whispered, “Just how
far will a woman go—to save the man she loves?”
would anyone—besides honey-haired Raphaelle
D’Arendel—dare to sell herself into the most infamous establish-

ment on Rampart Street to protect her
lover—only to see him marry her hated
rival? And why does the notorious Simone
de Tourneau plot her devilish revenge to
get handsome Captain Carrick? Learn the
answers in “Rampart Street” by the Web-
bers. Yours FREE, with “Cutlass Empire”
— BOTH free when you mail coupon.

ruthless than the
notorious Simone!

Who, — but Simone
—could force a man
like; Captain Carrick
to marry her?

Send No Money! Mail Coupon

BOTH FREE!
“CUTLASS EMPIRE” and “RAMPART STREET” I

The FICTION BOOK CLUB (Dtpt.564), 100 Sixth Avt., N. Y. 13, N. Y. I
I want to take advantage of
your gift offer to send me FREE—BOTH "Cutlass Empire" and
"Rampart Street." At the same
time enroll me as a member of
The Fiction Book Club, which
entitles me to receive your best-
selling selections at only $1.89
(plus a few cents shipping)—
a saving up to $2.00 a book
from the retail price of the
publisher’s edition. It is under-
stood, however, that I do not
have to accept every book of-
fered—I may accept or reject

selections as I please: so send I
me regularly FREE the Club’s
monthly bulletin, in order that I
I may choose from the many *

books listed in the course of I
a year, the six I agree to pur-
chase at only $1.89 each (plus I
shipping) within the next z
twelve months. Since this amaz- I
ing offer may be withdrawn at

"

any time—rush my free copies I
of "Cutlass Empire" and "

"Rampart Street" and begin I
Club services with "Celeste,"

"

by author of "Kitty,"

NAME-
Please Print Plainly

ADDRESS

CITY.
Zone No. (if any)

_STATE_

OCCUPATION
(Same price in Canada. Address 136 Merton St., Toronto) PH-8

AGE
-(if under 21)-

Membership is FREE in The FICTION BOOKCLUB
And you get these 2 new best-selling novels FREE to introduce you
to all the many other advantages of Club membership listed below:—

1. Save up to $2.00 on every book! Fiction Book
Club’s big special edition savings are passed
right on to you. You save up to $2.00 on every
book. And you get two new best-sellers FREE
as an introductory membership gift.

2. Get outstanding new books! Fiction Book
Club selections are outstanding best-sellers . . .

books by leading authors . . . brand-new, full-

size books you will read with pleasure, add to
your library with great pride.

3. No special dues or fees! You simply £jree
to accept any six of the twelve outstanding
novels offered in a year. You do not have to
accept each month’s selection—just those you

decide you want after you have read a detailed
description mailed to you well in advance.

4. So simple and easy! If you decide you don’t
want any monthly selection, simply notify us
not to send it. Otherwise do nothing, and it

will be mailed to you. For each monthly selec-

tion YOU decide you want, you pay just $1.89
plus a few cents for shipping.

SO ACT NOW!
Get your FREE copies of the two sensational
best-sellers described above and all the con-
veniences and savings of free Fiction Book
Club membership! Mail coupon NOW to The
Fiction Book Club, 100 6th Av., N.Y. 13, N.Y.

First Selection!
Brand-new romantic

best-seller

\ “CELESTE”
by famous author,
Rosamond Marshall

who gdve you
KITTY and

DUCHESS HOTSPUR!

Who would dare to marry Celeste—knowing her past?

All men stared hungrily at the golden girl. Celeste. But only

handsome young Bart Strang, oil-millionaire, dared to ask

fqr her hand, as well as her heart. What bitter secret drove

Bprt from his beloved Celeste—into the arms of devil-may-

care Josie? Why is Celeste "kidnapped" by Bart's eiietny,

brutal Jim Stagg? You’ll discover the answers in .this fast-

paced. fascinating story of lusty old Los Angeles, that the

Omaha World-Herald calls "another smashing best-seller 1"

MAIL COUPON NOW! HURRY ... OFFER LIMITED!



And get your own dresses without a penny

of cost as an extra bonus!

EVER-WEARABI.E
covert casual with new
willowy lines.

many dresses as you want; to wear the latest, smart-

est, most glamorous dresses without cost. Don’t
forget—Fashion Frocks are well-known and in big I

demand. This means greater demand, orders are 1
easier to get, and no canvassing is necessary.Women
are delighted to order not only once, but for sea-

son after season. It’s like having your own dress

business WITHOUT INVESTING A PENNY.

SEND NO MONEY— EVERYTHING FREE J|Our elaborate Free Presentation Folio contains

over 125 original styles and swatches. Examine^isp^
the beautiful, glorious styles and colors—feel the 'fdgP,

rich fabrics. You just won’t believe it possible at M
the low prices asked. You’ll be proud to show x **

them to your friends and neighbors. So don’t lose k

a second. Fill out the coupon. Paste it on a post-

card. No obligation. Mail coupon right now— _
while you think of it.

Wouldn't you jump at the chance of earning
up to $18, $20 and $25 a week in spare time?

Well, here it is—the quick, easy way to make
this good money in odd hours— in your own
neighborhood—and besides, get this Fall’s love-

liest dresses for yourself without a penny of
cost! Just imagine!. You invest no money! You
simply take orders for Fashion Frocks, which
come to you in an amazing variety of styles,

colors, weaves and patterns. Famous fabrics that

are soft, rich,enduring—the cream of the world’s

best mills. In a complete range of sizes for every

type of figure — Misses, Half-Sizes, Junior and
Stouts. Best of all, they’re not sold in stores —
so women must come to you to get them. You
can coin money "hand over fist” — and besides,

get your own dresses without paying a cent!

BIG MONEY WITH NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

Each dress carries the Good Housekeeping Seal of

Approval and Fashion Frocks cost much less than similar

garments—they are priced as low as $2.98! How can you
miss getting orders right and left? You start by taking
orders from friends.. .they'll tell their friends. Soon you’re

making big money like Marie Patton, Illinois, who took
in an average of $39 a week ... or Mrs. Carl C. Birch,

Maryland, who earned $36 a week ... or Mrs. Claude
Burnett, Alabama, who averaged $31-50 a week.

START EARNING IMMEDIATELY-NO CANVASSING
Whether you are married or single—housewife or em-
ployed woman—you can earn EXTRA money in your
spare time. And just imagine how it will feel to have as

TEN-STRIPE
PLAID folds
softly and
smooth 1 y into
classic lines.

Cincinnati 25, OhioDesk C2039

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Desk C2039, Cincinnati 25, OhioPERSIAN PRINT in

fine cotton — fabric and
style ' made for each
other" and you!

YES— I am interested in your opportunity to make money

in spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of

cost. Send me everything I need to start right away, with-

out obligation.

Nam e

KATHI NORRIS

Popular Television Star

says, "I wear Fashion Frocks
at the studio all the time.

They’re such wonderful
values 1 can’t imagine any-

. / / nj

Address.

Zone.



In a drawing room— or at a drawing board— petite, elfin “Jinx” Lord proves again

that Baltimore society is rightly famous for lovely women. Her jeivels are by

Harry Winston . . . her ermine cape is from Maisoti Leon . . . her cigarette is Camel!

In a recent test of hundreds of people who smoked only Camels for

30 days, noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!

“Jinx” Lord made
the 30-day Camel test

!

Result? In her own words:

*4 Can»ols are the

l>est-lasting eigarette

I ever smoked —
ami so mild !'9

And Mrs. Lord’s words are .echoed

by millions of Camel smokers. They
have found that these superb tobac-

cos have a mildness and flavor that

put Camel in a class by itself.

If you’ve never given Camels a

real, day-to-day tryout, now’s the

time to start your own 30-day test!

Like “Jinx” Lord and millions of

other Camel enthusiasts, you may
well find yourself saying, “Best cig-

arette 1 ever smoked!”
So try Camel’s mildness and fla-

vor in your “T-Zone”—T for Taste

and Throat—your proving ground for

a cigarette. Try Camels for 30 days
-— see how mild a cigarette can be!

According to a Nationwide survey:

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS

THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE

Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And
when three leading independent re-

search organizations asked 113,597 doc-

tors what cigarette they smoked, the

brand named most was Camel.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem. N. C.
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Wrapped, it looks like a

Actually, it’s Modess

in the wonderful new-shape box!

So discreet . . . helps keep your secret so nicely.

So new ... it may not yet be in stock at your favorite store.

Until it is, ask for Modess in the standard box. Because . . .

Both boxes contain the same number of the same fine

Modess napkins.

Both boxes are priced the same.

In Regular, Junior, and Super Modess sizes.



YOUR HAIR

IS MAGIC TO A MAN . .

.

4
Does your hair sometimes look dull

and lifeless ... is there a telltale

shower of distressing flakes no

matter what shampoo you use?

Then be on the lookout for infec-

tious dandruff, so prevalent, so

hard to get rid of.

Better start now with Listerine

Antiseptic and finger-tip mas-

sage every time you wash your

hair.

You see, Listerine Antiseptic

kills even the "bottle bacillus”

(P. ovale) which so many der-

matologists say is a causative

agent of infectious dandruff.

You will be delighted to see how wonderfully

fresh, cool and clean your scalp feels, how
quickly flakes begin to disappear, how healthy

your hair looks. Yes, in clinical tests, twice-

a-day use of Listerine Antiseptic brought

marked improvement within a month to

76% of dandruff sufferers.

As a precaution against infectious dandruff,

make Listerine Antiseptic a part of regular

hair care no matter what kind of soap or

shampoo you use.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC fo

more than 60 years the chief use of Listerine

Antiseptic has been as an antiseptic mouth-

wash and gargle.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF
p
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P. S. Have you tried the new Listerine Tooth Paste, the Minty 3-way Prescription for your Teeth?

1
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At the first blush of womanhood many mys-
terious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspi-

ration you have never known before. This is

closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

son and your clothes.

There is nothing "wrong" with you. It’s just

another sign you are now a woman, not a
girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers—Underarm odor is a real handi-
cap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to over-
come this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic

action prevents the formation of all odor for

48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

It also stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger—perspiration stains.

Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,
an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

All deodorants are not alike — so remember
—no other deodorant tested stops perspira-

tion and odor so completely yet so safely as

new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That’s why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deo-
dorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.

Intimate protection is needed—so protect your-

self with this snowy, stainless cream. Award-
ed American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal—harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin—can
be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the

amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not
dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed, or your money
back! If you are not completely convinced
that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you’ve ever used, return the jar

with unused portion to Carter Products,
Inc., 53 Park PL, N.Y.C., for refund of full

purchase price.

Don't be half-safe. Be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid
to be sure. Get Arrid now at your favorite

drug counter—only 39^ plus tax.
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NOW! PROOF that brushing

teeth right after eating is the

safe, effective way to

HELP STOP

TOOTH DECAY
with Colgate

Dental Cream
NOW dental science offers proof

that always using Colgate Dental
Cream right after eating helps stop tooth

decay before it starts!

Continuous research— hundreds of

case histories—makes this the most
important news in dental history!

X-RAYS SHOW HOW PROPER USE OF
COLGATE’S HELPS STOP TOOTH DECAY

Eminent dental authorities supervised

2 groups of college men and women for

over a year. One group always brushed
their teeth with Colgate Dental Cream
right after eating. The other followed

usual dental care. X-rays were taken at

regular intervals.

The average of the group using
Colgate’s as directed was a startling re-

duction in number of cavities—far less

tooth decay! The other group developed
new cavities at a much higher rate.

The Colgate Dental Cream now at

your dealer’s is the same formula used
in the tests. No claim is made that using

Colgate’s can stop all tooth decay, or

help cavities already started. But brush-

ing teeth right after eating is the safe,

proved way to help prevent new cavities,

help stop tooth decay with Colgate
Dental Cream.

Always Use Colgate’s* to

CleanYourBreath While You Clean YourTeefh

—and HELP STOP TOOTH DECAY!

YOUR PROBLEMS

ANSWERED BY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

What should

D
EAR Miss Colbert:
Four years ago, I met my dream man.

After I had dated him a few months, I fell

head over heels in love. He seemed so good
and kind, so sincere and humorous, so com-
pletely my sort of person, in every way.
For nearly two years, I didn’t accept

dates with anyone but this man. Each of

our dates was filled with good, clean fun.

I was utterly happy, and felt sure that he
was, too. We never quarreled. I took it for

granted that eventually we would be mar-
ried.

One night he kissed me goodbye, said,

“Be seeing you,” as he always did, and I

never heard another word from him. At
first, I thought he must be ill. I telephoned
his home, and he answered. He said he was
fine but had been busy, and he would call

in a few days. He never did.

About a year later, I met him on the
street and he introduced me to his bride.

They had been married several months.
I’m simply lost. How can I take an in-

terest, again, in another man when the
same thing might happen?

Frances A.

First of all , your trouble was caused by
an all too common mistake. Because you
felt a certain ivay, you assumed that the
identical emotions and thoughts were
entertained by this man.

The first rule of successful dealing with
others, is to think of the other person's
position, to try to imagine how he feels,

and to try to forecast his reaction.

If, instead of losing yourself in your
own golden haze of dreams, you had
riveted your attention upon this man,
upon his manners, upon his expressed
life views, you would have discovered al-

most immediately that he was self-cen-

tered and opportunistic.
I am a bit of a fatalist, so I feel that

this man was not for you, or things
would have worked out differently. Be
grateful that you escaped this man; be
hopeful for the future, and be more
analytical in the next romance.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

My parents have been divorced since I

was eight. I am now fourteeen.

My father and stepmother have the cus-
tody of my sister, my brother and me. I

don’t know just why we were not given to

my mother; we see her regularly and she
always tells us she loves us.

My father and stepmother are kind to

us, too. They give us nice presents and see
that we have what we need. My mother,
on the other hand, has never even sent one
of us a birthday card, although she tries

to make up for it, when she sees us.

Here is my trouble: When we go to see

I do?

Claudette Colbet

star c

‘Love Is Big Business

my mother, she quizzes us about what m
father and stepmother have been doin;

what they talk about, what we have to ea
She always has a catty remark to make.
Then, when we come home, our fathe

and stepmother ask us whether Mothe
had any dates, whether she has a lot

new clothes, how her apartment looks, eti

This makes us very uncomfortable. W
don’t know what to say without being rudi

Heidi C.

Yours is becoming a universal prol
lem. It is too bad that tvhen a judg
hands down a decree of divorce, he doe
not also hand down a book on the eti

quette of divorce.
Through the mail that comes to thi

department, I have been forced to con
elude that otherwise kind people fre

quently lead children into shameful con
duct, simply to satisfy their curiosity.

Your parents are thoughtlessly encour
aging you to develop one of the most de
structive of human traits—tale-bearing.

Don’t do it. The next time anyone ask
you to carry gossip, you should say cour
teously but firmly, “If someone asked me
the question you have just asked abou
you, I would be too loyal to answer
Please forgive me.” Then chatter abou
something else.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My problem is caused entirely by a little

girl. She is now almost eight, and a very
sweet child. She is under the care of the

local Welfare Agency. She begs us to take

her home whenever we visit, but the Wel-
fare people object to me as a mother. Yoi
see, I was married for seven years to ;

man who ran away and joined the Army
When my husband left me, a widower

'

knew asked me to move in with him anc
take care of his little girl, who was then jjl

baby. I loved her like my own, but, finally

some kin of this widower reported us tc

Welfare. They took the child away.
My husband said he would never give

me a divorce because he wanted to hav(
a good time without having to marry
again. He is not a good man.

I love this little girl as if she had beer
mine and I want to make a home for her
But Welfare won’t let us have her unti

we are married, and we can’t get marriec
because of my husband. What can I do?

Elida McC.

No matter how well-intentioned the

Welfare Agency people are in this mat-
ter, I am completely in sympathy with
you. It is obvious, from your letter, that

you love the little girl dearly and would
supply a happy home atmosphere for

(Continued on page 6)
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Wait’ll you hear

those FOUR won-

derful tunes written

especially for Betty

...by Hollywood’s

No. I Songwriter

Frank Loesser!
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T l
stands for the Terrible

I Time that most women
have every month in their

I
struggle with belts, pins

I I and external pads. Sani-

tary protection has been called women’s
oldest problem and until recently little

progress has been made toward its solution.

I stands for Another Way
1 to deal with this problem

/ . —by means of"Tampax,”
/

|
a doctor-invented device

I which absorbs while be-

ing worn internally instead of externally.

Made of highly absorbent cotton, it is in-

serted with patented applicator.

M l is for the Millions of

j

Women (yes, actually

I

millions) who have al-

I
ready adopted this mir-

i
I acle Tampax — college

students, secretaries, trained nurses, house-

wives, sales girls, athletes, actresses—all

kinds of women all over the world!

P
!

I

.

I indicates the new Poise

j

and Confidence result-

I

ing on those days from

I
the use of Tampax. No

I 1 odor can form. No chaf-

ing. You can’t even feel it. Wear it in tub
or shower bath if you like. Easy disposal.

I 1

A I
represents the Absolute

I Certainty that no single

j

bulge or ridge under your

I
dress or skirt will be

I I caused by Tampax. It

simply can't, because Tampax is worn in-

ternally. It’s only one-ninth the size of the

other kind!

1

X I stands for all the Ex-Users
I of external pads who now

j

march up to their drug

I
or notion counters each

I month and buy Tampax
— 3 absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior.

Average month’s supply slips into your

purse.Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

(Continued from page 4)

I h£T. I Jedl certain that, no matter what

your pasi mistakes miiT been, you would
help this little girl to grow tip a

good and useful woman.
The thing for you to do is to go to an

attorney for aid and advice. Select a
man who is known for his humanitarian
work. I sincerely hope that you will be
able to adjust your life so that this little

girl may grow up as your daughter.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Like most fifteen-year-old girls, I am

having trouble with my mother. She won’t
let me go anywhere at night. Recently
I was invited to a boy and girl party but my
mother refused to let me go. When I asked
her why, she said because it was a curse
to be born a girl. She keeps saying too
many things are going on today.
When she let me invite some girls to

come to my house for a slumber party,
she agreed to sleep next door at my aunt’s
house, but she made all of us go to bed at

ten-thirty, and she didn’t leave until we
pretended to be asleep. While she was in

the house, everyone was stiff and nervous,
and I was embarrassed to death.
She came over the next morning long

before anyone was awake, and prepared
breakfast, then called us. The six girls left

right after breakfast, and the whole week-
end was a miserable failure.

When I try to explain my side of the
story, my mother starts in to tell me how
hard she works and how she worries and
what a sad life she has had. I guess she
wants to give me a sad life, too, because
she doesn’t really love me.

Marsha H.

Like most fifteen-year-old girls (I was
the same when I ivas that age) you are
trying to live your life in advance of
yourself. Don't think that your mother
does not love you. If there is a criticism

to be leveled, it is that she loves you too
much, not only for your own good, but

for hers. From what you have told me,
I judge that she had some heartbreaking
experience when she was young, and is

trying to shield you from the same.
Don't expect her to tell you the story;

it may be something so painful that she
cannot confide it to you, at least until

you are much older.

Be patient. In two more years you ivill

be through high school, and either going
out into the world to earn your own icay,

or going to college. Then you will be
able to guide your own life. Then you
will begin to appreciate and understand
your mother more than you can now.

Claudette Colbert

UAlfcr -=z\ULJLX'

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

(Claudette CotUt ?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Cal., and if Miss Colbert feels

that your problem is of gen-

eral interest, she’ll consider

answering it here. Names and
addresses will be held confi-

dential for your protection.

Do you recall the address of John’s uncle
in Cincinnati?—or do you know where you
placed that wonderful recipe Mrs. Decker
gave you—or do you remember where John
told you the water shut-off valve in the
basement is located?

If you are like most of us you have little

notes all over the house—but when you want
them, they are not to be found. But what
can be done about it?

Well, Janet Lane and Catherine Emig Plege-
mann have done something about it. They
have organized a book in which to keep in-
formation and records of your family and
friends, your home and your belongings and
your various activities.

In Keep The Family Record Straight space
is provided to jot down those recurring dates
you want to remember, such as birthdays,
anniversaries, etc. Then there is a place to
record clothing sizes for all members of the
family—so you won’t have to ask! Also,
space for your Christmas card fist—family
health records—your friends’ food and en-
tertainment preferences—insurance policies
and when payments are due—mechanical
workings about the home—household inven-
tories—household services—gardening data
—canning, preserving and freezing notes

—

vacation and travel reminders of hotels,
meals and routes you have enjoyed. And
much, much more.

Here is a record book that you will use and
refer to every day of your life. It will save
you time, trouble and anguish—no end.

The book is smart and colorful. It is plastic
bound and the pages lie flat for easy record-
ings. The paper takes ink beautifully. It is

illustrated with amusing drawings by that
brilliant artist, Joan Lemmo.

Keep The Family Record Straight is a per-
fect gift for birthdays—your week-end
hostesses—or for any one of your friends.
The price is only $2 postpaid, and it is sold
on a money-back, if not satisfied, basis.
Order-NOW.

At all bookstores—or use this coupon

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PH-949
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postage prepaid copies of KEEP
THE FAMILY RECORD STRAIGHT at $2.00 each.

I enclose money order or check for $

NAME
Please Print

STREET

CITY
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. . . because HOLD-BOB

bobby pins really hold. The

perfection of this beauty is

assured because those perfect

curls are formed and held in

place gently, yet so very

by this truly superior bobby

There is nothing finer.

More women use

HOLD-BOB
than all other

bobby pins combined
*

a GAYLA®
hair baauty aid

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
©'•*• CHICAGO. ILL.

Cheers and Jeers:

What has happened to the female fig-

ures in Hollywood ? I refer particularly

to Jeanne Crain, Ann Sothern and Linda
Darnell in “A Letter to Three Wives.”
All three were disgustingly hefty. What
a shame, for the picture was delightful.

Grace Degenhardt
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Never have I seen such superb acting

as was portrayed by Kirk Douglas in

“Champion.” I doubt if his portrayal
could be surpassed. I’ve seen the picture

four times already, and will see it again
and again. The Oscar and all other
awards belong to the Champ.

Helen Mochnal
Binghamton, N. Y.

Please tell Twentieth Century-Fox to

return Betty Lynn to the mothballs
whence she came. Miss Lynn was the

only sour note in “June Bride.” And, for

me, it was pure torture to watch her in

“Mother Is a Freshman.”
Mary Walters
New York, N. Y.

The photograph of Elizabeth Taylor on
page 37 (June Photoplay) is the most
arresting, natural color picture I have
ever seen in any motion picture magazine.

Albert B. Manski
Boston, Mass.

In the June issue of your magazine,
there was a letter objecting to the way
Ingrid Bergman treated her fans. Well, I

think she is right, as a star has a ter-

rifically hard job. She is probably one
of the stars that has been “pestered” night

and day by autograph hounds. Maybe
every star needs fans, but are the fans the

ones who get the stars a start in pictures?

Janet Svenson
Andover, Mass.

Old vs. New:

I would like to see reissues of some of

the good pictures of the past. “San Fran-
cisco” was the most enjoyable picture I’ve

seen in the last year. “Gone with the

Wind” seems to improve each time I see

it. I would love to see “Dinner at Eight,”

“Grand Hotel,” “Min and Bill,” “Smilin’

Through,” “Susan Lennox” and many
more. Why not have one of these old pic-

tures as the second feature, instead of the

terrible dribble we have to sit through
when we arrive at the wrong time.

Marilyn Pitney
Salem, Ore.

Lashes for June:

In your June issue of Photoplay, your
cover girl is June Allyson. I think she

is nice, but why doesn’t her studio give

her a different hair-do, and also some false

eyelashes ? She has such small eyes and
she would be much more beautiful if her

lashes were longer.

June Vangen
Pelican Rapids, Minn.



( Our Beauty Editor doesn’t agree with
you about June’s hair-do. See Anita
Colby’s story on page 59. The Editors.)

New Heart-throbs:

My friends and I have seen many a good
actor, but when we saw John Derek, who
played in “Knock on Any Door,” and
David Brian, who played in “Flamingo
Road,” our hearts went bing! Brother,

if that’s what Hollywood is coming up
with, we want more

!

Penny Ratsaros
Cliffside Park, N. J.

Love Trouble:

I have been reading in the newspapers
of the coming divorce of Mrs. O’Brien and
Don Sylvio. Margaret isn’t supposed to

be the cause of it, but everyone knows she

didn’t like the idea of the marriage at all.

I think she is a very selfish and spoiled

little girl who is only thinking of herself.

Mitzi Scarlata
Chicago, 111

Question Box:

Can you tell me who the two, slightly

crazy brothers in “The Beautiful Blonde
from Bashful Bend” were? I think they
are good, but haven’t seen them before.

Anne Taylor
Missoula, Mont.

( Sterling Holloway and Danny Jackson.)

Would you please tell me who played
Shirley Temple’s big brother in “Adven-
ture in Baltimore”? Where can he be
reached ? I think he should be cast in

more pictures.

Barbara Paperny
Omaha, Neb.

( Shirley’s big brother zvas played by
Johnny Sands. He can be reached c/o
RKO, 780 Gower St., Los Angeles. Cal.)

Would you please give me some dope on
William Bishop, whose most recent pic-

ture was “The Walking Hills”?

( Bill Bishop was
born in Oak Park,
III., on July 16,

1918. He is 6 feet

2y2 inches tall, has
black hair and
brown eyes and is

married. His next
picture will be
“Anna Lucasta.”)

Margery Fields
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Why don’t any of the movie magazines
ever put in any of the stars’ addresses
when they write stories about them? Will
you please put some in your next column?
I would like to get their pictures.

Martha Woodard
Flint, Mich.

(If magazines printed the home addresses
of the stars they would subject them to

many intrusions, many of which would be
unpleasant. You can ivrite to them in care
of their studios.)

Could you please tell me if Charles
Drake, who played in “Tarzan and the
Magic Fountain” is related to Tom
Drake?

Adeline M. Parolisi
Lawrence, Mass.

(No relation.)

Address letters to this department to
Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-
fore promise to publish, return or reply
to all letters received.

It hurts when a husband seems so indif- able Mum! Mum’s unique modern for-

ferent. Yet sometimes a wife has herself mula contains no water to dry out or

to blame. So remember—never trust your decrease its efficiency. Be a safety-first
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Hearts and Some Flowers: David
Brian probably doesn’t know it but
one of Metro’s most beautiful ac-
tresses, who had her heart set on
David, almost swooned at the news
he had married Adrian Booth . . .

Brian Donlevy was so impressed when
Audrey Totter cared enough to meet
him at the airport at 6:50 a.m. when
he arrived from New York, that he
gifted the lady with a diamond big-

enough to choke a horse. An engage-
ment? They won’t admit it . . . Holly-
wood feels the Taylors are handling
the romantic episodes of their beauti-
ful daughter Elizabeth with wisdom.
They don’t oppose Elizabeth’s engage-
ment, counting on her good judgment
to carry her through. That judgment
has already carried the seventeen-
year-old miss past one engagement
to Glenn Davis and then into another
with handsome William Pawley Jr.

The Taylors feel it will surely carry
her on to a proper time and proper age
for marriage ... Jim Stewart has a
dry way of showing his love for
Gloria McLean. Arriving at the Gary
Coopers’ one afternoon, he spotted

(Continued on page 13)

June Haver, whose career received a boost with role in “Look for the Sil-

ver Lining,” lunches in 20th commissary with husband-to-be Dr. John Duzik

Meet irma’s boy friend! John Lund, who plays Michael Kirby, who used to be Sonja Henie’s leading man on

41, with Marie Wilson on “My Friend Irma” set ice, parks beside pool with his wife, at Les Mitchell party

0
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Clown Frank Macis couldn’t get a laugh out of Paul Brinkman Jr., who looks to mother Jeanne Crain for comfort. Left

is Jeanne’s younger sister Rita. They’re at party given by Trudy Marshall to celebrate her son Bill’s third birthday

Polo fans recognized Ricardo Montalban in spite of that beard.

He’s with wife Georgiana and her sister Loretta Young, left

Shelley Winters, looking provocative, as usual,

has her first star role in “Take One False Step”
P
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Vera-EIlen presents a charming picture at recent pre-

miere of “The Stratton Story.” She’s with Rock Hudson

Picture of happiness: Barbara Stanwyck and husband

Bob Taylor do stint on NBC’s “Screen Guild Players”

Victor Mature visits Lucille Ball in her dressing room on set of “Interference.” Lucille and husband Desi Arnaz, mar-

ried in a civil ceremony nearly nine years ago, rewed in church recently, with Desi’s mother as matron of honor

12
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INSIDE

STUFF

Gloria on the tennis court. “Showoff,”
he said softly, with that certain Stew-
art charm. It sounded, someone said,

exactly as if he’d said “darling’.”

Winter Storms: Shelley Winters,
who accidentally stepped from a curb
in New York into the path of a car,

is home again, limping and fuming.
Shelley’s peeve is due to a colum-

nist accusation that Shelley’s mishap
was a publicity stunt for her last

picture, “Take One False Step.”
“And me,” Shelley moans, “with

this aching back.”

Parent News: Robert Walker stroll-

ing down Beverly Boulevard with his

two small sons and looking very fit.

Van Johnson and Pete Lawford will

join Bob in his first picture since his

illness, “Please Believe Me” . . . The
leggy youngster on the “Let’s Dance”
set was Fred Astaire Jr., watching
his dad and Betty Hutton go through
their routines. Fred Jr. isn’t inter-

ested in becoming a dancer. Too hard
work, he claims . . . Gale Storm, who
looks a mere nineteen and who has the
smallest waist in Hollywood, brought
her three sons to meet Audie Murphy
who plays with Gale in “Kid from
Texas.” The way Audie drew those
guns for the boys left them breath-
less . . . Sight of the month: Glam-
orous Joan Bennett pushing her
grandchild in a perambulator before
her house and being whistled at by
passing college kids . . . When Rosa-
lind Russell and Fred Brisson sail for
Europe, they’ll leave six -year -old
Lance at home. Roz feels a child is

happier among his own things.

Here and There: Chatted with Irene
Dunne at the wedding of Edward
La Cava and Consuelo Courtwright,
daughter of Hernando Courtwright,
genial head of the Beverly Hills Hotel.
Miss Dunne is radiant over the hon-
ors heaped upon her recently. We
noticed again how smart she is in

those little hats atop her brushed-up
coiffure. Consumed the wedding-
breakfast goodies with dress designer
Don Loper and agent Jack Bolton
with his cute wife Peggy ... At the
party given by Charlie Morrison,

Roddy McDowall, Elizabeth Taylor and Claude Jarman Jr. represented Holly-

wood’s younger set at recent premiere celebrating M-G-M’s Silver Anniversary

The gentleman still prefers blondes: Frank Ross, Jean Arthur’s ex-husband,

was beautiful Joan Caulfield’s escort at a recent dinner date at Mocambo



try the test below
Have you ever wondered if you are as lovely as

you could be—are you completely sure of your
charm? Your deodorant can be the difference . . . and
you will never know how lovely you can be until

you use Fresh.

Fresh is so completely effective, yet so easy and
pleasant to use . . . Different from any deodorant you
have ever tried. Prove this to yourself with the free

jar of creamy, smooth Fresh we will send you.

Test it. Write to Fresh, Chrysler Building, New
York, for your free jar.

INSIDE STUFF

Pat Neal and Kirk Douglas were a new

twosome at “The Fountainhead” premiere

the handsome owner of Mocambo, Cal
bemoaned with Agnes Moorehead over
the fact that her natural beauty is some-
how hidden on the screen. Agnes, a
young woman who goes “character” for
movies, has masses of dark red hair that
contrast with her green eyes.

M-G-M-ing: Arthur Loew Jr. sent Janet
Leigh a bedpan of roses the day she be-
gan work on “Bodies and Souls,” a story
of hospitals and doctors. Since Janet
decided not to be engaged to Barry Nel-
son, she intends to play the field . . .

Mario Lanza has become the lad of the
future with M-G-M since those “Mid-
night Kiss” reviews. And didn’t Cal pre-
dict as much several months ago? The
American-born Italian is destined to be-

come the singing sensation of the screen
. . . Richard Ney, who married wealthy
widowT Pauline McMartin, beat his ex-
wife, Greer Garson to the altar. Buddy
Fogelson still hopes Greer will say yes.

Incidentally, Greer was glad to see her
friend Errol Flynn who flew home for a
few weeks for retakes on “Forsyte Saga.”
And judging from the picture Flynn
showed Cal of his real Princess girl

friend, she’s a beauty with great chic.

Conversation Piece: Jimmy Cagney
on the “White Heat” set: “Don’t under-
sell Virginia Mayo. In every scene, she
has worked hard and diligently to get
the best out of it. Seems to have a bit

of an inferiority complex about her
work, maybe shoved around a little in

other pictures, but I think she’s great.”
Jack Carson to Dennis Morgan: “Look,

I’m a comic, a character actor, so how
I look or grow to look won’t make too
much difference in my career. But you’re
a leading man, a lover, a get-the-girl-

guy, and you’ve got to make hay now.
So why eat or drink stuff that puts on
the weight that gets harder and harder
to take off? You’re the biggest box
office and fan mail star on this lot so

why not keep it that way by keeping
down your weight?”
Donald O’Connor on marriage: “Gwenn

and I have gone through four years of
marriage and we’ve had plenty of fights

along the way. But we seem calmed
down now, so I guess we’ve come through
okay. I figure marriage this way—you’ve
got to want it enough to work at it and
stick to it or not care enough to bother.
That’s the way we found it.”

(Continued on page 16 )
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/. Keeps lips soft . . . invitingly moist.

2. Feels just right . .
.
gives you confidence.

3. Does not smear or run at the edges.

4. Goes on so easily. ..so smoothly. . .so quickly.

5. And it lasts—and LASTS—and L-A-S-T-S!

KISS COLORS

TANGEE PINK QUEEN—A bright new pink... to make him think

...of kissing.

TANGEE RED-RED—Makes your lips redder than red . . . and

ready to love. For brunettes especially.

TANGEE THEATRICAL RED—America’s most dramatic shade

—

transforms your lips into a “feature attraction.”

TANGEE GAY-RED—Cold men turn into bold men—when a

blonde wears this daring shade.
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“What a DIFFERENCE

INSIDE

STUFF

Shortly after this picture was

taken of bat-girl Ava Gardner

and Ronnie Reagan at Actors’

baseball game at Wrigley

Field, Ronnie fell, fractured a

leg and went to the hospital

Bat-girl Gloria De Haven

jokes. Bob Hope, captain of

the Comedians, gags, at size

of Vic Mature’s fist! Vic

headed the opposing team,

the Tragedians. Proceeds of

ball game went to charity

(Continued from page 14)
John, My Son: They sat in the front

row of the bleachers at the ball game,
a handsome gray-haired man and a boy
in his early twenties. They shouted at
the umpire, ate peanuts and had a swell
time. But, of course, the lad heard not
a word of the excitement for this was
John Tracy, who was bom deaf, and his

father, Spencer.
A great friendship has grown up be-

tween this father and son. Due to the
fact that the Tracys have been separated
for some time, both John and his sister

have lived with Mrs. Tracy, who devoted
many, many hours to advancing the cause
for deaf children.

John, who has graduated from college,

can speak now, forming the words by
watching the lips of others. But the way
he feels about Spencer needs no word to

tell. It is reflected in every look he
turns upon his dad.

Pimms and Whims: Hollywood’s host-
esses are in a swivet these nights. A cou-
ple of years ago, when Paulette Goddard
introduced a drink called “Moscow Mule,”
they all had to buy special copper mugs
to serve this concoction.
Now, a drink called “Pimm’s Cup,”

which Joan Fontaine launched on the film
colony some time ago, is really catching
on in a big way. The only thing that
fusses the hostesses is that this Pimm’s
drink has to be served, if one is utterly,
utterly correct, out of pewter mugs.
Joan has antique pewter mugs. But oth-

er Hollywood girls have had to rush
around and settle for any pewter mugs
they could find. Imagine, therefore, the

consternation of Joan Crawford, when
she invaded the ultra-smart Bel Air Hotel
bar, to borrow some mugs for a party at
her house, only to find that their pewter
cups had been dipped in sterling silver.
“Good heavens,” said Miss Crawford,

“what are you going to do if the Princess
Aly Khan, Rita Hayworth to you, comes
here on her return to Hollywood—dip the
cups in gold and put emeralds on the
crowns ?”

Preacher McCrea: Joel McCrea was
letting the hillbilly crowd in the country
store have Hail Columbia! as we strolled
onto a sound stage at Metro. Kinda
scared us, too, until that wide McCrea
smile and firm handclasp assured us that
one minute Joel could play a hot-under-
the-collar preacher, such as he plays in
“Stars in My Crown” and the next be
himself, which is tops for anyone’s
money.

Unlike so many actors who delve into
Westerns, Joel is a rancher living the
year round on his Ventura County ranch,
not the “Valley” brand, he would have
you know, and working it and making it

pay, as other hard-working ranchers do.

We recalled the day we’d gone out to
visit Joel and his lovely wife Frances
Dee and as we drove along, there he
came on horseback from over the hill

where he had been helping a neighbor
with his round-up. He told bow his two
sons, Joel Jr. and David, twelve and four-
teen, are hay-baling for the summer,
traveling from one ranch to another,
helping to bale hay.

“I’m delighted to play the role of this
(Continued on page 19)



LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE .JOHNSON

Barbara Stanwyck, after a Hollywood
party:

“The gossip was wonderful but it got so

late I could hardly keep my mouth open."
* * *

Hat designer Keneth Hopkins had a

telephone order from a movie starlet. “Is

the hat for a short or a long bob?” asked
Hopkins. There was a moment’s silence

and then the starlet giggled:

“This Bob is about six feet tall!”

* * *

The Hollywood office of film censorship
is in a building at Hollywood Boulevard
and Western Avenue. The outside of the
building is decorated with the cavortings
of exactly thirty-two nude ladies.

* * . *

Glenn Ford had to roll a pair of dice for

a movie scene. The studio wanted to hire

an expert to show him how it was done.

“No thanks,” said Glenn, “I didn't spend
three years in the Marines without learn-
ing something.”

* * *

Humphrey Bogart started the heroic
tough-guy cycle on the screen. “Funny, isn’t

it,” he says. “I come to work without
shaving and with a hangover and I start

a big movie cycle.”
* * *

Overheard: “He wanted to become a

bartender but failed to get the job. He
didn’t know how to repair a television set.”

* * *

When Fred Allen checked into his hotel

on a trip to Hollywood, a friend brought
him a bowl of white gladioli. Allen
groaned: “I don't know why people bring
flowers when somebody arrives in Holly-
wood. I guess they think you're going to

ask for a job and they hope you drop
dead.”

* * *

You can now buy a Dipsy Doodle Rain-
bow Sundae for $1 in a Hollywood ice

cream parlor. It contains thirty colors and,
no doubt, half-a-dozen Technicolor night-
mares.

•R sR

Word got around to Bing Crosby that
the addition to Bob Hope’s home would
include a vault for his gags. “Why doesn’t
he just hide them in a cornfield?” asked
Bing.

* * *

Economy note: A movie producer vis-
ited his prop department and fired a cou-
ple of statues for standing around doing
nothing.

* * *

You’re conscious of the Hollywood in-
fluence immediately after you arrive at
the Los Angeles airport. The girl on the
loud speaker announces:
“Buses for Los Angeles and limousines

for Hollywood are leaving in five minutes.”

Your Hair can be .

Radiant and

Dandrufffree /
— all you’ve got to do is take

me home and squ-e-e-ze me!

Doctors’ examinations proved

Prell Shampoo
removes

dandruff in as little

as 3 minutes!

Prove

• This new, different, emerald -clear shampoo
in the handy tube is wonderful! For Prell—

with its exclusive formula and patented cleans-

ing ingredient—removes ugly dandruff fast!

Leaves your hair more radiant than any soap

shampoo . . . more radiant—in hardest water!

— than leading cream shampoos! Prell goes

farther than any other known shampoo too,

because it’s more concentrated. Get a tube today!

CREATED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE



Your loveliness is Doubly Safe

m
Always creamy and smooth

. . . lovely to use!

Veto gives you

Double

Protection

!

a # Veto guards your loveliness

night and day—safely protects your clothes and you.

For Veto not only neutralizes perspiration odor, it

checks perspiration, too ! Yes, Veto gives you
Double Protection! And Veto disappears instantly

to protect you from the moment you apply it!

. . Always creamy and smooth, Veto is

use and keeps you lovely. And Veto is gentle,

safe for normal skin, safe for clothes. Doubly Safe!

Veto alone contains Duratex, Colgate’s

exclusive ingredient to make Veto safer. Let Veto

give your loveliness double protection!

Veto lasts and lasts from bath to bath!



INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 16)

Protestant preacher,” he said. “So many
Protestant fans have been asking for a

picture like this.”

Well, a better one to play it couldn’t

be found.

Front Row Center: Sitting near the
open door of Arthur Little’s famous
snack bar, “The Little Alibi,” Cal com-
manded a clear view of a minor side-

walk drama. A young woman, nineteen
or twenty, stood with a water pistol in

hand, waiting for victims. Obviously
choosy, she permitted unknowns to pass
by, selecting only the well-known.
Turhan Bey, dapper as usual, was the

first to receive a sudden spurt of water
in his astonished face. He stopped,
grinned and, wiping his face, passed on.

So did victim number two, Richard Ney.
But not so, number three, who happened
to be Peter Lawford.
“What do you think you’re doing?”

Peter growled. “You must think you’re
very funny,” he went on, cleaning the
water from his face and scowling. Our
sympathies were with him. Although
Pete has played many a prank in his day,
this time we felt he was entirely right.

DeMille Gets Wilder: Sunstroke! We
were sure the summer sun had finally

got us, the day we stepped onto a Para-
mount sound stage, to find director Bil-

lie Wilder directing director Cecil B.
DeMille directing “Samson and Delilah.”
See what we mean?

It took director Wilder, Gloria Swan-
son and our friend from the publicity
department ten minutes to get us
straightened out, and then it seemed
comparatively simple, that is, as far as
anything DeMille-isli can be simple.

It seems the story “Sunset Boulevard,”
which Wilder is directing, has Miss
Swanson, who plays an old-time movie
queen attempting a comeback, trekking
over to a sound stage to ask DeMille
for a job. When Miss Swanson arrives
on the set, DeMille is supposed to be

directing a scene for “Samson and De-
lilah,” a picture he recently completed.
So, instead of finding Cecil in his usual
place behind the camera, here he was
before it, fluffing his lines, stepping past
his cue mark and committing the errors
for which he has bawled out dozens of
actors. But finally, he got it right and
with a grin, walked out of camera range.
Looking like a dream, Miss Swanson

told us she loved every minute of the
picture. “But there are times . . .” and
we knew without the final words, Gloria
was thinking of so many of the stars of
other days about whom this very story
could be written. And if Hollywood lets

Gloria ever get away from them again,
they are plain crazy, so beautiful and
talented is the lady.

The Johnsons: It’s difficult to imagine
a more normal household than the Van
Johnsons’, one beset with the same prob-
lems of families everywhere in the won-
derful U.S.A. Which is why Cal eagerly
accepted their recent dinner invitation.

Ned, the older Wynn lad, came in to
show us his cut lip, broken front tooth
and sore arm, sustained when he pitched
headfirst from his bicycle. Little Tracy,
pajama-clad, had to be put to bed twice.
In the nursery, baby Schuyler waited to

be kissed good night by her daddy. “It’s

wonderful,” Van grinned, “I wouldn’t
have it any other way.”
The problem of a vacation, versus

“how much can we afford,” arose exactly
as it does in thousands of families every-
where. Ten days in Coronado was finally

decided upon. After four films in a row,
three unreleased, Van is weary.
We notice a maturing, a mellowing in

Van Johnson that reflects the man and
the actor more and more. This, and a
growing confidence in the judgment of
his wife,' Evie. And yet, there’s still suf-
ficient boyish appeal to keep him ever
popular. As we sat down at the table, he
exclaimed, like a disappointed kid, “Aw,
gee, meat loaf. I thought we were going
to have roast beef.”

Roz Russell, Ray Milland, first row; Ben Gage, Esther Williams, second row; at

auction for St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital for Unmarried Mothers, sponsored by

Loretta Young, with husband Tom Lewis, third row. Donations netted $41,012.50!

Does your

nail polish

CHIP?

PEEL?

FLAKE

OFF?

New miracle-wear

ingredient discovered!

Thousands of women who’ve put

up with polish which chips soon

after manicuring are making a

thrilling discovery . . .

It’s the new 10<! Cutex polish . .

.

the new miracle-wear polish ! Now
it contains Enameion, a Cutex-ex-

clusive ingredient designed to give

incredible wear!

Cutex with Enameion stays love-

ly day after day after day! Resists

chipping, flaking, peeling as no

polish ever did before!

Today, try this new, miracle-wear

Cutex! So pure . . . even women
with skins so sensitive they cannot

use other polishes state that they

can use new Cutex with perfect

safety

!

14 fashion-styled colors. Only

1 Od plus tax. In the bottle with the

blue label, at your favorite cos-

metic counter.

Ifyou don't find that New Cutex

wears longer thanyou ever dreamed

possible, send the bottle to Northam

Warren Corporation, Box 1355,

Stamford, Conn., and your money
will be refunded.
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Wonderful Yodora does not merely mask,

but stops perspiration odor. Effective for

full 24-hour protection.

^softens
and beautifies underarm skin

Made with a face cream base, Yodora keeps

armpits fresh and lovely-looking as the skin

of neck and shoulders.

Casts of Current Pictures

ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY—M-G-M: Charley En-
ley Kyng, Clark Gable; Lon Kyng, Alexis Smith;
Robbin Elcott, Wendell Corey; Alice Elcott, Audrey
Totter; Jim Kurstyn, Frank Morgan; Ada, Mary
Astor; Ben Gavery Snelerr, Lewis Stone; Tycoon,
Barry Sullivan; Sarah Calbern, Marjorie Rambeau;
Ed, Edgar Buchanan; Dr. Palmer, Leon Ames; Pete
Senta, Mickey Knox; Lezv “Angie" Debretti, Rich-
ard Rober; Frank Sistina, Wiiliam Conrad; Paul
Enley Kyng, Darryl Hickman.

BIG STEAL , THE—RKO : Duke, Robert Mitchum;
Joan

:
Jane Greer; Blake, William Bendix; Fiske,

Patrie Knowles; Col. Ortega, Ramon Novarro; Lieut.
Ruiz, Don Alvarado; Seton, John Qualen.

BROKEN JOURNE V—Rank- Eagle Lion: Mary
Johnstone, Phyllis Calvert; Joanna Dane, Margot
Grahame; Bill Haverton, James Donald; Perami,
Francis L. Sullivan; Edzvard Marshall, Raymond
Huntley; Jimmy Marshall, David Tomlinson; Rich-
ard Faber, Derek Bond; Fox, Guy Rolfe; Anne
Stevens, Sonia Holm; John Barber, Grey Blake; Kid
Cormack, Andrew Crawford; Harry Gunn, Charles
Victor; Joseph Romer, Gerard Heinz.

GREAT SINNER, THE—M-G-M: Fedja, Gregory
Peck; Pauline Ostrovsky, Ava Gardner; Arman d De
Glasse, Melvyn Douglas; General Ostrovsky, Walter
Huston; Grandmother, Ethel Barrymore; Aristide
Pitard, Frank Morgan; Emma Getzel, Agnes Moore-
head; Secretary, Frederick Ledebur; Doctor, Ludwig
Donath; Jeweler, Curt Bois; Hotel Manager, Ludwig
Stossel; Valet, Erno Verebes.

GUINEA PIG, THE—Pilgrim: Jack Read, Richard
Attenborough; Lynne Hartley, Sheila Sim; Mr. Read,
Bernard Miles; Mr. Hartley, Cecil Trouncer; Nigel
Lorraine, Robert Flemyng; Mrs. Hartley, Edith
Sharpe; Mrs. Read, Joan Hickson; Ronald Tracey,
Tim Bateson; Gregory, Clive Baxter; B nekton, Basil
Cunard; Fitch, John Forrest; Bessie, Maureen
Glynne; Lorna Beckett, Brenda Hogan; Sir James
Corfield, Herbert Lomas; Miles Minor, Anthony New-
ley; Mr. Stringer, Anthony Nicholls.

HOUSE OF STRANGERS—20th Century-Fox:
Gino Monetti

,

Edward G. Robinson; Irene Bennett,
Susan Hayward; Max Monetti, Richard Conte; Joe
Monetti, Luther Adler; Pietro Monetti, Paul Valen-
tine; Tony, Efrem Zimbalist Jr.; Maria Domenico,
Debra Paget; Helena Domenico, Hope Emerson;
Theresa, Esther Minciotti; Elaine Monetti, Diana
Douglas; Lucca, Tito Vuolo; Victoro, Albert Morin;
Waiter, Sid Tomack; Judge. Thomas Browne Henry;
Prosecutor, David Wolfe; Danny, John Kellogg.

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME—M-G-M:
Veronica Fisher, Judy Garland; Andrezv Delby Lar-
kin, Van Johnson; Otto Oberkugen, S. Z. “Cuddles”
Sakall; Nellie Burke, Spring Byington; Rudy Han-
sen, Clinton Sundberg; Hickey, Buster Keaton;
Louise Parkson, Marcia Van Dyke; Aunt Addie, Lil-
lian Bronson.

JOHNNY ALLEGRO—Columbia: Johnny Allegro,
George Raft; Glenda Chapman, Nina Foch; Morgan
Vallin, George Macready; Schultzy, Will Geer; Ad-
die, Gloria Henry; Pelham Vetch, Ivan Triesault;
Pudgy, Harry Antrim; Roy, William “Bill” Phillips;
Grote, Walter Rode; Detective, Thomas Henry.

RED MENACE, THE—Republic: BUI Jones, Robert
Rockwell; Nina Petrovka, Hanne Axman; Yvonne
Kraus, Betty Lou Gerson; Mollie O'Flaherty, Bar-
bra Fuller; Henry Solomon, Shepard Menken; Earl
Partridge, Lester Luther; Jack' Tyler, William J.
Lally; Inspector O'Toole. Lloyd G. Davis; Reachi,
Norman Budd; Father Leary, Leo Cleary; Mrs.
O'Flaherty, Kay Rielil ; Riggs, William Martel; Mar-
tin Vejac, James Harrington; Sam Wright, Duke
Williams; Tom Wright, Napoleon Simpson.

ROPE OF SAND—Paramount: Mike Davis, Burt
Lancaster; Suzanne Rcnaud, Corinne Calvet; Com-
mandant Paul Vogel, Paul Henreid; Arthur Mar-
tingale, Claude Rains; Toady, Peter Lorre; Dr.
Francis Hunter, Sam Jaffe; Thompson, John Brom-
field; Pierson, Mike Mazurki; John, Kenny Wash-
ington.

TAKE ONE FALSE STEP—U-I: Andrezv Gent-
ling, William Powell; Catherine Sykes. Shelley Win-
ters; Martha Wier, Marsha Hunt; Glcdhill, James
Gleason; Helen Gentling, Dorothy Hart; Arnold
Sykes, Jess Barker; Prof. Morris Avriirn, Felix Bres-
sart; Henry Pritchard, Art Baker; Pacciano, Sheldon
Leonard; Dr. Markheim, Howard Freeman; Thatch-
er, Houseley Stevenson: Arnspiger, Paul Harvey.

WEAKER SEX, THE—Rank-Eagle Lion: Martha,
Ursula Jeans; Geoffrey Radcliffc, Cecil Parker; Hel-
en, Joan Hopkins; Nigel. Derek Bond; Lolly, Lana
Morris; Roddy, John Stone; Mrs. Gave, Thora Hird;
Bcnjie, Digby Wolfe; Harriet, Marian Spencer; Mrs.
Mating, Dorothy Bramhall; Soldier, Bill Owen.

YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING—20th Century-Fox:
Timothy O’Connor, Dan Dailey; Hannah McAdams,
Anne Baxter; Aunt Jane, Anne Revere; Mr. Mercer,
Stanley Ridges; Jane, Shari Robinson; Prof. Adams,
Henry O’Neill; Mrs. Adams, Selena Royle; Joe
Blanton; Alan Mowbray; College Boy, Robert Ar-
thur; Butler, Buster Keaton; Elizabeth, Phyllis Ken-
nedy; Butler, Chester Jones; Dancers, Nyas &
Warren Berry; Announcer, John Hiestand; Ticket
Seller, Hal K. Dawson; Mr. Pflum, Charles Lane;
Architect, Robert Emmett Keane; Nurse, Ruth Clif-

ford; Doorman, Joe Haworth; Housekeeper, Libby
Taylor; Maid, Geraldine Harris.

stops
perspiration odor

Kind to skin, chemi-
cally safe for clothes,

it’s the perfect cream
deodorant . . . You’ll

adore Yodora

!

Tubes or j ars

10 c , 30,!, 00*

Reduce
!

It's Fun
This Common Sense Way

There is no magic at all about The
Common Sense Way to a beautiful
figure. But if you follow the sugges-
tions Sylvia of Hollywood has for you
in her book No More Alibis you may,
perhaps, challenge the beauty of the
loveliest movie star!

In No More Alibis the author tells

you how she helped many of Holly-
wood’s brightest stars with their

figure problems. She names names

—

tells you how she developed this star’s

legs—how she reduced that star’s

waistline—how she helped another
star to achieve a beautiful youthful
figure.

NOW ONLY 50c

This marvelous 128-page book con-
taining over 40 illustrations formerly
sold for $1.00 in a stiff-back binding.

Almost 100,000 persons gladly paid
this price. Now published in an eco-
nomical paper cover you get the iden-
tical information for only 50c—and we
pay the postage. Order now while our
supply of this special edition lasts.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. P-949
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of No More Alibis by
Sylvia of Hollywood. I enclose 50c.

Name
Please Print

Address

City State
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One Mardi Gras Night
in New Orleans

. . . that exploded into murder!

ON the eve of the gay Mardi Gras,

Orson Foxworth, financial bucca-

neer, gave a dinner at world famous
Antoine's for seven extraordinary guests.

One was beautiful young Odile St. Am-
ant. An unkissed wife, she ached with

desperate longing for the embraces of

Leonce, her playboy husband.
And at the table sat Odile’s younger

sister, voluptuous Caresse, even more
sultry than her name. She resided with

Odile and her husband in the family

mansion and she drove Leonce to a mad-
dening desire to put an end to his

wife so that he could possess her. And

The Only Club That Brings You Best-Sellers for $
1

The Dollar Book Club offers to send
you both “Dinner at Antoine’s” and

“High Towers,” for just a 3-cent stamp—as
a generous sample to new members of the
wonderful reading entertainment and
equally wonderful savings that nearly a

million families enjoy through the Club.

The Dollar Book Club is the only club
that brings you popular current novels
for only $1.00 each. Yes, the very same
titles sold in the publisher’s retail edi-

tions for $2.75 to $3.00 come to members
for only $1.00 each—almost a % saving!

How are such values still possible, with
book manufacturing costs at an all-time

high? First, because of the great econo-
mies effected in printing huge editions for

so large a membership. Second, the Club’s
own great new book plant, recently com-
pleted at a cost of millions of dollars, is

designed for money-saving, large-scale

production with equipment and methods
never before possible.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK

Take as Few os Six Books a Year!

Membership in the Dollar Book Club re-

quires no dues of any kind. You do not even
have to take a book every month; the pur-
chase of as few as six books a year fulfills

your membership requirement. You can build

a choice library of outstanding modern fic-

tion this way for as little as $6.00 a year!

Storf Enjoying Membership Now
Upon receipt of the attached coupon with just

a 3-cent stamp, you will be sent BOTH
“Dinner at Antoine’s” and “High Towers.”
You will also receive the current selection

for only $1.00. Thereafter, every month, you
will receive the Club’s Bulletin, which de-
scribes the forthcoming Club selections. It

also reviews many other popular books which
you may purchase at the Club price of only
$1.00 each. Buy only the books you want!

Just Moil Coupon with 3c Stamp!
When you see the books you will get and
realize they are typical of the values you
will continue to receive from the Club for

only $1.00 each, you will be delighted to

have become a member! Mail coupon now.

CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

g Mail This Coupon

i

i

l

i

I

l

l

l

I

i

i

i

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
Dept. 9MWG, Garden City, N.Y.

Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club mem-
ber and send me at once Dinner at Antoine's and
High Towers—BOTH for the enclosed 3^ stamp.
Also send me the current club selection and bill

me for $1 plus shipping cost.
With these books will come my first issue of

the free descriptive folder called “The Bulletin0

telling about the two new forthcoming one-dollar
bargain book selections and additional bargains
offered at $1.00* each to members only.

I have the privilege of notifying you in ad-
vance if I do not wish either of the following
months* selections and whether or not I wish to
purchase any of the other bargains at the Special
Club price of $1.00 each. I do not have to
accept a book every month — only six during
each year that I remain a member. I pay nothing
except $1 for each selection received plus a few
cents shipping cost.

Mr. )
Mrs. V
Miss

j Please Print

Address

City, Zone

If under 21,

Same Price in Canada: 105 Bond St.. Toronto 2
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Musical mirthpiece: Buster Keaton, S. Z. Sakall, Van

Johnson and Judy Garland shine in a nostalgic film

V'

V'

(F) Iii the Good Old Summertime
(M-G-M)

A
GAL with a vibrant personality—Judy Garland.
She can make a moderately amusing situation seem

very funny indeed, and can really put over a song.

Judy does both in this light-hearted filmusical, set

in Chicago’s horse-and-buggy era. Van Johnson reg-
isters as her brash young boss, who keeps needling
her constantly. Each dreams of romance with another
partner, meanwhile working in the music shop of hot-
headed but soft-hearted S. Z. Sakall. Sympathetic
Spring Byington and blundering Buster Keaton (dead-
pan comic of the silent screen) work there, too.

Good-natured ribbing, lilting song hits of yester-
year plus Judy and Van combine to make this a most
engaging Technicolor treat for the entire family.

Your Reviewer Says: Full of melody and mirth.

^ (F) The Great Sinner (M-G-M)

G
REGORY PECK and Ava Gardner make a torrid

twosome in this tale of human frailty. Europe of the

1860’s provides the handsome background.
Greg goes to pieces and it isn’t altogether Ava’s fault.

True, she’s an outrageous flirt with a penchant for

gambling, inherited from her black sheep father, Walter
Huston. Both father and daughter are in debt to

shrewd Melvyn Douglas for huge loans lost at the
gaming tables. Peck, a writer on the lookout for

material, gets more than he bargained for when he
attempts to win back the money so Ava will be free of

all obligations to Douglas.
A romantic story on the longish side, it has a superior

cast including Ethel Barrymore, Frank Morgan and
Agnes Moorhead.

Your Reviewer Says: For your gambling mood.

Love takes a chance: Action-packed story of the gam-

bling tables co-starring Alexis Smith and Clark Gable

^ (A) Any Number Can Play
(M-G-M)

T
HIS is a tale about a big-shot gambler, who meets
good fortune and bad with a smile and a shrug.

Clark Gable plays the part in his usual forthright

fashion and he has a dazzling cast to support him.
There’s beautiful Alexis Smith as his beloved wife,

Wendell Corey as his thieving brother-in-law, Audrey
Totter as his admiring and unhappy sister-in-law,

Mary Astor as his would-be sweetheart and Darryl
Hickman as his young son who is ashamed of him.
Frank Morgan is a fellow-gambler out to ruin him;
Lewis Stone, a pathetic has-been; Marjorie Rambeau,
a loyal friend, and Richard Rober, an underworld
character.
The cast, one and all, turn in laudable performances.

Your Reviewer Says: Gable deserves better.

Shadow
By Elsa Branden

/// Outstanding I'V Very good v' Good

F—For the whole family A

—

For adults
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East Side enterprise: Richard Conte and Susan Hay-

ward share the principal honors in a strong family film

v'

v'

(F) House of Strangers
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

E
MBELLISHED by three topnotch stars, this power-
ful drama about the rise and fall of an Italian-

American family is sure to stir you.
Edward G. Robinson stands out as the despotic head

of his family. He has prospered with the years and
his four sons will inherit his bank one day. However,
with the exception of attorney Richard Conte—the
apple of his father’s eye—he treats them shabbily.
Conte registers in a colorful role, as the only son who
stands by his father when ruin and disgrace threaten
him. Susan Hayward turns in a vivid performance as

a strong-minded female who steals Conte from his nice

fiancee, Debra Paget. Luther Adler, Paul Valentine
and Efram Zimbalist Jr. score as the other sons.

Your Reviewer Says: A solid slice of life.

^ (F) Broken Journey (Rank-Eagle Lion)

R
EVEALING the varied reactions of the passengers

, and crew of a British plane forced to land on an
isolated glacier, this is an interesting drama.
The company includes Phyllis Calvert, a pretty

stewardess who loses one love only to find another in

co-pilot James Donald. Margot Grahame spiritedly

plays a petulant film star, who starts the journey with
personable Derek Bond but ends up with a new ad-
mirer. Francis L. Sullivan comically portrays a con-
ceited Italian singer, whose voice is his very life. Then
there’s unfortunate Grey Blake, traveling in an iron

lung accompanied by his lovely nurse, Sonia Holm.
Although overlong, distinctive acting against an Al-

pine backdrop makes this movie worth-while.

Your Reviewer Says: Death rides the airways. p

(Continued on page 24)

Stage
For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 20

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 26

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 27

^ (A) Rope of Sand (Paramount)

S
OUTH AFRICA’S diamond country is the locale of

this star-loaded, thrill-crammed desert drama.
Burt Lancaster injects realism in the role of a two-

fisted young American who returns there to retrieve

a fortune in uncut stones buried in the sand. Paul
Henreid excels as the vengeful German overseer of a
diamond company. The hatred between them flares

up with Claude Rains fanning the flames. Rains and
Henreid mean to learn the hiding place of Lancaster’s

diamonds and, towards that end, hire seductive Co-
rinne Calvet to turn the glamour on Burt full force.

It’s Mademoiselle Calvet’s first Hollywood film, but
there’s nothing of the novice about this eye-catching
siren with the thick-as-cream French accent. Peter
Lorre and Sam Jaffe complete an outstanding cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Savage, sordid, picturesque.

Picture with a primitive punch: Burt Lancaster and

Corinne Calvet score in thrilling drama of the desert
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For manicure perfection

La Cross
Cuticle Scissors

True haucl beauty begins with

well-shaped cuticles.

These precision

scissors trim cuticles

cleanly, easily, help avoid

painful hangnails. $2.50

Shadow Stage

^ (F) Take One False Step

(Uiiiversal-International

)

H
’lLLIAM POWELL can always be
counted upon to turn in a super-smooth

performance. He has a role cut to his
measure in this sophisticated melodrama,
describing how a reputable university pro-
fessor becomes embroiled in the disrep-
utable doings of a bold hussy.

Shelley Winters credibly plays this man-
chasing creature, who emerges from Pow-
ell’s carefree past at a most inopportune
moment. The fact that Shelley is married
to a shady character, and carrying on a
clandestine affair with her husband’s
gangster-partner, makes her doubly dan-
gerous. Besides, Powell is in love with his
pretty wife, Dorothy Hart. When Shelley
disappears and Bill’s blood-stained scarf
is found, he has to keep his wits about him
to dodge a murder rap.
Marsha Hunt and James Gleason give a

good account of themselves in supporting
roles.

Your Reviewer Says: Slick crime story.

J
THE BEAUTIFUL HANDS OF DOROTHY KILGALLEN

To complete your beautiful manicure

wear NayIon's wonderful

(F) The Adventures of Ichabod
and Mr, Toad (Disney-RKO)

T
WO famous classics from American and
English literature provide a gay, color-

ful all-cartoon feature designed for young-
sters and adults alike.

Bing Crosby delightfully describes the
hair-raising adventures of Washington
Irving’s grotesque Yankee schoolmaster,
Ichabod Crane, and the Headless Horse-
man. Bing, who is heard but not seen,
sings three songs as only he can sing them.
Kenneth Grahame’s “Wind in the Willows,”
dealing with a thrill-thirsty toad, is nicely
narrated by Basil Rathbone with Eric
Blore impersonating Mr. Toad’s voice. A
roguish creature full of impish impulses,
Mr. Toad, arouses the anxiety of his

friends. Mr. Rat, Mr. Mole and Angus
MacBadger try to save him from bank-
ruptcy and scandal with comical results.

Your Reviewer Says: Jolly good fun. But
timid children may be frightened by the
Headless Horseman.

(F) The Big Steal (RKO)

T
HE tempo of this crime chronicle leaves
you limp and breathless. Reckless Bob

Mitchum is in the driver’s seat with smart

tempestuous Cyclone — most reckless

of all true reds! Nail enamel 60fi*.

And for matching lips use smooth

NayIon lipstick or Slimstick,

"double processed” for creamier

texture, longer wear. $1.00 *

and fingertips

Big moment from “The Big Steal,” new

film starring Jane Greer, Robert Mitchum

GREYHOUND
AMAZINGTHUD
AMERICA lUUil

Combine the zest of cool, bright Fall weather,
with the best of vacation travel treats. Plan
a Greyhound Expense-Paid tour this Autumn
—to a glamorous big city, or to your favorite
lay-spot in the U.S.A., Canada, or Mexico,
verything’s arranged as you wish, by Grey-
hound—hotel reservations, sightseeing,
entertainment. And low tour prices mean
you’ve extrafunds for extrafun. Choose your
Autumn vacation treat from the travel menu
below, or write for information about any
other trip you may desire.

3-day DENVER TOUR
Tours of the city. Mountain Parks,
Bear Creek Canyon, Buffalo Bill Me-
morial. All hotel accommodations.

3-day NEW ENGLAND CIRCLE TOUR
New York City, White and Green
Mountains^ beautiful Ausable Chasm,
cruise on Casco Bay, historic Boston,
Concord and Lexington.

2-

day WILLIAMSBURG TOUR
Accommodations at Williamsburg
Lodge. Visit to the Public Gaol, Gov-
ernor’s Palace and Gardens, Raleigh
Tavern and the Capitol.

3-

day YOSEMITE FALL TOUR
Yosemite Lodge is your host. See Mari-
posa Big Trees, Wawona Tunnel Tree,
spectacular Yosemite Falls, and lovely
Yosemite Valley,

3-day Atlantic City, $20.00 . 3-day Chicago,
$11.95 . 6-day Colonial Virginia, $40.45
3-day Detroit, $12.10 . 7-day Eureka Springs,

Arkansas,$57.00. 1 l-dayFloridaCircle,$72.10
. 4-day Havana, Cuba, $60.60 . 3-day Ken-
tucky Caves, $2 1.10 . 4-day Los Angeles.
$14.00 . 8-day Mexico City, $68.60 . 5-day
Montreal-Quebec, $35.05 . 4-day New York
City, $18.55 . 3-day Niagara Falls, $11.75 .
3-day Salt Lake City, $8.50 .
fAdd round-trip Greyhound fare from your city)

Prices are for double room accommodations, and subject

to change without notice.

$13M

$5455

$10 3*

*34 S9

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR TOUR FOLDER

Fill in this coupon and mail to Greyhound Highway Tours,

Dept. MW 99, 1 05 West Madison, Chicago 2, III. Be sure

to put check-mark opposite tour which interests you.

Name —
Address —
City * State _MW 99



Jane Greer at his side and Army Captain
Bill Bendix hot on his heels.

Mitchum appears to be running off to

Mexico with a wad of stolen money, but
it turns out that tricky Patric Knowles is

the real culprit* Seems Knowles sweet-
talked Jane into giving him her savings
as well, and now she means to get it back.
With Knowles as their common enemy,
Bob and Jane are thrown together. A
wild auto race along a twisting mountain
road, culminating in a blazing gun battle,

provides plenty of excitement.
An attractive twosome, Mitchum and

Greer handle their roles competently.
Capable performances are also contrib-
uted by Bendix, Knowles and veteran
actor Ramon Novarro.

Your Reviewer Says: Fast-paced chase film.

SALO/V-SAFa FOR, WaRP-TO-WAt/6"HAIR

SALON-SMARTFOR, £j/£RYH£A0

“Problem” hair requires the kindest, safest, gentlest type of home
permanent. And the Richard Hudnut Home Permanent is as safe for all

textures and conditions of hair as science can possibly make it!

To make sure you get soft, natural-looking waves ... real

“salon-type” results, the new improved Richard Hudnut Home
Permanent uses the same sort of preparations... even the same

improved cold wave process found best for waving

thousands of heads in the Richard Hudnut Fifth Avenue Salon!

(F) You’re My Everything
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

111ITH each new picture, Dan Dailey
f I proves he is a hoofer extraordinary,
oozing personality from every pore. His
leading lady in this entertaining musical
romance is Anne Baxter.
Playing a flapper, who becomes movie-

dom’s “Hotcha Girl a la Clara Bow,” is

quite a departure from her dramatic roles.

But Anne handles the assignment ex-
pertly, delivering an ingratiating and sin-
cere performance. Both Dan and Anne
have starred in stronger stories than this
one about a couple who fall in love, mar-
ry and stumble into Hollywood stardom
back in the Torrid Twenties. It isn’t their
careers or another woman that come be-
tween them, but their own child. Against
Anne’s wishes, Dan encourages the tap-
happy youngster to become a movie star-
let. As played by Shari Robinson, she’s
a talented ten-year-old who ably polishes
off a couple of Shirley Temple’s former
numbers, including “Good Ship Lollipop.”
Ann Revere and Stanley Ridges are fea-

tured to advantage in supporting roles.

Your Reviewer Says: Musically diverting.

^ (F) The Weaker Sex
(Rank-Eagle Lion)

E
NGLISH womanhood receives a fine
tribute in this touching wartime drama.
Ursula Jeans, rather like Irene Dunne

with an English accent, is as gracious as
she’s attractive. Her family consists of
two grown daughters, a son and son-
in-law, all engaged in war work. The
commonplace tasks of keeping house, of
waiting in awful suspense while D-Day
looms over them, are graphically described.
In contrast to his usual pompous roles,
Cecil Parker sympathetically portrays a
middle-aged naval officer billeted in Ur-
sula’s home. Chock-full of charm, he is

a real catch for any widow. Joan Hopkins,
Derek Bond, Lana Morris, John Stone and
Thora Hird complete a noteworthy cast.

If you think the British are a cold-
blooded lot, this warm, sentimental film
will change your mind.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ll enjoy a good cry.

VV (F) The Guinea Pig
(Pilgrim Pictures)

I
F YOU have had your fill of movie mur-
ders and are in the mood for a picture

with more mental than physical appeal,
this is it. Made in Britain, it presents an
interesting story, intelligently treated and
splendidly acted. If it seems to lag at
times, that’s because American audiences
are geared to a faster tempo.
Richard Attenborough sensitively por-

trays a schoolboy of middle-class English
background, suddenly thrust into a world
completely foreign to him. He has won a
scholarship to a socially elite school brim-

No fear of harsh, frizzed ends, thanks to the gentler, cream

waving lotion. No worry about being able to do a good job.

If you can roll your hair on curlers, you’ll manage beautifully!

There isn’t a lovelier, more luxurious, softer home wave
for any head! Price, $2.75; refill without rods, $1.50. (Prices plus Tax.)

neze'smy usefzs pzepeiz fato/varr

L Gives you the wave you wish you were born
with— soft, luxurious, natural-looking.

2. Doesn't dry hair or split ends.

3. Fast and easier, too! Special Hudnut pre-

softening makes winding easier; ends less

difficultl

4. Exactly the type curl you desire—tight or
loose— but never a frizz on the ends!

5. Lasts longer— gives weeks more pleasure and
prettinessl

6. Includes Richard Hudnut Creme Rinse, won-
derful for making hair lustrous, soft, more
"easy to do.''

7. More manageable— greater coiffure variety.

*As expressed by a cross section of Hudnut Home
Permanent users recently surveyed by an independent

research organization.

Accepted for Advertising by the Journal of the American Medical Association.

file#-

fnf
iro l

Home Permanent
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We again bring you our Hollywood original,

fashioned to enharx^ ^11 your charms. The plung-

ing neckline is bold, yet discreet—with swirling

sash draped divinely about your hipline, It's a

bewitching dress, created with fine rayon crepe.

Styled to attract • admiring glances the year

round. This miracle low^pr^e is possible because

we have our manufacturer's exclusive output.

No middleman's profit. This savings is passed

on to you. Same high quality fabric and
needlework. Always sold for much, much more.

Sizes:
9-11-13
1

5-

1 2-14

16-

18-20

Sizes:
38-40-42
44-46-48
$1 more

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Each dress guaranteed satisfaction

Wear this newest dress for 10 DAYS ON AP-
PROVAL! If you're not thrilled and delighted,

return for full refund. No questions asked. Mail

coupon now. This is one time you should order

by mail.

SEND NO MONEY- WE SHIP IMMEDIATELY i

HOLLYWOOD MODELS, Inc., Dept. 406

|
7052 Laurel Canyon Blvd., No. Hollywood. California

|

I Rush "SIREN CREPE." I'll pay mailman amount
|

. due plus C.O.D. postage. I may return dress in 10 ,

I days for full refund if not satisfied. Colors: Black, I

I Navy, Brown, Turquoise Blue, Beige, Gray. I

How Many? What Size? 1st Color Choice 2nd Color Choice

SEND MONEY WITH ORDER - WE PAY ALL POSTAGE

| Name
Please Print Plainly

• Address Apt. No

L
City Zone State

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

inmg over witn tradition, and soon dis-
covers he is a square peg in a round hole.
The narrow, stiff-necked headmaster, Ce-
cil Trouncer, fails to grasp the boy’s prob-
lems but Richard has a real friend in
kindly Robert Flemyng, a modern-minded
teacher.

Sheila Sim (in private life Mrs. Atten-
borough) is the headmaster’s charming
daughter in love with Flemyng and Edith
Sharpe is her sympathetic mater. Bernard
Miles is fine as Richard’s plain-spoken fa-
ther; Joan Hickson is his understanding
mother.

Your Reviewer Says: Off the beaten path.

y (F) Johnny Allegro (Columbia)

D
ANGER dogs George Raft’s footsteps in
this trigger-taut cops-’n-robbers yarn.

Raft snags his share of romance, too, in
the person of Nina Foch, a beautiful blonde
with a talent for trouble.
Raft has a ready-made role as a re-

formed jailbird turned florist. George fig-
ures he would rather sell daisies than push
them up. Fate takes a hand, however, and
soon Raft is up to his natty neck in an in-
ternational counterfeiting plot. Our ever-
alert Treasury Department puts its best
man, Will Geer, on the job. He instructs
Raft to string along with Nina and find out
what’s cooking. With George Macready
around, you can be sure there’s plenty
cooking. Macready, as sinister as he’s
suspicious, just doesn’t trust anybody, es-
pecially Raft.

Your Reviewer Says: A suspenseful meller.

^ (F) The Reel Menace
(Republic)

T
HIS semi-documentary film dramatically
explores the threat of Communism to

our country.
Narrator Lloyd G. Davies (member of

City Council, Los Angeles) describes how
a personable, gullible young veteran, Rob-
ert Rockwell, falls for Communist propa-
ganda after being cheated in a housing
project deal. Pretending sympathy, party
scout William J. Lally, on the lookout for
new members, befriends the ex-GI and
introduces him to attractive Hanne Ax-
man, fanatical Betty Lou Gerson, playgirl
Barbra Fuller and poet Shepard Menken.
Their, leader, Lester Luther, is as crafty
as he’s unscrupulous. His terroristic tac-
tics with those seeking to leave the party
are a real eye-opener to the others and,
one by one, the disillusioned “commies”
make a break for freedom.
The message of this timely, thought-pro-

voking movie is summed up by a priest
in the picture: “The way to defeat Com-
munism is to live Christianity and Amer-
ican democracy every day of our lives.”

Your Reviewer Says: Beware false prophets.

Best Pictures of the Month
House of Strangers

Best Performances of the Month
Edward G. Robinson, Susan Hayward,

Richard Conte, Luther Adler in
"House of Strangers

”

Judy Garland, Van Johnson in
"In the Good Old Summertime”

William Powell in "Take One False Step”

Ursula Jeans, Cecil Parker in
"The Weaker Sex”

Dan Dailey, Anne Baxter in
"You’re My Everything”

Have
“SECOND
LOOK”
Legs!

Kept smooth and

hair-free longer ... by

Nair . . . the safe, odorless

depilatory lotion . .

.

that removes leg hair

quickly, easily . .

.

leaves legs smoother.;;

more exciting . .

.

Lady—throw your razor away—use safe,

odorless, new Nair lotion to keep legs

smoother . . . more exciting.

No nicks ... no bristles ... no stubbly re-

growth. No irritation to normal skin.

Nair keeps legs hair-free longer . . . be-

cause it dissolves the hair itself closer

to skin.

Have “second look” legs! Get Nair today.

COSMETIC LOTION

TO REMOVE HAIR SAFELY

79*! plus tax

For Legs that Delight

Use NAIR Tonight
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“THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN

Sing: "KATRINA"

"ICHABOD CRANE"

i

In one hilarious all-cartoon feature ... two of the finest stories

ever written, are told by . . . three of the world’s greatest

storytellers: Walt Disney, Bing Crosby and Basil Rathbone.

y (F) ADVENTURE IN BALTIMORE — RKO

:

Shirley Temple gets into some mildly amusing scrapes,

dragging John Agar along. With Robert Young,
Josephine Hutchinson. (June)

y (F) AFRICA SCREAMS—Nassour-UA: There
are chills and chuckles in this Abbott-Costello comedy
describing the boys’ antics with wild beasts, cannibals

and each other. Clyde Beatty and Frank Buck are on
hand, also ex-prizefighter Max Baer. (Aug.)

y (F) AGAINST THE WIND—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Somewhat confusing sabotage story set in occupied
Belgium. Ably acted by an all-British cast featuring
Simone Signoret, Robert Beatty, Jack Warner. (Aug.)

y (F) ARCTIC MANHUNT—U-I : Ice-cold crime
yarn with embezzler Mikel Conrad as the quarry and
insurance agents Harry Harvey and Russ Conway
as his pursuers. Fairly exciting chase film. (June)

1/Vl/ (F) BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY, THE—
M-G-M: Topnotch song-and-dance show marking re-

union of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. With Oscar
Levant, Jacques F'rancois, Billie Burke. (July)

y (F) BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL
BEND, THE—20th Century-Fox: A lusty, gusty
farce full of shooting and shouting with Betty Grable
in her rowdiest role to date. With Cesar Romero,
Olga San Juan, Rudy Vallee. (Aug.)

y (F) BIG CAT, THE—Moss-Eagle Lion: It’s bpy
versus beast in this chase film featuring Lon McCallis-
ter, Peggy Ann Garner, Preston Foster. (July)

yy (F) BLACK MAGIC—Small-UA : Orson Welles
puts on a whopping show, hypnotizing nice Nancy
Guild to the distress of her sweetheart, Frank Lati-

more. With Akim Tamiroff, Margot Grahame. (July)

yy (F) BLUE LAGOON, THE—Rank-U-I
:
Jean

Simmons and Donald Houston are a pair of castaways
sharing an island paradise in this romantic ship-

wreck story. Overlong but thrilling adventure tale

with fine all-British cast. (Aug.)

y (F) BRIDE OF VENGEANCE — Paramount:
Elaborate but unreal costume drama of love, hate and
revenge with Paulette Goddard as Lucretia Borgia,
John Lund and Macdonald Carey. (June)

y (F) CALAMITY JANE AND SAM BASS—
U-I: Here’s a fast-paced action film with Howard
Duff running from sheriff Willard Parker and see-

sawing between Yvonne De Carlo and Dorothy Hart.
With Lloyd Bridges, Marc Lawrence. (Aug.)

yy (F) CHAMPION—Screen Plays-UA: A fight

film which packs a wicked wallop and gives Kirk
Douglas his best role to date. With Ruth Roman,
Marilyn Maxwell and Arthur Kennedy. (June)

(A) CITY ACROSS THE RIVER — U-I:
Stephen McNally tries to steer Peter Fernandez
straight to no avail in this story of juvenile crime.
With Sue England and Jeff Corey. (June)

(F) COLORADO TERRITORY—Warners:
Joel McCrea is a big, bold bandit in this exciting
thriller full of jail breaks, stagecoach holdups and
train robberies. With Virginia Mayo, Dorothy Ma-
lone, Henry Hull. (Aug.)

(F) COME TO THE STABLE—20th Century-
Fox: A heart-warming tale of two nuns determined
to build a hospital despite all obstacles. Loretta Young
and Celeste Holm head an excellent cast. (Aug.)

(F) CROOKED WAY THE—Bogeaus-UA:
Grim gangland drama in which amnesia victim John
Payne gets really pushed around by gangster Sonny
Tufts. Ellen Drew is the feminine foil. (July)
(F) DEATH VALLEY GUNFIGHTER—Repub-
lic: Rough-and-ready Western featuring Allan
“Rocky” Lane, a troubleshooter called in by sheriff
William A. Henry to rout a bunch of badmen. (July)

(A) EDWARD, MY SON—M-G-M: This poign-
ant domestic drama is beautifully acted by Spencer
Tracy and Deborah Kerr with able support from Ian
Hunter, Mervyn Johns, Leueen MacGrath. (July)

(F) FLAMINGO ROAD—Warners
:

Joan
Crawford’s cast as a gal trying to start anew in a
small town. With Zachary Scott, David Brian, Syd-
ney Greenstreet. A compelling drama. (June)

(F) FORBIDDEN STREET, THE—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: The accent is on romance in this Victorian
tale teaming Dana Andrews and Maureen O’Hara.
Dame Sybil Thorndike lends able support. (Aug.)

.(F) FOUNTAINHEAD, THE—Warners : A
curious, rather stagey picture which nevertheless
holds your interest. With Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal,
Raymond Massey, Kent Smith. (July)

(F) GIRL FROM JONES BEACH, THE—
Warners: An amusing romance full of nifty nonsense.
Virginia Mayo is a school teacher whom Ronald
Reagan longs to paint when he spots her in a bathing
suit. Agent Eddie Bracken wants to put her on
television. With Dona Drake, Henry Travers. (Aug.)

(F) GREAT DAN PATCH, THE—Frank-UA:
Speed and sentiment are neatly blended in this home-
spun tale starring Dennis O’Keefe and Gail Russell.
Ruth Warrick, Henry Hull and Charlotte Greenwood

;
are the supporting players. (Aug.)

(F) GREAT GATSBY, THE—Paramount: An
arresting movie has been made from F. Scott Fitz-
gerald’s novel of the Prohibition Era. Alan Ladd
capably portrays ex-bootlegger Gatsby; Betty Field
is the girl he loves and loses to Barry Sullivan. With
Macdonald Carey and Ruth Hussey. (Aug.)

(F) HOME OF THE BRAVE — Screen
Plays-UA: This stirring war story, which points up
the injustice of racial bigotry, is ably acted by Doug-
las Dick, Jeff Corey, Lloyd Bridges, James Edwards,
Steve Brodie and Frank Lovejoy. (July)

(F) ILLEGAL ENTRY—U-I: Lively story of
aliens being smuggled across Mexican border. With
Howard Duff, Marta Toren, George Brent. (July)

(F) IMPACT—Popkin-UA: In this strange tri-

angle tale, Brian Donlevy gets a raw deal from his
designing wife, Helen Walker. Ella Raines pops into
Brian’s life by way of consolation. (June)

(Continued on page 29)

Walt and Bing bring to rollicking, melo-

dious life that famous masterpiece . .

.

Washington Irving’s fabulous “Legend of

Sleepy Hollow” with awkward Ichabod

Crane, curvaceous Katrina and the hair-

raising Headless Horseman.

Walt and Basil Rathbone tell another tall

tale about that rich, reckless, uproarious

rake. The Magnificent Mr. Toad, and his

frantic friends in a sparkling interpretation P

of Kenneth Grahame’s “The Wind in the

Willows.’’

BfNG-WALT
(CROSBY, THAT IS

) (
DISNEY,OF COURSE

]

team up on The Headless Horseman!

Distributed by

RKO Radio Pictures
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•Advances against contract royalties

SONGWRITER FAME
in CAPITOL RICORDS CONTEST

I

WRITE ORIGINAL WORDS
j

70 NEW MELODIES BY 1

THESE TOP COIRPOSERS

p

JOHNNY MERCER • JIMMY McHUGH
co-composer of co-composer of
“ Blues in the Night" "I’m in the Mood for love’*

ISHAM JONES
co-composer of

"It Had to Be You"

• PAUL WESTON
co-composer of

"I Should Care"

THINK OF IV!

YOU . . . writing the words to the melodies of

internationally famous composers who have made
many thousands of dollars with their music.

Here’s what you may win: For each winning
lyric, you will be offered a regular songwriter
contract (SPA form)— and $1000 cash advance
against contract royalties. (Winning songs will

be recorded by famed Capitol artists and sold
nationally!) You stand to make many times more
than $1000, if the songs become hits. (Remem-
ber, it's possible for you to win more than one
prize . . . even all six!

)

PLUS the fact that as a co-writer with one of
America's greatest popular composers you’ll have
made a big step to fame and fortune in a business
where the rewards are great.

LIVINGSTON-EVANS • RAY NOBLE
composers of

"Buttons and Bows"
Co-composer of

1 Goodnight , Sweetheart"

NEVER BEFORE A CONTEST LIKE THIS!
GET YOUR OFFICIAL “SONGS WITHOUT
WORDS” CONTEST ENTRY BLANKS TODAY,
AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD STORE.

ATTENTION!
This contest — sponsored by CAPITOL, one of
America's largest record producers — should not
be confused with the dozens of "school offers”
to make you "a songwriter overnight!' Capitol
expects to uncover new talent. Remember, it

costs you nothing to enter!

SEE YOUR
RECORD DEALER
TODAY!

By Joe Martin

IT’S A GREAT FEELING: The top

ballad from the Doris Day-Jack Car-
son film is "Blame My Absent-Minded
Heart” and Doris sings it persuasively.

"Now That I Need You” is a cute

rhythm son^ that makes this Colum-
bia record a winner. Jack Carson has

signed a Capitol Records contract and
has already recorded the hit songs

from this film.

TASK FORCE: The Freddie Martin
band does right well by this wistful

tune called "If You Could Care.” The
reverse side is the lovely "Portrait of

Jennie.” (RCA Victor)

NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER: Ricardo

Montalban recorded "My Heart Beats

Faster” (M-G-M), but not nearly so

well as Tony Martin and the Jud Con-
Ion singers. (RCA Victor)

MISS LIBERTY: "I Love You” and
"Let’s Take an Old-Fashioned Walk”
are well done by Perry Como on RCA
Victor and by the Frank Sinatra-Doris

Day combination for Columbia.
Dinah Shore on Columbia and Fran
Warren on RCA Victor are excellent

as they sing the lovely "Homework.”
The light, fluffy version of "You Can
Have Him,” which is sung as a duet

by Dinah and Doris, is Grade "A.”

M-G-M’s SILVER ANNIVERSARY:
All in one album is Kathryn Grayson’s

"Jealousy,” Lena Horne’s "Can’t

Help Lovin’ Dat Man,” June Allvson

and Peter Lawford’s "French Lesson,”

Van Johnson’s "Goodnight Sweet-

heart,” Judy Garland’s "Love of My
Life,” Gene Kelly’s "Nina,” Jimmy
Durante’s "I’m the Guy Who Found
the Lost Chord” and Betty Garrett’s

"Ok’l Baby Dok’l.”

RED, HOT AND BLUE: The sensu-

ous voice of Jane Harvey is perfectly

mated to "Now That I Need You.”
The reverse side has Jane singing

"Weep No More” (M-G-M). An-
other truly great version of the song

is Betty Hutton’s (Capitol).

BING CROSBY—CONNEE BOS-
WELL: Here’s a Decca reissue of a

pair of songs that belong in everyone’s

record collection: "Bob White” and
"Basin Street Blues.” Both are master-

pieces that will live forever.

Heard?

JOAN LANSING

Have you met an angel
with a slippery halo
lately? Or come face to

face with the fact that

there is such a thing in

love’s pattern as hate at first sight?

I have, but not through crashing key-
holes. I heard “My True Story” the

other day and had my eyes opened.
For here in the midst of radio’s con-

trived fiction and blushing examples
of emotion-mad script writers is

an intimate and revealing program
based on the confessions of real

people. (The program I happened to

catch dealt with an unscrupulous
woman in angel’s disguise who thor-

oughly wrecked another woman’s
life because of a thwarted love). An-
other thing that impressed me was
that “My True Story” is no cliff

hanger that leaves you suspended
in mid-marriage but a complete and
often brutally frank dramatization
of a life which might be yours or

mine but for a quirk of fate. A whole
galaxy of leading actors and ac-

tresses make these unreserved con-

fessions of jealousy, remorse and
warped lives as real as they really

are, and it’s a credit to Libby, Mc-
Neil and Libby and to Sterling Drug
that they present such powerful and
adult entertainment every day at

10:00 AM EDT over the ABC net-

work.

There is a man I know who could

sell a furnace to a Fiji Islander.

His anecdotes, sage and salty, would
fascinate even the most retiring

spinster and you can make a date

with him any day at 11:45 AM
EDT over the American Broadcast-
ing Company network. His name is

Galen Drake and he can talk about
anything . . . people or penguins,

truths or trivia ... all in a friendly,

low-falutin’ style that has endeared
him to me for years. Stories are

his forte, sometimes tall . . . some-
times short . . . but always enter-

taining. I often think that if Sche-

herazade were alive, she’d have to

look to her laurels for Pillsbury’s

Galen Drake has entertained me for

more than 1001 days.

Other Tips on ABC Daytime Dialing

“Bride and Groom” 2:30 PM edt

A wedding a day keeps the blues

away.

“Breakfast Club” 9:00 AM edt

Morning merrymaking with Don
McNeill.

Kay Kyser 4:00 PM edt

Dean of the Original College of

Fun and Knowledge.
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(Continued from page 27)
'(F) INTERFERENCE—KKO: In this pigskin
raraa, teaming Victor Mature and Lizabeth Scott,
omance is stressed more than football. With Lucille
(all, Sonny Tufts and Lloyd Nolan. (July)

I yy (F) IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING—20th
I -entury-Fox: Baseball, chemistry and love are the

igredients of this screwball comedy. Ray Milland
I tads a double life, teaching chemistry in the winter

nd stealing off in the spring to join a St. Louis ball
(am. With Jean Peters, Paul Douglas. (Aug.)
' (F) JUDGE STEPS OUT, THE—RICO : Mildly
ntertaining tale of a Bostonian on a bender with
Uexander Knox and Ann Sothern. (July)

I fy, (A) LADY GAMBLES, THE—U-I : Strong,
ardid study of a gal obsessed with gambling fever,
ividly played by Barbara Stanwyck. With Preston
oster, Stephen McNally, Edith Barrett. (Aug.)
F) LAW OF THE GOLDEN WES

T

—Republic

:

‘uftalo Bill rides again in this slapdash Western
eaturmg Monte Hale, John Holland, Paul Flurst, Roy

. iarcroft, Gail Davis. (Aug.)
(yy (F) LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING—
i «

rne
/s: musical of Marilyn Miller’s life,

.

1111 of memories and lilting tunes. With June
laver, Kay Bolger, Gordon MacRae. (July)

(F) LUS'l f OR GOLD—Columbia: An excit-
es true-to-hfe tale taking you to Superstition Moun-
un with gold-struck Ida .Lupino, Glenn Ford, Gig

1

;

uung and Wiliiam Prince. (July)
(F) MANHANDLED -—Paramount: Suspense-

,ul murder-meller in which Dotty Lamour is victim-M by scoundrel Dan Duryea. (June)

k ^i_
CRE RIVER—Allied Artists:This tale

i F j

.

e est could do with less romance and more
Indians. With Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun, Carole
iathews, Cathy Downs. (July)

f
(F) MIGHTY JOE YOUNG, THE—Ford-Cooper-

G\C): A superduper stunt film about a girl (Terry
|loore) and a gorilla brought to Hollywood from
parkest Africa. Funny in a wacky way. (July)yyy (F) MR. belvedere goes to col-
\EGE 20th Century-Fox: Side-splittingly funny
leque! to ‘Sitting Pretty.” With Clifton Webb, Shir-
ty feniple and Tom Drake. (June)
<y^\Nr^pJUNE

'

s DAUGHTER—M-G-M: This
un-mled l echnicolor musical has Ricardo Montalban
•ooing Esther Williams while Betty Garrett chases
*ed Skelton in pure slapstick style. Keenan Wynn
nd “Ctigie” are also on hand. (Aug.)V (A) ONE WOMAN'S STORY—Rank-U-I: An
bsorbmg romantic study of hearts in conflict, with

E

m Todd, Claude Rains, Trevor Howard. (July)
(F) OUTPOST IN MOROCCO—Bischoff-UA:
bang-up desert drama with George Raft, Marie
indsor, Akim Tamiroff. (Tune)
(F) PREJUDICE—New World Films: A sincere

irthvvhile picture dealing with religious and racial
jias. With David Bruce, Bruce Edwards. (Tulv)
F) PRINCE OF THE PLAINS—Republic This
it-told sagebrush saga has cowboy Monte Hale turn-
lg tables on Rory Mallinson and Roy Barcroft ( Tulv)
F) RED STALLION OF THE ROCKIES-Eagle
ion: Saga of a renegade horse that roams the
lockies, stealing the farmers’ mares. With Arthur
iiranz, Wallace Ford, Jean .Heather. (Aug.)
^y (F ) REIGN OF TERROR — Wanger-Eagle
;'On •' Romantic costume picture of revolutionary
ranee with Robert Cummings, Arlene Dahl, Richard
iasehart, Arnold Moss. (Aug.)
F) ROUGHSHOD—RKO: This run-of-thc-range
(Vestern has a good cast but a weak plot. With Robert
literling, Gloria Grahame, John Ireland, Jeff Corey
laude Jarman Jr. (Aug.)
Y CF) SAND 20th Century-Fox: An entertaining
,]arn about a horse that escapes in the Colorado
•lids and turns into a savage killer. With Mark
•‘evens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun (Aug )V (F) SECRET GARDEN, THE—-M-G-M • Mar-
ket O'Brien is a little vixen in this unusual movie
f Victorian days. With Herbert Marshall. Dean
tockwell, Brian Roper. (July)
Y (A) SET-UP. THE—RKO: Robert Ryan takes a
ratal beating m a powerful story of the fight game.
Vith Audrey Totter, George Tobias. (Tune)V (F) SORROWFUL JONES—Paramount

: Place
our bets on this amusing remake of “Little Miss
darker. ” With Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary
ane Saunders, William Demarest. (Tulv)
/ (FI STAMPEDE—Allied Artists: Better-than-
verage Western teaming cattle rancher Rod Cam-
ron and pioneering Gale Storm, ably assisted by
Ton Castle and Johnny Mack Brown (Aug )

'1/ (F) STRATTON STORY. THE—M-G-M A
eartwarmmg movie based on the real-life story of
aseball pitcher Monte Stratton. With Jimmy Stewart
;une Allyson, Frank Morgan. (June)
iV (F) STREETS OF LAREDO—Paramount: A
lip-roarin’ Western with more than a dash of romance
vith Macdonald Carey, William Holden. Bill Bendix
Iona Freeman. (Tuly)

f
(F) SUSANNA PASS—Republic : Game warden

voy Rogers mows ’em down in this fast-moviim
Vestern. Dale Evans helps Rov round up desperado
iouglas Fowlev. (Aug.}

(F) TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME
!-M-G-M: A triple-header with Frank Sinatra and
iene Kelly as a pair of baseball players of yester-
year and Esther Williams as the team’s boss. Betty
l.arrett and Jules Munshin add laughs. (June)

K (A) TOO LATE FOR TEARS—Stromberg-UA

•

t s murder for money with Liz Scott as a hard-
earted gal gambling for big stakes. With Dan Dur-
ea, Don DeFore, Arthur Kennedy. (June)V (F) TULSA—Wanger-Eagle Lion: Rowdy oil
aga in which Susan Hayward is up to her pretty neck
a derricks and suitors. There’s Robert Preston, Pedro
frmendariz and Lloyd Gough. (June)
'y (F) WINDOW, THE—RKO: An edge-of-the-
jeat thriller about a lad whose tall tales got him into
'rouble. With Bobby Driscoll, Arthur Kennedy, Paul
Jitewart, Barbara Flale, Ruth Roman. (Tune)

H~ dkVess a square. cPa^ce.

at 8 o'clock Vn ItSe mofnina I"

/, "Af work, I feel likea ‘best dressed busi-

ness woman’ in my smart black jacket

with clear, clean-cut lines above a pumpkin-

colored skirt. I add a black belt, an orange

silk scarf, and, of course, I rely on gentler,

even more effective Odorono Cream . , .

because I know it protects me from perspira-

tion and odor a full 24 hours!"

New Odorono Cream brings you an im-

proved new formula in a bright new pack-

age. Stays creamy-smooth too . . . even if

you leave the cap off for weeks!

2. "At the party, the jacket comes off and

my pretty, boat-necked jersey blouse makes

its appearance. Highlighted by the gold of

my necklace, bracelet and belt buckle, it’s

perfect with my pretty pumpkin skirt! I’m

confident of my charm all evening, too,

thanks to new Odorono Cream . . . because

Ifind it gives me the most effective protection

I’ve ever known!”

It never harms fine fabrics, and is so

gentle you can use it right after shaving!

You’ll find it the perfect deodorant!

(Now in new 25i and 501 sizes, plus tax)

Odtaforvo

sfeps pe^s|?oraTi'sYi

onj odor a 24 fiours!

r
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MZrue/A Complete Hair Beautj Routine

. . .jet All jou do is use New Drene Shampoo

!

BBHBH B

• NO SPECIAL RINSES-yet

your hair is naturally

shining and soft!

• NO SPECIAL POMADES-;^

waves stay put . . . hair

beauty lasts and lasts!

• NO SPECIAL LOTIONS-^?

hair is so easy to set!

Think what a treat your next sham-

poo can be— if you use New Drene.

Instead of fuss and bother, you have

luxurious ease and simplicity. You
use New Drene . . . and New Drene

does the rest;

Hair that’s naturally shining and

soft, full of highlights ... yet you

don’t need to use a single special

rinse. Hair that sets easily and holds

its wave beautifully . s s even without

lotions or pomades. It’s so wonder

-

fully simple! Just use New Drene
—that’s the whole routine!

You see, New Drene has an exclu-

sive cleansing agent found in no
other shampoo—cream or liquid.

That’s why New Drene cleans your

hair so thoroughly, so gently * * .

rinses out so completely. That’s why
New Drene leaves your hair so

springy, curls last and last. Be sure

to try this wonderful New Drene
Shampoo right away!

* Guaranteed bv v+

Good Housekeeping

4DVrPTlSlD
TV NEW

Drene
i
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TAKE ANOTHER LOOK

D
URING the past year many old movies have

been reissued. This is as it should be. Judy
Garland as Dorothy in “The Wizard of Oz”
certainly should belong to every generation

growing up. Now being shown, too, are “In-

termezzo” with Ingrid Bergman seen in her

lovely youthfulness and “Gone with the Wind”
with green-eyed Vivien Leigh playing Scar-

lett and Clark Gable in his greatest role as

Rhett Butler. There’s also “Blossoms in the

Dust,” “Pride of the Yankees” and many
more.

It’s another type of reissue that the editors

of Photoplay deplore; old movies obviously

not popular enough to come back on their

own merits—with new titles. When the adver-

tising makes it inescapably clear these pic-

tures were previously shown under another

title the practise is fair enough. But there are

too many times when this is not done. It puts

short-time profits into the hands of producers

at the cost of long-time customer displeasure.

Repeat this long enough and you have neither

profit nor audience.



WHO WILL BE YOU

Top favorite, in spite of its grim theme: “Johnny Belinda” with Runner-up is “Red River,” which started a

Jane Wyman, Agnes Moorehead and Lew Ayres in leading roles new trend, with Joanne Dru, Monty Clift

it’s the ladies that put Gregory

Peek in the box office front lines

Lana Turner’s » popular choice

—

hut not because of male audiences

N
IX MONTHS have passed since

that momentous and glittering

evening, when in a star-filled

room, the Photoplay Gold Medals

and Citations were awarded to

the most popular stars and pic-

tures of the year.

We are now at the halfway

mark of an even more exciting

competition to determine the

1949 winners. We have again

retained Audience Research Inc.

to keep a careful tabulation

of all your preferences. This

year, as in past years, your

choices and opinions follow an

interesting pattern. For instance:

Most popular actresses are liked

r



FAVORITES FOR 1949?

Check the results of our Audi-

ence Research Inc.’s national

poll for the first six months and

you will see that this promises

to be the most exciting year in

Photoplay’s Gold Medal history!
“The Snake Pit,” with Olivia de Havilland, Leo Genn, is another

realistic picture which is now running third in the race for votes

(better by women
,
not men. This

is a surprising rule you made for

yourselves. Jane Wyman, as an

example, is stronger with women
than with men. So are Olivia de

Havilland, Ingrid Bergman, Bette

Davis, Esther Williams and Greer

Garson. Another movie damsel in

this group may astonish you. She

is Lana Turner. This apparently

paradoxical fact is easily ex-

plained: Women like to identify

themselves with the beautiful

movie stars. Hence their popular-

ity with their own sex.

Rita Hayworth, on the other

hand, is equally popular with

men and ( Continued on page 90)
It’s the opposite sex that gives

Dorothy Lamour her star chance

If it were left to men. Bob Hope

would be the biggest star of all



Listen

“Don’t trust a boss because he’s nice to you! Don’t play patty-cake with

other women! Don’t beef about money but yell about opportunities . .

says Bogie, who gave John Derek the “go” sign in “Knock on Any Door”

John didn’t want to be Hollywood’s most eligible bachelor,

married Patti Behrs as soon as be finished his first movie

1T0W that you have clicked overnight,

[|
don’t pull your punches!

Get in there and follow up your

flash. Forget your fears and don’t fumble.

If you do, I ought to belt you.

Suddenly, you’ve got life on the run,

Johnny. If you use that brain of yours,

you can wind up a long-term winner.

If your Hollywood bosses give you the

right breaks, in three years you can be

the same sort of star Tyrone Power is.

While you are waiting for that happy day,

take these tips from a guy who has been

through the mill.

It is what you insist on being, and what
you won’t do, that gradually shapes

your personal story on this funny, flying

globe. So, don’t waste any time being a

chump. Figure the angles. There are a

lot of slickers out to take you. By-pass

the curse of stupid conventions. Stick to

your own pattern. If you’re shrewd

enough, you’ll be a true success.

From our work together in “Knock on

Any Door,” you know what a determined

so-and-so I am. I’ve ended up with my
own productions, when I’m not making
my one picture a year for Warners. Now
I film the movies I like, and reap the prof-

its as well as the pleasure of doing only

what suits me. ( Continued on page 83)
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To Me, Kid



When Esther Williams went to her mother with that important question she

knew the answer would be as honest as their relations with each other

Mermaid-In-Waiting

Because she’s Esther she hasn’t been doing any of

the things you’d expect an expectant mother to do
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E
STHER WILLIAMS was spending the

afternoon with her mother over in

Englewood, in the little house in

which she was born. These casual after-

noon visits home were among the nicest

things that the long holiday she was

having, while she awaited her baby, per-

mitted her.

“Mom, I want you to tell me the

truth,” she said. She leaned forward.

“Even if you think it’s something I

won’t want to hear. Promise, Mom?”
Mrs. Williams patted her daughter’s

firm, brown hand. “What’s your trouble?”

“I’m worried about the baby that’s

coming. I keep wondering whether or

not I’m going to be the kind of mother

I want my baby to have, and be a good

wife and actress, too.

“It’s a little late to think about such

things, I know that! But, Mom, I just

couldn’t stand it if my baby and I didn’t

have the same close relationship you

and I have always had.”

Mrs. Williams sat back in her low

rocking chair. “Esther, I strongly sus-

pect your career will make you a good

mother. Because of it and the time it

will keep you away from home, you’ll

undoubtedly arrange certain hours to be

with your child. Also, because you won’t

constantly be together, your child will

be more exciting to you and the other

way ’round.

“It isn’t the length of time a woman
spends with her children that makes her

a good mother. It’s the attitude she

brings to their hours together; her un-

derstanding of a child’s world, her sense

of fun and play. I have a feeling you’re

going to be a very wonderful mother,

indeed.”

Perhaps Mrs. Williams was remember-
ing the patience, spirit and understand-

ing she had seen ( Continued on page 87 )

To these blind children, Esther is the lady who opened up a new

and wonderful world. For she taught them more than swimming

Right together: Ren and Esther, who is in “Neptune’s Daughter"
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TALL, DARK
BY ELSA MAXWELL

She served him coffee—he disappeared into the kitch-

en! She mentioned movies—he plunged into politics!

She said goodbye—he left by the service elevator!

Which isn’t surprising—she was entertaining Clift!



AND DIFFERENT

“CJEND us another Montgomery Clift,” pray the Hollywood movie

A producers—reverently.

But Monty is strictly one of a kind. There are those who will

tell you this is just as well, that he is a poseur, as well as difficult and

opinionated. There are others who rave about him as a person and

as an actor.

Actually, you know, Monty—under exclusive contract to no one

—

can be hired by any studio that has what it takes. And what it takes

isn’t any gargantuan sum of money, only a role to Monty’s liking.

However, the money might be easier to produce. (Continued on page 86)

Color Pictures by Coplan-Dirone



Final love chapter: Gloria Hat-

riek McLean and Jimmy Stewart.

His next picture is “Malaya”

kiss the
BY MAXINE ARNOLD

girls goodbye
Back home in Indiana, a man’s got to know

where he’s going. Jim does. That’s why he’s

changing his bachelor course in midstream

!

I

T WAS a birthday dinner for two. Candles glowed softly. The quiet

was broken only by muted sounds from the kitchen and the talk

and la’ughter of the host and his lovely guest.

He leaned across the table and said four abrupt words, “Will you
marry me?”

“Yes,” she answered.

A minimum of dialogue. A maximum of meaning. A proposal typ-

ical of Jim Stewart. A proposal, too, that many Hollywood girls who
romanced with Jim waited, in vain, to hear.

So far as Jim’s friends are concerned, he could not have bowed to

a sweeter “enemy” than Gloria Hatrick McLean. Bill Grady, casting

director at Metro who is his pal, says, “When a girl can listen to Jim

playing and singing ‘Ragtime Cowboy Joe’ for seven nights a week
running, it’s love.”

Before the news hit the papers, Bill got a call from the Metro set

where Jimmy was doing added scenes on “Malaya.”

“Uh, Billy, have you got a blue suit?”

“Yes, I guess so. Haven’t worn it in a long time.”

“Well, you’ll have to wear it now—and.be (Continued on page 88)
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Maggie Sullavan: First link in Jim’s romance chain

Roz Russell: For laughs—but rumor was serious

Ginger Rogers: This date kept gossip columns going

Olivia de Havilland : Cupid missed the boat on this one





onanza

BY DIANE SCOTT

T
HE musical number they were shoot-

ing on the “Wabash Avenue” set at

Twentieth was “My Honey Man.”

The girl who was putting it over was a

blonde beauty in a strapless black

affair, by the name of Betty Grable.

Every eye was on Betty—on her

dazzling bright head, on her curves so

sweetly silhouetted by the scant black

costume. Men applauded silently and

girls sighed a little enviously.

Betty stopped suddenly, right in the

middle of a phrase, her blue eyes

wide.

“What’s the matter?” queried direc-

tor Henry Koster.

“Isn’t that smoke? Isn’t the set back

of you on fire?” Betty asked calmly, as

a studio fireman, whose eyes, too, had

been glued to her, sprang into instant

action to take car6 of the short that

had flared up in the wiring.

It was just about this time, too, that

some folks in Hollywood were saying

where there’s smoke there must be fire,

too, in Betty’s private life—the smoke
being the recurring rumor that the

Jameses were separating. Betty was
denying these rumors as vigorously as

she had denied all previous rumors on
the subject. So was Harry.

On the opposite side of the fence

from the rumor-mongers were all the

Hollywood people who had passed the

James car on the road and reported

that Betty and Harry were sitting

close together and acting like a couple

of newlyweds. There also were the

people who remembered what Betty

had told a Photoplay writer last

spring. Said Betty then: “When I

started (Continued on page 98)

She’s made musicals and marriage

pay off in happiness but not even Betty

Grable can keep out of the rumor-range

Vicki and Jessica won’t go Hollywood if Betty can help it



Diary of a Hollywood

1933: The bigger the star, the bigger the car—in those days!

This is Gary Cooper with his green and yellow Deusenberg

1933: When Kay Francis transformed exclusive Vendome restau-

rant into a ship’s prow, guests’ dignity went down the hatch!
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1939: Rare Hollywood spectacle then but

Bette Davis and George Brent didn’t care

1939: Greta Garbo went to Irene

Hauser, left in a hurry—but not



Photographer
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FEATURE

ATTRACTION
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Photoplay’s photographer

gives you the best years

of his lens life—the Hollywood

he sees through his camera

E
VERYONE keeps an album of favor-

ite pictures. I’m no exception. I

haven’t been able to keep all the

pictures I’ve taken since I’ve been be-

hind the lens for Photoplay, of course.

Save an average of 500 shots a month
for fifteen years and you’d be borrow-

ing living space from Fido.

However, there are some pictures with

which I wouldn’t part. One picture is

worth a thousand words, the Chinese

say. To me, certain pictures are worth

more than that. For the stories behind

them capture the moods of Hollywood

and its fascinating people. I’ve seen them

all—from Mary Pickford and Broncho

Billy to Betsy Drake and Monty Clift.

Joan Crawford tees off my album.

She’s been one of my pets for years. My

fashion show with Dr. Gaylord

fast enough to dodge Hymie

1940: This one’s his favorite! Cesar Romero, Joan Crawford,

bride Billie Carey, Hymie, Rudy Vallee—at the Fink wedding!

1943: Historic moment: Bob Walker, Jennifer Jones, David

O. Selznick, Shirley Temple, Ingrid Bergman and Joe Cotten
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1944: Marlene wasn’t posing when he snapped this,

which he thinks is his loveliest Dietrich portrait

Diary of a Hollywood Photographer

first pictures of her were taken in the Twenties when
she was doing the Charleston at the Cocoanut Grove.

But the shot I like best, a decided contrast to all the

others, is one of her playing football on an empty lot

in Brentwood. Got it not so long ago, by accident.

I was doing a sitting of Joan at her house. Around
four o’clock she called quits, told me she had to

leave. Wearing a pair of shorts and a sweater, she

left the house with her two eldest kids, Christina and

Christopher. “Give you a lift?” I asked.

“No, thanks. We’re just going down to the corner.

Want to come along?”

We walked around the block. There, in an empty

lot, Joan and the children began an informal game
of football. Before long, half a dozen neighborhood

kids joined them, the game becoming more and

more rough and tumble. A number of automobiles

with tourists passed. A sight-seeing bus cruised

along. But nobody paid any attention. Who would

expect to find Joan Craw- (Continued on page 81)

1944: She was just an extra, he was the star, but Van Johnson hadn’t

forgotten when he and Dorothy Barrett were on the Broadway chorus line

1947: Double exposure!

that Clark has more pictures
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1949: Picture of a photographer taking a picture: A lot of Hollywood buds have blossomed since Hymie took his first

pictures of Mary Pickford! Gloria DeHaven, Jane Powell and Elizabeth Taylor pose for a place in Fink’s album

Hymie has a sneaking suspicion

of Fink than Fink has of Gable!

1949: A sightseeing bus went by while Hymie was “covering” this game.

The passengers never suspected the tall girl in the game was Joan Crawford!
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Shirley Temple knew what to say

Janet Leigh’s smile made music

Lucille Ball’s silence made friends

Irene Dunne remembers an old vow

Barbara Stanwyck paid a debt

BY

SHEILAH

GRAHAM

Marjorie Main rushed for a reason

I NAME 12

I

N Hollywood, where superlatives describe every-

thing from an historical epic to a banana split,

the quality of greatness has been unmercifully

strained.

So, to the many lists of the “great this” and the

“great that,” let me add my list of the great ladies.

In my language, a lady is a girl or woman who is

genuinely kind and considerate. She is a sweet Patsy

who puts something back into the rich soil on which

she feeds. She’s generous without being extravagant;

impulsive, but not a screwball, a girl who would

rather embarrass herself than the least of the work-
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Dorothy Lamonr kept a promise Betty Hutton’s act saved the show

She doesn’t need a diction-

ary as she passes ont her

laurels. When it comes to

defining a lady, Webster can

take lessons from Sheilah

Joan Crawford didn’t forget to call

Loretta Young restored lost hopes

Claudette Colbert starred at tea

GREAT LADIES

ers around her. It’s very definitely not family silver,

big parties, ancestry (I’m thinking of that young but

famous star who tells you about her husband’s titled

European family at every pause in the conversation)

or the size of a name on a theater marquee that

counts. And neither does it have anything to do

with a college degree.

Betty Hutton didn’t even finish high school, al-

though it’s her dream to go back one day and get

her diploma. She’ll be wasting her time. So far as

I’m concerned, she’s already graduated, cum laude.

The Hutton heart goes deeper (Continued on page 72)
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June, who’s ultra neat, invaded Dick’s dress-

ing room, swept the rug while he rehearsed!

Dick had to teach June to fight for herself

“Little Idiot” and “Barrel House

Joe” suited her fine—until he found

this better name for June Allyson

mu iM/iA'. tJ/mce
BY DICK POWEll

Her appetite still stuns her husband

!

R
IGHT now—that’s what I call June Allyson, my wife

—My Mrs. Mike. “Mrs. Mike” is on my mind, these

days, because it is my most recent picture. Our
own company bought the book originally, backed the

production with our own dough, produced it and I

starred in it. I believe in the yarn completely, because

it is a wonderful love story about a wonderful girl de-

termined to make a success of her marriage against

all odds.

But, I doubt that I would have believed in the story

so completely if I hadn’t known June. Because Junie

is my Mrs. Mike, a kid determined to make a success

of her marriage, against all odds. Including me. Includ-

ing those typically Hollywood, absolutely unfounded,

completely ridiculous rumors that we are about to

separate.

I want to tell you the whole truth about all this, as

a tribute to this gallant, spunky, enthusiastic small wife

of mine, who has made me (Continued on page 102)

Sprite with spank: Jane Ally-

son in “The Stratton Story”

Fink and Smith

*
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Zachary Scott oi “One Last Hing” and his wife use their olive green and light wood living room for formal purposes only

The House that Zach built

By HANS DREIER
Supervising Art Director of Paramount Pictures, Inc.

By putting cherished pieces in their proper places

and following his plan for happiness, Zach proves

no house is too small to make a lasting impression

JL
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Dining room showpiece is Zach’s old Welsh dresser

f|)HE house that Zach Scott built is small and

J[
cozy. Located upon a Brentwood hilltop, the

views from it are beautiful and far-reaching.

Its simple exterior, however, would deceive any

sight-seeing tourist, for it seems much too “mod-
est” to be the home of a celebrity. Maybe! But
it’s perfect for Zach.

Call me a decoration detective, if you wish,

but I hadn’t been in the Scott home five minutes

before I was convinced that Zach is shy, even

reserved with strangers, that he vastly enjoys

cooking and eating; that he is very much in love

with his wife and that he and Elaine Scott are

wonderful parents to their teen-age daughter,

Waverly.

The quiet comfort of this house envelops

you the minute you step inside. Three rooms
immediately are visible, the den with a bar, the

living room and, off the living room, the din-

ing room. (Continued on page 92)

I

Exlra tables, Scott-designed, serve a double purpose

SSTEh

Portrait of Zach, age 4, decorates corner of bar-den

1840 bedspread, boyhood mementos, decorate his room
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June Haver never forgets a Xmas Eve lesson A broken window exposed John Lund to the career he really wants

Hollywood’s Memorable

Chance and a baby kitten cured Gary Cooper of an infatuation

A reflection in a mirror, a near-

accident on a highway, a lovers’

quarrel—incidents that were to

change the course of many a star

Susan Hayward lost a role and won a victory
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A broken leg sent Doris Day off in a different direction

Moments

O
NE moment—one tick of a clock—seems

too little time to change a life. But it

can. Many of us can remember at least

one fleeting second when we zigged instead

of zagged and thus changed our entire pat-

tern. There was that (Continued on page 94)

A press introduction changed Errol Flynn’s life

by FLORABEL MUIR

A “warrant” for Shelley Winters changed a bad habit
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Burt Lancaster’s car license led to stardom



Fair and warmer: Wanda read poem clues to find gifts

hidden by guests Ann Blyth, Mona Freeman, mother Mrs.

Mary Hendrix and hostess Edith Head, Paramount designer

Edith Head, usually strict about diets, put down her

tape measure for this occasion and gave Ann Blyth,

Mary Hatcher and the rest all the sweets they wanted

Ann’s gift. No. 7, made her the next bride! Clockwise, Mary Lou Van Ness (secretary to Paramount stars), Mona Freeman.

Vanessa Brown, Elizabeth Lingo (Wanda’s secretary-companion), Wanda, Edith Head, Mrs. Hendrix, Mary Hatcher, Ann Blyth
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Mrs. Murphy likes her cup of lea, but Diana Lynn, who arrived late, prefers coffee. Mona and Ann presided at table

ERY few prenuptial parties were given for Wanda
Hendrix. Because, all the time she was engaged to

war hero Audie Murphy, she was in Italy making

“Prince of Foxes.” She didn’t get home until Christmas,

and was married on January eighth. Audie had to

paint and decorate their apartment completely by

correspondence.

So, Edith Head’s party for Wanda was a bride’s

shower, rather than a bride-to-be shower.

Edith’s parties, executed with as much talent and flair

as the lovely costumes she designs for the stars on the

Paramount lot, are just as famous. And when she

planned her party for Wanda, she received fast and

happy acceptances from Ann Blyth, who appears in

Paramount’s “Top of the Morning”; Mona Freeman and

Vanessa Brown, who worked together in “The Heiress”;

Diana Lynn, who returned to the studio for “Bitter

Victory”; Mary Hatcher, now in Columbia’s “Holiday

in Havana”; Mary Lou Van Ness, secretary to Para-

mount players; Elizabeth Lingo, Audie’s cousin, and

Wanda’s mother, Mrs. Mary Hendrix. *

So the party would be more fun, Edith arranged for

Wanda to be the last to arrive. Before she came, all

the gifts were hidden and (Continued on page 100)

Fun forecast: Delayed show-

er, followed by a delugt

of surprises for Wanda

Hendrix, who read a poem

and tracked down a treasure
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The Hollywood masquerade is over. Beauty no longer comes out of a

make-up kit—-it’s the happy combination of all the best things that you are

r
”S good to be back in Hollywood and also

to be back in Photoplay. I wasn’t away
long—a few months in New York, a quick

trip to Europe—but it was long enough for

changes to be made. One change I endorse

heartily—the great vogue for naturalness.

It began slowly, a few years

ago, really. But now it in-

fluences the entire Holly-

wood scene. Take, as a

glorious example of all I

mean, Betsy Drake. Betsy’s

first appearances in town
last year were as eagerly

awaited as an official visit

by foreign royalty. She was
already Cary Grant’s spe-

cial girl friend; Cary’s co-

star in an important new
film; one of David O. Selz-

nick’s bright new hopes—all this before she

even set foot in town! Very few people had

seen her prior to this fantastic series of

events. And it was certain that no one had
ever heard of her.

First reaction, then, was brutal. “Huh!

Is that Betsy Drake!” the roar went up, as

she made her initial public showings with

Cary. “But it can’t be,” the critics continued,

“she’s no glamour girl!”

All true. But what the superficial ob-

servers overlooked was the fact that Betsy

had a solid something that was going to

serve her considerably better than the over-

worked commodity called beauty. What she

had—and still has, thanks to her own deter-

mination and drive—was a

kind of brisk, clear-cut

simplicity, a trim complete

-

ness, utter individuality.

After the first shock had

<4 worn off, the wise char-

5y
acters settled back and re-

laxed. “Oh well, wait until

S-
Photoplay’s

beauty editor and

adviser to the stars

anita colby

the studio takes over,” they

purred. “They’ll jazz her

up, curl her hair, soften

that mouth, shed those eye-

brows.”

They reckoned without

Betsy, who doesn’t know anyone on this

green earth if she doesn’t know Betsy. And
what she knew was that her claim to fame, if

she was to have one, must be the very indi-

viduality that had startled the natives in the

first place. There would be no drastic

changes made. Her face was not to be cov-

ered with a new and fancier face.

What Is more, the experts agreed with her!

With the happy result (Continued on page 96)



Lana never went deep-sea fishing before she met her husband Bob Topping—but you’d never know it to see her now! Her

studio is planning two pictures for her after her eighteen-month holiday—one, a comedy, “The Reformer and the Redhead”

BOARD THE

Lana weighs one of tunas she caught. Catching

tuna means fighting 300 to 700-lb. fish for hours

Dan Topping and brother Bob, friends again, can be proud

of wives, Kay and Lana, who won trophies in Women’s Events
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Exclusive shots of Lana Turner in

exclusive Cat Cay, where tuna is the main

attraction and Lana is simply

“Bob’s wife—a darned good sport!”

S
PRING and early summer found Lana and Bob
Topping cruising around the Bahamas on the

Snuffy. This fifty-four-foot boat has a beautiful

stateroom and deck house but quarters only for a

crew. Lana, however, managed well without the

service to which she’s accustomed. She’s no softie

—

as she proved when she won third place in the

Women’s Day Events at Cat Cay. Husbands couldn’t

go along but Bob went ahead “scouting” tuna for

Lana. On all occasions, Lana’s warm simple manners
made friends for her instantly. Now, if Bob will adjust

to Hollywood as well as Lana adjusted to his world,

all should go well.

When Mrs. Robert Montgomery lost because of a technicality,

Lana proved herself a good sport by giving her her trophy

First lady fisher to boat a tuna during the 1949 sea-

son there. Lana’s weighed 497 lbs., Bob’s, 388 lbs.

Bob, socialite Mrs. Julio Sanches and Lana at Kitten

Key Bar. Cat Cay society succumbed to Lana’s charm
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For fisherman Ford, a chance to try his “casting” talents elsewhere

Glenn’s Italian records were just so much “static” to son Pete!

by robbin coons

Strange things have been

happening around the Ford

house since Glenn decided to

leave security behind and

take off in pursuit of a dream
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Glenn’s picture-making plans will send three Fords traveling in the same direction. His latest film is “Mr. Soft Touch”

nnHERE have been strange goings-on recently around

I the Beverly Hills home of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Ford
and son Peter, aged four.

For instance: One day, the ordinarily dignified Mr.

Ford drove his blue Lincoln convertible into the drive-

way fronting his beautiful, two-story French Provin-

cial house. He stepped from the car and, with no con-

cern for his neat sports attire whatever, ran to the

lawn and did a series of enthusiastic back-flips. Like

a happy guy, celebrating something. Son Peter, watch-

ing this performance gravely, retreated to the house

to report, “Mommy,” he said, “Daddy is acting awful

silly. . .
.”

For instance: The stalwart Glenn has been faithfully

sitting, on daily schedule, by his record-player. The

sounds coming therefrom have been of a nature to

puzzle Peter. “Mommy,” he reported, after listening

a while, “Daddy is playing records and they are not

music and they are not talking, either. They are like

static on the radio.”

“Honey,” smiled Eleanor Powell Ford, “they are

talking records. Only they’re in a language called

Italian. It’s spoken by people across the ocean in a

country called Italy. Daddy is learning how to speak

Italian.”

For instance: Down from Glenn’s bookshelves, down
from the attic, up from the basement, have come cer-

tain books. These are collected in stacks, more or less

neat, beside Glenn’s desk in his bedroom-study. The

books are all about faraway ( Continued on page 70)
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THE SUN

SET

the

hollywood

clothes line

BY EDITH GWYNN
with fashion first pictures

BY ANN MAC NAMARA

E
VEN with Lady Elsie Mendl, that in-

defatigable party-giver, in Paris, her

charming husband, Sir Charles, car-

ried on the family “tradition” of con-

stant entertaining, so of course, when
Charles was about to take off for Europe,

there were dinners and soirees galore

tossed for him. The Bob Cummingses
gave him a dinner dance at the Beverly

Hills Hotel’s Crystal Room. Arlene Dahl,

whom Sir Charles always escorts, was
there in a full length, floaty, mauve chif-

fon gown, with a draped, strapless bod-

ice, very low and almost heart-shaped

in front. Over it (even though all her

accessories were of deeper mauve) she

wore a long, flowing coat of navy blue

lace, lined with pale mauve satin! A
gorgeous ensemble, but a wrap of that

color combination isn’t as extravagant as

it sounds, because it would look so well

over almost any pastel shade of gown.

Roz Russell, Fred Brisson, photographer

Paul Hesse, the Ken Murrays, Lew
Ayres and Michael Gazinsky (an ex-

Polish nobleman, who makes the most
out-of-this-world cheesecake and sells

it to most of the film notables) were in

the gay crowd.

Another affair for Sir Charles was
given by Paul Hesse at his wonderfully

charming little beach house at Malibu,

where Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier,

Ginny Simms and her spouse Hyatt

Dehn and others were served a luncheon

of hot lobster, green salad and mint

drinks, as they took a squint at the blue

Pacific from the terrace of Paul’s little

“palace.” Joan Fontaine was delirious

Headline print: Stole fringe matches

red in the red-orange-and-yellow linen

dress designed by Brenda Marshall

Hollywood goes on a fashion fling for

this peak-of-the-playtime season

Joan Caulfield of “Dear Wife” tees off in practical style

—

slim flannel skirt, blue denim visor cap and “out-of-the-

way” Phelps belted bag for her lipstick, tees, money, etc.



THE SUN
SET

In the fashion swim: Ruth Roman of “Barricade” wears

white strapless swim suit, boned like an evening dress

over the fact that she gets to star in “Bed
of Roses,” which was purchased with her

in mind a couple of years ago, when
hubby Bill was head of RKO. And now
that she’s not going to England to make
“Trilby,” she gets the story she’s wanted
for so long. It’s real light and calls for

gobs of clothes, so she went on a mad
duds-buying spree in New York. Most of

the things she bought are things you’ll see

on the screen. One of the dresses she had
just bought, she wore to Hesse’s luncheon.

It really was a dual-personality dress,

perfect for daytime in this season which

is “almost fall,” but still hot. Alone, it’s

a gay sundress in blue, gray and white

print, in one of those new color-fast,

wrinkle-resistant materials, and it has

tiny, narrow straps supporting the bare-

shouldered bodice. The skirt, rather long-

ish, is full and gathered to the waist. Over
this goes a gray jacket of heavy cotton,

lined with the print. It’s the kind of a

costume that should be in every gal’s

wardrobe—for outdoor fun or more so-

phisticated afternoon doings.

Jo Stafford is another with a new gown
that is perfect for transition from one

season to another. Very elegant, but so

packable while it’s still “weekend away”

time. It’s a slim-lined evening gown of

midnight-blue chiffon, finely pleated all

around the skirt (the kind of pleats you

can’t squash out!) that sweeps the floor.

The top is very decollete back and front,

with soft draping over the shoulders that

forms a wing-like sleeve effect. When Jo

packs it, she merely pulls the dress out

to full length and loops it into a big, neat

twist! And the pleats spring right back

into place when the dress is untwisted.

Audrey Totter and Brian Donlevy are

still going strong as a twosome, and still

making the rounds of the night spots reg-

ularly. And Audrey’s ex-fiance, writer

Charlie Grayson, is going steady with the

beauty (and former band singer), Amy
Amell. Since both couples seem to be

doing fine, no one can figger out why the

Totter gal sees red and gives a big freeze

to either Amy or Grayson when they run

into each other, (Continued on page 85)
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Tennis score: Joan Crawford of “The Victim” in white

gabardine shorts, wool jersey shirt by Eleanor Tennant



talent, too-

Her skilled, beautiful riding

has brought Mrs. Ryan high

honors. She leads in another

her way of always looking especially smart and charming.

The Special Magic

of her Inner Self glows through

her lovely, expressiveface

Mrs. Ryan’s charming, sensitive face has a

lovely way of showing you delightful pictures

of her vivid self. Small wonder so many

doors and hearts open wide for her every-

where she goes.

Your face, too. is constantly telling what

You are! It is the You that others see first

—and remember best. Do help it to look

alicays lovely and bright, and beckoning.

Then, your own Inner Magic can glow

through it joyously for everyone to see.

jffa/ //ic/den, magic selfwii/iinyou
can transform uour woria

Does that wished-for-woman you’d like

to be seem tantalizingly out of reach?

She shouldn’t! Every woman has the

power to change herself—be lovelier.

A wonderful force within You can help

you. It grows out of the close relation of

your Inner Self to your Outer Self and the

power of each to change the other.

You sense this force in the warm glow

of confidence you give out when you
look your loveliest. You also know its

down-pulling feeling of inferiority, when
you are not at your best. It is the reason

those special daily attentions that add to

your outer loveliness can make so much
difference to You— and all who see you!

"
Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

•

You’ll find this "Outside-Inside” Face

Treatment with Pond’s Cold Cream has a

wonderful way of giving skin a cleanness

and freshness other people notice. Always
at bedtime (for day cleansings, too) cream,

yourface this special way. Do it like this:

Hot Stimulation—splash face with hot water.

Cream Cleanse—swirl Pond’s Cold Cream all

over your face. This light, fluffy cream will

soften and sweep dirt, make-up from pore

openings. Tissue off well.

Cream Rinse—swirl on a second Pond’s

creaming. This rinses off last traces of dirt,

leaves skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—give your face a tonic

cold water splash.

Yes, this "Outside-Inside” Face Treat-

ment acts on both sides of your skin

—

From the Outside—Pond’s Cold Cream
softens and sweeps away skin-dulling dirt

and old make-up, as you massage. From the

Inside—every step ol this treatment stim-

ulates beauty-giving circulation.

beauty routine, Pond’s is the finest quality

face cream anyone can ask for.”

Remember

—

it is not vanity to develop

the beauty of your face. When you look

lovely it has a magic way of rippling out

to all who see you— all who love you. It

adds both to your happiness and to theirs.

It brings the Inner You closer to others.

YOUR FACE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT—Care for it

f



YOUR PHOTOPLAY

He was alone with his son and had

^ promised to take him to a cricket

match. Rut when the manager ex-

plained that Jane had to be at the

studio the next day, the . . .

3 ... specialist agreed to

go. But Junior went along

too! As Dad put it to him,

“You can go to the match-

es any Sunday. This way,

you’ll see your favorite

star. I’ll leave the . . .



. . . door open so you can peek in!”

/£ Jane, anxiously explaining about her

throat, didn’t notice her small audi-

ence at the door. Until suddenly . . .

Jane, who was beginning to think she must be de-

lirious, finally found her voice. “Why am I not

g Jane Wyman?” she asked, hoarsely. “Because,” said

the whirlwind, “I saw Jane Wyman in ‘Johnny Be-

linda.’ And she can’t talk at all!”

M.



'49 Fords

(Continued from page 63) places. And as

Glenn pores over them, he gets that far-

away look in his eyes.

These seemingly unrelated items all

manifest the big new development in the
life of Ford; his new freedom, his right,

after seven years under contract to use
his time as he wishes, to pick and choose
his films.

He must make one picture a year at

Columbia, his Alma Mammy. For the rest

of the year, he’s on his own.
During the war, as you remember, Glenn

was in the Marines, and his greatest suc-
cesses came after his return to Hollywood.
Any ex-Marine knows what “boot camp”
is, that period of rigorous training for

things to come. “I feel as if all my work
until now has been my boot camp for the

career I hope lies ahead,” Glenn says. “To
be at one studio for seven years is a basic

training, not only in acting, but in the
motion picture business. After you’ve been
through it, you either know how to do it

or you’ll never know.”

i
ND how does a guy like Ford go about
enjoying his new freedom?
Well, for the first few weeks, as it turned

out, Glenn was scarcely his own man at

all. He was Peter’s man, and he loved that,

too. Eleanor was away on one of those

quick dancing trips of hers, this time to

England and Scotland. As his own boss,

Glenn could work it so that he and Peter
had more time together than ever before.

“And I think,” Glenn relates unabashed-
ly, “I learned more from Peter than he did

from me!” There was the affair of Glenn’s
desktop, for instance.

“We are neat, Peter,” the boy had heard
often. “We put our toys away, we hang
up our clothes, we are tidy.” Glenn had
thought to give those familiar words extra
strength through example. They made a

sort of bargain. Peter would mind his toys,

while Glenn would rigorously keep his

desk-top free of clutter.

But one day Glenn forgot, and Peter de-
cided to help poor old absent-minded Dad.
“Peter,” asked Glenn that evening, “did

you ‘pick up’ my desk today?”
“Yes, Daddy,” he said, proudly. “I did.”

“And did you put away a little piece of

paper, about so big, that was lying on it?”

“Yes, Daddy, I put it in a drawer.”
“Which drawer?” Glenn asked.
“I don’t remember, Daddy.”
Then began the search. The piece of pa-

per was a sizable check for one of Glenn’s
radio performances. The Ford home has

about 999 drawers, all built-in, all looking
alike. They found the paper, finally, in

drawer 997, of course.
Another time, Peter’s passion for neat-

ness, on Daddy’s part, taught Glenn to

keep his pipes in their racks. Always, no
exceptions. Glenn collects pipes, all kinds
and shapes and sizes. He has racks for the

pipes, but sometimes he would forget to

replace a pipe after smoking it. He doesn’t

forget now. One day, helpful Peter put a

recently smoked pipe away. Glenn and
Peter found it, at last, in one of those 999

drawers, the one reserved for Eleanor’s

daintily scented handkerchiefs.
In another instance, Peter instructed

Glenn in the advisability of practising his

own preachments. Glenn collects stamps,
and when he’s busy, they pile up on him,
lie around loose on his stamp table among
his albums. Came a day when Peter, ever
helpful, found some sealed letters on the
desk, all addressed, ready to go, but stamp-
less. He helped. He even left the letters

downstairs, in the mail slot, for the post-

man to pick up.
“I don’t know how many of my good,

valuable U. S. uncanceled specimens are

now canceled and delivered, probably to

non-collectors,” Glenn lamented. “Any-
way, I now carefully keep my albums in

order. Peter reformed me.”
Life with Peter was strenuous enough,

what with one thing and another, and
Glenn found it almost restful to get back
to work. His first picture of his own se-
lection was M-G-M’s “Bodies and Souls.”
Besides offering a good role, the picture
catered to one of the Ford dreams of free-
dom, the freedom to travel. It called for

a location in New York, right away. And
that was timed beautifully, too. Toward the
end of the location, the Queen Elizabeth
docked and down the gangway came Elbe,
straight into Glenn’s waiting arms.
They celebrated the reunion by “disap-

pearing” for a week. They stayed at a
hotel, saw shows, dined at inconspicuous
spots where they could dance a little and
talk a lot. Second honeymoon stuff, the
first real vacation the two of them had had
together in years. But, somehow, the talk

kept going back to Master Peter Newton
Ford, and soon, three Fords were reunited
in their home in Beverly Hills.

The reunion, was a gala success. “The
next time a Ford goes traveling, three

Fords go,” said Glenn, “or there’ll have to

be a good reason v^hy not. Shake on it?”

When those Fords “shake on it” with Peter
it’s a contract.

“Shake on it?” echoed Ellie.

“Shake!” said Peter.

“Of course,” Glenn amended hurriedly,
“there’ll be some places that Daddy goes
that you and Mommy can’t go along,

Peter.”
And Peter understood why, when Glenn

explained. Glenn’s “freedom plan” includes
three months a year of travel. He’d like

to combine it with picture-making, but he
hopes he can get it in, working or not.

He’d like to make a film in Europe once
a year. He can probably take Ellie and
Peter along for that.

But the other kind of travel, the kind
that explains his interest in those travel

books and all the old copies of National
Geographic he has around, will be Glenn’s
alone. Stern he-man stuff involving
mountains, desert and rugged terrain. Big-
game hunting in Africa, for instance.

“I’ve got to look into that,” Glenn grins.

“I’ll go by myself,” he tells you, “and
nobody, except Ellie and Peter, will know
when I leave. I don’t want it to look like

V.'.V.V.VAV/AV.V.V.V.V.V.V.

the man who spreads the golden rule . . .

Listen to

Radio’s Good

Neighbor

JACK
BERCH

and his human stories of human kindness.

Every Morning Monday-Friday. NBC Sta-

tions.

Read Jack Berch’s “Heart-To-Heart

Hook-up” column in

TRUE EXPERIENCES magazine

now on newsstands.

AVAVA\\V.V.V.V.V.V.,.V.V.V

a publicity hunt. I just want to see what
it’s like, this big-game hunting I’ve heard
so much about.”
So he isn’t saying when. One of the

things he learned about Hollywood, dur-
ing his years in the boot camp of studio
life, was to keep his own counsel. He’s the
same way about the stories he would like
to do in pictures.

“I don’t want to tell the names of them,”
he confides, “but for about five years now,
I’ve been keeping my eye on certain prop-
erties I’d like to play in. Now’s my
chance, but there’s always dickering to

do on books and plays, and I don’t like to

say anything until it’s in the bag.”
Since he pushed himself out of the Co-

lumbia nest, Glenn has been reading more
scripts than ever before. A script before
breakfast, a script at bedtime, and scripts

during every break in busy days. All in

all, something more than eighty scripts in

five months. “It’s amazing,” he observes,
“how many poor scripts are floating

around town.”
But Glenn was in no hurry to make a

deal for his next picture after “Bodies and
Souls.” With that film in the cutting room,
he still had several “in the bank” at Co-
lumbia. One of these, “Undercover Man,”
with Nina Foch, was already playing, and
there were “Mr. Soft Touch,” with Evelyn
Keyes, and “Lust for Gold,” with Ida Lu-
pino. He would have plenty of time to

pick and choose, to decide on deals in

Hollywood or England or Timbuktu.

R
IGHT now his “freedom deal” was tak-
ing a domestic turn. He and Ellie were

seeing to the redecoration of his bedroom-
study, the room where he works, reads,

and sleeps. This redecoration, which they
had talked about for months, was brought
about finally by young Peter, during El-

be’s absence abroad. How Peter managed
to squirt ink on the ceiling, Glenn still

doesn’t know. But with ceiling and rug
splattered, it seemed an opportune time to

get out color schemes, call for samples of

materials, and set to work.
And there was young Peter’s “garden,”

an outgrowth of a bit of Ellie and Glenn’s
child psychology practice. Glenn and Ellie

don’t believe in forcing unfavorite foods

upon their favorite child. They use a

subtler technique to educate his palate to

the variety of vitamins he needs. Came a

time when Peter pronounced onions un-
thinkable. Glenn and Ellie conferred and
decided that, as a special favor, Peter could

have a spot in the flower garden for his

very own. And he could plant there any-
thing he wished, even onions if he thought
he could grow such difficult plants!

So Peter planted onions, with Glenn’s

help, and together they cultivated the crop.

And one day, sure enough, Peter demanded
some of those onions for dinner.

“The only catch is,” Glenn groans, “that

I’ve had a heck of a time making the

care-and-culture of onions seem difficult.

They’ve grown like weeds, and we have

onions running out of our ears!”

And there’s another little matter that

claims the attention of Glenn these, days,

regardless of his “new freedom.” He
and Ellie are devoted cheering fans of

the Hollywood Stars, local unit of the

Pacific Coast League. They have taken

Peter to see his first baseball game, an

event which left him happily chattering

for days. Left him, too, planning to get his

first ball, bat, and mitt.

“After all,” Glenn insists, “you can’t, let

a kid get to be almost five without seeing

a league game. That’s more important than,

well, than pictures, or big-game hunting,

or ’most anything you can think of!”

The End



Are you in the know ?

If he’s talkative, what’s your cue? When your suntan starts fading—
Q Lend both ears

I | Keep one eye on the field

f~l Plan tomorrow's schedule

_| Get back in the swim

I |
Get in the pink

I |
Get a sun lamp

What if he ' is chatter-happy. The fact

remains, he’s talking to you. So listen . . .

without a roving eye. Or daydreams. Or
tapping tattoos’ on the table. Boys are people

. . . thpy like to be appreciated. And the

best-rated fillies never forget it. They’re also

the g^ls who (on difficult days) never forget

to choose Kotex sanitary napkins. They’ve

found the exclusive safety center of Kotex
gives extra protection . . . and what girl

wouldn’t appreciate that?

As your fancy turns to fall fashions — don’t

let your waning suntan give you a last-rose-

of-summer look. Use a pink-tinted makeup
base and powder. (Fall-minded lipstick and

"paw paint” too). Then you’ll blend better

with autumn togs. You know, you can wear

any smooth new outfit, any day, without

misgivings . . . once you’ve learned to trust

to Kotex. The special, flat pressed ends of

Kotex prevent revealing outlines. So . . .

fade "those” fears with Kotex!

How to get to the dance floor smoothly?

D You walk ahead He leads the way You go arm-in-arm

It’s a 1-o-n-g trek from your table if you
aren’t sure who follows whom. When you
rise to rhumba, your date won’t expect an
"after you” routine. Walk ahead! Knowing
what to do is such a comfort. As to

calendar-time poise and comfort, you can

be ’way ahead of the sad-eyed sisters who
haven’t discovered new Kotex. For naturally,

you'd choose this napkin: this new, downy
softness that holds its shape! So naturally,

you’d stay more comfortable. Just as Kotex
is made to stay soft while you wear it.

/I/lore ivo/ne/7 cAoose XOTEX

f/iaw a// oY/?er sa/vYarry napfans

To judge what you should weigh—
I I

Compare your pal's poundage

I I See an "average weight" chart

I 1
Measure your wrist

You and your gal pal may be the same height

— but a large-boned femme should weigh

more, and vice versa. For instance, are you
over 5'4" tall? Measure your wrist. If it’s

less than 6M ,,

you’re small boned. More
than (PA*— large boned. Consider your

frame when you read an average-weight

chart. In sanitary needs, too, all girls aren’t

"average.” Find just the right Kotex
absorbency for you by trying all 3 .. .

Regular, Junior, Super!

Which

deodorant would

you decide on?

D A cream

O A pow'der

A liquid

Granted you’re in the know about
napkins . . . what about deodor-
ants for napkin use? Fact is,
while creams and liquids will do
for everyday daintiness —yet, for
those days a powder deodor-

ant s best — sprinkled freely on
sanitary napkins. That’s because
a powder has no moisture-resist-
ant base; doesn’t slow up absorp-
tion. And soft, soothing Quest
Powder is made especially for
napkin use.

Being unscented, Quest De-
odorant Powder doesn’t just mask
odors. Quest destroys them. Safely.
Positively. To avoid offending, buy
a can of Quest Powder today!

3 ABSORBEUC/ES REGULAR. JUMtOR, SURER



I Name 12 Great Ladies

Rhinestone and jewel-tone brilliants

blazing against inky black backgrounds.

Inspired by the motion picture "Black

Magic" starring Orson Welles and Nancy

Guild, released thru United Artists. Neck-

lace, earrings, pin, matching bracelet—

sheer magic at about $2 each piece

(plus tax). At good stores everywhere.

(Continued jrom page 49) than the heart
of Texas. I know.

It was at the Hollywood premiere of my
“Yours for a Song” radio show. Burt
Lancaster was set as my star interviewee.
Two hours before the show was to go on
the air, Burt called me from his studio.

It was raining. Director William Dieterle
had called him in suddenly for some- cover
shots. “I think I’ll make the radio show,”
said Burt. “But I can’t get there until the
very last minute.” In radio, of course, you
can’t take any such chances.
At the same studio, Betty was up to her

neck in “Red, Hot and Blue,” the picture
in which she co-stars with Victor Mature.
“Don’t worry, Sheilah,” she yelled into
the phone. “Vic and I will be over even if

we have to close down the picture.” With
the help of director John Farrow, the pic-
ture was closed down and Betty and Vic,
still in make-up, dashed to the radio
station and gave one heck of a performance
for us. Then, dashing back to the studio
they worked until midnight to make up
for the time they had spent broadcasting.

T
O ME, Betty always will be more of a
lady, than say, someone like Jennifer

Jones, who uses her so-called shyness to

duck out of giving benefits and even to

avoid polite conversation with her fellow
workers.

Tell Betty, however, that you consider
her a great lady, and she’ll say, “Who me?
You’ve got the wrong singer. Dorothy La-
mour deserves that laurel.” Don’t worry,
Betty, there’s plenty of room for you both.

Betty’s admiration for Dotty dates back
to the days when she first came to Holly-
wood and was about the most miserable,

homesick blonde in town. Dotty was the

person who invited her to lunch, helped
her with her make-up, tried to make her
feel at home, and taught her the Hollywood
ropes. You could count on- the fingers of

one hand, the stars who would do that for

a newcomer at their studio.

Dotty’s also a girl who’d never go back
on a promise. A month before the big
Shamrock Hotel shindig in Texas, Dotty
learned that she was an expectant mother.
She had made three pictures in a row,
had an ear operation, and was committed
to a weekly radio show. She was utterly

exhausted. But she had promised Glenn
McCarthy to spearhead the big show, so

she went.
Claudette Colbert is a lady in the more

conventional sense of the word. She is also

a first class sport and possessed of great

tact. Once, when I was to tea at her home,
one of the guests dropped and broke a
beautiful cup and saucer. Instead of over-
doing it, making insincere speeches, saying,

“it doesn’t really matter,” when everyone
knew it did, Claudette put her embar-
rassed guest at ease by saying, “Now ac-
cording to Emily Post, I’m supposed to

break my cup and saucer, too. But
I’ll be darned if I will.” Then, very
casually, she helped her guest pick up the
pieces.

Joan Crawford started her working life

as a waitress in Kansas City. But when it

comes to ladies, I’ll pick Joanie. You can
keep someone like British actress, Ann
Todd, who attended the best finishing

schools in England, but forgot to learn
that kindness to less important people is

the true trade-mark of a gentlewoman.
Between the takes of an emotional scene

in “Mildred Pierce,” Joan received a phone
call from a group of young girls. They
wanted her to name the ten best actresses

in Hollywood for their magazine. Joan
kept saying, “Now let me see, let me see.”

The assistant director kept yelling, “Miss
Crawford, we’re ready!” “Give me a num-

ber where I can call you back,” Joan told
the girls. And, by golly, when the scene
was over, she called the girls she had
never met, or was ever likely to meet, and
she talked to them for thirty minutes by
my watch. It’s little kindnesses like this
that add up to a great lady.

Lucille Ball’s language can be pretty
fancy at times. But in my lexicon, she’s a
lady. Once, when she was making a per-
sonal appearance in Chicago, a man from
the back part of the balcony screamed an
obscene remark at her. In the shocked si-
lence, with all eyes on her, Lucille didn’t
bat an eyelash. She just waited a few sec-
onds to be absolutely sure her voice was
steady, then said quietly, “Now let’s get
on with the act.”

Lucy’s also a pal. When Susan Peters
lay shattered, after the gun accident that
paralyzed her for life, Lucille called on her
every day. She read to her by the hour
and, by the great force of her own person-
ality, she forced Susan to believe that life

still could be enjoyable. When Susan was
finally able to leave her wheel chair, Lucy
took her all over town. She even helped
Susan with the adoption of her baby. The
way I feel about Lucille Ball, I wouldn’t
care if she ate peas with a knife.
There will be no arguments about my -

next choice, for Irene Dunne always has
been considered a great lady. Everyone’s
read about her receiving the Laetare Medal
from Notre Dame for never subordinating
her art and insisting upon making whole-
some pictures; the honorary degree LL.D.
from Mount St. Mary’s College for Women
for work in cancer research and fidelity to

Catholic principles in her work and pri-
vate life, the American Brotherhood Award
from the Congress of Christians and Jews,
and many other honors.
Few people, however, know why, every

Christmas Eve, she has open house for
lonely people who are away from home;
even goes around combing the town to

find these people.
It was Christmas Eve in Atlanta, Georgia,

and the last stop for weary members of

the Light Opera Company. Weariest of

them all was a young singer who spent the
night at a railroad station, sitting up, wait-
ing for an early morning train. She was
lonely, poor and miserable. When dawn
finally came, she made a vow, this young
Irene Dunne. “I will never let anyone be
in a similar situation if I can help it.” And
she never has.

J
ANET LEIGH is a junior Irene Dunne.
She has the same charm, takes the same

care to avoid hurting others. I’ve never seen
a girl handle herself as well as Janet has in

her three Hollywood years. She never for-

gets a name or a face and has a gracious
remark or a smile for everyone.

I was on the set of one of Janet’s pic-

tures, when Norman Taurog went over to

her. “Sit down, Janet,” said Mr. Taurog.
Janet sat down. Then a vocal group con-
sisting of the electricians, prop men,
cameramen, etc., burst into a song com-
posed in her honor, in which they ex-
pressed with music, just how much they
thought of her. It was plenty. Leave it to

the working crew of a picture to know a

real human being from a phony. And their

tribute to Janet proved that here is a girl

no amount of fame will spoil.

Then there’s Marjorie Main. For all the

downright simplicity of her clothes, for

all her lack of flimflam, in spite of the
twangy nasalness of her speech, Marjorie
is on my list. She’s loved for her courtesy,

which is why I was a little baffled when, on
the set of “Ma and Pa Kettle,” Marjorie
merely muttered, “hello,” and “excuse me,”
and dashed right by. “What goes?” I asked



Percy Kilbride, her side-kick in the pic-

ture. “It’s the kids,” he said. “Go to her
dressing room and you’ll understand.”

I went. There I saw sixteen children,

youngsters with roles in the picture and
their stand-ins, sitting all over the floor,

the chairs, the settee and even the stove.

All of them were intent upon their cake
and ice cream, and in the center, beaming,
was my old pal, Marjorie.

“She does it every day,” Perc told me
later. “What a woman!”
“What a lady!” said I.

Barbara Stanwyck is another girl to

reckon with on my list of great ladies.

She’s a generous one. And quiet about her
giving. I can never tell her how I found
uut about the donation she gave to the

Kathy Fiscus Fund. Nor about the prop
nan in one of her pictures, who walked
around one day as if he were carrying the

aurdens of the world on his shoulders.

Babs didn’t ask him outright what troubled
aim. She’s too sensitive to do that. Instead,

ihe sent someone who knew this man well

;o find out what was wrong. His wife had
ust had an operation, and she discovered
ae was faced with a huge hospital bill.

She sent an anonymous cache of dollars,

tfo wonder Stanwyck’s worshipped in

Hollywood, in the right circles.

Loretta Young’s another sweet Patsy.

Take the time four Waves from the San
Diego Naval Base were in Hollywood on
i four day furlough, from Friday to Mon-
lay night. They had tickets to see Loretta
pn the Lux Radio Show Monday. Saturday
the blow fell. They had orders to return to

San Diego Sunday night. They sent a tele-

gram to Loretta. “Terribly sorry we can’t

ee your show Monday. Would it be possible

jo meet you Sunday?” Loretta had them up
o her house for lunch. And they got to see
he radio show, too, for she took them over
o the rehearsal.

|
ORETTA lives in a beautiful house but

li she rarely entertains just for fun. Her
oirees are usually to bring groups of

vealthy people together to get them in-

erested in spending their money for hos-
dtals, and especially, for the care of un-
named mothers. All of Loretta’s radio
arnings are sent direct to the St. Anne’s
Maternity Hospital.
But, Loretta also knows it isn’t enough

nerely to give money. She, herself, visits

he hospital at least twice a week when
he is not working, and talks to the un-
red mothers. “Some of them are only
hirteen or fourteen,” Loretta once told
itie. And she tries to make them believe
hat even though they have erred in the
ules of our civilization, they are not
lamned forever.
Ida Lupino doesn’t weigh very much but

Ihe’s a lot of woman. When Ida interviewed
bunch of newcomers for roles in her

irst independent production “Not Wanted,”
he made them feel very wanted by doing
he interviewing at her home and serving
ea and cakes! And when the picture was

;

ver, she ran all over town getting jobs
or her protegees. What a swell gal!

Last, but far the least of my great
lollywood ladies, Shirley Temple. Shirley’s
lanners have always been exquisite. And
he has more know-how about how to
landle people in one little finger, than
jomeone like Ingrid Bergman has in her
l/hole body.
Shirley is what I call the articulate type

ady. When the publicity policy of her
jielznick bosses landed her in trouble with
he press here, she called the president of
he Hollywood Women’s Press Club, begged
0 be invited to their next meeting, and
aade everyone promise to contact her per-
onally on all future requests.
Kipling’s definition of a lady was “A rag,
bone and a hank of hair.” I prefer mine.

The End
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A lot of women who use Fels-Naptha Soap would think

we were kidding, if they saw this announcement.

And they would laugh right in our faces.

They use Fels-Naptha because it already contains

a wonderful ingredient— in addition to good golden soap.

A proven ingredient, known for years for its active,

dirt-removing ability . . . NAPTHA.

So . . . we don’t make any laughable announcements

about adding 'miracle’ ingredients to Fels-Naptha Soap.

We’re content to make a laundry soap so good

that women just smile—with pleasure—when they see

the results it gives them on washday.

If you want better washday results— better in

Fels-Naptha Soap
MILD, GOLDEN SOAP AND ACTIVE NAPTHA
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THE UNDIE YOU CAN WEAR WITH GARTERS

You'll swing through the day with

greatest of ease in these clever

undies that keep your stockings up

without the aid of costly and

uncomfortable girdles and garter belts!

Wear Suspants without garters, too,

on stockingless occasions. Your

favorite store has them in a

variety of colors, in sizes

4 (dress 9/10) to

9 (dress 19/20).

IN NYLON

$2.50

UNDIES • SLIPS • GOWNS • PAJAMAS
BLUE SWAN MILLS, Division of McKay Products Corp., 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

Peggy Thorndike fashion editor

Jacqueline Neben promotion director

Helen Sayles

Coplan-Dirone
Carlyle Blackwell

retail director

photographers

Below, Miss Neal wears the original
dress in “ The Fountainhead''

Opposite, Patricia Neal in the Minx

Modes reproduction of the dress Milo

Anderson designed for her to wear in

Warners’ “The Fountainhead.” Also

available in mahogany brown or berry

red, in rayon gabardine. Sizes 9-17

and L S G sizes (long, slim girl, junior

sizes 9-17). Under $15.00 at Sonnen-

feld’s, St. Louis, Mo.; Frost Bros., San

Antonio, Tex.

For store nearest you write direct to

manufacturer listed on page 79
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[RST FALL
WITH YOU IN

A smartly tailored fine-wale corduroy

done with a face-framing collar, coins

at your belt, and a slimming wrap skirt

by Dorris Varnum of Jonathan Logan.

Available in camel, moss green, winter-

berry. teal blue and gray. Sizes 9 - 15.

S 14.95 at //. P. U asson & Co.. India-

napolis. Inil.; Gimbel Brothers. Phila-

delphia. Pa.: The Denver Dry Goods

Co.. Denver. Colo. ; Broadway Depart-

ment Store, Los Angeles. Cal.

Lovely Ann Miller can be seen in M-G-M’s “On the Town '

’

Soon, when the Labor Day weekend says farewell to summer, you’ll be thinking of

your fall wardrobe. There is no drastic change in the new fashions—they just look

so very new and slim and exciting. The coat-dress is bigger and better than ever ( see

the adorable ones on these pages ) and you’ll find this “easy-to-get-into” style popular

in both day and date dresses. The plunging neckline continues important in blouses

and dresses, which means you’ll need those new bras and slips which go way down

PHOTOPLAY to there. The youngest hats are the small head-hugging caps, like half egg-shells.

FASHIONS Jewelry is important. You’ll wear pins on high or low necklines, on lapels, even on

. vour cuff and at the waist. Here’s to walking into fall—being the best dressed ever.
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DATES . . .

FINE FABRICS

A beguiling dress by Doris Dodson

which buttons front neck to hem and

has the newest of back-swept lines.

Mode, of luxurious satin - brocaded

crepe in blue, steel, green, taupe and

toast. Sizes 9 - 15. $ 16.95 at J. W.

Robinson Co., Los Angeles. Cal.

Pearls by Deltah

For store nearest you

•write direct to manufacturer
listed on par/e 7 9

A'Av'
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PHOTOPLAY’S PATTERN OF THE MONTH

Photoplay Patterns
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17. New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents (S.35) for which please send
me the Photoplay Pattern of the Diana Lynn "Bitter Vic-
tory dress in size 12—14— lfi—18—20.

Name Size.

Street.

City State.

A softly casual dress like this will see you looking your best

when first fall days arrive. If'e call this a “background

dress—it’s so perfect with any of your accessories and it

can be worn for day or dating. If'yner “Sag-no-more” jersey,

exactly what its name implies, would be especially attractive

for this dress. It is available in a choice of solid, striped or

checked jersey, in all the. new and exciting fait shades.

For stores selling Photoplay Patterns see page 79



FALL FASHION NEWS
Predicting it will be classic

elegance that ivill make headlines

Edith Head, Paramount’s ingenious fashion designer, turns fashion

prophet and tells you the new tricks and trends to watch for in this

fall’s cool weather clothes.

According to la Head, the latest look is one of classic elegance.

The careless look is definitely the old look and because Miss or Mrs.

America wishes to look smart, she will be smart if she takes meticulous

care in choosing complete ensembles. The piecemeal outfit is simply

a waste of time and money. The slim silhouette has completely stolen

the spotlight in both day and evening fashions. This doesn’t mean
that your dress is going to he skin-tight. It’s simply that the overall

look should be slim, regardless of the amount of yardage used. Flashes

of vivid color in a costume play an important part—and padding re-

turns to shoulders, hut not the kind of padding which makes you

resemble the All-American hero. Dame Fashion likes a small

amount of padding for the softly rounded shoulder. Coats are full

and fabulous—bloused and belted. Suits and dresses spotlight wrap-

around skirts, concealed fullness and a new softness of line. Cocktail

and date dresses continue to plunge in neckline and uneven hemline.

Short evening gowns rival last year’s long, floor-length gowns. And
the long gowns will take on new appeal via sweeping trains.

W herever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
If the preceding

(

pages do not list stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the manufacturers listed below:

Green gabardine or crepe dress

Minx Modes. 2223 Locust St., St. Louis. Mo.

Satin dotted dress

Doris Dodson, 1120 Washington Ave., St. Louis. Mo.

Corduroy dress

Junuthan Logan, 1375 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Jersey cardigan and skirt

Madison Sportswear and Garland Knitting Mills
1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Pearls

L. Heller, 411 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

stores selling photoplay patterns

Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Hecht Company, Washington, D. C.

they certainly

make the most

of You . . .

and you

can make

the most

of

your

dollar^

n n
jvJv r

with

SHOES
They'll flatter you and they'll

delight your pocketbook because

they are the finest quality

you can find at . . .

7.95 to 9.95
Write us (or the store nearest you.L PETERS SHOE COMPANY, SAINT LOUIS-J
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ERSEY, SOFT AS A KITTEN’S EAR

A softly clinging jersey skirt and striped jersey cardigan to point up your face and

figure. The grosgrain-trimmed cardigan by Garland. Sizes 32-38. $7.95 at Abraham &
Straus

,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; The White House, Raphael Weill & Co., Inc.,San Francisco, Cal.

Skirt by Madison. Sizes 10-18. $8.95 at Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Strawbridge

& Clothier, Philadelphia. Pa.; Junior Sizes 9-15 at Bloomingdale’s, New York, N. Y.

Vera-Ellen is seen in

Metro-Golduryn-Mayer’

s

“On the Town

”

PHOTOPLAY
FASHIONS

For store nearest you vjrite direct to manufacturer listed on page 70



r Diary of a Hollywood

Photographer

(Continued, from page 46) ford playing
ball with a group of kids? But she does,
nearly every afternoon. I was glad I had
my camera.
To make the grade in this business, a

photographer should be gifted with a sixth

sense—know the right time and place to

put in an appearance. Most of the time it’s

a question of luck. It was, that night I

stopped at Ciro’s for a cup of coffee, and
walked in at the exact moment that Rita
Hayworth and Aly Khan were leaving. A
few seconds later they would have been
gone. I got a first-class scoop, one of the
first pictures of them ever taken together.

I
T WAS by accident that I got, what I

think, is the most beautiful picture I’ve

ever taken. Several years ago Marlene
Dietrich was resting on a set between
takes, wearing a low-cut evening gown
and holding a cigarette. Director Joseph
Von Sternberg said something to her in

German and she looked up at him. At
that precise instant I snapped my camera.
What the director said I never knew, but
my finished print was a soft provocative
portrait. A real honey.
The late Jean Harlow was one of the

most photographed gals in Hollywood.
Tve a huge collection of pictures of her.

One which means a great deal to me
wouldn’t have been shot at all but for

Jean’s sense of fairness and consideration.

At the time she married Paul Bern, there
was keen competition between the fellows
with the flashbulbs. In fact, before the
ceremony, one of the downtown newspa-
per photographers punched a hole in the
bellows of my tripod camera and stuffed

it with paper. I was immobilized. When
I told Jean what had happened, she told

the waiting gang: “I’m going upstairs.

When Hymie gets his camera in working
order, I’ll pose for a picture.” The news-
paper boys, who had a deadline to meet,
pitched in to repair my equipment.

It’s the accidental scoops that make this

game so fascinating. You never know how,
where or when you’ll get your next ex-
clusive. We photographers get tips from
all sorts of people. Maitres d’hotel call

from night clubs to tell us a couple of big
name stars just walked in. Stars, them-
selves, call me up to tell about parties and
other events. I’ve even had picture people
telephone while a shindig was in progress
and tip me off to the goings-on.

I was invited to a party given by Da-
vid O. Selznick to introduce his newest
young star, Jennifer Jones, fresh ih from
New York with her husband, Robert Walk-
er. Shirley Temple, who had just signed
with Selznick, and Ingrid Bergman and
Joseph Gotten also were there. When Selz-
nick gathered his brood around him, I lost

no time getting the historic moment on
film. I’d never have forgiven myself if I

missed this, for it couldn’t be duplicated
for all the money in D.O.S.’s bank account.
You hear plenty about wild Hollywood

parties. I’ve spent fifteen years in this

town, and have yet to see one. I’ve no
doubt that such parties take place. But,
believe me, anybody important enough to

be worth a photographer’s coverage has
more important things to do.
Never will I forget a party at Norma

Talmadge’s home many years ago. Gary
Cooper and Phil Berg, the agent, were
there. Gary drove a green and yellow
Duesenberg in those days and Berg owned
a Fiat. After a heated discussion as to

which car could go faster they decided,
on the spur of the moment, to put their

autos to the test. Gary chartered a bus
and all of us piled into it and, preceded

" Correct Answer”.
. . now,

have the animated silhouette

that reaches for the sky,

councils Doris Dodson.

Choose it in neutral colors.

Shoulder high pockets

(French in flavor) on

an exclusive and sheer

100*71 wool (Doris Dodson

design) w’ith neutral

stripes woven in.

Beige/brown or light

grey/dark grey.

Sizes 9-15. Under $18.00.

MMeutrals

are

looking up

Doris Dodson

knows!

Writefor name ofyour local shop . . . DORIS
DODSON, Dept. P9, St. Louis 1, Missouri

P
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by the Fiat and Duesenberg, headed for
Muroc Dry Lake in the desert, four hours
away. At dawn the two cars had a test

run on the lake bed. But by then, every-
one was too tired to time the cars.

Kay Francis was a great one for throwing
parties. Once, when she was about to sail

for Europe, she invited her friends to a
going-away celebration at the old Ven-
dome over on Sunset Boulevard. The cafe
was converted into a ship's prow which
jutted out into the street. The only way
her guests could enter was by sliding
down the gangplank. Filmdom's biggest
names, decked out in their finest jewels
and furs, took the slide in their stride.

At the bottom, they were greeted by en-
thusiastic lensmen- eager to catch their

priceless expressions.

WHERE are times, of course, when a star

1 or studio will deliberately ci'oss up
one of us boys. Then we’re out to get
“revenge,” by gag or boycott.
Once, we lensmen staged a sit-down

strike, over what we thought was an unjust
ruling. The Mayfair Club parties, which
used to be the outstanding social events
of the season, were always covered by all

the newspaper and magazine photogra-
phers. Then, suddenly, one of the members
of the executive committee decided we
would only be allowed to take pictures in
one room. We didn’t scream when we got
the edict. We merely packed our equip-
ment and sat down on our cases by the
main door. When the stars arrived, heard
what had happened and realized we really
meant to continue our strike, they pre-
vailed upon the execs to change their
minds—fast.

1 believe in being considerate of stars.

When a star has strongly objected to a
picture I’ve shot, I’ve taken the film out
of the camera and handed it to the star.

But there are some certain shots that fall

into the classification of news. In such
cases, it’s a cameraman’s duty to get them.
Only a few stars aren’t cooperative. Bing

Crosby has a habit of standing for a pic-
ture after much urging, then walking away
just before the shutter snaps. I’ve taken
one snap of Crosby, however, that’s worth
a hundred of those missed. I got it long
before Der Bingle acquired several million
dollars and parted with several thousand
hairs from his head. At that time, willing
to do almost anything for a gag, he posed
for me standing on his head and eating
an ice-cream cone.
Many a sleepless night I’ve spent

scheming up ways to grab a Clark Gable
exclusive. Clark has a neat way of stalling.

Whenever a cameraman wants a picture
of him, he takes away their camera and
starts shooting them. Once, on the set of
one of his films, he had me posing all over
the place. I’ve a sneaking suspicion that
Gable has more pictures of Fink than Fink
has of Gable. Clark also had a ban about
pictures being taken of his home. But I

managed to fool him with a telescopic lens.

I climbed the hill behind his house and
waited hours for him to come out for a
breath of fresh air. The negative didn’t
suffer from over-exposure, but I did.

There’s the time, too, that I snared an
exclusive of Shirley Temple’s residence
long before it was photographed by any-
one else. I waited until workmen doing re-
pairs came out for lunch. As the electric
gate opened for their exit, I went in and
sneaked out again when the gate opened

JJ

for their return.

0 Greta Garbo’s aversion to photographers
T has reached almost legendary proportions.
® And, no exception to G. G.’s rule, I had
L some hectic moments trying to catch her.
A Once, I waited for two hours on the
¥ running board of an automobile. Another

time, I crouched for what seemed an
eternity, behind a rain barrel in the rear

of the Trocadero. I finally managed to
photograph her satisfactorily at a fashion
show by Irene given at Bullock’s Wilshire.
Even at this parade of feminine frills she
and Gaylord Hauser insisted on being
alone. So the management set up a screen
from behind which they peeked at the
models. When the show was over, Garbo
made a dash for the elevator while I

took a short cut to the main entrance.
There I caught her by surprise and photo-
graphed her at a distance of twenty feet
(although my camera was set for twelve)
as she sprinted by at a record-breaking
clip. This is one of the rare shots in which
Garbo does not have her hand up in front
of her face, I was proud, indeed, when I

sent that picture out to the Photoplay office.

I had illusions of a bonus, or at least a
silver cup engraved with E for effort. What
I got was a note that read: “Thanks for
the picture of Garbo—but nobody cares.”
The picture and the letter are in my album
as a lesson that fame is fleeting.

Actually, the great majority of the movie
people are sweet and considerate. Bette
Davis is extremely cooperative. Offscreen,
Bette wears eyeglasses. More than once
when I’ve been ready to shoot, I’ve said,

“Bette, want to take off your glasses?”
“It doesn’t matter,” she always tells me.

Hvmie reduced Ava Gardner’s picture

to postage-stamp size for a purpose

“Millions of girls wear them.” And usually,
she poses with them on.
Van Johnson’s still a regular fellow. I

was on a Metro stage one morning when
Van noticed a pretty extra girl passing.
“Dorothy!” he called, “what are you doing
here?” Dorothy was Dorothy Barrett, a
chorus girl he had known back on Broad-
way. When he was a chorus boy, Dorothy
had been in the line of the show next
door. They’d sat in the theater alley and
talked about how wonderful it would be
to go to Hollywood. Now, Dorothy was
playing as an extra in his picture. He had
lunch served in his dressing room for both
of them and he let me photograph them as
they talked about old times. “Why didn’t
you let me know you were here?” Van
demanded. “Well,” Dorothy said, “you’re
a star and I’m an extra and I thought may-
be you wouldn’t want to be bothered.”
“Say that again,” Van told her, “and I’ll

spank you.”
I am always so busy snapping famous

Hollywood faces that I worry I’ll overlook
a promising newcomer. It was while I was
shooting the celebrities at the Los Angeles
Tennis Club that I ran into Jinx Falken-
burg, just arrived in Hollywood. Almost

as a gag, I started shooting picture after
picture of her. Samuel Goldwyn asked me
who she was and why I kept focusing on
her. I explained Jinx was a top New York
model. The next thing I knew, Goldwyn
had given Jinx a contract.
Newcomers are likely to be ignored when

there’s a big crush at a party or club. They
don’t know the ropes. When Ava Gardner
first came to Hollywood, I made an agree-
ment with her that if I should fail to spot
her at a club or party, she was to come up,
kick me in the shins and say, “Hymie, I’m
Ava Gardner.” I made the same sort of
a deal with Marie McDonald. The tough
part of it is that both Ava and Marie took
me at my word. My shins grew sore from
being booted. But, at least, I never missed
a shot of either of them!
Ava’s lawyer, Jerry Rosenthal, has an

office in the same Beverly Hills building
where Photoplay is located. Whenever
Ava is in the building, she dashes in to
see us. She’s the last girl in the world
to get a big head, so I thought she might
be amused by a little gag I wanted to
pull on her. I reduced a shot I’d taken
of her to half the size of a postage stamp.
I mounted this in a sixteen by twenty-two-
inch frame and hung a magnifying glass
on it. When Ava came to the office one
day, I showed her this photograph. “I just
want you to know that if you ever get a
large head, this picture will bring you
down to size,” I said. It still hangs in my
office and every time Ava looks in, she
gives it an appreciative, unspoiled smile.

S
PEAKING of the young stars of whom I

never miss a shot if I can help it, there’s

also Jane Powell, Elizabeth Taylor, June
Allyson and Gloria DeHaven. It’s refresh-
ing to photograph these four little maids
from M-G-M. A few weeks ago Jane,
Elizabeth and Gloria posed for me to-
gether. When I compared this picture to

those I’ve taken of former starlets I do
no grieving for the old days. These young-
sters are exciting.
After all these years of popping bulbs,

I’m not easily surprised. Nevertheless,
there still are moments when I do a
double-take. I was frightened out of my
wits at Jeanne Crain’s. Her lion started
after me. This animal, which Jeanne kept
as a pet, looked big enough to swallow
Fink. When I saw him sitting in Jeanne’s
living room, I dropped my camera and ran.

Finally, Jeanne had to give her pet to the
zoo. But she still goes there to see him.

I lay claim to being the only photog-
rapher who ever accompanied a Holly-
wood couple on their honeymoon. I flew
to Mexico City with newlyweds Esther
Williams and Ben Gage and documented
the romantic event with my camera.
My own wedding also turned out to be

a photographic field day. Ten years ago,

I met beautiful Billie Carey on a blind
date. When we set a wedding date, Joan
Crawford offered us a fancy nuptial cere-
mony. She outfitted Billie in a white
satin princess wedding gown and took
over the Chapel Room at the Victor Hugo
cafe for the wedding which was followed
by a champagne supper. Joan was matron
of honor. Rudy Vallee, who is Billie’s fa-

vorite crooner, gave the bride away. And
Cesar Romero was my best man. Rumors
had circulated in screen circles that Joan,
herself, would tie the knot that Saturday
night. So just about every photographer
in town turned up at Victor Hugo’s, only to

discover that one of their colleagues was
being wed. I didn’t get anywhere near a

camera, but I guess ours was one of the
best-lensed marriages in moviedom.
And do you mind if I get a little senti-

mental and admit that the pictures taken
that night by the “competition” are my
favorite pictures of all?

The End



Listen to Me, Kid

(Continued, from page 34) But, I took a

hefty flock of hard knocks, before I eased
into this nice spot. I hope you skip the
low jams. They say weathering them
gives you character. I disagree. Tough,
unnecessary jolts just tear your heart out,

and leave you with too much suspicion in

your noodle. Now, I am always suspecting
everyone (except my wife) of trying to

put something over on me. That is a

dumb trait. There aren’t that many clever

people.

Getting married, the minute we finished

our picture, was one of the brightest moves
you ever made, kid. You didn’t let the
Hollywood wiseacres convert you into

“The Most Eligible Bachelor.” Sure, with
your looks, you could be the most chased
young male about town, today. You’re a

guy gals go for, but you, yourself, have no
time for playing-around-love. When it

comes to women, you have an approach as

old-fashioned as mine.

I

BELIEVE in marriage, the kind grandpa
had. I was married a year younger than

you. (For the first time.) I’m not a lone
wolf type, nor are you. When I was tem-
porarily single, I always got in too much
trouble. So, I think you were sharp when
you wouldn’t let anybody sidetrack you
from marrying Patti Behrs. And it’s good
you didn’t fall for any girl outside of the
movie business, too. She would never
enjoy the impulsiveness of our profession.

I am very proud of being an actor, as you
may have suspected. I don’t play golf or
hunt or ranch or get my kicks from Cali-
fornia real estate reapings. I want to act

at the studio, and then go on acting away
from it, however strikes my whim. I

won’t work at being a standardized Los
Angeles neighbor. Betty and I live

family-style. But, we dare to be the indi-
viduals all our grandparents actually
were, also. Instead of trying to keep up
with the Joneses, a horrible goal, we’re
happy nuts who don’t suppress a passion
for acting, even when we’re home. We
jump at the chance to ham up anything!
We’d rather die than seem dull.

Since you and Patti are cut from the
same bolt,' we thoroughly approve of

you. We glowed at the discovery that you
have acting, rather than social, ambition.
We swear the acting streak in human be-
ings is everybody’s best side. Even pur
most famous author pal, Louis Bromfield,
is a terrific ham in person.
Don’t be dismayed if Patti displays her

temper in your Malibu hideaway, now that
you are settled there. Let her chirp about
the things in life that puzzle or irk her,
and you continue to blow up yourself. I

know Betty’s around when she expresses
herself. Then she patiently lets me be
hot-tempered. I get all steamed up about
almost everything, shoot my mouth off,

and when I sizzle down, and recognize a
little calm thinking could have prevented
that uproar, I’m not sorry. It’s fun making
a commotion.
Don’t you two grow too old too young.

Betty’s pet crack, now that she’s a mother,
is, “I’ve got my whole life to be old.” I

have no remark to make about my own
age at this point. All I’ll say is that it’s

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

AND HER FIANCE

A colorful pair on a colorful page

I

in October PHOTOPLAY
on sale September 9

"Fabric shrinkage no more than 1 %

Dan River kindles new colors for fall

Perfect for the first snap in the weather—wonderful
later, under your coat. It’s Dan River’s iridescent cotton

chambray, afire with rich new overtones.

Sanforized*
,
fast color, nary a

worry in the washing.

Dan River Mills, Inc.,

Danville . Va.

Gay Gibson Dress. Green
,
brown

or blue with contrasting

buttons and patent

leather belt. Junior sizes

9 to 17. $10.95. AtWm. H.

Block, Indianapolis ; F.& R.

Lazarus, Columbus ; Stix,

Baer & Fuller, St. Louis

;

Denver Dry Goods,
Denver ; Davison,

Paxon, Atlanta.
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Look for the
Magic Inset
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NO BONES ABOUT IT

Stays up without stays

Enjoy a new experience in figure

freedom with a “Perma-lift”* Pantie.

Not a bone or stay to cause discom-

fort, yet your “Perma-lift” Pantie

can’t wrinkle, bind, or roll over—yes,

it “stays up without stays". The pat-

ented all-elastic leg construction elimi-

nates sliding or chafing, your
“Perma-lift" Pantie stays in place

even when worn without garters.

Select yours today—$5 up to $10.00.

Also enjoy a "Perma-lift" Bra with "The
Lift that never lets you down”

.

*‘Perma lift” and “Hickory” are the trade mark* of A. &
Company. Chicago. New York. Lot A ngelet {Reg. U. S. Patent Off.)

no secret, and that once it was bruited
about that I was sort of a handsome dog.
You see what time does! But, seriously, I

hope to watch my child grow up. And the
first thing this father will teach is self-

reliance.

Not dependence upon parents. All
parents aren’t automatically wonderful.
Not dependence upon money, either. A
life based on money is a travesty. Making
money has never been my main purpose.
Enough will come to you if you excel in

your chosen work. I have, I might add,
never argued with a boss for more pay

—

my beefs have always been for more
opportunity. Try this policy, and in the
long run, your worth will be too obvious
to ignore.
Your rise has been swift. That’s fine.

Betty’s was, too. I see no value in plod-
ding when you can fly. I started acting,

back in the theater, when I was twenty-
one and I didn’t land in a movie until I

was thirty-five. During my time on the
stage I had money, sometimes. Then my
$400 a week salary was cut to $50 during
a depression. Then I couldn’t get a thing.

Those spells when I was a zombie were
awful. (An actor who doesn’t act doesn’t
exist.) Being eight months overdue with
my rent was no lark. When I got out
here, I did eight and nine B’s a year, at

first. I would rather have been in A’s,

and I’m glad you’re beginning in them.
Experience has shown me, the best is none
too good for anyone, anywhere. Never be
too elegant to take on jobs someone else

has turned down. My rise started when
I accepted two roles George Raft had re-
jected.

You’ll have to think cannily, my boy. I

have learned that it is folly to trust a boss
simply because he’s being nice to you. A
boss, anywhere, will be syrupy only while
.you are bringing in that old profit for him.
Everything is not going to be all right,

just on general principles, in this outland-
ish world. You have to make all things
switch from a probable wrong to right.

Don’t give a second thought to splurging
on a “front.” Never bothered with such a
thing, myself. Of course, I like certain
luxuries. But I rave at show-off, snobbish
conduct. Our house came with a swim-
ming pool attached. The thing bores me
stiff. However, I don’t let it go to waste.
Betty looks sensational in it, naturally.

I don’t think anybody who’s intrigued
with the possibility of becoming a superior
actor can understand movie money. Any
actor—and here is one of the pot shots I

like to take—who can be a wizard finan-
cially is squandering energy he ought to

be devoting to a new role. I found a foxy

business manager who sweats out all my
financial problems and I recommend you
do the same.
Right now you want all kinds of niceties.

Take it easy! The urge is natural. You
were okay about that little imported Brit-
ish car and after driving yours far enough
I got one, too. But do you have to trade
it so soon for a French car?
Never get too upset about what they

write about you in gossip columns. Too
many actors are needlessly scared by such
snide little slaps. The guesses about your
motives don’t really add up, as a menace.
But holler like fury if a critic misspells
your name. That’s frightful nerve, brother!
One of the factors in your future life

will be the actresses, charming creatures,
that you’ll team with on your movie sets.

Now I can’t advise you other than to hope
you’ll not play patty-cakes. You have a
perfect Patti of your own.

I hope you get as much joy from watch-
ing Patti develop into a mature woman as
I do observing Betty’s growing-up. Shar-
ing in all that builds a home is the thrill

you are discovering these days, a major
chapter. What if your honeymoon lasted

only one night? You had to pop back
from Palm Springs and desert bliss because
Patti’s shooting schedule was suddenly
changed and her vacation cancelled. I

know you two spent a week house-clean-
ing when you returned. But moving into a
beach cottage and transforming a mess was
proof that you can adjust together.
You may have a wife who dotes on ris-

ing at seven to collect the eggs. Betty’s
that way. Our house came with chickens,
as well as a pool, attached. Because Betty
had always lived in apartments, she’s

reveling in bossing every detail of the
household. I don’t get folksy with the
chickens, and I’m grateful that she can
still find time to read her head off. This
habit makes her a companion I can’t resist.

A well-informed woman, who has wit and
can listen, is a jewel beyond price!

Travel as much as you can. Betty wants
to see the world, and that we’ll do. I have
never vegetated in California. Me, I’m not
a grape. For mental excitement, always
get out of your home town. Sample how
the rest of this peculiar world gets by.
You were bom in Hollywood, but you
don’t have to stay put here!

If you have any kicks about your oppor-
tunities, give your new bosses a sales talk.

Harry Cohn of Columbia owns half your
screen contract. I latched onto the other
half when I spotted you as the new young
fellow who could put flame on film.

My door is always open to you.
The End

Justice Triumphs!!
Two fugitives from the law have already been
brought to justice through the alertness of

private citizens who heard their descriptions on

“TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES”
the weekly radio program that is currently

offering $ 1,000 for information leading to

the arrest of wanted criminals.

Each Sunday afternoon, “True Detective

Mysteries” presents vivid dramatizations of

actual police cases, clue-by-clue accounts of

famous crimes, adapted from the pages of True
Detective magazine.

Tune in Sunday Afternoon for this week’s exciting story and listen care-

fully at the end of the program. You may cash in on the $1,000 Reward!

"TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES"
4:30 p.m. EDT Mutual Stations



The Sun Set

(Continued, from, page 66) as happened in

Mocambo one night.

We went down to NBC to watch and
hear Bing Crosby cut his last radio show
for the season, and what fun. There’s al-

ways so much clowning around and some-
times several songs sung, that never reach

radio audiences by the time the show is

edited to meet the half-hour time limit.

We had to laugh, being very “clothes con-

scious,” noting that Crosby, as usual, was
wearing his “sloppy shirt motif, hanging
carelessly outside his trousers,” but he
obviously goes to the trouble of having his

droopy drapes monogrammed, yet! Be-
cause there were his initials, all neatly

hand embroidered on the breast-pocket!

Metropolitan Opera star Dorothy Kirsten

was on this show with him, and singing

like a bird. But, honest, this is what she

was wearing! A kelly-green, short-sleeved

cocktail dress of heavy silk shantung, with

a high back and plunging neckline. A
diamond and sapphire necklace (short but
lavish with gems), a gold wrist watch and
other unimportant gold bracelets, a big

topaz and gold ring, and gold kid pumps!
Now there’s a combination of clothes,

jewels and shoes to be studiously avoided!

I

N all the years that Barbara Stanwyck
and Bob Taylor have been happily mar-

ried, they’ve never given a party, even
though you see them at many a soiree.

But for their tenth wedding anniversary,

they really busted out with a big dressy

shindig, and just about everybody was
there. Dinner was served in a cellophane-
enclosed patio and Barbara played hostess

in a cocktail-length apricot-pink satin

gown, that turned out to be just the thing

for the hectic Charleston (yeh, Charles-
ton) that she and Bob Cummings put on
later. They wowed the guests with it,

too. It was almost matched by the samba
that towering Gary Cooper did with little

Gracie Allen. Gracie, whose clothes are

always the last word, was wearing her
favorite emerald-green color, in a heavy
satin, draped skirt number. The John
Lunds, Claudette Colbert (in black lace

over white), Deborah Kerr and Tony
Bartley (taking off for England the fol-

lowing week), the Alan Ladds, Van John-
sons (Evie, in a knockout beige and yellow
chiffon, trailing in the breeze), the Bill

Holdens, Robert Stack, were just a few of

the guests. John Hodiak “brought” the
long beard he was growing for a movie
and, of course, his trim-figured little Anne
Baxter, who wore a choker of real pink
camellias with her black lace gown.
Gals around Hollywood are table-talk-

ing about a new craze starting in the east,

and panting for a chance to try it. It’s a
new way of dyeing a blonde or gray streak
into any shade of hair, but it’s best for

brunettes. This comes out blonde or sil-

ver, but it’s done with a phosphorescent
chemical And it glows and glows—even in

the dark! Connie Moore, Mona Freeman
and a bunch of gals were talking about it

and said they’re dying to try it, even if

they never can erase it! Sounds attractive.

But let’s wait and see.

The David Nivens have finally been
“converted” to those square-dance ses-
sions that now go on weekly at the Bel
Air Club. And the Ronald Colmans, the
Kay Kysers, the Bob Montgomerys, the
George Murphys and the Jimmy Cagneys
are still the maddest addicts in town.

The End
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DON’T MISS THE NEW PICTURES

At your favorite store, or write to Honeybuqs Inc.— 47 W. 34th St . New York I, N. Y.

WHEN

YOU

GO

SHOPPING . . .

or when you are writing

to the manufacturers of

merchandise which you

have seen featured in

these Fashion Pages . . .

it will be easier for them

to know exactly the

item you wish to buy,

if you mention you

saw it in Photoplay.

STRIKING SHADOW STRIPES

Slimming stripes on a gay-hearted house-
coat. Wide inset midriff, puffed sleeves, in-

serted pocket . . . zips way, way down. Fine,
never-fade cotton in yellow, burnt orange
and royal blue with grey shadow stripes.
Sizes 12 to 20. About $^98

For store nearest you, write

VAU FASHIONS • 1350 Broodway • New York 18
"A division of Valincot Garment Co."



Tall, Dark and Different
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(Continued from page 39) 'Monty, who
has turned down a dozen plum roles in the
last six months, is very choosy.

“I am determined,”* Monty told me,
“not to let any success cheat me out of

living as I want to live. Sounds unpleas-
ant when you say anything like that. Yet,

it’s only the simplest philosophy.”
He had come to lunch with me at my

hotel apartment in New York, just before
I sailed on the Queen Mary. I was going to

Epsom Downs with Rita Hayworth and
Prince Aly Khan, then to retire to my farm
at Auribeau, in the hills of the French
Riviera. Downstairs, that day, gathered in

little groups about the hotel entrance,
waiting impatiently, was a small but eager
portion of Monty’s public.

He did not like it when he heard they
were there. “The people who w t to way-
lay you in doorways,” he said, “are a
nuisance. And that is not ingratitude.

They do not wait for me, or any star, be-
cause they especially admire any work we
have done. They’re celebrity crazy.”
He grinned. “At this moment I’m furious

with such celebrity seekers. They’ve cost

me my happy home!”
I had my maid, Pauline, serve Monty

some more scrambled eggs and little

sausages. “Some coffee, sir?” she asked.
“Wait a minute. .

.” Monty followed her
into our kitchenette. “Tell me how you
make that coffee. If I could make coffee

like that I’d be a success in my crowd. I

brought a complicated coffee-maker from
Italy hoping for results like this. ...”

I had discovered at Giovanni’s, one of

Monty’s favorite restaurants, that it would
be wise to serve him a lunch that could
pass as breakfast, too. He likes to stay
up late and sleep late.

At Giovanni’s, I must say, they’re de-
voted to Monty. He has a way with wait-
ers. He may change his mind half-a-dozen
times but it never seems to annoy anyone.
He just has to flash that Clift smile and
ask the captain’s advice as to “what’s good”
and the entire staff will fall all over them-
selves trying to please him.
“Monty,” I said, “tell me how your

fans cost you your happy home.”
He grinned. “They got my telephone

number somehow. The phone rang at all

hours. So I had the number changed. For
two days it was heaven. Then it started
again. That wasn’t bad enough. One of

them saw me going into the house in which
I live on the top floor. And now groups
of them climb upstairs and stand in the
hall banging on my door.

“I’ve sublet the apartment from a friend,

so I have to get out, before the other
tenants complain and the landlord refuses
to let my friend have the place any more.

I only pay forty dollars a month. I’ll never
get anything else for that price. You. see,

I don’t want any place that’s going to be
a responsibility. I only want a couple of
rccms I can close up and leave when I’m
in Hollywood or traveling.”

Naturally enough, because he chooses
to live as he does, and talks as frankly as
he does, there are those who will tell you
he is niggardly. This, I do not believe. I

understand his wish to be free of posses-
sions. All my life I have practiced that
philosophy. There are some of us who are
better off free. Monty Clift, undoubtedly,
is such a person. And I suspect that How-
ard Hawks, the man who discovered him,
was the first to know this.

Three years ago, Howard insisted upon
running “Red River” for me. “I have a new
star,” he said. “Clift is his name.”
“Red River” was not finished when I

saw it. Howard sat beside me and supplied
the dialogue. I agreed that Monty, of

whom no one had heard at this time, was
splendid. But I did not anticipate the sen-
sational success he would have. Howard
did. So, a few months ago, I asked Howard
why he had let Monty get away from him.
“You cannot hold people like Monty,” he

told me. “He has to do what he wants to

do, the way he wants to do it and when
he wants to do it. That’s the only way
he’ll ever be any good.”

I

N “RED RIVER,” certainly, Monty had
his ideas how Matthew Garth should be

played. You’ll remember how tight he
wore his shirt. There were times when
you could see his ribs. Doing this, he felt

he looked stronger and a more believable
adversary for big John Wayne.
Hollywood, of course, was flabbergasted

when Monty traipsed off to Israel the
minute he finished “The Heiress.”

Certainly, as I listened to him talk of
Israel at lunch that day, heard the en-
thusiasm in his voice as he described the
communal life there, the spirit and en-
deavor of the people, I felt he would have
been a fool not to have gone, or to have
heeded any of the cablegrams that irri-

plored him to fly home for the many roles.

However, when retakes were necessary
for “The Heiress,” he returned at once.

He’s meticulous where his work is con-
cerned. It is, for instance, a Herculean task
to get him to pose for publicity pictures.

But the publicity staff of Paramount Pic-
tures tell, amazed, how he posed, uncom-
plainingly, for eight solid hours on the
day he promised for photography. They
had half-a-dozen new suits waiting in the
studio for him. They knew it was futile to

expect him to bring any wardrobe. He
hasn’t one.

BE BRIEF

Your Photoplay vote counts If you want to

see your favorite star In color. Send it now to:

PORTRAIT POLL EDITOR c/o PHOTOPLAY

205 E. 42 StJ, New York 1 7, N. Y.

My choice

Which reminds me of a story they tel

about Monty in England. He was invite*

to a London dinner party when he wa
visiting over there and, not having a tux
edo with him (I doubt if he owns one!), h
arrived wearing his now famous twee*
jacket. Everything seemed to be goinij
along smoothly until a rather autocrati
gentleman tapped him on the shoulder.

“I say there, old man,” he began, witl

raised eyebrows. “This is a formal affai

y’know. You Americans are so casual
May I presume to inquire why you’re no
in proper attire?”

Monty laughed. “You’re so right, oli

boy. There just wasn’t a thing I could d
about it. Caught short, y’know. I had t

1

wear this jacket. My pajama tops haven’
come back from the laundry!”
Whereupon, the autocratic gentlemai

left for the bar, shaking his head sadly.
\

“Monty’s difficult,” gossip says. But thi

goes unconfirmed by those who havi

worked with him. I asked Olivia de Havil
land about him. “He was wonderful ti

work with,” she said, “but not very com
municative. He did little talking on tb
set, and when we were through for th
day, he disappeared. He has a rather re

mote, detached manner. He isn’t just on
of the fellows, certainly. All of which cai

annoy those who like to be accepted as

close friend of any big new star.”

At lunch, I found Monty most enter-

taining. And, with the exception of Clarl
,

Gable, he is about the only movie acto
I know whose conversation isn’t primarily |

concerned with himself or motion pictures
;

I did not, although it shames me as a re-

porter, ask him about his girl friends. Hi

does not take kindly to personal, pryinj
questions. His private life, he maintains
as so many other stars have before him
is his own. But I suspect that, unlike mos
stars, Monty will succeed in preservinj '

the privacy of his private life.

However, even though I did not ques- i

tion him about his romantic life, I wil

confess I have thought about it. I seen i

to tend to match-making, since I intro-

ducer Rita Hayworth to Prince Aly Khan i

Where Monty is concerned, though, I cai

think of no girl who would understand hi

personality or his philosophy.
Actually,, for all the natural sympath; I

I have for Monty, because basically wi

think alike, I admit he often puzzles me.
<

cannot understand, for instance, why, afte
|

turning down a dozen choice roles, he ha
agreed to play the boy in “The America) i

Tragedy.” This Theodore Dreiser char i

acter is a murderer, you know. And it i

not for any ideal or ideology that he com- J|

mits his crime. I cannot believe this rol f|

will contribute to Monty’s celebrity. Nev- S

ertheless, if it interests him to play it, hi n

will play it.

As Pauline helped him on with his coat 5

the day of our lunch, he asked quite casual- j|

ly if there was any side exit. He had m li

intention of coping with that segment o ^

his public that waited at the main dooi i

Pauline, not understanding, and lookini <|

bewildered, directed him to an elevato i

that would take him to a service entrane :

and closed my apartment door behind him I

“Did you see that poor young gentle i

man’s coat, with a hole in the sleeve, an<

the lining tom?” asked Pauline. “Is then l

no one to look after him?”
“Listen, Pauline,” I said, “that ‘poo

young gentleman’ is so famous that ever
producer in Hollywood wants him for ;

picture. It’s for him a crowd waits down 'i

stairs at the main door, the girls squealini -

and wanting his autograph.”
“No!” Pauline was astonished. “Yoi

wouldn’t think so to look at him!”
“No,” I said, “you wouldn’t.”

The End
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Mermaid-i

(Continued from page 37) Esther demon-
strate, teaching small, visually handicapped

children to swim. Twice a week, Esther

had worked with her class of ten spunky
youngsters, most of whom had been born

blind. Eddie Storey, the attendant at the

pool so generously donated by the Chase

Hotel in Santa Monica, had helped her.

Within a few months, the kids not only

had lost their fear of the water, but were
splashing around like crazy. Esther gave

them further incentive by presenting each

with a gold locket as soon as he, or she,

could swim alone.

“Babies born with a sight defect have
trouble learning to walk,” Esther explains,

“and so, their little muscles become stiff.

Much of the advantage of learning to swim
is that it relaxes the children. Some of

those who were very stiff-legged when we
i began, now can run with freedom.”

She didn’t stop at teaching the children

to swim. She determined that their pres-

ent home, terribly inadequate, be re-

I placed with a new building.

|

il “nLEASE,” she says, “ask anyone who
? I wants to help me with this project to

I contact me through The Home for Visually

Handicapped Children, Los Angeles.”
1 It was a sad day when Esther’s doctor

insisted she give up her swimming class.

She was nearly seven months pregnant and
1 it was unwise for her to go into the water,

of course, much less lift, hold and play

with a group of active youngsters.

“I have to get someone to carry on
until I can swim again,” she told her hus-

! band Ben Gage that night. When the faith-

|
ful Eddie Storey stepped up to offer his

,

services, she was delighted.

It was not the fact that Esther gave her
time and effort teaching blind children to

j

swim that convinced her mother that she
would be a good parent. It was the way
she worked with the children, responded
first to their fears and then to their laugh-
ter. Mrs. Williams expects all her sons

and daughters to pitch in and help others.

She brought them up with the idea that

I

there’s always someone who needs help
and that they should offer it.

With Esther’s teaching job temporarily
discontinued, she turned her energies to

planning the new home which she and
Ben expect to move into sometime in

November. An early American farmhouse,
it has four bedrooms—in anticipation of

the three children they are set upon having.
Full of ideas for the place, they’ve

dreamed up special gadgets that never
have been seen west of the Rockies—or

anywhere else, for that matter. The first

idea that had the builders in a tizzy was
Esther’s plan for a kitchen-sitting room
with all the cooking equipment on one
side of the room and a fireplace, bar, piano,

chairs and a television set on the other
side. Esther, you see, loves to cook. But
when she gives a party, she doesn’t like

to be in the kitchen while her guests are
in the front of the house or, having moved
into the kitchen, are directly in her path.

With a kitchen-sitting room, she will be
able to make with the pots and pans and
be in the fun at the same time.
The master bedroom, also double-sized,

allows room for a desk for Esther and an-
other for Ben. Thus, when he is knocking
himself out over his Income Tax, and she
is answering her mail, or vice versa, they
can chat. Instead of separate dressing
rooms, they will have one large enough
to enable them to dress simultaneously.
“The entire house,” says Esther, “is con-

structed in a way to permit Ben and me
to be together. That’s the kind of living
we want, because we enjoy each other’s

i-Waiting

Her admiration for her husband is won-
derful. So is her pride in his success with
his televison show, “Ben Gage’s Rumpus
Room.” This show, incidentally, is based
on the happenings in the Gages’ living

room where any party seems to turn into

a production.
They have fun, these two. They’re ex-

actly right for each other. And Ben’s as

proud of Esther as she is of him. He loves

to tell the latest tale of Angie, Esther’s

cocker spaniel—an epic he calls “How to

Put a Movie Star in Her Place.”

One day, it seems, Esther had the bril-

liant idea that Angie should appear in a
movie with her. Other people were having
their dogs and children in films, so why
shouldn’t she have Angie.
“Neptune’s Daughter” was in full swing

at the time and Esther remembered one
scene in the script which, she decided,
would be no end charming with the
addition of Angie.

It was a scene in which she and Betty
Garrett were at home, sitting on opposite
arms of a chair, chatting. Esther suggested
that Angie relax between them as they
talked. The great day arrived. Angie was
combed, brushed and even perfumed with-
in an inch of her life. And, when she got
under the lights of the set, she made like

a veteran. She kept looking at her mistress,

as if to say, “Why haven’t we done this

sooner?”
So, anyway, they started shooting. Es-

ther and Betty were going at a great rate,

reading lines like mad.
But, suddenly, they realized that no

one was paying any attention to them.
The whole crew was howling.
For dear Angie was also giving her all.

First, she would look at Esther, as she said

something. Then, she would look at Betty,

as she spoke. And then, she would look
directly into the camera, as if to say, “Oh,
now really! Whom do they think they’re
kidding?”

It was a hilarious scene. Unfortunately,
the public will never see it. For it was a
key scene and even Esther had to admit
that no one would pay the slightest atten-
tion to what she and Betty were saying,
with Angie “commenting.”

E
STHER, by the way, may think of put-
ting her dog in a picture but she doesn’t

expect she will ever have her children in
one. “I want my kids to have all the fun of
helping to earn what they have, instead
of having it handed to them. I don’t want
them to be snobs. In fact, I almost wish
they could be reared in the neighborhood
where I grew up, even though it’s pretty
tumble-down now.

“I’ll have to have a nurse—when I’m
working, of course. But, I’ll give her a
vacation when I have time off. I wouldn’t
allow anyone else to take full care of my
babies.

“We’re going to see, Ben and I, that
our children get as good a sense of values
as we can give them,” she continued seri-
ously. “We’re going to try to see they don’t
have too much of everything. No fancy
presents like high-powered trains, or
birthday parties with monkeys and ponies.
“Of course, some of our fine ideas about

raising a family may not work,” she con-
cluded, honestly. “But, at least, we shall
do our best. Ben and I intend to work at
being the best parents we can be.”
Listening to Esther say all this, you’re

sure that her baby will have more than
an average chance of turning out to be a
pretty wonderful child. And, to agree with
Mrs. Williams, that Esther has more than
an average chance of turning out to be a
pretty wonderful mother, too.

The End

Yes ! The Gossar-DEB pantie has
plenty of extras. Take it in your
hands . . .feel how light, how soft,

how pliable it is. Just 3 ounces of

cool, comfortable tissuenet ! Now,
slip it on . . . instantly you’ll feel

its caressing action ... its smooth,
subtle control-—molding your fig-

ure without boning. Plenty of

freedom, too ! Wear it with or
without the garters.

Gossar-DEB gives you all the

extrafeatures of Gossard quality

—

why be without them? Try
Gossar-DEB today!

At all good stores and shops

Gossar-DEB Girdles, Panties, $3.50
to $10.00, Brassieres $1.25 to $3.50.

Gossard— the most complete line for
all ages andfigure types.

The H. W. GOSSARD CO., Ill N. Canal St, Chicago 6
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Unmarried girls

can use tampons
RIGHT! Any normal woman can

use tampons as soon as she is

fully grown. Andwhy not? Meds,

the Modess tampons, were de-

signed by a doctor, and are

worn by thousands of nurses

who are in a position to know.

No swimming on "those days."

WRONG! It's safe to swim, show-

er, bathe any day of the month

if you wear Meds. Meds are

worn internally ... no need for

pads, pins, belts.

Tampons are so comfortable

you'll forget you are wearing

them.

RIGHT! Meds put an end to chaf-

ing, odor ... to bulging, un-

comfortable external protection.

There's a book that tells more.

hen
*°u l
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of "It's so Much
EasierWhen You
Know." It will

be mailed toyou

in a plain wrap-

per. Read it.

Then . . .

G& Meets...

Personal Products Corp.
Dept. PH-9, Milltown, N. J.

Please send me a FREE copy of your new Meds
booklet, "It's So Much Easier When You Know."

( U.S. A. only)

I

Name.

Address.

_State_
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Kiss the Girls Goodbye

(Continued from page 40) my best man,”
said Jim.

His agent and good friend, Jack Holton,
was attending the twenty-fifth reunion at

Annapolis Naval Academy when he re-
ceived a wire. “Finally got the nerve to
ask. The date will be August.”
To Joe DeBona, his famous pilot pal

who works at real estate on the side, the
news came as a double bill. “Well Joe,”
Jim said. “You’ve got to find me a house.
I’m lining up a big family. Two little

‘wild Indians’ and the biggest police dog
you ever saw.”

B
EFORE Jimmy left for Flagstaff, Ari-
zona, on location for Twentieth Cen-

tury’s “Arrow,” he and DeBona went
househunting. “I’ve never lived preten-
tiously,” Jimmy kept saying. “Don’t know
how to ... A swimming pool? I never go
in swimming but . .

.” Well, he thought a
pool might be nice for Gloria’s children,
Ronald, five and Michael, three-and-a-half.
With which, he left the housing problem
in the hands of DeBona and his bride-to-
be. He hoped, he said, they could find a
place “way out” in the neighborhood of
the Pacific Palisades, with enough space
“not to feel cramped.”
The wedding will be held sometime in

August, depending upon the completion of
“Arrow.” It will be at the Brentwood
Presbyterian Church Jim has attended for
years. Only his parents, Alexander and
Elizabeth Stewart, and Gloria’s mother,
Mrs. Edward Hatrick, and a handful of
people will be present. Gloria’s sister,

Ruth, will be matron of honor. And Jim’s
pal, Bill Grady, wearing his blue suit, will

be best man. Gloria will wear a ballet-
length taffeta gown and a small hat. She
doesn’t like large hats and neither does
Jim. Following the ceremony, the Jack
Boltons will give a reception at their
Beverly Hills home.
“The honeymoon? Well, I got to go back

to the soap-box derby in Akron, Ohio,”
Jim said. “Gloria will go back with me.
And I want to see my plane in the Bendix
Air Race—so we’ll go on to Cleveland.
Then we’ll honeymoon in Hawaii.”
Jim officiates as parade marshal of the

soap-box derby every year. The kids ex-
pect him and he doesn’t think he should
disappoint them. Gloria agrees.

Back home in Indiana, Pennsylvania, the
news about Jim’s engagement traveled
fast. The phone in the old red brick
building labeled “Jim Stewart and Com-
pany—Hardware Store” rang fast and
furiously. So did the phone in the red
brick house at the top of fifty-three wood-
en steps, “Vinegar Hill.” “Hear Jim’s get-
ting married,” then, with friendly curi-

osity, “What’s she like?”
Incurable romanticist that he is, Jim’s

father began at once to polish a big glass

cup with gold letters
—“Kurt Clotilde”

—

that sits on a shelf in the hardware store.

This cup was used to spotlight the troth

of Jim and Margaret Sullavan in “The
Mortal Storm.” Alec Stewart, on the set

that day, was so touched by the ceremony
that he remarked he would love to have
the cup to keep. Bill Grady got it for him
from the prop department. Ever since,

he’s been saving it—for Jim.
“Perhaps this is it,” he said, more than

once, as a Stewart romance appeared to

be growing serious. Almost always, of

course, there’s been some girl in Jim’s life.

Margaret Sullavan, once married to his

friend Hank Fonda, was rumored as a ro-
mance—in spite of the fact that both she
and Jim insisted it was only friendship.

Roz Russell, when she first came to

Metro, had many dates with him. And
those who knew, insisted these dates

throughout America, exclusively at
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You owe it to your daughter to tell her

these

Before she marries—make sure she has

this modern, scientific information . .

,

weren’t only for the laughs they had.

There was also Ginger Rogers, Marlene
Dietrich, Loretta Young and Olivia de

Havilland. He followed Olivia to New
York. And neither denied it was love.

There was Anita Colby, too, and cute

Myrna Dell. And, once upon a time, there

was Rita Hayworth. Surprisingly little was
known about this romance, but those near-

est to Jim will tell you she was the girl

who came closest to his heart.

It’s been typical of his extremely cautious

nature that Jim, always slow of speech,

was slower than ever when the subject

was matrimony. “A man’s got to know
where he’s goin’,” he said, as Monty Strat-

ton. He says it personally, too. He’s al-

ways had to know where he was going

and if in doubt, take his time finding out

—even into his forty-first year.

Recently, however, Jim worried his

pals. He had acquired the ear-marks of

a lonely man. When they worried audibly

he would say, “Don’t worry. I’ll take care

of it. Everything’s going to be all right.”

He was attracted to Gloria the first time

he met her at a party at the Gary Coopers.

This was well over a year ago and they
didn’t date until they’d met on several

other occasions.

No two people ever had more varied

backgrounds, of course. Gloria McLean,
ex-wife of Ned (Hope Diamond) McLean
and the daughter of Ed Hatrick, retired

head of “News of the Day,” is a cosmo-
polite and socialite. Jim hails from a
mining community lighted by the friendly

flares of coal pits. It boasts “over ten thou-
sand” population, one main street and a
Volunteer Fire Department on which Jim
makes an extra hand whenever he’s home.
No one, however, thinks this difference

in backgrounds will be any handicap.
Jim’s friends believe, unanimously, that
she’s the right girl for him.

B
ILL GRADY likes to tell about a trip to

Phoenix, Arizona, he made with Gloria
and Jim. They were having dinner at a
colorful little desert place when in walked
three fliers who’d been in service with
Stewart. Jim spent a couple of hours with
them. “I thought he was neglecting us,”
Grady remembers now. “But when he
came back and began apologizing, Gloria

j

stopped him with, ‘Did you enjoy yourself?’
“
‘Yes,’ he said.

1
“ ‘Well then, that’s all that matters,’ she

smiled.”
Asked what bachelor habits he plans

eliminating from his life, Jim says, “Can’t
tell yet—but give me a few months and
I’ll let you know.”
In his modest bachelor abode his every

want is taken care of comfortably by his
devoted Finnish couple, Victor and Han-
nah. He’s accustomed to leading a quiet,
simple life. He reads constantly, maintains
a large record collection, likes to entertain
a few people in a relaxed way and on in-
vitation will gladly oblige with a few hun-
dred selections on the piano or accordion.
For years, his heart has been in the sky.

Recently, his love has been the P-51 Mus-
tang he rescued from an old bone yard in

; the desert for $4,500, brought into Los
Angeles on a flat truck and, -with loving
hands, built into “The Champ” she is to-
day. For months, he worked nights as he
helped Joe De Bona sand the ship down.
When “The Champ”—that proudly wears

the anvil of the Stewart hardware store
as its insignia—takes off in the Bendix, Jim
will give her a lingering look. For, after the
race, he’s selling her. Gloria’s afraid of
540 miles an hour merchandise. Also, it’s a
little too small, a single seater, and a little
too expensive, 400 gallons an hour, for a
family man.
His heart, you can tell, is grounded at

last.

Isn’t it a blessing that in this modern
age of enlightenment, helpful truths can

be outspoken? Today, vaginal douches
2 or 3 times weekly are so widely recom-
mended and practiced for intimate

feminine cleanliness that the all-

important question has really become
—what to put in the douche!

So, mother, make sure your daughter
realizes: no other type liquid antiseptic-

germicide of all those testedfor the douche
is so powerful yet so safe to tissues as

zonite. (If you have the slightest doubt,
send for proof in free booklet below.)

Cautions Against Weak
or Dangerous Products

If, through old-fashioned advice passed
on down through the years, you are still

using ‘kitchen makeshifts’ such as salt,

soda or vinegar—let us warn you these

are not germicides in the douche.
On the other hand, no wise woman

would want to resort to dangerous
products—overstrong solutions of

which may burn, harden tissue and, in

time, even impair functional activity

of the mucous glands.

Truly, zonite is a modern miracle!

zonite has a powerful germ-killing

action yet is absolutely safe to

tissues. It’s positively non-poisonous,
and non-irritating. You can use zonite as
directed as often as you wish—there’s
not the slightest risk of injury.

Zonite’s Miracle-Action

zonite eliminates odor, removes waste
substances and discharge. You feel so

dainty and refreshed. Helps guard
against infection. It kills every germ it

touches. You know it’s not always pos-

sible to contact all the germs in the tract.

But you can be surf, zonite does kill
every reachable germ and keeps them
from multiplying. Any drugstore.
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your hair

at home?

Good-bye chipped teeth and

broken fingernails with

curl setting pins
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you can sleep peacefully with a whole headful.

As you turn your head the pins also turn and
lie flat and comfortable against your head.

de long curl setting pins have an extra

heavy satin-smooth finish. They won’t
rust or become rough. And what a grip ! When

you put them in—they stay in. Used by
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curl setting pins on the famous blue card
in Department, Drug and Variety Stores.
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Who Will Be Your Favorites

for 1949?

(Continued from page 33) women. So are
Betty Hutton, Hedy Lamarr and Betty
Grable. Dorothy Lamour and Jane Rus-
sell, however, fascinate the male movie-
goer more than they do his female partner.
Many men stars also depend* mostly upon

a feminine following. Some of the actors
who rely on women for their highest pop-
ularity are Gregory Peck, Montgomery
Clift, Robert Taylor, Clark Gable, Tyrone
Power, and Jimmy Stewart. Two male
stars are equally strong with both sexes—
Cary Grant and Bing Crosby. Very few
actors have a much bigger following
among men than women. Examples of
this rare bird are Humphrey Bogart and
Errol Flynn. But the actor with the most
solidly male following is Bob Hope! Ap-
parently, if men alone were dictating, Mr.
Hope would wear the Popularity Crown.

F
OR many, many years Audience Re-
search has been patiently polling the

types of films you preferred: Westerns,
historical, costume pictures, biographies.
Your overwhelming response has been,
“Musicals—and light comedies with amus-
ing dialogue.” In 1947 and 1948 you backed
up this statement by liking best, of all

movies made in those two years, “The Jol-
son Story” and “Sitting Pretty.”
But at the halfway mark of 1949, you

have chosen the exact opposite type. Your
favorite picture, thus far, is the grim
drama “Johnny Belinda.” Then, just to
complete the detour from your former
preferences, still another grimly realistic

picture is among the top ten: “The Snake
Pit.” Your interest in these pictures does
not, however, indicate a trend toward
morbid pictures, in our opinion. It merely
means that these two superlative films

have captured your attention.
Let us see what ten pictures were most

enjoyed by you for the first half of 1949.

In the order of their popularity, they are:

1.

“Johnny Belinda”

2.

“Red River”

3.

“The Snake Pit”

4.

“Apartment for Peggy”

5.

“Mother Is a Freshman”

6.

“A Letter to Three Wives”

7.

“Good Sam”

8.

“The Paleface”

9.

“Tap Roots”

10.

“The Three Musketeers”
There is not a musical on the list, and

only two films that fit under the heading
of really light comedy—“Paleface” and
“Mother Is a Freshman.”
There are four other strongly contend-

ing pictures which do not as yet qualify
for the Top Ten list, because they hadn’t
been seen by enough people at the time of

the survey. These are “Hamlet,” “Little

Women,” “The Search” and “Take Me
out to the Ball Game.”

It would be very interesting to see what
trends in pictures are started by you,
the people—but very often a trend is not
a trend at all. For instance, “Red River”
seemed to start a trend toward Westerns.
All this means, however, is that “Red
River” was so successful that other studios
hastily began making Westerns to get on
the band wagon. You were enthusiastic

about “Red River”—but not, we think, be-
cause it was a Western; but because it was
a fine picture, and featured the captivating
personality of Montgomery Clift.

Which brings us to yet another of your
firmest rules: Every year, you form a de-
termined army of boosters and create stars

from among the new screen faces you see.

One of your top new stars this year is

Montgomery Clift—and you have given
I him the same support that you have given
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in the past to numerous actors, including

Van Johnson, Robert Taylor, Ty Power.
Montgomery Clift, of course, gave “Red

River” the freshness and intriguing quality

of a new face. One reason that so many
British pictures are successful in this

country is that many of their actors are

new to us, and therefore interesting. By
the same reasoning, an excellent American
picture like “Command Decision” loses

some of its reality because the parts were
played by such familiar stars as Van John-
son, Walter Pidgeon and Clark Gable.

N
OW, back to your rules. For 1949 you
ruled a big turn-out at the theaters.

There are ten million more movie-goers
this year than there were before the war, in

1940. Then fifty-four million people sat

in movie houses regularly—now there are
sixty-four million.

Here’s another fact that might interest

you. Over half the audience around you
in your local movie theater is aged be-
tween eighteen and thirty (62% to be
exact). Since this age group predominates
among movie-goers, perhaps it is you to

whom we are talking when we speak of

“you, the people.”
What brings you into the theater? You

have rules for this, too

—

the first and fore-
most being a big cast of stars. A familiar
title also helps—one previously made
famous by a best-selling book or play.

Fine examples of this fact are “Gone with
the Wind,” “Mrs. Miniver,” and “For Whom
the Bell Tolls.”

While on the subject of money-makers,
there is one big reason why movie pro-
ducers often tear out what’s left of their

hair. You, the people, often like one
picture better—but pay more money at

|

the box office to see a picture that you ad-
mit you don’t like as well! For instance,
out of your ten favorite pictures in last

year’s final polling, only two of them were
on the ten biggest money-makers’ list.

These two were “A Date with Judy” and
“Gentleman’s Agreement.”
And as a final, but very important rule,

you definitely don’t like your favorite
stars to get involved in scandals. Our sur-

i
veys show that a bad scandal about a star
will result in a brief increase in interest
in him—but very brief. From then on,
your former hero-worship is over. This
was particularly true—and still is true—of
one male star who got into a lot of highly
publicized women-trouble. He’s never
had the same box-office draw since.

With Robert Mitchum, however, you
proved your right to break your own rules.
Somehow his arrest for marijuana smok-
ing excited your sympathy; since then, he
has increased in popularity. When the
representatives of Audience Research ask
you why this fact exists, you, the people,
give different reasons. “Well, he served his
jail sentence, didn’t he?” you say. In
any event, you are back of Robert Mitch-
um, come what may.
But Mr. Mitchum is not one of your

really top favorites. Over a range of the
past twenty years, you have always in-
sisted on your true favorites living fine,
clean public lives. Examples of this rule
are Will Rogers, Shirley Temple, Spencer
Tracy and Bing Crosby. If Bing Crosby
should ever be involved in a great scandal,
I am convinced that there would imme-
diately be a tremendous drop in his pop-
ularity.

And that’s the way things are going at
this point. You, the people, are still run-
ning things in your own puzzling fashion.
What conclusion you will have reached
by the end of 1949 still remains to be seen.
But sometime next February, the Mystery
of the Photoplay Gold Medal Awards

—

presented by you to Hollywood—will be
solved.

Make fragrance a part of you . .

.
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The House That Zach Built

p
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(Continued from page 53) This dining
room, incidentally, is the pride and joy of
the Scott household and the room in which
Zach keeps his favorite piece of furniture;
a fine Welsh dresser in dark fumed oak.
The Scotts could have put this piece in
their living room if they wanted to “show
off.” Instead, it’s used in their dining room
for its rightful purpose of holding dishes
and providing cupboard space. The table
and chairs, made by a modem craftsman,
are of an antique wood to match the
dresser. A special feature of the dining
room are the end tables that sit against
the inside wall, acting as a buffet. They
also lengthen the table when there are
many guests. Zach designed these person-
ally and I salute him for being both practi-
cal and imaginative. Actually, what he did
was to adapt the “luggage rack” you see
in all hotel rooms into end tables which
are easily moved and yet can hold great
weight.

Z
ACH also expresses his personality with
the Victorian columns used as plant

stands in the corners of the dining room.
He found these in an antique shop in his
home town of Austin, Texas. To an out-
sider’s eye they might clash somewhat with
the early-English period of the Welsh
dresser. However, they spell home to Zach,
so for him, they are friendly and charm-
ing. What I highly approve of, in the Scott
dining room, is the black-figured, white
background wallpaper. It offers excellent
contrast to the raspberry-toned rug, and
the cottage curtains of raspberry and
black plaid.

In the bar-den the colors all are gay.
There are light hardwood floors, brass
lamps with red shades, light, wood-paneled
walls, red-checked cotton-covered couches
and chairs, and an open fireplace faced in
black. Over the fireplace, there’s a por-
trait of Zach, aged four. On another wall
there’s a tiny photograph of Elaine, also
at four years of age. And framed with
this is Elaine’s first doll, one of those
inch-long china dolls that was a “must”
for every child around twenty or so years
ago. Then, too, there is a silhouette of
Waverly as a small girl. So mother, fath-
er and daughter beam at one another from
the walls.

Sentimental? Certainly, and also de-
lightful. It is sentiment, after all, that

keeps families together and gives life

meaning.
Zach’s living room is the only room in

the house devoid of sentiment, proving
the Scott sense of formality and shyness.
Not to the casual eye do they expose
those possessions dearest to them.
The formality was in their having the

living room at all.

At this point you might say, “But you
have to have a living room.” To that I

reply, “What makes you so sure?”
It is not necessary to have a living room.

I do not honestly see what application to

modem living the “living room” makes
when it is used as we used to treat parlors

in our grandparents’ time. Parlors were
only for rare callers. They did not ex-
press the warmth of life that went on
around them. The Scott living room cer-

tainly lacks the sense of warmth that both
the den and the dining room have. Thus,
if you are building, or redoing your own
home, you could do much worse than to

knock down the partition between your
“den” and your “living room” and make
it all one room, designed for comfort.
The decor of the Scott living room is in

excellent taste. I like its paneled walls in

light wood. I think the choice of olive

green ceiling and olive green on the two
end walls of plaster is very smart. There
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NEVER-TEL—Dept. »-C. Kansas City 6, Ma.
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is a good simplicity in the fireplace detail,

in the big, overstuffed chairs and sofa.

However, it is when you go a dozen steps

one way, into the dining room, or a dozen
steps the other, into the den, or upstairs

to the bedroom, that you become aware of

the fact that you are in the atmosphere of

hominess and content.
To prove even more clearly how much

Zach’s home and family means to him,
you have only to invade the privacy of

his bedroom. Mrs. Scott has the large

bedroom next to it, all full of feminine
frills, but Zach’s room is small, very mas-
culine, and with practically every inch of

it referring back to his boyhood, that of

his parents, or that of his wife.

To begin with, it also expresses one
thing which is a good rule for any person
to follow: It is primarily a “bed-sitting
room.” I mean, it is visibly dedicated to

rest and comfort, but it also has reading
space, and odd corners in which Mr.
Scott’s “collecting” habit is emphasized.
He, himself, found the 1840 turkey- red
handspun bedspread he uses on his an-
tique bed. On the wall over the bed, there
is a sketch of the Greek-revival house
that was his grandfather’s. This is flanked
by two photographs of Zach himself, as a
tiny lad. Over his dresser is a scarlet
patch of paper, put over one spot in the
overall blue-and-white paper used for the
room, which matches the blue-and-white
curtains at the window. This red patch
dramatizes the gold watch that hangs at

that spot—Zach’s father’s watch.
Another thing I found both delightfully

individual and wonderfully useful, was
“Mr. Scott’s callboard.” As you probably
know, a callboard is simply a bulletin
board that went into the theatrical profes-
sion. They are used just like bulletin
boards in any trade, to make announce-
ments, but never until I visited the Scott
house have I seen one used in a private
house, and if you, as Zach says of himself,
are forgetful, you could use one, too.

Characteristically, however, in this par-
ticular house, even the callboard has its

sentimental touches, like family snapshots
thumb-tacked up there.

O
NE place where Zach is obviously king, is

upstairs in the converted attic which is

thirteen-year-old Waverly’s domain. The
family love of the household is once more
expressed by the fact that this is the
house’s largest room. It has been carefully
air-conditioned. It has two beds, so that
Waverly can entertain schoolgirl chums
overnight. There is plenty of room for her
books, and a desk for her home work, sits

in the best light below a dormer win-
dow. The “sitting room” end of the room
has everything a young girl could desire.
There is even a table large enough to dine
upon, and here Waverly does, at times,
“lunch” or “dine” her friends. The place
of honor, however, is occupied by a large
portrait of her father, and if you ask this

attractive young lady what she wants to

be when she grows up, she answers, “I
want to be an actress. Then I’ll be in
the same business as my father.”

Personally, I’m sure she would be a very
fine actress, but I think she won’t do so
badly, if she marries such a home-loving
actor and gives up any thought of a
career. That is what Mrs. Scott, who was
in the theater did, and their house tells

their happy personal history.

Next month, I shall take you to a mod-
ern house, where there is a teen-age
daughter, a rambunctious young son and
two vividly contrasting parents.

The End
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(NOT A HANDFUL) —AND UP POPS ANOTHER.

© INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.

Quit showing off

—

Afee/tex'pops-up too!

LITTLE LULU

*' Guaranteed by ’s

Good Housekeeping

GUARD YOUR SCALP AS YOU
GUARD YOUR COMPLEXION

You do something instantly if blemishes, clogged pores,

or flaky crusts appear on your face. YOUR SCALP IS

SKIN, too! Dandruff, flaky crusts, excessive falling hair

can be your warning that you are neglecting your scalp

Neglected scalp invites skin trouble and loss -of hair.’

Yet, neglect is unnecessary! You have a time-tested

MEDICINAL SCALP TREATMENT to help you.

SEND FOR FREE KIT CONTAINING—
Glover's Mange Medicine—the MEDICINAL COM*
pound for flaky, scaly dandruff and excessive falling hair.

Glo-Ver Shampoo—contains no hair-drying detergents

—no free alkali—no alcohol. Imparts natural softness.

Glover's Imperial Hair Dress—non-alcoholic and AN-
TISEPTIC. Kills Dandruff Germs* on contact. *Pity-

rosporum ovale—recognized by many scientists as a
cause of infectious dandruff. Conditions hair and scalp.

Free Bookie* by eminent research authority on scalp

health and hair beauty, sent you in plain wrapper.

MAIL COUPON NOW
{
GLOVER'S,101 W. 31*1 St^Depf.559fNewYorkl, N.Y.

{
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AMAZING!! NEW!!

SPRAY DEODORANT
IN THE MAGICAL

"SELF- ATOMIZING"
BOTTLE

STOPS PERSPIRATION AND
ODOR TROUBLES! Keeps you
daintily pure, socially secure.

DAINTIER THAN CREAMS!
“Dew" never touches hands.
Not messy. Squeeze flexible

bottle, spray on gentle mist.

ONLY DEODORANT
CONTAINING "RETSELANE"
to stop perspiration trouble.

avoid perspiration stains

on clothes. Removes odor.

WON’T ROT CLOTHES!
Can’t irritate normal skin.

SAVES MONEY!
Full year's supply only

Less than 2C a week

SQUEEZE FLEXIBLE BOTTLE!
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You’re embraceable— always, when
new, wonderful KARE keeps you bath-

sweet. A lotion deodorant—satin-smooth,

fragrant. So nice to use. So different from
creams and liquids— not greasy or messy.

Safe to use after shaving. KARE, an
amazing new improvement in underarm
deodorants, is the one that:

Soothes tender underarm skin

Stops odor . . . Dries instantly

Stops perspiration safely

Will not harm even fine fabrics

Economical! A few drops are effective.

35 fi & 60^ ( plus tax), at drug and depart-

ment stores.

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.

P

"PAID FOR HOME
...FROM

40A WEEK
, WITH BOARD"
I Mrs. M.A.S., Benton, III.

. Ambitious and energetic,

i Mrs. M.A.S. learned how
to be a trained, practical

I nurse through the physi-

| cian-endorsed home-study

| methods of the Chicago School of Nursing. Now
she has steady income, doing work she loves.

High School Not Required. Whether you’re 18
or 60—you can benefit, as have thousands of men
and women, by studying practical nursing at home
in your spare time. Nurses are always needed!
Nurse B.D.E. writes: “Have all the work I can
do at 835 a week.” Lessons easily understood.
Earn while learning. Trial plan, easy payments.
Equipment included. 50th year. Write today!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 189, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, I1L
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name

City. State Age.

Hollywood's
Memorable Moments

(Continued from page 55) morning when
Burt Lancaster was driving over Cahuen-
ga Pass. As he made the turn into Ventura
Boulevard, a big black sedan swung close
and crowded him off the road.
“Hey, you big city hick,” Burt yelled.

“Where do you think you’re going? Why
don’t you learn to drive?”
The man at the wheel of the big sedan

was the late producer Mark Hellinger. He
was annoyed over the incident too, an-
noyed enough to take Burt’s car license.

But Mark couldn’t get Burt’s flushed,
angry face out of his mind.
“That guy had more action in his face

than I’d seen in a long time,” Mark told
me later. “When I traced his car number
and learned he was an actor, I realized he
was just the man I’d been looking for to

play the fall guy in ‘The Killers.’
”

Burt, who was on contract to Hal Wal-
lis, got his first big break in “The Killers.”

If he hadn’t bawled Mark out that morn-
ing it might never have happened.

I
T was a disappointment that changed
Susan Hayward’s existence.
“In 1937,” she relates, “I was a skinny,

redheaded and often hungry model work-
ing in New York. David O. Selznick
happened to see me and thought I might
be the girl to play Scarlett O’Hara in ‘Gone
with the Wind.’ He brought me to Holly-
wood for the screen test.

“Until I heard that Vivien Leigh had
the part, I walked on air. Then my despair
was so black it left me shaken and ill.

“I determined, then, that I would make
my own breaks. And every time I was
tempted to sit back and take it easy, that
bitter determination would whip me into
renewed action.

“When I had a chance to play the role

of the alcoholic victim in Walter Wan-
ger’s ‘Smash Up,’ I had only to conjure
up in my mind how I had felt when I lost

the role of Scarlett to know how that
reckless, distraught girl felt. There are
some emotions you can portray better if

you’ve experienced them yourself.”

Doris Day’s big moment came when she
was fifteen. Traveling with a Fanchon &
Marco unit as a dancer, she broke her
leg in an automobile accident.

“Lying in that hospital for weeks,” she
told me, “I took up singing to keep me
from going crazy thinking of what would
happen when they took the cast off.

“They told me they doubted I would
dance again, that I might be a cripple.

When the big moment came to take the
cast off and I knew my leg would be all

right, I suddenly realized I didn’t want to

dance again anyway. I wanted to sing!”

It was several years ago, while Errol
Flynn was on trial, accused of making love
to a couple of girls not old enough legally

to give their consent, that his pattern of

living was changed.
Errol was asked by two reporters if they

could introduce him to a girl. He was
pretty fed up with girls, not inclined to

meet any new ones. And he said as much.
“Come on, be a good guy,” they coaxed.

“This kid’s crazy to meet you. She wan-
gled a job at the cigar stand in this build-
ing just so she would see you.”
Flynn hesitated. Then, because he real-

ized a good press was important to him,
he turned and walked to the cigar stand.

A few months later, the girl at the cigar

stand, Nora Eddington, was the second Mrs.
Errol Flynn. And during his married life

with Nora, Errol at last grew up. The
marriage is over now, true, but not the
salutary effect it had upon Errol.

It was at an Errol Flynn party, last Lin-

Just a whiff of stimulat-
ing, refreshing Crown
Lavender Smelling

Salts can help dis-

pel a feeling of
nervousness . . .

a threatening
headache . .

.

dizziness

.

Never take
the chance of
being with-
out them.
Order a
purse- size
bottle today.

Crown Lavender Smelling Salts

at your druggist or send 35d (coins or stamps)
to Dept. 39-J. Schieffelin & Co., 20 Cooper
Square, New York 3, N. Y. Established 1794.

Toothache?

DENT’S
For Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago* Illinois

SELL BIG VALUE
CHRISTMAS CARDS

UP TO 100% PROFIT FOR YOU
Fascinating new type Plastic, Metallic, 3-
Dimensional, Religious Christmas card as-
sortments. Gift Wrappings, Special Gift
Items, Floral and Personal Stationery.
Send at once for Free 48-page catalog,
feature samples on approval and Free
Name Imprinted Christmas card sample
portfolios. Special offers. Cash bonus. It’s
easy! It’s fun! It’s profitable!

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS. North Abington 76. Mass

FREE
SAMPLES

50 for SI. 00
NAME

IMPRINTED
CHRISTMAS

CARDS

SHORTHAND in
JL Weeks at Home
m Famous Speedwriting system. No signs; noHhhB symbols; no machines; uses ABC’s. Easy to

learn; easy to write and transcribe. Low cost. 100,000
taught by mail. For business and Civil Service. Also
typing. 26th year. Write for free booklet.
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At Duke University, they called lovely Dee
Gentner the “Noxzema Queen.” “I use Nox-
zema as a night cream to help keep my skin

smooth and soft.”

Charming Hazel Gradinger first used Nox-
zema for externally-caused blemishes. She adds,.

“It proved so effective that it’s now my regular
beauty cream.”

American Airlines Stewardess Elizabeth
Toomey has a delicate, sensitive skin. “So I

never use heavy make-up” says Betty. “Just
Noxzema and powder.”

Lovely Rita Tennant says she’s found noth-
ing superior to Noxzema. “It's my regular night
cream—helps heal those little externally-
caused skin irritations we all get occasionally.”

Are you having any
trouble with your skin ?

coin’s birthday, that Shelley Winters grew
up. Shelley used to be a girl who would
promise to do things, then forget all about
them. On Lincoln’s birthday, a couple of

Los Angeles policemen made her change
her ways. She had promised them she’d
go to one of their shows and perform.
As usual, she forgot all about her prom-

ise when Errol Flynn invited her to a big
party. But just as she arrived all dressed
up, with Kirk Douglas, two policemen
from the Van Nuys station met her at the
door—with a warrant for her arrest. Firm-
ly, they escorted her to the policemen’s
show. The warrant, of course, was a gag.
But when Shelley got back to the party
later she told me that she never again
would make an empty promise.
“I’m not fooling,” she explained. “Those

few minutes when I thought I really was
arrested had me so scared, I’ll never for-
get them or renege on another promise!”
Gary Cooper, years ago, was infatuated

with Lupe Velez. His friends did every-
thing to break this infatuation. But the
lovely girl’s attraction remained great.
The day the police found Lupe in her

big silken bed, dead from an overdose of
sleeping pills, I had a luncheon engage-
ment with Gary. I told him what had
happened. “She was always violent about
jthings,” he said, shaking his head.

I
S I talked with him I remembered that
but for one of Lupe’s little acts of vio-

lence Gary’s life might have been different.
They quarreled one evening over an ill cat
that, with her kittens, had moved uninvited
into Lupe’s house. Gary liked them and,
in a maddening way, talked to them in-
stead of listening to Lupe. Finally, after
giving the little brood a saucer of milk, he
.valked out on a turbulent argument. A
lew minutes later, he returned through the
cold and sleet to apologize. He found the

i pats shivering in the rain, trying to lap
ap the milk that had spilled from the
shattered saucer that had been thrown on

|

;he path. That was the turning point in his
ife. His romance with Lupe was over.
When June Haver was a kid of nine she

vas doing a singing and dancing act in a
Cincinnati theater. Christmas Eve, after
i late hospital entertainment, she went
lome so tired she was ready to drop.
About one o’clock in the morning the

nother of a little Negro girl telephoned.
‘Please come and see my little girl,” she
;aid, distraught. “It may be the last thing
he’ll ever ask of anybody.”
June, so tired she was ill, got out of

:i)ed and went. “And,” she told me, “on
Christmas day my mother and I decided
Ve would go over and see that kid again,
ake her a present. We telephoned first—
md her mother told us in a choked voice
hat she had died during the night.
“Ever since then, when people ask me

o do anything, I keep thinking I better do
t—while I have the chance.”
John Lund’s biggest moment looked at

j

he time like his darkest moment.
“A tough kid of fourteen playing on the

treets of my home town, Rochester, I
lushed through a show window,” John told
ae. “The only terms offered to stave off a
ail sentence was for me to promise to pay.
“With the long shadow of the law be-
dnd me I felt like a slave. I had no money
or any pleasure. I was, literally, driven
o the public library to amuse myself.
“I read everything I could get my hands

n. Lots of tripe. Then better stuff. If
ou’re exposed to good literature long
riough, you learn to like it in self-defense.
“Right now I’m working with John
keen on a script for an Alan Ladd movie
|alled ‘Postal Inspector.’ I really want to
e a writer. And if I make it, I’ll know
or sure that window smashing episode
>as the turning point of my life.”

The End

Read how these 4 women
gained softer, smoother,
lovelier-looking skin

• Does your skin ever get dry and
flaky? Do those ugly little blemishes

from external causes sometimes embar-

rass you, spoil your fun?

Cheer up! You can do something
about it. These four women pictured

above have found a real aid for their

beauty problems—a simple home beauty

routine developed by a doctor.

This new beauty routine has been
clinically tested. 181 women took part

in this test supervised by 3 skin special-

ists. Each woman had some little thing

wrong with her skin. Each woman faith-

fully used Noxzema’s New 4-Step
Beauty Routine.

Astonishing Results

At 7-day intervals, their skin was ex-

amined through a magnifying lens.

Here are the astonishing results: Of
all these women, 4 out of 5 showed
softer, smoother, lovelier-looking skin

in two weeks. Yes, 4 out of 5 showed
amazing improvement.

New 4-Step Routine

Try this simple 4-step aid to a lovelier-

looking complexion:

1 . Morning—bathe face with warm water,

apply Noxzema with a wet cloth and
“cream-wash” your face.

2 . Apply Noxzema as a powder base.

3 . Evening—repeat morning “cream-wash”
cleansing.

4 . Massage Noxzema lightly into your

face. Pat on extra Noxzema over any
blemishes you may have.

So if you want an aid to a lovelier-

looking skin, if you suffer from rough,

dry skin, externally-caused blemishes,

chapping or other similar skin troubles

— start using Noxzema’s New Beauty

Routine now.

Try Noxzema! See if you aren’t

thrilled at the way it can help your skin

... as it has helped so many thousands

of other women. See for yourself why
over 25,000,000 jars are sold every

year! Available at all drug and cosmetic p

counters. 40<t, 604‘, $1.00 plus tax. Get
your jar of Noxzema today.
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Unmask!

MmOW
IN yo«R, HAIR,

IN yoi/R, LIFE. I,

When your hair glows with bewitching
Marchand color, he’ll see the difference

and love it! Follow your next shampoo
with Marchand's "Make-Up” rinse. See
the extra loveliness, rich color, shimmer-
ing highlights, new lustre. ..in your hair.

Marchand’s Rinse removes dulling

soap film, blends in tell-tale gray hairs,

makes your hair easier to manage. Flat-

tering shades for blondes, brownettes,

brunettes and redheads. Safe, easy to use,

washes out in shampooing.

archand*$
"MAKE-UP"

HAIR RINSE
2 Rinses 10# • 6 Rinses 25#

plus tax

By the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music, ,3069 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. 51st year.

FREE
BOOKLET

U.S. School of Music, 3069 Brunswick Bldg.,N.Y. 10, N.Y.

Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Instrument..

Name

Address

(Please Print)

(Continued from page 59) that Betsy, to-
day, looks essentially the same as she
looked her first day in Hollywood, only
better. Her eyebrows are still there

—

every last one of them. Her mouth is still

shaped the way it was when she came

—

with lipstick to give it point and color, but
not to distort it. You may not like Betsy’s
mouth, but it’s all hers and she wouldn’t
be the same without it. Her hair is short
and straight and youthful, about the way
she’s always worn it. Her figure is unpad-
ded, her molars haven’t been yanked to
give her better cheek-bones, her elbows
haven’t been soaked in nectarine bubbles
to heavens-knows-what purpose. And
looking at Betsy is a treat because you
feel you’re looking at a real person, not
a make-up kit. And there’s not a make-
up man in town who isn’t delighted about
it. For these days, they use make-up only
to intensify a girl’s natural endowments,
not to remake her.
Perc Westmore of Warners, for instance,

thinks mobile features are considerably
more attractive than any static beauty.
“Give me a face with features that move
and are full of expression. Mobility, that’s
the keynote today.”
Jack Dawn, over at Metro’s, says, “It

used to break my heart when fresh young
beauties came to Hollywood and were
transformed into another facial mold. Our
girls today are no better-looking than our
girls have always been. They just look
that way because now you can actually
see them.”

ILL of which is part of a quiet revolu-
/I tion that’s been going on in Hollywood
since the war. As Jack Dawn says, his
job, these days, is to emphasize the good
points and leave the bad ones alone alto-
gether. “Of course, you don’t leave
blemishes uncovered; not with all the
wonderful skin foundations on the mar-
ket. Neither do you cover any face with
a mask, a solid layer of thick make-up
that’s ugly.” In other words, be yourself.
Prettier, if possible, with subtle under-
scoring, but yourself, first, last and always.
Like Betsy, Jeanne Crain, Anne Baxter,
Janet Leigh and June Allyson, all of our
lovely young stars. There’s not a bleached
head or a formula mouth in the lot.

However, before anyone washes her
face and prepares to face the world in her
own natural state, allow me to caution
that all this fine, healthy beauty of the
stars is the result of plenty of hard work.

Betsy’s beauty habits are simple, but
consistent. First, she’s not afraid to scrub
her face often and thoroughly and give it

a hard rub-down to keep her facial tones
alive and circulating. Her skin is one
of her best features and, wisely, she plays
it up. Since her coloring is high and rosy-
cheeked, she uses no rouge. However,
she advises those who need coloring to

use it, by all means. But subtly, she
cautions, subtly. However, as the years
begin to pile up, Hollywood advises that

you play down the rouge. Rosy cheeks
are youthful, the badge of the very young.
Wally Westmore, Paramount’s high facto-

tum of beauty, says, “After twenty-five,

make-up should be used conservatively to

enhance the illusion of teen-age skin, not
to preserve it.” So, let’s face it, girls. If

you’re over thirty, use your make-up with
extreme discretion. Your own new-found
maturity and assurance will more than
compensate.
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'MAHLER’S, INC., Dept. 58-M, Providence 15, R. I

/Ot:!
The biggest bargains we have ever offered. Prints, solids,

rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted styles and colors. Sizes 10 to

18, 10 for $3.95. Larger sizes 6 for $3.95. Some of these

dresses were worth up to $30.00 when new. Send $1

deposit, balance CO.D. plus postag e. Your $3.95 refunded

if dissatisfied, or merchandise

exchanged if desired.

Buy with confidence at

Allied Mail Order Co., Inc., Dept, bk

162 Christopher Ave., Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

TINY RADIO
REALLY WORKS!

Fits in your hand! Works on
new “Perma-Crystal!” so it

never needs troublesome
tubes, batteries or elec-

tric ‘‘Plug-ins”! Easy
to use—Plays for nothing

- —Should last for years.
Beautiful Red Plastic Case.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
instructions. C.B. ofon -local programs by following instruction

Ala. -says “Tiny Radio is just wonderful’’!
CCiin AMI V Cl AH '(bfll.ck. ,'mo.) and pay uusuuon
wEllU UIsKbI 0 I nllU .$2.99 *COD plus postage or

$3.99 for postpaid delivery. Sent completesend . —„ .

ready to play on simple attachment. Has personal
phone. Wonderful Gifts for boys & girl9. Low priced.
Order YOUR Tiny Radio Now!
MIDWAY COMPANY, Dept. TMW-9. Kearney, Nebr.

AMAZING We guarantee you $50.00 for sellin}

100 boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards ; als<

50 and 25 for $1 with name on: Napkins and Stationery
Costs nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on approval.

Merit, 370 Plane St., Dept. S, Newark, N, J,

u*or 2 iflMiiM'niim
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i,Take this easy step to extra
^earnings. Show FREE Sam -

.
pies of exquisite NAME-

„ ^IMPRINTED Christmas
Cards to friends, others. Sell

themselves at SO for $1 and op. You
make fine profit. Fast sales with NEW PLASTIC
Christmas Assortments ! Also show novel Humoroos,
Religions, Birthday, other fast-selling Christmas and
Year ’Round Assortments. Name-Imprinted Napkins, .

Personal Stationery. Special fund-raising plan for clubs,'

-

churches. Write for samples. Assortment on approval.
COLONIAL STUDIOS, INC., 642 S. Summer St.
DEPT. P-29 . HOLYOKE. MASS.

NOMOM MONBy WORRIES!
INCREASE YOUR INCOME

money problems! Sell exquisite new Christmas Cards.
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More hints? Well, Janet Leigh, to

name another new, fresh beauty, has

freckles. And Jack Dawn, her make-up
man, doesn’t cover them, even for the

camera. “They’re part of Janet,” he says,

“part of her clean, mountainy charm,

i We’ve never touched her hair, either, it’s

the same sun-streaked golden brown it’s

always been. Janet’s eyelashes and brows,

however, because she is naturally fair-

haired, are quite light. The lashes are

long but thin, so we enhance them with
mascara and pencil just to bring them out

properly, not to startle you with them.
Janet’s eyes are so lovely, naturally we
don’t want to waste them.”
Janet’s hair hasn’t been cut because long

hair seems to suit her kind of beauty.

Just as long hair is so right for Jeanne
Crain. And Esther Williams. But could

you see June Allyson in any other kind of

hairdo but the one she’s got, the one she’s

had since her first picture? June’s gay,

effortless kind of personality calls for just

the loose, unobtrusive way she wears her
hair. She knows it, and although styles

come and go, Junie’s short unfussed-with
page-boy will go on forever.

Which, according to Perc Westmore, is

exactly what he’s been preaching for

years. Despite the fact that he’s one of the
world’s leading hair stylists, he insists that

if a girl comes to him with nice hair show-
ing any natural curl whatever, he usually

I

leaves it alone and advises against a per-
manent wave. And Twentieth’s hair ex-
pert Irene Brooks insists, “The new short

hair, if properly cut and set, eliminates

the need for kinky, obvious curls.”

Anne Baxter used to wear more hair
than anyone, her own and any spare rolls

she could find around the studio salon.

Now, after a long talking to from Irene
Brooks, she’s wearing her hair short. And
she swears she’ll never let it grow long
again.

You might imagine to look at Anne’s
simple hair-do that she doesn’t do a thing
for it but run a comb through it. Uh huh!
She spends more time on her hair now
than she ever has in her life. She brushes
it furiously to keep it springy and natural-
looking. It’s washed in the studio salon and
Anne literally beats it with a brush while
one of the girls works over it with the
hand-dryer. But it’s worth the trouble.

I
Anne’s short hair has really brought out
her crisp personality.

So, off with affectations and on with in-

dividuality. Or, would you rather be a
mask?

The End
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Blonde Bonanza

SPIEGEL sincei865

GET YOUR COPY NOW
Shop from the Spiegel Catalog and enjoy the ad-
vantages of shopping in a big department store.

712 PAGES packed with thousands of items for

home and family. Every item accurately pictured

and described and priced low to save you money.
SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE! Every purchase is

backed by our pledge of SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED Or Your Money Back.

PIN A DOLLAR TO THE COUPON! We’ll send your

copy of the Catalog and a Dollar Merchandise
Certificate good on any Spiegel Mail Order of

$ 1 0 or more.

PIN A DOLLAR TO THE COUPON
Get Your Catalog and $1 Certificate

Spiegel, Inc., Chicago 9, III.— I am enclos-

ing a DOLLAR DEPOSIT for the new Spie-

gel Catalog and my Dollar Certificate.

Name

Address

Town, State
R-20-*37

New! Metal Christmas Cards
Be first I Sell colorful cards of brilliant metal. Also cards
of plastic and foil. Five portfolios of personal cards. Free
samples.

ELMCRAFT CHICAGO
5930 So. Western Ave. Chicago 36, III.

(Continued from page 43) working, I

thought I could not have a career and
marriage, too. And marriage is all I really
wanted. Now I have that, too. I am just
a very lucky girl.”

Those people believe she still feels that
way.

Certainly, no top actress in Hollywood,
and Betty is the top, with her $208,000
income for 1948 and her place in the Big
Ten at the box office for the past six years,
has ever sublimated her career to mar-
riage and home any more than Mrs. Harry
James. The two pictures she makes every
year are planned to coincide with the dates
of Harry’s band lours. This is done so that
when Mrs. James is busy on the sets and
comes home late and tired, Mr. James will
be away and busy, too, and have no chance
to feel neglected.
When Harry is on tour nothing keeps

Betty out late enough to miss his nightly
eleven o’clock long distance call. Even, as
on a recent birthday party night at Ciro’s
for her friend, Mrs. Harry Ritz, Betty will
walk out on the fun early. She could have
Harry’s calls transferred, but, “if Harry
thinks enough of me to telephone every
night, I can certainly be home for his call,”

she says. And she is.

WHEN she’s working on a picture she in-
sists on stopping promptly at six, has

her make-up off and is dashing out the
studio gate in her car by six-thirty, to be
home for dinner with the family at seven.

If she is busy, late in the afternoon, her
hairdresser and devoted companion of
eleven years, Marie Brasselle, calls and
lets the family know whether Betty will

be home in time to play with two-year-
old Jessica before she goes off to sleep.
Vicki, being four, can stay awake longer.
While other stars plan impressive Euro-

pean vacations and specially timed trips

to the Paris collections, Betty is apt to go
off on a six-weeks’ jaunt with Harry and
the girls to a place like Del Mar, a mere
hundred or so miles from Hollywood.

Until they get to building the ranch
house they dream of, on the 109 acres they
have bought just across the road from their
other San Fernando property, they are
living as simply as they can in a rented
house in Beverly Hills that is really too
pretentious for folks like the Jameses.
Weekends they spend at the ranch while
they await the day when they can make
their real home out there.

Betty is managing to keep the chil-
dren unspoiled in spite of the attention
that is showered on the children of
stars. Vicki already shows talent for
music. She can play five “pieces” on
the piano and her mother says she gives
promise of being a dancer. Vicki, herself,

says, “I’m going to be a lady jockey.”
That’s because (a) the Jameses, as you
know, own and breed race horses and
Vicki hears horsey talk; (b) her favorite
movie star is not Betty Grable, who is just
Mommy to her, but a fast-ridin’, hard-
shootin’ cowboy called Hopalong Cassidy.

Betty treasures this story about Vicki,

who loves her because she is Mom-
my, not because she is an important star.

It seems that Vicki was told she could
listen to Mommy’s voice on the radio
when Betty played a dramatic role re-
cently. Vicki tried hard for a few mo-
ments, but it was way over her head. She
turned to her nurse. “Do you suppose,”
she asked, ever so politely, “there is some-
thing good on television?”

Jessica, too young to be a movie fan,

has, at least, a general idea of her father’s

profession. When anyone asks where he
is she is quick to explain, “My daddy’s out
on the road a-tootin’ a horn!”

“PARIN’ TO GO”
EVERY DAYof the month . . . IF

You
Can
Be

... if you let wonderful Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

help relieve the symptoms of menstrual dis-
tress. For those Monthly Blues, cramps and
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some today at your druggist’s.

The Improved

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

For relief from “periodic functional distress*
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If all this sounds like a piece about Betty
James—the wife, mother and home-maker
—without due respect to Betty Grable, the

motion picture star, it’s because Betty,

herself, has put career second, marriage
first. (That’s why we were concerned
about that talk of separation.) But she is

dead serious about her job, while she’s

doing it, and has the reputation of being
about the hardest-working star on the lot.

A Grable picture is about three months
in the making. Betty rehearses on the set

for weeks beforehand. When the film

actually starts rolling she may be wilting

in a chair on the sidelines. But when she

hears, “Ready, Miss Grable?” she springs

back with animation and sparkle.

S
HE is plagued by the idea of perfection,

especially in her dance numbers. “It

didn’t feel right to me,” she will comment
on a take that satisfied everyone else.

“Just one more, please,” she will beg. “I’d

like to turn a little quicker on that last

note.” Almost invariably, the retake she
has asked for will be the one that is

printed. Grable is usually right, about
Grable. “A director’s dream,” Henry Ros-
ter murmurs admiringly.
She seems to have no vanity except

when she is before a camera. Then she
wants to live up to everything her public
(expects. She believes she knows her own
face better than anyone else, so she puts
on her own make-up.
When people tell her she looks as if she

really were enjoying herself on the screen,
she says, “I am. I love it all. I always
have. When I was in the chorus I was
happy. I had no ambition to be a star. I

just worked hard doing my job. When I

jwas given a specialty I just worked harder.
“I’m surprised, too, every time I see my

name in the top ten, but I’m also very
grateful. That’s why I work hard. If

people like me that much, I should work
hard. Musicals are right for me,” she goes
on. “People want to see me in glamor-
ous costumes against a jeweled backdrop
—a sort of backstage Cinderella, the poor
working girl who makes good. They want
Ito see me in roles they can believe in.”

Of course, you already know about Bet-
ty’s keen sense of fun and how quickly
she can bridge an awkward situation with
Slaughter. For instance, in her last picture
with Vic Mature, they had a little argu-
ment at the finish, something about the
way a scene should be interpreted. They’re
together again in “Wabash Avenue,” and
tin the first scene, Betty is supposed to be
singing on the stage of a cheap cafe while
Vic and Reggie Gardiner watch from a
table. Vic, as per the script, is heckling
tier. Betty throws a tomato, Vic ducks
iust in time and Reggie gets it.

“You know,” said Betty later, “I was
sorry they changed the script.”

“Why?” Vic fell into her trap.
“Because at first I was supposed to hit

{'ju,” Betty laughed. Vic joined in, and
they were off to a merry start.

So that’s the kind of girl Betty Grable
is. That’s the kind of girl Harry James
married. That’s the kind of marriage we
would like to see go on and on.

The End
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diant, tingling feeling that is yours after a facial
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Searching Party

(Continued from page 57) earmarked for
a treasure hunt. When the hunt started,
Edith presented Wanda with a poem that
held a hint as to where the first gift was
hidden. On the first gift was a clue for the
second, and so on. The poems were defi-
nitely amateurish, some silly, some serious,
the guests all helping with the composi-
tions. Not until Wanda had all her pres-
ents were they opened. Her mother gave
her an iron. Edith presented her with a
miniature grandfather’s clock. And there
were lovely linens and china from the
other guests.

There’s an old legend (similar to that
of catching the bridal bouquet) that the
donor of the seventh shower present to be
opened will be the next bride. Since the
cards were inside, Wanda was unaware of
the fact that it was Ann Blyth’s lovely cut
glass bonbon dish she chose to be the
seventh package. Ann, however, blush-
ingly denied any possibility of the legend
coming true for a long, long time.

Edith, usually a strict disciplinarian as
to what her glamour queens may and may
not eat, put her tape measure down for
this occasion and prepared a delectable
high tea. High tea can be considered in
the same class with a Sunday night sup-
per. But it’s really more fascinating, offer-
ing a greater variety of delicious dishes.
The menu that Edith offered may seem
difficult to prepare, but actually it isn’t.

Here is what she had: Deviled crab in

toasted loaf, orange bread sandwiches, pe-
can rolls, brownies, ham and mushroom
tarts, cheese flowers, short bread cookies
and cinnamon buns.

DEVILED CRAB IN TOASTED LOAF
Melt 2 tbsp. butter over low heat. Re-

move from heat and add 4 tbsp. flour. Mix
well; add 3 cups cold milk and cook over
low heat, stirring constantly until mixture
is thick. Add 1 tsp. salt, % tsp. white pep-
per, and 2 tbsp. hot seasoning sauce. Add
1 lb. fresh prepared crabmeat (or two
7 1/2-ounce cans) and heat thoroughly. Re-
move top crust from loaf of unsliced bread.
Scoop out center, leaving an inch-thick
shell. Toast in a moderately hot oven
(400° F.) 10 minutes or until golden brown.
Fill with deviled crab mixture. Sprinkle
with paprika. Garnish with watercress.
Cut 4 tomatoes in half; scallop the edges.
Top with mayonnaise and arrange on plat-
ter. Makes 12 small servings.

QUICK ORANGE BREAD
Remove colored rind from 2 oranges,

avoiding white part. Cut half of one rind
into thin strips. Put remaining orange rind
through grinder. Add 4 cups boiling wa-
ter to rind; let stand 10 minutes; drain off

water. Add % cup cool water and % cup
sugar and boil 5 minutes or until a thin
syrup forms. Let cool. Add 1 beaten egg
combined with 1 cup of milk. Sift 2% cups
sifted flour with 2% tsp. baking powder
and Vd tsp. salt. Add liquid to dry ingre-
dients slowly, beating until smooth. Turn
into a greased loaf pan (8x4x3 inches)

;
let

stand 10 minutes. Bake in moderate oven
(350° F.) 30 minutes or until golden brown.
Let cool thoroughly. Slice thin, spread with
butter and serve as sandwiches filled with
cream cheese and marmalade.

CINNAMON BUNS
To one package of hot roll mix (or any

standard yeast roll recipe calling for 3
cups of flour) add 2 tbsp. sugar. Let rise

until double in bulk. Knead down and roll
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at $1. pays you up to 60c. Sample sent on approval. ^
25 other money-makers including Everyday. Gift
Wraps, Personal Stationery. Write for samples I

ARTISTIC CARD CO., INC., 471 Way Street, ElmTra^NA.

Get the new 35^

PERMABOOKS
Eat and Reduce

How Shall I Tell My Child?

The Conquest of Fear

and many more

NOW AT NEWSSTANDS

Callouses,
Pain, Tenderness, Burn-

ing Are Quickly Relieved
You’ll quickly forget you have
painful callouses, burning or
tenderness on the bottom of

your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl’s Zino-pads. Thin, soft,

wonderfully soothing, cushion-

ing, protective. Separate Medi-
cations included for quickly re-

moving callouses. Try theml

D- SchollsZino-pads
100
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Baby Problems Answered

fay <2)r.

I

A book on baby care by Allan Roy Dafoe,
M.D. A book written in simple, everyday
language. A book that solves the problems
you are faced with daily.

Dr. Dafoe tells you how to get the fussy
child who won’t eat vegetables or drink milk
to take to these necessary foods—and relish

them! Then there is the question of the

i

afternoon nap . . . and the child who won’t
take it. Dr. Dafoe’s sound method for solv-
ing this complaint is amazing. And if you
follow the doctor’s tricks for training in

toilet habit you’ll save yourself no end of
time and work.

Then Dr. Dafoe gives you valuable sug-
gestions for preventing diphtheria, infantile
paralysis, scarlet fever, tuberculosis and
(Other common ailments. He also discusses
'the nervous child, the skinny child, the shy
jchild as well as jealousy in children.

Dr. Dafoe tells you how to care for your
children, year-by-year, from the very first

year through the fifth year. Tells you what
they should be able to do each year—how
they should act, talk, walk, play, etc. Send
for your copy of How To Raise Your Baby—
today. Only 50c postpaid.

1ARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. P-949
205 East 42nd STREET. NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

WANTED: JEWELRY!
i Highest cash for old, or broken jewelry. Mail gold teeth,

watches, rings, silverware, diamonds, spectacles. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Free Information.
ROSE SMELTING CO., 29-MW East Madison, Chicago

I

to a rectangle V4-inch thick and 8-inches
wide. Mix 4 tbsp. melted butter, Vz cup
brown sugar, 1% tsp. cinnamon, % cup
raisins and V2 cup chopped walnuts. Place
2 tsp. of this mixture in the bottom of
each greased muffin tin. Dot remainder
on dough. Roll as for jelly roll. Cut into

%-inch thick slices and place on nuts in
muffin tins. Cover with towel. Let rise 30
minutes. Bake in a very hot oven (450° F.)

10 minutes or until brown. Makes 18 rolls.

PECAN ROLLS
Roll yeast dough into two circles 14-inch

thick. Spread each with a mixture made
by blending x

/i tbsp. butter, 6 tbsp.

chopped pecans and ]
/2 cup brown sugar.

Cut into 9 pie-shaped wedges. Roll; start

at wide edge. Shape into crescents on bak-
ing sheet. Sprinkle with more brown sugar
and chopped pecans. Let rise 30 minutes
and bake as for cinnamon buns.

SAVORY HAM TARTS
Brown % cup chopped onion lightly in

2 tbsp. of butter. Add 1 tbsp. chopped
green pepper. Remove skin and seeds from
two tomatoes; chop and add to browning
vegetables. Sprinkle with 1 tbsp. flour;

mix well and add V2 cup cream. Bring to

boil stirring constantly. Add 2 cups ground
ham; and salt, if desired. Heat thoroughly.
Trim crusts from 18 slices of bread. Butter
each slice and press, butter side down,
into a small muffin tin. Bake in a hot oven
(425° F) 10 minutes or until light brown.
Remove from tin. Fill with ham mixture.
Mushroom filling: For 12 toast cups, chop
2 cups washed and trimmed fresh mush-
rooms very fine and saute in 3 tbsp. of

butter. Place in cups and top with a little

sour cream if desired.

CHEESE FLOWERS
Cut bread in fancy shapes with cookie

cutter. Mix a glass of American cheese
spread with either cream or mayonnaise
until it is soft enough to put through a
pastry tube. Decorate the bread with
cheese mixture and top with slices of green
stuffed olives.

SHORT BREAD COOKIES
Mix and sift 1% cups sifted flour and %

tsp. salt. Cream % cup butter or margar-
ine; gradually add % cup confectioners’
sugar, beating constantly until light and
fluffy. Add flour and blend very well. Pat
dough out in an 8-inch square pan. Mark
into 1-inch squares, press candied cherry
in center of each. Bake in a moderately
slow oven (300° F) 40 minutes or until
faint brown. Cool, cut and remove from
pan. Makes about 5 dozen squares.

The End

"these are lessons

in living”

—So writes a regular listener to “MY
TRUE STORY” Radio Program. “No
cliff-hanging melodrama; but honest
stories of real-life people.”

Listen to radio’s greatest morning
show, adapted from the pages of TRUE
STORY magazine, and you’ll see for

yourself why so many women hear it

every morning, Monday thru Friday.

tune in "MY TRUE STORY"
american broadcasting stations
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colors,

designs

tyou/l

OLD
RUGS

CLOTHING...
i/cu uptoVz

ITS ALL SO EASY! Free Catalog tells

how to ship your materials at our expense to

the Olson Factory, where we sterilize, shred,
merge materials of all kinds—reclaim the valu-
able wool, etc., then bleach, card, spin, dye and
weave into lovely, new, deep-textured. Revers-
ible, Double Luxury Broadloom Ruga.

OLSON 5J58B
Hundreds of sizes to 16 ft. seamless, any length

Solid Colors Tweed Blends Early American
18th Century Floral, Leaf Oriental Designs

Satisfaction guaranteed. Over
2 million customers. We do
not have agents or sell thru
stores. Our 75th Year.
Chicago New York San Francisco

Mail Coupon or lc postcard

J

"""
OLSON RUG CO., K-23, Chicago 41 {

0 Mail Catalog of Rugs and Model Rooms Free to: B

1

[
NAME.

ADDRESS orc

I TOWN STATE

MAMCASH
Bim£iNNOWANDCHRISTMAS!

and get your own dresses

without a penny of cost!
What a happy holiday you can have

—

with money worries off your mind!
^

Starting right away, you can earn up/<

to $23 a week in spare time, by r1

showing Fashion Frocks to your
friends and neighbors. Like
some exceptional Fashion Frocks
representatives, that would mean up\
to $460 in 20 weeks before Christ-N
mas to spend any way you want!
And besides, take your pick of dozens
of gorgeous Fall dresses

—

without o
penny of cost. That’s what we offer

you for representing us in your spare
time. Show our popular frocks to your
friends, then send us their orders.

Collect handsome cash commissions
In advance. No canvassing or expe-
rience necessary. Pleasant, dignified

business. Get free details of this un-
usual offer and Portfolio of new
ntyles. Send no money. Everything
furnished FREE. Lovely fabric samples
included. Rush your name, address
and dress size on a penny postcard.

Mail in today! Fashion Frocks# Inc.#

Desk C3039, Cincinnati 25# Ohio.

bet it. Util Portfolio of ,

LATEST MU DMSSfL, ^
$2U Guaranteed by 11

as low as

p

101



(Continued from page 50) happy in a way
I never believed I could be, and who has
given me the kind of love that I believe
few men ever experience.

I didn’t want to marry June. This I con-
fess openly, now. I didn’t believe in mar-
riage. Not for Richard Ewing Powell, at

any rate. He’d had it twice and it hadn’t
worked.

I didn’t trust women and I thought I

was through with love. When small Miss
Allyson, whom I had been casually dating
for a couple of months, said, “What are
your intentions?” she threw me complete-
ly. She really did. And she really said
just that. I stalled. I said, “Why? Have you
had a couple of other offers?”
“Yes,” she said. Just like that. No more,

no less, and no explanations.

T
HAT threw me, too, and I pointed out
that I wouldn’t have my divorce decree

for another four months. Until I was where
I could ask her to marry me, I said, I didn’t

think I could think of marriage. And when,
at the end of those four months, I would
be free to wed, I wasn’t absolutely sure I

wanted to.

“Please take me home now,” June said.

I did. We parted with dignity. I knew
she had a flock of boys hanging around her,

among whom principally there was some-
one called Tommy.

I also knew, as I headed toward home
that night, that I had been thinking about
June since the first time I’d seen her.

Perhaps you’ve heard that story. I was in

the audience and she was on stage, on
Broadway, in “Best Foot Forward.” She
had a solo number and when she sang,

she sang so earnestly that the veins
swelled in her neck with the effort. It

tickled me. She was working so hard I

thought she’d just pop open in front of

the whole audience. I knew some people
in the cast, and when the curtain rang
down, I went back stage to say “hello” and
was introduced to June.
The next day, I had to make a speech at

a Community Chest luncheon. I sat up at

the speaker’s table, between New York’s
Mayor La Guardia and Rita Hayworth.
We had that typical banquet luncheon

of half a chicken, green salad and green
peas. My chicken must have had a long
hard life before the axe got him. Saw as I

would, I couldn’t cut him. Finally, just

as I thought I had succeeded, he skidded
right across Rita, right across the table,

right down into the room. I heard a laugh
ring out, I looked up, and who was it?

Yes, of course, it was Miss Allyson
laughing. Our eyes met and I began laugh-
ing in return. I took the train West the

next day, but I remembered that laugh.

For I wasn’t finding life very funny at that

time. My career wasn’t too hot and my
marriage was definitely cold.

Joan Blondell filed her divorce action

shortly after that, and a month or two
later, June Allyson came out to M-G-M.
I rang her up and asked her for a date.

When I called for her, I discovered that she

was much smaller and much cuter than I

had realized. I thought she was about the

daintiest kid I had ever seen.

So then she ordered dinner and knocked
the breath out of me by eating three

times as much as I did. She still does.

Her appetite is like her voice. When
she sings at home, which is pretty much
all the time, I call her Barrel House Joe
and I can’t for the life of me figure where
that husky voice is stored in that little

chest.
Anyhow, after that first date, I saw her

as regularly as her popularity would per-
mit until that night she asked me what
I was thinking about our future, if any.

My Mrs. Mike

Even when I didn’t see her, I called her
every day and we always concluded our
conversations with “Good-bye, honey.”

Well, the morning after the evening I’d

told her I wasn’t too full of wedding bells

and diamond rings, I telephoned her. When
we finished talking, I said, “Good-bye,
honey.” June said, “Good-bye.”
No “honey”? And I could hear the

tears in her voice.
Still, I held out for another whole day.

Then I popped into my car and dashed
toward her house. She opened the door
and I pulled her into my arms.

“I love you, June, I love you,” I said.
She began to cry and to laugh, all in a

jumble. “Oh, I love you, too, Tommy,” she
said. Tommy! I could have murdered her.
Instead, I said, “June, we’ll get married as
soon as my divorce is final.”

“I’ll make you the most perfect wife
in the world,” she said. “We’ll share every-
thing, darling, our work, our play. It will
be heaven.”
“Yes it will,” I said, and it was a good

six hours before I came back to reality.
I thought of my boat and the trips June
and I would take on it. I thought of my
plane and the faraway places we’d fly

to in it. I thought of those delicious home-
cooked meals she’d fix for me and the way
she would manage our house.

So, we were married in August, 1945,
and the first thing I discovered was that
June gets seasick and hates boats. Then,
I found that she was deathly afraid of
small planes and that she wouldn’t go up
in mine. She never has, either. Then, I

learned she knew as much about running
a house as a humming bird would.

I sold my boat. I reconciled myself to
taking my flying alone. And I figured we
were in the lucky position of being able
to afford servants, so what did it matter
if “my little idiot” as I was mentally call-

ing her, would never be a housekeeper.

T
HAT was a noble thought on my part,

too, except that when Junie hired a cook,
I’d soon discover what had won her was
not the woman’s kitchen recommenda-
tions, but some hard-luck story about a
daughter in the hospital, a son in jail or
what have you. What’s more, when she
hired them she never could fire them, no
matter what they did. Firing was my job.

There was the case of a secretary she
hired for herself. When June was inter-
viewing the girl, I came in and instantly
recognized that she wasn’t right for the
job. I called June outside and told her so.

June wouldn’t listen. There was some big
sympathy angle being worked and June
had already fallen for it.

“Okay,” I said, “but if anything goes
wrong, this time you do the firing.”

A week later, June came to me in tears.

“Get rid of that girl for me,” she said.

“She’s impossible.”
“No,” I said. “You do it.”

She didn’t. She couldn’t. Weeks went by.
June was wretched. I said to her, “I’ll bet
you a hundred dollars you’ll never get

the guts to fire her.”

She did get the nerve, the next day,
and I had to pay up. I did. And when it

came to me that thereby Junie had gotten
$100 the better of me, I laughed.
Maybe that’s why we are so happy to-

gether, that thing that we can laugh to-

gether over everything.
She was so hurt, when the first of the

rumors about our separating began to

circulate, that I nearly blew my top with
rage. Then, last summer, when whispers
began about Peter Lawford, she was
stunned and I saw such red that I believe

if I could have come across the perpetrator
of them, I would have committed murder.

Let me tell you this: Peter Lawford 1)1

my friend, rather than June’s. He is stil

my friend. He began dropping over to ou
i

house to discuss his career with me. He’s a
nutty about planes as I am, and soon wi :

would be deep in discussion about them
Our conversation usually bored June si

that, nine times out of ten, she would sli)

off to bed, and nine times out of ten, Peti
and I would never notice her absence.
Pete is not like an American boy ii

any way. A fellow grows up in this countr
pretty young. They do just the opposite ii

England, and despite his long residence ii

this country, and his aping of our clothe
and customs, Pete is still English in feeling
He lives with his father and mother, tw>
wonderful people, but who still regard hin
as a babe-in-arms in many ways, since hi

is their only child.

Since all this foolish gossip, which ble\ !

up last summer, when June took a &
trip to New York, while I was finishini
a picture, the only change in our relation
ship to Pete is that now we don’t appea
in public with him as often. But he is stil

a frequent guest at our home and we a

his. Tragic, isn’t it, that malicious gossi] ,

might almost have broken up friendship

O
NE day June said, “Richard, let’s move
This was our honeymoon house and I’v

loved it, but it isn’t big enough to hav
space for Norman and Ellen to stay oi

long visits with us—and it isn’t big enough
for us to have that adopted baby one day.
“Oh, are we adopting a baby?” I saic .

(You probably know that Ellen is m;
daughter by my former marriage am
Norman is my son. Both of them live wit] I

me part of every year. They are fine kids. .

“Why, certainly,” said June. “And Rich
]

ard, when we adopt a little girl there i

only one thing I want my say-so on. Let’

)

name her something she can’t be nickj
named for.”

“I’d like to call her Allyson Powell,
I said.

“No,” said my bride. “They’ll call he
Alley, or something. Think how you nick
name me. Heaven knows what you’ll d

to her. I want a girl called Ann or Ruth c

Maud or something you can’t twist.”

I agreed. Yet, when the baby arrive
and I referred to her as Ann, June wa
horrified.

“Richard, that’s a terrible name. We’v
simply got to name her Pamela. Just thinl

Pamela Powell. And we can call her Pam
What chance has a man got against sue

warm illogic—a man in love, I mean?
The other night we went to see “Th

Stratton Story.” It was June’s first pre

miere, complete with lights, crowds, micrc
phones. She was so excited she was nearl

crying. In front of us sat Gary Cooper,
“Just you try to have a career like his I

I said.

“Oh, exactly,” breathed June. “Only or

marriage.”
That wasn’t what I meant, and she kne

it, but I was glad she said that. We cair

out, into the crowds applauding her, ini

the mobs hunting her autograph.
When we got into our car, she said, “I’i

so excited, I can’t even think of slee

Could we stay up all night long?”
We did. We prowled the night club

which we seldom do, we danced and v
laughed. It wasn’t until the waiters wei

piling the chairs on the tables that w

headed toward home. The dawn was ju

beginning to break.
“See?” I said to June. “It’s tomorro\

This is what you wanted, isn’t it?”

She answered me with a peaceful sma
snore, my Mrs. Mike, my little idiot, ir

small, wonderful Barrel House Joe.

The End
...



TINTS HAIR
to black, brown, auburn

or blonde beauty

DULL, FADED

OR GRAY HAIR

WORRIES ENDED IN

22 MINUTES

HOME TRIAL

IMAGINE! In just 22 minutes you, too, can change the

drab, streaked or ageing gray appearance of your hair

to astonishing new, youthful, natural - looking color.

Right at home, this wonderful newTintz Creme Sham-

poo replaces the lost color of your hair, dimmed by

time and neglect. Tintz contains magic Paraphenylene

Diamine and is guaranteed to recolor more naturally

and leave your hair more lustrous than any other type

hair coloring. It "locks” the color in. Won’t wash or rub

off. Won’t hurt permanents. Order your Tintz Today.

MEN LOOK YOUNGER, TOO

Men in all walks of life use Tintz because it leaves hair

SO EASY TO USE—YET COLORS SO NATURALLY
Just brush on Tintz Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring and shampoo.
Like magic, this one easy application cleans, reconditions and

recolors your hair to thrillingly soft, natural -looking beauty. No
muss or fuss ! Caution : Use only as directed on label and perfect

results are guaranteed.

Tintz Creme Shampoo colors hair permanently, but when new hair

starts to grow in, simply retouch with Tintz as needed. Color perfectly

matches your previously Tintz-shampooed hair.

FOR TOUCH-UPS OR COMPLETE
COLOR CHANGE

so natural appearing. Doesn’t shout "dyed.”

Order now. Only $1.25 plus tax.

SEND NO MONEY NO RISK OFFER

Just clip coupon, check your shadeand mail today.

On arrival deposit $1.25 plus tax and postage

with your postman; then shampoo-tint easily,

quickly, right in your home. You must be com-

pletely delighted with results or your money

will be refunded.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

AT THESE DEPARTMENT STORES
Tintz Co., Dept. 5-B, 205 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, Illinois

Canadian Office: 406 Hopewell, Toronto, Ontario

Bloomingdales
,
Gimbels, Goldblatt's

,
Jordan Marsh

, Jones, Lit Brothers
,

Macy’s, Mandel's, and Sterns.

AT THESE DRUG CHAINS

Bartells '
, Cohen, Crown, Cunninghams, Dow, Gallahers, Grays, Griest,

Hart, Hooks, Katz & Bestoff, Katz, King, Kinsel, Liggetts, Madings,
Marshall, Fred Meyer, Owl

,
Pantaze, Parkview

,
Pay Less, Rands'

,
Rea &

Derick, Read's, Red Cross, Snyders, Sun, Sun Ray—Blevins, Sutliff& Case,

Thrift, Thrifty, Veazey, Whelans, Walgreens and Wards.

'

Send my Tintz Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring in

shade checked at right. On arrival I will deposit $1.25

plus tax and postage charges with postman on guar-

antee I can return empty carton for any reason within

7 days and you will refund my money. (If $1.50 tax

included, comes with this coupon, Tintz pays the

postage.)

JET BUCK

BUCK

DARK BROWN

MED. ASH BROWN

AUBURN (HENNA)

MED. WARM BROWN

LIGHT BROWN

BLONDE

NAME.

TINTZ CO., Dept. 5-B, 205 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois

Canadian Office: 5(jVi Adelaide N.E., Toronto, Ontario ADDRESS

No Finer Hair Coloring Known. Tested by 100,000s of Users. CITY ZONE— STATE



Fora much MILDER

smoke -
1 like Chesterfield

Its MY cigarette"

(jo- ,i(«y>'iny tn

"MONTANA"
f<n'nf t '

.

.Production

PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS

SMOKE CHESTERFIELD A
“Chesterfield buys the best mild, mellow jr

tobacco that I can grow. I like Chesterfield \

the best of them all. It always leaves a

clean, fresh taste in my mouth.’’

FARMVILLE, N. C

Copyright 1949. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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Prove It for Yourself with

This 10-second Test!

Want hands that are soft as any flower petal?

Just as fragrant, too ? Then it’s New Cashmere
Bouquet Hand Lotion (with lanolin) for you!

Do this and you’ll understand why!

>'

'

Use Cashmere Bouquet on one hand,

any old-style lotion on the other.

Wait, then compare.

Your “Cashmere Bouquet” hand? This fast-

drying lotion that softens like

a cream has already done its wonderful tj|§

work. Not a trace of stickiness or tackiness.
^ j

Your hand feels smooth, is excitingly ]

fragrant, excitingly soft to the touch!

Your other hand? No comparison, of course! In

just 10 seconds you’ve seen for yourself, that

caressable hands call for Cashmere Bouquet!

"Remember-

There’s a Cashmere
Bouquet Cosmetic
for Almost Every
Beauty NeedI

sa m
LIPSTICK

Creamy, clinging in

8 fashionable shades I

FACE POWDER
Smooth, velvety texture!

6 “Flower-Fresh” shadesl

ALL-PURPOSE CREAM
For radiant, “date-time”
loveliness—a bedtime

beauty “must”l

TALCUM POWDER
A shower of
spring flowers I



Take this Most Important Step

to Save your Teeth

!

“Most tooth loss comes from gum troubles," say dentists. So guard

your gums as well as your teeth— this dentist-approved Ipana way!*

DENTISTS WARN YOUTH: GUARD GUMS!

America’s top dental authorities issue this

timely warning: you can’t have healthy

teeth without healthy gums. They urge you

to start fighting gum troubles and guarding

your teeth while you are still young!

See your dentist regularly. Follow his

advice. And remember— Ipana is the tooth

paste more dentists recommend and per-

sonally use than any other!

Think of the pain, trouble and embarrass-

ment it could cost you to lose just one tooth

!

Then think of this: dental authorities

say more than half of all tooth losses to-

day come from gum. troubles. And gum
troubles can strike anyone, even healthy

teen-agers, with little warning!

That’s why the most effective step you can

take to save your teeth is to guard your

gums. That’s why tooth brushing alone —
with any dentifrice— is not enough. Your

complete dental routine must provide ef-

PROTECTS HER DATE-WINNING SMILE THE IPANA WAY!

Pretty Barbara Ann March of Roselle, N. J.,

has a beau-catching smile and wants to keep
it! As a successful (and popular) junior

model, Babs knows the importance of firm,

healthy gums to sound teeth and a sparkling

HEALTHIER GUMS, CLEANER TEETH-

IPANA for Both!
P.S. For correct brushing use the DOUBLE DUTY Tooth Brush
with the twist in the handle. 1000 dentists helped design it!

fective care for your teeth and gums both !

Ipana dental care* does just that. No
other paste or powder can clean your teeth

better and brighter than Ipana. And Ipana

is the only leading tooth paste specially

designed to aid the health of your gums,

too! Its unique formula actually stimu-

lates circulation—promotes healthier gums.

NATIONWIDE REPORTS: DENTISTS SAY

THE IPANA WAY WORKS!

In thousands of recent reports from dentists

all over the country, 8 out of 10 dentists say

the Ipana way not only promotes brighter

teeth, but healthier gums as well. What better

evidence that Ipana denial care is doubly ef-

fective? Try it — see what it can do for you!

HERE’S ALL YOU DO - EASY AS 1, 2:

smile. So she follows the Ipana way to health-

ier gums and brighter teeth both — because
dentists say it works ! Give yourself the bene-

fits of this dentist-approved care. Get Ipana
Tooth Paste today.

*The Ipana way is simple. 1 . Between regular

visits to your dentist, brush all tooth surfaces

with Ipana at least twice a day. (This helps

remove dulling, bacteria-trapping coating that

invites decay. Leaves your teeth cleaner,
brighter.) 2. Then massage gums the way your
dentist advises. (Ipana’s unique formula stim-

ulates circulation — promotes healthier gums.
You can feel the invigorating tingle!)

L /and refreshing ipana

yv/ LEAVES MY BREATH CLEANER

N. MY MOUTH FRESHER, TOO!

Product of Bristol-Myers
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4iow wonderful for YOU!

Stopette Deodorant
sprays away underarm odor

SPRAY DEODORANT

Just squeeze the

flexible bottle . . . Stopette

envelops underarm in cool

deodorant mist, banishes odor

and perspiration worries.

You have never used a deodor-

ant so delicate, yet so effective. Stopette

is invisible, dries the instant you spray it

on, leaves no trace on skin or clothes. Com-
posed of kind-to-your-skin ingredients ... as-

sures the firm yet gentle protection you must

have. The squeezable bottle is unbreakable-

carry it anywhere. So economical, too — hun-

dreds of sprays in each bottle.

Your favorite drug or cosmetic counter has

Stopette. Try it once . .
.
you will

never use another deodorant.

I* Guaranteed by
l Good Housekeeping ) JULES MONTENIER, INC,

CHICAGO

No messy
fingers!

You never touch

Stopette . . . hardly

know it touches you!

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 37 YEARS

PHOTOPLAY
Contents for Oetober9 1949

HIGHLIGHTS
Rancher’s Wife (Greer Garson)

Announcing the Winners
Second Chance (Dan Dailey) I.ourlla O. Parsons

Found: The Silver Lining (June Haver) . Wynn Roberts

I Like Their Nerve Sheilali Graham
The Fabulous Life (Rita Hayworth) Elsa Maxwell

Carpet Slipper Romeo (Ricardo Montalban) Maxine Arnold
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M-G-M...
producer of the

screen’s finest

Technicolor musicals

presents another

wonderful

entertainment

!

STARRING

KATHRYN GRAYSON
JOSE ITURBI s

!

WITH

ETHEL BARRYMORE
KEENAN WYNN

Screen Play by Bruce Manning

and Tamara Hovey

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG
Produced by

JOE PASTERNAK
A Milrt-Ctldwyn-Mayai Picture

J. CARROL NAISH • JULES MUNSHIN
THOMAS GOMEZ * MARJORIE REYNOLDS

and introducing

MARIO LANZA

MEET A NEW STAR!

He’s the rugged,

romantic type

and the singing

discovery of a

lifetime!

NOTE! Something to watch for! The greatest picture since sound is M-G-M’s "BATTLEGROUND”!
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...because HOLD-BOB bobby pins

really hold. The perfection of this

beauty is assured because those

perfect curls are formed and held

in place gently, yet so very

securely, by this truly superior bobby

pin. There is nothing finer.

... a GAYLA(j

hair beauty aid

More women use

HOLD-BOB
than all other

bobby pins combined

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
© 1949 CHICAGO. Ilfc

What

Should

I Do?

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert,

star of "Love Is

Big Business"

D
EAR Miss Colbert:

It has been over three months since
I have been treated, and very success-

fully so far, for alcoholism. Of my own
volition, I entered an excellent sanitarium
and remained there until I was “cured.”
Although my life has seemed to begin

anew, with the unfolding of so many am-
bitions which were formerly blurred by
the bottle, I have not been able to solve
the problem of compatible friendships with
people of my own age.

I have always been interested in sport,
but the men with whom I used to engage
in games or watch them, invariably carry
liquor. My desire for drink has vanished,
but I am far short of infallible.

I want friends, but I don’t want to en-
danger my new and hard-won freedom
from alcoholism. What can I do?

Edgar B.

It seems to me that the first thing for
you to do tvould be to write to the sani-
tarium where you were treated and secure
the address of the chapter of Alcoholics
Anonymous which is nearest to you. Men
of all ages and stations of life belong to
this excellent organization; the problem
of each of them is your problem, so you
would find sympathetic fellowship.

If such a group is too far distant from
the town in which you live, why don’t
you make a definite effort to affiliate

with some church group men’s club. Here
in Los Angeles, there are some fine
church groups of men who take an active
part in athletics of all kinds; they are
two-fisted, alert citizens with whom any
right-thinking man would be glad to be
friendly.
By attending church and associating

with young people’s organizations, you
are almost certain to meet some nice
girls. They ivill introduce you to their

friends, and in no time you will find your-
self in a group whose manner of living
will be more satisfying to you, than try-

ing to adjust yourself to the old group.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

My husband and I have been married
nine months, and this fall we started
building our own home. Our lot is next to

the home of my husband’s family.
Frankly, for some unknown reason, I

am jealous of my mother-in-law. She has
done nothing to cause my dislike. She has
given my husband and me countless things
and wants to do everything for us, but
somehow, in doing this, she has taken the
joy out of planning our own home.
The first major item she purchased was

a five-piece bedroom suite. It was nice,

but not the kind I would have selected.

We will have a beautiful yard, due to

her efforts in (Continued on page 82)

mri?

JOAN LANSING

Down on Radio Row
there are tall tales about
a certain master of
unceremony. Everyone
I’ve talked to says

he’s a hazard to women’s inhibi-

tions. His name is Art Linkletter.

This master of mirth runs a small
daily riot called “House Party” on
the American Broadcasting Com-
pany network but it’s like no house
party I ever attended. For Pills-

bury’s mid-day host is a genius at
verbally creeping up on an unwary
participant. His interviews are fa-

mous for revealing repartee. As a
matter of fact, someone once said

that Linkletter could find something
gay and funny in a quilting bee at

an old maid’s home. If “House
Party” is any indication of this

talent, I agree completely. Link-
letter perpetually skates on the cen-

sor’s thin ice. The personal questions
he asks the Mrs.’s at the mike are
unbelieveably funny. But that’s not
all of “House Party”, there are
stunts that could be conceived only
by a master . . . games, quizzes and
contests of the “est” variety—big-

gest feet, oldest old maid, longest
married and so on. But the crown-
ing glory of this noontime madness
is Linkletter, the man who flies

through his ad libs with the greatest
of ease and makes “House Party”
the best reason for staying out of

the noon day sun ever invented.

P.S. In case you don’t know it’s

at 12:00 noon EST every weekday.

Anyone can put her foot into it,

but you should hear the contestants

on Peter Donald’s show talk their

way out of it! This is just about
the most hilarious example of the

ticklish situation I ever heard. For
here is the proof that silence is

NOT golden. Peter Donald sows
his wild oats (Quaker, of course)

by donning fantastic guises to go
with each situation — “Scarface
Stilletto” was my favorite with “un-
washed Donald” a close second —
and then the trapped participants

talk their way out of it to the tune
of cash prizes. Naturally Peter

Donald’s masterful dialects are the

creme de la creme which makes me
sorry “Talk Your Way Out Of It”

— a mad melee of wit and nit-

witicism — is only aired Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 3:00 PM
EST on the ABC network.

Other Tips on Daytime Dialing

Modern Romances 11 :00 AM EST
Thrilling dramatizations of twen-
tieth century love.

Galen Drake 4:00 PM EST
Interesting facts and fiction told

by a master entertainer.

Betty Crocker 10 :25 AM EST
Instructive household hints you’d

never find elsewhere.

"3oor> Loosing
Advertisement



THE GIRDLE THAT’S ANATOMICALLY CORRECT, PLAYTEX PINK-ICE POWER-MOULDS AND SUPPORTS WITH COMPLETE COMFORT AND FREEDOM OF ACTION

ANNOUNCING A SENSATIONAL NEW LIND OF GIRDLE,

THE NEWEST OF THE FAMOUS PLAYTEX* GIRDLES:

PLAYTEX proudly presents

PINK-ICE — not as a color, but

as a brand new kind of girdle

that actually “breathes”—keeps

you feeling fresh all day long.

Just touch it and you’ll feel the

difference. It’s so shimmering
smooth, so light, so cool. And it

washes in a matter of seconds,

pats dry with a towel.

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE is made of

tree-grown latex, with an all-way

stretch that power-moulds your

figure along its natural lines and

controls your figure when you

are sitting, as well as when you’re

standing or walking.

Invisible under the sleekest

dress, the slenderest clothes,

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE becomes a

living part of you, giving with

every motion of your body.

See how PINK-ICE gives you
back your own trim figure —
inches slimmer and trimmer, in

the most complete comfort!

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORPORATION
Playtex Park, Dover, Del. ©1949

• ••In SLIM shimmering Pink Tubes

sizes extra small, small, medium, large:

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE PANTY GIRDLE . , . . .$3.95

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE PANTY GIRDLE WITH CARTERS $4.95

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GARTER GIRDLE $4.95

Extra Large playtex pink-ice carter girdle $5.95

Also ask to see playtex living cirdle, $3.95

and PANTY girdle, $3.50

On sale in all modern corset and notions departments and better specialty shops everywhere!
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DIRECTED BY

DAVID BUTLER
PRODUCED BY

ALEX GOTTLIEB
Screen Play by JACK ROSE ond MEL SHAVELSON

From A Story by \. A. 1. Diamond • Music by JULE STYNE
lyrics by SAMMY CAHN Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf

FRED CLARK Screen Play by IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS
Suggested by a Story by Virginia Kellogg • Music by Max Steiner

DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

RAOUL WALSH • LOUIS F. EDELMAN
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Screen Play by JAMES BRIDIE • Adaptation by Hume
Cronyn • Based on the play by John Colton and

Margaret Linden • From the novel by Helen Simpson

Directed by ALFRED HITCF1C0CK
A TRANSATLANTIC PICTURE

ORIGINAL MUSIC BY
FRANZ WAXMAN

THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD
WILL HAIL ITS GREATNESS!
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Larry Parks practises while wife Betty Garrett glamorizes

for song-and-dance act for Wadsworth Veterans Hospital

Cheerful earful: Dotty Lamour,

Betty Hutton, at charity auction

for Mickey Finn Youth Foundation

Inside the Inside: While practically every
columnist in town was definitely stating that
Errol Flynn’s friend, Princess Irene, was with
him—either in Hollywood or waiting for him in
New York—she was in Paris quietly divorcing
her first husband in order to be free when Flynn
returned to Paris. Could be that Princess Irene
may nab the handsome Flynn on the rebound . . .

Old-timers feel Monty Clift’s indifference to
Hollywood may land him in the slightly forgotten
category if he doesn’t forget his allergy to movie-
town. His refusal to make “The Big Hangover”
because, as he claimed, he couldn’t get Elizabeth
Taylor as leading lady makes little sense in that
Elizabeth is very much in the picture at this writ-
ing, with Van Johnson replacing Clift. Elizabeth
may face the problem of being a movie star or
being the wife of Bill Pawley Jr. whose work

9
Cat Ytfikb Ocititp
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Scoop—of ice cream, from Jane Wyman at fund-raising

party in England where Jane made film “Stage Fright”

Pool pleasures: Kirk Douglas, Adele Jergens at Kurt

Kreuger’s party for stage star Jessie Royce Landis, right.

STUFF
keeps him from Hollywood. Cal feels movies will
win . . . The simple life along- Oregon’s Rogue
River has become Hollywood’s get-away-from-it-
all resort to Clark Gable, who is building a home
there. He’ll take it in preference to the Riviera
any day.

People—Here and There: Despite the printed
items that Paulette Goddard and director John
Huston were enemies who loathed each other, the
pair were a happy dinner duo at Mike Roma-
noff’s. And Cal, who occupied the next booth, can
testify they don’t hate each other a bit. On the
contrary! . . . Hollywood swains are moaning the
blues because Valli has decided to stay married
to her Italian husband ... At the birthday party
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. gave Cal, Ann
Sothern told of the day she and Tisha spent at

0 k- H ouuukxxL
Kay Williams and Ann Sothern at baby shower for Kay,

given by Ann, Andrea Leeds and Mrs. Mike Romanoff
P
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David Niven, at “Kiss Me Kate” open-

Hands across the tables: The Dana Andrewses, Ann Sheridan and escort

Cesar Romero are guests at Lew Schreiber party at Mike Romanoff’s

ing, envies wife’s cool collar line

the Clark Gable ranch and how Clark
had shown Tisha the orchards, the
barns and the horses, and what friends
the two became. Tisha is now four and
blondely pretty like her mother . . .

Agnes Moorehead, told dinner guests at
Emmy Burlingham’s of her visit to

Tehachapi, the California prison for
women, before playing a prison matron
in “The Cage.”

Giggle of the Month: Jimmy Stewart
and Joyce MacKenzie were rehearsing
their lines on the “Broken Arrow” set
before director Delmar Daves called
“camera.” The lights blazed down and
all was deadly still.

Joyce spoke. “Why are you drifting?
From Mississippi boat-hand to gold
miner to Indian Scout. What are you
hoping to be?”
“A married man,” a voice from

behind the camera called, which, of
course, completely broke up the scene.

A Yank in Kent: On location for
“The Black Rose” in Kent, England,
Tyrone Power was invited by the local

lads to participate in a croquet match,
a much rougher, tougher game than
American croquet.
Tyrone was reluctant but the lads,

gleams in their eyes, insisted, naming
unusually high stakes.
Tyrone took the English lads to the

cleaners. “They didn’t know about those
vicious matches put on by Darryl
Zanuck in Palm Springs,” Ty grinned.

Incidentally, Tyrone has bought a
light plane of his own and, with Linda,
plans to tour the Scandinavian coun-
tries before returning to Hollywood.

( Continued on page 12)

P

On the beam at big Screen Writers’ Guild presentations, held recently at

Bel-Air Hotel, were Jeanette MacDonald and husband Gene Raymond



When Greer left for England to make the sequel to “Mrs. Miniver,” Buddy went along, too

RANCHER’S

WIFE

They knew they were

in love from the start.

But three things had to

be considered before

Greer could become

Mrs. Buddy Fogelson

W
HEN Greer Garson became Mrs.

Buddy Fogelson, many com-
mented upon the suddenness of

the marriage. Actually, there was
nothing sudden about it.

There never was any doubt in the

minds of either Greer or Buddy that

they were in love. There never

was any doubt in Buddy’s mind
when they should marry; always it

was just as soon as Greer was will-

ing. But, with her, it was different.

She wanted to be sure of several

things. That, irrespective of her

feeling for Buddy, it was not her

long loneliness that influenced her

to marry again. That her mother
would work out a good life for her-

self alone. That, and this above all,

she would fully recover from the two

minor operations her doctor recom-

mended.

She married Buddy entirely satis-

fied on the first and last score. Un-
fortunately, her mother’s absence

from the wedding leaves doubt about

the second. Nina Garson insists it

was under doctor’s orders that she

did not attend the wedding. How-
ever, rumors persist that Nina was
absent from the wedding because

she did not wish it to take place.

However this may be, there could

have been no doubt in Greer’s mind
that she had done the right thing.

There was the admiration in which
the Fletcher A. Catrons of Sante Fe
held Buddy. It was the Catrons

who opened their home for the quiet

wedding. There was, besides, the

respect and affection Buddy re-

ceived from the townspeople; the

policemen and newsboys and the

citizens on the streets. A reassuring

thing, for a bride to see her husband

held in such esteem! There was,

besides, Buddy’s history to warm
Greer’s heart; his war work on

Dwight E. Eisenhower’s personal

staff, and his efforts in behalf of the

Reparations Committee Conference.

They spent their honeymoon at

“Forked Lightning,” where their old

Spanish ranch house sits high on

historic ground. “Ranch life agrees

with me,” says Greer happily. “I’m

even a little reluctant to leave for

England where I’ll make a sequel to

‘Mrs. Miniver.’ ” Not too reluctant,

however. For Buddy—oil operator,

rancher and lawyer—is declaring a

holiday so he may be with her.

P
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try the test below
Have you ever wondered if you are as lovely as

you could be—are you completely sure of your
charm? Your deodorant can be the difference . . . and
you will never know how lovely you can be until

you use Fresh.

Fresh is so completely effective, yet so easy and
pleasant to use . . . Different from any deodorant you
have ever tried. Prove this to yourself with the free

jar of creamy, smooth Fresh we will send you.

Test it. Write to Fresh, Chrysler Building, New
York, for your free jar.

©*OtKMlA*T
Stow f>£*ISfrU»An©*

rwQftfcies

INSIDE STUFF

On the same evening that the newlyweds,

Nora Eddington and Dick Haymes, cele-

brated their marriage at Mocambo . . .

(Continued from page 10)
Wedding Bells: Under a bower of flow-

ers in the garden of their Beverly Hills

home, Nora Flynn and Dick Haymes
became man and wife.

Cal could see the happiness reflected
on the faces of these two people who, I

curiously enough, look much alike. “Oh
honey,” were Nora’s first words after the
ceremony, as she threw her arms about
Dick. In those words, all the anxiety and
unpleasantness that had preceded their
marriage seemed erased.
After the ceremony, Dick and Nora

showed us their rings. Nora’s is a wide
diamond circle with the names “Nora
and Dick” outlined in diamonds. Dick’s

is a wide platinum band with their names
and date engraved inside.

Only Nora’s family and relatives, with
a very few close friends, and Dick’s
mother and his best man, Charles Far-
rell, and Nora’s two daughters by her
ex-husband Errol Flynn, were present.

But in the living room was a wire from
Errol wishing Nora happiness.

Dick’s three children by his former
wife Joanne Dru, who soon after

became the (Continued on page 14)

. . . Jqanne Dru (the ex-Mrs. Haymes)

and John Ireland dined at Nick Arden’s

prior to their wedding in La Jolla



precaution against Bad Breath.

OH, plenty of others would
be at her first real grown-up

party, but not Jim—not the one

she wanted! Here was his note

with its phony sounding "I am
sorry ... I know you will under-

stand.” But Ann didn’t under-

stand; no woman does, when, for

no apparent reason, she sees a

romance that started so sweetly

end up so sour.

How About You?

Nothing turns a man away from
you so quickly as halitosis (un-

pleasant breath). You’re foolish

ever to run such a risk; after all,

you, yourself, may not know
when your breath is off-color.

If you want to be your most
charming self, never, never omit

Listerine Antiseptic before any
date.

Listerine Antiseptic is no make-
shift of momentary effectiveness.

It’s a tried and true extra-careful

recaution against offending,

imply swish it in the mouth
and, lo, your breath is fresher

and sweeter . . . stays that way,
too, not for seconds . . . not for

minutes . . . but for hours usually.

While some cases of halitosis

are ofsystemic origin, most cases,

say some authorities, are due to

the bacterial fermentation of tiny

food particles clinging to mouth
surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic
quickly halts such fermentation,

then overcomes the odors fer-

LAMBERTPnARMACALCo.,St.Loiiis, A/o.

mentation causes.

WOMEN TELL US that they make listerine antiseptic and massage a regular

PART OF HAIR-WASHING AS A PRECAUTION AGAINST INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF 9
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NOW! PROOF that brushing
teeth right after eating is the

safe, effective way to

HELP

STOP
TOOTH
DECAY

with Colgate

Dental Cream

NOW dental science offers proof that
always using Colgate Dental Cream

right after eating helps stop tooth decay
before it starts!

Continuous research— hundreds of case

histories—makes this the most important
news in dental history!

Eminent dental authorities supervised 2

groups of college men and women for over
a year. One group always brushed their

teeth with Colgate Dental Cream right

after eating. The other group followed their

usual dental care.

The average of the group using Colgate’s
as directed was a startling reduction in

number of cavities—far less tooth decay!
The other group developed new cavities at

a much higher rate.

Colgate’s has been proved to contain all

the necessary ingredients, including an
exclusive patented ingredient, for effective

daily dental care. No claim is made that
using Colgate’s can stop all tooth decay, or
help cavities already started. But brushing
teeth right after eating is the proved way to
help stop tooth decay with Colgate Dental
Cream. The Colgate Dental Cream now at

your dealer’s is the same formula that was
used in the tests.

Always Use Colgate’s* to

Clean Your Breath While You Clean YcurTeeth

-and HELP STOP TOOTH DECAY!

|

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 12) wife of actor
John Ireland, were on a vacation at
Catalina.

It Happened in Hollywood: Two writ-
ers dropped into Scandia for cheesecake
and coffee after the preview of “You’re
My Everything.”
“Anne Baxter was wonderful,” one

writer observed. “No one could have done
a better take-off of Clara Bow, the rowdy
It girl of the twenties.”

“Except,” said the other writer, “the
girl at the table in the far corner.”
The writer turned. There sat Clara

Bow herself, her husband Rex Bell and
their eleven-year-old son with a candle-
lit cake before him.
With her heart in her eyes, Clara

was singing, “Happy birthday.”

Rush! Rush! Rush! One minute Jane
Powell, who grows prettier by the day,
was standing before the camera with
Glenn Anders on the “Nancy Goes to
Rio” set, and the next minute, Janie was
lying prone at Glenn’s amazed feet.

Jane, it seems, had answered her stu-
dio’s polite urging to return to work
after a few days’ illness, with the result
she will now be away much longer. A
day or two of recuperation would have
meant all the difference to ailing Janie.
And, in the long run, saved the studio
considerable money.
“What’s the hurry, Hollywood?” could

well be the title of a three-volume work.
June Lockhart, for instance, who was the
hit of Broadway in “For Love or Money,”
was literally yanked from her great
success to make a Hollywood film that,
a year later, hadn’t even been started.
Cesar Romero had a summer stock tour
canceled for a picture that went before
the camera four months later. Foreign
stars are rushed to town at great ex-
pense only to return home before their
visas expire with nothing behind them.

Health is ruined, hearts broken, oppor-
tunities lost, all because of this feverish
rush into nowhere.

Certainly looks like bad management
somewhere along the line.

Leo and Mario: Leo the Lion may as
well roar with delight at Mario Lanza,
its newest candidate for stardom, be-
cause everybody (Continued on page 16)

Liz Taylor, unhappy because she won’t

see Bill Pawley for months, still thrills

in showing her diamond to Jane Powell

COLORINSE
^LffRlUMfr

GIVES YOUR HAIR

MORE COLOR
• Absolutely harmless

• Washes out easily

I
Now, from the famous Nestle Hair Laboral

tones comes lurium—an amazing new in

gredient added to Nestle Colorinse to giv<j|

your hair more glorious color-beauty

sparkling highlights and silken lustre thai

ever before.

And — Nestle Colorinse with Luriun\

eliminates tangles — makes hair easier t<

comb, easier to manage.

Get a package of the new Nestle Colo i

rinse with Lurium today ! Choose from thi

10 flattering shades at all beauty counters ;



The most admired patterns...

COPYRIGHT 1949, THE INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., HOLMES & EDWARDS DIVISION, MERIDEN, CONN. °RE<J, V* §, PAT. Off,

are Sterling Inlaid, the silverplate

yl'A'i'/
with two blocks of sterling ~ Q —•

/ /
1

p\
inlaid at backs of bowls and

handles of most used spoons and forks.

Thus the exquisite beauty of

these four magnificently designed

Holmes & Edwards patterns

stays lovelier longer.

•All PATTERNS MADE IN U. S. A.

DANISH PRINCESS*

Particularly note Spring Garden,

the gay, new favorite. 52 piece

service for 8, chest included,

in all patterns, $68.50.

HOLMES & EDWARDS
STERLING INLAID0

SILVERPLATE
nCKt ^ ^ ntnc

It's Sterling Inlaid
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Tour Loveliness
is Doubly Safe

Double
Protection

!

C& ex . . . Veto guards your

loveliness night and day—safely protects

your clothes and you. For Veto not only

neutralizes perspiration odor, it checks per-

spiration, too! Yes, Veto gives you Double

Protection ! And Veto disappears instantly to

protect you from the moment you apply it!

GS(y
. . . Always creamy and

smooth. Veto is lovely to use and keeps you
lovely. And Veto is gentle, safe for normal

skin, safe for clothes. Doubly Safe! Veto

alone contains Duratex, Colgate’s exclusive

ingredient to make Veto safer. Let Veto

give your loveliness double protection!

Veto lasts and lasts

from bath to bath l

INSIDE STUFF

Bob Topping and Lana Turner, tanned,

trim and terrific, were the center of attrac-

tion at Julie Wilson’s Mocambo opening

Plain
Language
about Tampax

No need to be embarrassed
any more. The invention of

Tampax has simplified the

whole subject of monthly
protection for women.

You require no belts or pins with
Tampax— and no outside pads. For
Tampax is worn internally.

(Continued from page 14) else does. The
impish-eyed Mario may have a golden
voice but what goes with it, yoi!

Uninhibited and unimpressed, Mario,
who is of Italian parentage, was born on
New York’s lower east side and still

maintains his east-side chatter. His re-
marks on the “Serenade to Suzette” set
have the males in convulsions and the
girls in confusion.

After his hit in “Midnight Kiss,” cer-
tain executives packed off Mario to a
dramatic coach to learn about acting. His
first scene in “Serenade” after his les-

sons was awful.
“Honestly, Mariano,” the director said,

“where did you learn to act like that?”
“Oh, from some old gal the studio sent

me to.”
There was a deathly hush. The “old

gal,” as it turned out, was the producer’s
sister.

“Was Mario embarrassed when he
found out?” we asked the actor who told
us.

“Embarrassed?” he howled. “Mario
probably knew it all the time.”

Birthday: Lana Turner and Bob Top-
ping gave Lana’s daughter, Cheryl
Crane, a horse for her birthday. Not a
pony, but a big beautiful horse for six-

year-old Cheryl to ride.

A cowboy called “Lucky” rode the gift
into the rodeo ring of the Beverly Hills
Polo grounds where Cheryl’s birthday
party was held in true Western style.

All the guests, among them Diedre
and Rory Flynn, Lance Brisson, Tracy
and Ned Wynn, Kathy Heflin and many
other children of stars, gathered to view
the private rodeo show put on for their
benefit. Dressed in dungarees or cowboy
costumes, the children gazed bug-eyed
at the huge log-cabin-ranch cake with
candy cowboys standing within. And
each, of course, took turns riding the
beautiful horses around the grounds.
The best birthday party ever, the

children agreed when they bid their little

hostess goodbye.

A Good Fight: At long last, you can
see “The Outlaw.” This picture, held up
by the censors after it played only a few
theaters, finally is being released. All
of which is a feather in the much be-
feathered cap of (Continued on page 21)

You insert Tampax by means of indi-

vidual patented applicators; your
hands need not touch the Tampax.

You will find great daintiness in

Tampax. No odor, no chafing— and
it’s only one-ninth the bulk of the

external kind.

You can forget any fear of bulges or

ridges under your clothing, for Tam-
pax cannot show through. (Also, dis-

posal is easy.)

You will welcome the downright
comfort of Tampax— the sense of

physical and mental relaxation it

brings on “those discouraging days.”

You will like the scientific character

of Tampax—invented by a doctor and
made of pure surgical absorbent cot-

ton throughout.

Buy Tampax at drug or notion

counters. 3 absorbencies: Regular,

Super, Junior. A full month’s aver-

age supply will slip into your
purse. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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Brief Reviews
(F) ADVENTURES OF 1CHAB0D AND

MR. TOAD, THE—Disney-RKO : Comical and color-

ful all-cartoon feature employing the vocal talents of

Bing Crosby and Basil Rathbone. It’s Disney in a
madcap mood. (Sept.)

y (F) AFRICA SCREAMS—Nassour-UA: There
are chills and chuckles in this Abbott-Costello comedy
describing the boys’ antics with wild beasts, cannibals
and each other. (Aug.)

(F) AGAINST THE WIND—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Somewhat confusing sabotage story set in occupied
Belgium. Ably acted by an all-British cast featuring
Simone Sigpioret, Robert Beatty, Jack Warner. (Aug.)

]/ (A) ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY—M-G-M:
Clark Gable is convincing as a big-shot gambler with
the choice of living a short merry life, or going off

fishing with wife Alexis Smith and son Darryl Hick-
man. Audrey Totter, Wendell Corey, Frank Morgan
help make this exciting. (Sept.)

I/VV (F) BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY, THE—
M-G-M: Topnotch song-and-dance show marking re-

union of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. With Oscar
Levant, Jacques Francois, Billie Burke. (July)

^ (F) BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL
BEND, THE—20th Century-Fox: A lusty, gusty
farce full of shooting and shouting with Betty Grable
in her rowdiest role to date. With Cesar Romero.
Olga San Juan, Rudy Vallee. (Aug.)

y (F) BIG CAT, THE—Moss-Eagle Lion: It’s boy
versus beast in this chase film featuring Lon McCallis-
ter, Peggy Ann Garner, Preston Foster. (July)

\/ (F) BIG STEAL, THE—RKO: This adventure
yarn races along at a dizzy pace, taking you to Mexico
in the company of Bob Mitchum, Jane Greer, Bill

Bendix and Patric Knowles. (Sept.)

yV' (F) BLACK MAGIC—Small-UA: Orson Welles
puts on a whopping show, hypnotizing nice Nancy
Guild to the distress of her sweetheart, Frank Lati-
more. With Akim Tamiroff, Margot Grahame. (July)

(F) BLUE LAGOON, THE—Rank-U-I
:
Jean

Simmons and Donald Houston are a pair of castaways
sharing an island paradise in this romantic ship-
wreck story. Long hut thrilling adventure. (Aug.)

(F) BROKEN JOURNEY—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Death rides the airways in this interest-filled British
drama. A fine cast includes Phyllis Calvert, Margot
Grahanie, James Donald. Francis L. Sullivan. (Sept.)

(F) CALAMITY JANE AND SAM BASS-
U-I : Here's a fast-paced action film with Howard
Duff running from sheriff Willard Parker and see-
sawing between Yvonne De Carlo and Dorothy Hart.
With Lloyd Bridges, Marc Lawrence. (Aug.)

(F) COLORADO TERRITORY- -Warners:
Joel MeCrea is a big, bold bandit in this exciting
thriller full of jail breaks and train robberies. With
Virginia Mayo, Dorothy Malone. Henry Hull. (Aug.)

( F) COME TO 'THE STABLE—20th Century-
Fox: A heart-warming tale of two nuns determined
to build a hospital despite all obstacles. Loretta Young
and Celeste Holm head an excellent cast. (Aug.)

(F) CROOKED WAY, THE- -Bogeaus-LIA

:

Grim gangland drama in which amnesia victim John
Payne get really pushed around by gangster Sonny
Tufts. Ellen Drew is the feminine foil. (July)

(F) DEATH VALLEY GUNFIGHTER-Repub-
lic: Kough-and-ready Western featuring Allan
"Rocky” Lane, a troubleshooter called in by sheriff
William A. Henry to rout a hunch of badmen. (July)

(A) EDWARD, MY SON—M-G-M : This poign-
ant domestic drama is beautifully acted by Spencer
Tracy and Deborah Kerr with able support from fan
Hunter, Mervyn Johns, Leueen MacGrath. (luly)

1/ (F) FORBIDDEN STREET, THE—20th Cen-
! tury-Fox: The accent is on romance in this Victorian

tale teaming Dana Andrews and Maureen O’Hara.
Dame Sybil Thorndike lends able support. (Aug.)

1/ (F) FOUNTAINHEAD, THE—Warners: A
curious, rather stagey picture which nevertheless

I holds your interest. With Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal,
Raymond Massey, Kent Smith. (July)

(F) GIRL FROM JONES BEACH, THE—
Warners: An amusing romance full of nifty nonsense.
With Virginia Mayo. Ronald Reagan, Eddie Bracken.
Dona Drake. (Aug.)

^ (F) GREAT DAN PATCH, THE—Frank-UA

:

Speed and sentiment are neatly blended in this home-
spun tale with Dennis O’Keefe, Gail Russell, Ruth
Warrick, Henry Hull, Charlotte Greenwood. (Aug.)

(F) GREAT GATSBY
, THE—Paramount: An

arresting movie has been made from F. Scott Fitz-
gerald’s novel of the Prohibition Era. Alan Ladd
capably portrays ex-bootlegger Gatsbv. With Betty
Field, Macdonald Carey and Ruth Hussey. (Aug.)

;

(F) GREAT SINNER, THE—M-G-M: Greg
Peck and Ava Gardner are teamed in a highly roman-
tic but none too convincing tale of the 1860’s.” An able
supporting cast includes Melvyn Douglas, Walter
Huston, Frank Morgan, Ethel Barrymore. (Sept.)

(P) GUINEA PIG, THE—Pilgrim Pictures:
Off the beaten path is this ably acted British film
about a schoolboy subjected to the snobbery of his
socially supeiior classmates. With Richard Atten-
borough, Cecil Trouncer, Robert Flemyng. (Sept.)

(F) HOME OF THE BRAVE— Screen
Plays-UA: This stirring war story, which points up
the injustice of racial bigotry, is ably acted by Doug-
las Dick, Jeff Corey, Lloyd Bridges, Tames Edwards,
Steve Brodie and Frank Lovejoy. (July)

(F) HOUSE OF STRANGERS—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: A stirring story of an East Side Italian-
American family with Edward G. Robinson Susan
Hayward, Richard Conte and Luther Adler (Sept )
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ARLENE DAHL
Co-starred in

Metro- Goldwyn -Mayer's

’Scene of the Crime'

and they really stay on ! Now... no more self-conscious 'repair'

worries. Also in Clear Reds, Blue Reds and Rose Reds for Color and

Fashion Harmony in the world’s most wonderful lipstick. $i.oo

CREATED FOR COLOR HARMONY IN MAKE-UP. ..BY

MAX FACTORHOLLYWOOD
ACCEPT THIS UNIQUE BEAUTY OFFER: You will receive

a generous trial-size lipstick in the new Fashion Harmony shade most

flattering to you ...also your individual Color Harmony Make-Up Chart

personally prescribed by Max Factor...also the 36-page color-illustrated

instruction book by Max Factor, "The New Art ofMake-Up”.

'toad

FASHION S NEWEST

LIP COLORS by Max Factor
fi

Share this secret of lasting lip

beauty with the loveliest lips

in Hollywood.

,

1

I SEND FOR THIS UNUSUAL OFFER TODAY!
FILL IN AND CHECK CAREFULLY THE INFORMATION CHART BELOW AND MAIL |

1 Max Foctor Make-Up Studio, Box 94 1 , Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send me your unique beauty offer. 1 enclose

JO cents to help cover cost of postage and handling.

. Name

COMPLEXION EVES HAIR

Fair Q
Creamy O
Medium . . . . Q
Ruddy
Sallow

Freckled . . . .

Olive

Deep Olive. . .

Gray
Green . . . .

Hazel
Brown . . . .

Black . . . .

BLONDE
Light Dark Q
8RUNETTE

Light Dark Q
BROWNETTE

Light Dark

REDHEAD
Light Dark

IfHair ts Gray,(btck

typeabot*andbtn

LASHES [Color]

DO
Light Med Dark1

" "" A9e ‘ ‘

1 City Zone - State

|

SKIN: Normal

Dry Oily Q
S49 - ,OL

P
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" Your Rair can be

Radiant and

Dandruff-fee.
— all youi/e got to don -take

me home and sque e ze, meff

TH£R£'S MO
othcr shampoo ukc

£M£RALD_

• Emerald-clear Prell in the

handy tube is really different! The
patented cleansing ingredient in

Prell’s exclusive formula removes

unsightly dandruff quickly, thor-

oughly. And Prell leaves hair soft

and positively radiant

!

More ra-

diant than any soap shampoo . . .

more radiant—in hardest water!

—than leading cream shampoos!

Prell goes farther than any other

known shampoo, because it’s

more concentrated. Get a large

size tube today

!

v CREATED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE

y (F) / 7 LRFERENC
E
—RKO : In this pigskin

drama, teaming Victor Mature and Lizabeth Scott,
romance is stressed more than football. With Lucille
Rail, Sonny Tufts and Lloyd Nolan. (July)

L'V (F) IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME—
M-G-M: Judy Garland and Van Johnson romantically
paired in lilting musical of yesteryear. Judy never
appeared to better advantage. With S. Z. Sakall,
Spring Byington and Buster Keaton. (Sept.)

\/)/ (F) IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING—20th
Century-Fox: Baseball, chemistry and love are the
ingredients of this screwball comedy with Ray Mill-
and, Jean Peters, Paul Douglas. (Aug.)

y (F) JOHNNY ALLEGRO—Columbia: Suspense
is I lie keynote of this fast-paced thriller, with George
Raft, Nina Foch, George Macready. (Sept.)

y (F) JUDGE STEPS OUT, THE—RKO: Mildly
entertaining tale of a Bostonian on a bender with
Alexander Knox and Ann Sothern. (July)

(A) LADY GAMBLES, THE— l
- I: Strong,

sordid study of a gal obsessed with gambling fever,
vividly played by Barbara Stanwyck. With Preston
Foster, Stephen McNally, Edith Barrett. (Aug.)

(F) LAW OF THE GOLDEN WES1 Republic:
Buffalo Bill rides again in this slapdash Western
featuring Monte Hale, John Holland, Paul Hurst, Roy
Barcroft, Gail Davis. (Aug.)

(F) LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING—
Warners: Lavish musical of Marilyn Miller’s life,

full of memories and lilting tunes. With June
Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon MacRae. (July)

\/y (F) LUST FOR GOLD—Columbia : An excit-
ing true-to-life tale taking you to Superstition Moun-
tain with gold-struck Ida Lupino, Glenn Ford, Gig
Young and William Prince. (July)

(F) MASSACRE RIVER—Allied Artists: This tale

of the Old West could do with less romance and more
Indians. With Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun, Carole
Mathews, Cathy Downs. (July)

y (F) MIGHTY JOE YOUNG, THE—Ford-Cooper-
RKO: A superduper stunt him about a girl (Terry
Moore) and a gorilla brought to Hollywood from
Darkest Africa. Funny in a wacky way. (July)

i/V (F) NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER—M-G-M : This
fun-filled musical has Ricardo Montalban wooing
Esther Williams as Betty Garrett chases Red Skelton.
Keenan Wynn and “Cugie’’ are also on hand. (Aug.)

yy (A) ONE WOMAN’S STORY—Rank-U-I : An
absorbing romantic study of hearts in conflict, with
Ann Todd, Claude Rains, Trevor Howard. (July)

y (F) PREJUDICE—New World Films: A sincere,
worthwhile picture dealing with religious and racial

bias. With David Bruce, Bruce Edwards. (July)

y (F) RED MENACE
,
THE—Republic: This melo-

dramatic expose of Communism in America points

up the penalties awaiting those attempting to leave
the party. It’s timely but not too menacing. (Sept.)

(F) RED STALLION OF THE ROCKIES—Eagle
Lion: Saga of a renegade horse that roams the
Rockies, stealing the farmers' mares. With Arthur
Franz, Wallace Ford, Jean Heather. (Aug.)

yy (F) REIGN OF TERROR—Wanger- Eagle
Lion: Romantic costume picture of revolutionary
France with Robert Cummings, Arlene Dahl, Richard
Basehart, Arnold Moss. (Aug.)

y (A) ROPE OF SAND—Paramount: Greed and
violence abound in this action-filled desert drama star-

ring burly Burt Lancaster, villainous Paul Henreid,
crafty Claude Rains, French siren Corinne Calvet,

with Peter Lorre, Sam Jaffe. (Sept.)

(F) ROUGHSHOD—RKO: This run-of-the-range
Western has a good cast but a weak plot. With Robert
Sterling. Gloria Grahame, John Ireland, Jeff .Corey,

Claude Jarman Jr. (Aug.)

y (F) SAND—20th Century-Fox: An entertaining
yarn about a horse that escapes in the Colorado
wilds and turns into a savage killer. With Mark
Stevens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun. (Aug.)

yy (F) SECRET GARDEN , THE—M-G-M: Mar-
garet O’Brien is a little vixen in this unusual movie
of Victorian days. With Herbert Marshall, Dean
Stockwell, Brian Roper. (July)

yy (F) SORROWFUL JONES—Paramount: Place
your bets on this amusing remake of “Little Miss
Marker.” With Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary
Jane Saunders, William Demarest. (July)

y (F) STAMPEDE—Allied Artists: Better-than-
average Western with Rod Cameron, Gale Storm,
Don Castle and Johnny Mack Brown. (Aug.)

yy (F) STREETS OF LAREDO- Paramount: A
rip-roarin’ Western with Macdonald Carey, William
Holden, Bill Bendix, Mona Freeman. (July)

y (F) SUSANNA PASS—Republic; Roy Rogers
mows ’em down in this fast-moving Western. With
Dale Evans and Douglas Fowley. (Aug.)

y. (F) TAKE ONE FALSE STEP—U-I: Slick

crime story with William Powell smoothly portraying
a professor whose past catches up with him in the

tempting form of Shelley Winters. Marsha Hunt,
James Gleason and Dorothy Hart are also involved.

( Sept.

)

y (F) WEAKER SEX, THE—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Ursula Jeans cuts a valiant figure as a hard-working
housewife, keeping her family going in wartime Brit-

ain. A splendid cast includes Cecil Parker, Joan
Hopkins, Derek Bond, Lana Morris. For your sen-

timental mood. (Sept.)

(F) YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Here’s a diverting musical romance boast-

ing the twin talents of fun-loving Dan Dailey and
lovely Anne Baxter with little Shari Robinson. (Sept.)



BY EHSKINE JOHNSON

H
ENNY YOUNGMAN, the comic, came to

Hollywood for a visit and later told a

friend: “I passed Hedy Lamarr’s dressing

room. It was the first time I’d ever seen

bleacher seats around a keyhole.”
* * *

Robert Cummings’s chicken ranch is

yielding so many eggs he’s put them on the

market. The carton labels read: “These
eggs are fresh. I know. I've laid plenty

of ’em.”
* * *

Joan Bennett, who is very nearsighted,

was a visitor at the home of Barbara Stan-
wyck. She said to Barbara: “What a beau-
tiful painting. I never saw that before."

Replied Barbara: “Well, Joan dear, you
never were on this side of the room before.

* * *

Overheard: “He’s a character—without
any.”

* * *

Someone once asked John Barrymore
the greatest disappointment of his life. He
said: “I was taken to the circus when I was
six. I came home completely crushed be-

cause I hadn’t been born a freak."
* * *

A salad, bright, colorful and leafy, ar-

rived at Carmen Miranda’s table at the

Brown Derby. Carmen gasped and said,

“This I can’t eat. This I must wear!”
* * *

Sylvia Fine's favorite story about her
husband, Danny Kaye, is when he couldn’t

get a job as an entertainer and his father,

who believed in his ability, let him sleep

all day. When neighbors said, “How can
you let that Danny sleep all day?” Papa
Kaye would say:

“I make believe he’s going to college.”
* sjc *

That temperamental actress has a new
title, bestowed by the publicity boys who
handled her last picture. They've voted
her “Miss Gunny Sack of 1949—the girl

we'd most like to tie up.”
* * *

A friend asked Walter Pidgeon how he
came to be an actor. “Well,” said Walter,
“First I wanted to be a minister. Then a
lawyer. Finally I settled by being an actor.

As you can see, I was hell-bent for an
audience.'

* * *

Jimmy Durante on inflation: “So I went
into this fancy joint and asked for a $2.40

dinner and the waiter asks me do I want
it on whole wheat or rye.”

* * *

Overheard: “She constantly reacts as if

everyone she meets is a movie camera.”
* * *

At a performance of the horror play,
“Silver Nails,” Henry Hull was playing the
role of a corpse at an Irish wake when the
candles near the coffin accidentally ignited
some straw flowers. Hull immediately raised
up from the coffin, snuffed them out and ad
libbed: “This isn’t the first time a corpse
got up and walked at an Irish wake.”

Thefamous
yellowpackage

'111 Beech-Nut Gums
have the uniformly high

quality and fine flavor

that have given them such

outstanding popularity

throughout the nation.

am

Ian

,

BEECH1ES
The Candy Coated Crum

Also in Spearmint and Pepsin
P
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newest favorite of the s t a r s — D e 1 1 a h ’ s

PARIS-INSPIRED

Created by Majeska, internationally famous stylist, to highlight today's

exciting fashions — to impart a dramatic, luxurious look to the new .wide

and low necklines. Deltah’s Couturier Necklace has the two-in-one

effect of a lovely, lustrous simulated pearl necklace and a fine piece

of diamond-like, rhinestone-set jewelry. From $5.00 to $27.00,

Federal Tax included. Bracelet to match, budget-priced

!

Ar SETTER JEWELERS

SIMULATED PEARLS

L. HELLER & SON, INC. FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

starring in

THE STORY OF SEABISCUIT

A Warner Bros. Production

IN TECHNICOLOR



WIVES TELL

EXTRA ADVANTAGES
in using this suppository for

INTIMATE FEMININE

HYGIENE

Assures Hours of Continuous Action!

Zonitors have made a sweeping
change in the whole idea of inti-
mate feminine cleanliness—made
it simpler, less embarrassing and
more convenient, yet Zonitors are
one of the most effective methods
—so powerfully germicidal yet so
absolutely safe to tissues.

What Zonitors Are . . .

Zonitors are greaseless, dainty,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they release power-
ful germicidal and deodorizing
properties for hours. Yet Zonitors
are positively non-poisonous, non-
irritating, non-burning. All you
need is this dainty suppository—
no extra equipment.

Easy to Carry if Away From Home

Zonitors remove offensive odor,
help guard against infection—kill

every germ they touch. While it’s

not always possible to contact all

the germs in the tract, you can de-
pend on Zonitors to immediately
kill every reachable germ without
the slightest risk of injury to deli-
cate tissues. Any drug counter.

Mall this coupon today for
free booklet sent In plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank Intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-109, 370 Lex-
ington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Nome.

INSIDE STIFF

On a bicycle built for one. Bob Mitchum

escorted Janet Leigh, his co-star in

“Christmas Gift,” on a tour through RKO

(Continued from page 16) Howard Hughes,
who produced “The Outlaw” and fought
bitterly and tirelessly to bring it to the
public without further cutting.

Married and Happy? Reggie Gardner
carries with him, a picture of his baby
son, but wife Nadia carries two, both in

silver frames. Prouder parents you never
saw . . . The Brian Ahernes commute
between their home in Hollywood and
their Indio ranch, where Brian raises
prunes and Mrs. Aherne sews. They fly in

Brian’s private plane . . . After chatting
with the Ronald Colmans at two parties
in a row, we’d say Ronnie and Bonita,
who gave up a career to be a wife and
mother, are the happiest and most con-
tented couple in town . . . Gloria De
Haven, however, did not give up her
career for John Payne even though they
have been reunited for the second time.
But then, John isn’t Ronnie Colman,
either . . . June Allyson has made a sacri-
fice for husband Dick Powell, however.
June, who gets deathly ill on boats, con-
sented to accompany Dick on a two
weeks’ cruise. If June doesn’t get too ill,

Dick will buy back the boat he sold
after he married June.

Davis Determination: The voice of
Bette Davis carried conviction, so Cal
paused, just inside the “Beyond the
Forest” set, to listen.

“Why is it?” she was demanding of
director King Vidor, “that every move
and word of a character on the screen
has to be just so? Aren’t these char-
acters we play human beings prone to
make all the little natural mistakes that
we, as human beings, make every day?
Why do they have to be so perfect?”
“Bravo, bravo,” (Continued on page 116)

For manicure perfection

La Cross
Cuticle Nippers

Surgically sharp . .

.

designed to steady

your hand. Result:

professionally groomed

cuticles right at your

own dressing table. $4.00

THE TALENTED HANDS OF DIANi

What’s on everyone’s lips?

NayIon’s new mischief-maker.

Saucy Red. . . a veryfresh,

very flirtatious, clear red!

In Naylon "double process ”

lipstick or Slimstick $1.00*.

Matching shades in long-wearing

Naylon nail enamel 60fi*
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The Shamrock touch: Barry Fitzgerald, Ann Blyth

and Bing join forces to recover an old Irish relic

W (F) Top O’ the Morning
(Paramount)

B
ING CROSBY brings his special brand of charm
to this chucklesome Irish fable. A mixture of

fairytale, detective story and musical comedy, it

will do until another “Going My Way” comes along.

Bing’s role is that of an American insurance
investigator, sent to the Emerald Isle when the
Blarney Stone is missing. There he meets Ann
Blyth, the darlin’ daughter of Barry Fitzgerald, a

kindly but not-too-bright police officer. Crosby’s
appearance puts a crimp in Fitzgerald’s plans and
a sparkle in Ann’s eyes. Hume Cronyn is a simple-
ton and knave rolled into one, Jimmy Hunt a fine

broth of a lad. Besides the traditional Irish songs,
Bing croons two new ones: “You’re in Love with
Someone,” and “Top O’ the Morning.”

Your Reviewer Says: Pure blarney.

^ (F) Scene of the Crime (M-G-M)

H
ERE’S a murder mystery swarming with tough-
talking shady characters called Sleeper, Turk,

Hippo, and the like. Van Johnson is right at home
among them as a sharp-witted sleuth. When an
elderly colleague is killed while investigating a
bookie racket, Van goes gunning for the murderer.
His clues are scant, leading into one blind alley

after another, but his persistence pays off in the
end.
Van delivers a competent performance with

luscious-looking Arlene Dahl as his worried
spouse, Tom Drake as his admiring assistant, and
Gloria De Haven as a burlesque queen who car-
ries a torch for him.
Not an overly original whodunit, but it has its

moments of suspense.

Your Reviewer Says: Rough stuff.

Shadow
By Elsa Branden

V'W Outstanding kV Very good F' Good

F—For the whole family A—For adults

Song-filled sequel: Larry Parks, Ludwig Donath, Bar-

bara Hale, Bill Demarest bring Jolson story to dale

^V(F) Jolson Sings Again (Columbia)

I

L JOLSON has done it again. For the force of

his dynamic personality, plus his singing voice,
results in the second smash musical based on his
life. And Larry Parks proves conclusively that his
original triumph as the Mammy Singer was no
flash-in-the-pan performance.

Sequel opens where “The Jolson Story” left off

and reviews Jolson’s return to Broadway, his
remarriage, loss of self-confidence when he realizes
he has become a “has been,” and his eventual re-
turn to the top of the ladder.
Barbara Hale becomes a full-fledged star by her

warm and sympathetic portrayal of Ellen Clark,
the nurse who becomes Al’s wife. And William
Demarest, Bill Goodwin, Ludwig Donath and Ta-
mara Shayne excel in their original roles.

Your Reviewer Soys: Let Jolson chase your blues.
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Naval epic: The aircraft-carrier sails away with

the honors in this Jane Wyatt-Gary Cooper starrer

(F) Task Force (Warners)

H
ISTORY comes alive in this impressively grim,
nerve-shattering war story. An epic of super-

human courage and endeavor, it records the vital

role played by the U. S. Navy in World War II.

Gary Cooper effectively portrays a navy man
who starts out as a young flier in 1921 and, after

many setbacks, winds up as a rear admiral. He
is stationed aboard the Enterprise when our woe-
fully inadequate Pacific fleet is taken by surprise

at Pearl Harbor. Jane Wyatt contributes a sincere

performance as Gary’s loyal, loving wife. Walter
Brennan lends great conviction to the role of

Coop’s superior officer, who shares his knowledge
of aircraft carriers and his devotion to the service.

A classic of its kind, “Task Force” ranks among
the most authentic war pictures ever made.

Your Reviewer Says: Magnificently moving.

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 124

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 28

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 17

Drama down under: Hatred and horror reign as Berg-

man is torn between Joseph Cotten, Michael Wilding

i

^ (A) Under Capricorn

( Transatlantic-Warners )

IIEVER has Ingrid Bergmart looked lovelier than

|| in this somber romance laid in Australia of the

1830’s. Luckily, she has not one, but two shoulders'
to lean on—her husband’s, Joseph Cotten, and
that of Irish aristocrat, Michael Wilding.

Ingrid portrays a dipsomaniac. How she got that

way is a long involved story full of frustration

and talk. The question is, can Michael reform her
without arousing her husband’s jealousy?

Since Alfred Hitchcock directed the picture, it’s

long on atmosphere with occasional touches of

horror. Margaret Leighton is a standout as a

scheming housekeeper. Cecil Parker makes a ca-

pable governor. But it’s Bergman who scores,

lending credibility to a none-too-believable tale.

Your Reviewer Says: Saint Ingrid turns sinner.

^ (F) She Wore a Yellow Ribbon

(Argosy-RKO )

1 BLAZE with color and action, this spectacular

/I big-scale Western is as exciting as they come.
John Wayne, captain of an outpost of the U. S.

Cavalry, is a weather-beaten old-timer about to

be retired. Serving under him are lieutenants

John Agar and Harry Carey Jr., also sergeants

Ben Johnson and Victor McLaglen. Agar and
Carey are rivals for the hand of lovely Joanne
Dru, a major’s daughter living at the post. Wayne
and his men are meanwhile engaged in driving

back a party of bloodthirsty Indians—a gruelling

task entailing plenty of fast riding.

Mildred Natwick, George O’Brien and Arthur
Shields round out the roster of players in this

blue-ribbon winner.

Your Reviewer Says: A whopping Western.
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Shadow Stage

t'W (F) The Heiress

(Paramount)

T
HERE is nothing wo' se for a woman than
to feel unwanted. Such is Olivia de

Havilland’s pitiful plight in this absorbing
drama of conflicting emotions. Set in nine-
teenth-century New York, it’s inspired by
the Broadway play of Henry James' novel,
“Washington Square.”
As the painfully shy daughter of a suc-

cessful, overcritical father, Olivia gives a
brilliant performance. Montgomery Clift,
looking very dashing indeed, brings love
into her barren life. Monty makes Olivia
feel desirable and alive but her happi-
ness is short-lived when her father ob-
jects to the marriage on the grounds that
Clift is a common fortune-hunter. He
threatens to disinherit Olivia and it’s then
that Monty’s love is put to the test.

Ralph Richardson scores as Olivia’s clev-
er, distinguished father who considers her
awkward and dull; Miriam Hopkins is fine
as her match-making aunt.

Your Reviewer Says: A fascinating film.

v'V'V (F) Lost Boundaries

(Film Classics)

O
NE of the season’s finest films has been
fashioned from W. L. White’s eloquent

story of anti-Negro prejudice. Producer
Louis de Rochemont’s documentary tech-
nique lends especial realism to the story.
Mel Ferrer excels as the light-skinned

doctor tom between loyalty to his race
and the pressing problem of earning a
livelihood in his chosen profession. Bea-
trice Pearson makes him a most sympa-
thetic wife. Passing themselves off as
whites, they earn the respect and affec-
tion of the hidebound New England com-
munity. Until a crisis forces them to re-
veal the truth, even their children are
unaware that they are part-Negro.
Newcomer Richard Hylton, as talented

as he’s handsome, poignantly portrays the
son and Susan Douglas is moving as the
teen-age daughter. The one flaw, in an
otherwise splendid picture, is that the
parents remain remarkably youthful after
twenty years.

Your Reviewer Says: An attention-demand-
ing drama.

(Continued on page 26)

Jennifer Jones as “Madame Bovary” has

her husband (Van Heflin) bewildered by

her ambitions in this powerful drama

Does your
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The Keepsake of your love forever . . . the keepsake

of your life together is love’s most cherished gift ... a

Keepsake Diamond Ring.

To be sure your diamond is the very finest value, be

guided not iby size alone, but by Color, Cut and Clarity.

These three qualities determine the true value of your
diamond as well as its beauty and brilliance. By the name
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Every Keepsake engagement center diamond
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(Continued from page 24)

k'V' (A) Madame Bovary

(M-G-M)

WHEN a gorgeous gay creature weds
quiet steady fellow, trouble is in th<

offing. Especially, when she is Jennife
Jones and he is Van Heflin, portrayin;

characters from Gustave Flaubert’s cele
brated novel.
Jennifer successfully conveys the restles

intensity of Emma Bovary, a woman c

many moods and many loves. She look
so ravishing in her nineteenth-centur
costumes, it’s no wonder that men ador
her. For example, Van, who cuts a patheti

figure “a? a plodding village doctor. Yoi
keep wishing he. yvould put his foot dowi
instead of suffering silently over his wife’

misdeeds. There’s her scandalous affai

with Louis Jourdan, a cynical sc6u?ldre
who very understandably sets her hear
afire. Later, there’s Christopher Kent,
struggling law clerk with a marked ap
preciation for beauty.
The author Flaubert, portrayed by Jame

Mason with dignified restraint, tells Em
ma’s story as he defends his book before
French court.

Your Reviewer Says: Fancy fireworks

'S'S (A) Anna Lucasta

(Columbia)

A
T LAST, here’s a picture that provide
Paulette Goddard with a part she cai

sink her pretty teeth into—provides hei
too, with a new leading man. He’s Bil

Bishop, a fine-looking lad who turns in
commendable job as a college-traine
farmer.
As Anna, a wicked gal with a heart o

gold, Paulette is oh, so sultry. A tantalizin
female full of spirit and spunk, she haunt
the waterfront dives of Brooklyn. He
roughneck brother-in-law, Broderic
Crawford, with a greedy eye on Bill’

substantial savings, plots to marry Paulett
to Bishop. But her surly, unforgivin
father, Oscar Homolka, frowns on the ide
of cheating his old friend’s son. Paulette’
sailor-sweetheart, John Ireland, is jus

as sure that she isn’t cut out to be
farmer’s wife.

Philip Yordan’s play has been made int

a thoroughly absorbing movie with a first

rate cast. It’s Paulette’s best picture in
long time.

Your Reviewer Says: Red-blooded romanci

W (F) Yes Sir, That’s Mv Bab
(U-I)

F
OOTBALL and fatherhood just won
mix. So Donald O’Connor discovers i

this amusing comedy interspersed wit
song and dance.
Wed to campus cutie Gloria De Have

and the doting dad of a baby boy, Donal
vainly tries to combine college and famil
life. Four of his ex-GI buddies are in th

same sad fix. Trouble is, their wives ar

students, too, and psychology prof Bar
bara Brown convinces the girls that thei

respective mates should share all house
hold chores. To the despair of coac
Charles Cobum, that leaves no time fc

football practise. Everything looks hope
less on the day of the big game, but th

old school spirit saves the day.
Nimble as ever, Donald doesn’t get t

dance enough. Besides looking decorativi

Gloria sings a bit, while dignified Charle
Coburn kicks up his heels. Joshua Shelle

(“City Across the River”) cuts a comic;

figure in all the rumpus.

Your Reviewer Says: Collegiate capers.
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(F) My Friend Irma

(Paramount)

B
ASED on the popular radio program of

the same title, this flighty farce depicts

the antics of a dumb blonde (Marie Wil-

son), her permanently unemployed boy
friend (John Lund), and her long-suffer-

ing roommate (Diana Lynn).
Diana is pleasingly pert as a secretary

trying to sell herself on marrying her

millionaire boss, Don DeFore. The picture

introduces night club favorites Dean Mar-
tin and Jerry Lewis, who start off their

screen career with a bang. Martin certainly

has a way with a song and his side-kick

Lewis gives a Grade A imitation of a

Girade C moron.
After much huffing and puffing by all

concerned, everything turns out just fine.

Anyway, Irma’s many friends will think

30 .

four Reviewer Says: A custard pie for Cupid.

(F) Red Light

(Roy Del Ruth-UA)

[IflTH Virginia Mayo’s help, George Raft

II learns that revenge isn’t always sweet
n this briskly paced murder meller.

The one person who means anything to

Baft, his young chaplain-brother, is shot
iown by a hired thug. Spurning police

issistance, Raft sets himself the task of

capping the killer. A hotel Bible is the

>nly clue, for his brother’s dying words
were that he would find the answer there,

rhe audience knows the murderer’s iden-
;ity, knows, too, that he will meet his

;ome-uppance in the end.
Raft is stolid and relentless, and even

Virginia can’t distract him from his avowed
lurpose. Raymond Burr, Gene Lockhart,
Barton MacLane and Henry Morgan com-
pete a capable cast.

’our Reviewer Says: It gets the green light.

(F) Love Happy
(Pickford-UA)

r
HOSE Marx Brothers are up to their old
tricks again. There’s cigar-smoking

Broucho, bushy-haired Harpo, and the
)iano-playing Chico. They are out to steal

aughs any way they can, neither sparing
hemselves nor the supporting cast to

'ive you a good time.
It’s the impish, ogling Harpo who hugs

he spotlight. A light-fingered fellow, he
nnocently lifts a can of sardines for his

itarving actor-friends. It turns out that
he can contains the missing million-
lollar Romanoff diamonds. What happens
ifter that must be seen to be appreciated.
Df course, the boys surround themselves
with a bevy of pretty girls. Ilona Massey
leads the list as a foreign adventuress,
ralented Vera-Ellen executes a spirited
lance and attractive Marion Hutton puts
:ip into her songs. Altogether, a laugh

-

lappy shindig.

'our Reviewer Says: Mad and merry.

'V (F) Savage Splendor (RKO)

r
HE strange sights and sounds of the
African veldt are captured in color in

his remarkable picture.
Armed with rope and camera, Armand

Denis and Lewis Cotlow journeyed some
2,000 miles by truck. They recorded weird
ribal dances and customs including the
oronation of a Congo king. The most ex-
iting sequences, however, revolve around
lie jungle’s wild beasts. Their party’s in-
vasion of the underwater hideout of the
lippopotamus resulted in unusual pic-
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NOW! AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES, BEAUTY SHOPS! LIMITED OFFER!

tures. A hair-raising highlight of the
expedition deals with an enraged rhino
overturning their truck.
These are a few of the vicarious ad-

ventures awaiting you here. They will
make your next visit to the zoo seem
awfully tame.

Your Reviewer Says: Africa, here we come.

^ (F) Cnee More, My Darling

(U-I)

I T TAKES a daffy debutante to catch
1 eligible bachelor Robert Montgomery
in this harum-scarum affair. Ann Blyth
plays to the hilt, the starry-eyed chatter-
box who accomplishes that notable feat.

To his dismay, Bob is recalled by the
army for a really startling assignment.
He’s to give Ann the whirl of her young
life so that her missing swindler-suitor,
wanted by the government for embezzling
jewels in Occupied Germany, will put in

an appearance. But before Bob can prove
his prowess as a Don Juan, Ann pounces
upon him, pursuing him shamelessly. Jane
Cowl of stage renown, regally portrays
Montgomery’s attorney-mother; Taylor
Holmes is Ann’s eccentric father.
Completely giddy, this will probably set

you snickering, depending upon your mood.

Your Reviewer Says: Frisky and frivolous.

^ (F) Johnny Stool Pigeon (U-I)

M
OVING along at lightning speed, this

movie meller holds you firmly in its

grip.

Howard Duff, who specializes in being
attractively sullen, makes a capable gov-
ernment agent. On the trail of a ring of

dope peddlers, he enlists the reluctant aid

of hard-boiled convict Dan Duryea. Dan
puts him in touch with the mobsters, pre-
tending Howard is one of them. It isn’t

easy, however, to fool such crafty gang-
sters as John Mclntire and Barry Kelley.

Nor is Duff at all certain he can trust

Duryea to play square with him, consider-
ing his hatred for all coppers. To compli-
cate matters further, Shelley Winters turns

up, once again playing a brassy blonde
pathetically seeking escape. Shelley goes

Best Pictures of the Month
Anna Lucasta

The Heiress

Jolson Sings Again

Lost Boundaries

Madame Bovary

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
Task Force

Best Performances of the Month
Paulette Goddard in "Anna Lucasta”

Olivia de Havilland, Montgomery Clift,

Ralph Richardson in "The Heiress”

Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan in
"1 Was a Male War Bride”

Larry Parks, Barbara Hale, Ludwig
Donath in "Jolson Sings Again”

Mel Ferrer, Richard Hylton in

"Lost Boundaries”

Jennifer Jones in "Madame Bovary”

Robert Montgomery in

"Once More, My Darling”

Gary Cooper, Walter Brennan in

"Task Force”

Ingrid Bergman, Margaret Leighton
in "Under Capricorn”
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for Howard because he’s “different,” little

realizing he is a dick who refuses to be
deflected from his duty.
What it stacks up to is seventy-six min-

utes of good fast entertainment.

Your Reviewer Says: Tough, taut thriller

Vv' (F) It’s a Great Feeling

(Warners)

H
OLLYWOOD really kids itself in this

one. Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson
play themselves—a couple of actors work-
ing for the Brothers Warner. The studio’s

famous directors bow out when they learn

the unpopular Mister C. is to be starred.

Producer Bill Goodwin decides to let Jack
direct the picture whereupon Dennis pre-
pares to make a fast exit.

It’s waitress Doris Day who changes
Morgan’s mind. Doris longs to trade her
tray for a make-up kit and the boys set

about selling her to Goodwin, doing it the

hard way, of course. Doris does a take-
off of a French glamour gal that’s hila-

rious and her screen test with Jack, in

which the sound track goes haywire, will

have you howling. Carson is a great big
overgrown kid with nary an inhibition,

and Morgan is amiability itself.

What with a gag here, and a song there,

plus guest appearances by Joan Crawford,
Gary Cooper, Jane Wyman, Errol Flynn,
Ronald Reagan and Edward G. Robinson,
you’ll be well- entertained.

four Reviewer Says: Sure-fire fun.

kV (F) I Was a Male War Bride

(20th Century-Fox)

1
CARY GRANT movie is always a reason
for rejoicing. In this one, Cary and at-

xactive Ann Sheridan are involved in a
series of absurdly humorous situations.

A French captain stationed in Germany,
Gary goes out of his way to insult Ann, a
IVAC lieutenant. She finds him equally
repulsive, or so she tells him. Next thing
you know, they are up to their ears in love.

It takes a bit of doing, however, to circum-
vent Army red tape and get Grant aboard
m American-bound boat as Ann’s “war
aride.”

Cary is, in turn, glum and romantic,
while Ann is beautifully blunt. The chances
ire you’ll enjoy their antics.

four Reviewer Says: Cary in a comedy of
errors.

;3oward Duff gives Shelley Winters a

:ool reception in “Johnny Stool Pigeon”
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Cheers and Jeers:
I have just read the August issue of

Photoplay and Cal York’s gossip on Gene
Kelly and Frank Sinatra got me angry.
I really don’t know how people could
think that Frankie has stolen “Take Me
Out to the Ball Game.” Sinatra isn’t hot
stuff anymore. Why, if it wasn’t for Gene
Kelly’s acting and dancing, the picture
would have been a total flop.

June Winters
Perth Amboy, N. J.

I spent a very enjoyable hour discussing
“Choose Your Star” with some of my
friends between classes at Hunter College.

We picked Jayne Meadows as the most
promising actress, although Nina Foch
ran a very close second. We could not
reach an agreement as to who was the

most promising actor. I could not pick

one actor, but could only narrow the field

down to five—Haul Douglas, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Stephen McNally, Gar Moore and
Richard Stapley.

Barbara Suzanne Gilbert
Brooklyn, N. Y.

We are a little surprised, in England,
that Hollywood should see fit to produce
such a film as “The Snake Pit.” Ad-
mittedly, the acting is superb, particularly,

Miss de Havilland, but the theme and the

way in which it is treated leaves us won-
dering how such sordid, unpleasant de-

piction of what is, to say the least, a deli-

cate subject, ever passed the censor.

Rather a letdown from the other high-
caliber American films we have seen re-

cently, like “Easter Parade” and “Red
River,” which really gained our applause.

Ray Seaton
Leicester, England

Readers' Pets:

Where has Hollywood been keeping tiny

Mary Jane Saunders? She really has
wonderful acting ability, besides charm,
beauty, and the ability to capture every-

body’s heart. Let’s see more of a real

actress, unspoiled in every way, and with

more personality than six of Hollywood’s
most capable women.

Jeanne Martino
Buffalo, N. Y.

After seeing John Derek in “Knock on
Any Door,” I can honestly say that they

didn’t call him Pretty Boy Romano for

nothing. As soon as he appeared on the

screen, there came whistles from every
direction. How handsome can you get?

On top of that, he can really act.

Donna Kelemen
Detroit, Mich.

Casting:
Where did Twentieth ever find such a

corny story as “The Beautiful Blonde
from Bashful Bend” for Betty Grable?
Another picture such as that will just

about finish her. To me she has always
30



been the epitome of glamour, but 1 couldn't

take “The Beautiful Blonde.” Give us

more pictures like, “When My Baby
Smiles at Me,” and Betty will remain at

the top. Otherwise, she is likely to be
superseded by a comparatively new dar-

ling, Susan Hayward, who has everything.

Arline Haynes
Los Angeles, Cal.

Question Box:

In many pictures that I have seen

Gene Kelly in, he had a scar on his face.

Could you tell me how he got it.

Pat Kelley
Denver, Colo.

(In a motorcycle accident many years

ago.)

I recently saw “Knock on Any Door”
and enjoyed it immensely, but will you set-

tle one question for me. Was Nick Ro-
mano really guilty of the murder for

which he was convicted ?

L. I. Lane
Natchez, Miss.

(Yes.)

I saw “Bad Boy” starring Audie
Murphy. Could you tell me how old he is,

how tall, and where he was born? Audie
Murphy is the best actor I have seen in

quite a while. Was that a double when
the car crashed and ran over a hill?

Doris De Luca

I

Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Audie was born in Kingston, Texas, June
20, 1924. He is five-feet-eight. A double
was used for the crash sequence.)

I want to know if the music box June
Allyson gave Margaret O’Brien in “Little

I

Women” is the same as Shirley Temple
had in “Kathleen.”

Peggy Steward
St. Louis, Mo.

(No, it is not the same one.)

I have just seen an Jd but delightful

movie, “The Wizard of Oz.” How old

was Judy Garland in this movie, also, in

what year was it made?
Audrey Jacobson
Chicago, 111.

(The movie zoas made in 1939. Judy zvas

sixteen at the time.)

I have just seen “City Across the River”
with Peter Fernandez and Anthony Curtis.

Please state their ages. Are they mar-
ried?

Marlene Belles
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

(Peter Fernandes
was born in New
York City on Jan-

uary 29, 1927. He
is five-feet-ten, has

broum eyes and hair

and is unmarried.)

(Anthony Curtis was
born in New York
City on June 3, 1925.
He is six-feet tall,

zveighs 158 pounds,
has blue eyes and
black hair and is un-
married.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, Nezv York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-

fore promise to publish, return or reply
to all letters received.
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THE STORY BEHIND THE BIGGEST

Iptw

She took me for o hoy
ride in Heidelberg

With 50,000,000 French'

men, she has to pick me
I was the best thing in

a skirt in Bremerhaven Vy.

Marion Marshall • Randy Stuart • William Neff
Directed by Produced by

HAVE 4 $
Y°U /i
SEEN / ,
FLORENCE?

Screen Play by Charles Lederer, Leonard Spigelgass
and Hagar Wilde - From a Story by Henri Rochard



THE WINNERS

“1A7 IN a Present from a Star” we said in the June Photoplay. Little did we know what we

|| were starting. During all the weeks this contest ran there was no end to the mailbags

that bulged with last lines for our limerick about Leo, Metro’s lion.

A special staff went to work . . . and worked and worked. Often enough, so many last lines

were so clever and unusual, that we wished we had two or three prizes from the star in ques-

tion. But, in presenting our list of winners, we want you to know that every entry received

individual attention and, in every case, there was unanimity of opinion that the best line won.

THE WINNERS ARE:

1. Prism-Lite Diamond Ring and Gold Wedding
Band from June Allyson: Mrs. Fred A. Mosser,
Glenham, S. Dakota.

2. “Little Women” Dress by Lanz of California,

Size 13, from Janet Leigh: Mrs. Richard Good-
win, Cambridge, Mass.

3. Set of Coro Costume Jewelry from Judy Gar-
land: Mrs. Ruth K. Collins, Colorado Springs,
Colo.

4. Guitar used in “Border Incident” from Ricardo
Montalban: Daniel Mendonia, Fall River, Mass.

5. Purse carried in “The Forsyte Saga” from Greer
Garson: Mavis Frissell, Middletown, Conn.

6. American Airlines Round Trip to Hollywood
from Airport Nearest to Winner’s Home from
Robert Taylor: Miss Bette Roberts, Chad-
wicks, N. Y.

7. Saks-Fifth Avenue Sweater, Size 34, from Ava
Gardner: Miss Peggy Doll, Frederick, Md.

8. Esther Williams-Cole of California Swimsuit
Worn in “Neptune’s Daughter,”’ Size 36, from
Esther Williams: Muriel A. Deitch, New York,
N. Y.

9. Topflight Tennis Racquet from Van Johnson:
Mrs. Charles Semple Jr., Louisville, Ky.

10. Gruen Wrist Watch from Ann Sothern: Helen
Jane Shields, Tooele, Utah.

11. Rima Automatic Self-winding Watch from

Spencer Tracy: Aaron Lowenstein, Negaunee,
Mich.

12,

13 and 14. “Little Women” Doll sets by Mme.
Alexander of Alexander Doll Co. from Margaret
O’Brien: Mrs. Mary Nishimura, Woodland, Cal.;

Jeannine Ponder, El Paso, Tex.; Nancy Joan
Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa.

15. Spalding Professional Uniform, Baseball Shoes
and Pitcher’s Glove from Jimmy Stewart: Mr.
E. Jackson, Detroit, Mich.

16. Bell and Howell Autoload, Filmo Camera and
Case from Angela Lansbury: Mrs. Mary A.
Neffinger, Waltham, Mass.

17. Autographed Record Album from Jeanette Mac-
Donald: Miss Hazel R. Saunders, Oakland, Cal.

18. Luggage from Peter Lawford: Edna Vest, San
Francisco, Cal.

19. Gruen Watch from Gene Kelly: Miss Kathleen
Ann Foley, Charleston, W. Va.

20. John Frederics Hat from Audrey Totter: Mrs.
Pauline Saltzman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

21. Original Painting from Frank Sinatra: Miss
Bette Bishop, Tiffin, O.

22. Ronson Table Set from Deborah Kerr: Mary
Carter, Indianapolis, Ind.

23. Winchester Gun from Clark Gable: Bob Sayler,
Puyallup, Wash.

24. and 25. Black Suede Ingber Purses from Kath-

(Continued on page 103)

?
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SECOND

“But I’ve waited all my life for the break I’m getting now,” says Dan Dailey of “You’re My Everything”
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CHANCE

Sometimes love can find a way

out of a problem for which

reason has no solution. That is

the way it was with Dan and Liz

With Dan III—separation taught them how much they meant to each other

T
HE Dan Daileys have reconciled,

as all of us who knew them were
sure they would. There never was

a time when Dan or Elizabeth denied

they were in love. They were separ-

ated for three months only because,

as they said, they wanted no recon-

ciliation until all of their problems

were settled.

Dan’s announcement was so like

him. “I’m very happy that we can

keep our little home together,” he

said. I’m happy, too, for his sake and

Elizabeth’s sake and, above all, for

the sake of Daniel III, aged two.

Elizabeth Hofert Dailey is slim,

blonde, and prettier than most movie
stars. In addition, she is a college

girl from a well-to-do family. Her
father, the Christmas tree king, sells

trees all over the world. She went
to school in California and she has

a large circle of friends here. She
rides beautifully, swims, skis, and
is completely spirited and indepen-

dent. No little Miss Mouse, this girl,

flattered and agog over living in the

background of her husband’s screen

fame. ( Continued on page 121) p
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Found: ining

A bite ot hard candy closed down production on June’s

movie and brought a new man. Dr. John Duzik, into her life

With Ray Bolger on the set of “Look for the Silver Lining,” a

picture that proves June’s attraction is more than a cute sparkle

BY WYNN ROBERTS

This is the story of June Haver

—who took a heart-breaking

detour before she found the

love she had once passed by

I

N June Haver’s heart, there’ll always
be a special place for the year 1949.

Within its boundaries, June has estab-

lished herself as a first-rate star, acquired

a more mature personality, regained her

peace of mind and, above all, recovered

her Dr. John Duzik, whom she lost for

a time, when she eloped and married

Jimmy Zito.

She met Dr. John the way a girl so

often meets the man who later turns out

to be the most important thing in her

life—as the result of an accident. She

had come down hard on a piece of candy

during a time-out on the set of “When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling,” and had broken

a tooth.

Dick Haymes, her leading man, had

volunteered the name of a “terrific

dentist.”

“What’s his name?” June wanted to

know. (Continued on page 74)

Star bright: June Haver, who soon will

be seen in “Oh, You Beautiful Doll”

Engstecu
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Built up to the skies when she was chosen for “Amber,” Peggy Cummins

should have collapsed like a punctured balloon when she lost the role

HIKE

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Sheilah scratches below the glam-

our surface to reveal the cour-

age that lies hidden in Hollywood

B pictures couldn’t keep

Robert Ryan out of Grade A

It needed more than wisdom for Gene Tierney

to decide to give her marriage another chance

Dr. Lindstrom required something be-

side a steady head when he flew to Italy
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I

T has been said that, within the same
hour that anything happens in Holly-

wood, it makes the headlines. Fre-

quently this is true. But, contradictorily,

many of the greatest stories—the stories

that occasion the most talk in the town
itself—never see printers’ ink. So when
I talk of the real heroes of Hollywood I

don’t, necessarily, mean Humphrey Bo-
gart or Errol Flynn. I mean those boys

and girls who, in their daily lives, dis-

play more courage than any script writ-

er ever asked them to show.

First of all, (Continued on page 98)

It wasn’t medicine that cured Jane Greer of a tragic illness in her teens

and gave her her chance at success and a happy marriage with Ed Lasker

Dorothy Mitchum might have judged Boh for another

reason than the one that appeared in the headlines

Lilli Palmer didn’t dodge

the blow' when tragedy hit
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At the farm, Rita travels around in the car

Aly gave her before their celebrated marriage

Aly was afraid Rita would be timid—and not

make the grade with his horse-loving family

Harrais de Marly, their honeymoon home

1

photoplay
FEATURE

ATTRACTION

I

MISSED the wedding after all, the

wedding I’d godmothered. A sudden

switch of dates had left me stuck in

inm^nmnnrnnniv^
London with a shindig of my own - Aly

had been more than kind. He had offered

to arrange for the transportation, to the extent of send-

ing his own plane for me. I had been forced to decline

with thanks. I was still moping about it, unconsoled, a

week later, when the telephone rang.

It was the hotel telephone operator. “The Princess

Khan is on the wire,” she said, with that wonderfully

respectful attitude of voice you find in England.

“Darling!” Rita exclaimed, cheerfully. “Surprised?”

“Surprised and delighted,” I said. “Where are you?”

“Here, in London. We’ve just arrived to attend

the races, among other things. We’re going to the

Derby at Epsom Downs this afternoon. We want you
with us.”

“I’d be happy to,” I said.

It had been six months since I’d last seen Rita. Much
had happened to her during those six months, but one

good glance at her and I could see that it had been for

the good. She was slenderer, healthier and happier

looking; fairly aglow.

“Aly’s with his father, but he’ll soon join us,” she

said, brightly. “The Aga’s horse Hindustan is entered

in the Derby and they’re conferring. There’s more to

winning a race than one might think!” Her eyes

sparkled with enthusiasm. (Continued on page 42)

Color pictures by Savitry

The
The story of Rita Hayworth, from

the days of the dancing Cansinos

to the honeymoon days of a princess
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A prince and princess at home: Aly presented entire horse farm to Rita as a marriage gift!

Fabulous Life
With Elsa Maxwell and Madame Vuillers. The latter, in charge of

farm, knows more about horses than any other woman in France

Life at Marly is simple and informal. Rita spends

most of her time outdoors, exploring her new estate

ammw



1

The Fabulous Life

I perked up. “Are you really that inter-

ested in racing?” I asked.

“I’m mad about it,” she told me. “As

you know, Aly gave me a stable of horses

for a wedding present and I’ve already

started racing them. A filly of mine has

been entered in the Grand Prix at Long-

champs, which you’ll also attend with us,

we hope. We’ve engaged the celebrated

jockey, Smirk, to ride her and with Smirk

aboard, the handicappers are going to make
my Double Rose one of the favorites. Aly’s

thinking of putting a wager on her. So

might you, Elsa.”

We were still talking about horses when
Aly, as cordial and as dashing-looking as

ever, joined us.

There is an appeal about Rita Hayworth
that is instantly picked up by crowds. I

have seen her (Continued on page 104)

Eduardo Jr., nearly 3, and Rita, nearly 4

Rita—a dark-eyed flame at fifteen

Margarita Cansino—a six-year-old siren at the beach!
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Old publicity shot shows resemblance to Queen Nefertiti Marriage to Edward Judson made her a star

Rita and Vic Mature—a romance that finally floundered

In “Gilda” with co-star Glenn Ford, she was flame on film Marriage to Aly Khan made her a princess
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carpet slipper Tomeo

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

H
E’S BROAD of shoulder, slim of hip,

and he moves with the lithe grace of a

toreador. He’s Ricardo Montalban, a

good will gift from south of the border,

whose caressing speech and quick smile

remind us that even in this atomic age,

love is still “muchachas” in bloom.

In Mexico, he was known as a dramatic

star. Until he made “Fiesta,” he never

had danced a step professionally. But his

grace instantly typed him for musicals.

He had never attempted playing a piano,

either until that picture. Now, he’s

studying with Andrew Previn’s father,

wants to be a concert pianist. “I’d rather

learn to play a piano than anything,” he

says, with customary enthusiasm. “But

I’m not going to take any short-cut

course—you know, that two-weeks-and-

you’ll-play-the-such-and-such-way. I’m

going to learn the hard way—ta-da-da-

da-da-de,” he sings out, playing an imagi-

nary scale up and down in mid-air with

gusto.

When they were making “Neptune’s

Daughter,” it was the same story. “I

cannot really sing,” he remonstrated.

However, his rendition of “Baby, It’s Cold

Outside,” has since broken records.

On the screen, he’s a perfect Latin

lover, dark, dashing, and debonair. Off

the screen, he’s Hollywood’s most ideal

husband; devotion itself to his beautiful

wife, Georgianna; his pretty little dark-

eyed daughter ( Continued on page 91)

Good will gift from south of

the border: Ricardo

Montalban of “Battleground”

He’s the perfect Latin lover, dark,

dashing and romantic. He’s also some-

thing of a Puritan—this Ricardo Mon-

talban who acts like the menace he isn’t

With wife Georgianna, children Mark. Anita and Laura.

He fell in love with his wife two years before he met her

Fink and Smith



Olivia de Havilland and Montgomery Clift in the poignant love scene that marks Monty’s first screen kiss
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A picture already receiving advance notices for the performances of

46

Olivia de Havilland and Montgomery Clift and the magnificence of its

production, this is the first in a new Photoplay series of movies to come

Photographs by Ornitz _



Olivia used studio library for research
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Edith Head worked from museum costumes and photographs

of a century ago in designing Olivia’s clothes for the film

Olivia copied hair-do of the period from a portrait of her

great-grandmother, made it more severe for plain-girl role

Powder and rouge was discarded, special make-up used to

IGAIN, in “The Heiress,” Olivia de

|1 Havilland erases her personal beauty

to play an unattractive woman and to

become a strong contender for this year’s

Oscar. She’s seen as Catherine Sloper,

the dominated daughter of a ' wealthy

doctor of Washington Square. Ralph

Richardson is the father, the role Basil

Rathbone played so brilliantly on Broad-

way. Monty Clift plays—as only he could

—the fortune hunter who charms the

heiress. Miriam Hopkins, Mona Free-

man and Vanessa Brown are among the

others in the cast of this picture, which

is said to have cost $3,000,000.

give Olivia the severe spinster look needed for her part

47
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Olivia awakens her aunt, Miriairt Hopkins, to tell her she is engaged.

Bed is one of many antiques bought to furnish house in 1850 period

Dramatic scene between Olivia, Monty and Ralph Richardson, the popular

British actor who came to Hollywood expressly to play the stern father

Fate and a handsome man change the

a lawn party. Olivia and Monty danced
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to authentic tunes, learned the polka and gavotte of a bygone period

final chance to be mistress of her fate
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With Dean Jagger in the Fox commissary. Paul doesn’t mind the

fame—but he does mind the diet of cottage cheese and tomatoes

With model Mary Jane Barnes at a recent premiere. His shrewd

eyes don’t miss a trick—especially if it’s small and blonde!

||N Broadway, where everyone is “a

1 1
character,” Paul Douglas was a

“character’s character.” Now a resi-

dent of Hollywood for one very full

year, Hollywood being, as you know,

a colony where if you are not highly

individualized you might as well exit

quietly, Paul Douglas is as distinc-

tive as a pine tree growing in a parlor.

“They are marveling at my over-

night success out here in Hollywood,”

he says, grinning. “Yes, sir, they go

around marveling at my clicking so

fast. And so do I. It’s taken me hardly

a day over thirty years to make it.”

He is completely himself. He calls

himself a big ham. “If you made up

a chart for what makes the perfect

star,” he says, “I’d be ruled off the

course before starting. My nose is too

big. So are my feet. I weigh too much
and I’m forty-two years old. So here

I am under contract to Twentieth

Century-Fox. I say ‘good morning’ to

big shots, I get a fortune every week
and all I’m allowed to eat is cottage

cheese and sliced tomatoes.” He grins

again, as he sits in the very crowded
Twentieth commissary, his shrewd eyes

not missing a trick, especially when the

trick is small and blonde and passing

by. “I couldn’t be happier,” he says.

If you were to meet him, you would
know immediately that that’s undoubt-

edly true. Such beaming content-

ment as his couldn’t possibly be faked.

Not since Gable was discovered has

there been a (Continued on page 100)
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He may be over the age limit for a matinee idol.

man! But with Paul Douglas, those thirty years of

waiting add up to a personality punch that

hasn’t been felt since Gable hit Hollywood!

“If you made up a chart for the perfect star, I’d be ruled off the course before starting!” Paul’s in “Everybody Does It'



Greg and wife Greta: Temperament is now taboo Jonathan inspects helmet his dad wears in “Twelve O’Clock High

HEART

BY HYATT DOWNING

Today, at the peak of his

career, Greg is facing an

W
E were standing in the game room and bar of

Greg Peck’s new house in the Palisades. Below
us lay west Los Angeles and Santa Monica,

blurred to a faintly bluish patina by smog, and

westward, the Pacific glinted in the last light of the

late afternoon sun.

“Hilltops seem to be a weakness of mine!” Greg

grinned. “My last place was high up, too.

“I suppose,” he went on thoughtfully, after a mo-
ment, “that it might be said that I want a house on an

eminence because I like to look down on others. But

that wouldn’t be true. I guess it would be more
accurate to say that I simply want to get as near the

top of things as possible.”

It undoubtedly was this passion to get as near the

top as possible which drove Greg from a comfortable,

if unstimulating, home environment in San Diego;

which forced him to abandon jobs promising safety

for the future; which turned him at last toward

New York. Always there’s ( Continued on page 96)

old Peck problem. It off-

ers the challenge he lives by

Gregory Peck, who is

still searching for new

places to grow in!

Fink and Smith
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Betty Garrett and Larry Parks browse around the Actors’ Hobby Mart. In the background are John Beal, creator of the

store, and manager Ann Davenport, also a contributor. Store sells only articles made by people in show business

of Comedy and Tragedy masks

Hollywood displays some

unexpected talents—be-

hind a showcase window!

W
OULD you like to buy a painting by

Lew Ayres, a sweater knitted by Joan

Crawford? Wares like these intrigue

visitors to the Actors’ Hobby Mart on

North Canon Drive in Beverly Hills. This

shop, brain-child of actor John Beal, is the

outlet for Hollywood hobbyists. John, him-

self, will sketch your portrait on the spot

for $15.00. Or you can send him your pho-

tograph for his model. Strictly a business

proposition, the store is a revelation to

tourists who thought show people spent

their spare time partying.

Mrs. John Lund, who makes her

own clothes, works on striped

skirt and scarf for the shop
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Harry Davenport, 83-year-old actor, shows Dean Jag-

ger cigarette holders he makes—from chicken

bones. Harry’s daughter Ann is general manager

Easy on little girls’ knees! Mona Nierney, following her

mother Mona Freeman’s lead, decides that the prayer chair

designed by actor Jerome Bakewell is just about her size!

Beal and the Larry Parkses inspect model steamer by actor

Richard Whorf. Carved wooden head above John is by charac-

ter actor Stuart Holmes, once Theda Bara’s leading man

Clara Scott, Martha Scott’s grandmother, crochets

doilies and gloves for store. Carlton Alsop, Mar-

tha’s son, hopes to sell his copper pictures soon
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Walter Resce

BY RUTH BRIGHAM

Liz Taylor counts this her

jackpot year. For it has

brought her the things she

most wanted. And not the

least of these is love!

Her mother hopes marriage will bring

out some hidden domestic talents!

Walter Resce



IAx loves to show her 314 earat emerald-cut diamond
Walter Resce

W
E CAN’T plan definitely,” Liz Taylor says,

“because February may find me in Rome
making ‘Quo Vadis.’ But I’m hoping instead

for a church wedding in Beverly Hills.”

They’ll live in Miami, the young William Paw-
leys, stay in Hollywood only when Liz is working.

Liz came to love Bill’s home town while she and

her mother were guests at the Pawleys’ Sunset

Island home. “In Hollywood,” she explains, “I

could never be anything but Elizabeth Taylor.

In Miami I’ll be Elizabeth Pawley—and I’ll like

that!” During the holiday, Liz and Bill—who is

twenty-eight years old, tall, dark and handsome
and had quite a record with the Air Force during

wartime when he flew the Hump—spent most of

their time enjoying water sports. Evenings, of

course, there were dancing parties at the beau-

tiful island estates. “What a year!” Elizabeth

sighed. “It brought me my first adult role in

‘Conspirator’! And it brought me Bill!”

“Conspirator” will give

her public new

views of Elizabeth

Coplan -Dirone
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Study hour calls for Dad’s help. Jimmy’s bedroom

meets present needs of a schoolboy with homework

I

Upstairs playroom keeps the children occupied when Dennis

has guests, has outside stairs that lead to garden below

WITH
7

GROWING PLANS

Parents’ playroom, in garden, will become “soda bar” for children later. Now, Dennis and Steffi entertain their friends

here, use fireplace for barbecue cooking. Full-size refrigerator is behind service counter. Hidden closets hide dishes
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BY HANS DREIER

Supervising Art Director of Paramount Pictures, Inc.

There’s plenty of room for everyone and every-

one has a room in the O’Keefe family, where two

plus two make four—with a fascinating future

Sitting-room side of their bedroom gives Dennis

and Steffi a place to relax and dine in private

Television, a nightly occurrence, keeps the O’Keefes occupied in downstairs den. Dennis is in 'The Great Dan Patch'

HRHE Dennis O’Keefe house represents such a fine plan

I for family development and enjoyable group living that,

over and over, I find myself thinking of it as “a house

with growing plans.”

Before I had so much as touched the doorbell of the

O’Keefe’s rambling white house, which sits, spic and span,

on a quiet Beverly Hills street, the door swung open. A
tall young gentleman of six, very much the modern cow-
boy in dress, greeted me. “Please come in, sir. Dad will

be right down.”

He had to be, I knew, Jimmy O’Keefe. His face was a

small edition of his father’s and he had the same debonair,

relaxed quality that his father has.

Mrs. O’Keefe, you’ll remember, was Steffi Duna. Before

she married Dennis, she was Mrs. (Continued on page 101)
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Arlene doesn’t believe in letting

well enough alone. That’s why

everyone in Hollywood is saying . . .

oh what a

adviser to the stars

anita colby

A
RLENE DAHL—you hear it everywhere—is the most beautiful girl in

Hollywood. Quite a reputation, that, to gain in a town where almost

every girl is beautiful.

Arlene, however, is not, by nature, a rose born to blush unseen. She

knows she’s beautiful and doesn’t pretend that she thinks this unimportant.

On the contrary, she will tell you that she uses “the lucky accident” of her

looks to the fullest extent.

The story of Arlene’s three-ring, full-blown -entry upon the Hollywood

scene has never been told, and it’s so typical of her.

With Sir Charles and Lady Mendl, who adopted her as their social protege

before she had been in Hollywood one week, Arlene went to a party. At
this party was Hollywood’s most attractive and popular bachelor. He saw
Arlene before she was well inside the door. She saw him, too.

CrasK\ . . . Bang . . . Lightning . . . Thunder . . . Sparks flying . . .

Everyone at the party, realizing what had happened, watched.

So many men surrounded Arlene that the bachelor, who had to give the

girl he had brought to the party a little attention, was stymied. Finally,

about an hour later, he and Arlene found themselves back-to-back on the

dance floor.

“Hey, Beautiful,” he whispered, “what’s your (Continued on page 79)

American beauty: Arlene Dahl

is in “Scene of the Crime”
Fink and Smith



Full sails ahead with not a worry in the world! Left, Michael

Kirby, Niven Busch, the Dana Andrewses, Teresa Wright, Ann Blyth

At the fun-helm: Michael and Dana

I

N every community, there are those invitations more sought after

than others. In Hollywood, Dana and Mary Andrews yachting

parties are a piece de resistance. For they’re fun and relaxing.

This isn’t only because they mean a long day at sea. It’s due,

above all, to the relaxed program and attitude of the host and

hostess.

The day we sailed with the Andrews, we started early in the

morning, all bundled up, for a full day of fun. And on our way
out to sea, before the sails were hoisted, we filled the air with

music—cowboy songs accompanied by Dana’s harmonica.

The Andrews bought “The Kathryn,” which sleeps eight in the

bunk fashion, instead of either beach .( Continued on page 85)



When Skipper Andrews enter-

tains aboard “The Kathryn,” it’s

Mrs. Dana who rings the ship’s

bell with her sea-going recipes

Eight bells! Four' hungry people, Dana, Teresa, Michael,

Ann, with sea-sharpened appetites, stow away Mary’s menu

HPH

Strictly nautical: Teresa and Ann take a lesson in navi-

gation from Dana, who learned by experience and from books

In the galley of “The Kathryn,” named after daughter

Kathy. Dana and Mary considered calling it “Mama’s Mink”
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The magic performances of Judy

Garland, Ray Bolger in “The Wiz-

ard of Oz” enchanted millions

Welcome
Encore ! By popular demand old favorites

are becoming today’s screen attractions

“W’LL never forget that movie. I would love to

I see it again!” Who hasn’t said that?

Until recently, there was little chance of

seeing a remembered movie again, unless it was a

big production like “Gone with the Wind” or an
old film, illustrative of some trend, such as now
are being shown at art galleries and museums.
But today, Hollywood is reissuing those pictures

which, for a decade and more, have remained dear

to our hearts.

Among other reissues, not shown here, are

“Wuthering Heights,” “The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine,” “Since You Went Away,” “Lost Horizon,”

“Intermezzo,” “Rebecca,” “A Star is Bom” and
“Bill of Divorcement.”

“The Pride of the Yankees” pays tribute to the

late Lou Gehrig. Critics hailed simple, moving

story, performances of Gary Cooper, Teresa Wright

“The Prisoner of Zenda” captured the romantic imag-

ination, showed Ronald Colman in a dual role with

Madeleine Carroll, David Niven, late Sir C. Aubrey Smith
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Back

No one who saw Claudette Colbert and Clark Cable

in “It Happened One Night” has ever stopped talk-

ing about it or famous “Walls of Jericho” scene

Harold Lloyd (shown here with Kenneth Thom-

son) returns in “Movie Crazy,” proves some actors

can’t be replaced. There will be more Lloyd reissues

“Casablanca,” with Ingrid Bergman and Humphrey

Bogart unforgettable as the lovers for whom Dooley

Wilson played “As Time Goes By,” hit tune of film



ff

Ann Sheridan, of “I Was a Male War Bride,” in black faille

coat-dress with draped skirt, designed by Travilla of Twentieth

Century-Fox to show off Ann’s Parisian white lace petticoat

seasui

spice

Jeanne Crain, of “Pinky,” in her Sophie

Saks Fifth Ave. suit of lavender gab-

ardine. With it Jeanne wears brown gloves

and shoes, lavender hat with brown veil
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Deborah Kerr, of “Please Believe Me,” liked this men’s-wear suit of thin

gray tweed designed by Irene for a film, bought it for her own wardrobe.

Deborah softens the suit’s tailored lines with lovely lace blouses

the

hollywood

clothes line

BY EDITH GWYNN
with fashion first pictures

BY ANN MAC NAMARA

Shades of autumn add a tan-

talizing touch to these excit-

ing events from Hollywood’s

dawn -to-dark date book

S
UCH goings-on this month! Picnics and parties—openings and auc-

tions. Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier, who throw a lot of parties,

found a new old bit of entertainment to spring on their guests, who
seemed to enjoy it. Nothing more or less than a table-tipping, table-

thumping session, and a couple of Ouija boards thrown in! (It’s been a

long, long time, but who knows, maybe the craze will start all over

again.) Anyway, the “spirits” refused to come through with any mes-
sages, which didn’t surprise Gary Cooper. He was the most skeptical of

all, to begin with. Johnny Green, the songwriter, and Frank Ross, who
certainly doesn’t seem to be torching for Jean Arthur who just divorced

him, formed something new in the way of a piano team, while Gail

Patrick, Charles Brackett, Jane Greer, Connie Moore and Patricia Me-
dina (leaving -to join Richard Greene in London) listened. Patricia has

just about the smallest feet in Hollywood and she isn’t one to mess

them up in those ugly closed-toe-and-heel shoes, either. Nothing as

flattering to any foot as a simple sandal, or a pump with lines that

shorten your dogs!

Joan Fontaine was saying she saved her studio, where she’s making

“Bed of Roses,” a lot of money by shopping for her own movie wardrobe

while she was in New York. She sent the sketches back to Hollywood

for studio okay, then bought the clothes she was mad about. Her clothes
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spice
for this picture are many and lavish, and she says if they’re not worn out by the

time the film is finished, she’ll buy back most of them for her personal use. Lots

of stars do this, and save money that way, too. One of the dresses she brought back

has a “new look” inasmuch as the skirt is neither full nor straight, but completely

draped. It’s of a vivid navy blue crepe, clinging to the figure all the way, and even

the neckline and bodice are draped, giving a slinky effect. Joan Bennett reports find-

ing something “new” in Italy, too, and she’s bringing back lots of it. We mean a whole

bunch of sheer woolens in hand-blocked prints as well as plain colors. She will

have them made up into separate blouses and skirts to be mixed at will. She also

picked up a wonderful old Florentine belt of silver with a diamond dagger for a clasp.

Just before Betty Newling Bloomingdale had her baby, four of her chums got to-

gether and staged the most lavish and sensational baby shower Hollywood has ever

seen, we’ll betcha. It was a colossal luncheon at the home of Mrs. Tom May, wife of

the department store magnate. Two of the hostesses were Joan Fontaine and Joan

Crawford. There were about sixty gals present, among them Jane Greer, waiting

for Sir Stork herself. Also gasping at the gifts as they were unwrapped in the pa-

vilion (sort of a conservatory), were Esther Williams, Kay (Continued on page 99)
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Ava Gardner, of “East Side, West Side,” in Amelia

Gray’s English jacket of checked gray tweed, brown

gabardine skirt, gray turtleneck sweater, yellow gloves

For informal evenings, Pat Neal, of “The Hasty

Heart,” wears Athena-designed black lightweight

wool suit, splashed with sequins on pockets and collar



Deep withinyouisa J^ry/Special Self
. . . that can create a JlJew Jou

Don’t stay fenced in behind the thought

that you are not the way you’d like to be.

Within you, is a wonderful power that

can make lovely changes happen to you.

This power grows out of the interrela-

tion of your Inner Self and Outer Self and

the power of each to change the other. It

quickens the happiness you radiate when
you know you look charming. But—when
you haven’t lived up to your best, it de-

presses you with discontent. It is the

reason you should never skip those pleas-

ant daily rites that do so much to make you

look lovelier, feel happier.

"
Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

Keep your face always a delightful picture

of you. This Pond’s "Outside-Inside” Face

Treatment has a way of bringing special

help to faces. Always at bedtime (for day

cleansings, too) cream your face, like this:

Hot Stimulation— splash face with hot water.

Cream Cleanse— swirl Pond’s Cold Cream
all over your face. This fluffy, light cream
will soften and sweep dirt, make-up from pore

openings. Tissue off well.

Cream Rinse— swirl on a second soft Pond’s

creaming. This rinses off last traces of dirt,

leaves skin immaculate. Tissue off again.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

This "Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

works on both sides of your skin. From the

Outside—Pond’s Cold Cream softens and
sweeps away dirt, make-up, as you mas-

sage. From the Inside—every step of this

treatment stimulates circulation.

It is not vanity to develop the beauty of

your face. When you look lovely you give

out a magic spark. It kindles a glow of

pleasure in everyone you meet, it brings

the Inner You closer to others.

Her face comes out to meet you like a lovely flower. It is only

natural shejs delighting both New York and Paris society.

ae /^nacrif-

— captivating young daughter of
The Count and Countess Andre de Saint-Phalle

The minute you see her you are drawn by her magnetism. For

her faee sends you a fascinating preview of the Inner Magic that

is herself. This young French-American has an individuality

that is tremendously appealing. Ask her how she keeps her skin

looking so perfect, she’ll tell you—"I use Pond’s. It is the very-

best cream I know to get your skin really clean and soft.”

YOUR FACE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT— get your-

self this hia size iar of Pond’s Cold Cream today 1



YOUR PHOTOPLAY

Beneath his man-about-town surface, Clark

Gable, star of “Any Number Can Play,” car-

ries the heart of a mechanic. Much of his

leisure time, in fact, is spent with his head

under the hood of a car. No one knows better

than Clark what makes Henry’s Ford run

He loves to cruise along in this car

and, when streamlined cars attempt

to pass, shoot ahead with a burst of

speed, leaving the drivers gasping
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One Sunday afternoon, Clark was giving

his Model T an overhauling when a car

stopped. A couple got out and the man
nudged Clark to come out from under

‘Right here! This is his car.”

“That fresh mechanic,” said the

woman as they walked away, “trying

to rib us. I might have believed

that was Mr. Gable’s house if he

hadn’t said that was Gable’s jalopy.”
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Natalie Wood and sister Lana wonder how

mothers can bear to be so practical

Frances Klamt, who used to teach Shirley Tem-

ple, now has Shari Robinson as her star pupil

Alan Ladd took six-year-old Alana to Westlake

School, where she proudly entered the first grade

ywood
(Ul^

back to school

The studio school has no

basketball field, so Claude

Jarman takes off for practise

at nearby Hamilton High

72

When the school bell rings

on the M-G-M lot, Dean Stock-

well hops a studio tram



CLAUDETTE COLBERT as she plays opposite ROBERT YOUNG
in RKO Radio Pictures’ "LOVE IS BIG BUSINESS"

Claudette Colbert

Here’s a gentle beauty care that

really works. In recent tests by skin

specialists, 3 out of 4 complexions

became lovelier in a short time.

"It's wonderful the way Lux Soap
facials leave skin softer, smoother,”
says Claudette Colbert. "I smooth
the fragrant lather well in, rinse,

and pat with a towel to dry.”

Try the generous new bath size,

too—so fragrant, so luxurious!

YOU want the charm of fresh.appealing

skin. Try this beauty care screen stars

recommend. Lux Girls win romaneelANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap — Lux G/r/s are Love/ier/
I

I

P
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brought love into my life

!

I thought “dates”

were something to eat!

Love was a dream I saw in the movies

. . . until these words of Helena Carter

tipped me off: “Romance and rough,

red hands don’t go together. I keep

my hands perfectly smooth, soft and

feminine with Jergens Lotion.”

It was Jergens Lotion for me, pronto 1

I noticed the difference right away...my
hands looked silky soft. Then the men
around the office noticed too! Now “dates”

mean dancing and dining...and Paul thinks

hands like mine need a diamond!

No other hand care keeps your hands so

smooth, so lovely. Being a liquid, Jergens

Lotion furnishes the softeni

—

moisture thirsty skin needs.

Never oily or sticky. Still 10^

to $ 1 .00 plus tax, for today’s

finer Jergens Lotion.

Hollywood Stars Use Jergens Lotion 7 to 1 Over

Any Other Hand Care.

Used hy more Women than any other Hand Care in the World!

Found: The Silver Lining

(Continued from page 36) “Dr. Jol
Duzik,” Haymes replied. “And he’s a ke<
guy as well as a terrific dentist. He w
quite an athlete at USC before he we:
off to medical school, and he’s still nu
about sports, golf, especially.”
“Maybe the rest of his personal histo]

can wait until you’ve phoned him ai
asked how soon he can see me,” June sai
Dr. Duzik had agreed, in spite of

jammed schedule, to see June at two. Loi
before two o’clock, June was in his offic

She was, in fact, halfway through ;

article called, “Tibet: Land That Tin
Forgot,” in an old issue of the Nation
Geographic, when his secretary inform*
her that she could see him.
One quick glimpse of him, standing thei

beside his chair, tall, bronzed, broac
shouldered and smiling, and June want*
to say, “Oh, no!” Dentists didn’t look lil

that!

“He’s a little old for me,” she told hei
self, as he peered down into her mout
“But, he’s got definite possibilities.”

I
N A moment, the doctor was informir
her that her tooth could be capped so r

one ever would notice it.

“He’s got an interesting voice,” she to!

herself as he went on with his work.
He’d been working for almost a ha

hour, when he asked, if by any chance, sf

played golf. She told him she did and h
eyes brightened.
“You’re fond of golf, I take it,” she sail

“Fond of it?” Dr. Duzik exclaimei
“Two things I do every Sunday. I go 1

early Mass and I play eighteen holes <

golf. Perhaps we could play together som
Sunday?”
“Perhaps we could,” June turned on

Mona Lisa smile.
She felt strangely gay and perky gobi

down the elevator, walked as lightly as

she were treading on lemon meringu
Then it dawned on her that Dr. Duzik ha
forgotten to set up any golf date.

“He got busy and it slipped his mind
she explained to herself. “He’ll get aroun
to it the next time.”
But Dr. Duzik didn’t get around to

the next time—or the time after that. Am
all of a sudden, June’s tooth had bee
capped and here he was, shaking her ham
wishing her good luck, and congratulate
her on having been such a model patien

She felt chagrined going down in th

elevator this time. And the feeling lastei

Her pride was hurt, her vanity crushei

She, June Haver, a girl whose compan
was sought after by the most sensation;

swains, had just been rebuffed by he

dentist.

Ordinarily, two dates a week was aboi

par for June. But the week following, sh

had four dates, and the week after th;

she had five. Then she stopped playin

charades and admitted that Dr. Joh

Duzik had gotten under her skin and sh

would have to do something about it.

“I could break another tooth,” she con

fided to her seventeen-year-old siste:

Evie, who doubled as her confidante.

“It would be a little obvious,” Evie sai*

June nodded. “I’ll think up somethin!

just you wait and see.”

The following Saturday evening, she as

tonished the entire Haver household b

announcing, shortly after dinner, that un

less anyone had any serious objection, sh

was going to bed.
“I’m going to bed early,” she volunteere*

anticipating the inevitable question, “fc

the simple reason that I’m going to earl

Mass.”
At seven sharp, the following mornim

she arrived at the small Beverly Hill

parish church, (Continued on page 76
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GreatMm/A Complete Hair Beauty Routine

. . .yetAll you do is use NewDrene Shampoo

!

^ Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping \

4DvrBTlSEP

A Procter & Gamble Exclusive

For Complete Hair Beauty. .

.

Get NEW

4^

• NO SPECIAL RINSES—)*/ your hair

is naturally shining and soft!

• NO SPECIAL LOTIONS—)*/ hair is

so easy to set!

• NO SPECIAL POMADES—)*/ waves

stayput—hair beauty lasts and lasts!

Just treat yourself to one shampoo with

wonderful New Drene! See how won-
derfully simple hair beauty can be.

With New Drene, all you do is shampoo
s . . and your hair has glorious natural

sheen and softness. You don’t have to

use a special rinse because New Drene
leaves no dulling film. Your hair takes

the set like a charm . . . and holds it.

And you don’t have to mess with waving

lotions or pomades. Just use New Drene
—that's the whole routine.

What’s the secret? There’s beauty magic
in New Drene ... an exclusive cleansing

agent found in no other shampoo

—

cream or liquid. That’s the reason why
New Drene cleans your hair so thor-

oughly, so gently . . . rinses out so

completely. That’s why New Drene
leaves your hair so springy, curls last

and last. Try this wonderful NewDrene
Shampoo today!

P
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enriched creme

SHAMPOO

contains egg!

(fym vpuh, kwiym iVmte,

taka ISetfet!

It’s the egg that does it! By actual scientific test,

the real egg contained in powdered form in Richard Hudnut Enriched

Creme Shampoo makes your hair easier to comb, easier to set.

You’ll make pin curls ... so much smoother, they’re bound

to last longer! And see how much better your Richard Hudnut

Home Permanent "takes” after this shampoo! Gentler, kinder, too!

No wonder your hair is left shimmering with "lovelights”!

p

^CcItfUul Shampoo is better because:

1. Contains egg (powder, 1 (im-
proved to make hair more man-
ageable.

2. Not a wax or paste—but a
smooth liquid, creme!

3. Easy to apply; rinses out readily.

4 . Removes loose dandruff.

5 . Same shampoo Richard Hudnut
Fifth Avenue Salon uses for

luxury treatments!

(Continued jrom page 74) took a seat wel
in back. And at eight, devotions over, whi
should tap her on the shoulder but Di
John Duzik
“Why, Dr. Duzik, of all people!” she said

starting. “How nice to see you! Do yo\
attend early Mass often?”
“Why, yes,” he replied. “Every Sunday

And then I head for the golf course.”
“Directly after Mass?” June wanted ti

know.
“Well, first I stop at a favorite restauran

for a Southern-style breakfast and. .
.’

He paused. “If you haven’t already hac
breakfast, how about joining me.”

It was a delightful breakfast. Dr. Duzik
looked on with obvious enjoyment and ad-

miration, did not even dream it was he
second breakfast that morning. They wer<
having a second cup of coffee, when hi

wondered aloud, how it would be if the;

had dinner together, Wednesday night

say, at the Somerset House. They’d be ;

foursome, if she didn’t mind digging up ;

friend. An old college chum, whom hi

hadn’t seen since they’d played football to-

gether at good old USC, would be with him
“I think it would be terrific.” June said

“I’d be delighted to dig up girl frienc

for your friend. In fact, I know just the

girl.”

She could invite one of the cute little

starlets from the studio, of course. Shi

knew half a dozen who would be delightec

with a dinner invitation of this kind. Bu
she promptly decided against any such big-

hearted procedure. It just didn’t make
sense. She knew how beguiling any one

of those starlets could be. Why should she

after all, expose her doctor to the blandish-

ments of any potential rival It would be

cutting her own throat, she told herself

So she played it safe and brought alonf

her little sister. Evie.
Dr. Duzik looked a trifle surprised. Sc

did his friend. Evi. had a very cute

blind date. (Continued on page 78)

they’re back

on the air at CBS!

if JACK BENNY

if BING CROSBY

if ARTHUR GODFREY

if EDGAR BERGEN

if RED SKELTON

if GROUCHO MARX

if BURNS & ALLEN

if MARIE WILSON

if EVE ARDEN

if LUCILLE BALL

if MOLLY GOLDBERG

Check your local paper for time and

local station.

exclusive big feature!

107 Pages On All CBS Stars

Interviews—Color Portraits with

37 great radio stars in RADIO AND
TELEVISION MIRROR for October

Now On the Newsstands.
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DALLAS! “My doctor suggested Noxzema for my dry skin,”

says attractive Mrs. Marjory Ryan! “Now Noxzema is the only

beauty cream I ever use— I couldn’t do without it. I always

use it as a powder base to help keep my skin soft and supple.”

KANSAS CITY! “I used to have occasional blemishes,” says

popular Judy Hadas, “hut since using Noxzema as my regular

night cream, my skin is soft and smooth. Now it seems as

though I’m always getting compliments on my complexion.”

WHO ELSE WANTS
A LOVELIER-LOOKING COMPLEXION?

Doctor's new home beauty treatment
helps 4 out of 5 women in clinical tests

NEW YORK! Charming Arlene
Anderson first used Noxzema for

an annoying skin rash. “It helped
improve my skin so much,” she

says, “it’s now my regular morning
powder base and night cream as

well. I’m never without Noxzema."

CHICAGO! Vivacious Marion
McEvoy had a dry skin condition.

"Then I started using Noxzema
every night," she says. “I soon no-
ticed my complexion was smoother
. . # and I’ve used it ever since."

• Pictured here are six women
who solved one important skin

problem almost every woman
occasionally faces. At one time

each was bothered with minor
skin troubles like blemishes
from external causes, rough dry

skin or similar skin disorders.

But they found a way to softer,

smoother, lovelier-looking skin.

New Beauty Routine

For now a noted skin specialist

has developed a home beauty

routine for just such skin prob-

BALTIMORE! “A skin irritation al-

most ruined a Company party,”

says Mrs. Erma Boone. ‘‘But I used
Noxzema in time . . . and the party

was a complete success. Now it’s my
night cream and powder base, too."

lems. It really gets results. You
need only one cream—medicated
Noxzema. There are only 4 sim-

ple steps. Here’s all you do

:

1 . Morning — bathe face with

warm water, apply Noxzema
with a wet cloth and “cream-

wash” your face.

2. Apply Noxzema as a powder
base.

3. Evening — repeat morning
cleansing with Noxzema.

4. Massage cream lightly into

face. Pat on extra Noxzema
over any blemishes.

BOSTON! Mrs. Suzanne Lipsett

likes to hunt and fish with her hus-
band. "Noxzema keeps my skin
soft and smooth in spite of long
exposure. I also use it on the chil-

dren for minor skin irritations."

Follow this routine faithfully

for only two weeks. See the re-

sults! Note how refreshed your

face feels—how Noxzema’s med-
icated formula helps heal blem-

ishes that come from dust and
dirt. And if your skin gets rough

and dry, smooth on Noxzema
and watch for amazingly quick

improvement.

You’ll enjoy using Noxzema,
too. This snow-white greaseless

cream doesn’t stain bed linen . .

.

never looks messy. Use it every

night before retiring . . . every

morning as a base for make-up.

See if your complexion doesn’t

look softer, smoother, lovelier.

Helped 4 out of 5 Women
Tested

Noxzema’s new 4-Step Beauty

Routine has been thoroughly

tested under careful supervision

of skin specialists. Scores of

women tried it— and 4 out of 5

showed softer, smoother, love-

lier-looking skin in only two
weeks. Try it yourself — see if

you aren’t amazed at the differ- p

ence in your skin. At all drug
and cosmetic counters. 400,
600, $1 .00 plus tax. 77
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The most unfortunate thing about “to-

bacco mouth” is that it becomes part of

you so gradually. The only people it

gives a “start” to are your friends!

Your friends, your neighbors, your
dentist—they all recognize “tobacco

mouth” at the drop of a smile. But you,

you’re never quite sure . . . unless, of

course, you are a regular user of Lister-

ine Tooth Paste. There’s a good reason

why you can be sure

—

It contains Lusterfoam—a special in-

gredient that actually foams cleaning

and polishing agents over your teeth

. . . into the crevices—removes fresh

stain before it gets a chance to “set”

. . . whisks away that odor-making to-

bacco debris!

See for yourself how Listerine Tooth
Paste with Lusterfoam freshens your

mouth and your breath! Get a tube and

make sure that wherever you go—you
won’t take “tobacco mouth” with you!

(Continued from page 76) In a moment,
introductions over, they were on their way
to the Somerset House and a big evening.
The evening didn’t turn out to be as

big as they’d hoped. In fact, it was pretty
much of a shambles as far as the Haver
girls were concerned. All during dinner,
practically, the old college chums remi-
nisced about football, football players and
football coaches. And halfway through
dessert, Dr. Duzik sprang his little sur-
prise! He’d gotten tickets for that night’s
game between the Los Angeles Dons and
the San Franciscans. Dr. Duzik and his
college friend cheered themselves hoarse
and took it for granted, the way enthus-
iasts will, that the girls had enjoyed them-
selves, too. Consequently, they looked a
little flabbergasted when the girls declined
with thanks (and an excuse about a head-
ache Evie had suddenly acquired), his
suggestion that they stop off somewhere
for a little music and dancing.
June didn’t hear from her doctor for a

long time after that, and she’d begun to
wonder and then worry. When he finally
called, the first thing he did was apologize
for having thoughtlessly ruined a whole
evening for her and her sister. And the
second, was to invite her to dinner again,
this time without any college chum.

OW June’s dating life had been con-
fined, pretty much, to people in show

business (musicians, when she was a
vocalist touring with a band, and later,

after she was signed by Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox, actors). They were all of them
charming, but thorough-going extroverts
whose conversation at dinner was confined
to three subjects: Themselves, shop-talk,
and the latest gossip. Dr. Duzik ’s conversa-
tion tended toward ideas and an exchange
of opinions on a hundred phases of life

in the vast world existing outside of them-
selves and Hollywood. She couldn’t get
over it.

Soon, her dates with Dr. John had become
as frequent as twice a week. Columnists
were falling all over themselves predict-
ing orange blossoms and Mendelssohn mu-
sic for little June Haver, when something
happened that set the town back on its

heels—June’s friends and family included.
Abruptly, she eloped to Las Vegas with
Jimmy Zito, a musician whom she had met
six years previously, when she was an
impressionable kid of fifteen, and a singer
touring with Ted Fio Rito and his or-
chestra.
This marriage, conceived out of such

thin stuff as yearning, impulse, and glit-

tering illusion, was doomed from the start.

Within a matter of twelve months, June
and her dashing and darkly-handsome
Jimmy had separated, been reconciled, and
separated for the second time. And, within
the space of the following year, they had
become reconciled and parted again, this

time for good.
June had tried so desperately to make

a go of things, that the failure of this mar-
riage all but wrecked her health and her
peace of mind. And when it was finally

over, dissolved by a divorce decree on
grounds of mental cruelty, she moved her
personal possessions, her squashed little

dreams, and her heartache into a little

apartment of her own and started all over
again.
The heart can endure only so much, so

that in time, the ache subsided. Then the
loneliness set in.

It wasn’t that she lacked admirers. Im-
mediately after the final decree, and even a
little before, the phone began ringing. And
before too long, all the old gang was call-
ing again. But somehow, she discovered,
the old familiar line had lost its old lustre.
She found herself inventing excuses, beg-
ging off. And her loneliness got worse,
not better.

She was playing gin rummy with her
sister one evening, and finding it hard to
concentrate on the game, when Evie laid
down her cards and said:

“I’d call him, if I were you.”
“Call who?” June wanted to know.
“Dr. John,” Evie said. “Who else?”

J
UNE drew herself up stiffly. “I’m quite
capable of managing my own social life,

thank you.”
Evie shrugged. “That’s one way of look-

ing at it, I guess. Pretend I never doubled
for Dorothy Dix and we’ll go on playing.”
That did it.

Prior to this, Dr. John had been in the
back of June’s mind, and she had been
struggling to keep him confined there.
But now, in the forefront of her thinking,
he became more important by the moment.
And then he called and asked her to dinner.
They met as friends and she saw the

same quick enkindling smile, and felt the
same old warmth and understanding. Only
this time, she put a proper value on all

the nice, quiet things about Dr. John Duzik.
The following week, June heard, for the

first time, the story of John’s life. Of Slovak I

stock, he’d been born in Rock Springs,
Wyoming, where his father, Nick Duzik,
ran a combination grocery-meat market, as
well as a cattle ranch on the Wyoming-
Colorado border.
He had attended first, the local grade

schools and high school, then the Univer-
sity of Southern California from which he
had been graduated as a dental surgeon,
and, finally, Harvard Medical School, where
he had taken special courses.

Studies completed, he had returned to

Rock Springs and opened a dental office,

to the eternal pride of his immigrant
parents who had made such enormous
sacrifices in order to see him through
college and medical school. But, until the
day he’d left Rock Springs to open a prac-
tise in Los Angeles, he, himself, had never
been too proud, come high noon, to doff

his dentist’s tunic, hurry across the street

to his father’s store, don a butcher’s apron,
and start waiting on the customers.

It was this rough sketch of his life, am-
plified gradually, that gave June her real

insight into the kind of man John Duzik
really was—a man with love of home and
parents, strong loyalties and manliness.
Then came her trip to Wyoming and a

meeting with John’s folks. She met them
in Rock Springs—his father, mother, three
brothers, and sister—and then, together,

they took off on horseback for the ranch,

a good three hours’ train ride from the
town. They packed in supplies, sleeping in

tents, and cooking their food over open
fires. All in all, it was the most exciting

vacation she ever spent. And she came back
to Los Angeles, completely in love, only
this time with her eyes open, her mind
clear, and her heart singing.

A girl like the revised June Haver de-
serves everything 1949 can give her, in-

cluding a lasting marriage with the man
she loves.

The End

MOVIES— Fine entertainment at low cost
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Oh, What a Beautiful Dahl

(Continued from page 61) name? What’s
your ’phone number?”
Arlene was in a spot over which a dozen

Hollywood girls would have rejoiced. But,
she likes a subtle approach, the soft music
and candlelight technique. This brisk-to-
the-point beginning was not for her. So
she smiled sweetly, if archly, danced away,
and became the talk of this town in which
the man-shortage is acute.

She’s been in Hollywood three years
now, and at luncheon and tea parties, you
still hear of the night that she, true to

her instincts, turned her back on Wonder-
boy.
Before Arlene came to Hollywood, she

had a highly profitable modeling career
in New York at thirty-dollars-an-hour. It

was strictly for her beauty, then, that she
was signed to a contract by Warners. So
what happened? They put her in a co-
starring role opposite Dennis Morgan and
promptly decided she looked too young.
“Add ten pounds,” they ordered. “It will

age you.”

A
RLENE went on a weight-increasing
spree. Malted milks three times a day,

three-layer cake whenever she felt like

it—sheer Heaven. They over-rouged her
mouth, too. And they gave her a hair-do
that would have aged her sufficiently, if

the malted milks hadn’t. She didn’t look
too frightful. She probably couldn’t. But
the way she looked didn’t stop the crowd.
After this picture was completed, Warners
dropped her.

It was then she was glad of her marvel-
ous exercise for getting waistline and hips
down and keeping them slim. It’s an exer-
cise every girl should know—as simple as
it is effective:

1.

Sit flat upon the floor. Hold the trunk
of your body erect.

2.

Pull up your knees as close to your
chest as possible.

3.

Extend your arms in front of your
body, keeping your hands close together.

4.

Now, holding your knees together and
close to the body, slap your legs on the
floor. Do this first by moving to the right.

Make sure that with each swing, your
thighs hit the floor. Your arms should swing
to the left when your body swings to the
right and vice versa. Ten times to the
right. Ten times to the left.

After Arlene had slimmed down, Metro
signed her. A trifle older and infinitely

wiser, she decided to fight, if necessary,
to be herself. Metro, however, didn’t want
to change her. Not even an iota. They
allowed her eyebrows to grow back in,

listened to her ideas about make-up and
worked with her on a new hair-do.
“After all,” Arlene says, “I’ve lived

with my face longer than anyone; so if

anyone understands it, I should.” A good
thing to remember!
Arlene’s perfect features tingle with

life, her eyes sparkle and her hair shines
with vitality.

“My mother, now forty-eight, has the
loveliest skin I’ve ever seen,” she says.
Her mother is a Norwegian and Arlene

was bom and raised in Minnesota where
so many Norwegians settled. “The summers
are hot, hot, and the winters are cold,
cold,” she explains. “Such a climate is

marvelous for the skin.”
Arlene’s mother taught her beauty habits

while she was very young. From the time
she was about twelve, she has cold-
creamed her face lavishly every night,
just before her bath. This allows the steam
from her bath water, always as hot as she
can stand it, to seep up through the cream
and cleanse her face thoroughly. “Noth-
ing works so well,” she says. “It’s like a

THE NEW

Gold Rush of 49
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Tonight !..Sliow him how much lovelier

your hair can look... after a

|asfae*(^0wie Skorfwpoo
No other shampoo gives you the same

magical secret-blend lather plus kindly

LANOLIN . . . for true hair beauty.

Tonight he can SEE new sheen in your hair, FEEL its

caressable softness,THRILL to its glorious natural beauty.

Yes, tonight, if you use Lustre-Creme Shampoo today!

Only Lustre-Creine has Kay Daumit’s magic blend

of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin. This glamoriz-

ing shampoo lathers in hardest water. Leaves hair

fragrantly clean, shining, free of loose dandruff and

so soft, so manageable

!

Famous hairdressers use and recommend it for

shimmering beauty in all “hair-dos” and permanents.

Beauty-wise women made it America’s favorite cream

shampoo. Try Lustre-Greme ! The man in your life

—

and you— will love the loveliness results in your hair.

NOT A SOAP!

NOT A LIQUID!

BUT KAY DAUMIT'S

RICH LATHERING

CREAM SHAMPOO
WITH LANOLIN

for Soft, Shimmering
Glamorous Hair

4-oz. jar $1; 10-oz. economy size $2.

Smaller jars and tubes 49<i and 25

.

facial—home-administered.”
She washes her face once a day only;

at night. Then, covering her face lightly,

with a thin coating of all-purpose cream
—with just a dab more under the eyes to

keep that tender skin soft and smooth—she
sleeps with this cream on her face. I must
say I don’t approve of this technique but
it certainly seems to work for Arlene. In the
morning, she sprinkles her eyes with water
and she’s ready to apply her make-up.
Arlene’s make-up may seem elaborate

for a girl as lovely as she is. But she ap-
plies it so skilfully, that the total effect

is one of naturalness and freshness.

H
ER color is high. So she rarely needs
rouge or powder. However, on any day

that she is pale, she takes a bit of rouge
from her lips on the tips of her fingers and
applies this to her cheeks. Subtly. When
a young Minneapolis cousin was visiting

her recently, she asked, “But how do you
get your lipstick and rouge to match so

perfectly?” Now she knows. They’re one
and the same.
Arlene’s eyes are expressive and

straightforward. But her lashes are short

and thin. And her eyebrows, unfortunate-
ly, are those of the true redhead; light. It

is here, therefore, that Arlene puts in her

neatest touches, so neat, in fact, that she
doesn’t require false eyelashes even for

the screen. She powders her lashes and
lids first to prepare them for make-up.
Then, she dips her mascara brush in hot

water and applies the mascara to her

lashes. With this procedure, she curls

her lashes as well as darkens them. For

her brows, she uses no pencil, but dips a

separate brush, this time soaked in cold

water, into the mascara. The result is a

natural finish. On her lids, she uses the

least touch of shadow.
Perhaps the most important thing of all,

in Arlene’s beauty routine, is the fact that

she is faithful to it. She never goes to

bed with her face unwashed, allowing stale

make-up to stay on overnight. And, despite

the fact that she lives in Southern Cali-

fornia, she flees from the sun. Her skin

texture can’t take it and she knows it.

“Once, just once, I decided to get a tan,

like all the other people in the world,” she

says. “I loaded up on creams and suntan
lotion and I baked. What I got was first-

degree burns. I had to be under a doctor’s

care.”
Another practise, to which Arlene is

faithful, is a daily rest or nap. For al

least half-an-hour every day, she lies

down, closes her eyes and rests, even ii

she doesn’t fall asleep. She’s been doing

this ever since adolescence, when hei

mother advised it. No beauty routine, she

feels, is quite so valuable.
As for diet, she eats sensibly, but well

“I don’t overeat,” she explains. “Neither

do I stuff. But I drink a full quart of milk

every day of my life and eat eggs at leas'

three times a week.” I

The Dahl formula is worth following

You may not emerge looking just like

Arlene, but you’ll likely look and fee!

better for the try.

The End

second marriage

Don’t miss Elsa Maxwell’s un-

usual story about the unusual

Jennifer Jones and David 0.

Selznick.

IN NOVEMBER PHOTOPLAY
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NOT SO CRAZY
Richard Basehart was

smart enough to take the

“twisted" road to success

A
NY minute, Richard Basehart expects
the little man in the white coat to carry

him off in a strait-jacket. Not that Richard
isn’t the most normal person alive, but
how often can you play mad people and
get away with it, he wonders. He started
off his movie career as Barbara Stanwyck’s
looney brother in “Cry Wolf,” became the
mad poet in “Repeat Performance,” the
neurotic killer in “He Walked by Night,”
and finally, the zany hillbilly in “Roseanna
McCoy.” Hollywood’s crazy about him
crazy.

When Richard joined a stock company in
his hometown of Zanesville, Ohio, at the
age of twelve, the local paper, The Zanes-
ville Times Signal, gave him a swell re-
view. The editor, himself, was delighted.
No wonder. The boy was his son. Richard’s
father had been an actor himself before he
became a newspaper man. Richard joined
The Hedgerow Theatre group near Phila-
delphia. After five years, he knew a great
deal about every phase of the theater and
was ready for Broadway. He auditioned
for Margaret Webster, a leading Broadway
director, who saw to it that he was cast in
“Counterattack.” He went from that suc-
cess to several flops and several hits,
among them, “Othello” and “Ramshackle
Inn.” Then he was ready for his big chance
as the Scotsman in “The Hasty Heart.”
Warners signed him and, a year later, let
him go. He subsequently signed with
Eagle Lion for “Reign of Terror.”
He met and married costume designer

Stephanie Klein while they both were at
Hedgerow. Together, they shared in the
co-operative profits of the theater which
amounted to about six dollars monthly.
With thirty members of the group, he
shared a room in a dwelling that housed
them all and ate whatever was cheapest
at the local market. After eight years, he
and Stephanie are still married, live in a
comfortable Hollywood apartment, have no
children, and see the friends they made
in New York.
His hair is red, his eyes dark blue, his

manner mild. Off screen, that is. But giving
off an eerie quality, as he does in “Rose-
anna McCoy,” well, that’s something else
again.

Her Rayve Wave Number is

2. Find yours on the Dial-

a-Wave . . . easy as setting

a clock! It's the sure way to

the kind of wave you want
. . . for your kind of hair.

Only
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one right wave for your kind of hair— in

the shortest possible waving time. Every-

thing about Rayve is easier, better. Picture-

booklet directions ... no turban to wear.

FAST—BUT SURE! No home permanent gives

you the right wave for your hair in less

time. For only Rayve has the Dial-a-Wave
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you can be sure of the kind of wave you
want—plus an improved creme formula
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What Should I Do?

Actually, it’s

Modess in

new-shape

... or facial tissues

the wonderful

box!

standard

shape

So discreet . . . helps keep your secret so nicely;

So new ... it may not yet be in stock at your

favorite store. Until it is, ask for Modess in the

standard box. Because . . .

Both boxes contain the same number

of Modess napkins, so soft, so safe,

so luxuriously comfortable.

Both boxes are priced

the same.

In Regular, Junior, and

Super Modess sizes.

82
new shape

(Continued from page 4) planting before
my husband and I met. I feel that the lot
belongs to her and I shouldn’t interfere.
How can I rid myself of this very annoy-

ing feeling of inferiority and jealousy?
Lorene R.

It is more than usually difficult for a
complete outsider to understand your sit-

uation. So much depends upon the true
character of your mother-in-law. Your de-
scription would give the casual observer
the idea that the woman is generous and
lovable. Yet, she may be deliberately
placing you under enormous obligation,
to insure her son’s lasting devotion.

Here is one way for you to regard her
generosity: Nearly every gift we receive
throughout life turns out to be slightly
different from what we would have
chosen. Even the gift of our personal
appearance isn’t quite what most of us
would have selected if allowed a choice!

Yet, we’re stuck with ourselves, and
we’re stuck with the hand-crocheted skil-

let which Aunt Mary sends us for Christ-
mas. In your case, you are stuck with a
set of bedroom furniture and a beautiful
back yard. Smile about it.

In a way, you are to be envied. You i

don’t have to fight for anything. You
know that your husband loves you, and \

that you are building a future together.
I think you can afford to be generous i

and humorous. It will take forbearance,
and when the children begin to arrive,
you may have quite a problem; yet, you
may—by refusing to feel inferior or put-
upon—come to love your mother-in-law.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am sixteen years old and a junior in

high school. My problem is my father.

He will not allow me to attend school ac-
tivities, or dances, I am not allowed out
with my girl friends after dark, and I may
never talk to a boy. I manage to have a
few afternoon sneak dates, but I would
much rather have the boys and girls come
to my house, the way they go to the homes
of my friends.

Another problem is that I keep up a
ten-room house, doing all housework and
cooking, because my mother is working to

get enough money to put me through
college. I get a certain amount of pleasure
out of keeping the house nice, but my
father constantly picks on me. He slaps

me if he finds a hairpin on the floor, and
I hear about it for hours if I don’t dust to

please him.
Sometimes I’d like to walk out and never

return, but I don’t want to give up my edu-
cation. In another way, I think my father
is willing for me to be educated because
he plans to quit his job as soon as I go to

work so that I can take care of the family
from then on.

My father says a girl who goes out with
boys is no good, and that when a girl

marries, her troubles really begin. You
know, at first I disliked my father only
when he was disagreeable, but nowadays
I hate him so that I am pleased only when
I see him leaving.

I haven’t said much about my mother
because she’s wonderful, young, and more
like a sister. If she says anything to my
father, he slaps her down.
What can a girl do in a case like this?

Olivia E.

Actually, there is very little that you
can do until you are twenty-one. In the

state in which you live, your father is

head of the household until you come of
age. He may, if he wishes, even collect



your salary and he has the right to collect

your mother’s salary, too.

It has only been three or four years
since California enacted legislation which
makes a woman’s earnings her own.

I believe the wisest course for you is to
maintain the pleasantest possible relations
with your father. Don’t go out of your
way to annoy him. Have as little as pos-
sible to do with him.

Manage, somehow, to spend at least a
few minutes, alone, with your mother
every day. Her burden is probably even
heavier to bear than yours. Show her
how much you appreciate what she is do-
ing; think of helpful things to do for her.
Discuss school and your friends with her,
particularly the amusing things that hap-
pen. Between you and your mother, there
should be a tie that will make up for the

< inadequacies of your father.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I

I am engaged, and our wedding date is

set for October.
After we are married, my fiance wants

to live with his dad and sister, as he does
now. My fiance is well over twenty-one,
earns fifty dollars a week and hands all but
ten dollars per week over to his father. As
I understand it, that would continue to be
the situation. The father would pay all

living expenses, and we would have ten
dollars a week for personal expenditures,
including clothing.

It would be different if my fiance’s dad
needed money, but he has a good income.
My family is opposed to this marriage

because they say the father would make
life miserable for me. He has a reputation
for being miserly and selfish.

That may be true, but it doesn’t change
the fact that I love my fiance.

Georgia S.

In some life situations, love, alone, is

not enough to assure happiness.
I believe that any sensible person

would agree that this marriage would not
have a good chance of permanency.

If you marry this boy, your resent-
ment at having to obey orders from his
father and sister may well cause trouble
between you and your husband.

It seems to me that you should wait to
marry until this man proves that he is a
man, and not a child clinging to his fa-
ther’s suspenders.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My husband and I have been married

only a short time. Because we are living
at some distance from his home town, I

have never met his family, but that is an
ordeal facing me shortly.

I say “ordeal” for this reason. My hus-
band was married before to a perfectly
beautiful girl who was very popular with
my in-laws. They were furious with my
husband for divorcing her, even though
any real man would have done what he
did under the circumstances. Naturally, he
couldn’t tell his family the full story. Not
only was this first wife beautiful, but she
was gay, witty, charming.
To be frank, I am not at all attractive,

nor have I the slightest part of the charm
and poise which the first wife possessed. I

am frightened sick when I think of meet-
ing my in-laws, knowing they will com-
pare us. I need some good advice.

Lynette S.

You underestimate yourself. It is fairly
clear to an outsider that your husband
married you because you had all the won-
derful qualities his first wife lacked.
There is a good deal of humble siveetness
in your letter, of anxiety to please and

ARE 0U> WIVES'TALES

If only every woman would learn these

INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS before she marries...

Too many married women still don’t
have proper, scientific knowledge
they can trust about intimate fem-
inine hygiene.

They follow ignorant misinforma-
tion passed on down through the
years. And all too often this is the
cause of marital unhappiness.

If only women would realize how
important vaginal douching two or

three times weekly often is to intimate

cleanliness, health, married happiness,

and to combat unpardonable vaginal

odor. And certainly once they learn

the truth about zonite, they'll always
want to use it in the douche.

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide

tested is SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

Scientists tested every known germ-
icide they could find on sale for the
douche. And no other type proved

so powerful yet so safe to tissues as

ZONITE.
So why be old-fashioned and con-

tinue to use weak or dangerous
products?

zonite is positively non-poison-
ous, non-irritating. You can use zonite
as directed as often as desired without
the slightest risk of injury to the most
delicate tissues.

ZONITE’S Miracle-Action

zonite eliminates odor, removes
waste substances and discharge. You
feel so dainty and refreshed after your
zonite douche. Helps guard against
infection. It kills every germ it

touches. It’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract,

but you can be sure zonite does
kill every reachable germ and keeps
them from multiplying. Buy zonite
at any drug counter.
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Now,
you can have complete, comfortable

control from midriff to thigh ... in the

new HI-TOP girdle. It’s another
Gossard original.

It’s new! It’s different! A 3-inch elastic

band at back smooths and slims your

waist . . . twin elastic panels trim and
taper your hips. Gossard’s HI-TOP
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Gossard quality.
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satin elastic, and airy leno—your best
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lengths. Talon. Similar all-elastic
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and embroidered marquisette . . . even the thread is
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to make your husband proud of you.
Remember this: Everyone is more in-

terested in himself than he is in anything
else on earth. If you, as a person, will
take a deep interest in others, forgetting
yourself and your problems, you will find
that you have beauty in the opinion of
those who come to love you.

Be proud to be your husband's wife,
and be proud to belong to his family, and
the family will be pleased with you.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-three years old and have a

beautiful little daughter, five. I have been
divorced for three years now; I have a bad
past, but I want to live a good, clean life

from now on so that I can be a good mother
to my daughter.

Last November I met the nicest guy I

have ever known and he treats me with
respect, although he knows about my past.

He has been married and has three chil-

dren to support until they are of age. He
has warned me that he will never marry
again because he doesn’t want to do any-
thing that would hurt his first wife. He
says she is a fine woman and, because of
him, she had a nervous breakdown and
was hospitalized for six months. She will

now have nothing to do with him, but he
says he should show her respect enough
not to marry again.

I inherited a little money from an aunt,
and I am a good worker. He has saved a
little money, and knows something about
the restaurant business. He wants us to

invest equally in a business in a nearby
town; both of us could work in the restaur-
ant and build a good future for ourselves.
Do you think that he will change his

mind about marriage in the future? And
do you think I should go into business
with him, and let the emotional side of our
relationship take care of itself?

Emma Lou S.

Why set up further misery for your-
self? I think you should believe this man
when he assures you that he does not in-

tend to marry again. His statement may
not be absolutely accurate. He may mean
that he does not intend to marry you,
but he is trying to be tactful by includ-
ing all of womankind in the rejection.

Neither do I think, for an instant, that

you should invest your inheritance with
him. He is quite willing for you to hazard
your capital and to invest your energies
and capabilities, but he promises nothing
but a share of the profits if there are any.

Claudette Colbert
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Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?
W ould you like the thought-

ful advice of

C^icuidette CoILa ?

If you would, write to lier in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Cal., and if Miss Colbert feels

that your problem is of gen-

eral interest, she’ll consider

answering it here. Names and
addresses will be held confi-

dential for your protection.
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A
MIRACLE
BIRTH

. . . that’s what Ethel Collins of the

Bronx, New York, says in her story

“WE HAVE QUADS”

in October

TRUE

EXPERIENCES
The Magazine For Real People

Jr Now on Your Newsstand

Also In This Exciting Issue Of

TRUE EXPERIENCES

“/ HUNT HUSBANDS

"

- IS THIS BETTER THAN
DEATH?"

“WITH 1000 KISSES

"

"THEY CALLED US HEROES

"

“YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
SINGLE"

Get Your Copy of

TRUE

EXPERIENCES
OCTOBER ISSUE

now at all newsstands

IT’S NEW—TRUE—EXCITING
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Buffet by the Sea

( Continued, from page 62) house or swim-
ming pools. With four children, Dana and
Mary decided a sailboat would provide all-

round family fun.

The Andrews go without many other

luxuries to have it, in fact, they strongly

considered “Mama’s Mink” before they

agreed upon “The Kathryn.”
In our party, which celebrated Dana’s

completion of “Sword in the Desert,” there

were Niven Busch, Teresa Wright Busch,

Lew Ayres, Michael Kirby, and Ann Blyth,

who had just finished “Top O’ the Morning.”
Dana and Mary learned navigation, inci-

dentally, by themselves, from books and
experience, the trial-and-error method.
Mary told us all about it, amusingly,

while she served lunch. And what a

lunch! Scalloped Zucchini and Clam
Casserole and Macaroni Neapolitan. Both
casseroles had been prepared at home and
kept fairly hot in a portable casserole

carrier. At the last minute, all she had
to do was poke them in the galley oven.

No vigorous games were played, of

course, space on board being limited. But
charades are fun at any party. Some of the
suggestions were hilarious: “One Night of

Love,” “Gone with the Wind,” “Lost Hori-
zon” and “Temptation,” among others.

We had the loveliest, laziest day. No one
cared that we were becalmed for over an
hour. We all dove over the side and had
a long, cool swim. Coming home in the

semi-tropical moonlight was dreamy. So,

of course, romantic songs were in order.

And as we neared the mainland, Mary
gave each of us a comb wrapped in tissue

paper and we played all the popular square
dance tunes.
Here are Mary’s recipes. Each serves

ten hungry people.

New • •
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Faster 1

cleansing

Thorough!
for

tinted
make-up-

\ \ raws...

,, penATEN

Woodbury

UOUtfViNO

aminaCwitn

Woodbury

Cleansing Cream

with

Penaten

Do you use cream, cake or liquid

make-ups?

If you do, you probably love them

because they cling for hours.

SCALLOPED ZUCCHINI AND
CLAM CASSEROLE

Cook 3 lbs. of zucchini squash in 2 qts.

boiling water with 1 tbsp. salt until just

tender. Break an 8 oz. package of cocktail

crackers into fairly small pieces. Make a

layer of V\ of the cooked zucchini and %
of the crackers. Top with % of a 6 oz.

can minced clams and dot with 2 tbsp.

butter or margarine; add salt, pepper and
meat sauce if desired. Repeat, making 4

layers. (You will need 2 six-ounce cans
of minced clams. Cook in a moderate oven
(350° F.) 25 minutes.

MACARONI NEAPOLITAN
Cook 2 cups elbow macaroni in boiling

salted water until tender. Drain and rinse.

Saute 2 medium onions, sliced thin, and 2

medium green peppers, cut into thin strips,

in 4 tbsp. oil. Remove from fat and drain.

Brown 6 slices precooked ham, cut in fine

strips, and remove from fat. Beat 6 eggs
slightly and scramble. Mix all cooked
ingredients lightly and turn into a but-
tered casserole. Slice 1 lb. processed Amer-
ican cheese over top. Pour 2 cans con-
densed tomato soup over all. Cover with
2 cups cornflakes tossed in V\ cup melted
butter or margarine. Bake uncovered in

moderate oven (375° F.) 20 minutes.
Note: One clove of garlic may be cut into

bits and cooked in boiling water with the
macaroni to add to flavor.

OLD-FASHIONED OATMEAL COOKIES
Mix % cup shortening with 1 cup brown

sugar, firmly packed, using pastry blender.
Mix and sift 1V2 cups sifted flour, % tsp.

baking soda, % tsp. salt and 1 tsp. cinna-
mon. Blend into shortening and sugar.
Stir in 1% cups uncooked oatmeal. Drop
on greased cookie sheet and bake 10 to 15
minutes in a moderate oven (375° F.).

Makes 4 to 5 doz. cookies.

i

THE End

But the fact that they do cling means that they’re harder to remove. And that’s

why Woodbury Liquefying Cleansing Cream is a boon and a

blessing to so many women.

Here is a cream designed especially for women who use tinted

make-ups. And because it contains PENATEN, it seeps deep

into the pores, floating away clinging grime and pigments

that threaten coarse pores and blemishes.

P. S.: Even if you use only ordinary powder

and lipstick, you’ll love it for the way it

leaves your skin so spanking

fresh and clean.

Jars 20c, 39c, 69c. Plus tax.
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Is the tip of your

middle finger rounded?

You're optimistic, daring,

not afraid to

take chances

THE ADVENTUROUS HAND
One of a series . . . watch for your hand

Is the space between

your ring and little fingers

wide when your

hand is relaxed?

You love freedom, you re active,

pay little heed to criticism

Are the knuckles of your

idex finger straight? You're quick,

impulsive. Your first impressions

are usually right

Can your hand be read like a book? Whether

you believe it can be or not, your well-groomed

fingertips reveal your smart fashion sense.

When you use Dura-Gloss, they show you’re

practical, too. For Dura-Gloss means exciting

shades, quick application, long lasting

beauty... all yours for 10G (gShES^
3s 4py»mio

DURA-GLOSS

nail POLISH

DURA-GLOSS NAIL POLISH

non-smear remover 10^ and 25^ .. .lipstick 25^

© 1949 lorr laboratories, Paterson, N. J. Founded by. E. T. Reynolds

10c

Prices plus tax

Jacqueline Dempsey fashion editor

Jacqueline Neben

Helen Sayles

John Engstead

Coplan-Dirone

Carlyle Blackwell

promotion director

retail director

|
photographers

Marta Toren and Howard Duff
in scene from “Illegal Entry,” in

which Marta wears original coat

Opposite, Marta Toren, in the Sherbrooke

reproduction of the raincoat Yvonne Wood
designed for her to wear in Universal’s

“Illegal Entry.” W hen the skies are clear

it can be worn with the neckline open to

form wide revers. Detachable belt can be

removed for smart, boxy look. In rayon

gabardine, cravenetted throughout, it comes

in gray, navy, copper. Sizes 8-18. $29.95.

Matching beret costs only $3.00

For store nearest you write direct to

manufacturer listed on page 93
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I In THE

FASHION

GOAL-LINE

A SUIT AND COAT THAT WILL

SCORE ON ANY OCCASION

Slim sorcery: Black stripes accentuate the fitted lines

of worsted jacket with gabardine collar and cuffs to

match the slim gabardine skirt. By Lou Schneider in

sizes 9-15. It comes in green, wine or copper, about

$50.00, at Gimbels, New York. N. Y.

Changeable charm : A dream of a coat in all wool fleece,

its full, swinging back can be curbed with a self-belt.

Of added interest are the deep, pointed cuffs, double-

pointed collar and slashed pockets. By Judy Nell, in

winter natural, sizes 10-16, about $35.00. at Blooming-

dale's, New York. N. Y.

Handle the new fabrics with loving care—for

they’re worth investigating. They’re at once

rough in appearance, soft to the touch and ex-

citing to look at. This autumn, color is as im-

portant as fabric, with simplicity the keynote of

today’s styles. Pockets make their appearance in

unexpected fashion. Cuffs are deep, collars in-

triguingly different. For every-day wear, it’s

the polished calf look in your shoes, bag and

belt. Fashion note this fall is light-colored gloves

—and you’ll be in the cheering section if you

appear in string gloves with your tweeds!

Marilyn Monroe, blonde and lovely foil for the

Marx Brothers in United Artists’ “Love Happy”



For store nearest you write
direct to manufacturer listed on page 93

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



PHOTOPLAY’S PATTERN OF THE MONTH

Photoplay Patterns
205 East 42nd Street
New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents (S.35) for which please send
me the Photoplay Pattern of the Lucille Ball "Interference’”
suit in size 12— 14— 16— 18—20.

Name Size.

Street.

Lucille hall’s suit was designed by Edward

Stevenson for RKO’s “Interference
’

Tailored for town or travel, this smartly simple suit has the new nar-

row look so flattering to most women. The enchanting leaf collar motif

is repeated with interest in the slit pocket at the right hip. Make it

in Anglo’s novel checkerboard worsted in the color of your choice.

City State.



Carpet Slipper Romeo
(Continued from page 45) Laura, four; his

son, Mark, two; and Anita, aged seven
months.
An ardent believer in that old Spanish

proverb, “Every man in his own house
and God in everybody’s,” he’s embarrassed
by the flattery and audible admiration of

feminine fans. And he’s never been able

to understand the necessity of posing for

publicity pictures with feminine co-stars.

“After all, I am a married man,” he pro-
tests, seriously.

In spite of the fact that he personifies

sex on the screen, he’s almost a puritan at

heart. He dislikes vulgar jokes, deplores
any moral laxity and finds far more allure

in clothes “with a more covered look,”

covering his shoulders as, with typical dra-
matic gestures, he zippers up an imaginary
neckline.

He is sad that too many novels and plays
and movies fail to portray, “love that’s

built on really important things—under- i

standing, appreciation and respect.” Of
today’s short-lived marriages, he says, “we
marry, not for better—but for better or
worse—until death do us part. It is a con-
tract we make with God. I have the most
wonderful marriage a man ever had,” he
goes on, more happily.

T
RUE, no screen writer could devise a
more romantic story than that of Ricardo

and Georgianna Montalban. “I was the
kind of fellow who didn’t plan to get mar-
ried until I was thirty-five, and I was going
to see the world first,” he says. “But, I’m
so happy it happened this way. After I

saw Georgie that first day in church, I

knew all the time I might have spent see-
ing the world would have been wasted.”
He was at Mass at the Good Shepherd

Church in Beverly Hills, when he noticed
a beautiful girl sitting in front of him. She
was with her sister, Loretta Young.

It was definitely love at first sight. And
he carried the memory of her for two
years before they met. In the interim, he
made a picture in Mexico with her
brother-in-law, director Norman Foster.
Invited to a party at the Fosters’, he saw
her photograph. “And the old flame was
still there.” At this time, Georgianna was
modeling in New York, so Ricardo bought
dozens upon dozens of magazines and cut
out pictures of her. Sally Foster did a
little sisterly matchmaking on the side,
too. She wrote Georgianna, “I’ve got just
the boy for you. Wait till you meet
Ricardo.”
They met, eventually, at a cocktail party,

while Ricardo vacationed in Los Angeles.
She remembers, a little teasingly, how he
studiedly turned his back on her when
she entered the living room, then suddenly
turned when she reached him and “flashed
his big smile.”
Two weeks later, driving home from a

dance, Ricardo told her how he had felt

about her for two long years. “I’m very
glad you’re in love with me,” she said
simply. They eloped to Tia Juana. He
was returning to Mexico immediately for a
film commitment and there was no time
for the banns to be published. Then, after
five months of a secret marriage, they had
a religious ceremony with all the family
present.

“God has been very good to me. Every-
thing has happened for me,” Ricardo says
happily, now. “My marriage, my pic-
tures . .

.” But he’s a conscientious, hard
worker, he’s lent a helping hand.
Born in Mexico City, the son of Jenaro

and Ricarda Montalban, he spent his early
boyhood in Torreon, Mexico. His father
was a successfv. wholesale grocery mer-
chant there, until the Mexican revolution-
ists walked into (Continued on page 94)

For the curves you crave, wear a dainty "Perma-lift”* Bra—the

magic bra preferred by smart women everywhere. Guaranteed to

give you lasting healthful support, there’s no straining pull on

your shoulder straps. The magic cushion insets gently support

your breasts from below, never lose that support through count-

less washings and wear. Deftly fashioned of satin, broadcloth or

nylon, there’s a new "Perma-lift” Bra style just perfect for you.

Be expertly fitted today. For sports and dress— $1.25 to $4.

For a slim trim figure, enjoy the exclusive comfort of a " Perma-lift
”

Girdle—"No Bones About It—Stays Up Without Stays.”

o" Perma' lift" and "Hickory' ' are trade marks of A. Steiv & Company (Reg. V . S. Pal. Off. i Chicago, Hew York
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I RETTY BASIC
A versatile dress—featuring the new one-piece look in jerseys—in which you

can go casual or dress-up, depending upon your accessories. By McKettrick. it

has a cardigan neck, knife-pleated skirt. Under $20.00 in gray and beige,

sizes 12-20 at Stern Bros.. New York, N. Y.; and Bullocks, Los Angeles, Cal.

Ann Blyth, dark and delightful, appears in Universal’s “Once More My Darling’

PHOTOPLAY

FASHIONS

For stare nearest you write >;

direct to manufacturer

listed on page 93



AUTUMN ARTISTRY
Edward Stevenson, Hollywood designer, paints the

autumn fashion season in bright, glowing colors

Edward Stevenson is known for the freshness of his ideas. Al-

ways, his clothes are young, simple and wearable. This is especially

true of the suit on our pattern page, which he designed for

Lucille Ball. It has, to a degree, the smart simplicity that is so

important this fall.

Straight, pencil-slim skirts, says Mr. Stevenson, will be a feature

of the new suits. Jackets will be either straight or have back

fullness. Also in the fashion picture are short, fitted jackets ending

at the waist.

It is color and fabrics, however, that gives this autumn its

fashion excitement, according to Mr. Stevenson. Striped woolens,

worsted, broadcloth, tweeds will go dramatic in suits in a variety

of colors.

While fashion favors the natural shoulder line for dresses, with

little or no padding, Mr. Stevenson believes it is up to the in-

dividual figure whether it is best to pad—or not to pad.

Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list stores in your vicinity where Photoplay

Fashions are sold, please write to the manufacturers listed below:

Gray raincoat

Sherman Brothers, 205 West 39 Street, New York , N. Y.

Worsted suit

Lou Schneider, 512 Sevetith Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Fleece coat

Julius Nelson, 247 West 38 Street, New York, N. Y.

Jersey dress

McKettrick- Williams, 1350 Broadway, New York, N. Y

.

"American

Girls

Have

the Most

Beautiful

Feet and Legs

in the
1

World”

SHOES
your feet look so small . . .

your ankles so trim ....

They wear well, fit well,

hold their shape beautifully,

and . . . believe it or not

... cost you only 7 95 to ^95

For the Store nearest you, write to

— PETERS SHOE COMPANY, SAINT LOUIS-
93



leading lady...

by Sherbrooke.

Slated for stardom with its

stitched collar, cuffs, pockets and belt.

Of exciting Celaglo*, an iridescent rayon by Celanese*, Cravenette* treated.

Two way helmet hood. Aqua, copper. Sizes 8 to 18, $25.00.

Sherbrooke
rainwear
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Franklin Simon & Co., New York, N. Y. r

Davison, Paxon Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Jordan Marsh Co., Boston, Mass.

The John Shillito Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

t. Bamberger & Co., Newark, N. J.

Gimbel Brothers, rmladelphia, Pa.

Kaufmann Oep’t Stores, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Famous & Barr Co., St. Louis & Clayton, Mo.

Best's Apparel, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.

L

Mail to store nearest you or to (CUP THIS COUPON)
Sherman Bros., 205 West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

n
Please send me the Sherbrooke raincoat(s) advertised in Sep-
tember Photoplay at $25. each. Enclosed is check Q or money
order Q for $25.

Sherbrooke Size 1st color choice 2nd color choice Quantity
Raincoat

Name ....

Address.

City Zone State....

Include amount for city and/or state tax
if you live in taxable area.

(Continued frovi page 91) his store, one day,
and gave him twenty-four hours to move.
Ricardo joined his brother Carlos, who

had been dancing professionally with Rita
Cansino (Hayworth) in Los Angeles. At
the Fairfax High School he took public
speaking, “to learn the language better.” His
teacher encouraged him in the dramatic
field. But his family thought it unbecom-
ing for him to become an actor, a comico.

In New York, where he went for expe-
rience, he pounded the pavements, worked
in a 16 mm movie and finally played a
small part in summer stock in “Her Card-
board Lover,” starring Tallulah Bankhead.
It was his mother’s illness that took him
back to Mexico, where he cofitinued his
career in Mexican movies, won the equiv-
alent of the Mexican Academy Award and
was signed by M-G-M.

H
E philosophizes about Americans hur-
rying through life. “They never take

enough time out for anything,” he says.
“There’s something to the manana busi-
ness.” He doesn’t practice what he
preaches, however. He can wait for
nothing. Always, he must act immediately.
An excellent athlete, he excels in horse-

manship, handball, tennis and jai alai, one
of the world’s fastest games. Under pres-
sure, he will admit he once fought a couple
of bulls, “the smaller ones,” for the benefit
of the Red Cross.

A small blue notebook is his most faith-
ful friend. Always, he carries this book
with him. In it are recorded all appoint-
ments, birthdays and his studio calls. When
does he go to work? “Wait just a minute,”
he says, and whips out the book.
He loves spirited discussions, and his

favorite indoor sport is drawing-room de-
bates. “Don’t ask Ricardo his opinion on
anything, unless you want it, and can take
it,” his friends warn.

'

Anniversaries and birthdays find him
sentimental. He picks out his own gifts.

On Georgia’s last birthday, he surprised
her with a solid gold manicuring set. She
accepted it gratefully, while she wondered
how to break it to him that she would
like to exchange it for a fur coat and a
nail file.

His favorite lunch is a “Cannibal Sand-
wich,” consisting of raw hamburger and
chopped onions with anchovies and raw
egg on top. “You get all the vitamins that
way.”
He likes “comfortable clothes,” but ad-

mits he is not very clothesminded so that_
“Georgia has to keep after me.” But he
is flatteringly observant, Georgia will tell

you, of what she wears; quick to comment,
“You look very charming, Sweet.”
Devoutly religious, he zealously follows

his own rule for attainment. “If you want
something badly, give up something else,

and you’ll get it.” For him, this usually
means giving up cigarettes. Until it’s a

standard query among his friends, “Smok-
ing this month, Ricardo?”

In his next picture, “Battleground,” he
plays a dramatic role, a sensitive Mexican
GI, who’s delighted by the simple things in

life. When, on the battlefield, he sees snow
for the first time, he delights and revels in

it, makes snowballs, plays an imaginary
baseball game. And a little later, ironi-
cally enough, he lies wounded and freezing

to death in that snow.
After viewing this scene director Wil-

liam Wellman, never one extravagant with
praise, was so stirred, he commented aloud,
“Punch with pathos!”
That’s Ricardo!

The End

DON'T MISS THE NEW PICTURES
94 'reo. u . s. pat. off.



look slimmer

in ten seconds with

Slimderella Girdle

.
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n *

be slimmer

I ^ in ten days with

| f.
* v

Glamonr Program t • •

f

Have excess inches been

Mine you of fun, freedom, fascination?

Then don’t waste another minute

. . . start on Kleinert’s glamour program

today! First . . . slip into Kleinert’s

Slimderella Girdle. Pure rubber

for perfect control . . . lined with

absorbent, soft, knit cotton for perfect

comfort. Slimderella molds you to

vital new beauty, yet it’s flexible as

your skin. All over perforations

or coolness. Fleece lined bottom

edges, smooth flat seams, flannel

backed garters assure you $_—

—

, i kkimr Washes and dries in no time.

r,ea l,e

‘tc!yZZi,es . 2d to 36. Step-in SlimdeteUa . . . $3.50.

Easy-on slide-fastened
Slimderella . .

Beauty Plan

Free! Helena Rubinstein RedneinjyandB^

. . .
exciting pan aI

Klein'*, glamour
^^ pmnds

yon get appearing. *>*/>“* r" ZZZiZmau, Helena Rubinstein ...is last pan

o, Kleine,::^::Program.
TbeM.

Klein'*, garments.

WM you, ^ “S^

i slightly higher on the West Coast

IZS

•Sani-Scants

Really smooth

protection for

troublesome days!

Dainty ,
knit panties

with waterproof

panel. Tabs for pins.

White and flesh

in rayon

,

<1.25.

All nylon ,
$2SO.

•Nuvo Elaslie

Sanitary Belt

Cant twist, cut or

curl. Adjusts to

any site. Anchored

safety pins or

pinless fasteners.

In rayon-50*. nylon

and acetate-65*

>Braforms

The uplift bra

gives you

wonderful lines-

the attached

shields protect

your clothes.

Nylon
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4734 camellia duette

Divide one pin and you have

two clips ... all in all a

beautiful jewel wardrobe.

Nearly real rubies or

sapphires, sparkled with

rhinestones in golden

settings. Duette pin-clips

about $12.00, earrings

about $6.00. At most

stores or write Coro, Inc.,

New York 1, N. Y.

BIGN PATENT PENDING © CORO, INC., 1949

Restless

(Continued from page 52) been something
inside of him that wouldn’t let him alone.
He’s never been particularly happy about
it—still isn’t. It’s just there.

Ask Greg today if he’s satisfied with
what he’s accomplished and his long-
planed face becomes grave. “Most people,
I suppose, would think I should be com-
pletely happy. Well, I never have been
happy and I doubt if I ever shall be.

Actually, I guess, I don’t want \yhat is

popularly supposed to be happiness. Be-
cause, then, if there was still any growth
left in me, it would never come out.”

T
HE San Diego where Greg Peck grew up
was a quiet little city, asleep in the sun,

stirring to wakefulness only when the fleet

came to anchor. Greg roamed the streets,

dove for abalones in the quiet coves near
La Jolla, and wandered alone along the
sandy beaches. Something nagged at him,
kept worrying at his thoughts. He didn’t
know what it was but he was always trying
to find out. He spent his energy building
sailboats and venturing farther out into
the harbor than was considered safe; he
dove off the highest ledges of rock into

deep pools and roared around town in what
must have been the earliest version of the
modern hot-rod. But nothing helped
much. His. father, sensing the boy’s rest-

lessness, urged him to enroll at the San
Diego State College. Greg complied, and
wasted a year in futilely reaching for
something always just beyond his grasp.

At the end of that time he quit and found
a job working for the Union Oil Company.
There, for a time, he was content because
he had his eye fixed on something definite,

a big, ten-wheel gas truck which, he was
told, could be aspired to only by older
heads in the service. Greg began work-
ing overtime, hanging around the company
garage after the other employees had gone
home. He practiced the intricate gear-
shifts on the mighty trucks until he could
go through them with the smoothness of
an expert. One proud day, he found him-
self on the seat of a great red Juggernaut/
a fully accredited driver.

The feeling of fulfillment lasted for a
while. There was a little blonde elf who
lived on the outskirts of San Diego who
tossed her head and cut her green eyes at

him disdainfully when they met on the
street. The first time Greg drove past her
house, proud in his bellowing chariot, she
capitulated. He took her to a sweetshop
for a malted. Odd that her eyes didn’t seem
so beautiful on closer inspection and that
her complexion seemed a little muddy.
Well, anyway, there was that really beau-
tiful girl who lived on the Heights. . . .

But driving the huge truck was sheer
delight and he got over his route quickly
and well.

But one day this job didn’t offer any
challenge any more. It was at this point
in his life that Gregory Peck took an ob-
jective look at himself and asked a ques-
tion—What do you want to make of

yourself? He didn’t know; but he thought
a good education might help him make up
his mind. So he went back to college. There,
the astonished professors saw a solemn-
faced kid tearing into his books as though
his life depended on it. It wasn’t easy.
Mathematics was a wilderness where he
wandered lost and alone. It was also the
highest hurdle he had encountered thus
far in his short life and he went after it

with a kind of concentrated fury.

The next fall, he passed his examinations
for entrance to the University of Cali-
fornia and started for Berkeley. To the
long-legged kid with the shock of unruly
black hair, it was all vastly stimulating.

Like most freshmen, he thought he

Heart
ought to go out for something. Too
light for football, he decided to try for the
crew, and to his complete surprise, made
it, eventually rowing in the Hudson River
Regatta in New York. Not long after re-,

turning to Berkeley from this trip, how-
ever, he suffered a back injury in training
which ended his career as an oarsman.

Disconsolate, he was wandering across
the campus one afternoon when he was
stopped by Everett Glass, director of the
Little Theater at Berkeley. He needed a tall,

black-haired youth for a play he was put-
ting on. Outwardly, at least, Peck met every
requirement, so hg agreed to try for the part
of the mate in an adaptation of Herman
Melville’s great story, “Moby Dick.”
There followed a period of the most ex-

quisite torture. Peck was such a poor
actor that the director, himself, laughed.
“I could hardly walk across the stage with-
out falling on my face,” Peck says.

T
HE important moments of our lives are
never labeled. Greg didn’t know it, but

the instant he stepped on the stage at

Berkeley, the whole pattern of his life

was set, once and for all. Never again
would there be any floundering or inde-
cision. And, here at last, was a challenge
which, some inner prescience told him,
would either break his heart or lift him to

unimaginable heights. He accepted it with
a kind of bitter determination, and by the
time he left Berkeley, Gregory Peck was
known as a young actor with “interesting”

possibilities.

“That was just the beginning of the
hurdle I had to get over,” Greg says now.
“But the big question, could I make a living

out of my chosen profession, still remained
to be answered. They told me I’d never
find out till I got to New York. So I went
there.”

Nothing very much happened to Peck
during the next four years, unless you
consider starving to be important. Being
young and lost in a dream, he didn’t.

Finally, when hope seemed gone, he won
a $500 scholarship at the New York Neigh-
borhood Theater after being told to go home
and forget all about acting. Martha
Graham, with almost surgical skill, dis-

covered the spots where he wounded most
easily. She gibed at him, she sneered, she
laughed at his desperately eager efforts.

She made his trials for the award periods

of torture. He bent his head and took it,

but kept trying, always doggedly trying.

And then one day, when he knew he had
failed, word came that he had won the

scholarship.
“Half the fun of winning was gone by

that time,” he says, “but there was one
great solace, I knew that eventually I’d

get over my hurdle. I would prove that I

could make a living out of the business of

acting. The rest of the journey would be
just a challenge to my staying power. It

was there, though, still a challenge.”

When Peck had completed his training

at the Neighborhood Theater he began
looking for a job, finally landing one
through almost unbelievable good fortune,

with Katharine Cornell. It was she who
lit the lamp that bums in his mind to

this day. She taught him to hate medi-
ocrity, and never to compromise with ex-
cellence. In the end, she made an actor

out of the lanky, slat-bodied kid from
San Diego.
Following his long engagement with

Miss Cornell in “The Doctor’s Dilemma,”
Peck was launched upon a series of dis-

tinguished flops, too dreary to enumerate.
Before he was finished with them, a rather

sinister word was being whispered in pro-

ducers’ offices, “Peck is the original Hard
Luck Kid. Any play in which he is cast



has two strikes on it before it is tried out.”

Fellow actors began shying away from
Greg and producers were generally out
when he called. Being sensitive, Peck
understood what was happening, but was
powerless to do anything about it. And
being intelligent, he was completely aware
of the calamity to which such a situation

could lead. He began to take long walks
alone and to ride through sleepless hours
on the Staten Island ferry, leaning over

the rail, and bitterly remembering Edna
St. Vincent Millay’s poem: “We were very
tired, we were merry. We had gone back
and forth all night on the ferry.”

But Greg was neither tired nor merry.
He was looking black despair in the face,

twisting one way and then the other, seek-
ing escape. “It took all the faith and stamina
I could muster,” he says. “And I’ve got to

admit that most of the time I thought I was
licked.”

His break came suddenly and dramati-
cally when he was offered the opportunity
to do a picture called “Days of Glory” for

RK£) in Hollywood. In the space of hours,

he was in California, his troubles over, or,

at least, exchanged for new ones.

T
ODAY, at the peak of his motion picture

career, Gregory Peck is again becoming
conscious of the old restlessness which be-
deviled him in his youth and hounded him
through the tough years in New York.
His latest challenge, the formation of the

Actors Company, is a case in point. In

this endeavor, a group of players are band-
ing themselves with the avowed purpose
of establishing, in Beverly Hills, a theater
which will be the equal of anything to be
found in New York. In this group are

such sterling actors and producers as

Jerry Wald, Dorothy McGuire, John Gar-
field, Ingrid Bergman, Deborah Kerr, Roz
Rufesell, William N. Pereira, and the former
president of RKO, William N. Peter. It is

the intention of the Actors Company to

erect their own theater, a project which
will cost approximately $1,500,000 and will

be launched in about two years.

Peck’s eyes shine when he talks about
the Actors Company. He paints glowing
pictures of the Montgomery Clifts, Richard
Basehearts and Richard Widmarks who
will be developed there. Here, indeed, is a
brand new mountain to climb.
“The trouble with me is that acting and

the theater are my hobbies,” Greg went on.

“And this doesn’t always make for pleas-

ant domestic relations. I bring my job home,
with me at night, and don’t think the suc-
cessful establishment of this new theater
isn’t going to be a job, and I chew on it

when I should be playing with my kids or

talking to my wife. It’s a little hard on
Greta. For instance, not long ago, just as

I’d finished work on “The Great Sinner” at

M-G-M, Greta and I ran into one of those
little misunderstandings which, normally,
are laughed off in a few minutes. But, this

time, my nerves were on edge. I was
wire-tight. I’d been getting only about
four hours’ sleep a night for weeks and I

was just plain hard to get along with. When
this little explosion came, I couldn’t let it

drop, and, suddenly, I realized that if I

kept on I’d say something that I’d regret
the rest of my life. So I jumped in my car
and drove to Mexico. I didn’t stay long
because I soon got my thinking straight-

ened out. Then I hurried home to repair
the damage I’d done. From now on there’s

going to be less temperament at home.
I’ll save that for my work.”
A few minutes later, I drove away.

Lights were springing up all over the house
on the hill. So long, nice guy, I thought.
I hope you get over this hurdle. But, some-
how, I had the feeling it might be higher
than the others.

The End
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I Like Their Nerve

(Continued from page 39 1 I’m naming
Mrs. Robert Mitchum. It’s my experience
that most wives will forgive their husbands
for everything except another woman, es-
pecially when other people know about the
other woman. And newspaper headlines all

over the land, certainly,, proclaimed Bob’s
date with Lila Leeds. Still, Dorothy Mitch-
um forgave Bob and thus gave him, her
sons and herself another chance for happi-
ness together. But her attitude, my friends,
took a very special brand of courage.
And you can say that again for Lilli

Palmer. Someone I know was on the plane
that flew Lilli back to Hollywood after the
Carole Landis suicide splashed the name
of Rex Harrison all over the front pages.

“Lilli had obviously been crying,” I was
told. “But she sat quietly in a back seat
of the plane, and when we came down in

Chicago, she went quietly to the ladies’

room. She stayed there until we took off

again and it was only when she was sur-
rounded by reporters at the Los Angeles
airport that we all realized who she was.”
And then there was that brave, pathetic
photograph of Lilli standing by the side of
Rex during the funeral of Miss Landis.

1
CRIED a little when I learned that
Susan Peters was flying East for summer

stock in “The Glass Menagerie.” She played
the Julie Hayden role in a wheel chair.

Susan’s character is in the sublime class.

It took courage, too—a patient day-by-
day kind of courage for stars like Robert
Ryan and Kirk Douglas to stick to their
careers when years went by and nothing
happened—except another mediocre role
in another B picture.

Bob Ryan thought his years as a B
boy were over when he landed with Fred
Astaire in “The Sky’s the Limit.” The sky
dropped for Robert with the war. After-
ward he co-starred with Ginger Rogers in

“Tender Comrade.” This flopped with a
thud. But then came “Crossfire” and the
heartbreaks and disappointments dropped
into the past tense.

The first time I met Kirk Douglas was
on the set of his first picture, “The Strange
Love of Martha Ivers.” He smiled all dur-
ing our talk. He continued to smile, during
the following two years, when his roles
diminished with each picture. But, finally,

the supposedly B producer Stanley Kramer
wanted a man who looked like a fighter

for “Champion.” Kirk literally went down
on his knees and begged for the part, in
what we all thought would be a very
unimportant production. You know what
happened. A new star was bom.
People say Kirk has changed with his

good fortune. He has not. He always be-
lieved in himself. Otherwise he wouldn’t
have had the courage to stick it out
when all around were whispering, “He’s a
failure.”

I admire the courage of Ingrid Berg-
man’s husband, Doctor Peter Lindstrom.
While all the world smiled that awful smile
given to husbands whose wives are in the
spotlight with another man, the doctor flew
to Italy to see Ingrid, then gave out a dig-
nified statement about “indissoluble affec-

tion” binding him to Ingrid. I know very
few men as brave as the Doctor.
You know who I think has a lot of cour-

age? Jess Barker, the husband of Susan
Hayward. Jess is now going through the
dark period suffered by Ryan, Douglas, et

al, in the past. But his case is even more
desperate because there is always the day-
by-day contact with his successful wife.

But Jess won’t give up or in. “I’m going
to make good as an actor,” he tells me
always, when I see him. Atta boy!
The first time I lunched with Jane Greer,

she told me that when she was fifteen or

sixteen, she woke up one day with one
side of her face completely paralyzed. To
a sensitive teen-ager, who had already de-
cided to be a singer, this was just about
the biggest tragedy that could happen. It

would have finished even the thought of
a career for most girls. But Jane went to
work to re-educate the dead muscles of
her face. It took her two years before she
could smile. Now, she is laughing because
she has everything, a wealthy husband
who loves her, a great future in pictures
and two beautiful children.

(

ALMOST did a handspring for joy, when
Pat Morison knocked the New York

critics for a loop in Cole Porter’s “Kiss Me
Kate.” If ever a girl was dead, buried, with
the funeral service said, it was Pat Mori-
son. It was not her fault, either. Her glands
were the “heavy” in the case, and I’m
speaking very literally. After a good pic-
ture start at Paramount, Pat put on fat.

She didn’t eat, she was too worried to eat.

But her figure grew to a rounded two
hundred pounds. Several doctors, years,
and sanatoriums later, Pat was back to her
old slim self. But Hollywood yawned in
her agent’s face when he suggested another
chance for his client.

Pat wept not, neither did she complain.
She spent eighteen hours a day improving
her singing voice and dramatic possibil-
ities. Now, Hollywood is scrambling for
the privilege of employing Pat. Success,
it’s wonderful.
Gene Tierney has always been a gal with

courage. After the kicking around she re-
ceived at the beginning of her Hollywood
career, I wasn’t too surprised -when she
also survived the kicking around of her
marriage with Oleg Cassini. When Gene
was expecting their second baby, Oleg was
reported running around New York with
a beautiful blonde. Previously, Gene and
Oleg had separated for a while, and that
time there was supposedly a female mag-
got in the woodpile, too. Gene coura-
geously took stock of her marital invest-
ment, decided it would be worth more in

the long rim to stay with it. To date she
has been proved right.

Olivia de Havilland and Joan Leslie are
two gals I will always admire. They say,

m town, that you just can’t win when you
take on a fight with a major studio. Both
Liwy and Joan took on Warner Brothers.
Liwy won, but it was a Pyrrhic victory.

In the two years of lawsuits with Warners,
she lost her money and her health. Joan
didn’t have the satisfaction of the final le-

gal verdict. But she fought to a standstill,

and it takes great courage to fight a stu-
dio whether you win, lose or draw or
whether you are right or wrong.
No story of Hollywood courage is com-

plete without including Peggy Cummins.
Yes, I mean Amber. Never, in all the years
that I have covered the Hollywood scene,

has anyone been crucified so murderously
as little Peggy. If only they had soft-

pedalled the fanfare when she was chosen
to star in “Forever Amber.” But the poor
kid was ballyhooed to the limit. So, when
they took her out of the picture, she should
have collapsed like a punctured balloon.

There is a small spot in Peggy’s heart
that will never be quite healed of the
humiliation that tore her apart, very, very
privately, at that awful period in her life.

But there was no sign of the scar when
she emerged to make another movie. Now,
Peggy has a nice career, and maybe it was
just as well that she didn’t play Amber. 1

seem to have been the only critic who
could sit through it!

Hollywood, you see, need not blush for

its people.
The End
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Season with Spice
,

ontinued from page OS') Williams
reckles, Cleatus Caldwell (Bob Hutton’s
’e), Ann Miller, Ann Rutherford and
ie Johnson, who was sporting the slick -

,
shortest new hair-do. Wears it combed

sight back from her face, the tiny short
:1s of hair at the sides and up the back
•led right tight to the head,
he entire pavilion was hung with
idreds of yellow balloons, large and
all. On some were printed “Jeff,” on
ers, “Diana,” which, of course, were
tty’s choice of names for her baby, who
;ned out to be Lee Jeffrey. The en-
; : room was decorated with yellow and
; ite blooms, as was the large buffet and
it tablet. But the gals were seated at

les for ten. And each table was almost
yered with decorations entirely in flow-

,
representing the different legends

nut “where do babies come from?” For

|

tance, one table was covered with tiny

„ le storks made of white flower buds,
other was a “Baby was found in a

nbage patch,” and the little “cabbages”
rre made of brussels sprouts, with tiny

nies made of rosebuds. All during the

.
icheon, Ann Rutherford was snapping
;tures with that new camera which takes
oicture and develops it in two minutes.
1 the end of the shower, she gave Betty
neautiful baby album, with the pictures
:the baby shower pasted in it!

I IE outstanding premiere of the month
I wasn’t a movie, but the Los Angeles
:;ning of the Broadway hit “A Streetcar
'med Desire,” for which producer Irene
: znick, ex-wife of David, came all the

:y to Hollywood. And what a reception
;

:
got after the show, when her father and

ipmother, the Louis B. Mayers, tossed
iparty that had most of the glamour-
ises in town. We counted at least half-a-
:en blazing diamond necklaces and
t positively nude without one! Irene
nne looked stunning in an ankle-length
nt. Janet Gaynor, just back from that
rican big-game hunt with her Adrian,
is so chic, in a pale gold lame evening
ivn, and wearing gobs of gem-studded
tique, gold jewelry. Hit of the party
s Tony Quinn, who played the leading
ile role in “Streetcar.” He’s never done
errific amount of picture work, but after
it performance, you can bet he’ll be a
;w” movie star. Joan Crawford was there
a divine “late summer” evening dress
heavy, eyelet embroidered organdy. She
d us that she had it made from yards
id yards of the stuff that a fan sent her
the way from Europe! Joan wore it

er a deep rose slip. It was simple, tight-
diced, with a little, almost high collar
inder which she w’as wearing that
oker of baguette diamonds), short
eves and a tremendously full, starched
irt to the ankles. Cary Grant, looking
ribly thin, was at this party, stag. Clark
ible was there with Ann Sothern, but
s is strictly chum stuff.

Exactly one night later, Joan Crawford
is with Greg Bautzer for the Desi Arnaz
ening at Mocambo. They got there very
rly, had a big spat and both vamoosed
fore ten o’clock! Clark Gable was ring-
ling with Paulette Goddard that night,
e know, because we were with them

—

d what fun they had. Lucille Ball enter-

ned a party of twenty for Desi’s debut
“the Mo,” which -was jammed. Denise

ircel, the new French star and the only
'1 in the whole male line-up of “Battle-
ound,” was there with Brandy Brent,
e floated around in a dream color effect,
ay chiffon over sapphire blue chiffon, the
ep V of the shawl collar making a per-
:t frame for neck and shoulders.

The End
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(Continued from page 50) newcomer who
exuded such relaxed, male-animal-well-
being. He had “Born Yesterday” behind
him on Broadway when he came to the
screen in “A Letter to Three Wives,” but
a Broadway hit may not mean much to
some movie audiences. Apparently, they
didn’t know him from Adam, but after
one excited look, they responded in a big,
wild way to the solid sock of that quality
which instantly told them he certainly
wasn’t Eve.

In a perfectly nice way, and a very
worldly way, he does as he pleases. For
instance, the studio would much prefer he
didn’t tell his age. His studio biography
merely says, “Born April 11,” but Paul isn’t

shy about the number of years that have
flown over his head. (Incidentally, he
doesn’t look anywhere near forty. But
there’s a reason for that which will come
later.) His studio biography also says,
with considerable coyness, “Is not mar-
ried,” which is true as far as it goes, which
is nowhere.

P
AUL will blandly tell you, with that
ironic twinkle in his dark blue eyes, that

he has been married—unhappily—four
times. The most recent Mrs. D. was beau-
teous Virginia Field. They have a small
daughter, Maggie Douglas, aged five, of

whom Paul is very proud. “A wise apple,
that kid,” he says. “A very wise apple.”
Maggie lives with her mother in New

York and the thought of visiting her is one
of the things that Paul likes best about
his projected trip to Berlin to make
“Quartered City.” “Maggie inherited her
mother’s face, praise be,” Paul says, “but
she’s got my shoulders already and she
might get my height. Regardless, she’ll

have to be an actress. The ham in her,

inherited from the two of us, sticks out
all over her already.”
The studio gets nowhere trying to get

Paul’s name into columns, as “out with
this charmer or that,” where the spotlights

blaze. He is out with this charmer or that,

very definitely, but you’ll have to hunt to

find him. His tidy, two-room house, merer
ly a big living room, a bedroom, a kitchen-
ette and bath, is on such a quiet residential

street, you’d never expect a star to live

there. He doesn’t give parties and he
rarely attends them. Between takes, he
seldom sits around the set and talks. He
has a trailer on the set and he goes in

there and studies his lines for the next
day. “That way, I have my evenings free

for better things,” he says, giving you a
look that would bother the Johnson office.

He doesn’t expect to get married again.

“I was an only child,” he says, “and I’ve

been an orphan for years. In fact, I have
no living relative. A background like that

gives you the habit of acting for yourself
and thinking for yourself. The lone wolf
stuff, you know. Maybe that’s why I

haven’t been able to go long in double
harness.”
That could be, but I personally think

it’s probably more that the real love of his

life is his work. He’s not kidding when he
says it has taken him thirty years to be-
come an actor. That’s actually true.

The weird and wonderful part of it is

he has been in just three shows, and now,
four pictures, in all that time. At just-

past-twelve he was Shylock, no less, in

his Philadelphia grammar school’s pro-
duction of “The Merchant of Venice.”

That’s when the theatrical bug really

gnawed him. From that day on, he kept
trying to get on the stage, but he actually

didn’t make it for seventeen years, and
then only for a couple of weeks.
The play was “Double Dummy” and

it actually did play on Broadway. It was

That New Man!
a double-jointed turkey of the most flop-
ping variety, and his part was so unim-
portant, that one day, when he didn’t
manage to get to the theater for a per-
formance, nobody in the cast or the
audience even missed him. Amusingly
enough, he was portraying a radio an-
nouncer, which was exactly what he was
in real life, and the reason he didn’t make
the show that particular afternoon was
that he got held up making a real broad-
cast of a football game.
However, even if “Double Dummy” did

fold so quickly, and he went by so com-
pletely unnoticed, he felt he was now set
as an actor. He knew everybody who was
anybody on Broadway, and at 21, Toots
Shor’s, Lindy’s and all the spots where
the Broadway mob held out, he was one
of them, and why not? After all, he had
been one of the best-known sports an-
nouncers on the air since 1930. He did the
first “man in the street” radio interviews.
He also announced such shows as Easy
Aces and Fred Waring’s.

“Yes, I knew all the right people and I

went to all the right spots and I dressed
in a manner supposed to attract the right
attention,” Paul says, “and that was ex-
actly the trouble. It was the old routine
of being unable to believe your neighbor
is a genius. I never thought I was any
genius, but I always knew I could act. Yet,
the only two people I could persuade into
that belief were Tallulah Bankhead and
Eddie Goulding, the director.”

Tallulah tried desperately to get him
roles, and seven years ago, Goulding went
so far as to make a test of Paul for Warner
Brothers. Jack Warner, personally one of
Paul’s best friends, took one look and
his silence was terrific.

So there he was, with all the entree in
the world, completely locked out from the
thing he most wanted until, in 1946, Gar-
son Kanin, the Hollywood director-
turned-Broadway-writer, became so des-
perate looking for “a type like Paul
Douglas” to play in “Bom Yesterday,”
that he finally took Paul Douglas, himself.
The sound of the click that Paul regis-

tered reverberated around the theatrical
world. Hollywood talent scouts came
a-running. This time our hero took his

time. He insisted upon seeing the scripts.

He demanded a clause written into any
contract headed his way that would say
he could come back to Broadway, once a
year if he desired, to do a play.
As you read this, he will have been

in Hollywood thirteen months, and have
completed five pictures. Two pictures a
year are considered tops for big stars these
days, but Paul wouldn’t care if he played

in twenty a year, provided the scr
were good. As for that clause about
going back to Broadway, they can 1

that out for all he cares now, because
has become a confirmed Californian.
On Broadway, he only knew the d;

as something that came at the end of
night. He loved rich food and expen
wines, but now he gets up with the :

diets conscientiously, is improving his 111

game and would sort of like to buy a t it

The latter is probably the Bogart j.

fluence on him. Bogie and Betty Bacall q
his closest friends in the film colony,

i<j

he meant to sail with Bogie in the He >

lulu yacht race this past spring, but j

working schedule prevented it. Howe
rather than disappoint his pal too nr
he flew over for a weekend so that 1

could actually meet on the Waikiki be
He has the greatest respect for the tu

nical skill of Hollywood, straight from j

production office down to the lowliest
j

man. He had finished “A Letter to Tlj
Wives,” “It Happens Every Spring,”
“Everybody Does It,” in which, incici
tally, he sings, long before he ever mel
studio boss, Darryl Zanuck, and the !

was very casually in the commissary. 1

thinks that compared to Broadway or e]

where else, Hollywood is the most friei

and least snobbish place on earth.
Oh, and about that business of his lei

ing so young.
“I think it’s boredom that ages you,'

says. “When you live in a creative cj
munity, you are so stimulated that j

don’t think about ages, yours or the o
guy’s. Then, if you are involved i

creative business you are so on the hitl

that you haven’t got time to worry yir
self into ulcers.” He grinned again, ]

that warm, mocking humor that ha!(

quickly established him. “Of course
1

!

depends quite a bit what you’re husij
after,” he said.

He’s a wise apple, as he says of his 1

:

daughter. A very wise apple, indeed, i

much more sensitive than he likes to e

tend. He proves this latter by clamra
up so about his private life. He da
like to talk about his boyhood, or a i

his marriages, or actually about the th
f

that are closest to him.
You can be certain his success is

going to go to his head. “How could 1

he sisks. “I’ve been an actor all my f

even if it’s only the last couple of y
I’ve made money at it. I’ve known mo i

the characters out here for years, too 1

a great life. I couldn’t be happier.”
The movie audiences thank him. Th< ’rj

much happier since he came along.
The End
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A House

with Growing Plans

Continued from page 59) John Carroll,

f whom she had a daughter, Julianna,

;ed almost thirteen. Julianna, at the time

: my visit, was spending her part-of-the-

?ar with her father, which was one rea-

>n that her pretty pink and white room
as so empty of personal touches. Even
>, it was evident, looking at Julianna’s

)om, that, before too long, she is going to

lange the O’Keefe house considerably,

nd that will be a good thing, in some
ays, for reasons I shall tell you presently.

But I’m getting ahead of my story.

The O’Keefes bought this house in 1944

hen it was about fifteen years old. This

eant, you may be sure, that it was well

jilt, with spacious bedrooms, sizable baths

id windows not quite as large as we
ould install today.

The entrance hall at the O’Keefes’, with

5 wide-open glances into all the other

Joins, is like a hand held out in greeting,

even affords a distant glimpse into the

Dstairs gallery and the four bedrooms
hich open upon it. In such a house, you
aow at once, you never would be a guest,

ou’d be “family.”

IHE living room, large, square and sun-
ny, is furnished with an engaging casual

-

jss. The wall that faces the hall is

Winated by a big fireplace, flanked by
irved modern couches. Following the

nart modem principle, these couches ac-
lally are composed of individual seats,

it side by side. As the family grows up
id their entertaining problem, neces-
irily, expands, it will be a simple matter
i add more seats here, yet not change the
icorative scheme.
The couches are covered in tangerine red.

j are two side chairs. The walls are

;ep green, the woodwork white. Across
le room from the fireplace there’s a per-
tinently set-up card table with four
atching chairs, a delightful set-up in any
iuse where formality is banished. And
iposite the card table stands a grand
ano. You feel, somehow, that it is always
ien. Steffi now is the musician of the
mily, but the children are expected to

'in her shortly.

An open archway leads to a small chic
ir. Glass bricks form the wall that backs
’ainst the garden. And the set-in bar,

ith its mirrored backing and glass shelves,

is artfully hidden lighting.

Also on this floor—besides a dining room
-is a small cozy den. It has an open fire-

ace, too. And it’s here the television set
id radio are enjoyed. The house meets
1 entertaining demands, as you can see,

hether it’s a large party or, an intimate,
lult group and a crowd of children
multaneously. Moreover, easily, it can
i expanded to serve future plans.
However, excellent as the first floor is,

ie upper-floor plan is better. For it is

ire that the “growing plans” are most
Rightfully evident.
In a family of four vivid individuals, it

important that each person have one
>ot to which they can retire, to think,
:ad or indulge some personal interest,

edrooms large enough only for a bed,
resser and chair do not offer this privacy
ith any degree of comfort. The O’Keefe
idrooms, however, are large enough to be
eated as individual sittingrooms.
The master bedroom has a huge so-
illed “Hollywood” bed (and why they are
died this I never shall know) with a
irk green padded headboard and a match-
ig ruffle under the bedspread of quilted
hite, washable cotton. The floor rug
so is white, cotton and washable. And,
1st of all, in this room there’s a table
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large enough for dining, complemen 1

with chairs comfortable enough for dinj
or card playing. Often, Dennis told i

when he comes home tired and wants
relax, he and Steffi dine here.
Jimmy’s room is adapted to his schl

work. He has a desk and a blackboa

.

And Julianna’s room is planned arou 1

her collection of dolls and miniatures,
j

A fourth upstairs room is furnished 3

a playroom. The windows are “curtains ‘

by Venetian blinds. The floor is coved
with linoleum. The furnishings are sol
wood chairs and tables. Also, a door 1

this room opens upon the outdoor stas
that lead’ into the children’s half of 1>

garden. For the O’Keefe garden is divicj
by a high white wall. One side is the pis.
yard, complete with swings, trapeze a[

bars. Here Jimmy and his crowd romp j

their hearts’ content. There’s nothing tb

can harm. On the other side of the w;

,

the path of the formal garden leads to t

outdoor adult playroom. Later, Steffi ai
Dennis plan to make this into a “soda” 1

where Julianna can entertain her frien

.

I 1NTIL I visited the O’Keefes, I didi
L know that Dennis also is an author i

some fame. When he’s not working in p:-

tures, he tells me, he uses this playhouse 1

work in. From all this, you see, I’m su.

how completely this family lives happ
together and yet allows its four membu
to live apart as individuals whenever th

so desire.

There’s something wrong to be found
every home, of course. At the O’Keefes, i

the wall light fixtures. These side w.
fixtures no longer are fashionable. Tab
lamps are used for lighting today. A
things that have gone out of style con
to look ugly. Sometimes they come ba
into style, as Victorian objects (to 1

distress) are coming back now.
An electrician can take out such fixtui

and tape up the wires so they can cause
damage. Plastering or papering is the be

'

ter way to cover the scars left by th<

removal. But where fire laws make tl.

impossible, pictures are a solution.

Now for the changes I believe Julian
will bring to this house and my reasons i

thinking they will be good. Her miniate
collection, and even the brush and cor

set in her room, showed a sharp individu;

ity. Individuality, I believe, is important j

any house—so long as it is within t

boundaries of good taste. And the O’Kef
house doesn’t have as much individual;

as it could have. Every person in this hot
thinks so much of the other person tl

they aren’t thinking about themselves. M
O’Keefe is very beautiful and amusing a
of European birth. Mr. O’Keefe is ve

handsome, as you well know, and Arnei

can. I’d like to see a little of this color

contrast revealed in their home and a f<

more expressions of their individual ho

bies and preoccupations spread about.

Remember this. Houses are just the 0

posite of well-dressed people. The worn
or man who is under-dressed looks smai

est. But the house that isn’t just a lit

crowded looks just a little lonely.

The End

Photoplay presents

A fashion showing—in color—

of stars in their favorite dresses

On display—in the November iss\
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The Winners

Continued, from page 33) ryn Grayson:
Margaret Ward, Austin, Tex; Mrs. Roy

\ Stoddard, Chicago, 111.

6. 12 Silk Ties, 12 Bow Ties by Slidewell
from Jimmy Durante: Edgar Peara,
Chicago, 111.

7. Keneth Hopkins Hat by Cyd Charisse:

S

Miss Mary Margaret Emery, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

8. Lou Foster Burlton Gab Sport Jacket
from Errol Flynn: Jay Wrinkle, Knox-
ville, Tenn.

9. Toe Shoes, Size 4V2, Worn in “On the
Town,” from Vera-Ellen: Janet Mary
Alacoski, Worcester, Mass.

0. Sterling Silver Adonis Lighter from
Keenan Wynn: Mrs. Ramie York, Bing-
hampion, N. Y.

1. Ceil Chapman Gown from Elizabeth
Taylor: Marilyn Chick, Lubbock, Tex.

2. Lou Foster Traveler Outdoor Coat from
Red Skelton: Oliver Sheean, Port-
land, Me.

3. Ingber Purse from Betty Garrett: Mrs.
A. Leonard Guitar, St. Joseph, Mo.

4. “Little Women” Dress by Saba of Cali-
fornia from Mary Astor: Joan Wilson,
St. Louis, Mo.

5. Autographed Record Album, “Ro-
mance,” from Jane Powell: Steve Hiza,
Pueblo, Colo.

6. A Puppy from Lassie: Jack Melamed,
Houston, Tex.

7. Two Gardner Sweaters, Size 34, from
Katharine Hepburn: Anita Taylor, Bur-
bank, Cal.

8. Course of Dancing Lessons from Fred
Astaire: Diane Jacobson, Milwaukee,

' Wis.
9. Max Factor’s Hollywood Vanity Make-
up Set from Beverly Tyler: Mrs. Grady
Peerey, Corinth, Miss.

9. and 41. Albums, “Lauritz Melchior
Singing,” from Lauritz Melchior: Miss
Norma Fulkerson, Franklin, Pa.; Mrs.
E. G. Eppler, Port Arthur, Tex.

|2. and 43. Albums, Music from “Bark-
leys of Broadway,” from Ginger Rogers:
Alene Christy, Ft. Madison, Iowa; Miss
Priscilla Rehn, East Boston, Mass.

i. and 45. Albums, “Great Day for the
Irish,” from Gloria De Haven: Mrs.
Doris E. Bailey, Rutland, Vt.; Mrs.
Herbert J. Wilke, Milwaukee, Wis.

3. Saks Fifth Ave. Dancing Shoes Worn
in “On the Town” from Ann Miller:
Patsy Chesnutt, Joplin, Mo.

7. Record Album, “Words and Music,”
from Mickey Rooney: Julia Filler,
Bethlehem, Pa.

3. Coro Necklace, Bracelet, Earrings from
Arlene Dahl: Mrs. Amy Coons, De-
troit, Mich.

9. Ronson Gold Pencil Lighter from
George Murphy: Mrs. F. John Fleck,
Springfield, Mass.

). Ronson Lighter Case Combination from
Walter Pidgeon: Carl Hochstein, Eliz-
abeth, N. J.

WHO WILL BE THE NEW STARS?

You have made your choice
and a decided choice it is, too.
From the day the voting began,
those who were your final favor-
ites were at the top of the list.

Don't miss the November
Photoplay

on sale October 12th.
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(Continued from page 42) mobbed by ad-
|

mirers on more than one occasion. But I

was flabbergasted at the reception she got
at Epsom Downs.
Now, I am one who deeply respects the

Royal Family. To me, the King and Queen
are a symbol of a courage and dignity
peculiarly British in quality. Neverthe-
less, I still say that Rita stole the show.
When she appeared in the box, the crowd
gave her an ovation that lasted for over
a minute, called on her to stay in England
and exhibited affection and regard for her.

And she, in turn, deported herself with
dignity and a complete lack of Hollywood
flamboyance.

It was the same thing a few days later

in Paris, when I went with Rita and Aly
and a half dozen high-ranking French gen-
erals to a charity benefit at the Chatelet
Theatre. The admission was 25,000 francs
a ticket and the proceeds were for im-
poverished families of members of the
French Legion of Honor.
Aly made a fine record as a soldier dur-

ing the past war, enlisting in the French :

Army as a lieutenant and emerging as a

lieutenant-colonel and consequently, of-

ficial France feels very kindly disposed
toward him.

R
ITA had been asked, a week previously, I

to appear in a little skit in French, with
Charles Boyer. She had accepted, despite

her not-yet-great familiarity with the lan-

guage. Whereupon, Boyer and Aly had
undertaken to coach her. Drama, however,
is a universal language and Rita’s per-
formance brought down the house.
At breakfast the next day, I received an

interesting invitation. “How would you
like to visit Marly with Aly and me? We’re
driving out in an hour or so.”

Even if Rita hadn’t mentioned Marly I

a hundred times, I still would have known,
along with everybody else in France, that

Marly was where the Khans maintained
their famous stables.

The breath-takingly lovely Harrais de
Marly, with its Eighteenth Century archi-
tecture, and its magnificently landscaped
grounds, is only a half-hour’s drive out
of Paris. Here have been raised some of

the most famous winners of the Grand
Prix, the counterpart of our Kentucky
Derby.
Aly escorted me around the place, point-

ing out the little foals for whom he pre-
dicted brilliant futures in a year or two.

“They’re all Rita’s,” he explained, in

answer to my question. “I’ve given her the
stud farm to do with as she pleases. And
she’ll do wonders with it, I know.”

I looked Aly in the eye.

“You’ve bewitched her,” I said with a
twinkle. “No girl takes to horses that
naturally.”

Aly chuckled. “It took a little training.

She was a little timid around horses in
the beginning. But she responded beau-
tifully and now she’s at home with them.”
The Grand Prix was coming up the fol-

lowing Saturday and I asked Aly how it

looked for Double Rose, Rita’s entry.

“She’s a little inexperienced, but with
Smirk aboard, her chances are good.”
“You were lucky to engage him,” I said.

Aly nodded. “Actually, the Maharajah of

Baroda has first call on him, but since
Baroda hasn’t entered a horse in the Grand
Prix this year, Smirk has agreed to ride
for us.”

Rita stayed at Marly when Aly drove me
back to Paris. Dressed in blue jeans and
a red cowboy shirt, he resembled nothing
so little as he did the renowned Prince Aly
Khan. And he resembled him even less,

a few minutes later as, his arms loaded



wn with suits, shirts and ties, he am-
jd nonchalantly into the lobby of the

tz, where his father, the Aga, has an
K] artment.

jk
For the next three days, the Grand Prix
mopolized our conversations and finally,

e morning of the great day arrived.

1 was pacing nervously, back and forth,

lile Rita sipped her coffee and scanned
e morning papers. Suddenly, Aly strode

, He looked a little grim. “We’ve just lost

r jockey,” he said, quietly. “Baroda’s

iV;
, tered a horse and exercised his option
Smirk. I’ve ordered my trainer to en-

ge the best rider available. But he won't
a Smirk, that’s certain.”

I was watching Rita. A look of dis-

pointment flitted across her face. And
en it was gone.
We lunched before the races at the

mous Pre Catalan restaurant. Never do
remember seeing Rita looking lovelier,

le was wearing a black taffeta coat and a
rge hat with double roses, in honor of

, t entry. And Aly, handsome in his gray
Dck coat and topper, looked on proudly.
Longchamps is always jammed for Grand
ix Day and this one was no different.

>mething like 200,000 people were in the

I

iclosure when we arrived. As one man,
e crowd turned to look at Rita.

Double Rose didn’t win the Grand Prix,

id just before the last race, we decided
slip out to escape the crowd. But some-
le spotted us and the crowd converged,

1 itting me off from Rita and Aly.
“This is the end,” I thought. “Poor Rita!”
But my fears for Rita proved ground

-

jss. In a moment, after shouting such
mpliments at her as “Oh, she is lovely

—

Requisite,” the crowd parted and Rita and
ly got through. Then the crowd surged
;ain and down I went. When I finally

me up, I was a woebegone casualty of

me, with an inventory of wounds that
jeluded a cut lip, scuffed knee, bruised
bows and slightly-dislocated hip.

After dinner that night, I didn’t stray
om my room. For one thing, I wanted to

st and nurse my wounds. For another,
had been carrying around with me, hop-
g to find time to browse through it

;ain, a copy of Cervantes’ “Don Quixote,”

&elfeeet we
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which some kind soul had given me as a
bon voyage gift just before I sailed for Eur-
ope. So, propping myself up in bed, I opened
the book at random and began reading.
Suddenly the words leaped up at me:

“Never was born a Spanish girl but that
she was made to dance.” I mulled it over
for a moment. Then I shook my head.
Cervantes was right, and Rita Hayworth,

daughter of Eduardo Cansino, born in

Seville and himself a dancer and the son
of a dancer, was a case in point.

Eduardo Cansino was sixteen when he
arrived in the United States just before
World War I, accompanied by his sister

Elisa, to join seven brothers and a sister

who had preceded them to New York. The
socially prominent Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish
having extended her patronage, Eduardo
and Elisa had no particular trouble get-
ting started in the dance business.
By the end of the first year, they were

known as a dance team, specializing in the
more showy Spanish dances. And, by the
end of the second year, they had joined
with their brothers and sister to organize
The Dancing Cansinos, which promptly
offered itself for vaudeville bookings and
was soon making a respectable circuit with
the regularity of clockwork.
Eduardo was twenty when he met Volga

Haworth, of Washington, D. C. She was a

tall, striking, dramatic-looking beauty and
a member of an English acting family with
a history reaching all the way back to the

Merrie England of Shakespeare’s time. She
had come to New York two seasons before,

bent on becoming a great actress, but had
gotten detoured by way of Ziegfeld’s

Follies. Eduardo lost no time in wooing
her, and finally marrying her. A year
later, on October 17, 1918, Rita was born.

Eduardo Cansino was playing an engage-
ment in a 125th Street theater in New
York, when the excited conductor caught

his eye from the pit to tell him the news.
“It’s a girl!” he shouted over the foot-

lights. “Congratulations!”
Eduardo wound up a fandango that he

and Elisa had been doing, bowed mechani-
cally and hurried off stage.

Years later, he was to explain his strange
action to an interviewer who called on
him for some background material on Rita.

“I was disappointed,” he remarked, wist-
fully. “It was our first child and I had
wanted a boy. What could I do with a girl?”

Eduardo Cansino’s disappointment in his

betrayal by Nature was short-lived. Soon
enough, he would hurry directly from the
theater to the new apartment in suburban
Jackson Heights, whither he had moved
the family’s goods from their previous
quarters on Central Park West.

YEAR later, there was another baby, a

boy this time. When he got the news, the
jubilant father immediately improvised a
magnificent seguidilla on stage. The man
child, named Eduardo, was followed three
years later by another male, this one named
Vernon.
An emphatic individual like Eduardo

Cansino would be expected to have some
pretty emphatic ideas on the subject of

bringing up children. And he did. As soon
as Rita was able to walk, he began taking
her with him for short trips on tour.

She took to the nomadic life like the
born little trouper she was. Cautioned at

the outset to be careful not to get under-
foot, Rita would watch from the wings,
and tap out the complicated beats with her
little pink shoe.

“She’s a true Cansino,” Aunt Elisa re-
marked one night, during an engagement
in Baltimore, shortly after Rita’s sixth
birthday. “She’s got perfect rhythm, that
one. She’s going to do big things one day.”
“Who knows?” Papa Cansino replied.

The next afternoon, almost as if on c

Rita made her unofficial debut. Papa ;

Auntie Elisa were winding up an especi;
exerting malaguena when Rita toddled
on stage. Ignoring the perspiring dancq
she walked gravely out to the center of
platform, faced the audience and bovi
low. She stopped the show, brought doi
the house—also the wrath of her pare
Consequently, her glory was brief, not J
mention costly. When they got back )

Jackson Heights, Rita was immediat
enrolled in P. S. #69. And there :

stayed until the family went west.
For the next four years, the fortunes

the Cansinos prospered. Early in 1928
cloud, “no bigger than a man’s hand,” :

peared—a picture called “The Jazz Singe
starring A1 Jolson, and equipped witi
sound track that synchronized the spol
word with the action on the screen.
Properly interpreting the significance

the success of talking movies as
doom of vaudeville, Eduardo Cansino gai

ered up his wife and brood and depar
for Los Angeles to investigate the pos
bilities of making a go of a fine danc
school there. And promptly, he opened
the Cansino School of the Dance, in i

heart of downtown Los Angeles.
Rita was ten when the family mo\

to Los Angeles, and all but totally innoci

of the fine art of dancing. However, n
that Papa was embarked on the more-i
less holy mission of teaching wild Anj
lenos the gentle refinements of the dan
it occurred to him that it was high time
was giving his little heiress the pro]

terpsichorean instruction.

“I wasn’t too interested in dancing,” R
said, not very long ago. “However, I did

have the courage to tell him, so I beg
taking the lessons.”

The school did well for a little over thi

years, Papa, and whatever stray Cansir
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happened to be in town, teaching Angelenos
everything from soft shoe to ballet, and
Mama helping with the office work. Then
abruptly, the cold winds of the depression

swept down over Los Angeles. And Eduar-
do Cansino wrestled with the dilemma of

how to continue providing groceries for his

family on an income that had dwindled
away to almost nothing.
He had been mulling over his dilemma

when Rita happened to mention, casually,

that she and Aunt Elisa’s son, Gabriel, like

herself just turned fourteen, were doing
a Spanish routine, for ten dollars apiece,

as a curtain-raiser to the premiere of the
movie “Back Street,” at the Cathay Circle

that evening and was he interested in com-
ing.

“What?” he exploded. “You’re asking if

I’d be interested in coming to see my little

baby’s first professional performance?”
He was sitting relaxed out front, scan-

ning the audience, when all of a sudden
the curtain went up and there she was, on
stage and burning up the boards in a
scorching Spanish number, more pure-
Hollywood than pure-Castile.
“Suddenly, I noticed that Rita didn’t look

like a baby anymore,” he recalls. “That’s
when I decided that it was time to start

her off, and that the way to do it would be
for us to do a routine together.”
Beginning the following morning, Can-

sino pere gave the matter considerable
thought, and in a few days he had come
up with a plan: Their best bet would be to

try to line up something in one of the
gilded south-of-the-border places. The
Cansinos left Los Angeles bound for the
drowsy border town of Chula Vista, a rifle-

shot distance north of Tia Juana. And a
day or two after their arrival in Chula
Vista, father and daughter were beguiling
the clients of the rococo Tia Juana’s For-
eign Club, billed as a brother-sister dance
team, possibly as a sop to Papa Cansino’s
vanity, possibly as an act of astute show-
manship.

Tia Juana in 1932 was a blase, wicked,
ripsnorting spa catering to tourists who
could pick up a padded tab without winc-
ing—in short, the perfect climate for the
swift disillusionment of a sweet and inex-
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You know the fizzician didn’t drench you
on purpose. Why brow-beat the poor guy?
Or make like a banshee all evening? Grin

. . . say the dress can be easily cleaned,

then forget it. That’s good sportsmanship.

And it jet-propels your rating. Your con-

Which suit should the lofty lassie

wear?

I |
The one on the right

I |
The one on the left

I |
The one in the center

Feel as though you’re built on stilts? Be

wiser than the tall teen here. Avoid vertical

stripes. The suit on the right with contrast-

ing jacket, brings you down a peg! There’s

a difference in different girls’ needs; on

problem days, as well. For which Kotex

gives you a choice of 3 absorbencies. Try

Regular, Junior, Super. Likewise, try the

new Kotex Wonderform Belt that won’t

twist, won’t curl, won’t cut! Made of duPont

nylon elastic. Quick drying; light weight!

fidence, too, hits the stratosphere — when
you hurdle "certain” handicaps with Kotex.

Because those special, fiat pressed ends pre-

vent revealing outlines, you can forget you
were ever self-conscious. And for extra

protection, there’s an exclusive safety center.

To be the picture of poise,

try—

I I
A blase attitude

I 1 That "casual" slump

I I Sitting pretty

You may be a walking posture lesson, but

how do you fare with a chair? Plop down?
Recline on the tip of your spine? Lady, be

seated gracefully, with your weight on the

foot nearest the chair. "Sit tall”; keeping

soles of feet on floor. Correct posture’s a

poise-magnet. Also helps avoid "that day”

discomfort— and you’ll feel so at ease when
you’ve chosen Kotex. For this new softness

holds its shape. After all, isn’t Kotex made

to stay soft while you wear it?

perienced jeune fille. However, Papa Can-
sino had no intention of exposing his little

darling to even the slightest unnecessary
unpleasantness. A hard-headed realist, he
escorted her to work and escorted her
home after the last show, grim as Pinker-
ton. And between shows, he kept her in
the dressing room.
The Cansinos did well enough at the

Foreign Club, but after six weeks, their
engagement ran out and they were at
liberty again. Papa Cansino finally came
up with an engagement at the fabulous
combination caravansary and gaming
palace located at Agua Caliente.
This was it—the big strike. Hired for

four weeks, they might have been there to
this day, if it hadn’t been for a chance visit

of the then boss of Fox Studios, Winfield
Sheehan.
Impressed by Rita’s dancing, Mr. Sheehan

offered her a dancing bit in a production
called “Dante’s Inferno,” with Spencer
Tracy. Rita told Mr. Sheehan she’d ask
her father and let him know.
“Of course you’ll take it!” her father said.

“Dante’s Inferno” turned out to be a dog,
Spencer Tracy notwithstanding. But Rita’s
tiny bit as a fire-proof nymph, Spanish
type, who wandered languid among the hot
flames of Hades won her a “contract” for

$50 a week, subject to renewal or cancella-
tion every six months.

F
OR almost a year, she did valiant service
for Fox, appearing without a murmur in

such trashy and tedious whimsies as
“Under the Pampas Moon,” “Charlie Chan
in Egypt,” “Paddy O’Day,” “Human Car-
go,” and the like, mostly as the inevitable
Spanish type. Then, something quite un-
expected happened, a sudden change of

administration removed Winfield Sheehan
from the helm and put in Darryl Zanuck.
The first thing Zanuck did was to change

the name of the studio to Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox. The second, apparently, was to

drop Rita’s option.

She was heartbroken. But, eventually, she
got over it. There were plenty of other lots

in Hollywood, she reminded herself, with a

mental flounce of her skirts in the direction

of Beverly Hills. And most of them spe-
cialized in three-day Westerns, in which a

lady-menace, Spanish type, was practically

a stock in trade and, consequently, right

down Rita’s alley. It was weary and dreary
employment, but it kept her in cakes and in

high hopes. She had rounded out a year of

horse operas when the call finally came. It

was from the casting office over at Colum-
bia. Could she possibly come over at two
for a talk with the casting director?

She arrived, breathlessly, at one-thirty,

and, a few minutes after three, somebody
showed her into the casting office.

“It was about a part we thought you
might be interested in,” the casting director
said, coming straight to the point. “It’s the
part of a Spanish dancer appearing in a

Central American cafe, one of our Span-
ish language numbers.”

Rita’s heart stopped fizzing.

“As I was saying,” the casting director

went on, “the part has definite possibilities

for the right girl. Not too many lines, to

be sure, but the script calls for three
sizzling Spanish dances.”

“I’ll take it,” Rita said.

“Good. You can have four days to work
up the routines. We’ll shoot them Friday
at two o’clock on Stage Four.”
She was determined to do a terrific job.

She put in ten hours the following day,
setting up some crackling routines. And
for the next two days, she rehearsed them
furiously. And, at two o’clock Friday, she
reported to Stage Four, ready for action.

She opened with a searing flamenco,
moved on into a torrid, taunting bolero, and
wound up with an ardent Andalusian

More women choose /COTEX

than a// other sanitary napkins

3 ABSORBENCIES: REGULAR. JUNIOR. SURER
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I bethrothal dance. And by the time she’d

finished, practically every male studio

employee, who could sneak away from his

duties, was over on Stage Four.
She completed the final take, and then

delivered a half dozen lines of pure Cas-
tilian. She was headed for the dressing

room when she heard the voice of a big

Columbia pooh-bah whom she knew by
sight, directly behind her.

“Pity the girl doesn’t speak English.”

Rita wheeled. “But I do.”

The Columbia pooh-bah took Rita over
to the legal department. That same after-

noon, she was signed to a term contract,

$75 a week to start, with the usual options.

A
S of this writing, four men have figured

importantly in the life of Rita Hayworth.
The fourth made her a Princess, but the

first made her a star. The latter was Ed-
ward Judson.

It was an unorthodox meeting, to put it

mildly. The telephone had rung, a day or

two after she’d been signed by Columbia,
and Rita had answered it.

The caller came straight to the point.

His name, he volunteered matter-of-factly,

was Edward Judson. A producer chum had
given him her telephone number, along
with the comment, “very pretty, also very
proper,” and, being at loose ends for the
evening, he was wondering if, perhaps, they
couldn’t have dinner together.

Rita was flabbergasted. “I couldn’t think
of it, Mr. Judson,” she replied, with frigid

dignity. “I never accept an engagement
i with a man my family hasn’t met. Thank
i you for thinking of me. Good night.”

Conveniently omitted, if you’ll notice,

|

was any mention of the fact that Rita had
yet to have her first date with a male.

A brush-off of such arctic intensity

1

1

would have chilled, instantly and forever,

I all warm yearnings and longings harbored
in the bosom of the average man. But it

i didn’t faze Judson. A veteran of two mar-
riages (one of them to former Ziegfeld

beauty Hazel Forbes) and currently a
man-about-Hollywood, he was actually in-
trigued by the novelty of it all. Six calls

later, her resistance worn thin, Rita in-

formed him he could drop by the follow-

!

ing evening.

NOW at a new time

Tune in

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

Every Sunday Afternoon On
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His first date with Rita was something
out of a book, Mr. Judson was to recall
later. Arriving at the modest Cansino
menage, a small bungalow with the usual
red-tile roof, he was met at the door by
Eduardo Cansino, his expression a trifle

forbidding-looking. In the living room, he
was presented to Mrs. Cansino. An hour
later, after he’d completed his life story,
prompted at intervals by questions from
Cansino pere, Rita was summoned and the
formalities exchanged. Then they sat down
and had a long chat, all four of them.
They were still chatting, two hours later,

when Papa Cansino got up, glanced at his
watch and announced that it was 10: 30.

Rita’s admirer departed.
Precisely what it was about seventeen-

year-old Rita Cansino that had so cap-
tured the forty-two-year-old Edward Jud-
son, I have no way of knowing. But in a
couple of weeks, he called again, took her
out to dinner, delivered her home safely at
9: 45, chatted with the Cansinos for a
while and departed. A week later, he took
her dancing at one of the nicer clubs,
brought her home at 11:30. After that, he
began calling on her regularly.

T
O shy, sheltered and impressionable
Rita Cansino, Edward Judson must have

appeared something of a Prince Charming.
Handsome, well-turned-out and well-es-
tablished in business, he was an excellent
dancer, an amusing conversationalist and a
doting escort, in addition to which he
drove a handsome convertible, hobnobbed
with important people and radiated
savoir-faire. Above all else, he knew how
to make a young girl feel like a queen.
They had been seeing each other for

almost a year, when a business matter
necessitated Judson’s departure for New
York. Rita accompanied him to the station

and just before the train pulled out he told

her he wanted to marry her, she could be
thinking about it while he was gone.

One afternoon, shortly after he returned,
they eloped to Yuma, Arizona, and were
married.
As of this date, May 29, 1937, Rita was

bound nowhere in particular as a movie
actress. And on the basis of her three brief

parts at Columbia, only a hopeless optimist
could have predicted anything but eventual
oblivion. But Edward Judson had his own
idea on the subject. Given the proper sell-

ing job, he felt certain Rita could become
a star. And ex-salesman Edward Judson
(whose line had been swank Italian cars
retailing at $20,000 the motor), was going
to see that she got it. Within a month after

their honeymoon, the campaign was under
way.
Judson went about it scientifically. First,

in the interests of avoiding type-casting
in the future, he recommended the im-
mediate jettisoning of everything Latin
about her appearance—the color of her
hair (jet black), the way she wore it

(parted in the middle), her make-up
(over-emphasized brows and lashes), even
her Latin name. Finally, he supervised
the purchase and assembling of an entire

new wardrobe, clothes that were sophisti -

cated and eye-catching. And he taught her
how to wear them with effect.

Now, it is an axiom in successful selling

that a product must be properly advertised,

and Judson decided to begin with pub-
licity. He began cultivating the various
important columnists and feeding them
“news items” and cajoling or charming
them into mentioning her in their col-

umns. After that, one by one, he made
the acquaintance of the photographers
around town, especially the staff pho-
tographers for the magazines, informed
them that Rita was an actress who was
going places and also extremely photo-
genic and invited them out to the house
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to meet the subject any time that suited
their convenience—on Sunday if they
couldn’t make it during the week.

H
IS publicity campaign was a success. He
nursed it along until it was in high gear

and then directed his attention to the one
remaining matter on the agenda, the matter
of the proper display of his product.

This last, he had a hunch, would be most
effectively accomplished by appearing
regularly with Rita under full sail at the
night spots most frequented by the nabobs
of the film industry. He put $500 on his

hunch in the form of a gift to Rita of a
magnificent slinky, gray evening dress. And
he and Rita began making the Clover
Club, twice a week. Eight or nine Sat-
urdays later, his hunch paid off.

They were just walking off the floor after

a fast rhumba, when who should flag them
down but Rita’s employer, Mr. Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia Pictures! One of

his guests, Mr. Cohn explained, a director

by the name of Howard Hawks, had seen
Rita on the dance floor and was anxious
to meet her.

Rita was duly presented to Mr. Hawks.
And the following week, she was given the
first real acting part of her career in “Only

i
Angels Have Wings,” which Howard
Hawks directed.
“Only Angels Have Wings” gave Rita

her big chance. After it, the issue was
never in doubt. Three years and a half
dozen pictures later, including “Susan and
God,” “Blood and Sand,” and “Strawberry
Blonde,” Rita was a star—a star among
stars, just as Edward Judson had predicted.
And then, all of a sudden, Rita called on

her lawyer and told him a long story, the
details of which were duly and gravely
noted.

“I married him for love, but he married
me for an investment,” she told him in

;

part. “From the beginning he took charge,
and for five years he treated me as if I

i had no mind or soul of my own.
“That’s why I can’t go on any longer.

I That’s why I want you to file suit for

|
divorce as soon as possible. Without any

i
publicity, if possible.”
The Rita who instructed her lawyers to

proceed with action for divorce was a con-
siderably more mature and poised girl than
she had been when she had married Jud-
son.

Those five years had wrought marked
changes, in other ways than professionally.
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Constipated?
Starts Intestinal Tract

Moving Again
Now you can get the relief you want from consti-
pation, with Petro-Syllium (8). Throw away your
other laxatives and try the comfortable lubricating
action of Petro-Syllium. It’s gentle, but oh so
thorough you’ll wonder why you haven’t tried it

before. Taken as directed, it’s the way many doc-
tors recommend to start bowels moving comfort-
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sufferers. Take this to your drug store so you
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Manufactured by
THE J. E. MERGOTT CO NEWARK, N. J.

Physically, she had developed from a
full-faced, slightly overweight jeune fille

to a woman with attractive angular planes
to her face, soft, seductive lines to her body,
and an arresting grace to her movements.
And socially, she had evolved from a self-
conscious teen-ager into an exciting crea-
ture with poise and sophistication.
She was, in effect, on her way to be-

coming the delightful woman of the world
she is today, the woman who was to marry
a prince and indirectly cause my over-
throw at the Grand Prix.
But I get ahead of my story.
The second man in Rita’s life was Victor

Mature. They met in one of the still galleries
at Twentieth Century-Fox where they had
come to pose for a magazine cover a day
before shooting was to begin on “My Gal
Sal,” in which they were co-starred. It was
a peculiarly propitious moment for both of

them. Mature ’s marriage to Martha Steph-
enson Kemp was on the rocks. And Rita
had already started the proceedings that
were soon to free her from Judson.
You are not going to hear that it was a

case of love at first sight. Nobody had
thought to introduce them, so mostly they
didn’t speak all afternoon.
Enroute home, Rita affirmed her opinion

of Mature. “Attractive—yes. Conceited

—

also yes. But in capital letters!”

S
HE revised her opinion of him some-
what by the end of the first week of

shooting. The type of actress who streaks
for her dressing room the instant the di-

rector announces a break, she saw little

of her leading man the first few days ex-
cept when they were in front of the
camera. All of a sudden he materialized at

the screen door of her dressing room, non-
chalantly sat himself down on the front
steps, and proceeded to cut loose with an
old-time minstrel-show routine, asking the
questions as the interlocutor and answer-
ing them as Mr. Bones. A bow at the
screen door when he finished, and exit

Mr. Mature doing a fantastic time-step
that had Rita chuckling for a long time
after he’d left.

By the end of the week Rita found her-
self looking forward to Vic’s impromptu
visits. Her wrecked marriage was still

preying on her mind. Mature was the kind
of tonic she needed.
From then on, they saw a lot of each

other. It was all so shining and new, and
she enjoyed every last minute of it.

She might have known it wouldn’t last.

Abruptly Mature up and joined the Coast
Guard.
Rita was grateful when he was shipped

no farther away than San Pedro. He called
the second night and they talked for al-

most an hour. Then silence. She’d started
to fret when he called again. He’d been
at sea, he explained. And there hadn’t
been any ’phone booths handy.
Tidings like these get around somehow.

In-the-know Hollywood had just about
decided that it was love between the
Beautiful Hunk and the Golden Girl when
an item appeared in one of the columns, to
the effect that Rita Hayworth had been
seen on the town with Orson Welles.

It was the first warning crack of thunder
in the sky. The idyll was over. Whether
Rita Hayworth ever seriously contem-
plated marriage to Victor Mature, I have
never inquired, and Rita has never
volunteered.
What happened?
It’s hard to say. Possibly love had run its

course. Or again, possibly it dawned on
her that Mature, who, besides being de-
bonair and charming is also forceful and
fond of making decisions, was a little too
much like Edward Judson. Or then again,
possibly, it was Orson Welles.
The details of their first meeting Orson

Welles once described for me, as only Orson
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can describe an incident in which he has
come out second best.

“It goes back to 1941, to the time when I

was doing a weekly radio program in the
interests of ‘Lady Esther’ products. It was
one of those shows in which drama was
outraged weekly, not only by myself and
my friend Joe Cotten, but also by a guest
star.

“Well, the show was rocking along and
bothering nobody much except maybe the
sponsor, when Joe and I decided to do a
radio version of an innocuous drama called
‘Frenchmen Are Frenchmen.’ The drama
itself was wretched, but what fascinated
us about it was the part of the feminine
lead. It was so terrible, Cotten and I de-
cided to fasten it on a Hollywood glamour
girl who couldn’t act and then sit ]?ack

and roar in our beards.
“I came up with an inspiration. Wasn’t

there a glamour girl, all legs and com-
pletely innocent of the art of acting, by
the name of Hayworth?
“Joe said there was, and if we could get

her, she’d be perfect for the part.

“Well, we got her, all right. And we
deserved what we got. Not only did the
leggy glamour girl, who couldn’t act, steal

the show and collect all the laughs, but in

addition, she made a couple of stooges out
of Joe and me. And we were the laughing
stock of radio for almost a week.”
He met her, for the second time, two

, years later. He and Joseph Cotten had just
dreamed up the Mercury Wonder Show,
a magic show starring Orson Welles, ad-
mission free to servicemen. They were
practically all set to go when Mr. Cotten,
who was to serve as master of ceremonies,
had an inspiration.

“We’d better get a glamour girl—prefer-
ably a movie somebody with a name, if we
expect to have any kind of audience. GI’s
with only a few hours leave aren’t going to

be especially interested in seeing a rabbit
being dragged out of a top hat—even out
of yours.”
“You’ve got a point,” Orson admitted.

“Anybody in mind?”
“Yeah. How about Hayworth?”
“Terrific, if she’s available. I’ll call her

up and see.”

Listen to

© INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO. T.M. REG. U.S.PAT.OFF.

Ah-ah- not just tissues, but Kleenex* Tissues

!

Litt/e Lu/a soys: why take ordinary tissues

!

WITH KLEENEX YOU PULL JUST ONE DOUBLE TISSUE

(NOTA FISTFUL) — AND UP POPS ANOTHER /

INSIST ON SOFT, STRONG KLEENEX TISSUES /

LITTLE LULU

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— ’’THE LIEPE METHODS EUR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Llepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of

success Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N.GreenBayAve.,
Dept. K-27, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

Re/iet/e |Vf||
miseryofI I mum
Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath-
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
itching conditions. Use cooling, medi-
cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it

—

or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

BILL STERN'S
"SPORTS NEWSREEL"

Every Friday NBC
10:30 p.m. Eastern Time

Read BILL STERN’S "SPORT SURPRISE"

feature in the current issue of SPORT

magazine now on newsstands.

Department: 85 South St., Boston 11, Mass.

incredibly fast
the way thousands of physicians

and dentists recommend —

EHUD
Here's why

Anacin is like a doctor’s

prescription. That is, it

contains not one but a

combination of medi

cally proved ingredi-

ents. Get Anacin

Tablets today.
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TO A WOMAN
WHO ISN’T QUITE SURE

ABOUT TAMPONS . . .

KINIOW that Meds is designed

by a doctor and is—

Acceptable for advertising

in the Journal of the

^American Medical Association

KINIOW that Meds has earned

the trusted seal of

Good Housekeeping Magazine

Guaranteed by ’'A

i Good Housekeeping
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m
KNOW that Meds has been tested

—commended by Parents' Magazine

1 —earned the right to use this seal 1

mm
And know that Meds is

TU Modess
used by more nurses each month.

Buy a purse-size box of Meds today. Or
write for a free sample package in plain

wrapper to Personal Products Corporation,

Dept. PH10, Milltown, N. J. (U. S. only)
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He called her up, explained what it was
all about, and asked her if she’d help.

“I’d be delighted to,” she said. “But
what could I do in a magic show?”
“You could be sawed in half every night,

couldn’t you?” Welles came right back.
“Well, if you’re sure I’d do. . .

The Wonder Show cost Orson Welles
$25,000. It lasted only a few weeks. But
what he saw of Rita Hayworth in those few
weeks must have intrigued him. At any
rate, shortly after it closed, he began call-

ing on her, first in the guise of a magician
in search of a sympathetic audience, his

pockets bulging with magic gadgets for
Rita’s amusement, then later as an out-
and-out admirer.
Strangely enough, they attracted each

other from the very start, these two op-
posites. He was attracted by her sweetness,
directness, and simplicity. And she, in turn,
was drawn to him by his brilliant mind,
his wide range of interests and talents, and
by his inner fire. In a matter of weeks, on
September 8, 1943, they were married. A
year after the following December, Rebecca
was born.
The marriage didn’t take. It endured four

hectic, bittersweet years, interspersed with
separations and reconciliations, and ended
up in the divorce court.

“I just couldn’t take his genius any
more,” she explained at the time.

“I was always last with Orson. His
writing, his radio show, and his own per-
sonal interests came first. Sometimes, he
would even forget I existed. Then he would
remember suddenly that he had a wife and
child and come home to them. But mostly,
night after night, I was alone with the
books he’d bought me to read.”

I
RONICALLY enough, it was at this junc-
ture, an ebb tide in her private life, that

Rita’s career, already at full-tide by dint
of her enormous appeal at the box office,

was to surge to a rip tide almost without
precedent in Hollywood. It was set in mo-
tion with the announcement, by her agents,
of the incorporation of the Beckworth Pic-
tures Company, for whom Rita contracted
to make ten pictures, the stock of this

company to be held jointly by Rita and
Columbia.
This set-up guaranteed Rita a salary

which began at $250,000 per annum and
rises to $350,000 by the end of the third
year. More importantly, there’s the matter
of her fifty-fifty share in the profits. So
far, in the year and a half that the com-
pany has been in operation, she has made
only one picture, “The Loves of Carmen.”
This will net her $2,000,000, or an average
income of $1,250,000 for the past two years.

A million-dollar income can do unbe-
lievable wonders, most of them pleasant.

But it offers no surcease for loneliness.

And in the wake of her ruined marriage to

the man who had fathered her child. Rita

—

who had progressed from the uninformed
junior miss that she was when she had
married Judson, to a stimulating, provoca-
tive woman of ideas—was desperately
lonely.

For a while, she tried fighting it out alone
at home: But it didn’t work and, soon,
columnists began reporting her romances
from David Niven to Jimmy Stewart to

Tony Martin and finally to Ted Stauffer.
Then, as it dawned on her that romance
was only the counterfeit of love, she
stopped flinging roses and departed for

Europe.
When Rita arrived at the Riviera, I had

only recently returned, after a long ab-
sence, to my little farmhouse on the out-
skirts of Cannes. Prince Aly Khan, whom
I had known for many years, was already
in residence there, ornamenting the social

scene as only he can do it.

I planned a dinner at the Cannes Casino.

I can’t afford CORNS,
can you?”

“Teaching is important— I don’t dare

risk sore feet. So the minute a corn ap-

pears, I use a blue-jay Corn Plaster.”

Nupercaine*, exclusive with blue-jay,

soothes surface pain; gentle medication

loosens hard “core,” you lift it out in a

few days ! You can’t afford corns, either.

Get blue-jay today (on sale at drug

counters everywhere), free booklet!

“Your Feet and Your Health.” Write

Dept. TS10.
“AMERICA’S LARGEST SELLING CORN PLASTER”

"I’m a teacher. • •

STAYS ON
BECAUSE IT WRAPS ON

*Res. U. S. Pat. Off.

Ciba’s Brand of Dibucaine
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Division of The Kendall Company

Chicago 16

An Amazing
DIAMOND

Substitute
Its color is wonderful—clear,

white and sparkling like a drop
of water. Its brilliance breaks
into myriad rainbow hues. Fine
settings for lady and gent. Write
for free catalog today—now!

NAJECO GEMS, Dept. 1-10, Wheeling, W. Va.

Baby Coming Soon?
Then don’t delay sending for your copy of

Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe’s book, “How To Raise
Your Baby.” Covers care of infants and
young children—food problems, child ail-

ments and diseases, teething, nursing, proper
growth, training, vitamins. By the famous
“quintuplet” doctor who really knows about
babies. Vital information needed by all

parents. 50c postpaid.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. Inc., Dept. PH-1049

205 East 42nd St., New York 17. N. Y.

Amazing New Creme

RE-COLORS HAIR
IN 22 MINUTES
If you want to change streaked,
gray, graying or drab hair to a
new lustrous youthful-looking
color, try Tlntz Creme Sham-
poo-Tint today. It’s a new hair
coloring that re-colors hair at
home as it shampoos. Takes
only 22 minutes.No waiting for
results. It’s easy to use — no
messy mixing. Caution: Use only
as directed. Won’t wash or rub out.
MONEY BACK Guarantee.Getyour
choice of color today: Jet Black, Black,
Dark Brown, Medium Warm Brown,
Medium Ash Brown, Light Brown, Auburn
(Henna), Blonde. Won’t harm permanents.

SEND NO MONEY man on delivery $1.25 plus
tax and postage on MONEY BACK Guarantee of
satisfaction. (Enclose $1.50 incl. tax. Tlntz pays postage.)
Mail order today to TINTZ COMPANY, DEPT. 679-B
349 W. ONTARIO ST. CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

In Canada: 56J4 Adelaid St. E., Toronto, Ont.
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Reduce
!

It s Fun
This Common Sense Way

There is no magic at all about The
Common Sense Way to a beautiful

;|

figure. But if you follow the sugges-
tions Sylvia of Hollywood has for you
in her book No More Alibis you may,
perhaps, challenge the beauty of the

loveliest movie star!

In No More Alibis the author tells

you how she helped many of Holly-

wood’s brightest stars with their

figure problems. She names names

—

tells you how she developed this star’s

legs—how she reduced that star’s

waistline—how she helped another
star to achieve a beautiful youthful
figure.

NOW ONLY 50c
This marvelous 128-page book con-

taining over 40 illustrations formerly
sold for $1.00 in a stiff-back binding.

Almost 100,000 persons gladly paid
this price. Now published in an eco-

|

nomical paper cover you get the iden-
tical information for only 50c—and we

\
pay the postage. Order now while our
supply of this special edition lasts.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. P-1049

| 205 E. 42nd Street. New York 17, N. Y.

|
Send me postpaid a copy of No More Alibis

g

by Sylvia of Hollywood. I enclose 50c.

Name
Please Print

I
Address

- (
J

City State

And as I was going through the ordeal of

trying to select the perfect guest list, it

suddenly occurred to me—for the glamour
which is an asset to any party—to invite

Rita and Aly. Not in my most wishful
thinking did I anticipate the incredible
denouement. By the end of a fortnight, the
rumors were flying all over the Riviera
that Aly had been mortally smitten by
Rita’s charms. Then, staring up at me from
the front page of the daily paper, was the
news that Rita had arrived in London,
Prince Aly Khan in hot pursuit.
That was the first mention of the affair

in the papers, but by no means the last.

From then on, in common with newspaper
readers all over the world, I followed the
course of true love in the headlines.
Aly’s courtship was pursued in defiance

of geography, and, before long, in defiance
of a mounting swell of misguided public
opinion. This already thrice-told-tale

needs no retelling here. However, I would
like to set the record right on one item
of general misinformation; namely Aly’s
marital status.

What the public didn’t know was that
while, technically, a marriage still existed
between Aly and his wife, Joan, it had, in

reality, long since disintegrated. Aly and
Joan had been separated two or three years
with the understanding that if and when
the occasion arose, divorce proceedings
would be instituted immediately.
That was how it happened, too. When

Aly informed Joan, who lives in England,
that he wanted to marry, she lost no time
in calling on her solicitors and requesting
them to take the necessary steps. And as
soon as the decree was granted, Aly and
Rita were married.
Which is approximately where I came in

and which is very definitely where I depart,
after wishing Prince and Princess Aly
Khan long bliss and a short wait for a male
heir.

This I must say, in all my years and
experiences and travels I never have known
two more devoted. Every time I see Rita
and Aly together, in fact, I rejoice that
it was my good fortune to pull the strings
in this great modern love story.

I wish the Prince and Princess Aly Khan
long bliss and hope they will have the
big happy family they dream about

—

beginning with the baby who will arrive
soon after the New Year.

The End

WOMAN’S FIRST RIGHT . . .

“the right to happiness”

Listen to Carolyn Kramer's courageous strug-

gle for security and peace of mind on "The
Right To Happiness," one woman's search for

a richer, more meaningful life.

TUNE IN every afternoon Monday to Fri-

day (3:45 EDT) on NBC stations.

If you have overcome obstacles to your own
happiness, write Carolyn Kramer about it and
you may win $50. For details see the current

issue of TRUE EXPERIENCES magazine.
Now at newsstands.

Janes husband

upsets ashes...

and Jane sets up a howl! Then stalks

off for her vacuum, or a dust pan and
broom. Meanwhile . . .

But she whisks up those ashes in jig

time, with her handy Bissell Sweeper.

Only Bissells® have “Bisco-matic”*

Brush Action which adjusts automat-

ically to any rug, thick or thin. No need

to bear down, ever!

FASTER, EASIER

CLEAN-UPS WITH

E5I5SELL

5IVEEPER5
i

This amazing “Bisco-matic” Brush Ac-

tion even picks up perfectly under beds

and chairs, with the handle held low.

For quick daily clean-ups, get a new
Bissell. And save your vacuum for peri-

odic cleaning.

New Bissell Sweepers with "Bisco-matic" Brush

Action as low as $6.45. Illustrated: the "Flight"

at $9.45. Prices a little more in far West.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.

Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Bissell’s full spring controlled brush.
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You’re embraceable— always, when
new, wonderful KARE keeps you bath-

sweet. A lotion deodorant—satin-smooth,

fragrant. So nice to use. So different from
creams and liquids— not greasy or messy.

Safe to use after shaving. KARE, an
amazing new improvement in underarm
deodorants, is the one that:

Soothes tender underarm skin

Stops odor . . . Dries instantly

Stops perspiration safely

Will not harm even fine fabrics

Economical! A few drops are effective.

35 & 60 <1 ( plus tax), at drug and depart-

ment stores.

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.
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famous No. 100

Won't ride up

Our basic slip in

proportioned sizes

to fit the tall,

average, petite

and junior figure.

$198

Won't twist

af leading stores everywhere or write

MOVIE STAR, INC., 159 Madison ^fe., N. Y. 16

INSIDE STUFF

Linda Darnell received first choice of

originals from designer Kay Nelson at

the opening of Kay’s Lido Isle salon

(Continued from page 21) we breathed to

ourselves, silently agreeing- that a cer-

tain warmth always is lost with the per-
fection of our screen characters.

This particular argument resulted
when Bette made a few missteps in a
square dance routine and the director
felt it should be done over.

“This girl I’m playing, this Rose Moline,
is the type of girl who would make a few
missteps in this kind of dance,” Bette
went on. “How could she be letter perfect
in a dance new to her?”
Anyway, they redid the scene but Miss

Davis didn’t show up at the studio for
several days. Tick fever was the reason
given. Aggravation fever would be more
like it, we thought.

Incidentally, Davis in a shoulder-
length-bob.wig is a sight so startling, we
wonder if fans won’t be startled out of
their seats. Frankly, we feel it could de-
tract from the role.

Jottings: Tony Martin and his wife
Cyd Charisse at a Mocambo ringside
table, listening to Desi Arnaz, won Cal’s

nomination as one of the handsomest
couples in Hollywood. And, so far, one of
the happiest . . . With the official an-
nouncement that Mark Stevens is out, at
Twentieth Century-Fox, because of his

objections to his roles, Cal recalls the
first time we ever met Mark, who was
then known as Steve Richards. “I’m in

this game only to make money,” he said.

“I’m not worried about what they put me
in if only I make money.” No com-
ment . . . Yvonne DeCarlo is secretly
planning to leave Hollywood for good.
For the past two years, Yvonne has
stolen away the minute a picture was
finished, often not informing her studio
of her whereabouts. Now, since her en-
gagement (they come and they go), to

singer Jerome Hines, Yvonne hopes to
give up movies for an operatic career.
Even with singing lessons, it isn’t that
easy, is it ?

Panic—Pint-sized: Steve McNally tells

of taking his three-year-old son Stephen
to a nearby parochial kindergarten with
a view to enrolling him.
“Well now this is nice,” little Steve

announced, completely at home. Walking

OWN YOUR BUSINESS
Make greaseless doughnuts at home. New amazing electric
machine. No smoke. You'll coin money selling grocers,
cafes, hamburger stands. Low cost will surprise you. Life-
time business. Send for free recipes and plans.
L. RAY CO. 3605 So. 15 Ave. Minneapolis 7, Minn.

COLON TROUBLES
FREE BOOK Tells Facts

|Sy
Learn about Colon troubles, Stomach con-

ditions, Piles and other Rectal ailments.
Causes, effects and treatment are explained
in a 160-page book, sent FREE. McCleary
Clinic and Hospital, C1005 Elms Blvd., Excel-
sior Springs, Mo.
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For Quick Relief
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MAHLER’S, INC., Dept. 35-N, Providence 15, R.

Specially Made for Blondes
To help keep blonde hair from growing dark oi

faded use BLONDEX, the home shampoo that con-

tains ANDIUM for extra lightness and SHINE.
Instantly removes dingy film that makes hair dark.
Washes hair shades lighter, gives it lovely lustre.

Takes only 11 minutes at home. Safe for children.

FREE-Trial Package
Send postcard to Swedish Shampoo Labs. Dept.
101, 880 Broadway, N. Y. 3, N. Y. or get regular
size at any 10c, drug or toilet goods counters.

INSIDE STUFF
up and down the room, he took in every-
thing, while the two Sister teachers
politely hid their smiles.

When Stephen Sr. suggested they look
around outside, little Stephen turned to

pupils and teachers and with upraised
hand said, “Now don’t go away. Every-
body wait right here. I’ll be back.”
Stephen Sr. showed his son the rest

rooms. Opening one door, little Steve
exclaimed, “One beautiful bathroom.”
Pulling open another door, he cried, “An-
other beautiful bathroom. Very nice,

everything very nice.”

The Sisters accepted little Steve as a
future pupil, but Steve Sr. says they
looked rather dubious about it all.

Thank You, Mr. and Mrs. Public: That
you do read Cal York was proven to us
recently on a jaunt to the midwest.
About this time last year, we printed

the item that wonderful ice cream sodas
were served at Dee’s pharmacy in the
little town of Lees Summit, Missouri.
Dropping by recently, we were told

the results of that one little item. From
all over the country, Mr. Dee told us, the
clipped item was sent in. Graduates from
the nearby Unity Religious School sent
in the item from every state in the
Union and even strangers stopped by to

inquire if this was where those good ice

cream sodas were served.

Success Story: Across a New York
drugstore fountain, a boy and girl talked
of plans ahead. But not too hopefully.
After all, he was but a soda jerk and she,

a movie usherette, and their dreams were
big ones. But this is America, where
dreams such as Betty Bacall’s and Issur
Danielovitch’s can come true.

Betty became a model, had her picture

spotted in a fashion magazine, became
movie star Lauren Bacall and married
Humphrey Bogart.
The minute she hit stardom, Lauren

went to her boss Jack Warner about
her friend Issy, for a lot of things had
happened to Issy. For one thing, he’d
changed his name to Kirk Douglas, gone
from soda jerk to waiter, to St. Lawrence

Jimmy Stewart was “adopted” by Mexican

boys Franklin Avarado and Aludo Nunez

during production on “Broken Arrow”

YOU ARE IN DEMAND

If you like to sketch, write for FREE
TALENT TEST. Splendid opportuni-
ties for trained artists. Find out if you
have talent worth developing.

ART INSTRUCTION, INC.
Dept. 10969-2, Minneapolis 15, Minnesota

Send me your FREE Talent Test.

Name Age

City

Occupation Phone
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shoe
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Sheer flattery ... in

the fabulous beauty

of these luxury nylons

!

Sheer wisdom ... in

their wonderful purse

-

pampering prices . .

.

their long- lasting

loveliness!

throughout America

exclusively at —

EXTRA $ !\ $ FOR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

FREE
SAMPLES
50-$1. 00

NAME
IMPRINTED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

f Write today for FREE PACKAGE of color-
' ful Christmas gift cards and receive our

fast selling assortment of 21 Christmas
i cards on approval, together with our big
k illustrated catalogue. BIG PROFITS sell-A ing our complete line of greeting cards.M wrappings, stationery and many giftH Items, all priced within the reach ofV everyone. ACT NOW. You, too, can Make
m Far More with FANMOUR. Churches and
W organizations write for our SPECIAL
J FUND RAISING PLAN.

FANMOUR CORPORATION
^Dept-MF-X. 200 Fifth Ave.. New York 10. N.V

FREE PHOTO

Alan Ladd

LARGE SIZE of your favorite

MOVIE STAR
Direct from Hollywood

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Also FREE list decorated with all the
latest stars and poses. Send name of
YOUR FAVORITE with 10c to cover
handling and mailing.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
BOX 1150—DEPT. P-10

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF., U. S. A.

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 50 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

INSIDE STUFF

Gordon and Sheila MacRae joined the

festivities celebrating sixth wedding anni-

versary of Gertrude Niesen and A1 Green-

field and “Annie Get Your Gun” opening

University, to collegiate wrestling champ,
and finally to actor.

After the lead in “Kiss and Tell” on
Broadway, he enlisted in the Navy and
then hit Hollywood with his wife Diana
and sons Michael and Joel. After several
movies, “A Letter to Three Wives”
among them, the chance to play the heel
in “The Champion” presented itself.

“Don’t do it,” his agent cautioned, “that
type of role can finish you.” It only
made him the hottest property in town
and gave his friend Lauren that muchly
coveted last laugh, for the actor Warners
could have had a few years ago for a
few hundred a week, now cost them a
neat million for his contract duration.

Break-ups: Ingrid Bergman’s an-
nouncement last month that she was
divorcing Dr. Peter Lindstrom created no
furor in Hollywood. The Swedish star’s

colleagues never believed she jvould re-

turn to her husband, despite his efforts

to hold their marriage together. How-
ever, Ingrid’s statement regarding her
intention to retire from the screen cre-
ated a great furor and much skepticism.
Many will not believe that Ingrid will

renounce the career that has meant so
much to her. The Bergman statement
made no reference to Roberto Rossellini
but she has subsequently admitted her
love for Rossellini and those close to them
believe they will marry.
However, Hollywood was really

stunned at Joan Fontaine’s announcement
that she and Bill Dozier were separating.
Only a few days before, friends, glimps-
ing the couple dining out, had remarked
again on their happiness. And a week
before Joan’s announcement, dinner
guests, enjoying the good food and gra-
cious hospitality of the Doziers, had
remarked that here indeed was a suc-
cessful marriage. Before Joan left for
Rome, she confided her deep unhappiness
to a close business associate. The trouble
began, it seems, when Joan and Bill

formed their Rampart Picture Company.
Business and love just didn’t mix.

Troubles, Lady? A friend driving down
Bristol Avenue in Brentwood, caught

Want a CuRLYHEAD !

in Hour fatnitij ?

Just start using Nestle Baby Hair Treatment on
your baby today and see how it helps give beauti-

ful curls and ringlets.

• Used for more than 35 years by thousands of

enthusiastic mothers.

• Created especially for baby’s fine hair and ten-

der scalp -gentle, absolutely safe!

• Easy to use -makes hair look thicker, too.

• $ 1 .00 bottle makes a full quart of Treatment —
enough for at least a month.

At drug, dept, stores, baby and
beauty shops. Get a bottle today!

BABY HAIR
TREATMINT

LEARN AT HOME IN TOURSPARETIME
Trained artists are capable of earning $65,
$80 and more a week. By our practical
method we teach you COMMERCIAL ART,
DESIGNING and CARTOONING all in ONE
course. FREE BOOK. “Art for Pleasure &
Profit” describes training. STATE AGE.
Low cost—$5 monthly. G. I. Approved.

Studio 86I0R, Washington School of Art
1115 15th St.. N.W., Wash. 5, D. C.

M
?oT

T HOME WAVES
And all your cosmetic uses.

Dispenses clean cotton
as you need it— special top
holds wave lotion. New,
practical, inexpensive.

COTTON PICKER d
Cosmetic and Nursery Cotton

A CURITY Product

mcnmiEnssm
Division of The Kendall Company, Chicago 16
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To Tampon Users...

is the Tampon

with Rounded Ends..

the only Tampon

“Quilted" for Comfort.

“Quilted" for Safely...

Next time try Fibs
*T. M.Reg.

U. S. Pat Off. ( internal sanitary
protection )

there’sMONEYf/w^ra
* PLASTICSNo Experience

Necessary!
Here’s CASH for you . . . easy I Show friends, neighbors
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.

BIG PROFITS, full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.

LORAINE PRODUCTS, Dept. DM -206
411 So. Clinton Street Chicago 7. Illinois

..Train At Home For This

WELL PAID PROFESSION-

PRACTICAL NURSING
Help fill the argent need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If ypuare between 18 and 66, it's easy to 1

train at home in your spare time to take your place in this respect-
ed calling:. Many earn while learning:. High school is not needed.
Nurse's equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facta.

I

Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.,
2525 Sheffield Ave. f Desk E-46, Chicago 14, III.

- Please rush FREE FACTS and Sample Lesson Pages.
I

j

Full Address—
,— —

J

NAME Age_

SLMCB
HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY
7-DAY TEST!

Just trjr this SYSTEM on your hair 7 days
and see ifyou are really enjoying: the pleas-
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very

often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fu//y Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forms Pomade Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY.1

C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It is fully guar-
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!
JI0EL CO...47279*1* Damen. Dent. A-6 1 U, Chicago 255, III.

INSIDE STUFF
glimpse of a sight that slowed him down.
With shears in hand, there was Joan
Crawford thinning the ivy along one wall
of the house. And when he returned, an
hour and a half later, she was still at it.

Joan claims, what with taxes and chil-

dren, she has to cut corners. And trim-
ming her own ivy is a corner well cut.

Only, as so often happens, a penny saved
is a penny that has to be spent tomor-
row. All of which Joan discovered when
the roots of the trees in her front yard
wrapped themselves around her plumb-
ing and had to be unwrapped at her own
expense. The year before it happened in

her back yard.
Of all our stars, Joan, for all her

glamorous appearance in public, is one
of our most home-minded stars, not
above refrigerator cleaning, washing,
mending, or performing any of the
chores housewives all over the country
perform every day.

Water Baby: If there is a pair of
prouder parents in town than Esther
Williams and Ben Gage, I have yet to see
them. Esther has been looking lovelier

than ever since the birth of Benjamin
Stanton Gage Jr. last August. And the
way the sturdy blond youngster makes
with his tiny arms and legs has Cal won-
dering if he’s not going to follow in his

famous mother’s aquatic-steps.

Use Mary T. Goldman’s

COLOR-CONTROL METHOD
Natural-Looking, Safe

Mary T. Goldman’s scientific color-control

method cannot harm your permanent. It does

not change the smooth, soft texture of your

hair. That’s why thousands use it for recolor-

ing at home. Just comb clear, liquid Mary T.

Goldman’s through your hair. It’s sure— the

color-control method assures exactly the shade

you prefer. It’s simple— no professional skill

needed. It’s safe— no skin test required. It’s

economical—fewer applications, saves beauty

shop dollars. Look young and vital again. Win

Hat Stuff: When director A1 Hall called

for action on the “Turned up Toes” set,

he got it. But not the sort indicated.
Keenan Wynn suddenly discovered he

couldn’t find his hat. “I gotta have it for
this scene,” he kept saying. “It matches
the other scene.”
Make-up men, the stage door cop, even

the electricians, searched for the elusive
hat as the precious minutes dragged
by. “I’ll never get that plane tomorrow
for Berlin,” Paul Douglas moaned. “For
Pete’s sake, somebody find the boy’s hat.”

Five minutes later, when the set had
reached a frenzy Joan Davis rose from
her chair to aid in the search that ended
suddenly. There on the chair where Joan
had sat, was Keenan’s wrinkled hat.

The look on Joan’s face and the expres-
sions on the dumbstruck faces of Paul
and Keenan made a much funnier scene
than any their script called for.

new admiration when Mary T. Goldman’s

gives your hair real loveliness. Will not wash

out— shampooing enhances luster.

Famous Mary T. Goldman’s must please or your money

back. Accept no substitute. If your dealer is out, send

$2.00 to Mary T. Goldman Co., 102 Goldman Bldg.,

St. Paul 2, Minn. Mention black, dark brown, medium

brown, light brown, blond or auburn. 6-application bottle

will reach you in plain wrapper; taxes and postage prepaid.

MARY T. GOLDMAN’S for gray hair

CHRISTMAS CARDS
i Easv. pleasant way

Sett PWtttt*
to hare

Show gorgeous $1 Assortment of
21 Christmas Cards. Sells itself. Your profit

up to 100%. Religious, Humorous. Gift Wraps. Everyday
Assortments, Stationery. Address Book. others. Personal
Christmas Cards 60 for $1.26. up. All i

pay big! Start with Assortment on I

approval, FREE Imprint Samples! I

PHILLIPS CARD CO. L
812 Hunt St.,Newton, Mass. EilillBailllll'

BeYourOwn MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything: is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing1 popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music, 43910 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. 51st year.

U.S. School of Music, 43910 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Joan Crawford isn’t discussing romance

these days, even with Louella Parsons,

who stopped by in hopes of an exclusive

Instrument.

Name

Address

Have you
.Instrument?.

(Please Print)

t
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AMAZING!! NEW!!

0&W
SPRAY DEODORANT

IN THE MAGICAL
k SELF- ATOMIZING''

BOTTLE

STOPS PERSPIRATION AND
ODOR TROUBLES! Keeps you
daintily pure, socially secure.

DAINTIER THAN CREAMS!
"Dew" never touches hands.
Not messy. Squeeze flexible

bottle, spray on gentle mist.

ONLY DEODORANT
CONTAINING "RETSELANE"
to stop perspiration trouble.

avoid perspiration stains

on clothes. Removes odor.

WON’T ROT CLOTHES!
Can’t irritate normal skin.

SAVES MONEY
Full year's supply only

9Si Plus tax

Less than 2^ a week

SQUEEZE FLEXIBLE BOTTLE!

SPRAYS ITSELF ON!
ffinra•tv W "*

^ Guaranteed by
°*^

Good Housekeeping

fcfehLf* A0VIRT1S10

fAMAZING OFFER—$40 IS YOURS 1
I For Selling Only 50 Boxes Christmas Cards

J
Also 50 and 25 for $1.00 with or without name. Free

I samples. Other boxes on approval, including entirely
I new.differentdeluxeassortmentwithfeaturetelevision

I

card. Cute plastic assortments. Write todav. It costs nothing to try. -

CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. N-2 5. White Plai ns, N. Y._
j

SELL NEW SENSATIONAL

CHRISTMAS CARDS
It’s easy! Make up to
50% commission. Sell
them to your friends,
neighbors or fellow
workers. 21 card as-

sortments that sell on sight.
Most beautifulcardseverdesigned.

LIBERTY BELL STUDIOS
Dept. D-l-1013 Filbert St., Phila. 7, Pa.

aapff f L0IU [0ST-- HIGH PROFIT

StLL [HRISTmnS CURDS
-Up to 100% profit, cash

bonus for you. Fascinating
;

new type Plastic, Metallic.

w 3 - Dimensional Christmas «

assortments. Gi
' ‘

Wrappings, Special Gift
,

1 Items, Floral and Person-
S ationery. Send at

FREE
samples;
50 for $1.00 ;

PERSONALS

alog, feature samples on approval and
Free Name Imprinted Christmas card
sample portfolios. Special offers. It’s
easy! It’s fun!
NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS

North Abington 177, Mass.

BON
TONS!

BEAT HIGH PRICES. Write todayfor South Carolina
Mills’ new, FREE catalog of cotton values. D9wn-to-
earth prices on shirts, underwear, dresses, children’s

wear, prints, towels, sheets—scores of cottons for the
family and the home. Every item is backed up by a
MONEY - BACK GUARANTEE. It’s easy to order,

too. Don’t delay! Mail a postcard or a letter for your
FREE copy of this valuable “Cottons” Catalog today.

SOUTH CAROLINA MILLS
Dept. 704 SPARTANBURG, S. C.

that genius

named, JOE

Smooth, suave and sen-
sational: Jose Ferrer,
next in “Whirlpool”

O
NE day soon, movie-goers will sit up
in their seats with a start and realize

a brand-new spice with a peppery new
tang has been added to Hollywood’s soup
kettle. What’s more, the little Puerto Rican,
he’s about five-feet-seven, who will ex-
cite our somewhat jaded palates has a name
that actually suggests the hot condiments
of a Latin bouillabaisse. It’s Jose Ferrer.
Joe to his friends.

One of the most versatile actors on the
New York stage, Ferrer won an Academy
nomination in his first movie role, that of

the Dauphin in “Joan of Arc.” He plays a
villain in “Whirlpool,” so smooth, so suave
a villain, fellow actors should go off in

corners and sulk for weeks.
It’s his voice, for one thing. And his

grace. Realizing these are an actor’s great-
est attributes, he takes a singing and
ballet lesson every day.
Broadway can’t keep up with him. One

season he stepped into the Danny Kaye
role in “Let’s Face it,” singing all the
snappy numbers, and a season or two later,

was a smash hit as Iago in Shakespeare’s
“Othello.” With equal agility, he went from
a heartbreaking Cyrano de Bergerac to a
rowdy hobo in “Silver Whistle.”
The son of a distinguished Puerto Rican

lawyer, Rafael Ferrer, Jose, with his two
sisters, was brought to this country by his

parents who became naturalized citizens.

At fourteen, Jose was ready for Princeton.
But Princeton wasn’t ready for Jose. Too
young, they decided. So Jose was packed
off to a boys’ school in Switzerland to latch

onto a few years.

Once in Princeton, he organized a four-
teen-piece band, “Jose Ferrer and his

Pied Pipers,” if you can bear it, and joined
the famous Triangle Club that boasted
such fellow students as Jimmy Stewart and
Josh Logan, now a famous stage director.

But the stage bug didn’t really get in its

work until after Jose had taken a post-
graduate course in Romance languages at

Columbia. He began in summer stock,

went to Broadway and now, movies.
In Hollywood, Jose goes in for plaid

sport shirts. With his wife Phyllis Hill,

whom he married after his divorce from
actress Uta Hagen, he delights in giving
small intimate parties.

He cries when he laughs. Literally. Tears
stream over his cheeks, ruining his make-
up on sets. He has a way with a piano,

enjoys a good game of tennis and, in-

cidentally, bakes the best loaf of bread in

town.
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hair-free longer . . .

by Nair . . .

the safe, odorless

depilatory lotion . . .

that removes leg hair

quickly, easily . . .

leaves legs smoother . . *

more exciting . . .

*

remove hair safely

FOR LEGS THAT DELIGHT -
7Q A

USE NAIR TONIGHT / 7 plus tax

Lady—throw your razor away—use safe,

odorless Nair lotion to keep legs smoother
. . . more exciting . . . hair-free

longer . . . with no ugly razor

stubble! No irritation to nor-

mal skin. Get Nair today!

Cosmetic lotion to

Does GARLIC
Relieve GAS?

ALLIMIN relieves distressing symptoms of
heaviness after meals, belching, bloating and
colic due to gas in stomach and intestines.
ALLIMIN has been clinically tested by doctors
and found highly effective. ALLIMIN is the
largest selling garlic tablet in the world. For
sale at drug stores everywhere—only 69<*

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets

Finds Complexion Clay

That Makes Skin Lovelier

Lovely Lillian Brokal
says she looks better,
feels better, after the
first application with
Hopper White Clay
Pack.® See for your-
self how this amazing
facial pack cleans

pore openings, helps tighten the
tired lines in your face and loosen
blackheads which can then be easily

removed. Yes, you can thrill at the
new loveliness of your complexion,
the radiant, tingling feeling that is

yours after a facial with Hopper Clay
Pack. It’s easy to use, costs only a few
cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.

120
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WHEN IS MY APPOINTMENT?

:

EHEnanaHH

Do vou recall the address of John’s uncle in

Cincinnati?—or do you know where you placed

that wonderful recipe Mrs. Decker gave you? Your
answer is probably “no.” But what can be done

about it?

Well, Janet Lane and Catherine Emig Plegemann
have done something about it. They have organ-

ized a book in which to keep information and
records of your family and friends, your home and
your activities.

In Keep The Family Record Straight space is pro-

vided to jot down those recurring dates you want
to remember, such as birthdays, anniversaries etc.

Then there is a place to record clothing sizes for

all members of the family—so you won’t have to

ask! Also, space for your Christmas card list

—

family health records—your friends’ food and en-

tertainment preferences—insurance policies and
when payments are due—mechanical workings
about the home—household inventories—house-

hold services—gardening data—canning, preserv-

ing and freezing notes—vacation and travel

reminders of hotels, meals and routes you have
enjoyed. And much, much more.

Keep The Family Record Straight is smart, color-

ful and delightfully illustrated throughout. As a
gift it will cause sparkling conversation. Price
only $2 at all book stores or direct from
Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PH-10-49, 205 East

42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.

your KNITTING
WON’T SHRINK

out of size!

anti -shrink • permanent fit

Exclusive ir

4&1
CDCCf 8 new knitting instructions for

men’s, women’s, children's sweat-
ers and men’s socks. Send stamp for post-
age to Wonderized: 30-20 Thomson Ave.,
Long Island City 1, N. Y. Dept. T-109.

Second Chance

(Continued from page 35) In fact, I hadn’t
talked with her a half hour before I

realized that consciously, or subconscious-
ly, she believed that Dan’s sudden fame
was the cause of all their troubles.

“I love Dan and he loves me,” this poised
twenty-five-year-old girl told me just be-
fore the reconciliation. “And we both love
our wonderful son. But, we will not re-

sume our life together if there is the

slightest doubt in our minds that our
happiness will again be marred by misun-
derstandings and quarrels—or indifference.

“Neither of us can stand any more of

that. We are not the type of people who
thrive on bickering. Dan cannot do jus-

tice to his screen roles if there is unhap-
piness at home. And I cannot be the wife
and mother I want to be.”

Suddenly, the words rushed from her
lips. “He works so hard, works all the

time, since he got his break. And when
he isn’t actually in a picture, he’s on per-
sonal appearance tours for the studio, pos-
ing for photographs, being interviewed,
making tests, or a dozen other things con-
nected with his career.

“Naturally, I couldn’t stay home alone
all the time, so I took up interests of my
own. I have many girl friends here, with
whom I went to the University of Cali-

fornia. I got in the habit of going on week-
ends with them—skiing in the mountains
or riding at Palm Springs. Dan couldn’t

go. He was never free. Naturally, he was
hurt, as I was hurt, when night after night
I was left alone. Almost without realiz-

ing it, we were drifting farther and farther

apart in our interests.”

“But, Elizabeth,” I protested, “many
other Hollywood wives work out happy
marriages with actors just as rushed and
busy as Dan. Their marriages do not break
up because of their husbands’ successful
careers.”
She looked at me with that direct and

honest gaze of hers. “That is very true,”

she said, “and don’t think I haven’t thought
of it. But remember this, none of us can
help our individual temperament. I am very
interested in and proud of Dan’s career,

but I can never be like some wives, con-
tent to talk, eat, sleep nothing but ‘shop
talk’ about pictures or doings at the stu-
dio. I just can’t!”

I didn’t interrupt her, and she went on,
almost as though she were arguing the
point with herself. “I keep remembering
all the fun we used to have together.

CORN FAIN?
Amazing New
Super-Soft

GIVE INSTANT
RELIEF!

Wonderfully soothing,
cushioning, protective,
Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s
Zino-pads instantly stop
painful shoe friction, lift

pressure on corns, sore Pinked

toes, callouses, bunions. Edge

You’ll marvel, too, how
quickly they remove corns
and callouses when used
with the separate Medi-
cations included.

Special size for
Corns, Sore Toet

No Other Pads Are\.
Like Dr. Scholl’s! »
The only pads with pat-
ented creep-proof Pinked
Edge. Molds pad to toe
or foot with form-fit
smoothness. Stays on in

bath. Flesh color. FREE
sample (any size) and
Foot Book. Dr. Scholl’s,

Inc., Dept. 819, 213 W.
Schiller St., Chicago 10.

Heart shape
for Callouses,

pain at bottom of foot

AMA7INA We guarantee you $50.00 for selling
J00 boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards ; also

50 and 25 for $1 with name on; Napkins and Stationery.
Costs nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on approval.

Merit, 370 Plane St., Dept. S, Newark, N.J.

Peace At Last From
PERSISTENT ITCH!
No wonder thousands teased by itchy torment

bless the day they changed to Resinol. Here’s quick
action from first moment — a blissful sense of
peace that lasts and lasts, thanks to 6 active
soothing agents in a lanolin base that stays on.
Don’t be content with anything less effective than
Resinol Ointment.

listen to singing star

GORDON MACRAE

on the

RAILROAD HOUR

Every Monday Night 8 p.m. EST

ABC stations

Read Gordon MacRae’s life story,

plus full-page color portrait in the

current issue of TRUE STORY
magazine now on the newsstands.

YOU CAN CHECK THIS FOR YOURSELF . . .

'MAKES ANY
LIPSTICK SMEAR-PROOF

YOU CAN CHECK THIS

There IS a better way to lasting lip beauty!
Lip Life, the natural-looking, soothing, smoothing
COLOR-BASE for Lipstick guarantees it! Make YOUR
favorite lipstick smear-proof — this easy way!

1. Put on a base of Lip Life.

2* Apply your favorite lipstick.

3. Wait ten minutes — let Lip Life and lipstick

form a bond.

4. Blot off excess lipstick.

Your favorite lipstick stays on HOURS LONGER;
leaves no messy smears; and even if it should wear
off, the clear, attractive color of Lip Life remains!

SEND NOW FOR GENEROUS TRIAL SIZE!
Specify "R" for red tone lipstick;

"B" for blue tone. Please send
10c for packing and postage.

4? Guaranteed by
i Good Housekeeping j

$1.00 at better drug

and dept, stores

Not A Drying Liquid
P

NATONE COMPANY, INC., Dept. 467.1207 W.6th St., Los Angeles 14, Calif
‘ 121
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Guaranteed by <*

Good Housekeeping
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FREE PERSONAL TRIAL
GLOVER'S

. 3Way
Medicinal

Treatment

% for your

GUARD YOUR SCALP AS YOU
GUARD YOUR COMPLEXION

You do something instantly if blemishes, clogged pores,

or flaky crusts appear on your face. YOUR SCALP IS

SKIN, too! Dandruff, flaky crusts, excessive falling hair

can be your warning that you are neglecting your scalp

Neglected scalp invites skin trouble and loss -of hair.

Yet, neglect is unnecessary! You have a time-tested

MEDICINAL SCALP TREATMENT to help you.

SEND FOR FREE KIT CONTAINING—
Glover'* Mange Medicine—the MEDICINAL com-
pound for flaky, scaly dandruff and excessive falling hair.

Glo-Ver Shompoo—contains no hair-drying detergents

—no free alkali—no alcohol. Imparts natural softness.

Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress—non-alcoholic and AN-
TISEPTIC. Kills Dandruff Germs* on contact. *Pity-

rosporum ovale—recognized by many scientists as a

cause of infectious dandruff. Conditions hair and scalp.

Free Booklet by eminent research authority on scalp

health and hair beauty, sent you in plain wrapper.

MAIL COUPON NOW
{
GLOVER'S/101 W. 31st St., Dept. 5510, NewYorkl, N.Y.

I Send ,fCompIeteTriaI Application” in three hermeti-
I cally-sealed bottles with informative booklet, in

J
plain wrapper, by return mail. I enclose 10£.

I NAME ,,,,

I ADDRESS,,,,,,
J^CITY . . . STATE

MAKE MONEY Showing
Completely Guaranteed

HOSIERY and LINGERIE
B« the fire! in your community to offer most amazing
guarantee ever made on complete line of Nylon

hose, men's sox. rayon and nylon lingerie. Replace-

ments FREE, If wear not absolutely satisfactory —
guarantees up to 1 year. No experience necessary.

Spare or full time. Write today for FREE SALES KIT.

ROSALEE Hosiery Co„ Clifton, N. J., Dept. A1

TINY RADIO
REALLY WORKS!

Fits in your hand! Works on
new “Perma-Crystal!” so it

never needs troublesome
) tubes, batteries or elec-

c “Plug-ins”! Easy
ase—plays for nothing

ar —Should last for years.

r Beautiful Red Plastic Case.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
on local programs“"by fpllowlng instructions. C.B. of

Ain cavs “Tinv Radio is just Wonderful .

crtin
y
AUI VOI nn (bill, ck.. mo.) and pay postman

SEND ONLY $1.UU $2.99 COD plus postage or

send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. Sent complete

ready to play on simple attachment. Has personal

Phone Wonderful Gifts for boys & girls. Low priced.

Order YOUR Tinv Radio Now!
MIDWAY COMPANY, Dept. TMW- 10, Kearney, Nebr.
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Don’t mistake eczema
«o> tne stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scalv spots on body or
scalp. Gratefulusersoften
after years of suffering,
report the scales nave
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it vourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test botile. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
name plainly. Don’tdelay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 3004, Detroit 27, Mich.

We have so much in common. We both
love horses and we both love to ride.
We like boating. We’re both athletic
and we both love little unexpected
vacations. We don’t need a lot of money
to be happy. That was proved when Dan
went into the Army, six months after we
were married, and I followed him around
from camp to camp. Those were our hap-
piest days, believe me, and on so little!

“We don’t need all this money Dan is

making. No one keeps it, anyway, what
with taxes and all. If he just didn’t have
so many pictures to make and we could
have time to be together, to do the things
we both love to do, everything would be
all right, I am sure of it!”

All that Elizabeth said made it plain
enough that she thought Dan’s career was
the villain in their troubles. She con-
vinced me also that she and Dan belonged
together—and knew it. So I decided
to see Dan who was on the old Fox
lot making “Front and Center” with John
Ford.

O
N my way to the studio, I kept remem-
bering how Dan had pleaded with me,

the last time I saw him, to intercede with
Elizabeth for him. He had been desperate
over the breaking up of his marriage of
seven years. He had been moping and was
much too thin.

- When he came over to greet me on the
set and take me to a quiet corner where
we could talk, I noticed he was still pain-
fully thin.

I was lucky. He had just finished work
for the day so we could really sit down
and talk without countless interruptions.
I did not pull my punches. I told him I

had been talking to Elizabeth.
He shook his head. “If only there were

not ninety-nine people saying, ‘Do this!

Do that!’ Sometimes, I believe my head
will spin off my shoulders from all the
advice, plus all the things I have to do—

-

make pictures, personal appearances, pho-
tographs, charity benefits. . .

.”

I said, “Dan, Elizabeth feels it is just all

that you have mentioned that is respon-
sible for the trouble between you.”

“I know,” he answered. “I’ve made four
pictures in succession, one overlapping the
other. I wasn’t home much and I was too
tired to go out with my wife when I got
home. I’ve been nervous and exhausted,
I know, and I’ve probably been irritable

and not good company.
“But, I’m an actor! I’ve waited all my life

for the break I’m getting now. Just when
I’m beginning to click, it isn’t up to me to

say what pictures I will or will not make,
or that I have to have more time to myself.

“I’m extremely grateful to Twentieth
for the swell pictures I’m getting. I’ve

got to keep going. I want to keep going.”
He lighted a cigarette, puffed on it ner-

vously. “That time I ran away,” he said
quickly, referring to his first break with
Elizabeth when he ‘disappeared’ for five

days without telling anyone where he was,
“I was so confused and tired and upset,

I just wanted to get away from every-
thing. I realize now how foolishly I acted.

You can’t run away from your troubles.

But, at the time, I thought I could help
myself, if I drove down to Texas and
talked with an old college friend.

“Frankly, he was as confused as I was.
It seemed to boil down to—by getting what
I wanted most in the world—I was losing

what I wanted most to keep. What’s the

solution?”
“Perhaps, if Elizabeth took up a career

of her own, not necessarily acting, but
something to interest her deeply, that

would help,” I suggested.

MOVIES — FINE ENTERTAINMENT AT LOW COST

IT’S SO EASY TO KNOW ABOUT

Facts every woman should
know for her satisfaction.
No reason to be without
information.

The
MODERN WAY
A simple, dainty, medi-
cated suppository

—

cleansing, deodorizing,
astringent and soothing—ready for instant
use—thatisBoro-Pheno-Form.foryearsthe
choice of thousands of smart women. So
simple, convenient and satisfactory!

Simple, because each single medicated
cone is complete in itself. Convenient, be-
cause ready for instant use. Satisfactory;

—

three generations of women testify to its

satisfactory use.

FREE!
Interesting and infov-
mative booklet ex-
plainsthe Boro-Pheno-
Form way of Feminine
Hygiene. Your copy is
FREE.

Ask Any Druggist Anywhere—or write

Dr. Pierre Chemical Company
2020 Montrose—Chicago 18, Illinois—Dept. P-12

iDR.PIERRE’SiBORO PHENO FORM

Make extra money easy 1 Write for FREE products and details.
NOL, RICHMOND ST.* DEPT. 7036- K, CINCINNATI, OHIO

j

How to Moke Money with

Simple Cartoons*
book everyone who likes to draw should

have. It la free; no obligation.
|
FREE

Simply addrees
|
BOOK

Cartoonists' exchange
Dept. 59X0 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

SELLING

CHRISTMAS CARDS V
It’s like finding: gold when you sell these smarts

Christmas Greetings! Just showing FREE Samples I

of Name-Imprinted Folders at 50 for $1 op, brings I

you sensational earnings ! New PLASTIC CHRIST- I

MAS ASSORTMENTS. Extra profits from Sta-
,

tioneryand complete line. Easy plan for churches, —
clubs, individuals. Get Assortment on approval. '^11
FREE Imprints. COLONIAL STUDIOS. INC.
642 S. summer Street, Dept, R-29, Holyoke, Mass.

SHORTHAND in

Weeks at Home
l Famous Speedwriting system. No signs; no
I symbols; no machines; uses ABC's. Easy to

learn; easy to write and transcribe. Low cost. 100,000
taught by mail. For business and Civil Service. Also

typing. 26th year. Write for free booklet.

IT’S PROFITABLE TO

MAKE AND SELL HATS
Send for catalog illustrating thousands of

items and you’re in business

!

Listed are only a few of our many
items : Complete bridal equipment,
veils (Illusion), tiaras, wire frames;
jersey, veilings, straw cloth, wool

felt, taffeta, buckram frames, labels,

felt bodies, sequins, flowers, feathers, straw bodies,

straw braid, hair braid, blocked felt shapes in straws
and felts, ribbons (plain and fancy), cleaners, cement,
sizing, thread, wire, ornaments, bags, boxes, display
figures and fixtures, steamers, scissors, pliers, blocks.

Also, information regarding our home-study course.

Write for 32-page regular wholesale
price catalog. Enclose 25c to cover cost

of handling which will be refunded on
your first order of $2 or more.

LOUIE MILLER, jobber
Dept. H, 225 N. Wabash Ave„ Chicago 1, 111.M



TEETHING PAINS

''ft RELIEVED

QUICKLY

'HEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just’rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your dri^gist today

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

Take This Easy Step To

IG MONEY!
Sell CHRISTMAS CARDS
Plastic Cards for Christmas and Everyday. Also lovely EM-
BOSSED Christmas Cards WITH NAME. Sell themselves at
iO for $1.25, up. Amazing $1 “Southern Beauty” Assortment
>f 21 Christmas Cards pays you up to 60c ! Complete line of fast-sellers.
Write for Samples on approval. SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO..
£16 South Pauline Street, Dept. C-31, MEMPHIS 4, TENN.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

u
\ EARN
)
MONEY
SHOWING F

E E SAMPLE

CC FASPIES

actual sample fabrics and style presentation
^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You’ll see gor-

^geous, newest style dresses— lovely
, lingerie—hosiery, men’s shirts and

^socks— all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends

\
and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLES!
Sendnomoneyforthisbia-profit

I lineofsamplefabriC3.lt syoura
free. Rush name, address now.

: MELVILLE GO., Dept>&045,CINCINNATI 3,OHIO

POLLY “PLANTER” PARROT
LIFESIZE—GORGEOUSLY COLORED
Brighten up your home with this
18 inch, lifesize Polly—complete
with perch , mounting bracket and
bright finish brass plant bowl.
Brilliantly colored. Glazed porce-
lain-like finish. Gives an added
touch of color to any room. You’ll
want one for yourself—one for a
friend. Safe delivery guaranteed.
Send check or money order. Sent
postpaid in U.S.A. Two for $9.25.

POSTPAID EA. ONLY *495
HADDON HALL STUDIOS

DEERFIELD 4, ILL.

FREE GIFT CATALOG.
WRITE FOR A COPY.

“Oh, she has interests of her own,” Dan
replied. “She rides and trains jumpers. She
is a magnificent horsewoman; and the best
woman trainer of jumpers in California,
in fact.

“Liz was an eighteen-year-old college
girl when we married,” he went on. “She
had the face of an angel. I haven’t before,
or since, seen a girl as pretty. After seven
years of marriage, I still feel the same way
about her. She’ll always be exciting and
interesting to me as a sweetheart. And
she’s a wonderful mother, too.

“But, I have worked too hard for my
career to give it up! Don’t think I don’t
know how different my theatrical world
is from anything Liz has ever known.”
His voice had softened from that almost
explosive statement about his work. “But,
I like all the things she’s interested in. Is

it too much to expect the same?”
“No, Dan,” I replied, quickly. “I do not

think that is too much to expect and I

know Elizabeth does not feel indiffer-

ent to your career. She’s very proud
of what you have accomplished. It’s just
that you’ve made so many films in such
a short time. Isn’t it possible for you to

plan a little vacation after you finish this

picture?”
“Not right away,” he said. “When I fin-

ish ‘Front and Center’—and I’m plenty
excited about working with a fine director
like John Ford because I’m learning so
much—I go immediately into a comedy,
‘A Ticket to Tomahawk.’ ”

I sighed. And he did a very cute thing.
He reached over, patted my hand and
smiled that charming slow smile of his.

“Things aren’t really that bad,” he said
with sweetness. “We’re really beginning to

work things out. We’re really coming to an
intelligent compromise and understanding.
Since we separated, we’ve spent every
weekend together! And during the week,
we’ve been ‘sneaking’ out to little quiet,
out of the way places to dine, just as we did
when we were a’ courtin’. This may be the
slow way to reconcile. Others seem to be
able to fall into each other’s arms and get it

over with in a hurry. The trouble is, they
seem to fall out of each other’s arms again,
too.

“You can bank on it,” he said, just before
I got up to go, “when Liz and I make up, it

will be for always!”
And I’m betting that’s the way it will be.

The End

Ray Bolger is sporting a huge red feather

in his “Where’s Charley” bonnet, to show

that he, like millions of others, is sup-

porting the Community Chest Campaign

BE PROTECTED
IN CASE OF

SICKNESS .r ACCIDENT

CHOOSE YOUR OWN DOCTOR
America's newest and greatest Hospitalization Plan. Exactly

what you need! You get CASH BENEFITS for Hospital Room,
Board and General Nursing care—WITHOUT TIME LIMIT.

Policy pays as long as you stay. You get Doctor Benefits in

case of accident. You get lump Cash Benefits for 74 specific

Surgical Operations. You get Compensation for Loss of

Time in case of accident. You get lump Cash payments for

loss of Hands, Eyes, Foot.

ACCIDENTAL DEATH and
For added protection, seldom
included in ordinary Hospitali-

zation, you get a big ACCI-
DENTAL DEATH Benefit as well

as special INFANTILE PARALY-
SIS coverage. Think of it...

all these AMAZING provisions

. . . for only 3c A Day for

Adults and 1 ’/2c A Day for

Children to age 18. Individual

or entire family— birth to age
70— is eligible. A SPECIAL
MATERNITY RIDER is available
at small extra charge. The Com-
pany is strong and reliable

—

licensed by the Delawarelnsur-
ance Department.

YOU GET CASH!
Benefits are paid in CASH
direct to you . . . regardless of
money you collect from other

insurance sources for the same
disability, including Workmen’s
Compensation. This means if

you already carry Hospitali-

zation, BE SMART . . . buy this

additional low cost policy with

its EXTRA CASH BENEFITS to

protect yourself more fully

against today's higher Hospital
cost. DON’T DELAY! Mail
coupon below for FREE BOOK-
LET and complete details. No
obligation. No agent will call.

POLIO INCLUDED
POLICY PAYS"!
HOSPITAL ROOM AND BOARD

FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT

41 *150.00
(No lime limit)

DOCTOR VISITS IN CASE
OF ACCIDENT

41 *25.00
( No time limit)

74 SURGICAL OPERATIONS

*10 >• *100
LOSS OF TIME IN CASE

OF ACCIDENT

41 *25.00
(No lime limit)

ACCIDENTAL DEATH

$1000>°$3000
LOSS OF EYES. HANDS.
FOOT DUE TO ACCIDENT

$250 to $3000
INFANTILE PARALYSIS

Maximum *1500
AMBULANCE SERVICE

FREE!! MAIL COUPON
I NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
1 Dept. MC10-9, Wilmington, Del. I

I Please send me, without obligation, details about I

|

your *‘3e A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan”.
>

^

|
Name......

J

I Address |

State

123
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KEEP BOB

PINS HANDY
Get the new Nestle Bob Pins

in their beautiful plastic case. Ideal

for dressing table or purse. At all

leading stores.

THE FINEST BOB PINS
YOU’VE EVER USED

A product ofNESTLE— makers of the famous

Nestle Colorinse • Meriden, Connecticut

New! Metal Christmas Cards
Be first! Sell colorful cards of brilliant metal. Also cards

of plastic and foil. Five portfolios of personal cards. Free
samples.

ELMCRAFT CHICAGO
5930 So. Western Ave. Chicago 36, III.

ujssmm
Sell New PLASTIC Christmas Cards
Easiest money yon ever made. Show gorgeous /
Christmas PLASTIC folders, 16 for $1.26. Excit-^»
mg fast sellers — yon make op to 66c per box. Also
Name Imprinted Christmas cards. 60 for $1 and up.

Over 60 other Christmas and Everyday assortments
in complete line. Get FREE Personal Samples.
Assortments sent on approval. WRITE TODAY
CHAS. C. SCHWER CO.Depl. 36-D.Westtield. Mass.

BOOK FREE
LANE BRYANT Maternity
clothes help conceal your
condition and keep you
smart throughout pregnancy.
Adjust easily to your
changing figure. Sizes 32 to
46 bust; also misses’ sizes 12
to 20 and junior sizes 11 to
19. Latest styles in Dresses
and Corsets. Also apparel
for baby. Send for your
FREE Style Book.

LANE BRYANT Dept. 946, 752 East Market
Street, Indianapolis, Indiana

SOOTHING RELIEF STARTS ON CONTACT

A WONDERFUL WAY TO

SKin HERSIH
Proven prescription ingredients! Medicated
Sayman Salve quickly relieves tantalizing dis-

comfort of Pimples, Eczema, Chafing, Athlete’s
Foot and related externally caused skin irrita-

tions. Millions of satisfied users. Helps remove
blackheads. Get relief or money back.

Buy 35c jar today.

aumanfhLyj

Casts of Current Pictures

ANNA LUCASTA—Columbia: Anna Lucasta, Paul-
ette Goddard; Rudolf Strobel, William Bishop; Joe
Lucasta, Oscar Homolka; Danny Johnson, John Ire-
land; Frank, Broderick Crawford; Noah, Will Geer;
Katie, Gale Page; Stella, Mary Wickes; Stanley,
Whit Bissell; Theresa, Lisa Golm; Buster, James
Brown; Blanche, Dennie Moore.

HEIRESS, THE—Paramount : Catherine Sloper,
Olivia de Havilland; Morris Townsend, Montgomery
Clift; Dr. Aiistin Sloper, Ralph Richardson; Lavinia
Penniman, Miriam Hopkins; Maria, Vanessa Brown;
Marian Almond, Mona Freeman; Jefferson Almond,
Ray Collins; Mrs. Montgomery, Betty Linley; Eliza-
beth Almond, Selena Royle; Arthur Townsend, Paul
Lees; Mr. Abeel, Harry Antrim.

I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE—

2

Oth Century-Fox:
Henri Rochard, Cary Grant; Lt. Catherine Gates,
Ann Sheridan; Wacs, Marion Marshall and Randy
Stuart; Capt. Jack Rumscy, William Neff; Tony
Jowitt, Eugene Gericke; Innkeeper's Ass’t., Ruben
Wendorf; Waiter, Lester Sharpe; Trumble, John
Whitney; Seaman, Ken Tobey; Lieut.. Robert Steven-
son; Bartender, Alfred Linder; Chaplain, David Mc-
Mahon; Shore Patrol, Joe Haworth.

IT'S A GREAT FEELING—Warners: Himself,
Dennis Morgan; Judy Adams, Doris Day; Himself,
Jack Carson; Arthur Trent, Bill Goodwin; Informa-
tion Clerk, Irving Bacon; Grace, Claire Carleton;
Publicity Man, Harlan VVarde; Trent’s Secretary,
Jacqueline DeWitt; Mazzone-Abbott Dancers.

JOHNNY STOOL PIGEON—U-I: George Morton,
Howard Duff; Terry, Shelley Winters; Johnny
Evans, Dan Duryea; Joey Hyatt, Anthony Curtis;
Avery, John Mclntire; Sam Harrison, Gar Moore;
Pringle, Leif Erickson: McCandles, Barry Kelley;
Charlie, Hugh Reilly; Benson, Wally Maher.

JOLSON SINGS AGAIN—Columbia: Al Jolson;
Larry Parks; Ellen Clark, Barbara Hale; Steve Mar-
tin, William Demarest; Cantor Yoelson, Ludwig Do-
nath; Tom Baron, Bill Goodwin; Ralph Bryant,
Myron McCormick; Mama Yoelson, Tamara Shayne;
Henry, Eric Wilton; Charlie, Robert Emmett Keane.

LOST BOUNDARIES—Film Classics: Marcia Car-
ter, Beatrice Pearson; Scott Carter, Mel Ferrer;
Howard Carter, Richard Hylton; Shelley Carter,
Susan Douglas; Lt. Thompson, Canada Lee; Rev.
John Taylor, Rev. Robert A. Dunn; Mrs. Mitchell,
Grace Coppin; Andy, Carleton Carpenter; Clint
Adams, Seth Arnold; Mr. Mitchell, Wendell Holmes;
Alvin Tapper, Parker Fennelly; Loren Tucker,
Ralph Riggs; Arthur Cooper, William Greaves;
Jesse Pridham, Rai Saunders; Janitor, Leigh
Whipper; Dr. Walter Brackett, Morton Stevens;
Dr. Cashman. Maurice Ellis; Mr. Bigelow. Alex-
ander Campbell; Baggage Man, Edwin Cooper;
Detective Staples, Royal Beal; Joan, Peggy Kimber;
Dr. Howard. Emory Richardson; Mrs. Taylor, Pa-
tricia Quinn O’Hara.

LOVE HAPPY — Pickford-UA: Sam Grunion,
Groueho Marx; Himself

t
Harpo Marx; Faustino, the

Great, Chico; Mme. Egilichi, Ilona Massey; Maggie,
Vera-Ellen; Bunny, Marion Hutton; Zoto Bros., Ray-
mond Burr, Bruce Gordon; Throckmorton, Melville
Cooper; Mr. Lyons, Leon Belasco; Mike Johnson,
Paul Valentine; Grunion’s Ass’t., Eric Blore.

MADAME BOVARY—M-G-M; Emma Bovary, Jen-
nifer Jones; Gustave Flaubert, James Mason; Charles
Borary, Van Heflin; Rodolphe Boulanger. Louis
Jourdan; Lcom Dupuis, Christopher Kent; /. Homais,
Gene Lockhart; Lhereux, Frank Allenby; Mme.
Dupuis, Gladys Cooper; Mayor Tuvaclie, John Ab-
bott; Hyppolite, Henry Morgan; Dubocage, George
Zucco; Felicile, Ellen Corby; Roualt, Eduard Franz;
Guillaumin, Henry Letondal

; Mme. Lefrancnis, Es-
ther Somers; Pinard, Frederic Tozere; Marquis
D’Andervilliers, Paul Cavanagh; Justin, Larry
Simms; Berthe, Dawn Kinney.

MY FRIEND IRMA—Paramount: Al, John Lund;
Jane Stacy, Diana Lynn; Richard Rhinelander, Don
DeFore; Irma Peterson, Marie Wilson; Steve Laird,
Dean Martin; Seymour, Jerry Lewis; Prof. Kropot-
kin. Hans Conried; Mrs. Rhinelander, Kathryn Giv-
ney; Mr. Clyde, Percy Helton; Mr. Ubang, Erno Ver-
ebes; Mrs. O’Reilly, Gloria Gordon.

giving a

SADIE HAWKINS PARTY?

It's a good idea—as you’ll see when you

read about The Sadie Hawkins hijinks

that Betty Lynn staged in her back yard.

IN THE NOVEMBER PHOTOPLAY

MAMCASH
etmMmAMCHmms!
and get your own dresses

without a penny of cost!
What a happy holiday you can have— ?"

with money worries off your mind! ./ .

Starting right away, you can earn up
to $23 a week in spare time, by
showing Fashion Frocks to your
friends and neighbors. Like / j
some exceptional Fashion Frocks i v
representatives, that would mean up\
to $460 in 20 weeks before Christ-\
mas to spend any way you want!
And besides, take your pick of dozens
of gorgeous Fall dresses

—

without a
penny of cost. That’s what we offer

you for representing us in your spare
time. Show our popular frocks to your
friepds, then send us their orders.
Collect handsome cash commissions
In advance. No canvassing or expe-
rience necessary. Pleasant, dignified

business. Get free details of this un-
usual offer and Portfolio of new
styles. Send no money. Everything
furnished FREE. Lovely fabric samples
included. Rush your name, address
and dress size on a penny postcard.
Mail in today! Fashion Frocks, Inc.,

Desk C4053, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

the FREE Portfolio of

MUST FAIL DRESSf^,-
Guaranteed by

l Good Housekeepingas low as $228

SOMETHING NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Gorgeous Satin Velour& Plastic

J
Show Rich New Cards never before of- I

fered. Gets orders FASTI Gorgeous f
Christmas Cards with Name 60for$l up. I

Imprinted Stationery, Floral Charm- I

ettes. Napkins. 50 other assortments,
60c to $1.26. Samples on approval. Write

PURO CO. ,2801 Locust, DepL923-M, SL Louis 3. Mo.

a33 JO AIL NEED Ij

»H° MONEY 1

Moth/nyf

I’ll help you get extra cash to fill your
pocketbook—to live on. Supply my food
and household products to regular cus-
tomers. No previous experience or capi-
tal needed. I’ll send FREE an assort-
ment of fine, full-size products to test
and show. Start near your home, full or
spare time. Gift premiums, big monthly
premiums. Rush your name and home
address today for free outfit. Hurrv!
BLAIR, Dept. 188-ET, Lynchburg, Va.

70tndresses^
The biggest bargains we have ever offered. Prints,

solids, rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted styles and
colors. Sizes 10 to 18, 10 for $3.95. Larger sizes

6 for $3.95. Some of these dresses were wor
up to $30.00 when new. Send $1 deposit, bal
C.O.D. plus postage. Your $3 95 rp<iinHPd if

satisfied, or mercha-dise
exchanged if desired. Many
other clothing bargains for
entire family.

Buy with confidence at

Allied Mail Order Co., Inc., Dept. B

162 Christopher Ave., Brooklyn 12, N.

“The Work

I Love"
AND $35 to $45 A WEEK!

•‘I’m a TRAINED PRACTICAL
nurse, and thankful to
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
nursing for training me,
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,
dignified work.” <

YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60, have studied this thorough,
home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high school education not necessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned
$25 a week while still studying. Endorsed by phy-
eicians. Easy payments. Trial plan. Eauipment
included. 50th year. Write now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 210, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name -Age

City State „
12 -



Llka-
eltzer
Si™ Send NYLON

YOU STOCKING
f/ ^ You a8'ree to show to friends and to make money
m taking orders for exquisite, long-wearing Yours-
* Truly Nylons in amazing Personal Fit Service. Fits
every type of leg—slim, stout, average, short, long,
extra-long. No twisted seams, no bagging, no binding.
Write now for FREE outfit including sample stocking.

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS, Dept. U-22, Indianapolis 7, Ind.

IN 12 WEEKS AT HOME LEARN

THE FASCINATING DUTIES OF A

PRACTICAL NURSE
high school needed to Graduate with I

loma. Profession pays up to $300 a month. I

idy, pleasant work in good times or bad.
|

is 16-60. Doctor’s endorsement of this
|

est-fee course. Average lesson only $1.48.

irr booklet gives all facts. Send I

ILL name on pennypostcard today!
j

tiCOLN SCHOOLof PRACTICAL NURSING
37 BROADWAY, Dept. 210, CHICAGO 40, ILL.

AKEIOO"
FREE

Imprint
SAMPLES
ftO for SI up

?

FREES
•nus Boxes
with orders

SELL XMAS CARDS
Full or Part Time

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Sell only 100 special Xmas card deals.
Your cost only 75c each regardless of
quantity ordered at one time ! Your
PROFIT $1 on each and every deal!
Write today for details of complete line.

I
BOX©® Make More Money with Creative. Costs

/with orders nothing to try! Feature boxes on ap-
Proval.

EATBVE ART PUBLISHERS, Inc.
45 Warburton Ave., Dept. L3, Yonkers 2. N. Y.

ONCE MORE, MY DARLING—XJ-I : Collier Laing,
Robert Montgomery; Marita Connell, Ann Blyth;
Mrs. Laing, Jane Cowl; Jed Connell, Taylor Holmes;
Mamie, Lillian Randolph; Herman Schmels, Charles
McGraw; Burke, John Ridgely; Col. Head, Roland
Winters; Judge Fraser, Don Beddoe; Kalzac, Steven
Geray; Mrs. Grant, Edna M. Holland; Mr. Frobisher,
Wilton Graff; Mrs. Frobisher, Sally Corner; Mary
Frobisher, D. J. Thompson; Dr. Grosser, Maurice
Cass; Mr. Grant, George Carleton.

RED LIGHT—Roy Del Ruth-UA: John Torno,
George Raft; Carla North, Virginia Mayo; Nick
Cherney, Raymond Burr; Wami Hazard, Gene Lock-
hart; Strecker, Barton MacLane; Ryan, Bill Phillips;
Jess Torno, Arthur Franz; Rocky, Henry Morgan;
Pablo, Philip Pine; Trind, Movita Castenada; Father
Redmond, Arthur Shields; Bellhop, Paul Frees.

SCENE OF THE CRIME—M-G-M: Mike Conovan,
Van Johnson; Gloria Conovan, Arlene Dahl; Lili,

Gloria De Haven; C. C., Tom Drake; Capt. A. C.
Forster, Leon Ames; Fred Piper, John Mclntire;
Herkimer, Donald Woods; Sleeper, Norman Lloyd;
Webson, Jerome Cowan; Umpire Mcnafoc, Tom Pow-
ers; Turk Kingby, Richard Benedict; Tony Rutzo,
Anthony Caruso; Pontiac, Robert Gist; Hippo, Romo
Vincent; Norrie Lorfield, Tom Helmore.

SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON—Argosy-RKO:
Capt. Brittles, John Wayne; Olivia, Joanne Dru; Lt.

Co hill, John Agar; Tyree, Ben Johnson; Lt. Pennell,
Harry Carey Jr.; Sgt. Quincannon, Victor McLaglen;
Mrs. Allshard, Mildred Natwick; Maj. Allshard,
George O’Brien; Dr. O’Lauglilin, Arthur Shields;
Toucey Rynders, Llarry Woods; Pony-That-Walks,
Chief Big Tree; Red Shirt, Noble Johnson; Trooper
Cliff, Cliff Lyons; Quayne, Tom Tyler; Hochbauer,
Michael Dugan; Wagner, Mickey Simpson; Bugler,
Frank McGrath; Jenkin, Don Summer; Col. Krum-
rein, Fred Libbey; Sgt. Maj., Jack Pennick; Courier,
Billy Jones; N. C. O., Bill Goettinger; Hench, Fred
Graham; Badger, Fred Kennedy; Pvt. Smith, Rudy
Bowman; McCarthy, Ray Hyke.

TASK FORCE—Warners: Jonathan L. Scott, Gary
Cooper; Mary Morgan, Jane Wyatt; McKinney,
Wayne Morris; Pete Richard, Walter Brennan; Bar-
bara McKinney, Julie London; McCluskey, Bruce
Bennett; Reeves, Jack Holt; Bentley, Stanley Ridges;
Dixie Rankin, John Ridgely; Jack Southern, Richard
Rober; Senator Vincent, Art Baker; Ames, Moroni
Olsen; Pilot, Ray Montgomery; Timmy, Harlan
Warde; Tom Cooper, James Holden; Jerry Morgan,
Rory Mallinson; Jennings, John Gallaudet.

TOP O’ THE MORNING—Paramount: Joe Mul-
queen, Bing Crosby; Conn McNaught-on, Ann Blyth;
Off. Briany McNaughton, Barry Fitzgerald; Hiighie
Devine, Hume Cronyn; Biddy O’Devlin, Eileen
Crowe; Insp. Fallon, John Mclntire; Cornuic Gilles-
pie, Tudor Owen; Pearce O’Neill, Jimmy Hunt; Ed-
win Livesley, Morgan Farley; E. L. Larkin, John
Eldredge; Dowdier, John “Skins”. Miller; Village
Gossip, John Costello; Clark O’Ryan, Dick Ryan;
Boys, Bernard Cauley, Paul Connelly, John O'Brien.

UNDER CAPRICORN — Transatlantic-Warners:
Lady Henrietta Flusky, Ingrid Bergman; Sam
Flusky, Joseph Cotten; Hon. Charles Adare, Michael
Wilding; Milly, Margaret Leighton; H. E. The Gov-
ernor, Cecil Parker; Mr. Corrigan, Denis O’Dea;
Winter, Jack Watling; Coachman, Harcourt Wil-
liams; Mr. Potter, John Ruddock; Air. Banks, Bill

Shine; Rev. Smiley, Victor Lucas; Mr. Riggs, Ronald
Adam; Maj. Wilkins, Francis de Wolff; Dr. Macallis-
ter, G. H. Mulcaster; Sal, Olive Sloane; Flo, Mau-
reen Delaney; Susan, Julia Lang.

YES SIR, THAT’S MY BABY-U-l : William
Waldo Winfield, Donald O’Connor; Prof. Jason Hart-
ley, Charles Coburn; Sarah Jane Winfied, Gloria De
Haven; Arnold Schultze, Joshua Shelley; Prof. Bo-
land, Barbara Brown; Joe Tascarelli, Jim Davis;
Tony Cresnovich, James Brown; Eddie Koslozvski,
Michael Dugan; Pudge Flugeldorfer, Hal Fieberling.

Maureen Reagan makes her screen bow

as she and her mother, Jane Wyman,

appear with other guest stars in “It’s a

Great Feeling” (with Jacqueline De Witt)

Here’s your fast, easy, comfortable way to

lovelier curls—Tip-Top Dream Curlers. Made
of soft-as-rubber vinylite—comfortable to sleep

on, not affected by hair preparations. Gives
you soft, smooth, natural-looking curls — no
frizzy ends! Can’t catch or snag hair. Last
longer. The only curler of its kind. Try Dream
Curlers tonight!

FREE!
Valuable booklet "Profes-
sional Hair Styling at
Home." Send self-ad-
dressed envelope and 10^
to cover mailing.

DREAM CURLERS
America’s Favorite Curler

TIP TOP PRODUCTS COMPANY • OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA

R
IBBONS! Bargain Box
50 yds. $1.00 150 yds. $2.00 300 yds. $3.00
Gorgeous colors—Satin, Moire, Plaids, etc. All new.
1 to 5 yd. pieces, i/i" to 3” wide. Postpaid or

C. O. D. plus postage. Money Back Guarantee.

BIRTHMONTH WATCH

You’ll feel like a Glamorous movie :

when wearing your very own Gorgeous Birth-
month Watch! Very elaborate and Expensive looking.
Exquisite dial and Dainty case. Bracelet contains I

two Large. Breath-taking Birthmonth Sparklers]
surrounded by over 60 Fiery Brite Brilliants. A I

Dependable, Glamorous time -piece you’ll treasure! I

SEND NO MONEY! Just name, address and Birth I

Date. Pay postman C.O.D. $7.96 plus 10% tax on delivery. Order now!

WORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO. v Dept. B-99G
2451 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

Shampoo LASTING Color Into

Your Hair, Easily! .. Quickly!

Amazing New Home Shampoo Method

mOLOMHM
*

U,,*K
‘Beauttf, Stlo/i Results

It's so easy— in only 15 minutes
COLOR-CHARM changes gray,
dull, streaked or faded hair to a
natural, young-looking color. As
easy as shampooing your hair
Caution: Use only as directed.
“beauty-shop” results are guaranteed.
SEND NO MONEY for special introduc-

LOR-Ctory offer. Will rush COI -CHARM
to you C.O.D. for $1.49 plus government
charges . . . State color: Jet Black,
Black, Dark Brown, Dark Warm Brown,
Medium Brown, Light Brown, Light Ash
Brown, Dark Auburn, Auburn, Blonde,
Ash Blonde, Reddish Blonde. Your money
back if not delighted. Rush order today!

COLOR-CHARM CO., Dept, eioo,
7816 JEFFERY AVE., CHICAGO 49, IU

f
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Mail This uoupon

LET LOVE COME LAST

and

DINNER AT ANTOINE'S

Mrs

H ERE is the dramatic story of Ursula
Wende, a spirited young beauty who

vowed she would never marry. Peacefully
secure on the small estate inherited from
her aristocratic father, she knew life

could not hurt her much—and no man
could hurt her at all!

But because love had never thrilled her,
Ursula found herself utterly helpless to
cope with William Prescott. Hated and
feared by the town’s "best” people, Pres-
cott was a man of violent ambitions which
drove him with passionate urgency. It

was no secret that love to him was but
a weakness, a female demand!

Perhaps a stronger woman might have
resisted this ruthless man; but suddenly,
incredibly, Ursula accepted Prescott’s

fantastic offer of marriage . . . though she
was told she would be no more than the

mistress of his mansion—the bearer of his

children and his "wife of convenience”
only! Was it a sin to marry this man who
offered her everything, yet nothing? WhatI
could she expect of a man who trampled !

love in the dust? Should she have risked
the chance that her husband would at last

fall in love with her?

Here is Taylor Caldwell’s greatest novel
—even more powerful than "This Side of

Innocence.” The publisher’s edition of

"Let Love Come Last” is $3.00, but you
may have your copy FREE—plus your free

copy of "Dinner at Antoine’s,” by join-

ing the Literary Guild. Read, below, the

details of this sensational offer!

DINNER AT ANTOINE'S
by Frances Parkinson Keyes

BOTH
jFREE

SHE SNATCHED HER OWN SISTER’S HUSBAND
AND EVERYTHING ELSE SHE WANTED!

WITH MEMBERSHIP
Literary Guild of America, Inc., Publishers

Dept. IOMcW, Garden City, N. Y.

Please send me at once the TWO Membership Gift Books
listed above and enroll me as a member of the Literary

Guild, beginning with the current Guild book as my first

selection for only $2.00. Send me "Wings’' every month
so I can decide whether or not I want to receive the Guild
selection described. My only obligation is to accept four
selections, or alternates, per year at only $2.00 each (plus
shipping charge), regardless of the higher price of the pub-
lishers’ editions. For each four Guild books I accept, I am
entitled to a Bonus Book without charge.

Beautiful Caresse Lalande
was known as a ruthless
woman, but even worldly
New Orleans was shocked
when she snatched her in-

valid sister’s husband! Yet
there was one weapon the
helpless wife could use —
and did! Another exciting

novel by the famous author
of "Came A Cavalier” and
other best-sellers. Publish-
er’s edition, $3.00.

WHY WE MAKE THIS
UNUSUAL OFFER

You may have decided long ago to join thi

Literary Guild, but forgot or just "put i

off.” Well, here is a new offer which wi

believe will induce you to act now! Just mai
the coupon, and with your membership yoi

will receive the TWO new best-sellers sho
f

here — BOTH FREE — as your Members]
Gift for joining the Guild.
Then, each month you will receive "Wings,’

the colorful book-review magazine which de
scribes Guild selections. You do not have til

accept a book every month—your only obli|

gation as a member is to purchase four selec'

tions, or alternates, within a year. There ar

no dues or fees . . . you pay only $2.00 eacl

(plus a few cents delivery) for the Guili|

books you want

!

Bonus Books Free to Members SEND-NO MONEY—JUST MAIL COUPOC

Street and No.

(Please Print)

City Zone State

Age, if

Occupation under 2i

Price in Canada, $2.20; 105 Bond St., Toronto 2, Ont.

As a Guild member you will also receive a

I free Bonus Book (beautifully printed, hand-
somely bound volumes which retail at up to

$5.00) for each four Guild books you pur-
chase. Each month the decision is up to you

—

but the amazing record of the Guild during
the past twenty years guarantees that you will

always receive a new best-seller — a thrilling,

entertaining, worthwhile story. No wonder
the Literary Guild Book Club is the world’s
largest, with almost a million members

!

Including the Free Bonus Books, Guil
membership saves you up to 50% of you
book dollars—and you get the new books yti.

don’t want to miss! Why not join now whil
you can get "Let Love Come Last”
"Dinner at Antoine’s” BOTH FREE as you
Membership Gift Books—plus your copy
the current Guild book as your first selectio

for only $2.00! However, as this offer may b
withdrawn at any time, we urge you to mai
the coupon NOW.

LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA, INC., PUBLISHERS, GARDEN CITY, N.Y

IS IT A SIN TO MrtRRY A MAN WHO OFFERS

The dramatic story of a young woman who
accepted marriage . . . knowing she would

be no more than her husband's mistress,

his housekeeper, the bearer of his children!

FREE—THIS SENSATIONAL NEW BEST-SELLER

LET LOVE COME LAST" by Taylor Caldwell

author of "This Side of Innocence"
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BEFORE USING MAY BELLINE

VBELLINE
E MASCARA
lautiful, gold-tone

i
vanity, $1. (Refills,
Velvet Black, Sable
n, Midnight Blue,
in 25c and 10c sizes.)

MAY BELLINECREAM MAS-
CARA (applied with-
out water) comes in
handy leatherette
case, Si. (Also in 25c
and 10c sizes.) Velvet
Black, Sable Brown,
Midnight Blue.

ttttr MAYBELLINE
EYEBROW PENCIL,

r soft, smooth quality—so
easy to usel Purse size,

10c. Professional size, 25c.
Velvet Black, Dark Brown

and Light Brown-

Compare these two natural color photographs of the same girl. Everything alike,

except the eyes . It’s easy to see what Maybelline eye make-up means— plain
faces become pretty, and pretty faces beautiful.

A few simple brush-strokes of Maybelline Mascara gives lashes that long,
curling, velvety-dark appearance. The depth and color of eyes are subtly accented
by Maybelline Eye Shadow — and lovely, expressive eyebrows are easily formed
with the soft, smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

Try these exquisite beauty aids and see the wonderful transformation in
vour charm and expression. For the finest in eye make-up— the favorite of

MAY BELLINE EYE
SHADOW, smooth,
creamy, in shades: Blue,
Brown, Blue-Gray, Green,
Violet and Gray.

millioi



A lipstick as last-

ingly lovely as

matching Helen

Neushaefer Nail

Polish — O en-

chanting shades.

39 * plus tax

Beauty authority, Helen Neushaefer, creates significant new colors in

nail polish and lipstick . . . captivating colors that add alluring excitement

to a more beguiling you.

The only nail polish in the
world at any price containing
miracle, chip- proofing plas-
teen— 12 glowing colors.

Spreads smoothly, easily . . .

without bubbles.

Brilliant porcelain finish stays
perfect longer without chip-

ping. Plasteen shockproofs
nails

!

25 *

/

10 * plus tax HELEN NEUSHAEFER COLLEGE POINT, NEW YORK
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a make-up so perfect

by Woodbury

tinted foundation and powder in one make-up

Dream Stuff is both! It gives

your skin the smooth, flawless,

glamour. . .warm, delicious color

you get from a tinted foundation!

PLUS... the velvet-soft finish

achieved with finest face powder!

Never that “made-up” look men
hate! Dream Stuff is not heavy,

leaves no “powdery” look. Not a

drying cake or greasy cream!

Smooths on in a flash with its own

puff... stays for hours!

your complete dream make-up

PRETTY DREAM

ROSY DREAM

GOLDEN DREAM

TROPIC DREAM
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Which, Twin has the Toni, Lila or Ella Wigren of Chicago ?

cuts winding time in half — makes it double-easy!

New exclusive Toni Spin Curler grips . . . spins . . . locks with a flick of the

finger. No rubber bands! All plastic, patented! Nothing to tangle up in

your hair! Tiny teeth firmly grip hair-tips so even the shortest ends

become easy to manage! Easy-spin action— built right in— rolls each curl up in

one quick motion! Snaps shut! Assures a better, longer-lasting curl.

Winds more hair on each curler. Makes winding twice as easy— twice as last!

Now it’s easier than ever before for any woman to wind perfect curls.

newFASTERprocess gives you the most natural-looking wave ever!

New Photo directions show how Toni waves hair in as little as 30 minutes!

No other home permanent waves hair faster yet leaves it so soft and

lustrous, so easy to set and style. For the Toni Waving Lotion is the same

gentle lotion that has given more than 67 million

permanents. Try this exciting Toni with new

Spin Curlers and see how quickly . . . how easily . .

.

you give yourself the most natural-looking wave

you’ve ever had

!

Which twin has the Toni? "Now we’re both Toni Twins,"

says lovely Lila Wigren. "When i saw how easy it was

for Ella to give herself a Toni with the new Spin

Curlers I decided on a Toni Home Permanent, too!”

SPECIAL
COMBINATION
OFFER
New Toni Refill Kit. Guaranteed
to give the most natural-looking

wave ever — or money back ! Waves

hair in as little as 30 minutes!
SJOO

Complete Set of new Toni SPIN
Curlers. No more rubber bands!
Makes every wave from now on
twice as easy! Reg. Value $20W

Included in this offer — Toni
Creme Rinse to make your Toni
wave even lovelier!

i*

BOTH FOR $229
1



FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 37 YEARS

SMOOTH

in al
:

ibB ted

1

11 \9
1

. . . because HOLD-BOB

bobby pins really hold. The
j

perfection of this beauty is
j

assured because those
!

perfect curls are formed

and held in place gently,

yet so very securely, by I

this truly superior bobby

pin. There is nothing finer.

More use

a GAYLA®
hair beauty

aid

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
© | 349 CHICAGO. ILl
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WALTER PIDGEON

ETHEL BARRYMORE

PETER LAWFORD

ANGELA LANSBURY

JANET LEIGH

with LOUIS CALHERN • FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN
Screen Play By GINA KAUS AND ARTHUR WIMPERIS

Based on a Novel by BRUCE MARSHALL

Directed by Produced by

GEORGE SIDNEY * CAREY WILSON
A METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER PICTURE
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NOW ! PROOF that brushing

teeth right after eating. is the

safe, effective way to

HELP STOP

lOOIH DECAY
with Colgate

Dental Cfeam
NOW dental science offers proof that

always using Colgate Dental Cream
right after eating helps stop tooth decay
before it starts!

Continuous research—hundreds of case
histories— makes this the most important
news in dental history!

' Eminent dental authorities supervised 2
groups of college men and women for over
a year. One group always brushed their

teeth with Colgate Dental Cream right

after eating. The other group followed their

usual dental care.

The average of the group using Colgate’s
as directed was a startling reduction in

number of cavities—far less tooth decay!
The other group developed new cavities at
a much higher rate.

NO OTHER DENTIFRICE

OFFERS PROOF OF THESE RESULTS

Colgate’s has been proved to contain all

the necessary ingredients, including an
exclusive patented ingredient, for effective

daily dental care. No claim is made that
using Colgate’s can stop all tooth decay, or
help cavities already started. But brushing
teeth right after eating is the proved way to

help stop tooth decay with Colgate Dental
Cream. The Colgate Dental Cream now at
your dealer’s is the same formula that was
used in the tests.

Always Use Colgate’s* to

Clean Your Breath While You Clean YourTeefh

—and HELP STOP TOOTH DECAY!
*Right after eating

‘^TeaM
7bbon dental

—

NO CHANGE IN FLAVOR,

FOAM, OR CLEANSING ACTIONI

Cheers and Jeers:
In September Photoplay, Sheilah Gra-

ham names twelve great ladies, but she
left out the greatest—Ingrid Bergman.
Despite the unpleasant publicity, in my
opinion, Miss Bergman is still Holly-
wood’s greatest lady.

Ann White
Chatham, N. B.

“Listen to Me, Kid,” by Humphrey
Bogart in the September issue was, by far,

the best story I have read in the longest
time, in any magazine. Here’s hoping
John Derek follows his advice and doesn’t
become too much of a glamour boy, via
Hollywood, but stays a normal individual
like the author of this fine story.

Barbara Brennan
New York, N. Y.

I thoroughly enjoyed Anita Colby’s
article in the September issue. I think
she is one-hundred-percent right. If more
of the movie stars would leave off some
of that make-up, the public would go
more for them.

George Boyington
Terryville, Conn.

Readers Pets:

After seeing “Song of India,” I cannot
understand why we do not see more of

Sabu. He is a swell actor and beats
Monty Clift and Farley Granger as far as

looks is concerned.
Marva Jean Miller
Cheyenne, Wyo.

I think David Brian is the dreamiest,
most exciting personality I’ve seen in a

long time, and I shall picket Photoplay’s
offices if there isn’t a nice long story about
him in one of your forthcoming issues. I’d

much prefer reading about him than Mont-
gomery Clift, who has been played up so

hard, he’s boring.

June Rose
Los Angeles, Cal.

Screen lovers may come and go, but

there’s one gentleman who’ll always cause
feminine hearts to flutter and throb. His
name? John Garfield!

Pat Malone Kelly
Pineville, Ky.

Wrong Channel:
We read every day about people swim-

ming the English Channel. If Esther
Williams is as good as she is supposed to

be, why doesn’t she try?

Herman Fleming
Caretta, W. Va.

Casting:
Recently, I’ve been reading about all

the movies being made about Negroes, but

all of them, such as “Pinky,” have white
people as the stars (except James Ed-
wards in “Home of the Brave”). Why
don’t they make a movie with Lena Horne
as the star? She hasn’t made any pic-

tures in which she has an acting part. I

think she is a beautiful person and she can
act.

Anita Orlf.gard
Appleton, Wis.

I have just read a marvelous book,

“Pride’s Castle,” by Frank Yerby. Made
into a motion picture with Clark Gable
as Pride Dawson, it would be equal, or
better than many of this year’s motion
pictures.

Jeanne Merryweather
Sacramento, Cal.

Question Box:
Besides Anthony Curtis and Peter Fer-

nandez, who were the boys who played the
Dukes in “City Across the River?”

Janice Wood
Willow Grove, Pa.

( Mickey Knox, Joshua Shelley, Al Ram-
sen and Richard Jaeckel.)

Could you tell me if the original title

for the film, “It’s a Great Feeling,” was
“Two Guys and a Gal?”

Vivian Nelson
ryes \ Smithtown Branch, L. I.

To settle a misunderstanding between
a friend and I, would you please tell me
how to pronounce Janet Leigh’s last name.

Lois Prime
Syracuse, N. Y.

(Pronounce as in Lee.)

I saw Michael Steele in “Command
Decision” and think he has looks and
talent. Would you please tell me how old
he is and where his home town is?

Jane K. Logan
Bloomsburg, Pa.

(Michael Steele was
born in Berwick, Pa.,

on October 6, 1921.
Pie is six feet tall,

has blue eyes, blond
hair and is unmar-
ried. )

In Photoplay’s “Choose Your Star”
poll last year, Donald Buka came in last

;

however, he had made the picture “Ven-
detta.” Was this picture ever released?
If one were to write a fan letter to him,
where would he send it?

Virginia Schwendeman
Cleveland, O.

(The release date of the film has not
been decided yet, Don is now in New
York City and mail can be sent c/o
Actors’ Equity, 45 West 47th Street, New
York, N. Y.)

Would you please give me some in-

formation about that wonderful Sally
Forrest, who played in “Not Wanted?”

Toni Convertini
Detroit, Mich.

(Sally Forrest was
born in San Diego,
Cal., May 28, 1928.

She is five-feet-two,

weighs 106 pounds, is

an ash-blonde and is

unmarried. Neyct pic-

ture, “Never Fear.”)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-

fore promise to publish, return or reply

to all letters received.



Only Your Heart

Can Grasp The Full Greatness Of These Stars...This Story

!

Paramount presents

Olivia deMland • Montgomery Clift

Ralph Richardson
in

WILLIAM WYLER’S

MIRIAM" HOPKINS
MONA FREEMAN • VANESSA BROWN • SELENA ROYLE

Produced and Directed by WILLIAM WYLER • Screenplay by Ruth and Augustus Goetz

Based upon their stage -play
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Your loveliness

is Doubly Safe

7cmu)0

Veto gives you
Double

Protection !

e/jfecZcc^o
.

.

. Veto guards your

loveliness night and day—safely protects

your clothes and you. For Veto not only

neutralizes perspiration odor, it checks per-

spiration, too! Yes, Veto gives you Double

Protection ! And Veto disappears instantly to

protect you from the moment you apply it!

C$y
. . . Always creamy and

smooth, Veto is lovely to use and keeps you
lovely. And Veto is gentle, safe for normal
skin, safe for clothes. Doubly Safe! Veto

alone contains Duratex, Colgate’s exclusive

ingredient to make Veto safer. Let Veto

give your loveliness double protection!

Brief Reviews

// (F) ADVENTURES OF ICHABOD AND
MR. TOAD, THE—Disney-RKO: Comical and color-

ful Disney feature employing the vocal talents of

Bing Crosby and Basil Rathbone. (Sept.)

(F) AFRICA SCREAMS—Nassour-UA : There
are chills and chuckles in this Abbott-Costello comedy
describing the boys' antics with wild beasts, cannibals
and each other. (Aug.)

// (A) ANNA LUCASTA—Columbia: Paulette
Goddard sins, suffers and repents in this red-blooded
romance based on Philip Yordan’s play. With Bill

Bishop, John Ireland, Oscar Homolka. (Oct.)

(A) ANY NUMBER CAN PLA Y—M-G-M

:

Clark Gable is convincing as a big-shot gambler with
the choice of living a short merry life, or going off

fishing with wife Alexis Smith and son Darryl Hick-
man. Audrey Totter, Wendell Corey, Frank Morgan
help make this exciting. (Sept.)

(F) BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL
BEND, THE—20th Century-Fox: A lusty, gusty
farce full of shooting and shouting with Betty Grable
in her rowdiest role to date. With Cesar Romero,
Olga San Juan, Rudy Vallee. (Aug.)

1/ (F) BIG STEAL, THE—RKO : This adventure
yarn races along at a dizzy pace, taking you to Mexico
in the company of Bob Mitchum, Jane Greer, Bill

Bendix and Patric Knowles. (Sept.)

// (F) BLUE LAGOON, THE—Rank-U-I : Jean
Simmons and Donald Houston are a pair of castaways
sharing an island paradise in this romantic ship-

wreck story. Long but thrilling adventure. (Aug.)

// (F) BROKEN JOURNE

Y

—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Death rides the airways in this interest-filled British
drama. A fine cast includes Phyllis Calvert, Margot
Grahame, James Donald, Francis L. Sullivan. (Sept.)

y (F) CALAMITY JANE AND SAM BASS—
U-I: Here’s a fast-paced action film with Howard
Duff running from sheriff Willard Parker and see-

sawing between Yvonne De Carlo and Dorothy Hart.
With Lloyd Bridges, Marc Lawrence. (Aug.)

// (F) COLORADO TERRITORY—'Warners-.

Joel McCrea is a big, bold bandit in this exciting
thriller full of jail breaks and train robberies. With
Virginia Mayo, Dorothy Malone, Henry Hull. (Aug.)

// (F) COME TO THE STABLE—20th Century-
Fox: A heart-warming tale of two nuns determined
to build a hospital despite all obstacles. Loretta Young
and Celeste Holm head an excellent cast. (Aug.)

/ (F) FORBIDDEN STREET, THE—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: The accent is on romance in this Victorian
tale teaming Dana Andrews and Maureen O’Hara.
Dame Sybil Thorndike lends able support. (Aug.)

// (F) GIRL FROM JONES BEACH, THE

—

Warners: An amusing romance full of nifty nonsense.
With Virginia Mayo, Ronald Reagan, Eddie Bracken,
Dona Drake. (Aug.)

1/ (F) GREAT DAN PATCH, THE—Frank-UA:
Speed and sentiment are neatly blended in this home-
spun tale with Dennis O'Keefe, Gail Russell, Ruth
Warrick, Henry Hull, Charlotte Greenwood. (Aug.)

// (F) GREAT GATSBY, THE—Paramount: An
arresting movie has been made from F. Scott Fitz-

gerald’s novel of the Prohibition Era. Alan Ladd
capably portrays ex-bootlegger Gatsby. With Betty
Field. Macdonald Carey and Ruth Hussey. (Aug.)

^ (F) GREAT SINNER. THE—M-G-M: Greg
Peck and Ava Gardner are teamed in a highly roman-
tic but none too convincing tale of the 1860’s. An able
supporting cast includes Melvyn Douglas, Walter
Huston, Frank Morgan, Ethel Barrymore. (Sept.)

// (F) GUINEA PIG, THE—Pilgrim Pictures:

Off the beaten path is this ably acted British film

about a schoolboy subjected to the snobbery of his

socially superior classmates. With Richard Atten-
borough, Cecil Trouncer, Robert Flemyng. (Sept.)

/// (F) HEIRESS, THE—Paramount: A fas-

cinating period piece set in 19th-century New York.
Olivia de Havilland movingly portrays the shy
daughter of exacting Ralph Richardson. Dashing
Monty Clift introduces romance into Olivia’s drab
life, Miriam Hopkins completes a fine cast. (Oct.)

// (F) HOUSE OF STRANGERS—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: A stirring story of an East Side Italian-

American family with Edward G. Robinson, Susan
Hayward, Richard Conte, and Luther Adler. (Sept.)

// (F) I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE—20th
Century-Fox: In this comedy of errors, Cary Grant
and Ann Sheridan exchange insults and share the
discomforts of army life. You’ll enjoy it. (Oct.)

1/^ (F) IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME—
M-G-M: Judy Garland and Van Johnson romantically
paired in lilting musical of yesteryear. Judy never
appeared to better advantage. With S. Z. Sakall,

Spring Byington and Buster Keaton. (Sept.)

// (F) IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING—20th
Century-Fox: Baseball, chemistry and love are the
ingredients of this screwball comedy with Ray Mill-

and, Jean Peters, Paul Douglas. (Aug.)

// (F) IT’S A GREAT FEELING—Warners:
This lively laugh-getter has Doris Day, Dennis Mor-
gan and Jack Carson kidding Hollywood and each
other. Bill Goodwin joins in the fun. (Oct.)

y (F) JOHNNY ALLEGRO—Columbia: Suspense
is the keynote of this fast-paced thriller, with George
Raft, Nina Foch, George Macready. (Sept.)

(F) JOHNNY STOOL PIGEON—U-I: An
entertaining thriller with government agent Howard
Duff trailing a ring of dope peddlers. Dan Duryea
grudgingly helps him; Shelley Winters finds Duff
fascinating. (Oct.)

(F) JOLSON SINGS AGAIN—Columbia:
The combined talents of A1 Jolson and Larry Parks
make this latest chapter of “The Jolson Story”
thoroughly enjoyable. With Barbara Hale. (Oct.)

(A) LADY GAMBLES, THE—U-I: Strong,
sordid study of a gal obsessed with gambling fever,
vividly played by Barbara Stanwyck. With Preston
Foster, Stephen McNally, Edith Barrett. (Aug.)

S\// (F) LOST BOUNDARIES—Film Classics:
W. L. White’s poignant story, blasting racial

prejudice, has been made into a strong human
drama. Mel Ferrer, Beatrice Pearson, Richard Hyl-
ton. Susan Douglas turn in fine performances. (Oct.)

(F) LOVE HAPPY—Pickford-UA: A laugh-
happy shindig starring those mad Marx Brothers,
Ilona Massey, Vera-Ellen and Marion Hutton. (Oct.)

(A) MADAME BOVARY—M-G-M : The
famous French novel becomes an eye-filling picture
with a topflight cast including Jennifer Jones, Van
Heflin, Louis Jourdan and James Mason. (Oct.)

I/' (F) MY FRIEND IRMA—Paramount: A flighty

farce based on the popular radio program with Marie
Wilson, John Lund, Diana Lynn, Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis. (Oct.)

// (F) NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER—M-G-M: This
fun-filled musical has Ricardo Montalban wooing
Esther Williams as Betty Garrett chases Red Skelton.

Keenan Wynn and “Cugie” are also on hand. (Aug.)

(F) ONCE MORE, MY DARLING—U-I: This
frothy affair teams bachelor Bob Montgomery and
debutante Ann Blyth. (Oct.)

1/ (F) RED LIGHT—Roy Del Ruth-UA: George
Raft avenges the murder of his brother in this briskly

paced thriller with Virginia Mayo, Raymond Burr,
Gene Lockhart and Henry Morgan. (Oct.)

/ (F) RED MENACE, THE—Republic: This melo-

dramatic expose of Communism in America points

up the penalties awaiting those attempting to leave

the party. It’s timely but not too menacing. (Sept.)

(F) RED STALLION OF THE ROCKIES—Eagle
Lion: Saga of a renegade horse that roams the

Rockies, stealing the farmers’ mares. With Arthur
Franz, Wallace Ford, Jean Heather. (Aug.)

// (F) REIGN OF TERROR—Wanger-Eagle
Lion: Romantic costume picture of revolutionary
France with Robert Cummings, Arlene Dahl, Richard
Basehart, Arnold Moss. (Aug.)

y (A) ROPE OF SAND—Paramount: Greed and
violence abound in this action-filled desert drama with

Burt Lancaster, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Corinne
Calvet, Peter Lorre, Sam Jaffe. (Sept.)

(F) ROUGHSHOD—RKO: This run-of-the-range
Western has a good cast but a weak plot. With Robert
Sterling, Gloria Grahame, John Ireland, Jeff Corey,
Claude Jarman Jr. (Aug.)

/ (F) SAND—20th Century-Fox: An entertaining
yarn about a horse that escapes in the Colorado
wilds and turns into a savage killer. With Mark
Stevens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun. (Aug.)

// (F) SAVAGE SPLENDOR—RKO: An excit-

ing and colorful record of the Denis-Cotlow expedi-

tion to Africa. (Oct.)

(F) SCENE OF THE CRIME—M-G-M : Van
Johnson turns detective in this fairly suspenseful
whodunit. With Arlene Dahl, Tom Drake, Gloria De
Haven. (Oct.)

(F) SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON—
Argosy-RKO: Chalk this up as the biggest, best West-
ern of the year. John Wayne convincingly plays

an Indian fighter in the U. S. Cavalry. John Agar
and Joanne Dru are the romantic interest; Victor Mc-
Laglen supplies the humor. (Oct.)

/ (F) STAMPEDE—Allied Artists: Better-than-
average Western with Rod Cameron, Gale Storm,
Don Castle and Johnny Mack Brown. (Aug.)

/ (F) SUSANNA PASS—Republic: Roy Rogers
mows ’em down in this fast-moving Western. With
Dale Evans and Douglas Fowley. (Aug.)

^ (F) TAKE ONE FALSE STEP—U-I: Slick

crime story with William Powell smoothly portraying
a professor whose past catches up with him in the

tempting form of Shelley Winters. With Marsha Hunt,
James Gleason and Dorothy Hart. (Sept.)

// (F) TASK FORCE-—Warners: A gripping pic-

ture describing the U. S. Navy’s role in World War
II. Gary Cooper scores as a naval officer; Jane
Wyatt is his sensible wife. (Oct.)

// (F) TOP O’ THE MORNING—Paramount:
Bing Crosby in a chucklesome Irish fable about the

missing Blarney Stone. With Ann Blyth, Barry
Fitzgerald and Hume Cronyn. (Oct.)

/ (A) UNDER CAPRICORN—Warners: Portray-
ing a lady who loves her liquor, Ingrid Bergman lends
credibility to this sombre romance of Old Australia.
With Joseph Cotton, Michael Wilding, Margaret
Leighton and Cecil Parker. (Oct.)

/ (F) WEAKER SEX, THE—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Ursula Jeans cuts a valiant figure as a hard-working
housewife, keeping her family going in wartime Brit-

ain. A splendid cast includes Cecil Parker, Joan Hop-
kins, Derek Bond, Lana Morris. (Sept.)

y/ (F) YES SIR, THAT’S MY BABY—U-I : A
high-spirited collegiate comedy with Donald O’Connor,
Gloria De Haven, Charles Coburn, Joshua Shelley.

(Oct.)

(F) YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Here’s a diverting musical romance boast-

ing the twin talents of Dan Dailey and Anne Baxter
with little Shari Robinson. (Sept.)
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FROM PARIS comes this

newest hair style. . .set it with

Bob Pins

stronger grip—won't slip mil

Here’s the newest hair fashion right from the
world’s fashion center. And you can put it up

at home with DeLong Bob Pins! Round-ended,
smooth-sliding DeLongs are perfect for easy

(setting. Firmer grip keeps your hair in place

indefinitely. Take the blue card home today.

The CLOCHE

-

by Pierre-Rene,
outstanding hair dresser

of Paris. Set top in two
rows. Start left side high,

with ridge and two rows
of curls. Set right side

lower with ridge and two
rows of curls. Set back in

two rows. Brush hard —
comb close and cover ears.

You re always “set” with DeLong
Curl Setting Pins • Hair Pins • Safety Pins

Hooks and Eyes • Snaps • Pins

Hook and Eye Tapes • Sanitary Belts

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert, star

of "Three Came Home"

EAR Miss Colbert:
About two years ago, I found that I

was expecting a baby. The father of the
child refused to marry me, but Johnny,
who was in love with me, offered to marry
me to give the baby a name.

I didn’t love him, but I had no choice.

We lived in a very small town at first,

and people found out we were newlyweds.
When our baby came seven months later,

people began to talk. Ladies would not
speak to me on the street, and a man work-
ing with my husband made nasty cracks.

We moved to the city. Then Johnny began
to go out every evening. When I cried and
asked him to stay at home with me, he
knocked me down.
During the time we have been married,

I have fallen in love with Johnny and I

don’t want to lose him, but I don’t know
what to do. If I could buy some pretty
clothes and be glamorous and go out
with him, I think I could get him to pay
attention to me, but this is hard to do
when a person has a baby to care for.

Eileen T.

There is no need to despair of youd
marriage, but you must face a number
of hard facts. First of all, being glamor-
ous and going out on dates has very little

to do with your situation.

You must realize your husband did a
noble and a self-sacrificing thing when he
undertook the responsibility of a young
wife and a baby. Did you know how to

cook really good meals? Did you budget
so that you could start building a bank
account for future needs? Did you keep
a neat, clean, pleasant house?

I believe that, if you will settle down
and ivork seriously to prove to your hus-
band that you appreciate him and that
you are determined to be the best wife he
could ever find, you will be able to save
your marriage. Go to some older woman
in your church, or a neighborhood center
and ask for help with menus and house-
hold hints. A man who feels he is truly

loved is ready to forgive a great deal.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am in my early teens and the young-

est of ten children. My father died when
I was ten, so I can’t remember him very
much, but I can remember when we
used to have good times together, picnics,

singing around the piano, arguing who
would go down the steps first on Christmas.
Then Daddy died. It seemed as if the

bottom of our life fell out. Mother used to

be cheerful and sing and play the piano.
She doesn’t anymore. She still tries to be
cheerful, but then I can see deep thoughts
coming into her eyes. She tries to keep
joking but it just isn’t the same.

Five of my brothers and sisters are

married, but I want to change things in

our house. I am not the kind to take
things in the upset way they are. I want
things so we can laugh together without
anybody looking into anybody’s eyes and
seeing the past. How can I do this?

Piqua L.

If l could supply an instant, accurate
answer to your problem, I would have
solved one of the world's sorrowful mys-
teries. You see, as time goes by, life

changes; to some individuals the changes
come early, to others, late.

/ think your mother should be encour-
aged to play the piano and sing. At first

it will be difficult, but as the weeks go by

/ believe your mother will find herself,

through the music, closer to your father
than she has been since his loss.

See, too, if you cannot bring your fa-

ther’s memory into the family circle

again by talking about him, by laughing
about the funny things that have hap-
pened in the family. Aid your mother in

finding new interests and friends. Time
will help and your concern plus the help

of your brothers and sisters will aid in

your mother’s readjustment.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I wish you would tell me whether I

should divorce my husband or not.

I am thirty-one and he is forty-three,

but he looks at least fifty. I’m so un-
happy because so many people have said

“Is that your husband; I thought he was
your father!” This has embarrassed me so

that I dread going anywhere with him.
People think me a perfect fool for having

married a man of his age.

I have no other complaints against him.
He is affectionate, a hard-worker, sober,

honest and true. If he didn’t look so worn-
out, my whole life would seem different.

L. R. C.

One of the greatest mistakes that any
human being can make is to try to live

his or her life in accordance with the idle

comment of friends.
What possible difference can it make

if your husband looks older than you do?
Friends who make derogatory remarks

to you about so superficial a thing as

your husband’s facial appearance are

guilty of the most inexcusable rudeness.
The first time this happened, you should
have said pleasantly, “But isn’t his face

interesting? His good life shows in every

line.” Loyalty, devotion and simple com-
mon sense should be used to solve your
problem, not divorce.

Claudette Colbert
(Continued on page 104)
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Does your

nail polish

CHIP?

PEEL?

FLAKE

OFF?

New miracle-wear

ingredient discovered!

Thousands of women who’ve put

up with polish which chips soon

after manicuring are making a
thrilling discovery . . .

It’s the new 1 0«f Cutex polish . .

.

the new miracle-wear polish! Now
it contains Enamelon, a Cutex-ex-

clusive ingredient designed to give

incredible wear!

Cutex with Enamelon stays love-

ly day after day after day ! Resists

chipping, flaking, peeling as no
polish ever did before

!

Today, try this new, miracle-wear

Cutex! So pure . . . even women
with skins so sensitive they cannot

use other polishes state that they

can use new Cutex with perfect

safety

!

14 fashion-styled colors. Only

10? plus tax. In the bottle with the

blue label, at your favorite cos-

metic counter.

Ifyou don'tfind that New Cutex

wears longer thanyou ever dreamed

possible, send the bottle to Northam
Warren Corporation, Box 1355,

Stamford, Conn., and your money
will be refunded.

Casts of Current Pictures

ABANDONED—U-I: Mark Sitko, Dennis O’Keefe;
Paula Considine, Gale Storm; Chief McRae, Jeff
Chandler; Dottie Jensen, Meg Randall; Kerric, Ray-
mond Burr; Mrs. Donner, Marjorie Rambeau; Maj.
Ross, Jeanette Nolan; Hoppe, Mike Mazurki; DeCola,
Will Kuluva; Harry, David Clarke; Scoop, William
Page; Mrs. Humes, Sid Tornack; Dowd, Perc Laun-
deis; Brenn, Steve Darrell; Eddie, Clifton Young;
Mrs. Spence, Ruth Sanderson.

BRIMSTONE—Republic: Johnny Tremaine, Rod
Cameron; Molly Bannister, Adrian Booth; Pop Cour-
teen, Waiter Brennan; Sheriff Henry McIntyre, For-
rest Tucker; Marshal Walter Greenslade, Jack Holt;
Nick Courteen, Jim Davis; Bud Courteen, James
Brown; Art Benson, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams;
Luke Courteen, Jack Lambert; Martin Treadwell,
Will Wright; Todd Bannister, David Williams; Cal-
vin Willis, Harry V. Cheshire; Dave Watts, Hal
Taliaferro; Storekeeper, Herbert Rawlinson; Mr.
Winslow, Stanley Andrews; Chiquita, Charlita.

CHICAGO DEADLINE—Paramount: Ed Adams,
Alan Ladd; Rosita Jean D’ur, Donna Reed; Leona,
June Havoc; Belle Dorset, Irene Hervey; Tommy
Ditman, Arthur Kennedy; Solly Wellman, Berry
Kroeger; Anstruder, Harold Vermilyea; Blacky Fran-
chot. Shepperd Strudwick; Paul Jean D’ur, John
Beal; Howard, Tom Powers; G. G. Temple, Gavin
Muir; Pig, Dave Willock; Bat, Paul Lees.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMB US—Gainsborough-U-I

:

Christopher Columbus, Fredric March; Queen Isa-
bella, Florence Efdridge; Francisco de Bobadilla,
Francis L. Sullivan; Beatriz, Kathleen Ryan; Diego
de Arana, Derek Bond; Juana de Torres, Nora Swin-
burne; Luis de Santangel, Abraham Sofaer; Beatris
de Peraza, Linden Travers; Martin Pinson, James
Robertson Justice; Francisco Pinson, Dennis Vance;
Vicente Pinson, Richard Aherne; Father Peres, Felix
Aylmer; King Ferdinand, Francis Lister; Pedro,
Edward Rigby; Juan de la Cosa, Niall McGinnis;
Captain, Ralph Truman; Talavera, Ronald Adam;
Admiral, Guy Le Feuvre; Lope, Lyn Evans; Colum-
bus’ son, David Cole; Almoner, Hugh Pryse; Prior,
R. Stuart Lindsell.

DOCTOR AND THE GIRL, THE—M-G-M : Dr.
Michael Corday, Glenn Ford; Dr. John Corday,
Charles Coburn; Fabienne, Gloria De Haven; Eve-
lyn Heldon, Janet Leigh; Dr. Alfred Norton

,

Bruce
Bennett; Dr. George Esmond, Warner Anderson; Dr.
Francis J. Garard, Basil Ruysdael; Mariette, Nancy
Davis; Dr. Harvey L. Kenmore, Arthur Franz;
Hetty, Lisa Golm; Child’s Mother, Joanne De Bergh.

EVERYBODY DOES IT—20th Century-Fox:
Leonard Borland, Paul Douglas; Cecil Carver, Linda
Darnell; Doris Borland, Celeste Holm; Maj. Blair,
Charles Coburn; Mike Craig, Millard Mitchell; Mrs.
Blair, Lucile Watson; Wilkins, John Hoyt; Rossi,
George Tobias; Hugo, Leon Belasco; Makeup Man,
Tito Vuolo; Carol. Geraldine Wall; Mrs. Craig, Ruth
Gillette; Chamberlain, Gilbert Russell; Grand Priest,
John Ford; Mr. Hertz, Aubrey Mather; Mrs. Hertz,
Phyllis Morris; Butler, John Goldsworthy; Nurse,
Ruth Clifford; Hotel Manager, Robert Emmett Keane;
Angelo, Kay Bell; Mr. Murray, John Burton; Bank
Teller, William Pullen; Hairdresser, Jack Chefe; Dr.
Walker, Erik Rolf; Cleary, Ed Max; Orderly, Jerry
Miley; Bellboy, Billy Graeff Jr.; Pullman Porter,
Dudley Dickerson; Makeup Man, William Griffith;
Wardrobe Woman, Mabel Smaney; Secretary, Jane
Hamilton.

FATHER WAS A FULLBACK—20th Century-Fox:
George Cooper, Fred MacMurray; Elisabeth Cooper,
Maureen O’Hara; Connie Cooper, Betty Lynn; Mr.
Jessop, Rudy Vallee; Geraldine, Thelma Ritter;
Ellen Cooper, Natalie Wood; Prof. Sullivan. James
G. Backus; Joe Burch, Richard Tyler; Cheer Leader,
Buddy Martin; Trainer, Frank Mills; Jones, Mickey
McCardle ; Cy, John McKee: Mrs. Jones, Louise Lori-
mer; Neighbor, Ruth Clifford; Policeman, Charles J.
Flynn; Willie, William Self; Reporter, Joe Haworth;
Daphne, Gwenn Fields; Stinky Parker, Gilbert Bar-
nett; Delivery Boy, Tommy Bernard; Sailor. Mike
Mahoney; Radio Announcer, Tom Hanlon; Bellhop,
Pat Kane; College President, Forbes Murray; Cheer
Leaders, Fred Dale, Lee MacGregon; Grandstand
Coaches, Rodney Bell, Wilson Wood, Don Barclay;
Bill, Don Hicks.

GAL WHO TOOK THE WEST, THE—U-I : Lil-
lian Marlowe, Yvonne DeCarlo; Gen. Michael O’Hara,
Charles Coburn; Lee O’Hara, Scott Brady; Grant
O’Hara, John Russell; Nancy, Myrna Dell; Hawley,
James Millican; Hawley (as old Timer), Clem Bev!
ans; Ted, Bob Stevenson; Ted (as old Timer),
Houseley Stevenson; Bartender, Robin Short; Bar-

tender (as old Timer), Russell Simpson; Col. Logan
j

John Litel; Douglas Andrews, James Todd; Mr
Nolan, Edward Earle.

GIRL IN THE PAINTING. THE—Prestige-U-I

:

Hildcgard, Mai Zetterling; Campbell Reid, Robert
Beatty; Lawrence, Guy Rolfe; Handlmann, Herbert
Lorn; Ferguson, Patrick Holt; Mcnzcl, Arnold
Marie; Heine, Gerald Heinz; Hans, Philo Hauser.

PRINCE OF FOXES—20th Century-Fox: Orsini
Tyrone Power; Cesare Borgia, Orson Welles; Cam-
illa, Wanda Hendrix; Angela, Marina Berti; Belli,
Everett Sloane; Mona Zoppo, Katina Paxinou; Var-
ano, Felix Aylmer; Esteban, Leslie Bradley; Specialty
Dancer, Njntsky; Lady-in-Waiting, Rena Lennart;
Priest, Guiseppe Faeti.

SLATTERY’S HURRICANE—20th Century-Fox:
Slattery, Richard Widmark; Aggie, Linda Darnell;
Dolores, Veronica Lake; Hobson, John Russell;
Commander Kramer, Gary Merrill; Milne, Walter
Kingsford; Admiral Ollenby, Raymond Greenleaf;
Frank, Stanley Waxman; Gregory, Joseph De Santis;
Dr. Ross, Morris Ankrum; G-Girl, Amelita Ward;
M. C., Kenny Williams; Nurse Bailey, Ruth Clifford;
Nurse Collins, Maudie Prickett; Dispatcher, William
Hawes; Waiter, Norman Leavitt; Navigator, Lee
MacGregor; Taxi Driver, Dick Wessel; Maitre D.,
John Davidson.

SONG OF SURRENDER—Paramount: Abigail
Hunt, Wanda Hendrix; Elisha Hunt, Claude Rains;
Bruce Eldridge, Macdonald Carey; Phyllis Cantwell,
Andrea King; Deacon Parry, Henry Hull; Mrs.
Beecham. Elizabeth Patterson; Mr. Willis, Art
Smith; Dubois, John Beal; Countess Marina, Eva
Gabor; Clyde Atherton, Dan Tobin; Gen. Seckle,
Nicholas Joy; Simon Beecham, Peter Miles; Auc-
tioneer, Ray Walker.

SOUTH OF RIO—Republic: Jeff Lanning, Monte
Hale; Carol Waterman. Kay Christopher; Andrew
Jackson Weems, Paul Hurst; Lon Bryson, Roy Bar-
croft; Bob Mitchell, Douglas Kennedy; Chuck Bowers,
Don Haggerty; Dan Brennan, Rory Mallinson; Tex,
Lane Bradford; Henry Waterman, Emmett Vogan;
Travis, Myron Healey; Weston, Tom London.

SWORD IN THE DESERT—U-I: Mike Dillon,
Dana Andrews; Sabra, Marta Toren; David Vogel,
Stephen McNally; Kurta, Jeff Chandler; Lieut. Eller-
ton, Philip Friend; Maj. Sorrell, Hugh French;
McCarthy, Liam Redmond; Maj. Stephens, Lowell
Gilmore; Col. Bruce Evans. Stanley Logan; Capt.
Beaumont, Hayden Rorke; Dov, George Tyne; Tarn,
Peter Coe; Jeno, Paul Marion; Capt. Fletcher, Mar-
tin Lamont.

THAT MIDNIGHT KISS—M-G-M: Prudence
Budell, Kathryn Grayson; Jose Iturbi, Himself; Abi-
gail Trent Budell, Ethel Barrymore; Johnny Donnetti,
Mario Lanza; Artie Geoffrey Glenson, Keenan Wynn;
Papa Donnetti, J. Carrol Naish; Michael Pemberton,
Jules Munshin; Guido Russino Betel li, 'Thomas Go-
mez; Mary, Marjorie Reynolds; Hutchins, Arthur
Treacher; Mama Donnetti, Mimi Aguglia; Ampara
Iturbi, Herself; Donna, Bridget Carr; Rosina, Am-
paro Ballester; Mme. Bouget, Ann Codee; Jason,
Edward Earle; Paul, George Meader; Peanuts, Sheila
Stein.

THIEVES' HIGHWAY—20th Century-Fox: Nick
Garcos, Richard Conte; Rica, Valentina Cortesa;
Figlia. Lee J. Cobb; Polly, Barbara Lawrence; Slob,
Jack Oakie; Ed, Millard Mitchell; Pete, Joseph Pev-
ney; Yanko, Morris Carnovsky; Parthena Yanko,
Tamara Shayne; Mrs. Polansky, Kasia Orzazewski;
Polansky, Norbert Schiller; Midgren, Hope Emerson;
Charles, George Tyne; Dave, Edwin Max; Mitch,
David Clarke; Riley, Walter Baldwin; Frenchy,
David Opatoshu; Maple, Amt Morrison; Proprietor,
Percy Helton; Mario, Maurice Samuels; Stukas,
Saul Martell; Mr. Faber, Holland Chamberlain; Mrs.
Faber, Irene Tedrow; Announcer, Robert Bice; New-
man, A1 Eben; Inspector, Joe Haworth; Cab Driver,
Dick Wessel; Clerk, Frank Kreig; Pig, Frank Rich-
ards; Pietro, Mario Siletti; Motor Policeman, Roy
Damron; State Highway Policemen, Ted Jordan;
John Merton.

WHITE HEAT—Warners: Cody Jarrett, James Cag-
ney; Verna Jarrett, Virginia Mayo; Hank Fallon
(Vic Pardo), Edmond O'Brien; Ma Jarrett, Mar-
garet Wycherly; “Big Ed’’ Somers, Steve Cochran;
Philip Evans, John Archer; Cotton Valetti, Wally
Cassell; Het Kohler, Mickey Knox: Bo Creel, Ian
MacDonald; The Trader, Fred Clark: The Reader,
G. Pat Collins; Roy, Parker, Paul Guilfoyle: Happy
Taylor, Fred Coby; Zuckie Hommell, Ford Rainey;
Tommy Ryley, Robert Osterloh.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED
TO INGRID BERGMAN?

In a story as startling as it is different, Joseph Steele,

her friend and associate, gives you the answer to Holly-

wood's greatest puzzle. Illustrated with exciting color

pictures in the December PHOTOPLAY, on sale Nov. 9.
10
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PINK-ICE BECOMES A LIVING PART OF YOU, TRIMS AWAY UNWANTED BULGES, ALLOWS COMPLETE FREEDOM OF ACTION

rmriEr pink-ice
Success story of a new kind of girdle

that gives young life to your figure

Introduced only four months ago,

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE has already set

records in thousands of stores, made
friends with hundreds of thousands

of women.

Not just a color— PINK-ICE is a

new kind of girdle — with a power
stretch that dynamically slims you

to the perfect lines of fashion’s new,

slender silhouette. With all its figure-

moulding qualities, PINK-ICE is so

comfortable you’ll forget you have

it on.

PINK-ICE, made of tree-grown

latex, washes in ten seconds, pats

dry with a towel. And it’s absolute-

ly invisible—even under your sleek-

est dress.

. . . in SLIM shimmering Pink Tubes
sizes: extra small, small, medium, large

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE PANTY GIRDLE . . ... $3.95

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE PANTY GIRDLE WITH CARTERS $4.95

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GARTER GIRDLE .... $4.95

Extra Large playtex pink-ice garter girdle $5.95

Also, see playtex living girdle, S3.95 and PANTY girdle, $3.50

At all modern corset and notions departments and better

specialty shops everywhere. ..yes, everywhere!

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP’N. Hoyle* Park. Oever Del. ©1949

TOP PARISIAN AND AMERICAN DESIGNERS AGREE NEW SLENDER FASHIONS CALL FOR PLA

PIERRE BALMAIN, bril-

liant fashion originator:

“My 1950 silhouette will be
my slenderest. And the

playtex Girdle is the best

way to a slender figure.”

MME. SCHIAPARELLI,
world-renowned Paris de-

signer: “This season the

silhouette is slenderer than
ever—that’s why you need
the playtex Girdle.”

OMAR KIAM, favorite de-

signer of movie stars: “To-

day, a woman’s figure is

so important! playtex is

the ideal way to look right

in the new fashions.”

PHILIP MANGONE, holder

of “Golden Thimble”
award : “I prefer to see my
clothes on women with the

slender figures playtex
gives so effectively.”

LILLY DACHE, noted
American designer: “I’ve

always said every dress

looks better with playtex ;

for playtex slims inches

off— and it’s invisible!”

P
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Berlin youngsters crowd around Monty Clift and his new leading lady, Cornell Borchers, while they rehearse their lines

for “Two Corridors East,” filmed in U. S. Sector of Berlin. American personnel from famed Berlin Airlift are in film

P
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Here and There: The envy of Holly-
wood is Clark Gable whose new Ariel
Square Four motorcycle just arrived
from England. Could it be Clark will

ride it down Mexico way to see Pau-
lette Goddard ? . . . The instant
“Woman of Distinction” was finished,

Rosalind Russell took off for Nassau
and her co-star, Ray Milland, for his

beach house at Balboa where he’ll

teach his young daughter to swim.
Teaching children and even small
babies to swim is Hollywood’s latest

endeavor. James Mason’s little Port-
land was an expert at the back stroke
at eight months, long before she could
toddle . . . Shedding old romances has
made Joan Crawford and Ann Sheri-
dan two of the gayest gals in town, out
with a different beau each night and
always having fun. Wonder how dis-

carded suitors Greg Bautzer (as of

now) and Steve Hannegan feel about
it? ... All of a sudden, and all at

once, Paramount stars seemed to scat-

ter everywhere. Alan Ladd to Chi-

cago for “Postal Inspector,” Macdon-
ald Carey to Universal to make “East
of Java,” John Lund to La Jolla for
“Command Decision” in Greg Peck’s
Little Theater (see page 53), Joan
Caulfield to Columbia for “The Petty
Girl,” Bill Holden and his wife to Brit-

ish Columbia for a vacation, Wanda
Hendrix to Universal to star with hus-
band Audie Murphy in “High Sierra,”
and Betty Hutton to M-G-M for
“Annie Get Your Gun.”

Happy Birthday-Happy Man: David
Brian who came to notice in “Flamin-
go Road” is a happy man. It showed
all over him at the birthday party
given him by his bride, Adrian Booth,
who cooked most of the food for the
forty guests.
“We’re living our own lives out

here in the Valley,” Adrian said, and
looking about at the guests, neigh-
bors and friends, one could believe

it. There wasn’t a Hollywood name
present.
Every hour, on the hour, thi'oughout

the evening, Adrian presented David
with a gift—a monogrammed script

case, a wallet, a tie-clasp, etc. And
as an extra surprise, David presented
Adrian with a huge box of copper
cooking utensils, the kind she prefers
in whipping up those excellent meals
for her husband. So, no wonder David
Brian looks so happy. Wouldn’t you
be, too ?

(Continued on page 15)

It’s opening day at the Del Mar Race Track, with Harry James and his wife

Betty Grable taking time out from their family to follow their favorite sport

Maybe Clark Gable is telling Marilyn Maxwell about that new motorcycle he

got from England! They’re at Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis opening at Ciro’s

Every hour, on the hour, rang in a new surprise for David Brian when his

new wife, Adrian Booth, decided to celebrate his recent birthday with a party

13



Going steady and going places are Frank Ross and Joan
Caulfield, also at opening performance of Martin and Lewis

Audrey Totter, who once preferred Brian Donlevy, dines
at Mocambo with Paul Douglas, who always prefers blondes!

14



INSIDE

Hollywood Likes: Gordon MacRae,
who is never too busy to grant inter-

views, no matter how hard he’s

worked, or how far out of his way it

takes him. After the interview, he
drops the writer a note of thanks for
seeing him. Instead of the usual feel-

ing of doing the writer a favor, Gor-
don is grateful they thought of him.
He sees good in everything, as near-

ly as possible. His Christian Science
faith stands him in good stead at all

times. He doesn’t talk about it. He
practises it. Only twenty-nine, he’s

already established on the radio and
screen, is happily married and the

father of three children. Funny thing
is, he thinks everyone else is as happy
as he is. If they thought like Gordon,
they would be, too.

Young Love: True love never runs
smooth, they say, but young love in

Hollywood, at least, runs a bumpy
road, indeed.
Jane Powell announced her coming

marriage to Geary Steffen, and looked
so happy, no one doubted her love.

And Geary looked just as happy. And
then, suddenly, excuses were made for
delaying the wedding. Geary wasn’t
well enough established. Janie was
too young. Geary thought it best they
wait. And as time passed, some of

the happiness went out of Janie’s
young face. Then, rumors as to the
real reason began floating about. It

was the same old thing. Janie’s par-
ents didn’t want her to marry—yet.

Although twenty-one, and earning her
own money, ’tis rumored their dis-

approval has overruled Janie’s heart.
For the time being, at least.

Audie Murphy was deeply in debt,
had no home and no job. Wanda Hen-
drix was already on her way to star-
dom. Wanda’s mother disapproved of
the marriage and said so. They mar-
ried anyway. Audie wrote a book
which only helped pay off the debt
incurred when the soldier hero bought
a home for his family in Texas. He
finally got a (Continued on page 16)

Romanian rhapsody: Errol Flynn poses for a scoop shot with his latest

romance, 23-vear-old Princess Irene Ghika, at Juan-les-Pins, France

P
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try the test below
Have you ever wondered if you are as lovely as

you could be—are you completely sure of your

charm? Your deodorant can be the difference . . . and

you will never know how lovely you can be until

you use Fresh.

Fresh is so completely effective, yet so easy and
pleasant to use . . . Different from any deodorant you
have ever tried. Prove this to yourself with the free

jar of creamy, smooth Fresh we will send you.

Test it. Write to Fresh, Chrysler Building, New
York, for your free jar.

(Continued from page 15) job in movie'
and was all set to wed, when Wanda
went to Rome to make “The Black
Rose.” They took flu on their honey-
moon and both lost weight. They weath-
ered disapproval, but ill luck still dogs.
Wanda fell and tore a ligament in her leg
and Audie took ill again. It’s far from
moonlight and roses with Hollywood’s
young lovers.

So, if that’s any comfort to you young
people in love out there, you are most
welcome.

How They Live: In the town of La
Canada, pronounced Ca-naw-da, the Den-
nis Morgans are active, civic-minded
citizens. On the far side of the valley
where no picture people live, the Mor-
gans reside in one of the old type Cali-
fornia homes, roomy and comfortable
and surrounded by pool, orchids and
gardens.
Dennis is honorary mayor of the town

and Mrs. Morgan active in club work.
On Sundays, they drive thirty miles to

the Hollywood Presbyterian church where
Dennis sings in the choir and travels
from suburb to suburb in a church
tableau that also boasts Virginia Mayo
and her husband, Michael O’Shea, as
members. To Dennis, Hollywood, or

rather Burbank, is only a place to work
and the long drives each morning to

the studio are well worth the price of

privacy.
Out on the Pacific Palisades, near the

Pacific Ocean, Linda Darnell, her hus-
band Pev Marley and daughter Lola live

in quiet seclusion, giving no parties and
attending few. It’s understood among
their friends that on Sundays, their one
day together, they prefer no droppers-in.
Every spare moment is spent by Linda

and Pev inspecting their new home now
being built in West Bel-Air, far from
Hollywood. A two-story house of stone
and wood, it features a nursery large

enough for the babies they plan to adopt.
Not members of the so-called cafe so-

ciety smart set, they are seldom, if ever,

seen in night clubs. They seem happy
alone. They hope the town will leave

them that way.

Farewell to Bette: She stood before a

suspended micro- (Continued on page 26)

Interested party at Henie affair is Mel

Dinelli, Joan Crawford’s newest escort.

He wrote screen play for “The Window”



...dream girl,dream girl

Beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl

•• hair that gleams and glistens

B-om a Lustre-Creme shampoo

loniglit !..Skow liim liow muck lovelier

your kair can look... after a jusfhC'(^lCfftC S^cumhob
NOT A SOAP!

NOT A LIQUID!

BUT KAY DAUMIT'S

RICH LATHERING

CREAM SHAMPOO
WITH LANOLIN

for Soft, Shimmering
Glamorous Hair

4-oz. jar I
;
10-oz. economy size $2.

Smaller jars and tubes 49^ and 25^.

No other shampoo gives you the same magieal secret-

blend lather plus kindly LANOLIN . . . for true hair beauty.

Tonight he can SEE new sheen in your hair, FEEL its caressable softness,

THRILL to ils glorious natural beauty. Yes, tonight ... if you use Lustre-

Creme Shampoo today! It’s Kay Daumit’s exclusive blend of secret

ingredients plus gentle lanolin.

This glamorizing shampoo lathers in hardest water. Leave's hair fra-

grantly clean, shining, free of loose dandruff and so soft, so manageable!

Famous hairdressers use and recommend it for shimmering beauty

in all “hair-dos” and permanents. Beauty-wise women made it America’s

favorite cream shampoo. Try Lustre-Creme! The man in your life

—

and you— will love the loveliness results in your hair.
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softens, beautifies

Magic. . .lovely magic! A wonder cream

that cleanses your skin cleaner, brighter as

never before! It’s the NEW Woodbury

DeLuxe Cold Cream . . . with the miracle

cleansing aid, PENATEN. It penetrates...

cleanses deeper into pore openings. Seeps

down to free hard-to-remove make-up and

clinging soil. Your cleansing tissue proves it!

And PENATEN carries Woodbury’s

rich skin softeners deeper. .
.

gives a

smoother skin! Just one deep smoothing

cleansing, one jar of Woodbury

DeLuxe Cold Cream shows PENATEN’s
miracle. Your skin is radiantly alive.

cleanses

skin

cleaner

From trial size jars at 204 to largest

luxury size jars at $1.39. Plus tax.

By HYATT DOWNING

WHEN Shelley Winters discovered, to

her own amazement, that she was be-
coming a star, she had a frank talk with
herself. “Look, my girl,” she said, “lets

face it. You talk too much and you’ve go*

too many pounds in the wrong places. But,
the principal thing that’s wrong with you
is that you have no dignity.”

The following months were difficult. With
a passion for good meat and potatoes, she
nibbled on anemic-looking salads, drank
fruit juices and ate gelatin desserts. Re-
sults were astonishing. She emerged a

svelte 115—with a completely useless ward-
robe. “But,” she adds with her bubbling
laugh, “the wolf-calls were wonderful.”

All this was very well but there still

remained the matter of dignity. The trouble

with Shelley is that she likes people and
when they seem to like her she expands
like a morning-glory in the sun.
Many of her friends, including executives

at her studio, Universal-International,
have offered free advice regarding the ac-

quisition of dignity. And to do her justice,

Shelley has tried to profit by it—the slow-
ly lifted eyebrow, the languidly raised

hand. This lasts until she sees someone
in the commissary for whom she feels ad-
miration. Then she fairly pants and waves
both arms or bounces out of her chair and
rushes over to them. Interviewers have
complained that it’s as difficult to pin her
down as a mote in a sunbeam. “No good,”

she sighs. “I’m just a flop at dignity.”

Producers and directors, lately, have
wished Shelley would use a little self-

discipline, be less difficult on the set.

Her faults haven’t, however, prevented
Shelley from bringing the full power of

a shrewd and evaluating intellect to bear
on her job of acting. She started at the

age of three, in her home city of St. Louis,

Missouri, when she dashed up on the stage

of a local theater during an amateur con-
test, competed for—and won—first prize, a

size fourteen sweater. She’s been singing
(screeching, she calls it), modeling and
button-holing producers ever since. George
Cukor tested her twice for the part of the
waitress in “A Double Life,” finally saw
something that no one else had caught in

her flip blondeness and gave her the role.

After that came “Larceny,” “The Great
Gatsby” and “Take One False Step.” Now
she gets official star status with “Johnny
Stool Pigeon.” She still sticks to green
salads (without oil) and dreams about
chicken pies with crunchy crusts. “They
call me the new Jean Harlow,” she says,

“but there’s something wrong with that

picture. I hear Jean ate steaks.”

The End



I MARRIED a Communist

people down to their

raw emotions!

starring

LARAINE DAY • ROBERT RYAN • JOHN AGAR
THOMAS GOMEZ • JANIS CARTER

Executive Producer SID ROGELL

Produced by JACK J. GROSS ' Directed by ROBERT STEVENSON
Screen Ploy by CHARLES GRAYSON ond ROBERT HaRDY ANDREWS
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Mario Lanza and Kathryn Grayson are an exciting new

duo in this sparkling hlend of light opera and laughs

^ (F) That Midnight Kiss (M-G-M)

J
OT down the name of Mario Lanza, a lad who is defi-

nitely going places. Mario has a million-dollar voice,

and there’s nothing wrong with his personality, either.

He makes his screen bow as Kathryn Grayson’s lead-
ing man in Metro’s big, beautiful Technicolor musical.
As the talented granddaughter of wealthy music-

loving Ethel Barrymore, Kathryn looks and sings like

an angel.

The story is liberally sprinkled with songs and
comedy sequences. As a fat tenor full of Italian temper-
ament, Thomas Gomez demonstrates a gift for comedy;
Iturbi performs at the keyboard brilliantly; Miss Bar-
rymore is a dignified dowager. Keenan Wynn, J.

Carrol Naish, Jules Munshin and Marjorie Reynolds
contribute effective performances.

Your Reviewer Says: Gay song-filled romance.

^ (F) Everybody Does It

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

T
HIS side-splitting comedy provides Paul Douglas

—

the screen’s most natural actor—with his best role.

A diamond-in-the-rough, Paul is wed to would-be
concert singer Celeste Holm. Douglas and his under-
standing father-in-law, Charles Coburn, are well
aware that Celeste is more ambitious than talented.

Prima donna Linda Darnell suggests a way out for

Douglas. To reveal the details would spoil it for you,
but we guarantee you’ll laugh long and loud.

Celeste is just right as Paul’s career-conscious wife;

Linda is amusingly wicked; Milland Mitchell, Lucille

Watson, John Hoyt and George Tobias share in the fun.

It’s especially Douglas, however, who rings the bell

with his hilarious antics.

Your Reviewer Soys: Loaded with laughs.

Shadow
By Elsa Branden

t'W Outstanding k'V Very good ^ Good

F—For the whole family A—For adults

Reporter Alan Ladd falls in love with the woman whose

death he investigates, to girl friend June Havoc’s despair

^ (A) Chicago Deadline (Paramount)

T
HE role of reckless reporter suits Alan Ladd ad-
mirably in this pulse-quickening mystery based on

a story by Tiffany Thayer.
A guy with a nose for news, Ladd decides to dig into

the background of a young girl found dead in a dingy
rooming house. It’s the girl’s address book, listing a
wide assortment of names, which piques Alan’s curios-
ity. His research yields some strangely sinister facts.

It also results in a few beatings, threats to his life and
some heavy gun play. Although the trail grows con-
fusing at times, it’s exciting from start to finish.

Donna Reed lends great sincerity to her portrait of

a girl whose beauty exceeds her luck. A strong sup-
porting cast includes June Havoc, Irene Hervey,
Arthur Kennedy and Shepperd Strudwick.

Your Reviewer Says: It keeps you guessing.
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Wanda Hendrix, Orson Welles, Felix Aylmer, Tyrone Power

find intrigue everywhere in the domain of the Ilorgias

^ (F) Prince of Foxes
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

A
N eye-filling, sumptuous spectacle has been fash-

ioned from Samuel Shellenbarger’s popular novel.

As a soldier of fortune, serving the notorious Cesare
Borgia, handsome Tyrone Power loves and fights with
Latin fervor. Ty is a cunning scoundrel until childlike

Wanda Hendrix makes him see the error of his ways.
An adorable little girl playing make-believe, Wanda’s
youthfulness is accentuated by the fact that she is mar-
ried to elderly Felix Aylmer. Orson Welles vividly

portrays Cesare Borgia ; Everett Sloane stands out as

a thoroughgoing rogue; Katina Paxinou is excellent as

Power’s mother; Aylmer is as wise as he is kindly.

Abounding with romance, it’s a breathtaking picture

of an age when flowery speech cloaked evil design.

Your Reviewer Says: Colorful costume drama.

Stage
For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 10

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 24

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 6

Bitter rivalry for Yvonne DeCarlo’s love renews a family

feud-to-the-finish between Scott Brady ami John Russell

^ (F) The Gal Who Took the West (U-I)

O
H FOR the days of the Old West when a man fought,

bled, even died for the woman he loved.

Yvonne De Carlo amusingly plays a sharp-tongued,
level-headed female from the East with a rustle to her
bustle. Summoned by doughty old General Charles
Coburn to sing in the town’s new opera house, Yvonne
becomes embroiled in a deadly feud between his two
grandsons, Scott Brady and John Russell. Seems these
fabulously wealthy, fighting O’Haras have been itching

for the chance to plug each other. Shocked over their

strife, Yvonne nevertheless declines Coburn’s request
to leave. With two such suitors, both loaded with land,

cattle and good looks, who can blame her?
A snappy script, deftly directed and acted, turns this

into highly diverting film fare.

Your Reviewer Says: A fun-filled Western.

^ (A) White Heat (Warners)

H
OW tough can a guy get? If you really want to

know, go see Jimmy Cagney in this grim gangster
yarn. Yes, Cagney is back in one of those bad boy roles

that brought him fame and fortune. This time he has
dazzling but deceitful Virginia Mayo as his wife, and
Treasury agent Edmond O’Brien as his pursuer.
Cagney and his henchman, Steve Cochran, have just

staged a daring mail car robbery, killing several men
in the process. Devising the scheme of pleading guilty

to a hotel stick-up far removed from the scene of the
crime, Cagney draws a comparatively light prison sen-
tence. O’Brien arranges to become the cellmate of this

cold-blooded killer, whose one spark of human feeling

is for his mother, Margaret Wycherly. The story is an
involved one, crammed with vicious characters.

Your Reviewer Says: Cagney goes gun crazy.
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Date tonight?

GIVE IT THE BRUSII-OFF!

Listerine Tooth Paste attacks

tobacco stain, off-color breath.

Perhaps it seems a petty little thing.

Perhaps you think it couldn't make a

difference.

Well, don’t fool yourself ! That tinge

of yellow film can spoil the softest smile

. . . that over-laden breath can sour the

sweetest words. So why take chances?

Why risk “Tobacco Mouth”?
It’s so easy to make sure you’re not

offending. If you smoke a lot, just play

safe and use the new Listerine Tooth
Paste . . . especially before a date.

There’s a reason: Listerine Tooth
Paste is made with Lusterfoam—a won-

derful new-type cleansing ingredient

that literallyfoams cleaning and polish-

ing agents over tooth surfaces. It re-

moves yellow tobacco stain while it’s

still fresh . . . whisks away odor-

producing bacteria and tobacco debris.

Use it regularly, and know they’ll

never say “Tobacco Mouth” about you!

Lambert Pharmacal
Company, St. Louis, Mo.

* - J*
e

iff®*™
fee/ iftof luster/bammM/*

Shadow
V'V (A) Thieves’ Highway
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

H
ERE’S a robust, hard-hitting movie
about trucking and the produce busi-

ness. Heading a topnotch cast, Richard
Conte adds another pungent performance
to his growing list.

When Conte sets out to avenge an “acci-
dent” to his trucker-father, Morris Car-
novsky, he is really pushed around but he
doesn’t take it lying down. Italian actress
Valentina Cortesa is very colorful as a
shady lady who first tricks Richard into
trouble, then, woman-like, tries to rescue
him. Barbara Lawrence has the unsym-
pathetic role of Conte’s sweetheart; Lee J.

Cobb is splendid as an unscrupulous brute;
Millard Mitchell rates applause as Rich-
ard’s tough trucking partner.
See this by all means, but leave Junior

at home.

Your Reviewer Says: A truckload of thrills.

V'V (A) The Doctor and the Girl

(M-G-M)

B
LENN FORD is the doctor and Janet
Leigh the girl in one of the season's

most moving dramas.
As the son of surgeon Charles Coburn,

Ford’s future looks bright. But his father
disapproves of his marrying a little nobody,
just as he frowns on a career for his head-
strong daughter, Gloria De Haven. It’s a
tug of war between Coburn and his chil-

dren. Torn between conflicting loyalties,

Glenn is a sorely troubled man. Janet
is physically frail but morally strong,
Gloria too reckless for her own good.

All three turn in praiseworthy perform-
ances, receiving substantial support from
Coburn, Basil Ruysdael, Bruce Bennett,
Warner Anderson and Nancy Davis.

Your Reviewer Says: Plenty of heart appeal.

V'V' (F) Sword in the Desert (U-I)

T
HE Palestine underground of 1947, when
British troops occupied the Holy Land,

is dramatically depicted in this controver-
sial fact-fiction story. It’s primarily an
action picture rather than a significant so-
cial document.

In the role of an American skipper, in-

different to the problems of the refugees
but willing enough to smuggle them into

the country for cold cash, Dana Andrews
scowls fiercely. Dreamy-eyed Marta
Toren, attractive in dungarees, earnestly
portrays a Jewish girl whose nightly radio
broadcasts are a thorn in the side of the
British. Stephen McNally snags the
strongest role—that of a courageous Jew-
ish fighter to whom no risk is too great.

Jeff Chandler capably portrays the re-
spected leader of the secret resistance

force.

Effective in lesser roles are Liam Red-
mond, Philip Friend, Hugh French and
Lowell Gilmore.

Your Reviewer Says: It has a sharp edge.

W (F) Christopher Columbus
(Gainsborough-U-I)

E
VERY school child knows what hap-
pened in 1492. Today, through the

miracle of motion pictures, the story of

Christopher Columbus leaps to life.

American players Fredric March and
Florence Eldridge head a fine English cast.

March, whose blond locks are none too

becoming, effectively portrays Columbus
and Eldridge is graciously regal as Queen
Isabella. Columbus, as depicted here, is

no starry-eyed young sailor, but a weary
middle-aged man engaged in the heart-
breaking struggle of enlisting financial

Stage

backing for his great voyage.
All told, this is a richly rewarding dram

of impressive magnitude.

Your Reviewer Says: History on a grand seal

V (F) Abandoned (U-I)

T
AKEN from a real-life case, this dea
with the black market babies racke
Dennis O’Keefe ably portrays a live

wire reporter who stumbles onto a startlin
story when he meets pretty Gale Storn
Seems Gale’s sister has disappeared afte
writing of the birth of a baby. Suspectin
foul play, Gale confides her fears t

O’Keefe. Persistent probing reveals th
existence of an illegal syndicate headed b
Marjorie Rambeau.
Raymond Burr is mixed up in all thi:

too, as a mobster who outsmarts himsel
Jeff Chandler makes a satisfactory dis

trict attorney and Meg Randall is sym
pathetic as an unwed mother. What i

adds up to is a brisk, generally interestin
movie meller.

Your Reviewer Says: Good underworld yarr

(F) Father Was a Fullback
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

H
ERE’S an innocuous domestic corned
with Fred MacMurray as a colleg

football coach in danger of losing his jol

Maureen O’Hara is Fred’s loving wif
while Betty Lynn and Natalie Wood ar
their hard-to-live-with youngsters.
Betty Lynn, suffering from acute growini

pains, has the family in the doldrums
Betty enjoys being misunderstood bul

once young Richard Tyler comes along
she stages a speedy recovery. Her pre-

cocious kid sister Natalie is given he
share of wisecracks. Thelma Ritter click,

as an outspoken maid. Rudy Vallee draw
the routine role of a stuffed shirt.

One and all are in there pitching, bu
the odds are pretty much against them.

Your Reviewer Says: Minor-league comedy.

V (F) Slattery’s Hurricane
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

I
F YOU think Richard Widmark ha
mended his ways, take another look

Here, he’s a heel again—and a very con-

vincing one—seesawing between gorgeou;
Linda Darnell and wistful Veronica Lake
Linda is wed to Widmark’s wartim<

buddy, Navy pilot John Russell, and quit<

happy about it until Dick pops up t<

complicate matters. Poor Veronica eat:

her heart out, watching Widmark make ;

play for his friend’s wife. Along witl

Dick, Veronica works for a Miami mil-

lionaire, presumably in the candy busi-

ness, but actually peddling dope. It take:

a slashing hurricane to blow some sense

into Widmark.
The U. S. Navy’s Aerological Service co-

operated on the technical end, adding con-

siderable realism to a squally affair.

Your Reviewer Says: Stormy weather.

V'V (F) The Girl in the Painting
(Prestige-U-I)

H
UMAN interest abounds in this Britisl

film with a displaced persons’ camj
for its background. Mai (pronounced My)
Zetterling touchingly plays a wide-eyec
waif who invites your deepest sympathy

It is Mai’s picture in a London ari

gallery which intrigues Major Guy Rolfe

(“Broken Journey”) on leave from Ger-
many. When an elderly Austrian refugee

also visiting the gallery, declares Mai to be

his long-lost daughter, Rolfe embarks upor

a search to find her. The first step is tc

(Continued on page 24)
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(Continued from page 22)
interview the artist who painted the pic-
ture. He is Robert Beatty, a dying man,
drowning his sorrows in drink. The clues
Beatty gives Rolfe are all too meagre, but
that doesn’t discourage the gallant major.

Your Reviewer Says: A distinctive British
drama.

^ (F) Brimstone (Republic)

I
T S hide-and-seek on the range with
smoking six-shooters blazing away like

mad. Walter Brennan, the old rascal, steals
this movie from Rod Cameron. A cattle-
man turned bandit, Brennan and his sons,
Jim Davis and Jack Lambert, terrorize the
countryside. In defiance of his father’s
wishes, the youngest son, James Brown, is
in love with Adrian Booth. Cameron enters
the picture when he gets sheriff Forrest
Tucker to appoint him deputy.

Your Reviewer Says: Crime on the prairie.

(F) South of Rio (Republic)

B
ROTHER is against brother in this two-
fisted hoss opera.
Monte Hale capably plays a Ranger

while Douglas Kennedy is his outlaw
brother, working for badman Roy Barcroft.
Barcroft and his gang have been stirring
up a mess of trouble in Rio Blanco, cul-
minating in the murder of the town’s
newspaper publisher. Hale teams up with
reporter Paul Hurst to break up the gang.

Your Reviewer Says: Rough-a n d-t u m b 1 e
Western.

^ (F) Song of Surrender
(Paramount)

T
HIS turn-of-the-century tale has a
December-May marriage for its theme.
As the slim-’n’-prim young wife of

scholarly, stern Claude Rains, Wanda Hen-
drix is very winsome. Politician Macdon-
ald Carey thinks so, but then he’s fed
up with the sophisticates in his set, in-
cluding his fiancee, Andrea King. Wanda
and Mac are brought together by a phono-
graph (regarded as the devil’s instrument
by the townsfolk), and as they listen to
the voice of Caruso, they fall in love.

Your Reviewer Says: Cinderella in New
England.

Best Pictures of the Month
Christopher Columbus
Everybody Does It

The Gal Who Took the West
Prince of Foxes

That Midnight Kiss
Thieves’ Highway

Best Performances of the Month
Alan Ladd, Donna Reed in

"Chicago Deadline’’

Glenn Ford, Janet Leigh in
"The Doctor and the Girl”

Paul Douglas, Linda Darnell, Celeste Holm
in "Everybody Does IF’

Yvonne DeCarlo, Charles Coburn in
"The Gal Who Took the West”

Mai Zetterling in

"The Girl in the Painting’

Richard Widmark in
"Slattery’s Hurricane"

Mario Lanza in "That Midnight Kiss”

Richard Conte, Lee J. Cobb in
"Thieves’ Highway”

i. STOPS
not just masks-

perspiration odor

2. SOFTENS
and beautifies

underarm skin

Oh joy, oh bliss! YODORA is dif-

ferent . . . doubly divine, doubly

effective, because it’s made with a

face cream base. Works two ways:

1—really stops perspiration odor

. . . 2— keeps armpits fresh and
lovely-looking as the skin of neck

and shoulders. Safe for clothes,

too. Today, try YODORA, the won-

derful deodorant that works two

ways ! Product of McKesson &
Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
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She’d Love To Say yes"

CREST PRODUCTIONS, INC. presents

with MAX BAER * GUS SCHILLING * CHARLES ARNT
Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL Directed by WILLIAM D. RUSSELL

To a Man With a

It's lighthearted, carefree,

gay ... in a riotous sort of

way . . . when a lovely husband

hunter, with matrimoney
on her mind, discovers that

her heart's not an adding
machine!

CkAC/DETlf ROBERT GEORGE
COLBERT • Y0UH6 • BRENT

Screen Phy by BRUCS MANNING ond iStIM AUSTER
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PERIODIC PAIN I

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 16) phone dubbing
in lines to match scenes on the screen for
“Beyond the Forest.” It was Bette Davis’s
last day on the Warner lot as a contract
star.

As the last line was recorded, a cer-
tain director and executive stepped up
to say goodbye. They had had their dif-

ferences with Bette and neither felt too
warm nor friendly.

“We’ll miss you on the lot,” they said,
rather ambiguously.

“I’ll be making many more pictures
for Warner Brothers,” Bette replied. “Mr.
Warner and I are friends.”

Their faces fell just a little. And then
Bette was gone.
And that, after eighteen years of dis-

tinguished service that reaped untold
millions for her studio, was her farewell.
There was no party, no luncheon, no
expression of gratitude, no gathering in

her bungalow. It could have been the
most insignificant bit player on her way
out, instead of Hollywood’s number one
actress.
No wonder Bette once advised Jane

Bryan, a coming star, to give up a career
for love before it became too important
to her. She knew what she was talking
about.

Eligible Bachelor: He’s dark, handsome
and Hollywood’s most eligible bachelor.
His name is Farley Granger and his
heart belongs to no one, in particular.
He lives alone in Hollywood, in a spa-

cious apartment consisting of living
room, bedroom, dinette, bath, kitchen and
a private sun deck. He furnished it him-
self in simple modern style. He makes
his own coffee in the morning and occa-
sionally his dinner. A maid comes in to
clean, once a week.

Records, books and autographed pic-

tures of friends are all over. He has
both phonograph and radio but no tele-

vision set. He prefers good food in good
restaurants to night clubs.

Once a week, or oftener, when he isn’t

working, he drives out to the Valley to

see his parents. His mother knits all his

socks, forty-five pairs to date, and always
has ready a package of homemade jam
or pickles for Farley to take home.

He’s Hollywood’s star of tomorrow
with “Roseanna McCoy,” “They Live by
Night,” and (Continued on page 28)

Sonja Henie, once Mrs. Dan Topping, en-

tertains Lana Turner (Mrs. Bob Topping)

New improved NORFORMS
make feminine hygiene
easier

Never before has an antisep-

tic and deodorant preparation for inner

cleanliness been so pleasant and easy to

use.

The New Norforms are small,

dainty suppositories that form an anti-

septic and protective film. Powerful, yet

non-irritating new agents destroy germ
life and eliminate (not mask) objection-

able odors for hours.

Nothing to mix or measure-
no worry about too much or too little.

The New Norforms are safe to use on

delicate tissues. They melt at internal

body temperature without greasiness or

odor.

> The new formula and a new
method of packing— individually seaied

in foil— prevents spoilage— makes the

New Norforms usable in any climate.

Get new, improved Norforms

and discover how simple feminine hy-

giene can be. At all drug stores.

Send for booklet, "Feminine Hygiene

Made Easy." The Norwich Pharmacal Com-
pany, Norwich, New York . . . Famous for

Dependable Drugs.
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Gargle LlSTERINE ANTISEPTIC—Quick!—When you reach home

Prompt germ killing action can head

off trouble or lessen its severity.

When you sit through one of those cold,

late-season football games, you may be

letting yourself in for a nasty sore throat,

a troublesome cold— or worse.

You see, excitement, fatigue, icy tem-

peratures and cold feet may often lower

body resistance so that threatening germs

called the "secondary invaders’’ can stage

a mass invasion of the tissue. They can

set up an infection, or aggravate one that

is already started.

Nature Can Use Help

Then, if ever, Nature can use a helping

hand to go after such threatening germs

... to help prevent such a mass invasion

. . . to head off a cold before it gets

started. That is why, when you get home,
it is wise to gargle with full-strength

Listerine Antiseptic repeatedly.

Attacks "Secondary Invaders”

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back on
throat surfaces to kill millions of germs,

including the "secondary invaders” that

many doctors hold responsible for so

much of a cold’s misery.

Actual tests have shown that the Listerine

Antiseptic gargle reducedgerms on mouth and
throat surfaces as much as 96.7% fifteen

minutes after gargling , and up to 80% one

hour after.

Always at the First Sniffle

Whenever you have sniffles, your throat

is raw, or you feel chilly or under par,

start the Listerine Antiseptic gargle. You
may thus spare yourself a nasty siege

of a cold or sore throat due to a cold.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

Germs Reduced up

96.7% in Tests

Fifteen minutes
after a Listerine

Antiseptic gargle,

tests showed bacterial reductions on

mouth and throat surfaces ranging up

to 96.7%, and up to 80% one hour

after a Listerine Antiseptic gargle.

WOMEN TELL US That they make Listerine Antiseptic and massage

a regular part of hair-washing as a precaution against INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF
f
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-How WOaderful for YOU

!

Stopette Deodorant
sprays away underarm odor

SPRAY DEODORANT

No messy
fingers!

You never touch

Stopette . . . hardly

know it touches you!

Just squeeze the

flexible bottle . . . Stopette

envelops underarm in cool

deodorant mist, banishes odot

and perspiration worries.

You have never used a deodor-

ant so delicate, yet so effective. Stopette

is invisible, dries the instant you spray it

on, leaves no trace on skin or clothes. Com-

posed of kind-to-your-skin ingredients ... as-

sures the firm yet gentle protection you must

have. The squeezable bottle is unbreakable-

carry it anywhere. So economical, too — hun-

dreds of sprays in each bottle.

Your favorite drug or cosmetic counter has

Stopette. Try it once . .
.
you will

never use another deodorant.

UoodHo^ekeepin?) JULES MONTENIER, INC.

CHICAGO

INSIDE STUFF

( Continued, from page 26) “Side Street.”
Intense on screen, relaxed off, he’s Holly-
wood’s biggest catch. But, just how you
could catch him, we wouldn’t know.

Incidentally, he gets his mail at Sam-
uel Goldwyn’s Studio in Hollywood.

The Bogarts: “He’s wonderful, won-
derful, wonderful,” Lauren Bacall told
us on “The Young Man with a Horn”
set, and, of course, she meant her young
son Stephen. Humphrey Bogart, a visi-

tor on his wife’s set, passed by at this
moment and Lauren’s eyes echoed her
words, “he’s wonderful, wonderful, won-
derful.”
A happy woman, Lauren Bacall, and

looking it. Even the black and blue
marks sustained when Kirk Douglas
threw her around for a scene, seemed to
her good omens of a bright new career
ahead.

“Kirk’s on a spot,” she told us, as we
stood behind the camera watching the
scene. “After such a hit in ‘Champion,’
critics will be watching his every move.
I know how he feels. I went through it

myself.”
From where we stood, he played the

scene perfectly. Something tells us Doug-
las needn’t worry. And the way the en-
tire crew applauded Lauren’s scene, we’d
say she has no worries, either.

Round-up: “Business,” say Ginger
Rogers and Greg Bautzer anent their
numerous dates. If mere business can
bring that kind of glow to Ginger’s face,
the gal should make a career of it. Mean-
while, her estranged husband, not so
glowy, is beauing Ann Miller about and
planning to take up the threads of his
acting career that were severed when
he married Ginger . . . The Kellys (Gene,
Betsy and daughter Kerry) celebrating
Betsy’s return from Europe with dinner
at Romanoff’s. Her acting job with Orson
Welles didn’t turn out. But whose does ?

. . . No one seems to know the reason for
the cooling off of that warm friendship
between Frank Sinatra and Gene Kelly.
It’s been hinted Frankie prefers Gene
as a co-star rather than his director . . .

Homesick for Hollywood and movies, say
returning travelers from Europe of Rita
Hayworth. She’ll return after the birth
of her baby . . . Judy Garland, with her
added poundage (Continued on page 101)

Socially speaking: The Tony Martins

and Van Johnson at the Henie party

Heart?
Some men are better
heard than seen but as
the French say, there’s

JOAN LANSING an exception to every
rule, and Don McNeill

happens to be my favorite excep-
tion. Perhaps you’ll say I can’t go
wrong when a man is 6' 2", dark
and handsome. But, Don McNeill,
the man who makes the Breakfast
Club radio program my dish every,
morning at 9 AM, is no addle-pated
adonis but a genuinely nice guy as
I’ve found out from personal ex-

perience. For sixteen sensationally

'successful years he has worked on
‘the theory that one man’s corn is

another man’s candy, and his

round-up of fun and foolishness

(applauded by Swift, Philco and
General Mills) turns me into a mod-
ern Minnie-Ha-Ha five times a
week. But as he told me, variety

probably accounts for the 250,000

fan letters he gets a year and to

put it mildly the Breakfast Club
is vivid with variety. There’s spon-

taneous comic combustion, senti-

ment, nostalgia and a time for

prayer and hymns, many of which
McNeill writes himself. To use an
old vaudeville billing, the Breakfast

Club is 60 beautiful minutes 60,

generated by the gentleman who’s

made America realize coffee and
.comedy go well together— Don
McNeill. Just a reminder—Don and
the gang get together over ABC
every morning at 9 o’clock EST.

Unless my eyes and ears deceive

me where there’s a groom there’s

a bride but—what’s even more in-

triguing—there’s often a tale of a
romance that’s riotous enough to

pin your ears back. Since marriage
is a public affair every day on

“Bride and Groom” at 2:30 PM EST
I’ve heard some startling stories

. of “how they met.” Think the story

that should win a place in the Hall

of Fame is the one about the short-

stop who missed a fly ball that

soared through the air with the

greatest of wizz and hit the future

Mrs. Shortstop on the heart! It’s

just such miraculous meetings and
a delightful aura of hope, happiness

and humor that make “Bride and*

Groom” the sterling (Sterling Drug
that is) marital marvel that it is!

Remember you can join the fun at

2:30 PM EST every weekday by
tuning in your local American
Broadcasting Company station.

Other Tips on ABC Daytime Dialing

Betty Crocker 10:25 AM EST
Helpful hints to your man’s heart.

My True Story 10:00 AM EST
The true vivid drama of life itself.

Victor H. Lindlahr 10:45 AM EST
Diet tips from a food expert.

ebon Loosing
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• “You bet the Ayds Way figures for

me,” says Maureen O’Sullivan, motion
picture star ahd wife of famous director
John Farrow. “Every woman wants to

keep her figure looking lovely. I know
that Ayds will help me lose weight the
way Nature intended me to. I look bet-
ter and feel better while I’m taking Ayds.”

says
Maureen O’Sullivan

How to Lose Weight and Look Lovelier
Now! Reduce — and look lovelier while you are doing it!

Lose weight the way Nature intended you to! A quick, natural

way with no risk to health. If you follow the Ayds Plan you
should feel healthier, look better while reducing— and have a

lovelier figure!

This is because the Ayds way to reduce is a natural way.

When you take Ayds before meals, as directed, you can eat

what you want ... all you want. Ayds contains no harmful drugs.

It calls for no strenuous diet ... no massage ... no exercise.

Ayds is a specially made candy containing health giving vita-

mins and minerals. It acts by reducing your desire for those

extra fattening calories . . . works almost like magic. Easily and
naturally you should begin to look slimmer, more beautiful day
by day, when you follow the Ayds Plan.

Women all over America now have lovelier figures with the

help of Ayds. Clinical tests conducted by eminent physicians

on over 100 persons proved quick, safe weight losses averaging

14 to 15 pounds.

Users report losses up to 10 pounds with the very first box.

In fact, you lose weight with the first box or your money back.

Get Ayds from your druggist or department store, today!

The Loveliest Women in the World take AYDS
p
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Photoplay’s invitation to “Choose Your

Star” resulted in an avalanche of votes as

surprising as the personalities you prefer

Men Points

1. John Derek 29,150

2. Johnny Sands 6,650

3. Gordon MacRae 3,485

4. Douglas Dick 3,465

5. Stephen McNally 3,110

6. Rosanno Brazzi 2,850

7. Michael Kirby 2,745

8. David Brian 2,450

9. Paul Douglas 2,400

10. Scott Brady 2,130

Women Points

1. Allene Roberts 14,010

2. Cyd Charisse 8,655

3. Barbara Lawrence .... 7,870

4. Arlene Dahl 6,329 i

|

5. Betsy Drake 6,125

6. Patricia Neal 5,310

7. Ruth Roman 4,680

8. Joan Evans 2,885

9. Gigi Perreau 1,775

10. Corinne Calvet 1,040

I

T’S John Derek by a landslide! He was your enthu-

siastic choice for stardom out of a list of forty-five

male candidates in the “Choose Your Star” contest

in August Photoplay. This, in spite of the fact that,

except for bit parts in “Since You Went Away” and
“I’ll Be Seeing You” (made before John went into

service), he has been seen in only one picture, “Knock
on Any Door.”

But from the day the votes started pouring in (and

pouring in is an understatement, since the ballots re-

ceived this year nearly tripled the huge amount sent

in for the 1948 competition), John had more than four

times as many points as Johnny Sands, the nearest

contender. Sands, however, held fast to the number
two spot from the first count.

In a less spectacular way, Allene Roberts, Derek’s

appealing young wife in “Knock on Any Door,” estab-

lished and kept an undisputed first place among the

women, with nearly twice as many points as runner-

up Cyd Charisse. Cyd, too, never waivered from
second place. It is interesting to note that two-thirds

of Allene’s points came in on the same ballots as

Derek’s, proving that here is a team you want to see

reunited.

Barbara Lawrence held a convincing lead as third

choice among the girls, but the male competition for

“show” was an exciting race. For, from the moment
“Look for the Silver Lining” was released, Gordon
MacRae—a popular radio star whose only other

screen appearance in “The Big Punch” did little for

him—began pushing up from seventh, and on the

very last day of the contest stole third place from

Douglas Dick, by a close margin of twenty points.

Photoplay writers have been assigned to stories

on the “Choose Your Star” winners and runners-up

and staff photographers are arranging to photograph

them in color and in black-and-white. In the De-
cember Photoplay there will be full-page color por-

traits and stories on both Allene and John.

And at the studios—where your opinion counts the

most—there should be big plans brewing for the girls

and boys you are turning into stars.



For Jennifer Jones and David O. Selznick, mar-

riage wailed—until that moment when they could

face each other without fear of the future

David O. Selznick and his

bride, Jennifer Jones. She

stars in “Madame Bovary”

P

.
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T
O BE with some people is a

happy experience. Even after

you leave them, cynicism
dulled, you go on believing in

the constancy of love, in artistic

integrity, in idealism—all the

good and shining things. That’s

the way it is when you’re with

the David O. Selznicks these days.

For now, Jennifer and David are

married, at last—in spite of all the

predictions to the contrary, and
the doubts and fears they, them-
selves, sometimes must have har-

bored.

Not even the Hollywood gossip

mill denied the strong attachment

there has, for so long, been be-

tween them. But marriage is some-
thing else again and Jennifer and

David waited, I think, until they

were sure they could make it work
—against the odds of David’s rest-

lessness, ego and tempestuousness;

Jennifer’s intense sensitivity and
emotionalism and the seventeen

years’ difference in their ages.

As David (Continued on page 80)

It was Jennifer who solved the riddle of their love for each other

A new Jennifer surprised Elsa, at Cannes, when she spoke of her future with David

3



Judy’s

singing

again

BY CARLETON ALSOP

She’s over the rainbow,

facing a bright new future

—

but only the friend who was

with her knows the story of the

weeks that changed her life

p

Judy, with Carleton Alsop, whom she affection-

ately calls “Pa,” and his wife Sylvia Sidney

L
ET’S start with a few days before last May 26th.

Rumors were sweeping Hollywood like a tropical

hurricane. Gossip in homes of the great and

humble, gossip in newspapers, gossip over the radio.

All the people in the “know”—and all who wanted to

be—-were saying that Judy Garland’s health was
broken, Judy’s voice was gone, Judy’s career was
finished.

Gossip unchecked is constantly fed by jealous and

malicious minds. As A1 Smith used to say, “Let’s look

at the record. Let’s examine the facts. Let’s get at the

truth.”

Judy had been replaced in “The Barkleys of Broad-

way” by Ginger Rogers. Why? Because she was ill on

the starting date of that picture. The studio had a heavy

investment and many commitments which could not

be put aside, and so, purely for financial reasons, the

movie that was written for Judy and Fred Astaire had

to go on, with or without Judy. As we all know, it

went on without her.

No artist is happy at being replaced, and Judy, like

any normal human being, resented it. Mr. Louis B.

Mayer, boss of M-G-M, came to see her and gave her

another viewpoint.

“No picture is so important that it should be allowed

to destroy your health,” Mr. Mayer told her. “Spend

this time in getting well. There are many pictures for

you to do.” Judy tried, (Continued on page 112)

Judy Garland of the

great heart. Her next

will be “Summer Stock”

Paul Davis
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how
lucky

can
you
be?

JMX

As told to Robert Peer

fl^HE London evening was chilly. Tyrone and I, having finished pack-

I ing for our return to California, were sitting on the floor, propped up

against the couch, watching the logs blaze in the fireplace. And I

kept thinking how surprising and wonderful it was that, even though

Tyrone and I have been married only a few months, I am so completely

accustomed, to my life with him.

It’s because of our mutual experiences during these past few months,

I think. They have brought us closer together than we might have

become in years of a more average existence. Take last April—that

night when my plane, ready for the landing, swept low over Casa-

blanca. Below I could see the rooftops of the ancient Moroccan city

bathed in moonlight and above the sky was filled with millions of stars.

And next to me—an empty seat. For the first time since our marriage,

Tyrone and I had been separated.

I could still see him in Rome, saying goodbye (Continued on page 93)
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It was the same world she had

always known—hut somehow it

was different. Perhaps it was be-

cause she was seeing it for the

first time—as Mrs. Tyrone Power

Soon they’ll be sharing another interest

Gossip had them flying in different directions

when Ty flew to Morocco ahead of Linda

In French Morocco, where Ty’s picture, “The Black Rose,”

was filmed, Linda learned a lot about desert housekeeping
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Fink

and

Smith

THESE ARE
the clothes they love

Rhonda Fleming, when she entertains at home,

wears these hostess pajamas of her own design. One*

piece, they have gold sequins embroidered at top

Rose satin for an entrance . . . soft

wool for travel , . . pink lace for

dancing . . . creating a magic mood

that makes them star favorites

MTOW comes the party seasons intimate

1 dinners at homes and grand soirees at

hotels and cafes. The ladies are be-

decked in the most exciting furs and

dresses, suits and wraps we’ve seen in many
a day. A funny thing; no matter how
lavish their wardrobes, the stars we’ve

noticed, will wear one costume more often

than any other. Feel dreamiest in it, no

doubt. And this month Ann MacNamara has

photographed the gals in their favorite

clothes. Gaze while your eyes turn green.

The first big dressy soiree of the month
was the huge party given by the Twentieth

Century-Fox executive Lew Schreiber and
his wife. And was that cute Anne Baxter

taking the deserved bows! She was not

only “the belle of the ball,” but the belle

Linda Darnell appreciates the subtle com-

pliment of blue mink against her dark color-

ing. This cape-stole from Teitelbaum, with

extra wide skins, is her favorite dress-up fur

For dinner at home, June Allyson

chooses this hostess gown of eyelet em-

broidered organdy, over a pale blue

taffeta slip. It’s Dick Powell’s favorite

Liz Taylor adores her pink

flannel coat by Marcelle

des Vigies, worn over black

tulle — so sophisticated



Jeanne Crain plays up her chestnut hair with

a dress of palest pink lace from Bullock’s

Wilshire. Waistband is tight, of matching

pink satin. Jean’s capelet is pastel mink

the

hollywood

clothes line

By EDITH GWYNN
with fashion first pictures

By ANN MAC NAMARA

Cherished choice of Anne Baxter is her slipper satin evening coat by

Genia, with dolman sleeves, high Tudor collar. John Hodiak designed muff
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For evenings at home, Ann Miller prefers her

Traina Norell housecoat in gold and white brocade,

its huge collar a lovely frame for her face

of Hollywood, with everyone raving

over her recent performance with

Dan Dailey in “You’re My Every-
thing,” especially the hilarious

sequence where she does a “Clara

Bow” and imitates the typical flap-

per of yesteryear. A scream! The
party was at Romanoff’s and there

was much late dining and dancing

until the wee hours. The Baxter gal

was photographed over and over

again, dancing with Dan, dancing

with Cesar Romero, Zachary Scott,

Dana Andrews—and just about every

male around except her own John
Hodiak, who was away in Arizona

on location.

Too bad he wasn’t there to watch
that dreamy dress Anne was wear-
ing, under her sensational rose-

satin wrap. It went swoosh almost

to the walls when she twirled. How-
ard Shoup designed it. It was a

low-cut, off-the-shoulder bouffante

gown of white marquisette, the skirt

being about thirty yards in circum-

ference around the bottom! It was
tight-bodiced, and across the neck-
line and around the arms (also all

around the bottom of the skirt),

were rather large, starched pleated

“wheels” of the white marquisette,

which gave a winged effect from
every angle. Around Anne’s waist

was a cherry red, rather narrow sash

of velvet, tied in a bow with stream-

ers down the back.

Gene Tierney, in a gray lace and
white crepe combination, was with

Otto Preminger, but almost on her

way to met Oleg Cassini in Manhat-
tan for their trip to Europe.

Arlene Dahl, wearing her divine

ermine stole, came with Phil Reed
to the Connie Moore Maschio party

for Milton (Continued on page 91)
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Suited to Gloria De Haven’s taste is fall design by Harry Cooper. The

jacket is of thin beige wool, buttoned up the front, with huge patch

pockets trimmed with leopard fur. Skirt is plain black wool

Arlene Dahl prefers stoles as a fur,

wears her white ermine by Willard

George from Rex in many different ways

When Tony Martin, husband of Cyd

Charisse, orders a suit, his tailor makes

her one, too. This has tubular skirt
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With Sue at a picnic. He’ll

give yon the shirt off his

back—or another one just

like it! Alan will be seen

in “Chicago Deadline”

Fink and Smith

I



He could open tomorrow at Minsky’s

—

she says. And that’s only the begin-

ning—of what life is like around Ladd

katzenjammer kid

The Ladds and the Briskins: When Alan and Ted start planning. Sue and Betty just shake their heads and laugh

I

T’S seven years since I first met Alan Ladd-
over a shampoo. Because his wife, Sue, and I

have the same hairdresser at Paramount. I

liked him right off. He has the same warmth that

comes across the screen, so that when you watch

him shoot somebody, you feel sorrier for him than

for the guy he’s just dropped.

Off the screen, too, he’s a dead shot. But he

won’t shoot at anything that’s alive. The only

time he ever contributed to killing an animal

was an accident. He hit a deer that ran into the

road and almost wrecked his car. Because the

poor little thing was wounded he went home

immediately for his gun—and for the hired hand,

Joe, to use it.

He’s a man’s man. He and my husband, Teddy,

are great friends. When they get together they

talk the biggest business. They settle television,

coming world events—and what’s coming some-

day from Mars. They’re big oil tycoons, they spin

fabulous tales, they’re going to be millionaires.

Sue and I just shake our heads and laugh.

When Alan and I get together we talk shop.

And all the time we talk he keeps pulling on his

right eyebrow. We talk about the pictures we’ve

done and those we ( Continued on page 110)
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Bob Hope and Bing Crosby: Both give generously to charity

—

but it’s those little extras that swing the balance in Bob’s favor

Shelley Winters: She changed her

tune when she read those reviews

Sheilah, in Thanksgiving

mood, beats • her drum-

stick for some stars

—

but gives others the bird

Bette Davis: Letting off steam

can be harmless—if it doesn’t

happen in a crowded studio
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Doug Fairbanks Jr.: A i rich man’s

son who spares more than a dime

Jimmy Durante: A heart of gold that fame can’t

tarnish, a memory as long as his famous nose

Joan Crawford: Looking like a

star is only part of her act

M THANKFUL FOR...

W
ITH Thanksgiving Day almost upon us, I’ve

been looking over the Hollywood scene, con-

sidering the stars for whom I sing paeans of

praise, as well as those who deserve no checks or

stars or bells for the performances they give as

human beings.

First, I’m very thankful for Joan Crawford.

She looks and acts like a big star is supposed to

look and act. When she walks into a room, she

stops the show. And it isn’t only her sensational

diamond necklace or set of aquamarines. It is

the way she wears her clothes, the way she walks,

the way she talks. She does quite a job as a hu-
man being, too, and I’m not talking about the four

kids she’s adopted. It was fine, for instance, the

way Joan came to the rescue of former movie

star Gertrude Michael, who, when she was in

trouble, said, “All I want is a chance.” Joan gave

it to her—a part in her picture “Flamingo Road.”

And now Miss Michael is working steadily.

On the other hand, I’m not thankful for Greta

Garbo. A great actress, yes, but has she ever

made an appearance for charity? No.

And I’m definitely not thankful for Shelley

Winters. What’s the matter with the girl anyway?
She jumps to attention in one picture, “A Double

Life” with Ronald Colman. Until the reviews,

she’s all sweet cooperation. Then whammy. She
screams on the set all the time. She tells Bruce

Humberstone how to (Continued on page 99)
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I he BobWalker

Ready for life: Bob Walker’s experiences of the past

year have given him a new outlook. He has grown up

'LOO;k&tk,

In dramatic headlines the papers

told about his downfall. This is

the no less dramatic story of his

painful progress back to health

4
YEAR ago, Bob Walker was a sick,

frightened and desperately unhappy
man, apparently bent on his own de-

struction.

Driven and tortured by a sense of guilt

that he didn’t understand and by an anger

that he refused to admit, he sought escape

in drinking, only to find himself in deeper

trouble. He was off the deep end, doomed,

it seemed, to the living death of an alco-

holic; as he himself says, “really off my
rocker.”

That Bob today is healthy and happy,

ready to face the realities, both good and

bad, of his life is a modem miracle. And
the story of Bob’s experiences is a story of

hope for driven, unhappy, failing people

everywhere.

Bob’s deliverance came about through

the newest, and undoubtedly most misun-

derstood, of the healing arts, psychiatry.

For he spent six-and-a-half months as a

patient at the famous Menninger Clinic in

Topeka, Kansas. And during the last four

of those months, he underwent deep level

psychoanalysis.

His treatment laid bare the roots of his

illness, the forgotten fears and hurts and

angers of his earliest childhood.

It would be im- (Continued on page 70)
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At a Forsyte party, Janet Leigh introduces the man she loves. Bob Young,

to Errol Flynn’s wife, Greer Garson. Bob’s infatuation for Greer is obvious

Greer was not in love with Errol, had married him only because of his insis-

tence and fears of the future planted by her landlady, Evelyn Beresford

At the gallery where Errol, an avid art collector, goes to buy a painting,

Greer meets Walter Pidgeon, another Forsyte who becomes important to her

In a dramatic scene Errol, blind

Janet, hating Greer because of

In a film as lavish as the

elegant Eighties, M-G-M

presents—in Technicolor

—

John Galsworthy’s classic

story of a great English family
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with jealousy, accuses Greer of encouraging Bob Young. For the first time

what she believes about her, sees unhappiness Greer suffers as Errol’s wife

I

N this movie, Greer Garson plays one of the most emotional char-

acters that ever lived between book covers. To those who feel

it a pity that the original title, “The Forsyte Saga,” was changed,

we pass along the word that this was done in an effort to throw
importance to Greer who, as Irene, is the storm center of the film.

You’ll see a different Errol Flynn as Soames, her husband. And
the entire production has a splendor we haven’t seen since the war.

A
PHOTOPLAY

SNEAK
PREVIEW

Janet nails her name plate to dressing room

once used by Norma Shearer, her discoverer

On the set, Greer chats with her mother,

Nina Ross, who plays her aunt in the film

Errol and Walter find relief from their dra-

matic chores in off-set game of checkers



Mike goes in as Howard goes out. Someday they

intend to eat more than Sunday breakfast at home

BY MIKE MESHIKOW

Cats, kids and birdseed weren’t in

the lease but he got these and more

when he tossed in his lot—and

his laundry—with Howard Duff

H
OWARD DUFF is a subject to whom I’ve been very close for the past

eight years. “Close,” regarding my relationship to Mr. Duff, is some-
thing of an inadequate word. I have been allied with him respectively

as (a) service buddy; (b) wailing wall (and this functions in reverse);

(c) best friend (and for me, it couldn’t happen to a luckier guy); (d)

agent; (e) business manager; and (f) (for the past three years) housemate.

The guy with whom I share a laundry bag, split my utilities bills, divide

liquor chits, and share roof and board has little in common with the rugged

and noble cin-e-mah star, the fast talking Sam Spade (plug) of Sunday
night radio, or the “lover boy” of the Hollywood columnists.

He’s a fairly average, nice guy, with a better than average mind (though

he doesn’t beat you over the head with it), and the staying power of a

six-day bike racer. He has appetites that should have been heard about

by Jack-and-the-Beanstalk’s giant! Prodigious! Whatever he concentrates

on—for the moment, that’s it! Whether it’s food, liquor, exercise (oh, my
aching back!), reading, conversation, women—or even work!

The first day our paths (to cliche an old twist) crossed, was in March
1941. This date is not unforgettable simply because it was our first meeting.

It was also the day I received my well-known “Greetings” from Uncle Sam.

This was eight months before the war broke out (Continued on page 78)
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Rugged realist: Howard Duff of “Fugitive from Terror”
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Rehearsing for the big moment when they face a “live” audience: John Hoyt, Gregory Peck, John Hubbard, Fred Clark,

Jean Parker, Tom Powers, Benay Venuta and Florence Bates in “Light up the Sky,” one of hit shows of the La Jolla season

Hollywood STRAW HAT
Scenic artist Mary Lou Carroll doesn’t mind

Greg’s ad libs—he, too, once painted scenery

Mel Ferrer, Jane Wyatt and Hurd Hatfield read their lines for “The

Importance of Being Earnest,” with Greg as an interested audience



No box office blues here—custom-

ers flock to every performance

John Lund’s turn came later—as

the lead in “Command Decision”

All set for the opening performance: Ollie Carey (widow of Harry Carey), Greta Peck

and Dorothy McGuire. Plays are given in the auditorium of La Jolla High School

Joan Caulfield, who came with the Lunds,

goes backstage to congratulate Benay Venuta

The Pecks read the reviews next

morning—critics were enthusiastic

f|]HE La Jolla Theater was born back in April, 1947. Jennifer Jones,

I Joseph Gotten, Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire and Mel Ferrer,

meeting in a New York hotel, decided Hollywood, too, should have

its straw hat theater for summer stock shows. David O. Selznick lent

financial support. And top-notch actors, eager to return to the stage,

jumped at the chance to work at La Jolla for a minimum salary. So

this theater was able to present current plays with such casts as

Broadway producers dream about. Now, after three successful sea-

sons, there are plans to build a two-million-dollar theater in Beverly

Hills to house winter activities.

It was a great day for Hollywood when the stars decided to go

straw hat.

The play’s the thing at

La Jolla where stage-

struck stars give their

all for little or nothing
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Small fry, who like their heroes to ride the plains alone,

fell in love with Dale Evans long before Roy Rogers did

Color picture* by Fink and Smith

/ \

{ j'\\V NCE babes in mink were the

pin-up gods of the box office. Today it’s

the musical and muscled buckaroos in

horsehide. The world’s gone Western,

clippety-clop. Adults seem to have dis-

covered what kids knew all along—that

Westerns are Hollywood’s best product.

There are many good reasons for the

rise of horse operas. Horses don’t talk, for

one thing. We were speeched to death

during the war. Commentators beat out

messages on our eardrums as if they were
tom-toms. Actors hero’d around advising

us to send our fat to the butcher.

. They kept talking after the war, too, but

the balloon got pricked and Hollywood hit

bottom—or le derriere you would say in

Romanoff’s, if you could afford it. Looked
as if the sheriff might foreclose on the ol’

swimming pools.

Suddenly to the rescue, out of the West-

erns rode the doughty Duke—John Wayne.
Asked how he did it, the Duke said:

“Maybe it’s because my pictures contain

no messages. The plumber, working down
under the house all day, doesn’t take the

missus to the movies at night to get handed
a message. If they throw him a problem he

says, ‘Aw, let’s go home and go to bed.’
”

(Continued on page 56)
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BY HERB HOWE

The sheriff was about to foreclose on the old swimming pool. But Hollywood

returned to the saddle and found gold in the box office tills
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Hopalong Cassidy Bill Boyd, who once pursued

women, is now chasing bandits with happier results

Tim Holt, raised on the Hollywood range, is the

strongest contender for top Western honors

Gene Autry has parlayed a horse and guitar into

enterprises that net him a million dollars a year

John Wayne films revived Western trend. But now

“the Duke” lets the others do all the singing

Keyet

Dick Foran switched from light opera to horse

opera and has become one of the best in the field

Rod Cameron sometimes strays into Technicolor

dramas, but he’s happier in the wide open spaces
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Because they were active, not

talkative, Westerns were winners

from the start. The first was made
forty-one years ago in three days

and ran twenty-two minutes. It was
silent and fast.

The first great cowpoke was a boy
from New York’s East Side named
Broncho Billy Anderson. The push-

cart came before the horse with

Billy, but he really rode ’em.

Westerns were the greatest profit-

takers until sound threw them in

1929. They didn’t know how to co-

ordinate sound with action. If they

turned up the mike for dialogue, a

gun shot blew it. But it wasn’t long

before they caught on to the trick

of dubbing.

John Wayne was the first singing

cowboy.

“The first singing cowboy who
couldn’t sing,” the Duke corrects.

His ditties were dubbed in by Bill

Bradbury, who quit dubbing for

doctoring, became eminent in Holly-

After appearing with Mae West, Johnny Mack Brown

was glad to settle for the safety of cactus and Cherokee

Cowboy life began at forty-five for Gabby

Hayes, who was down to his last dime

A childhood accident caused the gravel voice that put

Andy Devine among the top ten cowpoke favorites
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William Elliott, who got

nowhere as a playboy in

a tux, clinched his career

playing Wild Bill Hickok

wood and delivered Shirley Tem-
ple’s baby.

Following the surge of “Red
River,” every star in Hollywood has

been yearning to do Westerns. Not

a few have made it. Even Betty

Grable, though terrified of guns,

managed to close her eyes and

squeeze the smoking pole for “The

Beautiful Blonde from Bashful

Bend.” She says she missed the

song-and-dance routines and the

beautiful goop of her musical shows.

That’s not half the public missed.

When Betty puts on chaps, she cheats

the customers.

The trend got some good spoofing

satire from Bob Hope in “Paleface.”

He was admirably assisted by Jane

Russell—the most outstanding fron-

tier girl—men’s favorite whistle stop.

The climax was reached when the

classic Hollywood Bowl replaced

symphonies under the stars with

square dancin’ and hog callin’.

There (Continued on page 95)

Charles Starrett, who inherited millions and has a B.S. Smiley Burnette plays fifty-two instruments.

degree, would rather be known as The Durango Kid lends comic relief when going gets rough
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younger than
springtime

J
ANET LEIGH looks as if she were delicate por-

celain, but she’s one of the most hard-headed

practical girls in town. She lives with her folks

in a two-bedroom apartment in Beverly Hills. Janet’s

bedroom is maple, with baby blue curtains and a blue

satin spread. She’s meticulously neat. Her closets

and drawers always are in perfect order. She has no

maid. Her mother launders her lingerie.

You find only one picture of Janet in the apart-

ment, a scene from “The Red Danube,” in which she

is seen as a nun. This hangs on her bedroom wall.

The top of her chest-of-drawers is covered with

photographs, however, of Arthur Loew, her steady

boy friend, and his sister’s three children. Other un-
identified snapshots (all men) are stuck in the mirror

of her dressing table. An amateur painter friend,

appalled at the total lack of art in the living room,

painted a water color of her milking a cow, for which
she gave up half an hour of time to pose for the head;

the rest of the painting was (Continued on page 108 )

Photoplay’s beauty editor

and adviser to the stars
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S
ADIE HAWKINS Day, as everyone who
reads Li’l Abner knows, is November 12.

Then, unmarried girls—more frankly than

usually—pursue bachelor boys. Sadie Haw-
kins’s penalty for capture is marriage. But

boys caught at Sadie Hawkins parties are

committed only to an after-party date

—

for

which the girl pays the bill!

Betty Lynn, this year, gave a premature

Sadie Hawkins party. She couldn’t wait to

celebrate her role in “Father Was a Fullback”

and, to boot, the completion of the barbecue

house she just had built in her large back yard.

Betty called together a “passel” of maidens

and eligible young men, inviting each sep-

arately and not revealing the names of the

other guests to any one of them. There were

no regrets. They all came: Kathleen Hughes,

Marion Marshall and Joy Lansing in Daisy

Mae costumes; Johnny Sands, Darryl Hick-

tnan, Bill Shirley, (Continued on page 103)

Right hand cross and howdy do: Mammy Yokum calls the tunes for Noose service: Darryl Hickman gels roped in for

the gang, who came as Li’l Abners, Daisy Maes and—one Schmoo a dance by Marion Marshall and Kathleen Hughes
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Who’s Schmoo? That was the question that had Kathleen Hughes, Joy Lans-

ing and Marion Marshall in a Dogpatch dither. Only Betty knew the answer

Hijinfe

by

A party that kept the boys

on the run, the girls gig-

gling and the hostess puff-

ing—on her corncob pipe

After the games were over—a special

hillbilly treat for the hungry guests

Johnny Sands, Bill Shirley, Bob Arthur were left holding the bags—as girls

raced to fill them. Winner had her choice of boys as escort for the evening
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A day that began with smiles. Marilyn Monroe, Donald Buka,

Lon McCallister and Don DeFore at Grand Central Station

house that dreams

T
HE Photoplay Dream House has been

built and Virginia MacAllister, the

lucky winner, has moved in following

a gala, star-studded housewarming.

Early on the morning of the house-

warming, a special car attached to the

New York Central’s crack Empire State

Express left New York with a party of

very special people to help make the

party a success.

Many of them were people you’d know

—whether you saw them in Hollywood,

your own home town, or in Warrensburg,

New York, the site of the Dream House.

They were movie stars Don DeFore, Lon
McCallister, Donald Buka and Marilyn

Monroe. Others included Photoplay’s

editor Adele Fletcher; Managing editor

Ruby Boyd; Cotton Northrup, executive

vice-president of the National Retail

Lumber Dealers Association (The nation-

wide organization (Continued on page 105)

Dirlyte flatware is admired by

the two Dons, Marilyn, Virginia

Even Rusty was intrigued by Thor Automagic

Clothes Washer Marilyn and Mom showed him

Virginia opened her Lane Cedar Chest

to give Marilyn, Donald inside look



While Marilyn and Donald look on, Photoplay’s Adele Fletcher presents key to Virginia, who’s busy looking for Rusty

Framed—for his autograph. Don DeFore signs on the

dotted line for some of Warrensburg’s movie fans

built

BY JACKIE NEBEN

Did you ever see stars shine in the

daytime? Virginia MacAllister did.

It was part of the magic that began

when she took a chance on a dream

Rusty, Donald try To Don and Marilyn, Kleinert show- Marilyn and Donald go to work Don, Marilyn and Virginia are

Nu-Tone Chimes er curtain suggested nifty sarong —with Bissell carpet sweeper dazzled by Norge Refrigerator
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Gail Russell converted a scrap of space into a handy service bar, gave

portraits an expensive look with dime-store frames painted lacquer red

Chinese chintz, prints, help transform bed into daytime lounging

spot, with former bedroom table cut down to coffee-table height

Gail Russell of “Captain China”

Star in

Your Home
Hollywood ideas to

decorate your home
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make
yourself

at home
BY HANS DREIER

Supervising Art Director of

Paramount Pictures, Inc.

Whether you have “every-

thing in one room” or “room

for everything,” you’ll get

a new lease on living from

these apartment adventures

1TOW that Gail Russell is, at long last,

II Mrs. Guy Madison, she and Guy are

sharing the one-room apartment she

decorated as a background for her life

as a bachelor girl. And they are not

changing anything. That Guy definitely

likes Gail’s taste is attested to by the

fact that over a year ago, she did his

one-room bachelor apartment for him.

It was in the same building, a similar

single-room unit with bath, dressing

room and kitchen attached. The cost

—

without garage—$115 a month.

I mention that price here, because it

crystallizes the problem that is more
and more constantly arising in this

country. That is, whether or not it is

possible to live gracefully in small apart-

ments, particularly where the decoration

budget is as limited as the floor space.

I contend that it is and I use the

Madisons’ apartment, on which Gail

spent only $300, to prove my point. I

I

am also going to tell you about Patricia

Neal’s apartment. It is a very nice apart-

ment indeed, and Miss Neal a very nice

girl, also, but (Continued on page 97)

Pat Neal’s furnished apartment has

attractive small dining room—but

little room for dining in comfort

Pat, who’s in “The Hasty Heart,’’ hung paintings and sketches

in her living room to give it a touch of her own personality

Sleeping niche added needed inches to Pat’s small bedroom
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Into a sleepy old village,

So the old legend goes,
Strode an odd-looking figure
With a book to his nose.

The news spread like fire.

Nay, even much faster

—

“
’Tis Ichabod Crane, the new

Village schoolmaster!”

His clothes, though quite foppish,
Were not nearly as swanky
As the manners displayed by
This pedagogue Yankee;

Who paid for his board with
Gallant attentions
And favored fat lunch pails

With honorable mentions.

Ode to ICHABOD
Now in all Sleepy Hollow
Not one could compare
With Katrina Van Tassel,

So buxom and fair.

Her father, a farmer, was
Rich beyond measure.
A fact which gave Ichabod

Very great pleasure.

So he courted Katrina and
Pert coquette,

Encouraged his ardor, though
Her fancy was set

On husky Brom Bones, a
Muscular lad

Who rightly considered the
Teacher a cad!

Then came that dark night of

Katrina’s big dance
When during the feasting Brom.
Bones saw his chance.

The guests were all talking

Of goblins and ghosts
And Ichabod’s face was much
Whiter than most!

But no story they told was
More horrible than
Brom’s hair-raising tale of

The “Headless Horseman.”

Who rode Sleepy Hollow’s dark
Byways at night
In search of a headpiece to

Fit him just right!

Poor Ichabod’s scalp crept as

Homeward he rode
Through the deep forest,

The specter’s abode.

The romantic adventures

of “Ichabod” from Walt

Disney’s “Ichabod

and Mr. Toad”

Verse by

Rena Firth

Suddenly he heard it and with
Horror fled

From a demon that shrieked
Though it hadn’t a head!

Just when it seemed he would swoon
From sheer fright,

His thundering steed, as if aware
Of his plight

Plunged headlong across the old

bridge
Which they said

Would stay the dread horseman’s
Search for a head.

They found Ichabod’s hat
Beside a smashed pumpkin face

—

But never again
Was he seen in that place.
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ZZer face is Iryliecl At/ i/c Arity/ii

c/tarrn of Acr jfri/t.er Self

Mrs. Whitney’s face sends you a tingle of pure

pleasure— it is so lovely to look at. It has a warm

way, of sharing with you her Inner enthusiasms

for people and places and things.

Every day you are facing new adventures, new

people. And, the way your face expresses you

is the way others think of you. Help it, then,

to shosv you with beauty and spirit and charm.

i

Co

Mr9. Whitney’s complexion looks smooth, glowing. "Tin never without Fund’s Cold Cream.

No woman could ask for a finer quality face cream,” she says.

m/E OUTOFTHEDIMNESS
T//A7/S urnr/vG the /njver you

So many women never show the world

how delightful they can be! Instead—they

are negative, full of inferiority. Yet, every

woman has within herself the power to

become lovelier, happier.

You have it within you—a wonderful

force that grows out of the close inter-

relation of your Inner Self and your
Outer Self, and the power of each to

change the other.

This force lights you with confidence

when you know you are charming to see.

But—it can dim you like a cloud if you
miss looking right. It is the reason those

little habits that make you look lovelier

mean so much to your daily happiness.

"Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

Your face, especially, is your passport to

friendship. Do help it to have the beckon-
ing charm of really lovely skin. Pond’s

"Outside-Inside” Face Treatment brings

wonderfully satisfying results. Always at

bedtime (for day cleansings, too) cleanse

and soften your face with Pond’s Cold

Cream this rewarding way:

Hot Stimulation—splash face with hot water.

Cream Cleanse— swirl Pond’s Cold Cream
over your face. This light, fluffy cream will

YOUR FACE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT—Get
youraelf u big jar of PoncTs Cold Crearu—today.

soften and sweep dirt and make-up from

pore openings. Tissue off well.

Cream Rinse— swirl on a second Pond’s

creaming. This rinses off last traces of dirt,

leaves skin immaculate. Tissue off again.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

This "Outside-Inside” Face Treatment

acts on both sides of your skin—From
the Outside—Pond’s Cold Cream softens,

sweeps away dirt, old make-up, as you

massage. From the Inside—every step of

this treatment stimulates circulation.

Beautiful Mrs. Whitney says, "After I

do this Pond’s treatment my face seems

re-made—so fresh and clean, so soft.”

It is not vanity to develop the beauty

of your face. When you look lovely, you
flower into new happiness. This happier

glow in You quickens an answering glow

in all who see you— helps to bring the

real Inner You closer to others.



YOUR PHOTOPLAY m

Hollywood’s famed “Oscar” hasn’t

found his way into June Haver’s

home yet—but the girl whose danc-

ing feet and bright young eharm

will be seen again in “Oh, You

Beautiful Doll,” has one trophy of

which she has good reason to be

proud. And thereby lies our story

Until June met Dr. John Duzik, golf was a mys-

tery she hadn’t bothered to solve. But he liked to

play and June liked him. So she decided to learn

Secretly, she took lessons and in between

rehearsals, she’d practise shots on the set
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Weekends, John smiled when she

teed off with the green! For June

purposely made mistakes. Taking

lessons was only part of her secret

But she hadn’t counted on sister Evie,

who planned a bigger surprise—for

-j. June—by letting John in on the secret!

If June’s friends had been at the

monthly golf tournament at the Coun-

try Club they’d have rubbed their eyes

with amazement. For there she was,

competing with the best of them

!

When June won the tournament, she could

hardly wait to show John the trophy.

But she didn’t have to—for there he was,

beaming in the crowd. He’d been in on

her game, from start to victorious finish!
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June is noted for lier

intense, realistic love

scenes . . . the feminine

beauty of her strong, yet

soft, smooth hands.

June loves little din-
ners”. Her pet recipe . . .

flapjacks! Her pet hand
care . . . “Before and
after K.P. I use Jergens

Lotion”, says June, “no
other hand care keeps
my hands so perfectly

smooth ... so silky soft.”

JUNE HAVOC in "CHICAGO DEADLINE" a Paramount Picture

p

Hollywood Stars use Jergens Lotion 7 to 1 over any other hand care

Keep your hands soft and romantic
the way the Stars do . . . use today’s finer

Jergens Lotion.

Because it’s a liquid, Jergens Lotion

quickly furnishes the softening moisture

thirsty skin needs.

Protects longer against roughness.

Smooths hands to softer, finer beauty.

Never oily or sticky. Only 10^f to $1.00 plus tax

Used by More Women than Any Other Hand Care in the World!

The Bob Walker Story

(Continued from page 46) possible—ex-
cept in a medical journal—to record the
actual early experiences unearthed in
Bob’s psychoanalysis. That would be true
of any psychoanalysis.
The medical terminology necessary to

give such an account, Bob believes, would
only further confuse people already fright-
ened by the “mysteries” of psychiatric
treatment.
“And besides,” he says, “as much as I

would like to help others who may be as
desperately unhappy as I was, I cannot do
so. What I have learned of myself is a
highly personal and private knowledge
and could not be communicated. Not only
would I have trouble verbalizing it, but
few people outside the professionals would
understand.

“CO I can’t here plead the cause for psy-
13 chiatry for the other fellow—for who
am I to say that psychiatry will help the
other fellow? That, he will have to dis-
cover in a personal and private introspec-
tion of his own.
“But I do plead for an understanding of

emotional disturbances as mental illness.

“If people would only realize—and I

certainly didn’t before I went to the clinic

—that mental illness is an illness, and that
treatment is available, a lot of other men
and women, as sick and desperate as I was,
could find help before it is too late.”

Bob, of course, rode out his torment to
the bitter end, made his headlines, endured
his self-contempt. For, like so many
other people, he was afraid of psychiatry.

It was, finally, those headlines that made
him quit deceiving himself and realize he
must have help.

“I went into that clinic a beaten guy,”
he says.

But he was released a whole man, able
to work, eager to live. Above all, he
wants to spend more time than he ever
did before at being a buddy to Bob and
Michael. His nine and eight-year-old sons
are living with him, presently, in his new
home in Pacific Palisades, which they have
fondly named “Rancho de Tres Haricots”
(the “Ranch of the Three String Beans”).
The boys have spent summers with Bob

since his divorce from their mother, Jen-
nifer Jones, and this year, they will stay
on with him during the fall and winter,
since Jennifer will be in Europe.

Ultimately—and there is a certain wist-
fulness in the way Bob says this—he wants
to “find the right girl, and have a real

and healthy marriage.”
But there is lots of time for that. In

the meantime, he is devoting his newly
abundant energies to examining the world
around him. He’s looking forward to

becoming active in Actors’ Guild and in

the problems of his community.
The “bad little boy” he was—at as early

an age as five—is only a fading memory.
Bob, born in Salt Lake City, where he

went to school sometimes, was the young-
est of four sons in an average, middle
class, middling prosperous family. His
father was a newspaper man.

“I hated school from the start,” he says.

He was kicked out of kindergarten for

teasing the little girls, when he got into

grade school he just got by, and then only
on the basis of threats and punishment.

“I was an aggressive little character,” he
says, “but what nobody knew but me was
that my ‘badness’ was only a cover up for

a basic lack of self-confidence, that I

really was more afraid than frightening.”

By the time Bob reached junior high,

he was admittedly a “problem child.”

He wouldn’t go to school on the days re-
port cards were to be issued, because he
knew what his (Continued on page 72)
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PONT IET YOUR DAUGHTER DOWN WHEN

SHE ASKS ABOUT THESE

Here’s Up-To-Date Scientific Information

You and She CAN TRUST . . .

p

What a comfort that the age of hypoc-

risy and prudery has passed and that

helpful scientific facts can now be

made available to women today.

Vaginal douching 2 or 3 times weekly

for intimate feminine cleanliness is so

widely recommended and taken for

granted that the real question is what

to use in your douche.

So make sure your daughter knows
this! No other type liquid antiseptic-

germicide of all those tested for the

douche is so powerful yet so safe to

tissues as zonite. (If you have the

slightest doubt about this scientific

fact—send for proof in free booklet

offered below.)

Warns Against Weak or Dangerous Products

If you are following old-fashioned

advice passed on and are using kitchen

makeshifts such as salt, soda or vine-

gar in your douche—let us warn you
now that these do not exert germi-

cidal action in the douche.

On the other hand, you certainly

don’t want to resort to dangerous
products—overstrong solutions of

which may burn, harden tissues and
in time even impair functional activity

of the mucous glands.

That’s why you should be so grate-

ful for zonite. It has such a powerful
germ-killing action yet is absolutely

safe to tissues, zonite is non-poison-

ous, non-irritating. Use it as directed

as often as you wish.

ZOHITE’S Miracle-Action

zonite eliminates odor, removes waste
substances and discharge. You feel so

dainty and refreshed. Helps guard
against infection. It kills every germ
it touches. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in the
tract. But you can be sure zonite
does kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. Buy
zonite at any drug counter.

(Continued from page 70) marks were go-
ing to be, and when the report cards were
sent home anyway, he refused to go
home.
Help came to his frantic parents in the

guise of an offer from Bob’s wealthy aunt,
Mrs. Hortense Odium, to send Bob away to
military school, to the Army and Navy
Academy in San Diego, California.
He would get discipline there.
What he got there was something a lot

better than discipline. He won the friend-
ship of Mrs. Virginia Atkinson, a warm and
understanding woman who was the dra-
matics teacher at the Academy.
She sensed the sensitivity which lay

under the rebellion of this high-strung
boy, and used his tremendous interest in
dramatics to bring it out into the open.

In his first part in a school play, Bob

—

who was fifteen then—played the role of a
rebellious adolescent and, playing it for
all it was worth, acted out all of his own
pent-up rage and indignation.

It was a magic release for him.
His grades, which had previously been

all D’s—failing—suddenly were all A’s.

B
OB worked like a demon at his dra-
matics and everything else. When the

school sent a group to participate in the
Pasadena Playhouse annual high school
dramatics competition, he won the best
actor’s award. The next year, he won it

again, and the offer of a scholarship at the
Playhouse School of the Theatre.
At this point, Mrs. Odium entered the

picture again, with an offer to send her
talented nephew to the Academy of Dra-
matic Art in New York.
New York sounded more glamorous than

Pasadena to Bob, and he hurried east, took
up bachelor quarters with two of his
brothers and a friend in Forest Hills, and
plunged into his studies at the Academy.

It was there, of course, that he met a
young actress named Phylis Isley, since
grown famous under the name of Jennifer
Jones.
“We were both in love with acting,” Bob

recalls, “and we were mutually attracted.”

So the next fall, they married and pro-
ceeded to build a family.
“We were happy,” Bob says. And then

he adds, with his new realism, “or at least

I thought we were.”
They came to Hollywood, as everyone

knows, Phylis to become the brightest star

on the roster of Producer David O. Selz-
nick (and, as everyone also knows, ulti-

mately his wife), and Bob to reach com-
parative eminence on his own, first as the
star of “See Here Private Hargrove,” and
a long list of later pictures, at another
studio, M-G-M.

It was when their “perfect” marriage
crashed with a resounding thud that Bob,
reeling from the suddenness of the blow,
found himself torn by old emotional con-
flicts which he had happily forgotten in

the years since he had begun to “act them
out” as a boy actor.

He was angry, but he couldn’t be angry.
It was “bad” to be angry, “bad” to hate.

So he trampled down the rage, turned
the hatred and the anger against himself.

It was all his fault. He was insufficient.

He v/as no good. He couldn’t hold her.

Angry and hurt and afraid; he escaped
in the only way he knew how to escape
then, with results that became evident to

every newspaper reader.

Bob thought then that his erratic be-
havior was only one more sign that he
was fundamentally “bad, no good.” He
didn’t know that he was tom by fierce

inner struggles which found expression
through these outbursts.

Bob would “escape” and get in a jam,

hate himself when he faced up to himself

in the sober (Continued on page 74)
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE

and LON McCALLISTER

in Warner Bros'.

Technicolor picture

THE STORY OF

SEABISCUIT”

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Hollywood’s own beauty care really

makes skin lovelier. In recent Lux J|
Toilet Soap tests by skin special-

ists, actually three out of four com- 11

plexions improved in a short time.
”

"Smooth the rich, fragrant lather

well in. Rinse, then pat with a soft

towel to dry. These facials give skin

quicknew beauty!” says Shirley Temple,

Try the generous new bath size

cake, too—so fragrant, so luxurious!

YOU want the loveliness men adore. For
fresh, appealing skin that’s irresistible, try the

gentle Lux Toilet Soap care screen stars use.

Another fine product of Lever Brothers Company

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap - Lux G/r/s are Lo , e/ierf



:uessed wronsd

What’s your :uess ?

We asked a smart young model . . .

“What’s in this wrapped box?”

“It’s facial tissues,” she said.

But she guessed wrong.

The wrapped box in the picture above looks as if it might

contain stationery ... or bath salts . . . candy . . . facial tissues

... a dozen different things. But . . .

It’s Modess in a new-shape box. So discreet ; ; . keeps your

secret so nicely. Still the same number of the same fine

Modess napkins, at the same price. In Regular, Junior, and

Super Modess sizes;

(Continued from page 72) light of morn-
ing, “escape” again to wipe out the self-
hatred.

“I was always aware of the stupidity,
the waste of living like that,” he says.
He tried to “straighten out.”
He would settle down, he told himself,

get married and live a decent family life.

He tried, but it was too late.

His abortive two-day marriage to Bar-
bara Ford, his last tragic plunge downhill,
is something Bob would rather not talk
about. Other people are involved, people
he wants not to be hurt.
He went on working, or tried to.

Oh, he would come late to work, and
some days not show up at all and the
director would have to shoot around him.
He did his last picture, the light, gay

“One Touch of Venus,” in that stage of
desperation.

It was soon after the finish of “One
Touch of Venus” that Bob went, as he
says, “completely off the rocker.”
He landed in jail, booked as a common

drunk. “Were you drunk?” the reporters
asked him.

“Sure,” he cried out from the bottom
of his rebellious heart, “I’ve been drunk
all my life.”

At this point—or there would be a
vastly different ending to the Bob Walker
story—a helping hand was extended, the
friendly hand of Dore Schary, the produc-
tion head of Bob’s studio.

Schary told him about the Menninger
Clinic, suggested that Bob should commit
himself there, at least for a week of ex-
aminations and observation.
Bob had heard about psychiatry before,

but he had all the usual misconceptions
about the science.
And now—with this word “commit”

—

there was another ugly connotation to the
word “psychiatry.” To accept psychiatry’s
help, Bob had to admit, at last, that he was
a mentally sick man.

If there had been any fight left in him
he would have fought. But he was a

beaten guy. He went to Topeka with his

father, was “signed in” as a patient.

He submitted to observation and exam-
inations with a sort of rebellious contempt.
There was nothing wrong with him. “It

was the doctors who were crazy, not me.”
He finagled permission to go into town

to buy books and records, and wound up
in a bar.

.
This time, he had only a drink or two,

but blanked out completely. By the time he
was safely back (Continued on page 76)

$1,000 r„
r
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Get The Details

Listen to

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES
Every Sunday Afternoon on

490 Mutual Stations

The weekly radio program that is currently

offering $1,000 for information leading to the

arrest of wanted criminals.

A dangerous criminal is on the loose! Listen,

as police track him down. You are there for

every exciting moment when you tune in True
Detective Mysteries. Every broadcast is based
on actual cases taken from police files, by the

editors of True Detective Magazine.

Tune in Sunday afternoon for this week’s

exciting story and listen carefully at the end
of the program. You may cash in on the $1,000.

CHECK YOUR LOCAL PAPER FOR TIMENow... Modess in a wonderful new-shape box!
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i piece Tea or Coffee Service

[125. with Footed Waiter$147.50.

inspired design perfectly exe-

:utedfor the ultimate in silver-

date. Here is attention to small

letails (note the covered spout

m the cream pitcher) and mas-

ive richness of ornamentation

bund usually on only the most

xpensive solid silver. "It looks

ike hand-chasing” experts say

f the glorious Spring Garden
lecoration. Truly, a unique

alue!

Well and Tree Dish $22.50. Rich Spring
Garden ornamentation, unusually

graceful outline, make this essential

piece a royal setting for all meats,

poultry and fish.

NOW!

has iis own magnificent lea set and service pieces.

Spring Garden! This season’s gayest, loveliest

silverplate design, first captured for you in

exquisite flatware, is now yours in the

loveliest holloware imaginable.

There is a breathtakingly beautiful tea set ... its

wealth of detail, weight, richness of ornamentation,

rivaling in appearance the finest examples of

hand-worked silver. There are service pieces for

your every dining need . . . each a triumph of

designers’ art and silversmiths’ craft.

And here is the most delightful news

of all. You will find these Spring Garden
pieces priced within the reach

of even the most modest budget.

Have you seen Spring Garden flatware? This latest

and loveliest pattern in famous Sterling Inlaid silverplate,

comes in a 52 piece service for 8 at only $68.50 with chest.

There are three other enchanting Holmes & Edwards
patterns, Youth, Danish Princess, Lovely Lady. All are

made in the U. S. A.

COPYRIGHT 1949, THE INTERNATlONALSILVER CO., HOLME* & EDWARDS DIVISION, MERIDEN, CONN. °REG. 0. t. PA

Gravy Boat & Tray $15.00. A master-

piece of design. Distinctive, low
silhouette sweeps up at the lip for

perfect balance, perfect pouring. Tray

has many uses.

18" Meat Platter $17.50. One of the

most useful service pieces of all., .and

the handsomest. Important: all prices

for service pieces include Federal Tax.

HOLMES & EDWARDS
STERLING INLAID0

SILVERPLATE

It's Sterling Inlaid

Covered Vegetable Dish $17.50. Some-

thing new in fine silverware design:

instead of the conventional straight

line, the lines of this lovely dish

sweep up in a graceful curve. Oval

serving dish (not illustrated) $10.00.

Bread Tray $10.00. A remarkably
lovely, truly versatile piece . . . can

be used as fruit dish, sandwich tray,

for flowers, and in many other ways.

P
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Is your ring finger long,

straight and slender? You

appreciate art, music

and beauty

DURA-GLOSS NAIL POLISH

non-smear remover io{* and 25^ .. .lipstick 25^ K>

Does your hand express your personality?

Whether you think it does or doesn’t, carefully

groomed fingertips tell everyone you’re fashion;

wise. When you use Dura-Gloss, your fingertips

say you’re practical, too. For Dura-Gloss means

exciting shades, quick application, long
, . . . . r 1 . /^Cuaramted
lasting beauty. . .all yours lor only iof Uood Housekeeping

MvremtP

Is the space between

your middle and ring fingers

wide when your hand is relaxed?

You love to defy

convention

THE ARTISTIC HAND
One of a series . . .

Watch for your hand

Is the little-finger side

of your palm highly rounded?

You're imaginative, expressive

— love the dramatic

©194 9 Lorr laboratories, Polerson, N. J. Founded by E. T Reynolds Prlces’plus tax

(Continued from page 74) at the clinic, >

had taken pokes at a couple of policem

,

landed—for the last time—in jail.

He didn’t remember any of this, a [

the clinic carefully kept newspaper a 1

radio reports of the incidents away fri i

him. A week later, however, he re
about his escapade in a news magazii

.

He raged. He wasn’t crazy, but .

would be, if he stuck around. He wir
to his father to come and sign him o
He was told that the clinic was ready

assign him to an analyst.
“Don’t bother,” he said. “I’m leavin]
The analyst came to visit with him.
He liked the doctor immediately, fc

he couldn’t weaken. The analyst listen

sympathetically. But since Bob was “gt
ting out,” he didn’t come back.
Only then did Bob realize he was thnn

ing away the thing he wanted most—

1

last chance for a healthy, happy life.

He made excuses to see the analyst aga
and told him that he had decided to sta

F
OR four and a half months, Bob spe
one hour a day, six days a week, workij

in deepest concentration, living through 1

past life with the analyst’s guidance.
It all came out, all the old wounds, ai

the anger for the wounds, and the gu
for the anger. For the first few arduo
weeks, he found the process exhaustir
He grew thin, and felt shaken. He f(

he was making no progress at just the tin

of course, when he was progressing faste:

He was beginning to know his deepe
self, and the understanding of self th

comes out of that kind of deep introspe*

tion, he says, brought such freedom ai

relief as he had never known before.
Now he has been restored to his place

society, where the day-to-day probler
he meets are no longer threats but ,*

interesting challenge.
With his sons, a houseboy, and the boj

nurse, he is living in a nearly emp
house near the Pacific. He and the bo;

are having the fun of furnishing it, pie'

by piece.

For his treatment in a psychiatric clini

and to the science of psychiatry itself, B(

will be eternally grateful.

He has no desire to dwell on the miseri
of the past, and backs away from ar

opportunity to pat himself on the ba<

with a “Look at me now” satisfaction.

He had the breaks, he figures. He cou
take the time, he could scrape up tl

money, he could get treatment in one
the really great psychiatric clinics.

He is taking no bows. And he is coi

cemed for the guy as sick as he was wl !

is tied to a job on a small salary. To th

kind of guy, he would like to say, “Take
easy.”
“We should stop setting up impossib

goals. We accept other people’s faull

Let’s be a little more forgiving of our ow
“You can’t psychoanalyze yourself. II

much better to talk to an understands
friend. Don’t be ashamed to put your fea:

into words. Spill it.”

Bob Walker knows he is not the on!

person in America, liberated through psj;

choanalysis, who wants to tell the worli

that help exists for emotional illnesses.
|

But if his being a movie star wi{

move more people than usual to listen l|

his story, he’ll be glad.

“People are beginning to accept ps>

chiatry,” he says. “And look what hap
pened to medicine in the early days. Tirr

was when the study of anatomy was looke

upon as tampering with God’s work IS

investigate physical ills.

“But medicine persevered and survive'

“And psychiatry will survive, and do i

work.
“And then what a people we will be.”

The End
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"Skin Blemishes were a real problem,” says glamorous Cover

Girl Carmen Lister. “Then a friend recommended Noxzema. I

used it as my powder base and in no time my skin looked soft

and smooth once more. Now it’s my regular beauty aid.”

"I had dry skin before I started using Noxzema,” says pretty

Doris Moore of Houston,Texas.“Now my skin feels so smooth.

I always use Noxzema to help keep my complexion looking soft

and lovely. It’s a wonderfully soothing hand cream, too.”

LOOK LOVELIER
10 DAYS ...OR YOUR

MONEY BACK

Doctor develops new home beauty routine!

Helps 4 out of 5 Women in Clinical Tests

I

"My complexion was very dry,”
says Mrs. Ruth Samuel, New York
nursery school teacher, “until I

used Noxzema. It’s a grand pro-
tective cream. Helps keep my skin
looking soft and fresh!”

No skin troubles for lovely Mrs.
Ruth Vanderwist! “I started using
Noxzema in high school to help
protect my skin from blemishes—
and have used it ever since. It’s

my all-purpose cream.”

.

• Practically every woman has

some little thins wrong with her

skin. If you’ve ever suffered from
dry, rough skin or externally-

caused blemishes, or similar

problems . . . here’s good news!

Recently a famous skin doc-

tor found that a greaseless skin

cream — medicated Noxzema —
apparently works right with na-

ture as a beauty aid. Now, to

bring you the full effectiveness

of Noxzema’s greaseless, medi-

cated formula, this Doctor has

developed aNewHome Beauty
Routine. It’s not a cure-all. But
in clinical tests, it has helped 4
out of 5 women. Here are the

Doctor’s 4 simple steps!

4 Simple Steps

Step one— in the morning, ap-

ply Noxzema generously all over

your face — and with a damp
cloth actually “creamwash”your
face. You need just water and
this wonderful medicated cream.

Your face feels so clean!

Step two —now dry your face,

and smooth on a protective film

of Noxzema. Remember, it’s

greaseless. That’s important! Let

it help protect your complexion

all day long. You’ll love the way
it holds make-up perfecdy.

Step three— before retiring,

again “creamwash” your face

with Noxzema. After thoroughly

“creamwashing” your face, gen-

tly dry.

Step four—now massage dainty

snow-white Noxzema into your
face as a night cream. Pat a lit-

tle extra over any blemishes. See
how quickly it helps heal them.

An ideal night cream—it’s grease-

less—no messy pillow smears.

These are the 4 simple steps.

It’s a new kind of home “beauty

facial.” Women who’ve tried it

say it’s wonderful. And so sure

are we that results will delight

you that we make this sincere

money-back offer. Try this Doc-

tor’s New Home Beauty Routine

for 10 days. If you’re not com-
pletely satisfied, your money will

be cheerfully refunded. Simply

send the jar with unused con-

tents to Noxzema Chemical Co.,

Baltimore, Md. Try it. Get Nox-
zema while this big money-saving

offer is on.

MONEY-SAVING OFFER
BIG 854 JAR
NOW ONLY 594

You get 43% more for your money than in

the smaller size. Limited offer—stock up now!
p
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Mr. Soft Touch

p

(Continued from page 50) and, somehow,
“Greetings” then were far more bitter when
there was no apparent reason for them.
There is something about standing in a

long line of undressed males that makes a
male feel his level worst. I was tremend-
ously sorry for me, Dog- tag #39231630.
The service queue in which I was posed
at the moment was one in which they
punctured you with various shots.

Six places behind me stood a tall, some-
what lean, dark-haired, sad-faced charac-
ter. The face was probably the most de-
jected-looking I’ve ever seen. It struck
me funny. And I got my first grin of the
day out of his tortured phizzog.

II: E both wound up in the group of in-
II ductees who were being shipped to Fort
Lewis, in the 41st division. It followed
that the sad-faced character, nee Howard
Duff, and I, became friendly going north
on the train.

Primarily, Howard is a man’s man. (A
number of local lovelies immediately will
take issue with this statement.) He has
a live-and-let-live philosophy, a “peace
on earth, good will toward men” feeling.

From the first, he minded his own busi-
ness. His word didn’t need a signed con-
tract to bind it. He could give a good ar-
gument, had read a book, played a rare
game of chess, and was just naturally one
of those rare cases you run into in a life-

time.

I learned through tavern conversations
and various bull sessions, that he was from
Washington, that he was an outdoor en-
thusiast (enthusiast

—

that’s an understate-
ment), that he had just been getting a
foothold in Hollywood radio leads.

He had come south from San Francisco
with a radio serial, “Phantom Pilot,” whose
ranks boasted such other fine actors as
Berry Kroeger. Between “Phantom Pilot”
stints, radio writer Arch Obler had spotted
Howard in several good, meaty parts. But
this rising career had been interrupted by
the “Greetings” we had coincidentally re-
ceived the same day.

We spent the next eight months, infantry
privates, in the 163rd regiment, condoling
each other, and crying in each other’s ale.

Then, suddenly, they separated us. I was
sent down to Western Defense Command
Headquarters. Howard got a chore with
the 91st Infantry Division in Salina, Kan-
sas. We’d gotten to be a habit with us,

and we didn’t quite like the way the Army
had cut up our cake.

Finally, Howard came to the Armed
Forces Radio Services out here in Holly-
wood, and by some miraculous shuffling,

he effected my transfer to the same outfit.

Two years in that division, and he went
overseas to Saipan. When peace came, we
both, free, broke and jobless, hit Hillywood
about the same time.

Now, Howard has a distinct weak-
ness for the feline species. The four-
legged kind. He was living at a place where
animals and children were verboten. But
he simply couldn’t resist picking up stray
cats, mostly of the Mehitabel ilk, and
bringing them home.
“Home” means to my folks place, where

I was staying at the time. We had great
herds of nondescript cats, all donated by
Howard. Finally, my mother simply laid

down the law. No more cats. However,
by this time, Howard and I decided we
should have a place of our own. Batching
had a number of good reasons in its favor.

The main one was to split expenses.
We found a wonderful place about ten
miles beyond Malibu at Escondido Beach,
and we moved in. We were right on the
beach.

lit!

P
r?

I

We were still in the process of m ir

our luggage in when Joe showed up Jr.

turned out to be a female of our fa' rit

species. Cats can always smell a ;o

touch! Highly pleased, we watchec he

move leisurely through the house, lc

;

over carefully, examine all the closet: m
crannies, and sit down to take a it!

Then, leisurely, she left. We were stri ei

We had been found wanting. Not eve th

dish of fish we had rushed out to u;

apparently had pleased her.

But we were mistaken. Within the ui

Joe returned with mouthfuls of small ie:

Five of them. Apparently she had stcie

her brood out under a sand dune if

she found the proper home for them, ni

we were it. And happy about it!

It was here, at the beach, I really b ai

to experience the extent of Howard’s p
petites.” From the first, it was app; in

he was a guy with a zest for thin; ;

man of tremendous capacity for livin

Out on the beach, I had no chanc t<

keep up. Long after I folded, he’d g oi

and on. He didn’t go out to swim itl

paddle fins for ten or fifteen minutes, h-

uh! Swims out so far you couldn’t l

,e<

him, stays out an hour—maybe two.
The same with sailing, fishing, sun-' r-

shipping in every form. But, comb ec

with this physical lasting power, waste
kind of tricky brain that made an o]o-

nent watch sharp in a chess game, and all

out his best logic in a discussion of he

world’s imponderables.
After four months of sharing the s a-

mer place, we found we were a coupl ol

people who could live under the same oi

without getting into each other’s 1 ir.

So we began looking for a place in t /n

to make it permanent.

T
HE agent took us to a wondei il,

comfortable, unpretentious place up le

hills. Howard likes to be high up in le

hills, and so do I. Everything seeme< to

be just about perfect. Then we wahd
into the front room. There undoubti ;y

never has been such demented decor

fore or since.

The wallpaper was bright red \ I
white giraffes. The agent said, “Of cou e

you can have this changed. . .
.” And T

(

said, of course. Planning that the si

free minute we had, an interior decor; >i

would be called to the rescue. Too, tl e

was a four-poster feminine-style bed i »1

neither of us could stand to think of sle -

ing in. When we moved in, we flip d

coins to see which one would draw it 11

we got around to replacing it. As us 1

I lost. However, we have an arrangerr il

now whereby we change off every so of l,

Because, now, after three years, neit i

of us has managed to find the free timi c

go shopping for a bed or bring in a de -

rator to have the wallpaper changed.

Now that we live alone and have pie y

of room, we have no cats. Joe and i

brood refused to move when we left (

beach house. And we’ve both been t

busy to pick up a cat or two, though £

keep meaning to all the time.

In their stead, we have litters of bii
j

Howard likes birds, too, and we have b

:

houses all over the place, and hundr

!

of twittering fowl of various types. B
baths and bird seed have replaced

canned fish and cream in our budget.

Our habit of Postponing Things To
Done reaped us quite a load of unhaj

experiences with hired help—and wi

out it. At length, however, we discovei

a gem of a gentleman named Robert, v
takes care of everything, and is an exc

lent cook. Some day, both of us are go:

to take time out to come home and
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siething more than Sunday breakfast,

iefore Robert, it was a matter of each

e
'ling for the other to interview some-

li to work. We wound up with nobody,

f ally, everything piled up to the ceiling,

[wspapers hid the windows. Ashes filled

t
fireplace. And we were forced to

jion. And Robert.

would not call Howard the domestic

te of male. He likes comfort and order,

L it isn’t a prerequisite of his happiness.

I far as a prospective Mrs. H. D., I don’t

tieve he’d care whether she could make
ped or boil an egg. As he says—you’re

irking, you can hire somebody to do
! se things. They’re unimportant details.

'ortunately, both of us have respect for

ih other’s ideas, points of view, and
ihes. The guy has a deep understand-
j of people and problems, and, inciden-

sy, himself. Very often our disagree-

mts in our little bull sessions over the
>ning brandy, will lead to long disser-

ions of how wrong we are about our
ps, and what we’ve done with them,
I I where we’re going.

Jut our “disagreements” never end up
j

t

a sour note. We both love conversation
i its own sake. Not necessarily for our
^Id-shaking problems it might conceiv-
iy settle.

iehind his sardonic facial expression,

r ward's a gone sentimentalist in many
ms. He has definite ideals and illusions,

ndards in which he believes—regarding
*;nen and marriage. He has said a dozen
|es his mother brought up his two broth

-

! and himself to be good husbands. And
/ lay odds he’ll be one.

ij

II loves beautiful women. But he doesn’t
Ijwant just a showpiece, doesn’t like

laboyance in a woman in dress, action,

i make-up, in fact, one of his fetishes is

;
d taste. The women who intrigue him

re minds and ideas of their own.
listakes? Sure, he’s made them. By the

1 en. But he has the invaluable ability

;< avoid dwelling on something he did
«>ng the first time—and to go ahead and
i it right the next time,
ine of the few things I’ve ever seen

ti grow really irate about, is the some-
sat universal habit people have adopted
falling him by his last name, “Duff.” If

n want to alienate him completely, just
him that. As for me, I call him How-

i
,
or, on occasion, “Stinky” or a number

nther choice pet names.
>ur routine of daily living varies. Gen-
lly, when he’s working, he’s up and out

eg before I’m even awake. The Holly-
»)d agencies don’t get started as soon as
1 sound stages. Usually, we get together
( dinner at night, unless one of us has
i ate. Sometimes we double date it, and
3 retimes we stag—usually depending
) the current status of our respective love
ii:s. When we are sans femmes, we drop
id one of our favorite little joints for a
:iple of beakers and a dinner where
rsic doesn’t interfere with our involved
i! occasionally heated discussions,
iter returning home, we usually discuss

l thing that happens to hit us as a good
:cic. Finally one (usually I) will say, “I’m
Mag to bed.”
But I haven’t finished,” the other pro-

ves. “I have many more words of wis-
[|a to expound. . .

.”

.nd if the victim doesn’t remain until
:1 end of the dissertation, he’ll find him-
>i followed to bed and bombarded with
i even longer discussion than if he’d re-
fined and listened.

t has beeen suggested that Howard
rears to be a great many things to a
?] at many people. But with me, it’s more
>i pie, he’s just the best friend a guy ever
:ild hope to find!

The End

The reason is plain. Fels-Naptha is not

a synthetic, chemical "quickie.” It is more

than an "average” laundry soap.

Fels-Naptha is mild, golden soap

blended with active NAPTHA— the fast

gentle cleaning agent whose extra

dirt-removing action is a proven fact.

Your washing machine

needs this help!

You may be satisfied with your

washing machine or automatic washer.

But many other women have

learned— even without our advice

— that their washers turn out

cleaner, sweeter-smelling clothes

with the help of Fels-Naptha Soap.

Use this safe, thorough soap in

your washer and you’ll see an immediate

improvement. Remember—you own a

wonderful labor-saving device.

You can make it an even more

wonderful means of getting clothes

completely, fragrantly clean.

Just give it the help it needs

—

golden Fels-Naptha Soap— preferably

the non-sneeze Fels-Naptha Soap Chips.

MADE IN PHILA.

BY FELS ft CO

FOR EXTRA CLEANING ACTION USE

Fels-Naptha Soap
MILD, GOLDEN SOAP AND ACTIVE NAPTHA

P
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SALO/V-SAfe FORMR THATTWOS 70 "FR/ZZ"

SMO/V'SMRTFORfi/BRYHEAO
If your hair is so extra dry that ordinary home permanents

tend to make it frizzy. ..or so wiry-textured that most home

waves make it unmanageable... here’s good news for you!

With the new, improved Richard Hudnut Home Permanent you can be

confident of silky-soft, easy-to-manage “salon-type” waves no matter

what the texture of your hair. The secret? You use the same type

preparations... even the same improved cold wave process... found best for

waving thousands of heads in the Richard Hudnut Fifth Avenue Salon!

No fear of harsh, frizzed ends, thanks to the gentler,

cream waving lotion. No worry about being able to do a good job.

If you can roll your hair on curlers, you’ll manage beautifully!

There isn’t a more luxurious, softer, more natural-looking home wave

for any head! Price, $2.75; refill without rods, $1.50. (Prices plus Tax.)

HERE'S WHYUSERS PREFER HUMC/T!*

1. Gives you the wove you wish you were born

with— soft, luxurious, natural-looking.

2. Doesn't dry hair or split ends.

3. Fast and easier, too! Special Hudnut pre-

softening makes winding easier; ends less

difficultl

4. Exactly the type curl you desire—tight or

loose— but never a frizz on the ends!

5. Lasts longer— gives weeks more pleasure and

prettiness!

6. Includes Richard Hudnut Creme Rinse, won-

derful for making hair lustrous, soft, more

“easy to do."

7. More manageable—greater coiffure variety.

*As expressed by a cross section of Hudnut Home
Permanent users recently surveyed by an independent

research organization.

Acceptedfor Advertising by the Journal of the American Medical Association.

Home Permanent*

New Horizons

(Continued jrom page 33) says, “Whe Ip
was seventeen, Jennifer was not bn.
When I was thirty, she was thirtei .’jh

Then, turning to her, “Jennifer, w itto

were you doing at thirteen?”
She looked at him adoringly. “I 1

hoping to play the princess in a fs y
story on the stage,” she said shyly.
We were Darryl Zanuck’s guests at el®

Cannes Casino, at a party he had gi' h
so the Selznicks’ friends might gatheit#
wish them luck and happiness. Jenn >r

was more beautiful than I have e r

known her to be. Her hair, cut short 1 e

a boy’s, was softly curled. She wore a

strapless evening gown of blue-gray. Ai
about her long throat was encircled p-

three strands of pearls that were Davigr
wedding gift.

H
ER HAND, I noticed, was bare exciji
for her wedding ring. I asked about iiii

large jewelled ring she had always w< i

before. She smiled. “I have put it awaj I

don’t want it to blur the brightness f

this.” She held out her slender ha l|

adorned only by a shining gold band.
We talked, of course, of their weddir

Leland Hayward, producer of Broadwa
hit “South Pacific,” who once was marr;
to Margaret Sullavan, was then on
European honeymoon with “Slim” Haw
He chartered the yacht and ordered 1

crew to await Jennifer and David at Ci
d’Antibes and sail them to Italy. They we
married at the American Consulate in e

Genoa in the shortest of ceremonies, tw
and-one-half minutes exactly.

Theirs has been a dramatic story. Whjj
David met Jennifer, then Mrs. Robe
Walker, and the mother of two you
sons, he was a bitter and unsatisfied nu
He had tried repeatedly to get into t

war effort and failed.

He had many valuable stars under co

tract at this time, but he realized Jennif

not only had great talent, but took dire

tion better than the others. It seem
curious that he instantly leased her
Twentieth Century-Fox instead of puttr

her in one of his productions. However,
turned out all right, for, with her fu

picture, “The Song of Bernadette,” s

became a star overnight and won the Ac
demy Oscar. David explained, at the tin

that he did this because he did not wi
to dominate his young star. He was n

then in love with her nor she with him.

was not until after she finished “Bern,

dette” that she sued for divorce. Howevf
I have always thought that had Dav
been of a happier frame of mind at tf

time he would have seen to it that Jenn
fer’s first picture was under his aegis.

Soon enough, I noticed a strong attacl

ment springing up between them. Whei
ever they dined with me, I could fei

physically, the mesmeric attraction bi

tween them. So I was not surprised whs

David asked his wife, Irene, a clev

woman and the daughter of Louis 1

Mayer, for a divorce.
Following all this, David’s critics—r<

porting trouble between him and Jennif

e

doubting a marriage ever would take plai

—insisted David was a sort of sadist. E

gave Jennifer a bad time, they said, plays

up her ego as an actress while he destroys

her ego as a woman, sometimes treatir

her so rudely that she would leave

party in tears. I do not believe this. Fir:

Jennifer has very little ego, almost tc

much humility, especially where David
concerned. Secondly, David, in spite <

his somewhat difficult nature, is a thoughl

ful and generous friend.

Jennifer appears to have wondered
they could make a go of a marriage u

until the last minute. That, undoubtedly
80



why she left David alone in Hollywood
• months previous to their reunion on

fj Riviera. He told me, himself, that she

I

d wanted to be alone and had gone off

Ireland on a bicycle tour. In her quiet,

ruitive way, she knew, I think, that only

,
'ay from that mesmeric attraction of

i >irs, could she properly consider their

i ances of happiness.
David, however, being a great romanti-

jlt and with a poet’s imagination, wanted
it the manner of marriage they had. No
llywood fanfare; that he avoided nice-
by having the ceremony performed only
:ew minutes after they landed from his

ivate yacht.

We talked another day, Jennifer, David
d I, of the picture she will make in
gland. “Gone to Earth” is the story of

b English fox-hunting world and of a
ling woman (Jennifer), who so loves
.imals, that she tries alone, by spiritual

i ce, to stop this old British custom. She
*nrries a squire, a brutal man, who ends

] hunting her and the fox, both having
i borne a strangely mingled symbol of re-

I
tance in his mind.
‘What a pity, Jennifer,” I said, “that you

1/e to go immediately to London and to
i rk.”

t jhe turned to David for a moment, with
of those blinding looks she gives him,

t:n replied, “But I’m looking forward to
i eagerly. The story is so good. David
ms written such a wonderful script.”

'Besides,” David said, “I have to be in
Tw York for several weeks, a law-suit.”
‘And you’ll be glad to know your bride

i in harness, at work,” I countered.
David laughed and looked at Jennifer.

S ice they now can be uninhibited in their
t ection for each other, he seems much
j anger. But she does, too. She'll never
siw her emotions as naturally as he does;
c y by the tone of her voice, the expres-
sn in her eyes. She no longer almost
s inks from ordinary human contact as
s; did in earlier Hollywood days. How-
£jr, she is still shy and retiring—always
v.l be, I’d guess. And she still has none
c the exhibitionistic tricks most stars
Ejuire too early in their careers.
We talked about parties, people, the

g/er things of life.

Do you think, Elsa,” Jennifer asked,
“ at artists should be somewhat apart, not
r ogle much with the rest of the world,
sy a great deal alone? I always have.
It now I’m married to David who loves
g)ple, the excitement of coming in con-
1 1 with active minds . .

.”

Jennifer,” I said, “stay in your ivory
Wer, play your wonderful parts and trust
yir husband’s judgment in your future
c eer. You have wonderful things ahead
o you.”

told her about the famous theatrical
piducer, Charles Frohman. “In his day,
bore movies were discovered, the great
bude Adams and his other stars never

oLiiten to
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“ME, JOHN? ME_
UNRESPONSIVE-GOLD?”

Frozen by unsureness, wives may lose love . • •

through one intimate physical neglect

99 out of 100 marriages start in tender

love and understanding. Yet an ap-

palling number end in sad disaster.

All too often a wife neglects regular,

effective feminine hygiene as provided

by vaginal douches with a scientifically

correct preparation such as “Lysol.”

Then, because she is unsure of her

feminine daintiness, this wife becomes

reluctant . . . seems cold and unre-

sponsive. Don’t risk this happening

to you . , . depend on reliable “Lysol”

to protect appealing daintiness!

Germs destroyed swiftly

“Lysol” has amazing, proved power to

kill germ-life on contact . . . truly

cleanses the vaginal canal even in the

presence of mucous matter. Thus
“Lysol” acts in a way that makeshifts

like soap, salt or soda never can.

Appealing daintiness is assured, be-

cause the very source of objectionable

odors is eliminated.

Use whenever needed!

Yet gentle, non-caustic “Lysol” will

not harm delicate tissue. Simple direc-

tions give correct douching solution.

Many doctors advise their patients to

douche regularly with “Lysol” brand

disinfectant, just to insure daintiness

alone, and to use it as often as they

need it. No greasy aftereffect.

For feminine hygiene, three times

more women use “Lysol” than any

other liquid preparation. No other is

more reliable. You, too, can rely on

“Lysol” to help protect your married

happiness . . . keep you desirable!

For complete Feminine

Hygiene rely on...

A Concentrated

Germ-Killer

Product ofLehn & Fink 1 £

—i
I

NEW?* •• FEMININE HYGIENE FACTSI

FREE! New booklet of information by

leading gynecological authority. Mail

coupon to Lehn & Fink, 192 Bloomfield

Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

Name.

Street.

City State.

P.-4011
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Out of another day to

flatter you every day comes a new

mood in lingerie! Bewitching

new styles that are luxurious looking,

yet practical — with famous Seamprufe

quality and figure-proportioned fit.

And wait till you see the new Harem colors

— they’re mischievous, marvelous and

modern as the news! All this loveliness is yours

at modest prices. SCHEHERAZADE, SHOWN $7.95.

Other Harem favorites from $2.95.

HAREM COLORS: Bagdad Blue, Teak Beige,

Alabaster White, Black Pearl, Arabian Night-Blue.

THE NEW

wHamw TWoob
IN LINGERIE

were allowed to be seen in public. If

went out, in the daytime, they had 1

heavily veiled. Any supper party
attended had to be quite private.”
Her eyes shone. “That created mystc

the same effect Garbo has had fo
long.”
She turned to David. “You can go t<

parties and I’ll stay and talk with I
David laughed. “Elsa is the parties.

'

anyway, darling, you go to bed now
going to take Elsa to the Casino and
her a million francs.”
So Jennifer retired, and David ai

went to the Casino where we won a
thousand francs and had as much fun
we had won a million.

It was good to have the Selznick
close to my farm at Auribeau and I

much of them.

A
GAIN, and again, Jennifer would tal

Italy. “I had never been there bef<

she explained, “and I want to go bac

especially want to see Venice.”
“Don’t go to Venice without me,” I

plored. “Venice is my stamping grc

and I would like to show it to you, p
erly.”

David nodded. “Darling,” he saidi

Jennifer, “when you get a few days
from the picture, would you like nr
fly you down there?” Then, like a
young man in love, he added, “I do tl

Jennifer and I should go to Venice
gether.”
While the Selznicks were honeymooi

at Cannes, the Duke and Duchess
Windsor were in residence there, at t

chateau. So the talk turned to them ol

as it always does if they are anywl r

about, and even when they are not.

“There,” Jennifer said wistfully, “is i

woman I would like to meet, more t!

any other in the world. Not because
married a King. But because she sym
lizes, to me, the greatest love story ol

time.”
“Let me ask the Duchess if she wc

not like to meet you,” I suggested. I

and she set six o’clock on Sunday for

to bring the Selznicks to see the Duke
her alone. When Sunday turned out tc

very hot, I telephoned the Selznicks tc

on their own. Jennifer demurred,
wouldn’t like to go without you.
wouldn’t quite know how to behave u
you have briefed me about it.”

“My dear girl,” I told her, “the Wind: 'i

are the most simple and charming peop

“Just the same,” Jennifer said, “I th k

we had better telephone and say that e

are not coming without you.”
“As you think best,” I agreed.
David phoned the Duchess’s secret y

and asked if the Windsors would for£ e

them since I could not be present. Whe -

upon the Duchess picked up the phone ; I

said, “Oh, but Mr. Selznick, we would o

like to see you.”
Jennifer told me the next c

to the Duke. I
j

:t

What will he think f

“Elsa,”

“I never curtsied
didn’t remember,
me?”
“He will understand, Jennifer,” I s; L

“He always does.”
“He is very charming,” David int -

polated. “And there was not a subj t

we touched upon that he did not kn f

about.”
I turned to Jennifer. “And the Duche !

Did you like her?”
“She is the most beautiful woman in ;

world,” she said ecstatically. “She’s so •

rect. She has such charm. Her eyes are >

blue. And she knew all about us!”

“Do you know the real reason :

Duchess wanted to meet you?” I asked

She shook her head.
“To her,” I said, “yours is a great 1< i

story!”
The End



LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

IIICKEY ROONEY spent several weeks
111 learning to be an amateur magician,

then gave it up in disgust. He explained:

“I’ve got the skill all right, but the rabbit

was always pulling me into the hat.”
* * *

Robert Taylor and the late Irvin S. Cobb
went horseback riding one day and Taylor

asked him if he preferred a western or

English saddle. Cobb replied: “English

or western—it doesn’t make any difference.

To me a saddle is just a chafing dish.”
* * *

Groucho Marx spent a couple of days at

the Palm Springs Biltmore and as he was
about to check out noticed a sign on the

door. It read: “Stop, have you left any-
thing?” Groucho scribbled on the sign:

“Nothing but the dresser and I couldn’t

get that into my suitcase.”
sH * *

During a personal appearance Montgom-
ery Clift signed an autograph for a little

old lady who said: “My, I wish I had a son

just like you.”
"Haven’t you?” asked Clift.

“No,” said the lady, sadly, "I guess I’ve

always been a bit too timid.”
* * *

Observing Lana Turner in a backless

evening gown at a party, John Lund said:

“She’s what I’d call the center of distrac-

tion.”
* * *

Overheard: “He pursued her until she
caught him.”

* * *

Bud Abbott was telling Betty Garrett
how he once was surrounded by Indians.

“They tortured me for hours,” he said.

“What happened?” asked Betty.

“Oh,” replied Bud, “I finally gave in

and bought the blanket.”
* * *

Adolphe Menjou is such a fancy dresser
that Hollywood hears he even wears cuff

links on his pajamas.
* * *

Sign on the windshield of one of those
midget cars: “For Me and My Gallon.”

* * *

An attractive young ingenue appeared on
a film set in a tight-bodiced gown with a
super plunging neckline. The film’s hero,
a front runner in the wolf line, became
very attentive and asked:

“Isn’t that dress choking you, my dear?”
“No,” she snapped back, “is it choking

you?”
* * *

Overheard: “Her conversation is nothing
but a long moanalogue.”

* * *

One of those lah-de-dah chorus girls was
filling out a publicity department ques-
tionnaire, made out for both male and
female. When she came to the question:
“Military experience?” she chewed her
pencil for a moment and then wrote:

“I go with an ensign in the Navy.”
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.THE LIPSTICK THAT REALLY STAYS ON!
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"JOLSON SINGS AGAIN"

BY MAX FACTOR

NK VELVET

a soft, provocative invitation on your lips

CORAL GLOW
warm, vivacious, lit with gold

INK SECRET
delicate, with a hint of feminine mystery

...and they really stay on. Now...you're sure your lips

look soft and lovely. No more self-conscious 'repair'

worries. At leading drug and department stores,

by MAX FACTOR JR.

wo important color trends appear for Fall

...the 'golden' family, spotlighting green,

rust, gold and brown, and the 'amethyst’

family, featuring blue, gray and mauve.

Pink Velvet, Coral Glow and Pink Secret

are exclusive color blendings to flatter a

more glamorous, fashionable you... in

harmony with fashion’s newest costume

colors. A’ Fashion Must” to complete

your lipstick wardrobe.

JPk-vtE© FOR
fajiMMi

I

B Y HOLLYWOOD

YOU WILL RECEIVE:

A generous trial-size

lipstick in the new lip

color most flattering

to your coloring... to-

gether with your own

individual Complex-

ion Analysis and Color

Harmony Make-Up
Chart personally pre-

scribed by Max Factor

...plus the 32-page

Color-Illustrated

book by Max Factor

"The New Art of Make-

Up", which teaches

you how to increase

your beauty by the cor-

rect use of make-up.

ACCEPT THIS UNIQUE
BEAUTY OFFE®
Send for this unusual offer today! Fill in and check
carefully the information chart below and mail.

MAX FACTOR MAKE-UP STUDIO
Box 941, Hollywood 28, California

I accept your unique beauty offer and enclose
10c to help cover cost of postage and handling.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

COMPLEXION EYES HAIR

Fair

Creamy

Medium . . . .

Ruddy

Sallow

Freckled . . . .

Olive

DeepOlive. . .

Blue

Gray

Green

Hazel

Brown . . . ,

Black . . . .

BLONDE
LighfD Dark

BRUNETTE
Light Dark

BROWNETTE
Light Dark

REDHEAD
Light Dark

GRAY HAIR
Check here Q also check

former hair colonng above

LASHES [Color]

Light Med. Dark

SKIN : Normal

Dry Oily

5 4 9-11 l.
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£ Prell’s exclusive formula with

the patented cleansing ingredient

removes ugly dandruff amazingly

fast! And Prell leaves hair extra

radiant! More radiant than any
soap shampoo . . . more radiant

—

in hardest water—than leading

cream shampoos. Leaves it so soft,

so smooth, so well-groomed look-

ing! Prell is economical too—goes

farther than any other known
shampoo because it’s more con-

centrated. Get emerald-clear Prell

in the handy tube today!
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Jacqueline Dempsey Fashion Editor

Jacqueline Nelien Promotion Director

Helen Sayles Retail Director

( oplan-Dirone

John Engstead
Photographers

liclow. Joan Caulfield in

original dress front "tU'ar Wife”

Opposite. Joan Caulfield in the Lenbarry

reproduction of the princess style dress

Mary Kay Dodson designed for her to wear

in Paramount’s “Dear Wife.” It has a

twelve-gored shirt and spaghetti cord ties

of self-material at neck and sleeves. In

tissue gabardine, it comes in green, rust,

blue, sizes 12-20. S14.9 .5 at Oppenheim-
Collins. New York. N. Y.; Carson. Pirie.

Scott, Chicago. 111.

Photographed at the Walter Wurdeman house

CREATED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE For store nearest you write direct

to manufacturer listed on page 92





Lizabeth Scott in “Too Late for Tears a Hunt Stromberg

production, filmed at Republic for United Artists’ release

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Add sparkle to your date life with this double-duty dress, its fitted jacket buttoned down front

with gleaming jet and rhinestones. Bare-top dress underneath -has cuffed bodice, stand-away

pleats at waist and self belt. By Nan Scott in Vemey’s brocaded taffeta, it comes in gray with

pink, wine or green jacquard weave. Sizes 7-15. $17.95 at Stern Brothers
,
New York, N. Y.

After-five fancies: Velvet and satin ascots, trimmed with mink or ermine tails;

glace or doeskin gloves in the palest of colors; little fur neck pieces with barrel

muffs; clips attracting attention on necklines, hats or bags; lacy bib necklaces, add-

ing a light and airy touch to the base of your throat; purses small and intriguing, of

velvet, satin or brocade; mink-tones for drama in your dress-up accessories; and

for dancing evenings, an ankle-length dress to reveal shoes of contrasting color.

I

i

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 92



UT YOUR BEST FROCKS FORWARD

Dance in a swirl of lace with the apron on or unsnap it and reveal the basic smartness of the Debutante

dress in Stonecutter's tissue faille, with its high v-neck, tiny turn-down collar. In black only, sizes 9-15.

$22.95 at Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. For added smartness, the Mel Ton velvet clutch bag, left.



PHOTOPLAY’S PATTERN OF THE MONTH

Photoplay Patterns,
20‘S East 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents (3-35) for which please send
me the Photoplay Pattern of the Marta Toren "Illegal
Entry" dress in size 12—14—16—18—20.

Name Size.

Street

City State

88

Marta Toren, photographed on the set

of Universal-International’s “Illegal Entry,”

in the simulated coat dress that Yvonne Wood designed for her

to wear in this film. With its soft swinging skirt, flaring cuffs, it

is an easy-to-wear outfit that will go well under your winter coat.

Make it in Botany’s new de luxe worsted dress crepe. And for variety,

fashion detachable collar and cuffs in contrasting color and fabric



Wonderful V-ette*, the original continuous Whirlpool* stitch bra, inspired the new Strapless

Plunging V-ette* and the Plunging Neckline V-ette*. In each you’ll .find the same unexcelled

support, the same alluring uplift, the same caressing comfort, the same sculptured separation

and unending wearability that’s made the original V-ette* the most imitated—but never equalled

—bra in America! Available in your choice of fine fabrics and colors, your cup size A, B, or C . .

.

from $2.50 to $5. at your favorite store.

HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL COMPANY, 6773 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

AMERICA’S

MOST ASEED-FOR

BRASSIERES



Denise Darcel, photographed at New York’s Paris Theater, is in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer s “Battleground
’

OUNTRY COMFORT IN 'BIG CITY STYLE
You’ll face the winter with confidence in this fitted town tweed coat by Goldberg- Weissman. There’s

back interest in the buttoned flap with loose pleats. In Steven’s monotone tweed in cocoa, red. black,

green, sizes 10-16. $50.00 at Lord and Taylor, New York, N. Y. Ifor a finishing touch, Colby’s hat , $6.00

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on patje 92

90



These Are the Clothes They

Love

(Continued .from, page 40) Berle on tele-

vision after dinner and had laffs.

We had dinner out at Clark Gable’s

house one night and that feller has dropped
more than twenty pounds. He said he had
to, after eating aU that rich French food in

Europe. He looks but marvelous, not the

least bit peaked like he got from dieting a
couple of years ago. S’matter of fact,

Gable hasn’t been really “dieting” this time
at all, but how he lost the weight is a big

secret and we can't tell. Promised.
At the Desi Arnaz opening at Mocambo,

everyone was so dressed up. His wife,

Lucille Ball, had a table for twenty and
what a hit Desi made. Lucy says she just

bought a new, light blue convertible, “to

go with my red hair.” And she was wear-
ing pale blue, draped satin that night, too.

G
OLLY, there were so many parties, show-
ers and galas this month. But the one

shower to be remembered, is the one that

Ann Sothem and Andrea Leeds gave for

Kay Williams Spreckles, again at Roman-
off’s. The gals had all the tables covered
with pink or blue crepe paper; hundreds
of pink and blue balloons festooning the

ceiling, and even the waiters and busboys
were done up with blue and pink ribbons
hanging around their necks, with little

baby-rattles dangling from them. Also,

from high on the walls, bubble-machines
tossed forth thousands of soap-bubbles of

all sizes that floated through the air all

l

afternoon. Ran into Dotty Lamour who
will be a Momma herself just about the
time you read this. She was tanned to a

fantastic shade of brown. Pockets—tiny

watch pockets, huge patch pockets, flap

pockets, every kind you can think of—are

showing up on fall clothes. Dotty was
taking advantage of this trend to camou-
flage herself with foot-square black velvet
pockets sewed forward from the hips of

her gray wool jersey dress.

One of the most gorgeous evening gowns
we ever hope to see was on Joan Crawford
the night of Cobina Wright’s dinner dance.
Adrian made it, and, at first glance, you’d
swear it was fine black lace over white
organdy. But it turned out to be a lacy
black pattern printed onto starched white
nylon, and it’s very decollete bodice was

i tightly draped into an almost heart-shape
in front. And news! It had tiny shoulder
straps, instead of being “propped up” by
those bones or wirings. (Oh boy! The
boys have always loathed these things

—

and now the gals are “seeing the light.”)

Lana Turner and Bob Topping arrived,
i Lana looking her luscious slim self again.

Her hair is blonder than ever and, so far,

, no short hair-do. She was in simple black,

a straight lined, floor-length gown, very
low-necked, and long-sleeved. Elizabeth
Taylor was there, too. Her hair is really

t clipped to almost nothing, and she was
> wearing her stunning short, flared pink

flannel jacket. She was the most beautiful
gal at fire party. But that’s not news.

The stars illustrated in this feature will

be seen in the following pictures:

Rhonda Fleming: “The Great Lover”
Linda Darnell: “Everybody Does It”

June Allyson: “The Reformer and the
Redhead”

Elizabeth Taylor: “Conspirator”
Jeanne Crain: “Pinky”
Anne Baxter: “A Ticket to Tomahawk”
Ann Miller: “On the Town”
Gloria DeHaven: “The Doctor and the

Girl”
Arlene Dahl: “The Scene of the Crime”
Cyd Charisse: “Tension”

The End

/^HEN

K
a a:HOPPING.

or when you are writing to the manufacturers

of merchandise which you have seen featured

in these Fashion Pages ... it will be easier for them

to know exactly the item you wish to buy

,

if you mention you saw it in Photoplay.



exquisitely designed to

glamourize the true

beauty of

your diamonds. ,

Exclusive, patented

FEATURE LOCK
completely eliminates

old fashioned shifting,

twisting and tilting

on your finger.

Buy and weai

0 J FEATURE LOCK RINGS
'(if Jr together or separately. '

• The secref lock works like magic —
• No sign of a lock when worn together,

• No sign of a lock when worn separately!

ASK YOUR JEWELER
to be sure that your pre-

cious diamonds are set in

beautiful FEATURE LOCK
RINGS. He has many styles

to choose from, each
popularly priced.

Pot. U S. Pot. Oft.

FALL FIGURE FLATTERY

Yvonne Wood, designer at Universal-International, has a magic

touch with clothes that gives her a distinctive place in the

designing world. She believes the natural figure is still what men

like best. In creating the modern wardrobe for Marta Toren in

Universal-International’s “Illegal Entry,” Miss Wood felt that a

lovely figure such as Marta’s needed little in the way of ornamenta-

tion and so confined her designs to fine detail and clean, simple lines.

According to Miss Wood, full skirts will be more restrained this

fall. She prefers skirts that flow from the waistline in an easy,

lovely flare. Bulked fullness around the waist, she says, is only

for the figure with the minute waistline. Skirt lengths, she insists,

should be governed by the individual figure.

Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
If the preceding pages do not list stores in your vicinity where Photoplay

Fashions are sold, please write to the manufacturers listed below:

Green gabardine dress

Smoler Brothers, 1350 Broadway
,
New York, N. F.

Brocaded taffeta dress

Nan Scott, 1400 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Tissue faille dress

Debutante Frocks, 498 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Tweed coat

Goldberg-Weissman, 530 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Hat
Colby, 1 West 39 Street, New York, N. Y.

Bag
Mel-Ton, 10 East 33 Street, New York, N. Y.
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How Lucky Can You Be?
I

( Continued, from page 36) to me. 'It
;

won’t be long, Linda,” he said. “A couple i

of weeks at the most.”
After being married to Tyrone for three

months, a two weeks’ separation seemed a
lifetime. But Tyrone’s picture, “The Black
Rose,” was starting in Meknes, French
Morocco. He had to get there the fastest

way possible—by plane via Marseille and !

Casablanca,
Since I was still travelling with a Mexi-

|

can passport, I had to get permission to
j

enter French Morocco; and special per- i

missions take time. So what would have
!

been our first Easter together, turned out
j

to be the two loneliest weeks I’ve ever
j

spent.

To make matters worse, gossip coium- -

nists were quickly proclaiming that Ty-
j

rone and I were separating because our
marriage had gone on the rocks.

M
Y plane swept lower, made a beautiful

|

landing and—I was in Tyrone’s arms! I

Tyrone whispered into my ear, “We’ll I

never be separated again.”
“Never,” I cried.

Before driving to Meknes, we stopped at
j

a small, French restaurant. On the table
|

stood candles. A native band played
strange, fascinating music. To give some

;

relief from the early summer heat, big
|

fans twirled constantly.
Tyrone selected our dinner like a con-

,

noisseur. He knows food. He’s been half-
way around the world. And he travels with
his eyes wide open, enthusiastic about

I

each new discovery.

It was this boyish enthusiasm that first

attracted me to Tyrone, his eagerness to

learn about people and their customs, their
habits and history. I, too, have seen a good
part of the world. My father, a Dutch
engineer, took me to most parts of Europe,
the Near East and Central and South
America. Actually, before I married I had
a good life, the travel I love and many
advantages which do not fall to every-

i

one’s lot. It never occurred to me then
j

that life could be any better. But now
j

that I’m married to Tyrone, everything
j

has taken on a new value. I’m happier
j

than I dreamed anyone could be. As the
saying goes, “I never had it so good.”

|

Never before, for instance, did I see
any country the way I’ve since seen coun-

|

tries with Tyrone; not even the places I’d

visited first, like Spain and Italy where I

!• should have been the guide. Now, in two
weeks in Casablanca, Tyrone had learned
more about the Moroccan way of preparing
food than most women learn about home
cooking in a six-week Red Cross nutri-
tion course.
After dinner, we drove to Meknes, our

home for the next couple of months. At
that time of the year, Meknes is one of
the most desolate places in the Sahara
Desert. The heat and sandstorms keep
the tourists away from early spring till

late fall. The climate is supposed to be
unbearable for anyone but the natives.
Yet we were looking forward to our stay.

,

The first three months of our marriage
j

had been hectic. Our wedding in Rome
i

turned out to be a public affair. Our
honeymoon had been no less publicized.
At Meknes, we would be alone.
Tyrone told me to expect no luxuries.

“Life in Meknes is primitive,” he said.

When we pulled up in front of an adobe
hut, our home-to-be, I thought “primi-
tive” is an understatement. This seemed
strictly prehistoric.

The one and only hotel was closed for
the summer. All persuasion by Twentieth
Century-Fox to keep it open for the
“Black Rose” company had ended in fail-

ure. Instead, they’d gotten the next best

panel does the trick. Guaran-
teed not to wrinkle, roll over or

bind, yet it absolutely banishes

the annoying ^discomfort that

boning has always caused. Wash
it again and again without loss of

that wonderful "can’t roll” feature.

See your corsetiere today. Insist on
a "Perma-lift” Girdle with stay up
smartness and control— $5 to $10.

Add a lift to loveliness with a "Permadift”

-America's Favorite Bra with " The Lift

lets you down” At all fine stores.

ickorf/" are trade marlit of A . iitoin & Company Ittep, U. S. Fat. OffA
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MISS SWANK, INC., 112 Madison Ave., New York 16, N Y.

_*T.M.RFG. U. R. PAT. OFF. COPYRIGHT 1949.

FIT

to be

seen

in...

. . . with its delightfully

delicate handling of val

lace and sheer nylon pin-

tucking. Miss Swank's
exclusive straight - plus -

bias design molds to your

figure -assures better fit,

more comfort, smoother

lines. Won't twist, ride or

bunch. 3.00 and up.

STYIE SHOWN IN SOFT BUR -MIL

RAYON CREPE. ABOUT 4.00

AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE.

Go

Shopping
or when you are writing to the

manufacturers of merchandise

which you have seen featured

in these Fashion Pages ... it

will be easier for them to

know exactly the item you

wish to buy, if you mention

you saw it in

PHOTOPLAY

place for us—an adobe hut. It certainly
gave me an opportunity to prove that
I could make a home for my husband
—under any circumstances.
We had no servants. I did all our cook-

ing, washing and ironing. I bought canned
food mostly. Not because it was easier to

prepare. I enjoy cooking. But we had no
modern refrigerator—as a matter of fact,

no refrigerator! In the African heat, fresh
food would have spoiled too quickly. But
my Tyrone, connoisseur of food, didn’t

complain once—I guess he really loves me.
Once in a while we had a special cele-

bration, with fresh meat and all. One such
occasion was Tyrone’s birthday. May 5.

I even managed to get some French cham-
pagne from Casablanca. And the portable
radio I had ordered from the United
States arrived the day before.

A
FTER about eight weeks in Meknes, we
moved to Ouarzazat and our trip which

took us across North Africa’s highest
mountains, the Atlas range, proved almost
fatgl.

As Tyrone and I approached the rugged
Atlas range, it began to rain. The higher
we drove, the harder the rain came down.
As we neared the summit I snuggled closer

to Tyrone, unable to rid myself of a feel-

ing of impending disaster.

The rain turned to hail. Then snow.
Already, in weak places, the flood was
washing over the road.
Then it happened! The road in front

of us was cut off. Quickly, Tyrone turned
the car around and headed back. Fifteen
minutes later, we came to another break
where the road was washed away. We
were trapped!
For three days we drove back and forth

between the washed-out points. On foot,

we waded through the flooded areas. But
we reached only another washed-off place
and another. Everywhere telephone poles
were down, with wires lying across the
road to create yet another hazard. Our
plight seemed hopeless.

However, we were lucky at least in one
respect—we found a deserted hut close
to the road where we could spend the
nights. Inside it was freezing cold. We
had no firewood, naturally. Later, Tyrone
told me that he, too, never had been that
cold before, not even during his service in

the Marine Corps.
Finally, after three days, the storm sub-

sided. Immediately the rescue work began.
Luckily it was known that we were
trapped on the Atlas road. This was one
time we were glad about publicity. It

saved our lives.

To fly a plane into the wild, mountain-
ous country was impossible. Instead, hun-
dreds of natives went to work mending
the road. No modern equipment was avail-
able. By hand, stone after stone had to

be picked up and placed in the washed-
out sections. After ten hours of feverish
work, a rescue car got within five miles
of us. Tyrone and I waded through the
mud to the waiting car and were taken
back to Marrakech where we took off

again, by plane, for Ouarzazat. Then we
went on to England to finish the picture.

But in spite of the hardships, and al-

though I am happy to be returning to

California again, I am grateful for our
African sojourn. When two people live

as primitively as Tyrone and I did, when
they are as dependent on each other as

we were, they learn to know if they are
right for each other. We are.

Like any other married couple, we have
had our ups and downs. But not often.

And never for long. When Tyrone gets
angry with me, he’ll take a book and
slouch down in a chair, seemingly oblivi-

ous of the rest of the world—including me.
To make up, I usually play coy. Then

we both have a good laugh, and it’s over.
In some ways, Tyrone and I have

changed since our marriage. My worst
habit has always been my carelessness in

spending money.
One such extravagance occurred in

Rome, shortly before we left for Africa. I

came home with half-a-dozen evening
dresses.
Tyrone ventured, “Are you going to

wear them in the Sahara Desert?”
I hesitated. “I didn’t really think ...” I

said. And the following day, I returned
all six dresses. Since then, I have care-
fully considered beforehand what and how
much to buy.

M
Y appearance is changing, too. I used
to wear my hair in long, loose curls,

which framed my face. Tyrone sug-
gested that I emphasize my cheeks. Now I

comb my hair away from the face, straight
toward the back of my head.
Going stockingless used to be another

habit of mine, acquired from living in

tropical countries. Tyrone prefers to see
me in stockings. Consequently, the only
time I don’t wear them is when I’m in a

bathing suit.

My lack of punctuality presented
Tyrone with another problem. No ex-
cuse could possibly justify the many
times I’ve let him wait for me. He’s been
angry, I know, but he never scolded me.
However, he taught me a lesson in punc-
tuality—in his own way. It happened in

England, while he was finishing ‘.‘The

Black Rose.” Having finished work early
one day, he promised to pick me up in

front of the beauty parlor.

Over the phone, he said, “I’ll meet you
outside.”

“Please be on time, Tyrone,” I told

him, “My hair will be up in curls. I

wouldn’t like to be seen like that on the
street.”

Tyrone knew. He knew so well that he
was one hour and twenty minutes late!

Now I try to be at least five minutes early
for an appointment, whether I am meet-
ing Tyrone or anyone else.

Tyrone has changed in some ways, too.

I haven’t consciously tried to change him.
I don’t believe wives should. But I’ll

admit that I’m happy that Tyrone smokes
considerably less than he used to. Prob-
ably, because I don’t smoke at all.

We have many things in common, like

our love of travel. To us, going to a
new country means more than just buying
a ticket, getting there by the fastest pos-
sible way, seeing the sights recommended
in the official tourist guide—and heading
for the next place. Before we go any-
where, we make detailed plans of what
we want to see. Then we study the
country’s history, geography, customs and
language.
Having lived in so many different coun-

tries, I’ve managed to learn seven lan-

guages—more or less fluently. I’m teach-
ing Tyrone Spanish. An enthusiastic

pupil, he already knows it so well that

when he wrote a Spanish letter to my
mother in Mexico, he didn’t make a single

mistake!
We have other interests in common,

too. Books and music. The theater and
sports. But soon, we’ll add another—
the most important one of all—our baby.

The End

MOVIES fine entertainment at low cost
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Photoplay Roundup

(Continued, from page 57) was a lot of

squealing under the stars from the kids of

the Gene Autry and Roy Rogers set, ap-
propriately dolled in levis, plaid shirts,

kerchiefs and rodeo hats, as Tex Williams
appeared with his Western Caravan fol-

lowed by Hopalong Bill Boyd and hoss.

Anti-climax: Frankie Sinatra announced
he, too, would do a rodeo show. Steve
Allen asked if he was going to rope and
hog-tie a mouse.

WESTERN stars are the richest and
steadiest in popularity because they have

the most worshipful and loyal following

—

the kids. So the stars must live up to

Eagle Scout ideals. It’s an unwritten law.
They must not smoke or drink or cuss bad
words. They don’t kiss women, they say
“Howdy, ma’m.” In public, that is. In pri-

vate the kissless knights have kids.

The wide-eyed worship of a kid for a

man makes a man worshipful. No other
love matches it; it amounts to a religion.

Because of this and because of the call

on their time apart from picture work,
the cowpokes are a glamour set apart
from Hollywood society.

Rooty-tooty but not snooty, they also

have their exclusive box-office rating. The
top ten are: Roy Rogers, Gene Autry,
William Elliott, George ‘Gabby” Hayes,
William Boyd, Andy Devine, Smiley Bur-
nette, John Mack Brown, Tim Holt, Charles
Starrett.

Leaders of the equally popular horse
set are Gene’s Champion and Roy’s golden
palomino Trigger.

Fans wear locks of Trigger’s tail in their

lockets. After a personal appearance tour,

Trigger had so little tail left, he had to
i wear a fall.

Champion is the first flying horse. He
flew with Autry in his twin-engined
Beechcraft to Madison Square Garden
where records were smashed.
Handsome troubadours, trailing the top

ten, are: Jimmy Wakely, Monte Hale,
Allan “Rocky” Lane, Rod Cameron, Noah
Beery Jr., Forrest Tucker, Rex Allen,
Duncan Renaldo, Dick Foran.
John Wayne is not rated as an exclusive

Western star. With theaters everywhere
serving him up, some in double portions,
he appears to be in a top class by himself
right now.
Randolph Scott and Howard Duff like-

wise straddle both categories (hosses and
hussies)

.

Cowpokes are the Croesuses of Holly-
wood, their incomes from pictures vastly
augmented by subsidiary businesses such
as rodeos, radio, records, music publish-
ing, comic books, endorsements.
Gene Autry is many times a millionaire.

Over a million is tossed into his kitty each
year from his various enterprises, includ-
ing $6700 for himself for his radio show,
fifty per cent of the profits on his six

I productions a year for Columbia, returns
from his music publishing business that
occupies an entire top floor in a building
in Hollywood, percentage on sales from
comic books and seventy-two licenses for
Gene Autry hats, guns, scarves, suits.

Gene abandoned riches during the war
to fly a transport plane to the Far East,
South Pacific and Europe. He came back
more mature, a finer and wiser man, dedi-
cated, along with his horse Champion, not
only to his work but to child welfare in

all its ramifications. He is an indefatigable
do-gooder for kids, as is Mrs. Autry.
Likewise dedicated is Roy Rogers with

his wife Dale Evans. Good deeds are not
limited to welfare organizations.
In Los Angeles a small boy with tuber-

culosis mourned because he could not
leave his bed to see Rogers on the screen.

Miss Anne Taylor

lovable Hollywood Starlet

Lovable Girl-of-the-Month

loves her

Yes— all nylon—every inch,
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Word reached Koy in San Fernando Val-
ley. That noon he jumped in his car and
drove across the vast city to sit by the
kid. Thenceforth, every other day at lunch-
time he was at the boy’s bedside until

he died, a picture of Roy in his hand.
After ten years of Hollywood where

duplicity, as elsewhere, makes cynics of

men, Roy still has the wide-eyed naivete
that goes with the soul of goodness.

His wife, Dale Evans, is like him. Kids,
with their intuitive wisdom, saw she was
regular and though they have small use
for dames and don’t like to see their cow-
poke heroes going soft for them, they
yelled Dale back from her retirement of

a year ago.

Dale Evans composes songs as well as

sings them. She sang her "Under a Blanket
of Blue” while gazing soulfully at Roy.
When the studio fathers saw the rushes
they shook their heads. The scene was re-

taken with Dale singing the song to Trig-
ger. Trigger took it like sugar. He says,

“Talk about the life of Riley, someone
should do the life of a horse in horse
opera.” A horse gets all the kisses and
corn.
There is likeness in the early lives of

the two top vaqueros, Autry and Rogers.
Both were poor farm boys who took to the
guitar while boys and got their big chance
singing hillbilly ballads.

Oklahoma and Texas share honors in

producing Autry. He was bom Sept. 29,

1907, on a ranch near Tioga in Texas,
moved as a small ’poke to a farm near
Ravia on the Oklahoma side of the Red
River. His grandpappy was a minister of

the gospel and Gene sang in the choir. His
father became a cattle buyer. Gene helped
round them up, brand and dip.

Not ranching, but railroading, was Gene’s
ambition as a boy. He became a telegraph
operator at eighteen. By then he had paid
up on his guitar, purchased at age eleven
for a dollar down and fifty cents a month.
He was playing it in the telegraph office

at Chelsea, Oklahoma, when that great
roping Okie, Will Rogers, came in to send
a wire.

Will was visiting his sister in Chelsea.
He asked Gene to sing him a song, told
him he should quit clicking the telegraph
key and get on the air in person. Gene
didn’t recognize Will until he saw the
signature on the telegram after the great
humorist had departed. The humorist
wasn’t joking and Autry acted on his tip.

Roy Rogers, bom in Cincinnati, moved
when seven to a village thirteen miles
from Portsmouth, Ohio. His father worked
in a shoe factory in Portsmouth. Roy
helped’ his mother and three sisters with
farm chores until he was old enough to

take a job beside his dad. His dramatic
debut was as Santa Claus in a school play;
Roy still plays it in real life.

He took correspondence lessons in guitar
playing. Soon he was a hillbilly enter-
tainer and square dance caller. While
working in the factory, Roy saved money
to educate himself in dentistry. A visit to

a horse breeding farm put him in the sad-
dle and from then on he had the cowpoke
virus.

Roy went to California during the hungry
depression to work with the Okie migra-
tory fruit pickers.

He played his guitar for the migrants
and for road gangs. They joined in the
choruses of the sentimental ballads, stomp-
ing it out with their hobnails.

In 193J. Roy got into radio as one of

Uncle Tom Murray’s Hollywood hillbillies.

Soon he formed his own gang of itinerant
musicians, variously known as Interna-
tional Cowboys, The Rocky Mountaineers
and the Sons of the Pioneers. He applied
at Republic Studios when he heard they
wanted a new cowpoke lead.

D OGERS and Autry have been far in the
ll lead of Western stars, but the breath of
rugged Bill Elliott is hot on their necks.
He arrived on the screen in a tux in

society dramas, via Rockingham College
and Pasadena Playhouse, which sure must
have made him look sissie to the cattle-
men who taught him, as a boy, to ride and
rope and bulldog at the Kansas City stock-
yards where his dad was a commission
man. Bill put away that tux a long time
ago. He has made sixty Westerns for Re-
public where Roy Rogers also shines. Bill

hit the bull’s eye with “Wild Bill Hickok”
and wants to do the life story of William S.

Hart, the two-gun man of silent Westerns.
Cantankerous old Gabby Hayes has a

lurid past. He was in burlesque for twelve
years. He didn’t strip (he always wore a
beard). Gabby was forty-five when first he
was histed on to a horse. He was busted
then. At sixty-five he is loaded, drives a
Cad convertible, lounges in tweeds and
rings for the butler in his little ol’ Palm
Springs hole-up.
Another moola-stuffed comic of West-

erns is Master Andy Devine who owns
flocks of planes for shuttling passengers
around California from the Devine airport.

This three-hundred-pound bundle from
heaven wanted to be a priest but fell on
his face at age of five with a stick in his
mouth. It scarred his palate and gave him
a voice for horse opera and radio.

Giving up kissing girls must have been
the supreme sacrifice for Hopalong Bill

Boyd ’cause he always favored women
over horses, being a natural romantic

lead, starred in Cecil De Mille’s “The Volga 9
Boatman.” Women favor Hoppy too. Sev- i

eral married him ’fore he could get settled 1 1

down with Grace Bradley for life. WithH
silver hair, dressed ail in black, astride i]

a silver horse, Hoppy is a knight to inspire
'

]

maidens to dream.
“Hopalong Cassidy” was the only late

,

J

vintage film released to television. This 1 1

did for Bill what “The Jolson Story” did
for Al. He is in demand for radio, personal .

appearances and commercial tie-ups.
Lester Alvin Burnette had no sooner

been christened than he smiled and got
nicknamed Smiley. His parents were or- 1

dained ministers of the gospel. Smiley 1

learned to be a good scout early.

He also learned to play fifty-two musi- I

cal instruments, borrowed from friends, J

when he had a high school band in As-
]

toria, 111. Smiley was ready when Gene I

Autry called for an accordion player dur-
j

ing a personal appearance at Champaign,
j

111. The friendship of Autry sponsored
]

Smiley’s career as it has the fortunes of

many young men of talent.

A genuine humorist, as well as musician,
Smiley spouts gags and songs as he goes
along playing with Charles Starrett in

“The Durango Kid.”
Starrett, handsome as an Arrow collar

j

ad when he came to Hollywood from
Dartmouth, was well fortified for the town, id

He had a B.S. degree and he had majored
in philosophy.
A millionaire by inheritance from his j

grandfather, he is the Durango Kid by
choice, and he rides his horse Raider for j

pleasure in and out of pictures.
Starrett holds a record for riding the

j

brand of the same studio, Columbia, for j

thirteen years.

Handsomest and singingest of the on- i

coming cowpoke chanteurs is Jimmy
Wakely. He was the first cowboy to have
his own type radio show. Now he has
his own publishing company, a contract
with Decca records, another with Mono-
gram Pictures and four kids. Jimmy’s
one-sixteenth Cherokee Indian, like Will
Rogers. The son of a major from Arkansas, I

he has everything—and lives next door to

Doris Day besides.
Oh for a sixteenth shot of Indian blood!
The first cowpoke to the Hollywood

manor born is Tim Holt, son of veteran
actor Jack Holt, descendant of the first

families of old Virginy.
A briar-smoking young gentleman and

scholar out of Culver Military and UCLA,
Tim is heavy with decorations from the
war when he rode bucking planes over
Japs. He is likely to become first of West-
ern stars in the authoritative opinion of

John Wayne and John Ford.
A dark-eyed Southerner of soft-spoken

charm, Johnny Mack Brown dropped into

the Rose Bowl to play football for Ala-
bama and next thing he knew he was play-
ing in the arms of Garbo, Shearer, Joan
Crawford, Mary Pickford.
Johnny was taking a breather when Mae

West spied him. That unquestioned au-
thority on male and horseflesh invited him
right up to be her leading man. When Mae
finished with him, Johnny lit out for the
tall cacti and fast horses.
Jennifer Jones’s dad, Phil Isley, heard

Monte Hale at a Texas bond show play
his little ol’ guitar. Monte picked cotton
as a kid to earn $8.50 to pay for it. Jenni-
fer’s pa sent him hitching for Hollywood
with a letter to the chief of Republic,
Herbert J. Yates.
Them horse operas sure do have dia-

mond horseshoes like the Met, all right.

Dowagers are attending in plaid shirttails.

A man used to be hep if he had a tux but
now he is not in unless he has Champion
engraved on his suspender clasps and Trig-
ger on his necktie ring.

The End
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Make Yourself at Home

(Continued, from page 65) I do not think,

graceful as her design for living is, that

it’s as attractive or as comfortable as

Gail’s.

There are only two approaches to apart-

ment living: Whether to rent an apart-

ment furnished or unfurnished. Miss Neal

did the former; Gail the latter. Miss Neal’s

apartment is a duplex with a living room,

a minute dining room and kitchen down-
stairs, and two small bedrooms upstairs.

Before it, it has a scrap of a garden.

Nevertheless, and solely because of its

furnishings, I think—for one or two people

—it offers less comfort than the Madisons’
single room.
Miss Neal’s living room has an open

fireplace, wood-paneled walls—which are

actually oyster white—a light yellow couch
and chair and white lamps with white

shades. Not bad!

B
I O, IT’S not. But it isn’t very good, either.

I For it has no personality, whatsoever.
Except for the distinguished painting over
the fireplace and several nearby sketches,

this apartment fails to reflect the vivid,

alert personality of Miss Neal. The paint-

ings reflect her because they belong to her.

The rest of the room does not because it

is what all “furnished to rent” places

must be—completely neutral. I want to talk

more about Miss Neal’s minute dining

room and also her upstairs bedrooms

—

but first I want to go back to Gail’s “every-
thing-in-one-room” plan.

Even a glance tells you that personality

dwells in her apartment, and that here
is a room in which people not only enjoy
life, but think about life. The room re-

flects both culture and pleasure, as well

as comfort. I feel it is a tribute to Gail
that she did every bit of this decoration
herself, even to painting the walls per-
sonally, and papering the dressing room.
When she moved in, the walls were merely
white plaster. The room was just a big
empty rectangle with an “L” off it, lead-
ing to the kitchen. She did own a set of
bedroom furniture—that is, a bed, a table
and two clothes cupboards from her home
in Westwood. But that is all. Every bit of
the balance of the furnishings and hang-
ings, she acquired through smart buying
for that previously mentioned $300.

Gail started by painting the walls a
dark green, and as her overall theme for
the decor, decided upon Chinese modern.
This was very smart of her, since this

style is not only eminently suited to Cali-
fornia living, but it has simplicity, sophis-
tication, beauty and practicality.

In Gail’s case, having painted her walls
dark, she used bamboo curtains at the
windows and Chinese grass-squares made
into a mat for the floor. Both of these are
very inexpensive, demand almost no up-
keep. I am sure you can find them in your
local shops, and for any girl doing her own
housework, they are ideal. The grass
squares can be purchased one at a time,
if economy demands that, and you can
make a rug of them any size you desire.

Gail’s next step was to center her room
around her bed, turning it into a daytime
lounging spot by the simple trick of put-
ting it lengthwise along the wall and
covering it with an excellent tailored
spread made of a distinctive Chinese
chintz. Her chifforobes, in beige wood,
were modern enough to blend readily
into the Chinese decor, so she put them at
either side of the bed, topped them with
lamps that had Chinese figurines as their
bases. Then to strike a properly formal
note, which is quite necessary to a single
room apartment so that it will never de-
generate into a bedroom atmosphere, she
hung two fine Chinese prints on the wall
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behind the bed. Her former bedroom table,

she cut down in height, covered the top
with a piece of the Chinese chintz she had
used for the bedspread, placing it under
glass, and thus changed a bed table into a
very useful coffee table.

Occasional chairs, of woven reed, she
placed near the entrance door, with one
very good bamboo side chair and table
against the wall to the right of the bed.
So much for the “focal” point of the
room. There is more to come, but again I

can best reveal its virtues by contrasting
it to Miss Neal’s commercial apartment.
Let me emphasize that Miss Neal, in

taking this apartment, was thinking only
of temporary living. Since the furnishings
are not her own, they are definitely no
reflection upon her natural fine taste, and
in this instance, they are not bad, anyway.
The Neal dining room is attractive to

look at. Papered amusingly in red-
steepled paper, with tiny dutch curtains
at the window, with a round table and
four matching chairs, it is superficially
charming. But the actual space is so small
that it must be impossibly crowded when,
if ever, four people do sit there.

I feel it is infinitely smarter to do as
Gail has done by converting a scrap of

space into a serving bar. Cleverly, Gail had
this bar put at an angle to the door of the
kitchen, so that service could come in

direct and water be easily attained. By
leaving the one end of the half-bar open
(and in this case it isn’t even a half-bar
but rather a quarter-bar)

,
the tight feeling

that exists in Miss Neal’s minute dining
room is entirely avoided. Gail has bar
stools before her bar- corner, so that two
may drink or dine there, easily, or a buffet
for several can be gracefully served and
eaten in other corners of the room.

O
N THE other hand, sometimes deliber-
ately “boxed-in” space is highly effec-

tive, and I have never seen it better illus-

trated than in the more interesting of the
two upstairs bedrooms at Miss Neal’s.

Actually, the room is only seven-feet
wide by seven-long. However, by cutting

a niche in the wall (actually the space
over the stairwell of the duplex) six-
feet-long by two-and-a-half-feet-wide, a

most comfortable sleeping space was
created with steps leading up to it. In the
corner beneath the bed, there is one big,

comfortable chair, next to the window.
On the opposite wall, there is room for a
small, compact dressing table. The effect

is really very charming.
But, I still insist, it is better to take one

larger room and give it change of pace, as

Gail has done, by use of the quarter-
bar, which indicates an eating spot, or even
opposite the bar, by placing a lamp, a
chair, a sturdy table beside a collection

of books and records. Here, again, Gail
showed her ingenuity by getting dime-
store frames for the portraits of her
friends, and painting the frames lacquer
red to make them appear more expensive.
The reason these types of rooms are bet-

ter is not alone a matter of appearance.
Creative emotion, once generated, creates

a mood—in the case of interior decoration,
the mood of living more than on the sur-
face-—the mood of experiencing and sharing
and wishing to make life more pleasant.
This is an atmosphere worth striving for.

I’ve no doubt that Miss Neal, too, will seek
such an atmosphere when she is more
settled in Hollywood. She is a newcomer
and her plan of life out here is not yet
entirely focused. But Gail and Guy Madi-
son’s plan is now clear and they prove

—

as other young people can prove for them-
selves, too—that imagination, good taste

and wise shopping can make everyday
existence into a very real kind of ad-
venture.
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I'm Thankful For . . .

(Continued from page 45) direct her pic-
ture, “East of Java.” When a still camera-
man waits around all day until 7:30 to

take her picture, she brushes him off with,
“Are you kidding? I’m too tired.” If

Shelley keeps this up, she soon won’t have
much for which to be thankful.

I’m grateful for Dan Dailey. One of the
chief reasons for Dan’s bust-up with his

wife, Liz, all over now, thank goodness,
was because he spent so much time help-
ing a pal, he had no time for important
matters like dinner and taking Elizabeth
to the movies. A friend of Dan’s, John
Scott, composed the song, “Maybe It’s

Because.” To write a song is one thing,
to make it a hit is another. “I can’t get
anyone to plug it,” John told Dan. So
Mr. Dailey spent hours, and days, and
weeks, working on top singers and band
leaders. The song became a big hit. Dapper
Dan became a big heel, in his wife’s opin-
ion. Then he had to start a big campaign
to win her back. Never let him go again,
Elizabeth, he’s a wonderful guy.

I

’M NOT too thankful for Tyrone Power.
He complains too much when items not

one-hundred-percent complimentary to
him appear in print. He forgets the praise
given him by the same columnists.
I’m thankful for Greer Garson’s great

sense of humor. Barbara Stanwyck was
using Greer’s favorite cameraman, Joe
Ruttenberg, in “B. F.’s Daughter.” I won-
dered, in my column, if this would start
a feud between the girls, as Greer was
due to start a picture of her own. Greer
sent Barbara a kidding telegram. Bar-
bara and her director “Pop” Leonard,
called me to the set, hid me in a room in
the rafters, and then invited Greer to a
tea party. In the middle of the party, I

gave out with a mock radio broadcast
featuring a murderous account of the so-
called feud. Greer laughed harder than
anyone there.

I’m not at all grateful for Humphrey
Bogart. I’ve never cared for exhibitionists.
You can always be sure that when Bogey
is holding forth on any one of his hun-
dred and one peeves, a big crowd is around.
But if you have a louder voice and can
shout him down, he collapses rather
meekly.
I’m grateful to Bob Hope for a million

reasons. He doesn’t rate himself so im-
portant that he doesn’t have time for im-
portant things like day-by-day friendships
and big-time benefits and the same laugh-
making wit and gags in the commissary,
for instance, with which he delights us on
the air and on the screen. Bob gives more
than money. He gives himself.
But I’m puzzled by Bing Crosby. He

donates thousands of dollars to charity,
but he won’t part with a few minutes of
his time if he isn’t in the mood, and most
of the time, he isn’t. Recently, the Heart
Association asked Bing to pose for a
dollar-raising short to be shown in theaters
all over the country. Bing agreed to do it.

The camera crew called at the popular
crooner’s home. “He’s playing golf,” the
butler told them. They dashed to the golf
course and waited for Bing by the eight-
eenth hole. One hour later, someone told
them Bing had gone to his home after
playing the ninth hole. They dashed back
to the house, saw his car with the golf
clubs still warm. But—“Mr. Crosby is not
at home,” the butler told them blandly.
The Heart Association informed Bing they
were out $300 because of the wasted day.
Bing sent them the $300, but how much
more could have been raised if Bing
would have raised his “mood” embargo
and done what comes naturally to most
people.
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I’m thankful for Claude Jarman. He’s a
boy who never forgets a pal. When Donn
Gift, who played Fodderwing in “The
Yearling” with Claude, was so ill at the
Motion Picture Relief Home, Claude vis-
ited him nearly every day. That was
mighty nice friendliness.

I’m not too grateful for Spencer Tracy.
He’s too moody. You never know whether
he will kiss or kick. I’m a girl who likes

to know.
I’m not only grateful for Susan Peters,

but she makes me feel ashamed when I

grumble over everyday trifles. There must
be dark moments when Susan’s burden is

very heavy for her to carry. Those, she
keeps to herself. But that pale little face
in public has a radiance that reaches to

heaven itself. I have never heard her
complain. I have only heard her discuss
her plans, present and future.

I
OU COSTELLO is high on my list of

“Thank You’s.” When Lou lost his only
son in a tragic swimming pool accident,
he didn’t waste precious energy feeling
sorry for himself. He sublimated his grief

in the building of the Lou Costello Youth
Foundation to help underprivileged chil-

dren. The project has ruined Lou’s health
and almost bankrupted him. But, as of
today, the Foundation is still open and Lou
is still finding means to keep it open. Lou
is so much more worthwhile in this world
than say, Errol Flynn, who seems to have
one creed only—to have a good time.
The same “Thank you’s,” go to Douglas

Fairbanks. Doug has done more to help
the poor kids and adults in Europe than
any other non-government individual in

the United States. As head of the com-
mittee for CARE, Doug has spearheaded
an assembly line of life-giving food to the
undernourished people of Europe. I used to

like the senior Fairbanks when he leaped
castle walls to rescue damsels in distress.

I love his son for rescuing hungry thou-
sands in distress.

I’m thankful, too, for the way new talent

has been getting a break and for the man-
ner young players like Wanda Hendrix,
Colleen Townsend, Vanessa Brown, Mona
Freeman and Janet Leigh have been con-
ducting themselves. If these kids bring dis-

honor to Hollywood, I’ll be very surprised.
I just hope they don’t grow up into tan-

trum-throwing stars like Bette Davis. If

I had written this story ten years ago, I

could have been thankful for Bette. But
not now, or rather, starting about five

years ago. I don’t know what happened,
but all of a sudden nothing can please
Miss Davis. Her cameraman is no good

—

she’d only had him for years. She battles

with her directors, her producers, her
everything. And in New York, when she
can’t get the special hotel suite she wants,
her indignation is heard three thousand
miles away. I think fundamentally, Bette
is kind, and likes people. But her nerves
are keyed so high she just has to let off

steam or bust. Now that Bette has secured
her freedom from Warners, perhaps things
will take a turn for the better.

Then there’s Hedy Lamarr. I don’t
think that Hedy has ever cared for any-
one except herself in her whole life. That
explains why she is so unhappy, and
why I’m not thankful for Hedy.

Couldn’t close this “Thankful” story
without Jimmy Durante. Wotta guy! I love
the way he pushes his former partner
Eddie Jackson forward at all parties and
all benefits. He plays while Eddie sings!

Jimmy has a heart of gold.

And finally, I’m thankful for Vic Mature,
Betty Hutton, Paul Douglas and Robert
Cummings. They may not be the world’s
greatest philanthropists, but they’re always
fun to be with. And never sell fun short,

especially in serious-minded Hollywood.
The End
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INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 28) would look even
better if she didn’t slump. That slump,
we’re told, dates back to the time Judy
was a plump, full-chested girl who was a
bit embarrassed over her extra develop-
ment. Didn’t hurt Jane Russell any . . .

Hollywood could use twenty psychiatrists
working day and night and never get
straightened out. Take the man who
married a beautiful young star who gave
him everything, including a career, and
who now spends most of his time alone,

in cocktail bars. Or the young man who
pursued a young actress until he got her
as his wife and, six months later, was
secretly dating an older woman. Or the
actresses who marry well-established
men, harass them into looking after
their wifely movie interests exclusively,
and then, with their job and income gone,
cast them off . . . What this town needs
is a good five-cent spanking.

Television Dream Boy: It took tele-

vision’s ace star, Milton Berle, who came
to Hollywood to make “Always Leave
Them Laughing,” to divide the town into

two camps—those who like him, a mi-
nority by far, and those who don’t.

Boiled down, it seems that those who
worked in close contact with Berle
through the years, who know him off

screen, off television, off radio, are for
him one-hundred-percent. The others,
and, especially, rival comedians, can’t

stand him.
“Gag stealer,” they sneer, and yet

Berle will sweat his brains out for days
to think up a new gag and in the past
ten years has spent over a quarter of a
million dollars for jokes that are filed

in cases, drawers, desks and Berle’s head
where, exactly at the right moment, they
come tumbling out.

He works like a dog, forgetful of time,
fellow performers, place. This, of course,
endears him to almost no one except the
public, who have elected him one of their
favorite night club performers and Mr.
Television himself.
A blue-eyed, friendly kinda guy with

a sweet smile and brown hair that con-
stantly needs trimming around the neck,
Berle is the only man I know who
crouches standing up. His peculiar stance
only adds to his funniness, especially
when he dons ridiculous make-up and
vulgar attire for his night club row-
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INSIDE STUFF
diness.
The dozens of unsolicited “I Love You,

Daddy,” heaped upon him daily by his
four-year-old Vicki, mean the world to
him. He loves people around him. He’ll
invite eight or nine people to lunch with
him every day at the studio, and in

New York, will take an entire roomful
of people off to the Copa or some night
spot. A pushover for a fellow actor, he’ll

sit down and write whole monologues
for actors trying out new spots or
searching for a new act. On his own
television show, he not only aids in the
writing, but directs the show himself
and even oversees the musical arrange-
ment. When he attempted the same
thing in Hollywood, he met instant
criticism.

He’s appeared at more benefits than
probably any other actor and his twenty-
four-hour television appeal for the Run-
yon Cancer Fund, is still the talk of his
home town, New York. Oddly enough,
his closest friend in Hollywood is an-
other comic who never shirks a benefit

—

Red Skelton.
Berle’s been in Hollywood before. Be-

fore he was ten years old, he was making
movies with John Bunny and Flora
Finch, with Pearl White in “The Perils
of Pauline” and in comedies with Chap-
lin. He is married to beautiful Joyce
Matthews who, with his ever adoring
mother and his beloved Vicki, are with
him in Hollywood.

Housewife Problems: Diana Lynn (mar-
ried to John Lindsay), and Mona Free-
man, wife of Pat Nerney, were discussing
their household problems.
“My trouble is having food in the

house for dinner,” Diana sighed. “Pm off

too early to telephone for groceries and
by the time I get out of the studio in

the evening, the markets are closed.”
“Oh, I solved that by having Pat stop

by from his office and picking up the
groceries,” Mona said.

Diana shook her head. “John wouldn’t
do it, I know,” she said. “Pm sure he
wouldn’t.”
A few evenings later, Pat came in late

with his groceries. “Pm late this eve-
ning,” he said, “but I was showing John
Lindsay where certain groceries were on
the shelves. He had a list a mile long.”
Mona only smiled, but the next day,

she called across the studio lot to Diana,
“Congratulations.” Diana waved back.

Comedy hit! Kirk Douglas, Milton Berle

on “Always Leave Them Laughing” set
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Sadie Hawkins Hijinks

(Continued jrom "page 60) Dick Clayton
and Bob Arthur. The party was well
underway when a strange noise

—“shmoo-
lo”—sounded from the driveway. And
there was “The World’s Biggest Shmoo.”
A Shmoo is the lovable animal friend of

Li’l Abner. Betty, dressed as the jug-totin’

Mammy Yokum, knew Shmoo was the
missing Bob Arthur. But her guests tried,

in vain, to guess its identity.

The games were fun. First a foot race,

to establish partners for the day. No boy
stood a chance, particularly Shmoo, with
his feet tied to a sheet. Marion Marshall
caught him right off.

Then there was horseshoe pitching and
the girl with the highest score won, for her
prize, her choice of any gentleman as her
supper companion. Marion won, and, a
second time, chose Shmoo. She forgot,

since his hands were confined, she would
have to feed him.
Apple-bobbing followed. The boys had

to get as many apples as they could via
the ducking process, no hands allowed.
Every apple a boy got allowed him to re-
fuse to dance with the girl who held the
number that matched the one on the apple.
There was also an old-fashioned potato

race. A girl to each line, with a boy hold-
ing the sack at the end, into which the po-
tatoes were dropped.

Betty’s menu was: Pigs in blankets, raw
turnips (of course!) with their tops on,

roasted potatoes, barbecued corn, pump-
kin pie and cider punch. Each recipe is

enough for ten or twelve people.
PIGS IN BLANKETS—Place 3 lbs. pork

sausages in large skillet with V2 cup water.
Cover and cook five minutes. Remove
cover and pour off water. Fry until brown,
being careful not to overcook. Roll in flour

and dip in the following batter: Let one
12-oz. bottle beer stand open until flat (8

hours). Mix and sift IV2 cups sifted flour,

% tsp. salt, 1 tbsp. sugar and 2 tsp. baking
powder with the beer. Drop into deep,
hot fat (365° F.) and fry 3 to 5 minutes,
or until golden brown. They may be made
early, reheated later. They may be
“dunked” in chili sauce as you devour
them.
BARBECUED CORN—Drain two No. 2%

cans whole kernel corn. Place liquid in

saucepan and boil, until it is reduced in
half. Place corn and liquid in casserole
with Vs cup chopped green pepper, % cup
chopped pimiento, !4 cup brown sugar,
firmly packed, 2 tsp. salt, % tsp. chili

powder. Dot top with XA cup butter. Cover
and bake slowly % hour.
CIDER PUNCH—Mix 1 gallon cider, 1

cup lemon juice and 34 cup grenadine. Chill.

PUMPKIN PIE—Have ready, one un-
baked chilled 9-inch pastry shell. Com-
bine % cup brown sugar (firmly packed),
V2 tsp. salt, 1 tsp. cinnamon, 14 tsp. each
ginger, cloves and nutmeg. Mix until
smooth. Add IV2 cups canned pumpkin, IV2
cups milk, 2 slightly beaten eggs, and 1
tbsp. molasses. Beat well; pour into chilled
shell. Bake in hot oven (425° F.) 30 to 40
minutes or until knife inserted in center
comes out clean. Top with whipped cream.
A Sadie Hawkins celebration, you know,

is something of a cross between Hallowe’en
and Thanksgiving. It’s the season for corn
stalk and pumpkin decorations with an old
victrola supplying square dance tunes and
guests suggesting favorite games.
The gang at this party are in the

following films: Robert Arthur, “Twelve
O’Clock High”; Dick Clayton and Kath-
leen Hughes, “Mother Is a Freshman”;
Darryl Hickman, “A Kiss for Corliss”;
Betty Lynn, “Father Was a Fullback”;
Marion Marshall, “I Was a Male War
Bride”; Johnny Sands, “Massacre River.”

The End
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What Should I Do?
(Continued from, page 8)

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am in love with a girl who has re-

covered from polio. Before she was strick-
en, we got along fine. Now I try to prove
to her that I still love her, but she is cold
and distant and sometimes ignores me.

I would appreciate it if you would tell

me how to prove to her that I still love her;
I don’t just feel sorry for her. Even if she
never will be able to walk again, I could
be a good husband to her.

Pietro F.

1 wonder if you really understand
yourself. This is what I mean: There are
men (and women, too) who are capable
of making martyrs of themselves, not out
of truly deep love, but because of a desire
to be heroic. I feel certain you are sin-
cere, but I wonder if you have thought as
much of this girl's viewpoint as of your
own desire to do “the right thing."

It requires an enormous amount of
vitality to be in love; a person recovering
from a serious illness is usually so busy
rebuilding strength that there is no in-
clination to spend that strength in pro-
testations of devotion. This girl may
want only peace, quiet, rest and tempo-
rary freedom from all responsibility.

Try to do only what will please this girl
and aid in her recovery.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My brother is nineteen and I am four-

teen. Recently he graduated from junior
college and entered a business bought for
him by my father. He is rather good-
looking, intelligent and conceited. He tries
to make me over to suit him. He says I am
moody and have a bad temper.
Most of our arguments are little squab-

bles, but on two occasions now he has
struck me very hard. I believe he does
this to please his conceit and vanity rather
than to teach me anything.
How can I stop this? I have asked my

parents to make him stop, but they think
he is absolutely perfect.

Nanetta V.

I realize, of course, that l am only get-
ting one side of the story from you; per-
haps your brother would tell a very dif-
ferent tale. However, no matter what you
do, I don't think your parents should per-
mit your brother to strike you.

Your only defense is to keep out of
your brother's way and not enter into ar-
guments with him. Think what you wish,
but guard your expression.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?
Would you like the thought-
ful advice of

(Claudette CoILa ?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Cal., and if Miss Colbert feels

that your problem is of gen-

eral interest, she’ll consider

answering it here. Names and
addresses will he held confi-

dential for your protection.
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The House That Dreams Built

(Continued from page 62) that built the
Dream House), David Miller of Producers’
Council, and many other prominent movie,
business and publishing folks.

However, as soon as the party arrived
at Warrensburg, Lon McCallister, who just
couldn’t wait to meet the other MacAllis-
ters (even if they did spell their names
differently), went over to the house by
himself. He found it quickly enough, and
he found Mrs. MacAllister and her five-

year-old son Rusty. But, he also found
that the new house at 10 James Street was

• not ready for visitors or guests; was not, in
fact, ready for its new owner.
Workmen were still around, putting up

last minute fixtures. Vans had just left.

Some of the furniture was still in crates.

Mirrors and pictures hadn’t been hung.
And Mrs. MacAllister, the proud and

lovely owner of the prize house, was un-
able to do a thing. She was still hobbling
about on crutches, the result of an early
spring skiing accident. For, a widow since
1945, Mrs. MacAllister has been support-
ing herself and Rusty by teaching skiing.
“Well!” said Lon. “You certainly can

use an extra pair of hands around here.
I’m glad I came early. I’ll show you how
this McCallister gets things done. Where
do I start?”

“Here’s where I shine,” said Lon, as-
signed to bed-making. “This is the way
we turned sheets in the Army,” and he
went to work.

jOY THE time he had finished, the others
D had arrived. And in the little time left

before the ceremonies were scheduled to
begin, everybody turned to and lent will-
ing hands. And by the time that almost
all of Warrensburg had gathered on the
new lawn and it was time for the Photo-
play Dream House-warming to get under
way, the house was settled.

What a housewarming it was! Carl
Madison of Glens Falls station WWSC set
up his mike right in the living room. While
he interviewed Adele Fletcher and Vir-
ginia MacAllister, Lon McCallister and
Don Buka took turns “Belvedering” five-
year-old Rusty, who didn’t understand
why he couldn’t play with the kids outside.
Mr. Griffin, owner of the local lumber

company that built Virginia’s house, took
Don DeFore and Marilyn Monroe on a
tour of inspection. He showed them every-
thing, from the specially ordered chimney
to the huge basement, not in the original
plans, which was included after a special
request by Rusty. Then the microphone
was set up on the lawn outside the new
home so that all of Warrensburg could see
the presentation ceremony, as Adele
Fletcher presented Mrs. MacAllister with
the deed and not one, but three keys to
the home that over 250,000 Photoplay
readers wanted for their own. Virginia
beamed with joy, but looked for her son.
Rusty was right there, making it clear to
everyone that, although only five years
old, he was the man of this wonderful
new house. And Donald Buka expressed
the sentiments of all when he said, “It’s

perfect. Everything’s perfect. A perfect
home for a perfect owner. We’re all proud
to be here.”
After the presentation ceremony, Pho-

toplay hosted a cocktail party at the Co-
lonial Arms in Warrensburg. And every-
one arrived on time, members of the
National Retail Lumber Dealers Associa-
tion, Warrensburg townspeople, Photoplay
editors, everyone, that is, but the four
movie stars and Virginia MacAllister. They
were still at 10 James Street. As Don
DeFore put it

—
“It just wasn’t fair to leave

all the cleaning up to Mrs. MacAllister.
She had won a new home, and we wanted

Only i myve~
-the new HOME PERMANENT

has the Dial-a-Wave

that personalizes your wave!

COMPLETE RAYVE KIT £,

Both kits contain the Dial-a-Wave

AMD RAYVE IS FAST-YET GENTLER, EASIER

IN A FLASH your Rayve Wave Number
shows you how to get the one right wave
for your hair—in the shortest possible

waving time. Everything’s easier—picture-

book directions; no turban to wear.

FAST-RUT SURE! No home permanent

gives you the right wave for your hair

faster. For only Rayve has the Dial-a-

Wave to tell you the minimum time in

which you can be sure of the wave you

want-plus really gentler creme lotion.

LONG-LASTING— YET SOFTER, MORE NATURAL

Satin-soft, frizz- free from the first day.

And if you have any kind of plastic curl-

ers, all you need is a Refill Kit for your

personalized Rayve cold wave.

FROM THE FAMOUS PEPSODENT LABORATORIES

I

I
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Like Good

FOOD?
fctfJOy If/

always carry

TUMS
The more delicious the
food, the more you may
be tempted to over-
indulge. So have Turns
handy for almost instant

relief of acid indiges-
tion, gas and heartburn!
There’s no baking soda
in Turns. No danger of
acid rebound. Nothing
to mix or stir, either.

Take Turns like candy
mints—any time, any-
where, as often as need-
ed. Get yourself some
Turns this very day. All
drugstores.

FOR THE TUMMY

hU FIT W T0-NIGHT toa=w^

BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 7 DAYS
Blemishes, pimples, freckles disappear, hh
Positive results! In just 5 to 7 days.

Enclose money (no stamps please) with your p i Us
order to: LA VONNE BUSCH COSMETICS 20 o/o
P. 0. Box 224 Reno. Nevada HE ,ed - ta*

Peace At Last From

PERSISTENT ITCH!
No wonder thousands teased by itchy torment

bless the day they changed to Resinol. Here’s quick
action from first moment — a blissful sense of
peace that lasts and lasts, thanks to 6 active
soothing agents in a lanolin base that stays on.
Don’t be content with anything less effective than
Resinol Ointment.

P

NH
New Home Shampoo for

Blondes — with ANDIUM
To help keep blonde hair from growing dark or
faded use BLONDEX, the home shampoo that con-
tains ANDIUM for extra lightness and SHINE.
Instantly removes dingy film that makes hair dark.
Washes hair shades lighter, gives it lovely lustre.
Takes only II minutes at home. Safe for children.

FREE-Trial Package
Send postcard to Swedish Shampoo Labs., Dept.
108; 880 Broadway, N. Y. 3, N. Y. or get regular
size at any 10c, drug or toilet goods counter.

to have it all polished up for her.”
Working with the new vacuum cleaner,

Marilyn Monroe proved her talents weren’t
only in movie-acting. Don DeFore re-
placed the furniture which had been dis-
arranged. And Don Buka emptied ash
trays and unpacked more of the winnings
that were still in cartons.

Actually, the Dream House was a dream
that came true in many ways. Over a
year ago, it was only the dream of an idea.

Then it became the architect’s dream of
the ideal home for the ideal American
family, industry-engineered by the Na-
tional Retail Lumber Dealers Association.
As soon as Photoplay announced the
Dream House contest, it became the dream
of over 250,000 Photoplay readers who en-
tered the contest. And, finally, the dream
came true for the winner, Mrs. Virginia
MacAllister and her son Rusty, when they
stepped over the threshold of their new
home in Warrensburg.
This also is a story of big hearts. The

big heart of Virginia MacAllister who was
determined to make a home for herself
and young son, and saw her determination
win out. The big hearts of the leaders of

the lumber industry who built the home,
came to Warrensburg for the housewarm-
ing and returned with the idea of building
many, many more just like it throughout
the country. The big hearts of the many
Photoplay advertisers who donated the
furnishings and equipment for the home.
(Photoplay says a great big heart-felt
thank you to all of them listed on page 107.)

And, of course, the big hearts of movie
stars Don DeFore, Lon McCallister, Donald
Buka and Marilyn Monroe, who not only
rolled hundreds of miles to be present, but
also rolled up their sleeves to make the
new house a real home.
The Industry Engineered House pro-

moted and built by the National Retail

Lumber Dealers Association, Washington,
D. C., has a kitchen, bath and heating unit

by Borg-Warner; Hardwood Floors by E.

L. Bruce; Framing Lumber, Sheathing and
Siding by Weyerhaeuser; Insulation by
National Mineral Wool; Roofing by As-
phalt Roofing Industries; Millwork by
Ponderosa Pine; Gypsum Wallboard by
Gypsum Association.
Sherwin Williams Paint was used in-

side and out; matched Schlage locks were
installed; aluminum flashing and nails

were furnished through Armstrong Sales
Corporation; modern vitro-liner packaged

Close shave: Lon McCallister decided he’d
rather miss his morning shave than miss
his train to Dream House opening, made
up for late start in train washroom

FOR APPLYING SKIN FRESHENER

HANDY COTTON SQUARES
DOZENS OF COSMETIC USES

LARGE PACKAGE 29^

High School Course
at Home

l

Many Finish in 2 Years
pidly ns your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

dent School work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. S subjects
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. H 892, Drexel at 58th, Chicago37

zms
ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED

you can prepare for practical experience
a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 66. High
J school not necessary. Easy payments. Writ®
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
) 2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-47, CHICAGO 14, ILL.

0^, PRICES SMASHEDWSm ONJEWELRY/
Wide Diamond Company catalog. Loaded
with amazing Bargains in Jewelry. Many
items can’t be duplicated anywhere else!

All items at Sensational Savings! Don't
delay—Send your name and address now
—for World Wide’s new FREE catalog.

WORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 0-952
2451 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, IIL

ONLY BY KltltWC THE HAIR ROOT CAN YOU
be suae unwanreo haia /$ gone foeevtaj
BRINGS (l£LIEF ANP SOCIAL HAPF/NESS.

,

oo not use our method until you
HAVE DEAD OUR INSTRUCTION DOOR i

CAREFULLY AND LEARNED TO USE THE £
MAHLER METH00 SAFELY AND EFFICIENT!Y.k
USED SUCCESSFULLY OYERSOYEARS^<iJlw ~'

MAHLER S, INC., Dept. 35-P, Providence 15,R.t.

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
j Cover short, broken, thin naila

with NU-NAILS. Applied in •
jiffy with our amazing new quick-
drying glue. Can be worn any
length . . . polished any shade.

Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 26c.

At all dime stores.

NU-NAILS CO.. Dept.
0291 W. Harrison, Chic.I* 44,
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Joyce Thoresen (Miss Photoflash of 1948)

recently engaged, keeps her hands soft and
free from chapping with Italian Balm.

You’ll be amazed, the first time you use

Italian Balm, by its extra-softening effect.

In fact, you’ll feel the difference over night.

This original Canadian formula prevents

chapping—positively softens roughest, driest

skin. So rich, one drop serves both hands!

Choice of countless doctors, nurses. Get a

bottle—see the difference! 25^, 50jf, $1.

Gcumfia/neu

Italian Balm
for Chap- Free Hands

“A Changed Woman, by Gravy
* 1

Don't be discouraged about
your gravy. There is one prod-
uct that makes it taste so good
and look so good too that your
family will marvel at the
change that has come over your
cooking. Just ask your grocer
for a bottle of Gravy Master.
It’s inexpensive.

cratching
Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath-

lete's foot, scabies, pimples and other

Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi-

cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseiess,

stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. O. D. Prescription.

TINY RADIO— REALLY WORKS!
FITS IN YOUR HAND!

_ Works on new "PERMA-
^ CRYSTAL" so it NEVER

NEEDS TROUBLESOME
TUBES, BATTERIES' OR
ELECTRIC "PLUG-INS’’!
Easy to use—Plays for
notning—Should last for
years. Beautiful Red
Plastic Case.

^ , GUARANTEED TO WORK
C Jt> * on local programs by fol-

\ 1 lowing instructions. C. B.
of Ala., says "Tiny Radio is just Wonderful”!

SEND ONLY $1.00 >2*99 COD plus postage or send $3.99

for postpaid delivery. SENT COMPLETE READY TO PLAY on
simple attachment. Has personal phone. WONDERFUL GIFTS
FOR BOYS A GIRLS. Low priced. Order YOUR Tiny Radio Now!
MIDWAY COMPANY Dept.TMW-11 Kearney, Nebr.

FREE—Amazing new cake decorator free. Make flowers,
loops, names, leaves . . . new easy way just like pro-
fessionals. Also decorate jello, salads, desserts, pastries.
ALSO FREE—seven delicious cake recipes—all new and
different^ plus lovely icings and whips for decorator. We
make this amazing free offer to introduce our heart-shaped
cake pans or jello molds. Size 9 by l\i inches. Bake a
sweetheart layer cake for birthday, anniversary or special
occasions. Set of two pans only $1.00 plus postage and
C.O.D. handling. SPECIAL OFFER: Double order (4 pans
and two decorator sets) only $1.69 plus postage and C.O.D.
handling. SEND NO MONEY, just mail a card today.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or your money back. The
free gifts are yours to keep regardless. Don’t delay.. Act
now. Royal Industries, Dept. 5037-K,Mfc. Vernon, Illinois.

chimney was furnished by Combustion
Engineering; Creo-Dipt gray stain was
used to finish the cedar shingles; Marsh
Wall products of Marlite Tile were pro-
vided for the kitchen and bath. Griffin

Lumber Company furnished all supervision

and materials such as nails, cellar window
areaways, Glens Falls cement, and build-

ing paper.
The Dream House Furnishings were:

Rugs and Carpeting by
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co.
Clothes Washer, Dish Washer and

Gladiron by Thor Corp.
Two Bedroom Suites by
Mengel Furniture Co.

Upholstered Living-room Suite by
Kroehler Mfg. Co.

Dinette Suite by Mengel Furniture Cd.

Crosley Radio by Avco Mfg. Co.
Desk and Bookcase by
Mengel Furniture Co.

Cedar Chest by Lane Chest Co.
Closet and Wardrobe Accessories by

E-Z-Do and Princess House
Electronic Blankets, Beauty Rest

Mattresses by Simmons Co.
Window Shades and Drapes by

Clopay Corp.
Sheets and Pillowcases by

Dan River Mills, Inc.

Towels by Dundee Mills, Inc.

Shower Curtains by
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.

Wallpaper by United Wallpaper
Vacuum Cleaner by

Apex Electrical Mfg. Co.
Lamps for Bedroom, Living Room and

Kitchen by Certified Lamp Makers
Modern Hall Clock and Door Chimes by

NuTone Door Chimes
Ozite Under-rug Cushions by
American Hair & Felt Co.

Carpet Sweeper by
Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.
Flatware Service for Four by

Dirilyte Flatware
Refresher Boxes for Storing Food by Ruzak

Shelving and Doilies by Royledge Co.
Mirrors by Donnelly-Kelley Glass Co.

Electric Toaster, Never-lift Iron and
Cordminder by Proctor Electric Co.
Jewelite Brushes and Dresser Set by

Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic Brush Co.
Fire King Ovenware, 53-Piece Set Jade-ite

Dishes by Anchor Hocking Glass Co.
K-Venience Closet Fixtures by

Knape and Vogt
Rubber Kitchen Accessories by

Wooster Rubber Co.
Coffee Table by Michigan Seating Co.
Men who contributed time, labor and

cooperation to the erection of the Photo-
play Industry Engineered Home were:
Fred Dixon of Union Fern Furniture Com-
pany; Lawrence Griffin and Merle Smith
of Griffin Lumber Company; Lee Orton of
Orton’s Home Shop; Leonard Herrington;
Harry Higgins; E. C. Martin & Son; Em-
mett Bennett; Ernest Duffany; J. L. Wat-
kins & Son. The Village of Warrensburg,
New York, furnished front sidewalk gratis.

The End

PAGING
JOHN DEREK

The new man in your movie
life. A life story with the

punch of this new star’s per-

sonality. Plus—a four-color

portrait. In December

PHOTOPLAY

All NYLOH lUXITl

garter-brief Cr

Lux-eez cover but briefly ... .

hold and mold but superbly!

Wear with or without garters,

for active days or dress-up

dates their 2-way stretch

gives you ever the s-m-o-o-t-l

smooth line. Maize, Shell Pink,

White, Blue, Black, about $2.f

Also in Rayon Tricot— about $1.50.

Garters sell separately in all styles.

At fine stores, or write us.

UNDERTHINGS AND SLEEPWEAR by

® Holeproof Hosiery Company,

Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

In Canada: london, Ontario
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FIRSTAID f°"

HEADACHES

I hadonethi* morning.
But it didn't last.
I took Alka-Seltzer
And got RELIEF fast.

•

When your tablets get down to 4,

That’s the time to buy some more.

Buy an EXTRA package, too

—

That’s the wisest thing to do.

Alka-
Seltzer

All drugstores

U. S. and Canada

POP
JOLLY TIME
IT NEVER FAILS

ASK YOUR GROCER

BIST/f
0rHomeroppin

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
to SizeQx10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
SAME PRICEforfull length or bust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani-
mals, etc,, or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is
returned with your enlargement.

SendNoMoney 3 for$l
Just mail photo, negative or snap- Plus 25c for
shot (any size) and receive your en- making neg-
largement, guaranteed fadeless on o-tive. if you
beautiful double-weight portrait send yhoto.
quality paper. Just pay postman C.O.D. plus
and we will pay postage. Send Your Photos

Professional Art Studios, 534 S. Main, Dept. 29-P, Princeton, Illinois

P
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—IStLONGER

HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY
7-DAY TEST!

Jnst try thfe SYSTEM on yonr hair 7 days
and Bee ifyoa are really enjoying the pleas-
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very

often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fully Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forms Pomade Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
C. O. D* 11.00 plus Government charges. It is fully tpjar-
ftnteed. Money back if yon are not delighted. Write Now!
JUELC0..4727N. Daman* Dapt. B- 6 1 0 , Chicago 25, 111.

She’s Younger Than
Springtime

(Continued from page 59) dubbed in.

She lives on excitement and tremendous
energy and is probably the sunniest girl in

town. She owns one bottle of cologne and
eight lipsticks in varying shades—all sou-
venirs of Ciro’s restaurant. She also still

wears the black spangly formal she bought
for her high school junior prom. Her rosy
cheeks are her own. So are her naturally
bright eyes; big and brown. She hasn’t
plucked her eyebrows since she graduated
from high school. Lipstick and mascara
are her only make-up. She uses a brush
to apply lipstick, says it’s wonderful, once
you get the hang of it. She also covers
her face with a tiniest speck of oil—to give
it shine, a look she likes. About every
three or four weeks she takes time out
to use bright polish on fingernails and toe-
nails. At other times, her nails are natural.

S
HE hasn’t taken a tub bath in three
years. After her morning shower she

gives herself a thorough talcum dousing.

She applies an underarm deodorant every
day. She always plans to do morning set-

ting-up exercises, but never has the time.

She’s ten pounds lighter today than she
was in her first picture—by choice. She
cut out bread, potatoes, desserts and candy.
Sensibly, though, she eats a hearty break-
fast—fresh fruit, eggs, toast and coffee.

She’s a good cook. But her mother is

doing the cooking now, although Janet
still makes a marvelous Roquefort salad

dressing for special occasions.

She has one of the smallest waistlines in

Hollywood (twenty-two inches), and one
of the fullest busts (thirty-six inches).

She’s a sturdy five-feet-six-inches tall,

weighs 116 pounds, and she wears a size six

shoe and owns ten pairs of dress and
sports shoes and four pairs of evening
slippers. Her fancy shoes are high-heeled,
upon advice of studio. Her day clogs are
mostly Mary-Janes, with flat heels and
button straps. She dislikes frills and bows,
sleeps in tailored silk pajamas. However,
she has lots of beachy skirts and blouses,

eye-stopping, strapless sun-dresses which
are startling over her figure. She keeps
tan all year ’round, thanks to an hour
each Sunday morning in the back yard,
shared by three other families. She doesn’t
care much for the beach.
She wears ventilated all-rubber girdles

under evening things and panties at other
times. Her underwear is very simple; no
lace, nothing imported, nothing custom-
made. She buys everything over depart-
ment-store counters; shorts, slips, hosiery.

She has black slips for dark evening
clothes, nothing else darker than pink. She
has trouble buying bras; because she’s

full, but slim-backed. Fancy shops can’t

fit her, so she buys inexpensive but well-
fitting bras at the Broadway-Hollywood.
She prefers shorts to housecoats around the
house; she never walks barefoot.

She’s belt-crazy; has a dozen good belts,

mostly leather, no bangles. She just bought
her first fur; a stole, all she could afford

—

but mink. Figures she can wear it for

ten years, at least.

She wears her slightly curly blonde hair
long—in the same style she’s worn for the
past ten years. She likes long hair on young
girls. Her mother gave her a permanent
when she was eight years old. She hated
it, and will never have another. Every
night she brushes her hair with a utility

drugstore brush. And four or five times a

DON’T MISS THE NEW PICTURES

MrMbecause they.

No more elumsy rubbers. Even babies
love to stretch “totes" over their own
shoes. Made of pure latex for growing

t—give longer wear. Non-skid soles—
washable too.

Keep Children's Feet Dry
Phone any shoe department manager. If

he doesn't carry ••’totes", order direct.
We pay postage. 24 hours service. Give
shoe sizes (2 to 121/2 )—-state color—
Red. White. Brown, or Yellow. Satlsfac-

Does GARLIC
Relieve GAS?

ALLIMIN" relieves distressing symptoms of
heaviness after meals, belching, bloating and
colic due to gas in stomach and intestines.
ALLIMIN has been clinically tested by doctor#
and found highly effective. ALLIMIN is tha
largest Belling garlic tablet in the world. For
Bale at drag stores everywhere—only'69*

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets

LOVE AFFAIR
Read Elsa Maxwell's revealing story on

newlyweds Jennifer Jones and David O.
Selznick in the current issue of

PHOTOPLAY
POLLY “PLANTER” PARROT
LIFESIZE—GORGEOUSLY COLORED
Brighten up your home with this
18 inch, lifesize Polly—complete
with perch, mounting bracket and
bright finish brass plant bowl.
Brilliantly colored. Glazed porce-
lain-like finish. Gives an added
touch of color to any room. You’ll
want one for yourself—one for a
friend. Safe delivery guaranteed.
Send check or money order. Sent
postpaid in U.S.A. Two for $9.25.

POSTPAID EA. ONLY

HADDON HALL STUDIOS
DEERFIELD 4, ILL.

FREE GIFT CATALOG.
WRITE FOR A COPY.

FREE BOOK on

Rectal Troubles

Avoid
Dangers

Delay

Here is good news. This 160-page, up-to-
the-minute book on Piles, Fistula and other
related rectal and colon ailments—will be
sent free for the asking. It may save you
much suffering, time and money. Write
today—McCleary Clinic and Hospital. C11OT
Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.



Mok<> DARK HAIR
|

"IINVISIBILE" 1

Lighten unsightly dark hair

on arms, legs, face "out of

sight” quickly and perma-

nently with Nestle Lite, the

patented hair lightener with

conditioning oil. Its pleas-

antly-scented creamy lather

is easy and absolutely safe to

use. At drug and dept,

stores or send $1.00 to

nestle, originators of perma-

nent waving, Meriden, Conn.

LITE
To lighten yaw tresses, use Nestle life,.* \ if: /
leaves bait self, fwtrQus, nafwdblao

k

ing ,

'

BE BEAUTlfUi * BE tOVED * BE BLONDE

.USh Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cole

Honey & Tar
Cough CompoundFOLEY’S

E525355
Genuine “Brilliant-White” dia- 1

mond-like zircons. Hard fori
even experts to tell the differ-

1

ence. 14K rings. Large selection.
|Low Prices. One shown: 1-Ct.

$9.95. Pay postman. Money-back
guarantee. Big, FREE Catalog.

|

U.S. Zircon Syndicate,
139 N. Clark St., Dept. 33, Chicago 2, III.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OTJTGRO (§) bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

NEW! smart idea!

For home permanents, cos-

metics— special top holds
wave lotion, package gives
you clean cotton as you
need it! Get it today.

COTTON PICKER ®
Cosmetic and Nursery Cotton

A CURITY Product

[€gSB3IlgH*3
Division of The Kendall
Company, Chicago 46

mriSAVEON
CATALOG

real savings thathelp
you Beat High Prices on
family and borne cottons I

Write today forFREE Cat-
alog of thrilling cotton val-
ues, in shirts, dresses, un-
derwear, children’s wear;
prints and fabrics, towels,
sheets, etc. Satisfaction
^guaranteed. See how
South Carolina Mills
LOWER PRICES canSAVE
YOU MONEY! Rash name
for FREE catalog todayl

SOUTH CAROLINA MILLS, Dept 781. Spartanburg. S.C.

week, she washes her hair under the
shower, dries it with a hand-dryer while
she eats dinner, and sets it in bobby-pins
herself even when she’s going to a big
party. It always looks fluffy. Lately she’s

been having hair-oil treatments. She likes

this touch of luxury. But she doesn’t over-
do it; has one only about every three
months.
Her will power is extraordinary. She’s

up as soon as the alarm rings at six o’clock;

never sneaks an extra forty winks. She
loves to talk on the telephone. Plopped on
top of her bed, a regular double bed, noth-
ing chichi or out-size, she carries on hour-
long conversations.

She subscribes to a news magazine, reads
it thoroughly each week. And, a member
of the Book-of-the-Month Club, she orders
every selection, from Winston Churchill
to “Cheaper by the Dozen.” She reads in
bed at night, with two big pillows as a
prop.
She lacks three months toward a B.A.

degree; her college career having been
nipped by her miracle call to Hollywood.
She loves house plants. Philodendron,

ivy and ferns grow out of everything at
her house; lamps, pottery bowls, hangers.
She even wanted to plant in a tiny pair
of ceramic ballet slippers given to her
upon completion of “Red Danube.” But
they didn’t offer enough room for roots.

Twenty-two years old and divorced, she
plans to take her time about marrying again.
Her marriage was a teen-age college ro-
mance, very fast, very unfortunate, but she
and her ex-husband have managed to re-
main the best of friends.

She has no really close girl friends, sees
Liz Taylor and Joan Leslie, but nothing
inseparable. Her phone rings constantly

—

the young girl’s dream. Having made ten
pictures in three years, she’s hotter than
ever now. Howard Hughes just borrowed
her for two big co-starring roles in two
important pictures, “Christmas Gift” with
Bob Mitchum and the new John Wayne
picture. She’s thrilled about this—as she
is about everything, all the time.

Realistic as she is about most things, she
cries at the movies, her own and every-
body else’s. She and her mother sit to-
gether, hold hands, bite their lips, sob
and have a wonderful time. Her father,
too.

She’s got rhythm, pep, heart—every-
thing, even dimples, one in each cheek.
She may look tame, even a little over-
sweet. But give her time. She’s a quiet
bombshell.

The End
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"A POCKET EDITION

OF REAL LIFE"

IN THE MAGICAL
"SELF- ATOMIZING"

DAINTIER THAN CREAMS!
“Dew" never touches hands.
Not messy. Squeeze flexible

bottle, spray on gentle mist.

STOPS PERSPIRATION
ODOR TROUBLES! Keeps
daintily pure, socially secure.

ONLY DEODORANT
CONTAINING "RETSELANE"

on clothes. Removes odor.

WON’T ROT CLOTHES!
Can’t irritate normal skin.

SAVES MONEY!
Full year’s supply only

98t Pius tak

Less than 21 a week

SQUEEZE FLEXIBLE BOTTLE!

JOEW
SPRAYS ITSELF ON!

> Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping JBB

40V,'B!lSC0

tnofMACHB?

DENT’S
For Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

A Professional Career in

PRACTICAL NURSING
TRAIN AT HOME The Modern Way

NEW GUIDED HOME STUDY METHOD
Same course used in our Successful Resident School. Easy
to learn. Planned for those unable to attend classes in

Washington, D. C. Hundreds of graduates earning $50.00
and more weeky. Men-Women. 18-55. High School, not

required. Nursing Equipment furnished. Positions available

in Hospitals, Doctor's offices and Private Duty. Write todayl

Send Coupon Below or Penny Post Card for FREE BOOKLET

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PRACTICAL NURSING
909 G PLACE.. N.W.. DEPT. WG-II, WASH. D.C.

AGENAME

ADDRESS- CSTY_ STATE—

_

—So writes a regular listener to “MY TRUE
STORY” Radio Program. “It’s the realness of

these complete daily true-to-life dreams that’s

so refreshing!”

Listen to radio’s greatest morning show
taken from the pages of True Story magazine

and you’ll understand why so many women
are fascinated by it every week day Monday
through Friday.

tune in

MMY TRUE STORY"
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS

If jittery nerves occasionally get
you so keyed-up you can’t relax, try
Miles Nervine. Use only as directed^
All drug stores— two forms—Liquid
Nervine or effervescent tablets^
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Kept smooth and
hair- free longer .

by Nair . . .

the safe, odorless

depilatory lotion . . .

that removes leg hair

quickly, easily . . .

leaves legs smoother .

more exciting . . .

Lady—throw your razor away—use safe,

odorless Nair lotion to keep legs smoother
. . . more exciting . . . hair-free

longer . . . with no ugly razor

Stubble! No irritation to nor-

mal skin. Get Nair today!

Cosmetic lotion to

remove hair safely

FOR LEGS THAT DELIGHT
USE NAIR TONIGHT 79f

Made in l/40-14k rolled Gold plate-Set
in your favorite Birthstone color. Order

As boxes famous Rosebud Salve, sell at

25c a box, remit the $1.00 and select this

lovely “Tailored Ring'* mounted with a

"brilliant ” full ten cut machine 6tone set in

your size and month Birthstone color. GUARANTEED.
Order 4 salve—Send No Money. (Or we will mail ring
and 4 salve NOW ifyou send $1.00 along with your order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 57. W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND

IN 12 WEEKS AT HOME LEARN
THE FASCINATING DUTIES OF A

PRACTICAL NURSE
No high school needed to Graduate with
Diploma. Profession pays up to $300 a month.
Steady, pleasant work in good times or bad.
Ages 16-60. Doctor’s endorsement of this
lowest-fee course. Average lesson only $1.48.

rn rr booklet gives all factSc Send
liiLL name on penny postcard today!

|

LINCOLN SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING
4737 BROADWAY. Dept. 211 CHICAGO 40, ILL.
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MARVEL CO.
1311 East St. New Haven. Conn.
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I Call Him The
Katzenjammer Kid

(Continued jrom page 43) shouldn’t have.
He was so great in “This Gun for Hire” as
Raven, the misguided young killer, but of
parts like Raven there have been . . . quote
. . . never more . . . unquote. He kids me
about having babies to get out of the
pictures I’d prefer not to do.
He likes love scenes all through the

picture, not just a big clinch. He likes to
keep the romantic feeling conveyed from
the time the characters meet, thinks the
feeling of anticipation is better than the
fulfillment of a clinch kiss. There aren’t
too many love scenes in a Ladd picture.
It’s a neat trick to make love to a girl with
a gun in one hand. Only Ladd can.
You can’t help but notice that he’s built

like a dream. And over and over, you’re
impressed with the fact that he’s one of
the sweetest guys in glamour town.
A fan once called him a “glamorous

Humphrey Bogart,” after which Alan went
to every one of Bogie’s pictures to see what
a glamorous Humphrey Bogart would be
like. He felt it was a tall compliment.

H
E still thinks he’s in the motion picture
business on a rain check, that tomorrow

he’ll wake up and it will all go away. He
buys businesses that can be “hocked” so
that “when they finally catch on to me in
pictures—I’ll still do okay.”
He worked for his first five years as an

actor in radio. But radio shows still scare
him stiff. He paces the floor for days be-
fore a show asking himself, “Why did I

let myself in for this? I’ll never do an-
other one.” When the red light goes on,
he’s okay. And he keeps doing other ones.
He has a silken basso voice and sings

practically all the time to relieve excess
energy. He really should do a musical.
He’s crazy about Hillbilly music. “And
why not?” he says. “I was born one.” He
has no birth certificate to prove it though.
For he was born in Arkansas in 1913, a
year before they issued them. His full name
is Alan Walbridge Ladd. But if you call
him Walbridge he won’t answer you.

He’ll talk a blue streak about anything
but himself. Bring up horses and you’ll
be there yet. His recommended reading;
any breeder’s digest. Just hand him a book
like “Thoroughbred Sires and Dams” and
go home.

He’s usually very quiet in public, but at
home, he’s a regular Katzenjammer Kid.
He does handstands, tumbling acts, all

the hokey-pokeys like “Whadda-ya-know-
Joe - 1 - just - got - back-from-a-vaudeville-
show.” He does a soft-shoe dance in bath-
ing trunks and moccasins beside the new
swimming pool. He could easily open to-
morrow—-at Minsky’s. He’s a great host.
He’s a most fastidious dresser when he

dresses, is meticulous about hanging up
his clothes and particular about white
shirts, he likes them with short sleeves—
and his favorite red neckties. But if you
drop in on him at home unexpectedly, he’s
usually wearing white bathing trunks or
levis. He will give you the shirt right off

his back or another one like it.

He likes honest women, he says, who
look him right in the eye when they talk
to him and, with his sleepy gray-blue
eyes, that usually works no hardship.
He doesn’t like to see women drink or

smoke, unless they smoke gracefully. And
he decidedly does not like plunging neck-
lines. “Most men don’t,” he says of the
big plungers. “It embarrasses a guy.”
Yet he’s in love with a Jezebel. And

another gal named Scarlett. They’re boxer
dogs. His beloved Jezebel sleeps in his bed-
room under a chartreuse coffee table. She

FAST RELIEF
CORNS

CALLOUSES, BUNIONS, SORE TOES!
The instant you apply Super-
Soft Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, pain-
ful shoe friction stops, pressure
on the sensitive spot is lifted.

You’ll marvel, too, how these
thin, soft, soothing, cushioning
pads with patented Pinked Edge
speedily remove corns, callouses
when used with the separate
Medications included*

41 No Other^ Pad Like It

CORNS CALLOUSES

D- SchollsZino-pads

FREE nylon stocking
H BlHlBi Ifyou rash name,address Showamazing
62-pattem fit service. Take orders, make money. Write today!

AMERICAN MILLS, Dept. W-22, Indianapolis 7. Indian

Get the new 35tf

PERMABOOKS
Eat and Reduce
Ida Bailey Allen’s Cook Book
What Your Dreams Mean
and many more
NOW AT NEWSSTANDS

THERE'SM0NEYAW%W
« PLASTICSNo Experience

Necessary!
Here’s CASH for you . . . easy! Show friends, neighbor,
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.

BIG PROFITS- full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.

LORAINE PRODUCTS, Dept. DM-22?
Chic411 So. Clinton Street Chicago, 7, Illinois

CROSSiwjy
Just Send Your Name and Address
We will mail you this beautiful GLOW-
ING CROSS. Also FREE CATALOG
showing many VALUABLE GIFTS that
are GIVEN with FULL INFORMA-
TION on HOW TO RECEIVE THEM.
Enclose stamp or coin for mailing
GLOWING CROSS.
THE RELIGIOUS HOUS'E. Dept. MAO
7002 N. Clark St. Chicago 26, III.

How To Avoid Painful

Constipation
If you suffer painful bowel movements, try Petro- I

Syllium® forregular comfortable relief. Its soft lubri

•

g
eating action is gentle, but oh so thorough you’ll won- _

derwhy you haven’t tried it before. Taken as directed, ,

it’s the way so many doctors recommend to ease 1

painful, irregular bowel movements. But don’t go on
suffering another minute. Take this to your drug f

store today so you will be sure to get genuine, easy
f

acting Petro-Syllium, the laxative used by many piles is

sufferers to assure comfortable bowel movements.
- G.

Now She Shops

“Cash And Carry"
Without Painful Backache

When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-

ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep

and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

undertheeyes,headachesand dizziness. Frequenter

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-

times shows there is something wrong with your

kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait 1 Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 60 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 16 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-

ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.



PAIN

rfHEADACHE
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS

The way thousands of

physicians and dentists recommend

Anacin® relieves headache, neuralgia,

neuritis pain fast because Anacin is like a

doctor's prescription — that is, it contains

not just one, but a combination of med-

ically proven, active ingredients in easy-to-

take tablet form. Thousands have been in-

troduced to Anacin through their own den-

tist or physician. If you have never used

Anacin, try it yourself for in-

credibly fast, long-lasting re-

lief from pain. Don't wait.

Buy Anacin today.

How to Make Money with
Simple Cartoons*

A book everyone who likes to draw should

have. It is free; no Obligation.

Simply address

FREE
BOOK y

IARTOON1STS’ EXCHANGE
Pleasant Hill, Ohio

LSBLM1EI
Learn At Home In Your Spare Time!
Trained artists are capable of earning
$85, $80 or more a week. By our practical
method step by step we teach you COMMER-
CIAL ART, DESIGNING and CARTOONING
all in ONE course. FREE BOOK, “Art for
Pleasure & Profit" describes training and
opportunities in art. STATE AGE. Course
G.l. Approved.
Studio 8611R, Washington School of Art
1115—15th St. f N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

CONTESTS
WIN next contest you enter.
GENERAL CONTEST BULLE-
TIN has helped others win. Win-
ners tell secrets, teach how to

’ win BIG PRIZES. Lists current
contests. Send 25c for sample copy.

GENERAL CONTEST BULLETIN
1G09 East 5th SL Dept. 101 Duluth 5, Minn.

700 NEW BUTTONS
Hundreds and hundreds beautiful buttons JH—all colors, designs and sizes. You can Jfc Mb
have dozens of ‘’sets" for dresses, etc. “ I
These are "left overs” of large manufac- H
turers who make buttons for makers of ex-
pensive blouses, dresses, shirts and other fine

g
arments. Biggest bargain ever offered. $1
.O.D. plus postage SEND NO MONEY. Pay post-

man. If not pleased, return for money back. I pay
postage on cash orders. Clip this.
GRANDMA GOODWIN, Dept. 33A, Girard, 111.

sleeps well. She’s a blooded boxer and she
likes chartreuse. If she didn’t, he’d prob-
ably change the color scheme. He’s that
crazy about dogs.

He’s proud of his new French Norman-
die home in Holmby Hills. Like his career,
he expects to awaken every morning and
find it’s disappeared. Compliment him on
his house and he grins, “I had eight years’
free rent in Sue’s. I finally had to kick in
and buy her a place.”
He could get along without a breakfast

room nicely. Sue practically has to hog-tie
him to get him to eat his first meal for the
day. But put it in front of him and he’ll

eat every bite. He’s a chain coffee drinker
on the set and a chain smoker. He reaches
for a cigarette before his eyes are even
open in the morning, so Sue says.
He never knows when he’s hungry, but

he knows it isn’t for lamb, pork, turkey,
any kind of fowl, liver or jellied dough-
nuts. When he first decided to be an actor
he lived on jellied doughnuts for too long.
Of all the things in his new house, he’s

proudest of the sliding glass doors and
screens in the small garden room. They
were his idea. He has a speech that goes
with them that should make the Chamber
of Commerce very happy. About how they
take the indoors out and bring the out-
doors in and it could only happen in Cali-
fornia. He’s always opening and closing
the doors and showing you the view.
He likes a room plain and uncluttered,

but if you leave a room plain and unclut-
tered he goes crazy—until it’s warmed up
with plants, books, pictures and all the
little things. Like all men, he’s too busy to
be bothered looking at fabrics and wall-
papers. But try and slip one he hasn’t
seen, by

,

him and he knows it, but fast.
He can’t stand pictures of himself around

the house. Sue puts them up. He takes
them down. Sometimes there’s one picture
on the piano in the living room, depending
on who’s been through the room last.
He’s so grateful to the builder who built

his home, and for all the extra thought he
put in it that he’s going crazy lining up
jobs for him. And the poor guy is so sue-
cessful, he already has all he can do.

Y
OU never would call him mechanical-
minded unless you don’t care who you

call mechanical-minded. He’s good at the
pick and shovel but hand him a wrench

—

and run. The last time he repaired the
plumbing, it took three plumbers to repair
the leak that became a deluge.

He’s like a hot rock when he gets an
idea—which is very often. After Teddy
gave him an electric drill he worm-holed
everything on their twenty - five - acre
ranch. Nothing was safe but his imme-
diate family. Which reminds me that he
has no close living relatives except his
wife and children.
Another thing: He never comes to your

house empty-handed. If he kills a pig at
the ranch and you comment that you like
sausage—sausage you get. Tons of it.

When he sees an advertising poster of
himself stripped to the waist, he wants to
keep right on going. Particularly when
there are no scenes of him in that picture
stripped to the waist.
Oh yes, he hates to talk on the tele-

phone, unless it’s at two or three a.m. He
may call you with a birth announcement,
saying, “We just had a baby. A filly.
Good conformation. So many hands high.
White socks.” That can be confusing in
your sleepy state, until you realize he
means a horse. Ironically, you hope both
“father” and foal are doing nicely. They
are.

He’s the kind of a guy any girl would
be proud to take home to mother—if she
can trust mother.

The End
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IN yoUK. HAIR. I

What a thrilling difference just a touch
of rich Marchand color makes! Your
hair has bewitching new radiance, your
personality sparkles with new glamour!

Use Marchand's “Make-Up” Rinse
after every shampoo for color that glows
...highlights that glisten! Flattering

shades for every hair color. Safe, easy

to use, this beauty rinse removes dulling

soap film . . . blends in tell-tale gray hairs,

leaves hair easier to arrange. Marchand
color is not a permanent dye . . . washes

out after each shampoo.

l¥larchand*s
"MAKE-UP"

HAIR RINSE
2 Rinses 10?! • 6 Rinses 25#

p/us /ox

ABy the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

("amazing OFFER—$40 IS YOURS
-

]

I

For Selling Only 50 Boxes Christmas Cards — I

Also 60 and 25 for $1.00 with or without name. Free FREE '

i

samples. Other boxes on approval, including entirely SAMPLES 1

new.differentdeluxeassortmentwithfeaturetelevision J 1

(

card. Cute plastic assortments. Write today. It costa nothing to try.

CHEERFUL CARP CO., Pept. N-28, White Plains, N. V. B

Here is a
SPARKLING
COCKTAIL Bracelet 1

Watch that attracts /
immediate Attention! i

Silver color set with 24 /
Flashing Brilliants,

j

Elegant Imported
^

Swiss watch. Safety
(

Lock and Chain at-
|

tached. SEND NO
MONEY! Just send
name and address.
Pay postman only
$9.95 plus postage I

and tax on delivery. \

Our Supply is limited 1

_
Rush your order Today.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

World-Wide Diamond Co.,
Oepf. C-933 , 2451 S. Michigan Ava. f Chicago 1@, BUS
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(Continued from page 34) realizing that
ahead of her was a property called “Annie
Get Your Gun,” and a role in it which
Ethel Merman had created on the stage

—

a role Judy wanted with all her heart and
soul.

She got better. She put on much-needed
weight and the studio asked her to come
back to do a picture for Pasternak, a simple
nostalgic picture, before beginning her
work in “Annie.” That picture was “In the
Good Old Summertime.”
But Judy wasn’t as strong as her op-

timism and her trouping spirit made her
think she was. So, in spite of its being
one of the happiest pictures she ever
worked in, the last three weeks of shoot-
ing “Summertime” drained her strength
still further. In spite of this, she came
through with a brilliant performance

—

what show people call “great trouping.”
Without having had sufficient rest after

the finish of this picture, preparation
was made for Judy to start “Annie Get
Your Gun.” Her studio, because of the
gigantic expense involved in making a
musical like “Annie,” wanted to be con-
stantly reassured that Judy was strong
enough to start production. The more the
studio worried, the more the burden of

this many million dollar production was
piled on to the shoulders of this tiny
artist, the trouper who had never let them
down. She recorded the songs beautifully
and the actual photography started.

After five or six weeks of production,
Judy’s strength failed again. The will to

go on was as big as her great heart, but
production had to be halted and Judy fi-

nally was replaced by Betty Hutton. After
another meeting with Mr. Mayer and his
executives, a long rest was decided upon.

Gossip! Gossip! Gossip! What was wrong
with Judy? What was this mysterious
malady? Who were the evil people destroy-
ing this girl?

It was all nonsense, of course. The mys-
terious malady was exhaustion. Frayed
nerves. Irritability. Inability to sleep when
sleep is desperately important, when you
have a 5:00 a.m. studio call and a close-
up by 9: 00 where you must look pretty.
Frayed nerves don’t stand up very

well through constant wardrobe fittings,

hairdressing, make-up tests, interviews
with the press, still photography. You must
stay well. You must meet everybody with
a smile. You must sing and look pretty.

You must dance and never show fatigue.
With all these other “musts,” you have a

Judy's Singing Again

home to keep, a husband and child to keep
happy, countless well-meaning friends to

be reassured. You can’t slip out of your
girdle and take off your shoes and sprawl.
You must dance! You must sing! You
must act! You must do countless benefits
for charity. You must keep from lashing
out at people who say you need rest.

When? How to get this rest? In Hollywood,
there is no rest. The telephone rings con-
stantly. Friends and fans want to know
how you are. To leave and go to New
York? There could be no rest there, for
much the same reasons that exist in Holly-
wood.

T
HE alternative seemed to be a compara-
tively quiet city, to the most distin-

guished doctors available, and under their

guidance to replenish physical resources.
Dr. George Thorne, professor of medicine
at Harvard Medical School and the head of

Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, a man in-

ternationally known was selected. The
25th of May, decision was made. The 26th
of May, aboard the Super Chief. To Boston,
to Peter Bent Brigham Hospital.
For a week or ten days after arrival,

Judy took every known medical test.

And then the great news, “There is noth-
ing wrong with you organically.”

Yes, it is all there on the record for

the malicious gossips to see for them-
selves. There was no mysterious malady.
Judy’s job was to learn to rest—to re-
plenish the enormous output of energy
she used every day. This was accom-
plished with great simplicity. How?
Check in to the hospital early and try

to get ready to rest. Be awakened early
each morning, check out of the hospital,

and see something of Boston, its history

and charm. Take daytime trips to Long-
fellow’s Wayside Inn. Go to the shore.

Sprawl on the sand and let the salt water
and sun work their magic.
Judy kept this up until she could sleep

without having to go back to the hospital

at night. Judy gained weight. Judy ac-
quired a tan. Judy’s good humor came
back rapidly.

Judy became a baseball fan in Boston,
started a collection of autographed base-
balls. She threw out the first ball at the
intercity series. In fact, Judy began to

burst with good health, good spirits and
good humor.
One incident, I am sure, will always

remain engraved on Judy’s mind. Judy, my
wife, Sylvia Sidney and I were wondering

P

Every Sunday Night—ABC Network

9:30-10 P.M.
Eastern Standard Time

8:30-9 P.M.
Central Time

7:30-8 P.M.
Mountain Time

6:30 — 7 P.M.
Pacific Time

OVER *500,000 [N PRIZES!

Listen to Your

"Chance of a Lifetime"

what to do with a long evening at the short
and we decided to drive to Falmouth,
Massachusetts to buy books and maga-
zines. When we got to Falmouth, we saw
signs advertising “Best Foot Forward,” at
the Tanglewood Summer Theatre, put on
by an old and dear friend of Judy’s, tal-
ented Hugh Martin, who wrote the score.
Word went through the tiny theater and

backstage that Judy Garland was in the
audience. The talented youngsters in the
play were very excited. They sent a mes-
senger to ask if Judy and her guests would
join the cast for an after-theater party.
Of course she accepted, and here’s what
happened: The audience gone, a work light

put up backstage, the twenty or thirty
young people in the cast, crowding out on
the apron of the stage to meet Judy. Hot
dogs, soft drinks served. What more nat-
ural than that brilliant composer Hugh
Martin, should want Judy to hear some of

the talented people in his cast sing? What
more natural than that these people shoi'D
want Judy to sing for them?
Bear in mind that Judy had not sung

in nearly two months, but she did sing
this night. For two-and-a-half hours, and
to the most appreciative audience that it

has ever been my privilege to hear. Judy
had never been in better voice. People
wept over the sad songs and laughed and
beat out tempo with the gay tunes.

We drove back to the shore that night
with a radiant-faced Judy. Health had
come back and because of this, her voice
was greater than ever. Now she could
go back to Hollywood to talk over her next
picture and to test her new-found strength.

As this is written that trip has just been
completed. Two wonderful weeks of swim-
ming, of playing with her beautiful child,

of dancing, of getting back to her beloved
work, of reading scripts, of hearing the

musical score of her next picture. All that

have heard this score by Harry Warren
and Mack Gordon believe it to be one of

the all-time greats.

Two weeks of letting people see a

tanned, happy, healthy girl. Then, a quick
trip back to Boston for a once-over by her

doctors to check and be sure that the ex-

citement and pressure of Hollywood had
no ill effect on her. It had not, and so, in a

very few days, Judy will be leaving this

charming city of Boston to go back to her
career which, great as it has been, has not

yet reached its potential peak.

I would like to add a little postscript

on Judy’s behalf. When you travel with

her as I have done, you find out how
truly she is everyone’s little girl. There
doesn’t seem to be any definite age group
among Judy’s fans. They include practi-

cally everyone who goes to the movies. It’a

never Miss Garland, it’s always “Hi, Judy!”
from cab driver to dowager, from chil-

dren to old people.

I am convinced the greeting card stores

must have been bought out by the flood

of get-well messages that came to her

from all over the world. The religious

medals that were sent, the prayers, the

simple honest invitations to come and

share these people’s homes and possessions.

It would be impossible to thank all these

well-wishers personally, as Judy would
like to, so she can only hope that through
the medium of this magazine she can send

you her warmest thanks and good wishes

for all the loyalty and love you have
given her. This great-hearted little trouper

will be back on your screen very soon,

letting you see for yourselves, an even

greater Judy Garland than you have seen

in the past. .

112
The End
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You know these famous silversmiths . . . and the extra quality

of this lovely silverplate! 4 stunning patterns—and extra

silver for longer life! Exclusive Contour* knife. Perfect balance

. . . Hawless finish that's radiantlv bright! L se it every meal

—

it will last and last! With this set—you also get elegant

matching salad servers at no extra cost! In non-tarnish hold-all

zipper storage chest. Hurry to own this magnificent

silver service. At your jeweler’s. Easy terms.

NEW!
Zippered "Buffet” chest
—extra storage room!

NEW!
"Kenized” lining prevents tarnish,

absorbs tarnishing elements from air.

NEW!
Pearl gray cover cleans with damp
cloth! Inset grooves for easy lifting!

CONTAINS
16 Teaspoons, 8 Soup Spoons,

8 Hollow Handle Knives (mirror-

stainless blades), 8 Forks, 8 Salad

Forks, 2 Tablespoons, Butter

Knife, Sugar Spoon—plus the

salad servers at no extra cost!

Mark. © 1949, Oneida. Ltd. . Oneida, N. Y.

W ith this set, you get at no extra cost these salad servers

—

useful, lovely, modern! Polished blond wood, fitted in silver-

plated handles, 11H” long. Available separately in all patterns.

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN LIVING NICELY
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I here s a

Cashmere Bouquet
Cosmetic for Almost
Every Beauty Need!

ml
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Make if) is outstandingly

different face powder

your choice/

LIPSTICK
Creamy, clinging in

8 fashionable shades!

ALL-PURPOSE CREAM
For radiant, “date-time”

loveliness a bedtime
beauty must

!

TALCUM POWDER
A shower of spring flowers!

HAND LOTION
Caressable hands in

just seconds

l

So there’s nothing new in face-powder? One is

pretty much like the other? Wait! You haven't tried

Cashmere Bouquet with . . .

A texture and cling like pure, pure velvet!

Puff it on . . . oh, so gently . . . and see

how it lasts! It feels and looks a part of your

complexion! Artfully hides tiny blemishes, too!

0 An exciting “fragrance men love" that

comes only from a secret wedding of the

world’s rare perfumes!

Jl Then last, hut not least, 6 wondrous

“Flower-Fresh” shades to choose from!

Be you hlonde, brunette or titian . . .

there’s a Cashmere Bouquet color to complement

and flatter vour own natural skin tones!
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Evening in Paris Perfume, Eau de Co-

logne, Rouge and Lipstick in brilliantly

decorated gift box $3.25

Evening in Paris Perfume, Eau de

Cologne, Sachet, Face Powder, Rouge
and Lipstick $9.00

Evening in Paris Eau de Cologne and

fragrant Talcum—in handsome mid-

night blue bottles $1.75

Evening in Paris Perfume 75c to $12.50
Evening in Paris Cologne 65c to $1 .50
Evening in Paris Eau de Toilette $1.75

Evening in Paris Eau de Cologne, Mais

Oui Eau Parfumee $1.50 Evening in

Paris Perfume in Christmas tree $3.00

for your best beloved

—

the best beloved fragrance

of all

BOURJOIS
Evening in Paris Perfume
in purse fiacon plus Eau
de Cologne ... $1 .50

Festive gift box filled with Evening in

Paris Perfume, Eau de Cologne, Rouge,

Lipstick and Talcum $5.00

Evening in Paris bath accessories, beau-

tifully packaged for Christmas—Eau

de Cologne and Bath Powder $3.00

Evening in Paris Perfume, Eau de Co-

logne, Face Powder, Lipstick and Tal-

cum in distinctive gift box $6.00
(All prices plus tax)



"Most tooth loss comes from gum troubles," say dentists.

Fight Tooth Decay and

Gum Troubles Both!

New dental research proves you can help prevent tooth decay

as you guard your gums— this doubly-effective Ipana way!*

DENTAL RESEARCH SHOWS HOW

IPANA FIGHTS TOOTH DECAY!

Scientific research based on daily dental ex-

aminations now proves that every time, any

time you brush your teeth with Ipana, it

helps fight tooth decay by effectively reduc-

ing and keeping down acid-forming bacteria.

No other paste or powder is more effective

for this purpose. Moreover, Ipana helps re-

move sticky, bacteria-trapping deposits that

i invite decay.

In thousands of recent reports from all over

the country, 8 out of 10 dentists say the

Ipana way promotes healthier gums. Just as

important as fighting decay, for you can’t

have healthy teeth without healthy gums!
Try dentist-approved Ipana care— for health-

ier teeth and healthier gums both.

*The Ipana way is doubly-effective. 1 . Be-

tween regular visits to your dentist, brush all

tooth surfaces with Ipana after every meal.

(Ipana’s special alkaline cleansing formula

helps prevent tooth decay— leaves teeth

cleaner, brighter.) 2 . Then massage gums
the way your dentist advises. (Ipana’s unique

formula stimulates circulation — promotes

healthier gums. Feel the invigorating tingle !

)

I

I

Dentists warn that to save your teeth, you

must protect your teeth and gums both.

For not only does tooth decay cause

untold misery and expense. Gum troubles

cause even more tooth losses than decay,

say leading dental authorities. And gum
troubles can strike anyone—even healthy

teen-agers— with little warning!

Notv you can help prevent tooth decay

and gum troubles BOTH — with this dou-

Lovely Barbara Snow of Long Island, N. Y.,

is one of thousands of popular girls who
have proved the wisdom of Ipana dental care.

As a successful junior model, Barbara knows

that a smile of beauty depends not only on

bly-effective Ipana dental care!*

For new dental research proves that

Ipana’s special alkaline formula effec-

tively reduces and keeps down acid-form-

ing bacteria — considered a major cause

of tooth decay. Ipana fully meets these

standards for an anti-decay dentifrice.

And Ipana is the only leading tooth

paste specially designed to stimulate gum
circulation— promote healthier gums.

healthy teeth, but on firm, healthy gums as

well. So she follows the Ipana way— to fight

tooth decay and protect her gums, too. Give

yourself this same doubly-effective Ipana

dental care. Get Ipana Tooth Paste today!

HEALTHIER TEETH, HEALTHIER GUMS-

IPANA for Both!
Product of Bristol-Myers

1



FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 37 YEARS
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f 1NOW! PROOF THAT BRUSHING
TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING WITH

,

COLGATE

DENIALCREAM
HELPS STOP

TOOTH DECAY!

NOW! Proof that |always brushing teeth

with Colgate’s right after eating helps

stop tooth decay before it starts! Proof—
based on hundreds of case histories, two
years of continuous research at leading

universities— the most conclusive proof in

all dentifrice research on tooth decay.
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Under the direction of eminent dental

authorities, one group of college men and
women always brushed their teeth with

Colgate Dental Cream right after eating-
while another group followed their usual

dental care. The group using Colgate’s as

directed showed a startling reduction in

average number of cavities—far less tooth

decay! The other group developed new
cavities at a much higher rate.

Modern research shows tooth decay is

caused by mouth acids which are at their

worst after meals or snacks. When you
brush your teeth with Colgate’s right after

eating, you help remove acids before they
can harm enamel. And Colgate’s penetrat-

ing foam reaches crevices in teeth where
food particles often lodge.

Colgate’s contains all the necessary in-

gredients, including an exclusive patented

ingredient, for effective daily dental care.

No risk of irritation to tissues and gums!
And no change in flavor, foam, or cleansing

action. No claim is made that using Colgate’s

can stop all tooth decay, or help cavities

already started. But brushing teeth right

after eating is the proved way to help stop

tooth decay with Colgate Dental Cream.

Always Use Colgate’s’" to

Clean YourBreath While You Clean Your Teeth

—and HELP STOP TOOTH DECAY!
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WHO WEARS

THE PANTS/

JUDY HOLLIDAY

TOM EWELL

DAVID WAYNE - JEAN HAGEN

Screen Play by RUTH GORDON and GARSON KANIN



Which Twin has the Toni? (See answer below)

newSPINcurler cuts winding time in half— makes it double-easy!

New exclusive Toni Spin Curler grips . . . spins . . .

locks with a flick of the finger. No rubber bands!

All plastic, patented! Nothing to tangle up

in your hair! Tiny teeth firmly grip hair-tips so

even the shortest ends become easy to manage!

Easy-spin action— built right in— rolls each

curl up in one quick motion ! Snaps shut! Assures

a better, longer-lasting curl. Winds more hair

on each curler. Makes winding twice as easy—
twice as fast ! Now it’s easier than ever before

for any woman to wind perfect curls.

gentleTONI lotion gives you the most natural-looking wave ever!

It’s the same gentle creme lotion that has

given more than 67 million lovely permanents.

So gentle— so fast. No other home permanent

waves hair faster yet leaves it so soft and

lustrous, so easy to set and style. Try this exciting

Toni with new Spin Curlers and see how

quickly . . . how easily . . . you give yourself the

most natural-looking wave you’ve ever had!

"Now we’re both Toni

Twins,” says lovely

Lila Wigren at the left.

"When I saw how easy

it was for Ella to

give herself a Toni with

the new Spin Curlers

I decided on a Toni

Home Permanent, too!”

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
Toni Refill Kit. Guaranteed
to give the most natural-

looking wave ever — or
money back I ®JOO

Complete Set of new Toni

SPIN Curlers. No more rub-

ber bands ! Makes every
wave from now on twice

as easy! Reg. Value. #2®®

$300 VALUE

ONLY J229

Included in this offer—
Toni Creme Rinse to give

your Toni wave romantic
softness 1

Valentina Cortesa forgets
her shyness on the screen

VALENTINA'S

DAY

S
HE’S new, she’s Italian, she’s terrific!

Valentina Cortesa, the girl with the
cupidy name and heart-shaped face,

arrived in America with an accent strictly

on the polenta side and the appearance of
a misplaced elf.

Off screen, she’s shy, reticent, fearful
of her English and looks like anything
but America’s idea of an Italian charmer.
Her hair, reddish-brown, and worn in a
straight, short shock, resembles a floor-
mop, falling this way and that over her
sensitive face. Her skin is fair and fault-
less, her eyes green.
On screen, with her shorn locks curled

fetchingly, she becomes a real beauty; a
tiny woman with fluid grace and aston-
ishing command. Even her English seems
to clear and flow as it emerges from the
screen. There’s a story about her attempts
to learn English. Meeting Tyrone Power
in Rome, she explained how worried she
was about her English dialogue for “Ca-
gliostro,” which Gregory Ratoff was di-
recting.

Realizing that Ratoff’s English was
probably the worst yet, Tyrone decided
to play a joke on Valentina. “You listen

to Gregory and copy him,” Tyrone ad-
vised, “and you’ll really learn English.”
But the joke was on Ty. Ratoff, it

seems, had a short-cut-to-English system
that worked like a charm, and while he
never mastered his own accent, it set

Valentina on the straight road to English.
Her next English dialogue film, “Glass

Mountain” was made in London before
she sailed for the United States. And, no
sooner had she finished “Thieves’ High-
way” at Twentieth Century-Fox, than
M-G-M grabbed her for “Malaya.”
Three things took Valentina hack to

Italy after her two Hollywood pictures.

One was to have a troublesome appendix
removed, another was to persuade her
beloved grandmother to return with her,

and the last, was to see the man she
secretly loves.

Valentina doesn’t talk about the man in

her life, but rumors from Rome have it

he’s a prominent concert conductor.
She was born in Milan, Italy, and spent

her childhood in a lonely villa at Stresa
on Lake Maggiore, living with her grand-
mother and attending the local school.

In Hollywood, Valentina lives quietly in

a small house near Twentieth, reading,

studying English and cooking the polenta
she loves.

When she returns, much of her loneli-

ness will be gone, for her beloved grand-
ma will be with her.

As for marriage, well, maybe!
4
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YOUR PROBLEMS

ANSWERED BY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

What should I do?
Claudette Colbert,

star of

“Three Came Home”

EAR Miss Colbert:
For three years. I have been dating

a man who has frequently asked me to

marry him, but I just can’t say yes.

I am thirty. I own my own beauty shop.
I live with my mother, father, sister and
brother, and we are a very happy family.
The man I go with is a trucker, divorced,

and with two children. He claims that he
doesn’t have to contribute to their support.
He has no money saved, and recently
bought a car on the installment plan.

He lives at the Y.M.C.A., He admits that
he is tired of restaurant food, and ready to

settle down to home life. However, he says
that he can’t support me, so I would have
to go on working.
What prospects do you think this mar-

riage would have?
Olga C.

Every line of your letter is eloquent of
the fad that you know this man is not
right for you. What you really want to

know is: Do I think that, because you are
thirty, you should marry this man simply
to be married.
My dear, I certainly do not. In days

gone by, literally hundreds of thousands
of girls entered into loveless marriages
which were doomed from the start simply
because there was little for a girl to do
except marry or teach school. We have
emerged from the dark ages of thinking
that there is only one ivay of life for a
woman. You have a happy home life, liv-

ing as you are now. Why trade it simply
so you can add the title “Mrs.” to your
name?
A girl should marry only because she

is in love with a man, believes he is in
love with her, and they are agreed to be
honest partners in a great adventure.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I hold a well-paying job in a large or-

ganization. During the past year, I have
made dates with four girls in the office. A
fifth girl has informed me that the four
girls got together and compared notes as to

what I said, what I did, and how much I

spent on each. This burns me up and
I don’t intend to ask them out again.
Although I have never written this sort

of letter before, it seemed to me that a
woman of your influence might inform
some of these eager babes that they talk

themselves out of a lot of fun.

Other men I know have had much the
same experience. Understand, I didn’t
make a play or a pass at any of the girls;

my idea was comradeship. My opinion is

that most men are more decent human
beings than most girls.

Joe Gripe

First, I would like to point out that the
fifth girl, who brought you a report of
the conversation of the others must be
suspected of trying to win your confi-
dence by turning traitor to her sex.

Aside from that warning, I will say only,
that any man working in a large organi-
sation is guilty of bad business practise

if he attempts to date a series of fellow
employees. He is certain to give the im-
pression of being a wolf on the prowl.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am eighteen and have been going

with a boy for one year.
This boy has never given me a present.

My parents tell me that this is not right. I

don’t care if he gives me anything or not,

but I lie when people ask what he gave me
so they won’t think him “cheap.”
Would you please tell me what to do?

Evelyn D.

You reveal, by your letter, that you are
sweet and fair-minded, but I think your
parents are instilling in you some mis-
taken ideas about what to expect of a boy.

First of all, it is incorrect for a girl, be-
fore she is engaged to a man, to accept
any gift except flowers, books, or candy.
It is a custom that has been found very
useful. Among other things, it places no
one under obligation.

Finally, it is always a mistake to expect
anything in the matter of gifts. Under no
circumstances should you lie about gifts

and do not hint for a gift. That would
make you , not the boy, seem cheap.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I want very much to become a church

member. The problem is, which church?
You see, my family are not church-

goers, and only a few of my close friends
attend church regularly, so I don’t know
a great deal about the different faiths.

Is there a course I could take that would
teach me all about different religions so
that I may make my own decision?

Anita T.

If you go to college, you will be able to

satisfy your intellectual craving for such
study, because nearly every college offers
a course in “Comparative Religions.”

Otherwise, there is no reason why you
shouldn’t attend a different church every
Sunday until you find one in which you
feel at home. All liberal-minded people
agree that every church is a house of God
to which every sincere person may come
and be assured of a warm welcome.

Claudette Colbert
(Continued on page 72)
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Warner Bros.

FILL THE SCREEN
WITH ALL THE ROARS
AND GUFFAWS
HES FAMOUS FOR!

GETS VERY
FUNNY WITH

) Q&> ur^LCUp CL j
EVERYONE FALLS FOR HIS GAGS- HE FALLS FOR EVERYONE'S GAL!

Stop laughing
-and listen f

WITH

RUTH ROMAN BERT LAHR
DIRECTED BY ROy DEL RUTH PRODUCED BV JERRY WALD

SCREEN PLAY BY MELVILLE SHAVELSON AND JACK ROSE
FROM A STORY BY MAX SHULMAN AND RICHARD MEALAND

MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF



Study in concentration: Jean Negulesco, director of “Three Came Home,” and the star, Claudette Colbert, are so

interested in working out the next scene in their picture they’ve temporarily forgotten Dusty Anderson, Jean’s wife

Around Town: What’s this about How-
ard Duff and Ava Gardner heading for a
preacher ? The way those two fight,

they’ll need a referee on their honey-
moon, that is, if they ever get around to
wedding bells . . Clark Gable got the
raspberry from kids gathered around
Ciro’s when he refused autographs. He’ll
tell you so, himself. Clark has the cour-
age to say, and stand on it, that thir-
teen- and fourteen-year-old kids have no
place around a night spot at one or two
o’clock in the morning . . . Hollywood
believes Greer Garson’s husband Buddy
Fogelson effected a compromise with
Greer’s mother, who will not be sepa-
rated from her daughter, and don’t be-
lieve anything to the contrary.

Here and There: The rush is on among
Hollywood hostesses to be the first to
snag Marlon Brando, star of the New
York hit, “A Streetcar Named Desire,”
as a guest. Marlon, who is even less
social-minded than Monty Clift, is likely

to show up at formal functions in a T-
shirt and jeans. Being a “character” is

a sure way to get interest in Hollywood.
Marlon, by the way, is starring in “The
Men” for Stanley Kramer, who made a
star of Kirk Douglas in “Champion” . . .

With Bob Hope and Bing Crosby grow-
ing richer by the minute with their Tex-
as oil holdings, stars are beginning to
search for gold mines in the sky outside
of Hollywood. Mark Stevens plans on
going into the car business with a friend
in Denver, as a side business, of course.
And Gary Cooper has already opened his

winter ski resort at Aspen, Colorado . . .

The heavy cast has been removed from
the leg of Kathryn Grayson’s and Johnny
Johnston’s baby daughter, but she still

wears a brace. Fortunately, the broken
hip, which may have been sustained at
birth, was discovered in time. Incident-
ally, their marriage would make a whale
of a musical, the way they spat, rush
apart, rush back, spat again. And how
they could sing their roles!



Let laughs come first: June Allyson, there with husband, and

the David Nivens, make merry during opening of the Ice Follies

Ca£ Go6Atp

0^ HoutmKHxL Water baby: Nine-months-old Portland goes into her

act for mother (Mrs. James Mason) and teacher

Rural rendezvous: Myrna Loy and her husband. Gene Markey, stop for an autumn vacation

snapshot in Bad Gastein, Austria. Next stop was Bavaria, then London, for a new film

F
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Heather Allyson, at Tick Tock restaurant, is

almost too excited to eat. Daddy Gordon Mac-

Rae took her to big Toluca Lake festivities

INSIDE

STUFF

Until the football season is over, player Bob Waterfield won’t

be able to escort wife Jane Russell to many more Mocambo nights

Rhonda Fleming greets Johnny Sands at Carl Laemmle benefit

party. Johnny’s date. Hazel Shaw, is making picture debut

10



Checking up on Cupid! Greg Bautzer profiles Ginger Rogers, Clark Gable, Lady Stan-

ley, at Williams party. Rear, Ann MacNamara, Photoplay’s fashion photographer

INSIDE

STUFF

Giddy up “Rover”? Roy Rogers is one cow-
boy, at least, who is not a horse lover exclu-
sively. Oh yes, Roy loves Trigger, make no
mistake about that. But there is also room in

his heart for no less than ten pet dogs that call

the Roger ranch their home. Fact is, you may
soon see Phantom, a white Greenland huskie,
in a picture with Roy.
“Phantom and Trigger have got to learn to

work together,” Roy says, “and, well, you know
how it is with actors. They get a little jealous
sometimes.” But there was a twinkle in his eye
when he said it.

j >
-

A Modern Samson: He came striding into

the Twentieth Century-Fox dining room, a real
hunk of man, no mistake. “Mind if I have a

I

bowl of soup at your table?” Vic Mature said,

sinking into a chair beside us.

“Well, how’s Samson, the big push-over?”
we asked. “Haven’t seen you since you finished
‘Samson and Delilah’ for De Mille.”

“I couldn’t push over a set of blocks today,”
he groaned. “I’ve had the flu. Bring me only

i

liquids,” he said to the waitress, after kissing
her soundly. “Soup and tomato juice.”

We told him the grapevine had the De Mille
epic one of the best yet, with Vic a real knock-
out as Samson.

“That De Mille, what a guy! What a show-
man,” he raved. “He used to say, ‘Vic, they
say I’m corny. All right, what is corn? It’s

food that springs from the heart of our Amer-

I

ica. Iowa, Kansas, Missouri. It feeds our
people. It feeds the starving of Europe—of the
world. Vic, I’m glad to be corny.’
“And,” said Vic, “they can kid about the old

master all they want, but there isn’t a big-

star on the lot who doesn’t come to visit him,
and even Hope and Crosby, I’ve noticed, are
respectful in the presence of De Mille.”

11
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try the test below

Have you ever wondered if you are as lovely as

you could be—are you completely sure of your

charm? Your deodorant can be the difference . . . and

you will never know how lovely you can be until

you use Fresh.

Fresh is so completely effective, yet so easy and

pleasant to use...Different from any deodorant you
have ever tried. Prove this to yourself with the jar

of creamy, smooth Fresh we will send you.

Test it. Send lOd to cover handling charges to

Fresh, Chrysler Building, New York, for ajar.

INSIDE STUFF
Together—Apart: Not only have the

Dan Daileys reconciled, they’re together
professionally, too, and for the first time.
You’ll glimpse the lovely Liz Dailey,
briefly, of course, in a railway depot
scene in Dan’s latest, “A Ticket to Toma-
hawk.” And the young lad with Liz will

be their son, Dan Dailey Jr. The whole
family spent weeks together on this
Durango, Colorado, location.

But while the Daileys are united, Dan’s
co-star Anne Baxter, and her husband
John Hodiak face a six months’ separa-
tion. John will go to London for the new
“Mrs. Miniver” and Anne off on an-
other location about the time John re-

ports back to M-G-M for his next picture.
Incidentally, Anne became a Mrs. Bel-

vedere, baby-sitting with young Dan
while his parents went to the local movie.
“Getting experience for the family John
and I hope to raise,” Anne says.

Barrymore Comeback: Director Elia
Kazan tells of Ethel Barrymore’s wit
on the “Pinky” set. After a scene, beau-
tifully performed by Miss Barrymore,
Elia pronounced it perfect, but requested
they do it once again.
“And what’s this one for?” snapped

Ethel, “your private collection?”

Eddie Had a Fit: Long sessions in stu-
dio fitting rooms can be dull for every-
one concerned, so, when the lads with
thread and needle see an opportunity for
a little fun, they latch on to it, naturally.
Their recent laugh was at the expense
of Edward Arnold, who dieted away
twenty-five pounds in New York, after
he’d had wardrobe fittings for “Annie Get
Your Gun,” and before he’d started again
with Betty Hutton in the film.

Edward fumed and fussed about the
hours of standing and fitting all over
again. But, to his surprise, every gar-
ment fitted him perfectly. “I can’t un-
derstand it,” he said, over and over. And
viewing the skeptical faces around him
he repeated, “But I lost twenty-five
pounds, I tell you. All those scales in

New York couldn’t be wrong.”
They let him fuss and worry and re-

weigh himself, over and over, before
they tipped him off that a New York
representative had kept them posted
about his dimensions. No one laughed
louder than Eddie. (Continued on page 14)

Jimmy Stewart looks as if he’s sitting

on top of the world these days. Right

now he’s at Mocambo with wife Gloria

12



MADAME SCHIAPARELLI,
famous French designer:

“You mast be slenderer to

wear the new fashions, you
can be— with playtex!”

MARGARET PHELAN,
one of year’s Best Dressed
Women: “I like the way
playtex washes in sec-

onds, dries with a towel.”

LILLY DACHE, famous de-

signer: “playtex is the

girdle of the year! No
other slims so magically

—

fits so invisibly.”

LISA KIRK, singingstarof

Kiss Me, Kate: “playtex
is the world’s most com-
fortable girdle, not a sin-

gle seam, stitch or bone!”

PHILIP MANGONE, hold-

er of Golden Thimble
award: “I like to see my
clothes on women with
slim playtex silhouettes!’

VIRGINIA FIELD, one of
year’s Best Dressed
Women: “playtex slims
where it does the most good
—and it fits perfectly!”

COUNTESS POLIGNAC,
head of House of Lanvin:
“We used to adapt styles

to figures. Now, playtex
slims figures to fit styles.”

PIERRE BALMAIN, lead-

ing French designer: “My
1950 silhouette is the slen-

derest—and best way to a
slender figure isplaytex !

”

INVISIBLE UNDER THE SLEEKEST DRESS. PLAYTEX GIVES YOU A SLENDER LINE FROM WAIST TO HIPS TO THIGHS.

START THE HEW TEAR

THE SEIM, TRIM
Most frequent resolve of American women
is to become slimmer right away. Today —
the sensational playtex girdle turns that

resolve into reality.

Made of tree-grown latex, playtex com-

WITH A NEW FIGURE
-

riATTEIT FIGURE
bines amazing figure-slimming power with
complete comfort, playtex trims your fig-

ure invisibly—without a single seam, stitch

or bone. And it washes in ten seconds, pats

dry with a towel.

SONJA HENIE, skating
star of Hollywood Ice Re-
vue: “playtex is the per-

fect girdle. It slims and
trims in completecomfort.”

OMAR KIAM, favorite
designer of movie stars:

“Wearing playtex is the

first step toward looking
right in new fashions.”

,,, - ' - '
i

SARAH PALFREY
COOKE, tennis champi-
on: “Inches melt away
with playtex. No girdle

ever did so much.”

ROBERT PIGUET, Pari-

sian couturier: “My cre-

ations require a figure

that can be revealed, with
lines that playtex gives!’

In slim, silvery tiitss. playtex livinc girdles and
panty cirdles with garters. Blossom Pink,

Gardenia White, Heavenly Blue. Extra small.

small, medium and large $3.95
PLAYTEX PANTY GIRDLE $3.50
Extra Large playtex garter girdle . $4.95
Sensational PINK-ICE f©r «rtra coolness . . . $4.95
At all modern, corset and notion departments

and better specialty shops everywhere.

INTiRNATlONAL LATEX CORPORATION
Playtex Park Dover Del. ©194?

P
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New improved NORFORMS
make feminine hygiene
easier

Never before has an antisep-

tic and deodorant preparation for inner

cleanliness been so pleasant and easy to

use.

The New Norforms are small,

dainty suppositories that form an anti-

septic and protective film. Powerful, yet

non-irritating new agents destroy germ
life and eliminate (not mask) objection-

able odors for hours.

Nothing to mix or measure-
no worry about too much or too little.

The New Norforms are safe to use on
delicate tissues. They melt at internal

body temperature without greasiness or

odor.

The new formula and a new
method of packing—individually sealed

in foil — prevents spoilage— makes the

New Norforms usable in any climate.

Get new, improved Norforms
and discover how simple feminine hy-

giene can be. At all drug stores.

Send for booklet, "Feminine Hygiene
Made Easy.” The Norwich Pharmacal Com-
pany, Norwich, New York . . . Famous for

Dependable Drugs.

“Photoplay Time” is Faye Emerson’s

time to appear as Wendy Barrie’s guest

on Monday night television show

Kramer

Director Tom De Hull studies

the script. Bob Stack studies

Wendy, Photoplay’s Mistress of

Ceremonies, before show begins

(Continued from page 12)

Contract for Johnny: Whoever said the
public doesn’t make stars?

This telegram just came to us from
A. C. Lyles Jr. of Pine-Thomas Studios:
“We have just seen the results of
your ‘Choose Your Star’ poll and as
a direct result have signed Johnny
Sands for an important role in our
picture ‘Outrage.’ We are certain
other winners will be given equally
important breaks as a result of this

poll.”

Elizabeth’s Heart Problems: Holly-
wood believes that in Elizabeth Taylor
they have a real coquette. And you know
something? The town loves it.

Better to let their little beauty go
through all the falling in and out of
love, getting engaged and unengaged,
than to make a mistake that will cause
future unhappiness.
Too often, young stars and starlets

who follow their hearts instead of their

heads end up with neither a marriage
nor a career. And the man who de-
mands his love give up career is asking
for unhappiness. Too, there isn’t a young
man alive who can read of his fiancee

being here and there with this one and
that one, and not resent it.

And they can say what they will about
Howard Hughes insisting Elizabeth call

him “Uncle Howard.” He didn’t have
that uncle-look last time we saw them.

Now There Are Two: It was a warm
Saturday afternoon, and guests of the
Beverly Hills Hotel sat around the swim-
ming pool, and lunched in the sun.

A tall, lean blondish man and a tall,

lean miss of about eleven caught every-
one’s eye as they strolled together.
When the child, evidently his daugh-

ter, climbed on the diving board, the
man called out encouraging instructions.
When she made a particularly good dive,

he threw back his head and laughed
appreciatively. They were having a won-
derfully gay time together.

“I know someone who would give
anything to see that little girl so hap-
py,” one guest remarked. “Who?” asked
her friend. “Ingrid Bergman,” was the 1

answer.
“Ingrid Bergman? But why?”
“Because,” said the guest, “that’s her

daughter Pia. And the man with her is

Ingrid’s husband, Dr. Lindstrom.”

Heart Department: Hollywood is wait-
ing to see the outcome of the Doris
Day-Matty Melcher-Patti Andrew tri-

angle. Matty, who is a radio agent and
music arranger, married the youngest
Andrew sister a few years ago. Then
he met Doris Day and boom, it was
love. To date, Patti refuses to divorce
Matty, preferring an annulment, and
Doris isn’t quite as happy as she used
to be . . . Friends feel that if Joan
Caulfield’s family keep out of it, her ro-
mance with Frank Ross, ex-husband of
Jean Arthur, will lead to the altar. But
Joan is a family-minded girl, and one
hears they aren’t too keen about it . . .

Bill Dozier, another ex-husband (Joan
Fontaine’s), is having himself a roman-
tic whirl dating one pretty girl after
another. His latest is Cleatus Hutton.

Service While You Wait: “The Ma and
Pa Kettle Goes to Town” set was
going great guns when Cal stopped by.
Marjorie Main, who plays Ma, had just
returned from a New York City location.

“Well, I suppose you’re all citified

now,” we said to our old friend Marjorie.
“Let’s have a cup of tea while we talk,”

she said, leading the way to her dressing-
room. But, outside the door, she halted
and so did we, staring goggle-eyed at a
three-burner hot plate and all the uten-
sils that go with light housekeeping.
“Got to have some place to make my

coffee and cook a bite to eat,” Marjorie
explained, putting on the tea kettle and
beating up a few eggs for French toast.

“They don’t like it, but I do it,” she said.

Citified, we had said. Marjorie Main
will always be herself.



^ IA0^

Directed by MAX OPULS

Produced by WALTER WANGER
Screen Play by Henry Garson

and Robert W. Soderberg

Rased upon a ladies' Home journal

story by Elisabeth Swncay Holding
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Your loveliness

is Doubly Safe

Veto gives you
Double Protection!

$0'
' . . Veto guards your

loveliness night and day—safely protects

your clothes and you. For Veto not only

neutralizes perspiration odor, it checks per-

spiration, too! Yes, Veto gives you Double

Protection ! And Veto disappears instantly to

protect you from the moment you apply it!

d<T

.

. . Always creamy and

smooth. Veto is lovely to use and keeps you

lovely. And Veto is gentle, safe for normal

skin, safe for clothes. Doubly Safe! Veto

alone contains Duratex, Colgate’s exclusive

ingredient to make Veto safer. Let Veto

give your loveliness double protection!

Veto lasts and lasts

from bath to bath l

Cheers and Jeers:

Just who does Farley Granger think he
is? Recently, on a personal appearance
tour in Cincinnati, Ohio, with the show-
ing of “Roseanna McCoy,” we found out
what Mr. Granger is really like. Instead
of giving a few autographs, a policeman
escorted him right from the theater to his

car. Quite a lot of girls walked away dis-

gusted and began to wonder if Hollywood
isn’t just a snob factory. After all, Mr.
Granger’s biggest audience consists of

teen-agers and we think we deserve just

a little bit more than being snubbed.

Anna May Matt
Cincinnati, O.

1 received the October Photoplay and
the best news I have ever read was about
the reissuing of old favorite films. Give
us again “Red Dust,” “Min and Bill,”

“Smilin’ Through,” “Grand Hotel,” “Bar-
retts of Wimpole Street,” etc.

Herbert C. Barnes
Brunson, S. C.

I received my copy of Photoplay’s Octo-
ber issue. I just had to write and tell

you I think the Rita Hayworth pictures
are horrible. She looks like a wild
woman. I think it is disgraceful for a
star who can look as beautiful as Rita can
to let herself be photographed as Rita has.

If becoming a “Princess” makes you look
like Rita on these pictures. I sincerely

hope I shall never be one.

Ruth A. Luck
Lewisburg, Pa.

Readers Pets:

I have just seen “Champion” and found
it wonderful, but why didn’t Ruth Roman
get top billing? She is a wonderful actress

and I would like to see more of her.

Gayle Brozovich
Seattle, Wash.

M-G-M should give Ricardo Montalban
a title role in a dramatic picture. Mr.
Montalban would do much better as a dra-
matic star than as a song-and-dance man.

Marilyn Chavier
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Regarding the dispute as to who "stole”

“Take Me out to the Ball Game,” I’d

like to say that as far as I’m concerned,
Frank Sinatra steals every picture in

which he appears. When he’s on the

screen, I never see anyone else.

M. L. Dailey
Los Angeles, Cal.

Casting:

I have just seen “Top O’ the Morning,”
and am so disgusted, I had to write. Will
you tell me why Hollywood doesn’t wake
up? Bing Crosby is old enough to be

Ann Blyth’s father. She always seems
to be co-starred with someone twice her

age. Why isn’t she sharing acting honors
with someone like Peter Lawford, John
Derek, or Monty Clift? I think Hollywood
is hurting a great young actress’s chances

when they co-star her with such old men.
E. Corrigan
Milford, N. J.

What happened to Dan Dailey and
Betty Grable? Why can’t we have more
pictures like “When My Baby Smiles at

Me”? They make such a wonderful team.

Karen Brandenburg
Muncie, Ind.

1 read recently that Hollywood is think-
ing of making a movie of “The Sheik.”
I definitely don't think Tyrone Power
should play the Sheik. He is too old and
has had enough good roles. Also, he is an
American and for that role I think that

a Frenchman such as Louis lourdan
should play the part.

Anne Hathway
De Kalb, 111.

Question Box:

Could you please give me some infor-

mation on Arthur Kennedy who portrayed
the lame brother in “Champion”?

Catherine Bucher
Dayton, O.

(Arthur Kennedy
was born in Wor-
cester, Mass, on Feb-
ruary 17, 1914. He is

five -feet -eleven, has
blue eyes and blond
hair and is married
to Mary Chaff'ey. His
next picture “Glass
Menagerie.’’)

1 came across an article in Inside Stuff

which puzzles me a great deal. It states

that Mario Lanza was born on New
York’s lower East Side, and yet, when
the picture had its world premiere here,

the fact that he was born and raised in

Philadelphia was greatly played up.

Betty Dictor
Philadelphia, Pa.

( Mario Lanza was born in New York
City. When he was just under school age,

the family moved to Philadelphia.)

1 have just read your article about
Ricardo Montalban (Sept.). What kind
of line is Mr. Montalban feeding the

public ? Why is he trying to be so sanc-

timonious about his “beautiful” love affair

starting in church?
Most of us remember the story that

came out in a magazine that told how Mr.
Montalban carried Georgianna Young’s
picture with him for two years while he

was in the Army, knowing full well she

was married to Billy Halop. When he

was discharged from the Army, he went
to Hollywood, where he wooed and won
her.

Deborah Collier
Belmont, Mass.

( For the record, Georgianna Young was
never married to Billy Halop. They went
out on several dates. It is, however, true

that Ricardo Montalban clipped and saved
pictures of Georgianna for two years prior

to the time he first saw her in church.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-

fore promise to publish, return or reply

to all letters received.



Wonderful to haw

exclaimed

PATRICIA MORISON

Patent pending. Made of “Elgiloy” metal

speaking of

the DuraPower Mainspring

in ELGIX Watches . . .

and their styling that won

the Fashion Academy Award

Lord and Lady Elgins are priced from $67.50 to

$5 ,000 . Elgin De Luxe from $47.50 to $67 . 50 .

Other Elgins are as low as $29 .75, including the

Federal Excise Tax

UJest-dressed” women like Miss Morison are always alert for style correct-

ness. That’s why so many of them are wearing the new Elgin Watches. For originality

in design and up-to-the-minute styling, Elgin won the 1949 Fashion Academy Award!
How wonderful then to know that these same beautifully styled new Elgins

possess that remarkable watchmaking achievement . . . the miracle DuraPower
Mainspring! No other watch in the world has such dependable power for accurate time-

keeping! No other watch will mark a gift occasion quite so memorably as an Elgin.

You can be sure that the one you love will be happier with an Elgin ... its smart dis-

tinction ... its dependability. See at your jeweler’s now the brilliant array ofnew Elgins

!

TIMED TO THE STARS

The genius ofAmerica to wear on your wrist

t
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Between two worlds: Ethel Waters implores grand-

daughter Jeanne Crain to be true to her heredity

(A) Pinky (Twentieth Century-Fox)

R
ACIAL CONFLICT is the theme of an emotion-
packed picture, providing Jeanne Crain with

her most important role to date.

As Pinky, an educated colored girl who has lived

among northern whites and passed as one of them,
Jeanne turns in a poignant performance. Returning
to her granny’s dilapidated shack in a small south-
ern town, Jeanne becomes a target for discrimina-
tion. A graduate nurse, she seeks escape from the
intolerable situation of being in love with a white
man who wants to marry her. He is doctor William
Lundigan and he cuts such a fine, forthright figure,

it is no wonder Jeanne loses her heart to him.
Ethel Waters is superb as Jeanne’s old granny,
Ethel Barrymore is at once caustic and kindly as

Jeanne’s aristocratic patient.

Your Reviewer Says: Significant and stirring.

Politics vs. romance: Janet Leigh and Peter Lawford

vainly search for happiness in post-war Vienna

^ (F) The Red Danube (M-G-M)

H
UMAN beings are the pawns in this heartbreak-
ing tale of postwar politics and religion in

Vienna and Rome. More interesting than exciting,
it describes the plight of Russians in Austria un-
willing to return to their Communistic homeland.

It is British Army Colonel Walter Pidgeon’s un-
pleasant assignment to cooperate with Russian
Colonel Louis Calhern in rounding up these unhappy
“illegals.” One of them is lovely Janet Leigh, who
finds refuge in the convent of Mother Superior Ethel
Barrymore. There Janet meets Peter Lawford,
who promptly succumbs to Janet’s wistful charm.

This has a top-notch cast, with Pidgeon sympa-
thetically portraying a soldier torn between duty
and pity. Angela Lansbury capably plays his
efficient secretary, in love with Lawford.

Your Reviewer Says: Strong political drama.

^ (F) I Married a Communist (RKO)

OOMMUNISM rears its hateful head in this excit-
ing movie teaming charming Laraine Day and

rugged Robert Ryan.
Married, after a brief courtship, Laraine merely

knows Ryan to be a shipping executive. How could
she suspect that, some years previously, he worked
for the Communist Party under another name? Or
that Janis Carter, a striking blonde, shared his
private, as well as his political life? But Thomas
Gomez, ruthless leader of the West Coast “com-
mies,” knows Ryan’s real identity. With Gomez
threatening him on one hand and Janis on the other,
Ryan is really in a spot. An added complication has
his impressionable young brother-in-law, John
Agar, falling for Janis and her fellow-travelers.

It’s a taut, fast-moving thriller.

Your Reviewer Says: Terrifying and timely.

hadow
«

By Elsa Branden

Outstanding t'V Very good / Good

F—For the whole family A—For adults
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White-collar comedy: Lucille Ball and William Holden

score in a farcical tale of housing and horse-play

Anything goes: There’s no rest for Vic Mature and

June Havoc, when Betty Hntton begins stage -career

V'V' (F) Miss Grant Takes Richmond
(Columbia)

I

N CASE you hadn’t noticed, Lucille Ball is a first-

class comedienne. Her portrayal of a delightful

dope in this wacky farce is ample proof of it.

Hired by bookmaker William Holden as a front

for his horse-betting operations, Lucille, nitwit

though she is, outsmarts her sharp employer and
his crooked co-workers, James Gleason and Frank
McHugh. The boys are supposedly in the realty

business so Lucille has them building a housing
project, using her uncle-judge and district attorney-
suitor to swing the deal.

Holden is a gilt-edged heel, Janis Carter is a con-
niving female out to win him by fair means or foul.

The picture has its silly moments but what it lacks
in logic, it more than makes up for in laughs.

Your Reviewer Says: Good clean fun.

^ (F) Red, Hot and Blue (Paramount)

D
IZZY, busy, forever in a tizzy. That describes
Betty Hutton in this fast-moving comedy about

a would-be actress continually in hot water.
A female firecracker, Betty is perpetually in the

process of exploding. Her exasperated boy friend is

handsome Vic Mature, trying to carve a career as a
stage director and keep a wary eye on Betty at the
same time. Quite a large -sized order, considering
all her wild schemes to achieve fame and fortune on
Broadway. William Demarest amusingly plays
Betty’s go-getting agent, while June Havoc con-
vincingly portrays her cynical roommate.
The net result is a mad farce with blonde leather-

lunged Betty singing, screaming, dancing and ro-
mancing for all she’s worth.

Your Reviewer Says: Slapstick.

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 22

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 2©

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page Jd

(F) Down Dakota Way (Republic)

R
OY ROGERS, Dale Evans, Foy Willing and the

,
Riders of the Purple Sage join hands to make

this a fast action-filled prairie yarn. It has two fine

tunes, “Candy Kisses” and “The ABC Song.” Other-
wise, it follows a familiar formula and is not up to

Roy’s usual standard.
As always, Roy Barcroft is the deep-dyed villain.

This time he aims to sell a herd of diseased cattle

and his henchman, Byron Barr, murders a veter-
inarian who has orders to destroy the animals. It’s

up to Rogers to stop Barcroft and Barr in their

tracks, and he does just that after numerous gun
and fist fights. Pat Brady and Elizabeth Reardon
make the most of their respective roles.

Your Reviewer Says: Crime in the cow country.

I
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(A) The Hidden Room
(Rank-Eagle Lion)

T
HERE are some mighty peculiar goings-
on in this slow-motion murder yarn. It

deals with a deceived husband’s diabolical

plot to do away with the “other man.”
Robert Newton draws the distasteful

role of this super-assassin. Phil Brown,
the victim of his extreme jealousy, retains

a remarkable sense of humor through-
out. As the lady who causes all the rum-
pus, Sally Gray is suitably flippant and
flirtatious.

Everyone is so dreadfully polite that, in-
stead of being the gruesome horror tale it

sets out to be, the story develops into an
incredible drawing-room drama.

Your Reviewer Says: Gory, but not too good.

V' (F) Strange Bargain (RKO)

M
URDER or suicide? That’s what the
police must decide when they find the

bullet-ridden body of a wealthy broker.
Jeffrey Lynn knows the answer, but he
isn’t telling. At least, not until his wife,

Martha Scott, convinces him it’s the only
course to take. Then he learns he didn’t
know the real facts, after all.

Lynn gives an honest portrayal of a vic-
tim of circumstance; Scott conveys the
anxiety of a devoted wife; Henry Morgan
is a cool and capable police official.

All contribute toward making this a
fairly entertaining melodrama.

Your Reviewer Says: Interesting enough.

V'V' (F) Arctic Fury
(Plymouth-RKO)

T
HIS documentary-type picture deals
with the chilling adventures of Dr.

Thomas Barlow, known as Alaska’s “fly-

ing doctor.” His story, filmed in the land
of the Eskimos, is a gripping one.
Homeward bound to his wife and child

at Cape Fear, the doctor learns of a
plague-stricken village some distance away.
On the way there, his plane cracks up in

the open sea. How he struggles against
hunger, cold and the wild beasts of the
Arctic makes an unusual movie.
Del Cambre is acceptable as the unfor-

tunate medico, as is Merril McCormick in

the role of a trapper. However, it’s chiefly

the animals who are the most natural per-
formers.

Your Reviewer Says: A blood-curdling tale.

(F) The Fighting Kentuckian
(Republic)

M OST of the action in this fancy outdoor
opus is saved for the tag-end of the

picture. That leaves John Wayne, a rough-
and-ready soldier, with plenty of time to

woo pretty Vera Ralston, a carefully

reared French girl slated to marry wealthy
John Howard.
The rambling romance is given an his-

torical slant due to an Act of Congress in

1817, granting certain territory in Alabama
to French exiles following Napoleon’s de-
feat at Waterloo. With the aid of alluring

Marie Windsor and sly Paul Fix, Grant
Withers seeks to evict these French settlers.

Your Reviewer Says: History takes a beating.

/ (F) Oh, You Beautiful Doll
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

T
IN PAN ALLEY’S Fred Fisher is the lat-

est composer to inspire a biographical
filmusical. His catchy songs of yesteryear
are a real treat, but the story of his life is

something else again.

As played by over-plump, over-excit-
able S. Z. Sakall, he’s a struggling genius

Stage

going nowhere until Broadway songwriter
Mark Stevens comes along to pep up his
operatic arias and turn them into popular
hits. It’s a different kind of role for Mark
and he handles it credibly. As Sakall’s
demure daughter, June Haver spends most
of the time looking lovesick instead of
kicking up her dainty heels. Gale Robbins
is June’s eye-catching, torch-singing rival
for Mark’s affections.

Your Reviewer Says: Saga of a songwriter.

(F) Roseanna McCoy
(Samuel Goldwyn-RKO)

T
HERE’S lots of lovin’ and hatin’ in this

fight- filled drama describing the famous
Hatfield-McCoy feud of the 1880’s.

As young Hatfield, dynamic Farley
Granger has what it takes to make new-
comer Joan Evans forget that she’s a
McCoy, and therefore his bitter enemy. A
refreshingly wholesome and talented teen-
ager, Joan has come a long way in her first

picture. Richard Basehart also scores as
a fanatical member of the Hatfield clan
and Charles Bickford is well cast as
Granger’s gun-totin’ pa. Raymond Massey
convincingly plays Joan’s pappy; Aline
McMahon is his careworn wife, Marshall
Thompson, Gigi Perreau and Peter Miles
their very attractive children. Arthur
Franz is the nice boy Joan might have
married if Farley hadn’t come along.

Your Reviewer Says: Romantic backwoods
tale.

I'V (F) Battleground (M-G-M)

T
HIS is a rugged, realistic account of the
Battle of Bastogne in 1944, and of the

American doughboys who fought and fell

on Belgian soil. (See page 44.)

As a cynical GI, equal to any situation,

Van Johnson delivers a forceful perform-
ance. Next in line for acting honors is

Marshall Thompson, whose career takes a
long step forward with this picture. Young
Thompson registers as a scared kid, who
gradually develops into a battle-scarred
soldier. Others in the platoon worthy of

special mention are Ricardo Montalban,
John Hodiak, George Murphy, Jerome
Courtland, Don Taylor, James Whitmore,
and Douglas Fowley. Also the original

(Continued on page 22)

Best Pictures of the Month

Battleground

Pinky

Roseanna McCoy

Best Performances of the Month

Van Johnson, Marshall Thompson
in "Battleground

”

Lucille Ball in "Miss Grant Takes
Richmond”

Jeanne Crain, Ethel Waters
in "Pinky”

Walter Pidgeon, Ethel Barrymore,
Janet Leigh, Peter Lawford, Louis
Calhern in "The Red Danube”

Betty Hutton in "Red, Hot and Blue”

Farley Granger, Richard Basehart
in "Roseanna McCoy”
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When I was filming “Mrs. Mike”, we actually used real snow on the sets. While the rest of the country was sweltering

in summer heat, I spent day after frostbitten day working in machine-made snow drifts at sub-freezing temperatures . .

.

In scenes like this, with Dick In another scene, they were But Jergens Lotion kept my Made them soft and lovely

Powell, my hands froze ... in soapy water for hours . . . hands from chapping . . . for romantic close-ups . . .

Jergens
Lotion

used by more women
than any other hand care

in the world

Still 100 tO $1 plus tax

CAN YOUR HAND LOTION
PASS THIS FILM TEST?

To soften, a lotion should be ab-

sorbed by the upper layers of the

skin. Water won't "bead" on hand

smoothed with Jergens Lotion (left

hand). It contains quickly-absorbed

ingredients doctors recommend, no

heavy oils that merely coat skin

with oily film (right hand).

A liquid, Jergens is quickly

absorbed by thirsty skin . . .

Prove it yourself by making

the test described above . .

.

Discover why Jergens Lotion

is my beauty secret . .

.

And is used in Hollywood

7 to 1 over other hand cares.

P
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(Continued from page 20)

“Screaming Eagles” of the 101st Airborne
Division, who put in a thrilling appear-
ance in the last scene.

Your Reviewer Says: It rates a Silver Star.

/ (A) The Reckless Moment
(Walter Wanger-Columbia)

B
LACKMAIL is the ugly club held over
Joan Bennett’s head, and James Mason

is the fellow who wields it in this domes-
tic melodrama. A sentimental Irishman,
Mason takes no pleasure in his work.
Joan expresses deep distress as a re-

spectable suburban housewife and a moth-
er willing to go to any lengths to break
up a love affair between her wayward
young daughter, Geraldine Brooks, and
no-account Sheppard Strudwick. Ger-
aldine, however, is so infatuated with
Strudwick that her mother’s pleas fall on
deaf ears. It’s the girl’s love letters which
serve as a handy blackmail weapon after

Strudwick meets a violent end. That’s
when Mason and his partner-in-crime, Roy
Roberts, insert themselves into the picture,

being in possession of the telltale letters.

And there you have all the makings of

a juicy scandal.

Your Reviewer Says: Passable suspense story.

Casts of Current Pictures

ARC lit FURY—Plymouth-RKO : Dr. 1 homas Bar-
low, Del Cambre; Mrs. Barlow, Eve Miller; Emily
Barlow, Gloria Petroff; Mack . Merril McCormick;
Narrator, Don Riss.

BAT'lLEGROUND—M-G-M: Holley, Van Johnson;
Jarvess, John Hodiak; Rodengues, Ricardo Montal-
ban; "Pop" Stazak, George Murphy; Jim Layton,
Marshall Thompson; Abner Spudler, Jerome Court-
land; Standiferd, Don Taylor; Wolowicz, Bruce Cow-
ling; Kinme, James Whitmore; “Kipp” Kippton,
Douglas Fuwley; The Chaplain, Leon Ames; Han-
sau, Guy Anderson; Doc, Thomas E. Breen; Denise,
Denise Darcel; Bettis, Richard Jaeckel; Garby, Jim
Arness; William J. Hooper, Scotty Beckett.

DOWN DAKOTA WAY—Republic: Roy Rogers,
Ruv Rogers; Ruth Shaw, Dale Evans; Sparrow
Bifflc, Pat Brady; Sheriff Holbrook, Montie Montana;
Dolly Paxton, Elizabeth Risdon; Steve Paxton, Byron
Barr; Saunders, James Cardwell; H. T. McKenzie,
Roy Barcroft; Dr. George Fredericks, Emmett Vogan;
Foy Willing and the Riders of the Purple Sage.
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FIGHTING KENTUCKIAN ,
THE—Republic: John

Breen, John Wayne; Fleurette DeMarchand, Vera
Ralston; Col. Georges Geraud, Philip Dorn; Willie

Pome. Oliver Hardy; Ann Logan, Marie Windsor;
Blake Randolph, John Howard; Gen. Paul DeMarch-
and. Hugo Haas; George Hayden, Grant Withers;

Mme. De Marchand, Odette Myrtil; Beau Meritt, Paul

Fix; Sister Hattie, Mae Marsh; Cap. Dan Carroll,

Jack Pennick; Jacques, Mickey Simpson; Carter

Ward, Fred Graham; Marie, Mabelle Koenig;

Friends, Shy Waggner, Crystal White.

HIDDEN ROOM, THE—Rank-Eagle Lion: Dr.

Clive Riordan, Robert Newton; Storm Riordan, Sally

Gray; Supt. Finsbury, Naunton Wayne; Bill Kronin,

Phil Brown; Monty, Himself; Dogmatic Type, Ron-

ald Adam; 1st American Sailor, Michael Balfour;

Miss Stevens, Betty Cooper; Aitkin, James Harcourt;

Meek and Mild Type, Roddy Hughes; Blimp Type.

Allan Jeayes.

I MARRIED A COMMUNIST—RKO: Nan Col-

lins. Laraint Day; Brad Collins. Robert Ryan; Don
Lowry, John Agai ;

Vanning, Thomas Gomez; Chris-

tine. lanis Carter; Jim Travis, Richard Roher; Bailey,

William Talman; Arnold, Paul E. Burns; Ralston,

Paul Guilfoyle; Charles Dover, G. Pat Collins; Grip

Wilson, Fred Graham; Mr. Cornwall, Harry Ches-

hire; Garth, Jack Stoney.

MISS GRANT TAKES RICHMOND—Columbia:
Ellen Grant, Lucille Ball; Dick Richmond, William

Holden; Peggy Donato, Janis Carter; J. Hobart

Gleason, James Gleason; Helen White, Gloria Henry;

Kilcoyne, Frank McHugh; Judge Ben Grant, George

Cleveland; Ralph Winton, Stephen Dunne; Willa-

combe, Arthur Space; Roscoe Johnson, Will Wright:

Homer White, Jimmy Lloyd; Charles Meyers, Loren

Tindall; Jeanie Meyers, Ola Lorraine; Aunt Mae.

Claire Meade; Foreman, Roy Roberts; Woodruff,

Charles Lane; Councilman Reed, Harry Harvey; Leo

Hopkins, Harry Cheshire; Ruth, Nita Mathews.

(Continued on page 24)



MAN TROUBLE?

A darling goes lo her doom.
Coming down the stairs she

looks and feels like a femme
fatale. Ha-ha-ha! Before the

party’s half begun her new
boy friend will have her back

on her own doorstep, and
she’ll spend many a day won-
dering why*.

girl may have any number of little faults

which others gladly overlook, but there’s one
that’s hard to forgive . . . halitosis (unpleasant
breath). Why risk offending this way when
Listerine Antiseptic is an extra-careful precau-
tion against simple bad breath? When you wjmt
to be at your best, don’t trust to makeshifts,
trust to Listerine Antiseptic. It freshens and
sweetens the breath . . . not for seconds . . . not
for minutes . . . but for hours usually!

While some cases of halitosis are of systemic origin, most
cases, say some authorities, are due to the bacterial fermen-
tation of tiny food particles clinging to mouth surfaces.

Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation, then
overcomes the odors fermentation causes.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
the Extra -careful Precaution Against Offending

What’s she got that I haven’t got'PJ^yic iafi*—

CCiikki Z ZZZ ZZ Zimmgn Her pretty littlejiead why
Bob preferred to let her sit by herself while he

danced half the night away with that little snip of

a Gray girl. Bob had plenty of reason . . . but,

obviously, he couldn’t mention it* to Janie.

Tonight her charm isn’t

working. The wonderful

new boy she hoped to

hypnotize isn’t hypno-
tized at all. In fact, he

wants out . . . and out for

keeps! Too bad for Har-

riet that she had to be

careless* on this night-of-

nights.

He tore up her phone
number. One date was

enough to convince

George that Gracie

wasn’t the flawless

pearl he thought she

was. Y ep, you can
lose a man that easy!*

Lucy wondered and won-
dered why, with superior

qualifications, she lost the

job to the other girl. That
kind of thing happens

day after day in business

if a girl isn’t careful*.

P
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Genuine rcgiste red

WESTWOOD Ring 125.00
Wedding Ring 50.00

VANDYKE Ring 500.00
Wedding Ring 125.00

Man's Diamond Ring 125.00
Available at $75 to 250 to

match all engagement rings

Chosen for a lifetime . . . your love and its

traditional symbol ... a Keepsake Diamond Ring.

To be sure your diamond is the very finest value,

be guided not by size alone, but by Color, Cut and

Clarity. These three qualities determine the true

value of your diamond as well as its beauty and

brilliance. By the name "Keepsake”, these qualities

are assured.

Remember, if it’s a Keepsake, the name is in the

ring ... so, on the day you choose your diamond,

let your Keepsake Jeweler be your trusted guide.

Prices nationally established to $5000.

WILLOW Ring 250.00
Also $100 to 2475

Wedding Ring 12.50

For the name of your nearest Keepsake Jeweler, call

Western Union by number and ask for Operator 25.

TS Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping ) All rings illustrated available in white as well as natural gold.

Kings enlarged to show details. Prices include Federal Tax

.

Amsterdam Antwerp Home Office • Syracuse, N.Y.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 East Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

FREE . . • Please send the useful 20-page book, “The Etiquette of

the Engagement and Wedding" together with illustrations and prices

of Keepsake Rings, and the name of my nearest Keepsake Jeweler.

Also send information about the beautiful new 48-page "Bride's

Keepsake Book.”

NAME

STREET AND NO

CITY PH 12-49

(Continued from page 22)
OH, YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL—20th Century-Fox:
Dons, June Haver; Larry Kelly, Mark Stevens;

t

re<
u

Wisher, S. Z. “Cuddles” Sakall; Anna Breiten-
back, Charlotte Greenwood; Marie Carle, Gale Rob-
bins; Lippy, Jay C. Flippen; Ted Held, Andrew
Tombes; Steiner, Eduard Franz; Burly Man, Dick
Rich; Quartette

,

A1 Klein; Don Kerr; Warren Jack-
son; Sam Ash; Madam Zaubel, Eula Morgan; Lucca,
Nestor Paiva; Zalts, Curt Bois; Sophie, Torchy Rand;
Box Office Attendant, Ray Walker; Headwaiter,
Frank Kreig; Houseboy, Victor Sen Yung; Cook,
Myrtle Anderson; Toastmaster, John Mylong; Mu-
sician, Robert Gist; Big Blonde, Marion Martin.

PINKY—20th Century-Fox: Pinky, Jeanne Crain;
Miss Em, Ethel Barrymore; Granny, Ethel Waters;
Dr. Thomas Adams, William Lundigan; Judge Wal-
ker, Basil Ruysdael; Dr. Canady, Kenny Washing
ton; Rozeha, Nina Mae McKinney; Dr. Joe, Grift
Barnett; Jake Walters, Frederick O’Neal; Melba
H ooley, Evelyn Varden; Judge Shoreham, Raymond
Greemeaf; Stanley, Dan Riss; Mr. Goolby, William
Hansen; Police Chief, Arthur Hunnicutt.

RECKLESS MOMENT
, THE—Walter Wanger-Co-

lumbia: Martin Donnelly, James Mason; Lucia Har-
per, Joan Bennett; Beatrice Harper, Geraldine
Brooks; Mr. Harper, Henry O’Neill; Ted Darby,
Shepperd Strudwick; David Harper, David Bair;
Nagle, Roy Roberts; Sybil, Frances Williams.

RED DANUBE, THE—M-G-M: Col. Michael
"Hooky" Nicobar, Walter Pidgeon; Mother Superior

,

Ethel Barrymore; Maj. John “ Twingo” McPhimister
,

Peter Lawford; Audrey Quail, Angela Lansbury;
Maria Buhlen, Janet Leigh; Col. Piniev, Louis Cal-
hern; Col. Humphrey “B linker” Omicron, Francis L.
Sullivan; Priv. David Moonlight, Melville Cooper;
Brig. C. M. V. Catlock, Robert Coote; General, Alan
Napier; 2nd Lieut. Maxim Omansky, Roman Top-
oftow ; Sister Kasimira, Kasia Orzazewski; Helena
Nagard, Tamara Shayne; Prof. Serge Bruloff, Kon-
stantin Shayne; “Mickey Mouse,” Janine Perreau.

RED, HOT AND BLUE—Paramount: Eleanor Col-
lier, Betty Hutton; Danny James, Victor Mature,
Charlie Baxter, William Demarest; Sandra, June
Havoc; No-No, Jane Nigh; Hair-Do Lempke, Frank
Loesser; Bunny Harris, William Talman; Laddie Cor-
win, Art Smith; Mr. Creek, Raymond Walburn;
Capt. Allen, Onslow Stevens; Garr, Joseph Vitale.

ROSEANNA McCOY— Samuel Goldwyn-RKO:
Johnse Hatfield, Farley Granger; Roseanna McCoy,
Joan Evans; Devil Anse Hatfield, Charles Bickford;
Old Randall McCoy, Raymond Massey; Mounts Hat-
field, Richard Basehart; Allifair McCoy, Gigi Per-
reau; Sane McCoy, Aline MacMahon; Tolbert Mc-
Coy, Marshall Thompson; Phamer McCoy, Lloyd
Gough; Little Randall McCoy, Peter Miles; Thad Wil-
kins, Arthur Franz; Ellison Hatfield, Frank Ferguson;
Bess McCoy

, Elisabeth Fraser; Levisa Hatfield, Hope
Emerson; Abel Hatfield, Dan White; Grandma Sykes,
Mabel Paige; Cousin Zinny, Almira Sessions; Cap
Hatfield, William Mauch.

STRANGE BARGAIN—RKO: Georgia Wilson,
Martha Scott; Sam Wilson, Jeffrey Lynn; Lt. Rich-
ard Webb, Henry Morgan; Edna Jarvis, Katherine
Emery; Malcolm Jarvis, Richard Gaines; Timothy
Herne, Henry O’Neill; Sgt. Cord, Walter Sande;
Roddy Wilson, Michael Chapin; Hilda Wilson, Arlene
Gray; Sydney Jarvis, Raymond Roe.

KISS AND TELL

Bill Williams doesn’t mind talking when

it’s about his wife, Barbara Hale. They’re

two of a romantic pair in Hollywood’s

nicest love story in January Photoplay
24



JACKHARRY

present

Actually filmed at the famous
Indianapolis 500-mile race classic

and the nation's top speedways!

HATTIEMICHAEL SPRING MARY

ALLEN

Produced by

SAMUEL H,
HARRY M. Original

Screenplay

Executive Producer

Directed by
Released thru
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Give it the "brush-off"

BEFORE THAT DATE TONIGHT!

SMOKE ALL YOU WANT!
New Listerine Tooth Paste attacks

tobacco stain, off-color breath.

It may seem like such a little thing . . .

so easy to neglect. But, Lady, take care!

That yellow film that you, yourself,

may hardly be aware of . . . that heavy
breath you may not even realize offends

—they flash a warning to others:

“Tobacco Mouth . . . Look Out”!

If you smoke a lot, play safe, espe-

cially before any date, and use the new
Listerine Tooth Paste.

There’s a reason: Listerine Tooth
Paste is made with Lusterfoam— a

wonderful new-type cleansing ingre-

dient that literally foams cleaning and
polishing agents over tooth surfaces.

It removes yellow tobacco stain, while

it’s still fresh . . . whisks away odor-

producing bacteria and tobacco debris.

Why not get a tube of the improved
Listerine Tooth Paste, and see for

yourself what a thorough job it does!

Use it regularly and know they’ll never
say “Tobacco Mouth” about you! »

p fee/ ikat luster/bam work/"

Brief Reviews

Z" (F) ABANDONED—U-I: A brisk movie meller
about black market babies. Dermis O’Keefe is the
reporter who exposes the racket with Gale Storm's
help. With Raymond Burr, Marjorie Rambeau, Jeff
Chandler, Meg. Randall. (Nov.)
ZV (F) ADVENTURES OF ICHABOD AND
MR. TOAD, THE—Disney-RKO: Comical and color-
ful Disney feature employing the vocal talents of
Bing Crosby and Basil Rathbone. (Sept.)
ZV' (A) ANNA LUCASTA—Columbia: Paulette
Goddard sins, suffers and repents in this red-blooded
romance based on Philip Yordan’s play. With Bill
Bishop, John Ireland, Oscar Homolka. (Oct.)
1/ (A) ANY NUMBER CAN PLA

Y

—M-G-M

:

Clark Gable is convincing as a big-shot gambler with
the choice of living a short merry life, or going off

fishing with wife Alexis Smith and son Darryl Hick-
man. Audrey Totter, Wendell Corey, Frank Morgan
help make this exciting. (Sept.)

y (F) BIG STEAL, THE—RKO : This adventure
yarn races along at a dizzy pace, taking you to Mexico
in the company of Bob Mitchum, Jane Greer, Bill
Bendix and Patric Knowles. (Sept.)

y (F) BRIMSTONE—Republic: Walter Brennan,
cattleman turned bandit, steals everything in sight,
including the picture from Rod Cameron. With For-
rest Tucker, Jim Davis, Adrian Booth. (Nov.)
I// (F) BROKEN JOURNEY—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Death rides the airways in this interest-filled British
drama. A fine cast includes Phyllis Calvert, Margot
Grahame, James Donald, Francis L. Sullivan. (Sept.)

ZV (A) CHICAGO DEADLINE—Paramount: An
exciting mystery with reporter Alan Ladd sticking
out his handsome neck to clear Donna Reed’s reputa-
tion. With. June; Havoc, Arthur Kennedy. (Nov.)

t/Z" (F) C'HrTSTOFrTER e&EUMBUS—Gains-
borough-U-I : Here is history on a grand scale With
Fredric March making a fine Columbus and Florence
Eldridge a gracious Queen Isabella. A sumptuous
spectacle with Francis Sullivan, Derek Bond. (Nov.)
yy (A) DOCTOR AND THE GIRL, THE—
M-G-M: A heart-appealing drama in which doctor
Glenn Ford makes patient Janet Leigh’s pulse beat
faster. Complications arise when Glenn’s surgeon-
father, Charles Coburn, disapproves of the match.
A secondary plot involves Gloria De Haven who lets

her foolish heart rule her pretty head. (Nov.)
1/ 1/ (F) EVERYBODY DOES IT—2Qth Century-
Fox: You’ll laugh long and loud over the hilarious
antics of Paul Douglas in this amusing comedy. Celeste
Holm is his socialite wife, Linda Darnell a sultry
grand opera singer. Charles Coburn and Millard
Mitchell are part of the rumpus. (Nov.)
(F) FATHER WAS A FULLBACK—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: The domestic life of a college football
coach with Fred MacMurray as father, Maureen
O’Hara as mother and Betty Lynn and Natalie Wood
as their more or less normal kids. (Nov.)
1/1/ (F) GAL WHO TOOK THE WEST, THE—
U-I: This spoof on the Old West, featuring Yvonne
DeCarlo, Charles Coburn, Scott Brady and John
Russell, is plumb full of feudin’ and flirtin’. It’s fun
for everybody. (Nov.)
/t/ (F) GIRL IN THE PAINTING, THE—Pres-
tige-U-I: British human interest drama starring Mai
Zetterling as an inmate of a displaced persons’ camp.
Robert Beatty is the artist who paints her, Guy
Rolfe the gallant major who rescues her. (Nov.)
/ (F) GREAT SINNER, THE—M-GM: Greg
Peck and Ava Gardner are teamed in a highly roman-
tic but none too convincing tale of the 1860s. An able
supporting cast includes Melvyn Douglas, Walter
Huston, Frank Morgan, Ethel Barrymore. (Sept.)

// (F) GUINEA PIG, THE—Pilgrim Pictures:
Off the beaten path is this ably acted British film

about a schoolboy subjected to the snobbery of his
socially superior classmates. With Richard Atten-
borough, Cecil Trouncer, Robert Flemyng. (Sept.)

/// (F) HEIRESS,
THE—Paramount: A fas-

cinating period piece set in 19th-century New York.
Olivia de Havilland movingly portrays the shy
daughter of exacting Ralph Richardson. Dashing
Monty Clift introduces romance into Olivia’s drab
life, Miriam Hopkins completes a fine cast. (Oct.)

// (F) HOUSE OF STRANGERS—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: A stirring story of an East Side Italian-

American family with Edward G. Robinson, Susan
Hayward, Richard Conte, and Luther Adler. (Sept.)

// (F) I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE—20th
Century-Fox : In this comedy of errors, Cary Grant
and Ann Sheridan exchange insults and share the
discomforts of army life. You'll enjoy it. (Oct.)

yy (F) IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME—
M-G-M: Judy Garland and Van Johnson romantically
paired in lilting musical of yesteryear. Judy never
appeared to better advantage. With S. Z. Sakall,

Spring Byington and Buster Keaton. (Sept.)

// (F) IT’S A GREAT FEELING—Warners:
This lively laugh-getter has Doris Day, Dennis Mor-
gan and Jack Carson kidding Hollywood and each
other. Bill Goodwin joins in the fun. (Oct.)

/ (F) JOHNNY ALLEGRO—Columbia: Suspense
is the keynote of this fast-paced thriller, with George
Raft, Nina Foch, George Macready. (Sept.)

// (F) JOHNNY STOOL PIGEON—U-I: An
entertaining thriller with government agent Howard
Duff trailing a ring of dope peddlers. Dan Duryea
grudgingly helps him; Shelley Winters finds Duff
fascinating. (Oct.)

/// (F) JOLSON SINGS AGAIN—Columbia

:

The combined talents of A1 Jolson and Larry Parks
make this latest chapter of “The Jolson Story'
thoroughly enjoyable. With Barbara Hale. (Oct.)

/// (F) LOST BOUNDARIES—Film Classics:

W. L. White’s poignant story, blasting racial preju-
dice, has been made into a strong human drama.
Mel Ferrer, Beatrice Pearson, Richard Hylton, Susan
Douglas turn in fine performances. (Oct.)

// (f) LOVE HAPPY—Pickford-UA: A laugh-
happy shindig starring those mad Marx Brothers,
Ilona Massey, Vera-Ellen and Marion Hutton. (Oct.)// (A) MADAME BOVARY—M-G-M: The fa-
mous French novel becomes an eye-filling picture
with a topflight cast including Jennifer Jones, Van
Heflin, Louis Jourdan and James Mason. (Oct.)
1/ (F) MY FRIEND IRMA—Paramount: A flighty
“tree based on the popular radio program with Marie
Wuson, John Lund, Diana Lynn, Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis. (Oct.)

1/ (F) ONCE MORE, MY DARLING—U-I: This
trothy affair teams bachelor Bob Montgomery and
debutante Ann Blyth. (Oct.)
I// (F) PRINCE OF FOXES—20th Century-Fox:
Spectacular is the word for this colorful costume drama
crammed with romance and intrigue. Tyrone Power
and Wanda Hendrix furnish the romance, Orson
Welles and Everett Sloane the intrigue. With Felix
Aylmer, Katina Paxinou. (Nov.)

(F) RED LIGHT—Roy Del Ruth-UA: George
Raft avenges the murder of his brother in this briskly
paced thriller with Virginia Mayo, Raymond Burr,
Gene Lockhart and Henry Morgan. (Oct.)
1/ (F) RED MENACE, THE—Republic: This melo-
dramatic expose of Communism in America points
up the penalties awaiting those attempting to leave the
party. It’s timely but not too menacing. (Sept.)
1/ (A) ROPE OF SAND—Paramount: Greed and
violence abound in this action-filled desert drama with
Burt Lancaster, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Corinne
Calvet, Peter Lorre, Sam Jaffe. (Sept.)
yy (F) SAVAGE SPLENDOR—RKO: An excit-
ing and colorful record of the Denis-Cotlow expedi-
tion to Africa. (Oct.)
/ (F) SCENE OF THE CRIME—M-G-M : Van
Johnson turns detective in this fairly suspenseful
whodunit, with Arfcse Dahl, TtHB Brake. Gloria De
Haven. (Oct.)

ZV (F) SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON—
Argosy-RKO: Chalk this up as the biggest, best West-
tern of the year. John Wayne convincingly plays
an Indian fighter in the U. S. Cavalry. John Agar
and Joanne Dru are the romantic interest. Victor Mc-
Laglen supplies the humor, (OctJ

(F) SLATTER Y^S HURRICANE—20th Cen-
tufy-Fox: Ex-Navy pilot Richard Widmark steers a
stormy course ’twixt Linda Darnell and Veronica
Lake with John Russell on the sidelines. A rather
squally affair enlivened by a hurricane. (Nov.)

(F) SONG OF SURRENDER—Paramount: This
New England Cinderella story has youthful Wanda
Hendrix married to aging Claude Rains for whom
she toils and slaves. Prince Charming, in this case
Macdonald Carey, turns up to give Wanda a glimpse
of a more glamorous life. (Nov.)
(F) SOUTH OF RIO—Republic: A two-fisted, fast-
paced Western with Monte Hale as a ranger and
Douglas Kennedy as his outlaw brother. Plenty of
hard ridin’ and shootin’ in this hoss opera featuring
Roy Barcroft and Paul Hurst. (Nov.)
/V/ (F) SWORD IN THE DESERT—U-I: Tins
fictionized account of the Palestine underground of
1947 is an exciting drama drawn from recent head-
lines. Dana Andrews is cast as a sullen American
skipper hired to smuggle the “illegals” into the
country. Marta Toren, Stephen McNally and Jeff
Chandler are staunch supporters of the cause. (Nov.)
1/ (F) TAKE ONE FALSE STEP—U-I. Slick
crime story with William Powell smoothly portraying
a professor whose past catches up with him in the
tempting form of Shelley Winters. With Marsha Hunt,
James Gleason and Dorothy Hart. (Sept.)
yy (F) TASK FORCE—Warners: A gripping pic-
ture describing the U. S. Navy’s role in World War
II. Gary Cooper scores as a naval officer; Jane
Wyatt is his sensible wife. (Oct.)

I// (F) THAT MIDNIGHT KISS—M-G-M:
Here’s a gay songfest introducing Mario Lanza, a
terrific young tenor with personality plus. Kathryn
Grayson is the gal who inspires him to make good,
Ethel Barrymore his fairy godmother, Jose Iturbi
the man who hires him. In the humor department
there’s Thomas Gomez, Keenan Wynn, J. Carrol
Naish and Jules Munshin. (Nov.)
ZV (A) THIEVES’ HIGHWAY—20th Century-
Fox: Tough taut thriller in which truckman Richard
Conte learns about the produce business from thieving
Lee J. Cobb and about love from Valentina Cortesa
and Barbara Lawrence A strong story, well acted,
with Millard Mitchell, Jack Oakie. (Nov.)
1// (F) TOP O’ THE MORNING—Paramount:
Bing Crosby in a chucklesome Irish fable about the
missing Blarney Stone. With Ann Blyth, Barry
Fitzgerald and Hume Cronyn. (Oct.)

Z' (A) UNDER CAPRICORN—Transatlantic-War-
ners: Portraying a lady who loves her liquor, Ingrid
Bergman lends credibility to this sombre romance of
Old Australia. With Joseph Cotten, Michael Wilding,
Margaret Leighton and Cecil Parker. (Oct.)

1/ (F) WEAKER SEX, THE—Rank-Eagle Lion:
Ursula Jeans cuts a valiant figure as a hard-working
housewife, keeping her family going in wartime Brit-

ain. A splendid cast includes Cecil Parker, Joan Hop-
kins, Derek Bond, Lana Morris. (Sept.)

/ (A) WHITE HEAT—Warners: Jimmy Cagney
goes gun crazy in this violently vicious gangland
drama. Virginia Mayo is Cagney’s two-timing spouse,
Edmond O'Brien, a stalwart T-man out to nail him,
Steve Cochran a fellow mobster plotting to seize

Cagney’s crown and his gal. (Nov.)

yy (F) YES SIR, THAT’S MY BABY—U-I : A
high-spirited collegiate comedy with Donald O’Connor,
Gloria De Haven, Charles Coburn. (Oct.)

/ (F) YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Here’s a diverting musical romance boast-

ing the twin talents of Dan Dailey and Anne Baxter
with little Shari Robinson. (Sept.)
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Sonja Henie says
*p

y*

“I do recommend Ayds to any

woman who has a problem

with her figure,” says Sonja

Henie, Star ofthe Sonja Henie

Hollywood Ice Review. “I

keep myself in trim all the

time with the help of Ayds.

I can’t think of a better way
to reduce.”

The Loveliest Women in the World take AYDS
27
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Three Years in the Making!

1 Filmed Amid the Splendor

^
of its Original Locale! A

m Spectacular Cast of 50,000!

The Seven Cinematic

Wonders of the World!

King of Romantic

Epics. ..From

the pen of

i the Greatest

& Romance

Directed byStarring

Produced by

Screen Play by Milton Krims • From the Novel by Samuel Shellabarger

rfPP writer of M
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our time! mk
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THE

NEW GOLD MEDALS

T
HE polls are closed and the long weeks of tabulating begun. Soon you will know
what stars and motion pictures will win Photoplay’s coveted Gold Medal Awards
for 1949.

For the fifth consecutive year, the winners will be invited to attend the Photoplay

banquet at which the Medals will be presented to the players, the writers, directors

and producers for whom you, the movie-goers of America, have voted.

Now, the editors bring you another announcement—the most important news
about the Gold Medal Awards since they became the Awards of the people. This

year, for the first time in motion picture history, the Gold Medals will be given to

an actress and actor on the basis of performance.

Heretofore, the Gold Medals went to a man and a woman star on the basis of

their overall popularity. And year after year, when these awards were made, you,

the people, and many from the motion picture industry suggested that the awards
should go, instead, to the man and the woman star who, during the year, had given

the most popular performances. At last we have been able to direct the nationwide

efforts of Audience Research, Inc., who take this national poll for us, in this direction.

No longer, therefore, will only a handful of long-honored performers be eligible.

Under our new arrangement, Clifton Webb for his Belvedere, John Derek for “Knock
on Any Door,” Barbara Hale for her Ellen in “Jolson Sings Again,” Alan Ladd for

his Jay in the “Great Gatsby,” Bob Hope as Sorrowful Jones—any of these stars

could be this year’s winners of the Photoplay Gold Medals.

Watch for the March issue of Photoplay for the full story of the year’s winners as

voted by you who are the motion picture audience of America.

What picture was the most popular of 1949?

And—most exciting—what stars gave the most popular performances of the year?

With high anticipation—and with complete conviction that once again you will

select the best in film entertainment—the editors wait for their biggest story of

the year.



“Anyone who really loves a war veteran will try to understand him and to do everything she can

to make his adjustment easier,” says Wanda Hendrix, star of Paramount’s “After Midnight”
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Hollywood is worried about the

Audie Murphys. But Wanda, in

this story, makes it clear she

knows what is wrong and has the

courage to do something about it

Hero’s wedding: The future was bright

HERO’S WIFI

by

wanda hendrix

M
Y husband, Audie Murphy, has gone home to Texas. And after a trip

to Florida, where I’ll visit my folks and friends, I’ll take a Hollywood
apartment where I will live alone.

Still, I say this separation between Audie and me is purely temporary.

We still have hopes that we can work out our problems. But it will

take time.

It was no new difficulty that caused our separation, rather the repeti-

tion of the difficulties we have known from the beginning. We worked
very well together in “Sierra.” It wasn’t this, as some say, that caused

our break.

Audie simply has gone home to Texas to get hold of himself, see if he

can’t build up. He came home from the war with many problems. He is

a high-strung sensitive boy and so, when he is upset, it is perhaps more
obvious than in some cases.

In his dreams, Audie still fights the war. If I can touch him without

waking him, he calms down. When a man has emotional scars, the least

his wife can do is to be patient and understanding. If a husband were to

run a high fever, a wife would do all she could to help. When he is

suffering with war-jangled nerves, he is just as ill as if he were running

a fever. The only thing a wife can do is to learn how she can best be of

comfort. If she doesn’t do this, I don’t feel she’s much of a wife.

( Continued on page 68) P
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Linda Susan romps at home. Shirley’s in “A Kiss for Corliss”

Ann MacNamara

Shirley Temple: In “The

Story of Seabiseuit” she co-

stars with Lon McCallister

Smith

They planned to give their

marriage another year—until

their unhappiness, long a

subject of town gossip, caused

Shirley to change her mind

WHAT

HAPPENED TO

BY LOIIELLA 0. PARSONS

^jHIRLEY TEMPLE and John Agar have not been happy
for a long time. But even their friends were shocked

when the divorce was announced. Shirley and John
had planned to give their marriage another year.

“What changed your mind?” I asked Shirley.

‘At Palm Springs, where I went to think things out,”

she said, “I realized that since we cannot get along it

would be better to end it now.”

John, who called me on the telephone, said, “Shirley

and I haven’t been seeing eye to eye but it was a shock

when she told me she wanted a divorce.”

Both hope that unpleasantness can be avoided, likely

it can be. They have, fortunately, kept their financial

affairs separate. Shirley wishes no money for herself or

Linda Susan, whose custody she asks together with the

right to resume her maiden name. The house she and

John lived in is hers.

For a long time I would not question Shirley about the

unhappy rumors. I’ve been her friend from the time

she was a golden, dimpled child. I’d written reams

about “Little Miss ( Continued, on page 90)

p
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Clifton Webb gives an impressive performance as

Belvedere, even when he isn’t before the camera

Joan Fontaine: No ballroom is too crowded

for Joan to show off—and desert her partner

or two that commands the attention even of Elsa, who isn’t too bashful herself
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I
T was the loveliest Hollywood party, with

dancing after dinner. From where I sat with

friends, I noticed the dancing couples making
a wider and wider circle about the center of

the floor, just under the great crystal chandelier.

“Are they fearful the chandelier will fall?”

I asked.

A friend, who had arisen to see what it was
all about, laughed. “No, Joanie’s dancing!”

And, sure enough, there was Joan Fontaine,

perfectly beautiful in a green chiffon gown
with Grecian lines, solemnly executing the most

seductive dance. Her deserted partner stood,

amused, on the sidelines.

This dance, Joan will tell you, laughing, is

her expression of her real personality. And
she will do this dance no matter how crowded

the ballroom may be.

Joan, gay as a lark, bless her heart, loves

to show off. I’ve always believed those cooking

classes she attended at the Cordon Bleu cooking

school, for instance, were half in her interest

of good food and half in her interest of the

fascinating conversation they enabled her to

concoct. Not to mention her subsequent dinner

parties, which were the talk of the town. She

isn’t the first woman to (Continued on page 104)

Victor Mature: His actions made him

the center of attraction in night clubs

Robert Mitchum: There are all kinds of

ways of showing off. His led to disaster

of “Madame Bovary” with director Vincent Minnelli:

that still keeps reporters knocking at her door

Paulette Goddard : She never enters a

room without making sure of her entrance

Joan Crawford : She turned

her back—stole the show
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Stromboli: “I love Roberto—one day, when I am free, we shall be married”

Globe Photo*

THE

In this story, which could

come only from a trusted

friend, the real Bergman

emerges—a woman Holly-

wood never knew

Globe Photos Fink Globe Photos

was not unusual for her to shut herself up in her room, fling herself across the

bed and cry in bitter rage. Happy people don’t do things like this,” says Joe

Steele, center, with Ingrid. Left, Ingrid with Rossellini, “He was inevitable”

T IS a platitude that a tree

does not chance to be

full grown, nor that the

nature of its fruit is by ac-

cident. The tree and the fruit came from
a seed planted years before.

The story of what happened on the

island volcano called Stromboli actually

began to happen thirty years ago in Stock-

holm. It began when a two-year-old girl-

child lost her mother. It continued when
her father died, and she was twelve.

Ingrid Bergman, in her teens, grew into

a body, tall and straight, but too tall for

her years. She was gangly and awkward,
all legs and arms, and became the sub-

ject of belittling asides thoughtlessly

uttered by the strict, unbending elderly

aunts and uncles who raised her.

Defensively, she withdrew into the shell

( Continued on page 39)

Ingrid, who tarries in Italy, where

she made final scenes for her film,

at entrance to old Roman tomb
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BERGMAN LOVE STORY
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Fiery, imaginative, hard-working Rossellini, center, relaxes with Ingrid and

others of the cast between scenes. Left is Mario Vitale, her young co-star
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THE LETTER THAT CAME WITH THIS

MANUSCRIPT

This has been the toughest assignment
of my life. Because of my very inti-
mate relationship to the whole affair
I was truly afraid that I was dis-
qualified to write it.

I hate to have to say that this story
is yours conditionally, but it simply
has to be that way. It is too vital
and important to the happiness of the
principals involved in this cause
celebre. It was only on my word that
Photoplay would keep faith with me
that Ingrid agreed to let me do it.

She has okayed every word of it, and
every word of it must be a must.

Joseph H. Steele

All photographs by Globe Photos

THE

BERGMAN LOVE STORY



Ingrid watches Rossellini direct a scene in “Stromboli.” “It

is exciting and full of wonder to watch him work,” she says

of shyness and reticence that was to

characterize her adulthood. But the

dormant genius in her lovely head came
to her rescue. In the fantasy of acting,

she found an outlet and, though she

was ridiculed for her gangly aspira-

tions, she persisted.

This persistence was not predicated

on a desire for fame or money. It

meant far more than that. It meant life

to Ingrid Bergman.

Self-conscious and hypersensitive,

she shied from the young men around

her. And the men themselves, seeing

nothing but her awkwardness, gave her

no second thought. Except one. He
was ten years her senior, tall, hand-

some, dignified, successful. Dr. Peter

A. Lindstrom found, in the inhibited

young girl of eighteen, an immediate

hungering response to his interest and

sympathy. She believed that in him
was the answer to her inner longing

for surcease from iron-bound re-

strictions.

And that is how the tree began.

I think it was Sir Francis Bacon who
made the observation that people of

high position were public domain. And
in its possessiveness, the public has ever

insisted upon casting its idols in the

mold of its own imagination and stand-

ards. It is therefore futile for any idol

to plead its humanness, or ask the same
tolerance and understanding so freely

and generously granted the obscure and

ordinary. The public demands a rigid

perfection of the gods it sets up before

them. ( Continued on page 94)

Her innate love of strange people, places, bloomed in

Stromboli. Here she tries on straw hat in local shop

Ingrid’s house on Stromboli. Because electric light is

unknown on island, special generator had to be installed
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He was only six and lonely, and

he had the kind of face other

I

T was five o’clock on the afternoon

of John Derek’s twenty-third

birthday. Patti Behrs Derek had

planned everything perfectly, or so

she thought. She had connived with

Columbia so John, working on

“Rogues of Sherwood Forest,” would

quit at four-thirty. She had invited

John’s best friend, Harry Lauter and

his wife to be with them for John’s

surprise dinner.

In the playroom of their new little

house in the San Fernando Valley,

she had the television set she knew
John wanted for a birthday present,

all cellophane-wrapped and red-bow
tied. In the kitchen, there was a

terrific birthday cake she had per-

sonally made and iced and dotted

with twenty-three candles. On ice,

there were scads of colas, since John

never drinks anything stronger.

As Patti heard John’s convertible

pulling into the driveway, followed

by his bounding steps crossing the

patio, she threw open the door.

“Surprise, surprise, darling,” she

called.

Then the real surprise hit her.

And hit John. And hit the Lauters

and even Annie, the Derek’s collie.

For at that exact instant, the hot

water heater in the kitchen blew

up, hurling water, dishes and what-

have-you all over the place. And,

in the living room, Annie, not to be

outdone by such drama, decided to

give the (Continued on page 92)

Russell Harlan knew the

way to a lonely kid’s heart

kids wanted to take a poke at.

John had to learn to be tough

John’s calm—but wife Patti can’t

wait to see if she’s hit the jackpot

on the slot-machine in their playroom
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To Clark Cable, a sure cure for the restlessness that keeps

him away from the places where his heart really longs to be

if i were

For beautiful Elizabeth Taylor, anchorage for a heart

that goes overboard too quickly when she meets romance

To Yvonne De Carlo, a quick answer to a marriage question

before too mnch publicity changes the wedding tune

Her presents are priceless—but

Sheilah doesn’t count the cost when

she makes these star suggestions

For James Mason, a chance to change the frig-

id air that cools off most Hollywood contacts



1

HAD a wonderful dream the other night. In it, I

saw Santa Claus pacing up and down on a big,

white cloud. The dear old boy looked worried.

“Hey, Graham,” he called to me suddenly. “Here it

is Christmas again. What in heck am I going to give

the Hollywood stars? They seem to have everything.

What would you give them if you were Santa Claus?”

If I were Santa Claus! Well, I wouldn’t put dia-

mond bracelets in star stockings, or expensive auto-

mobiles, or furs or yachts or anything you cah buy
with money. That’s what they’ve got plenty of, Baby!

To beautiful Elizabeth Taylor, a large hunk of bal-

last, so she won’t keep losing her head in the romance

. department. She was so in love with Glenn Davis. No
use denying it, Lizzie. I’m (Continued on page 70)

To Farley Granger—a bachelor’s degree

For Lana Turner, with Russell Hayden, Cheryl Christine

and Bob Topping—a new clause in her marriage contract
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Van Johnson, cast as a wise-cracking GI, frolics off set

with Janine Perreau, who appears briefly as a war waif

Water-logged set kept Jerome Courtland hopping. In

film, he’s a hillbilly with feet too big for GI galoshes

Parisian beauty Denise Darcel was de-glamorized for

the only woman role in film. With her is John Hodiak

If there’s a man in your life who has

been difficult about going to the movies

lately, take him. to see Metro’s new pic-

ture which recalls Bastogne of the Bulge

when a handful of men made history

Cast and crew run through script before shooting. Lt.

Col. Harry Kinnard, background, film’s technical ad-

viser, planned defense of Bastogne which halted Nazis



High comedy spots in film are Van’s attempts,

man-like, to cook the eggs he pilfers from a farm

Friend or foe? George Murphy, Van, John, Marshall Thompson, Douglas Fowley wait tensely as planes pass overhead

“ f)ATTLEGROUND” is the story of a decisive

JJ battle. It’s the story, too, of a group of men
who trade chocolate bars for food, wine or

kisses, grouse about the cold and reread the last

letter from home while they worry over the letter

that didn’t come. Always', however, pressing

forward through the snow, they watch for the

weather to clear and scan the sky for planes and
the parachuted supplies that can save them.

Robert Pirosh, a Bastogne veteran, conceived the

idea of this Dore Schary production while he
was under actual fire. In it many of the original

“Screaming Eagles” (loist Airborne Division)

play themselves. As one of them said, “Realistic?

It’s so realistic, it gives me the creeps!”

While Richard Jaeckel sleeps on, Van awakens to the

bitter reality of a white Xmas in an Ardennes foxhole



Recipes tested by the

Macfadden Kitchen

The plum pudding was

full of surprises and so was

this pre-holiday party. For

Ann Miller and her guests it

was the opening night

Ann’s hors d’oenvres were so good, Johnny John-

ston, Kathryn and the other gnests made more!

of the Xmas season ahead

Cool treat—jellied turtle consomme
Lenox China

Tom and Jerry time: Ann, Vera-Ellen, Johnny, Kathryn

and Bob Stack drink a toast to Christmas-Yet-to-come
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Holiday Harmony: On the patio, Rock Hudson, Ann, Jack Briggs, Kathryn, Bob, Linda, Pev Marley, Vera-

Ellen and Johnny practise Christmas carols before serenading Ann’s neighbors, the John Paynes

H
OLLYWOOD is filled with tinsel, so some
folks critically say, and come Christmas

time, everybody happily admits it. This is

the gayest of the seasons, with parties as shin-

ing as the Sparkles in the street decorations and
in homes.

Social festivities start immediately after

Thanksgiving, when Santa Claus rides down
Hollywood Boulevard in his lavishly decorated

sled, accompanied, every night, by a different

film celebrity.

Ann Miller, one of the town’s top hostesses,

likes to inaugurate the social season with a series

of pre-Christmas parties at her Beverly-Hills

home. Knowing her daughter loves to entertain

over the holidays, Clara Miller presented Ann
with her Christmas gift well in advance. It was
an immediate excuse for a dinner party. The
gift? A lovely solid fiatwear service for eight,

the color of gold, which of course, not only

meant a dinner party, but a really dressed up
table. Ann loves to decorate her own dinner

table, and always thinks of something new and
different. The forks, knives and spoons looked

very festive on her best embroidered banquet

cloth, with tall green tapers, and her best

gold-rimmed china. Awfully elegant and fancy,

but why not, for (Continued on page 73)
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You wouldn’t think being voted “America’s Most Charming Child” would be a

Hollywood handicap, but it was with Allene Roberts, who is now . . .

of the world
BY MAXINE ARNOLD

As a seamstress, Allene’s mother

helped pay the way to success

A
llene Roberts is pint-sized and South-

em-sweet. She has naturaUy curly brown
hair that tumbles around her small shoul-

ders, a sensitive face, long-lashed eyes as wist-

ful and as deep brown as those of her cocker

spaniel, and a soft lyric voice that would melt

hominy grits.

Nothing brings out the mint in her Southern

make-up like being constantly mistaken for a

teen-ager. On such occasions Allene, who is

now twenty-one years old, really sees red, as

red as the dust of her native Birmingham, Ala-

bama.

“Some day when I’m fifty, I suppose I’ll be

happy to look young. But not now,” she laments.

Particularly, when it interferes with her career.

Casting directors are often guessing her to be

fourteen or fifteen. “Fourteen!” wails Allene..

“I’m a woman now. I’m twenty-one,” she says,

drawing herself up to (Continued on page 103)

Pint-size winner of “Choose

Your Star”: Allene Roberts

of “Knock On Any Door”

Fink and Smith





This story is not for you—if you cherish illusions and

believe it a happy experience to become a movie star

I

AM going to tell the truth, the whole
truth about what it really is like to

be in pictures.

It took six months to make the movie,

“Roseanna McCoy,” in which I play the

title role. In that six months, every-

thing happened to me. Night after night,

I cried myself to sleep because of the

mental torture and the emotional strain

which were worse, much worse, than

the bodily bruises I suffered.

I do not say that every girl who goes

to Hollywood for a career in motion

pictures need go through what I did.

Mine is, definitely, an unique case. So
far as I know, it is the only case of its

kind on the Hollywood records. I’ve

never heard of an inexperienced girl

playing a title role with a star like

Farley Granger.

Before I set foot on the set on the

first day of shooting, I’d had exactly one

brief experience in the theater and that

had been four years before when, in

summer stock, I played the part of the

little girl in “Guest in the House,” a

play written by my father, Dale Eunson,

and Hagar Wilde. I’d had exactly no
experience in motion pictures.

It all began so gaily, too. From the

first time I met Mr. Billy Selwyn, who
is Mr. Goldwyn’s executive casting di-

rector in New York, and read for him
for the part of Roseanna and then did

a kodachrome test, just for Mr. Gold-

wyn to see how I look, I knew I was
going to get the (Continued on page 100)

The pain Joan felt when Farley accidentally

shot her in this scene in “Rogeanna McCoy,”

was less than the hurt she knew when she was

nnder fire from director Irving Reis, below

/
.
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this is the bitter truth

7
as told to Gladys Hall

With her parents, Dale Eunson

and Katherine Albert. Joan’s next

film is “With All My Love”
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“Let’s go to Las Vegas,” they say in

Hollywood. Sometimes that means a

weekend of winter sports or fishing

—or an overnight bid for fortune at

the gaming tables. And sometimes

it’s the prelude to a wedding march

I

T USED to be another little western town—before the miracle of Boulder Dam
transformed it into an all-year playground; a world of wonders wrested from
the desert. Joshua trees dot the trails. Campfires glow at night. Mountain

sheep still graze on the rocky slopes. The hotels are luxurious. The swimming
pools are bordered by palm trees. There’s no finer bass fishing in the West. The
motor trip through the Valley of Fire is spectacular. A 180-mile round-trip sail

includes two hours in the Grand Canyon, with its walls, a mile high, rising out of

man-made Lake Mead. For those interested in the ancient history of the region,

there’s a museum of archeology at Overton and in Moapa Valley, the ruins of “The

Lost City,” once the center of the Pueblo Indians’ tribal life.

There are, too, colorful shops to tempt visitors. Slot machines are everywhere

—even in the grocery stores. And the doors of the little Church of the West swing

wide for those who want a Las Vegas honeymoon.

( Michael Kirby is in "You’re Only Young Twice,” Vanessa Brown, “The
Heiress,” Jane Greer, "The Big Steal," Macdonald Carey, "Song of Surrender”)

Golden harvest: Nora and Michael Kirby watch the

happy winners at Thunderbird Hotel roulette table

Guests in beautiful Flamingo Hotel pool swim to music of the “Riders

of the Purple Sage.” Sun-bathing at the right is Vanessa Brown



End of an exciting day: The Kirbys rented horses from El Rancho

Vegas, spent day riding through desert, exploring the trails

Among top entertainers at the ho-

tels are Spike Jones and his gang

Jane Greer, there with husband, and Macdonald

Carey in Gay Nineties Bar, Last Frontier Hotel

Vanessa Brown has breath-taking view of Boulder Dam,

and downstream, Lake Mead, famous for its fishing



the

hollywood

clothes line

By EDITH GWYNN
with fashion first pictures

By ANN MAC NAMARA

W
EDDINGS and openings—and more open-

ings, theater and night club openings

—

occupied most Hollywood round - the -

towners this month, and way past the exhaus-

tion point, we can tell you! We’ll cover as

many “premieres” as space permits, but let’s

start with the night the zany Dean Martin

and Jerry Lewis had a star-studded' crowd
rolling on Ciro’s floor. Ava Gardner and Pete

Lawford, who waited an awfully long time

to start dating, have certainly been catching

up for lost hours, lately. That night, they were

not only dancing cheek-to-cheek, but beak-

to-beak. Ava looked stunning in a ballet-

length, full-skirted (Continued on page 88)

Sally Forrest of “Never

Fear.” For effect

—

black taffeta cocktail

dress, buttoned down

the front. For jewel-

ry, high, tight pearls
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Perkyblack felt poodlesprance

across Jean Peters’s toast col-

ored jersey blouse and skirt

from Manuel Felix. Jean’s

next film is“Turned UpToes”

The Hollywood holi-

day season opens with

a fashion flourish

in this roundup of

glamour-town news

Noel news: Sequinned Xmas trees' trim black billiard table felt skirt de-

signed by Julie Lynn Chariot for Ava Gardner of “East Side, West Side.”

Peasant type blouse, which also can be worn high, matches skirt ruffle

I
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She has the appeal men go for and

women appreciate. Corinne Calvet,

whose* foreign flavor is as differ-

ent as her approach to beauty

Corinne and husband John Brownfield are both in “Rope of Sand

She doesn’t speak of herself as

a girl—she calls herself a wo-

man and the result is devastating

Color picture by Dirortc
Dress by Ceil Chapman

rench

dressim

S
EIX-APPEAL, the good old-fashioned variety, has been

absent from the screen for some time now. Of foreign

imports, we’ve had plenty. But they’ve all been shiny-

faced, rather scrubbed-looking; not at all what they used

to be.

But now there’s Corinne Calvet. Corinne is sex, in the

Dietrich-Del Rio-Harlow tradition. There hasn’t been any-

thing like her in ten years but

—

voila!—she’s here now.

As Parisian sirens go, Corinne is young. Only twenty-

two. But, she’s mature in mind, thought, and body. She
doesn’t speak of herself as a girl, she calls herself a woman,
a French woman, and the effect is altogether devastating.

I know Corinne well. I was almost her first friend in

Hollywood. I took her in hand when she first arrived. When
she was homesick, I had her spend the weekend at my
house. She was very cute, like a (Continued on page 76)
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tmas presents

A
T about this time each year, most of us start brain-

beating in the hope of thinking up an acceptable (but

economical) gift for sbme favorite person.

Again, this year, we come to the rescue of those with

outsize hearts but shrunken pocketbooks, having can-

vassed Hollywood for instructions for duplicating the

clever remembrances with which the stars remember
their friends. When a player presents a gift to a

friend, it must be remembered that, usually, the friend

The John Dereks transform candlewax

and odd containers into gay Xmas candles

For the handy man at home, a chance to follow Jerome

Courtland’s directions for making collapsible tables

Simulated pearls, velvet ribbons, will

give you a pearl cluster like June Haver’s

For year-round fun in the home, take Lon McCallister’s

tip for a gay Xmas gift—amusing waste paper baskets



you can make
—another player—is a person who “has everything.” So,

the most treasured Hollywood gifts often contain more
wit than wealth, more sense than cents.

I—COCKTAIL HAT
Jean Peters has discovered that her chic little cocktail

hats are always gratefully received. Early in October,

she makes a study of the wardrobes of the friends to

whom she plans to give cocktail hats, deciding what top

by

A wealth of ideas from Hollywood

for gifts that no money can buy

w.
Top your girl friends’ Xmas with one of these gay

cocktail hats, Jean Peter’s solution to gift problems

Stamped and ready for delivery: Doris Day saved her

fan mail, used the stamps to trim a Yuletide lampshade

Janis Carter duplicates a favorite pres-

ent to make this -charming cocktail apron

She trims sea-shells! Virginia Mayo

found a new Xmas use for abalone shells
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Imagination and a tablecloth put this trim

supback dress on Jane Wyatt’s Xmas gift list

Pick up your paints and copy Keefe Bras-

selle’s idea—hand-painted ties for the men

—dainty nylon skirts for her many party-going friends

presents

can make

» w
If you have a talent for painting, try Vanessa Brown’s

gift method—water colors to match your friend’s home lives



Practical and pretty: Sonja Henie matches up her

friends’ evening gowns with roomy, ribbon-knit evening bags

Wj Joan Leslie puts a “light” touch to her

gifts—house numbers visible by day or night

color and what type of hat would be most appro-

priate. She jots down the facts in a notebook,

realizing that one can’t trust to memory when
one is working, planning other Christmas gifts,

and leading an active social life.

Materials needed: A wired half-hat of the sort

which can be secured at the hat counter, or

in the millinery department of all large

department stores, or in most dime stores.

One of the following types of trimming: Three

bunches of small flowers which match the half-

hat (green flowers on a green hat, red on red,

black on black), or, two-and-a-half yards of vel-

vet ribbon which is three inches wide and matches

the body of the half-hat, or, two-and-a-half yards

of veiling which matches the half-hat.

(The reason for matching body and trimming is

one of style: A cocktail hat is inclined to look too

casual if it is varicolored.)

Terry Moore’s friends will be dancing with joy when
they see her present—a ribbon sash for dressy occasions

Method: When Jean makes a flower hat, she

separates the store-supplied bouquets into indi-

vidual flowers and tacks them in a graceful festoon

across the half-hat, placing more flowers on the

left side than on the right. If you have seen the

wedding pictures of Gloria Hatrick McLean and
Jimmy Stewart, you must have noticed her flow-

ery hat. That’s the idea to capture.

When Jean decides to use the velvet treatment,

she hems the ends of the ribbon, then runs a

gathering stitch across the width of the ribbon

every three inches. Each of these gatherings is

pulled tight and secured. Then, making a closed

accordion of this gathered velvet ribbon, the gath-

erings against the half-hat to be tacked in place,

and the rounded tops of the pleats giving a perky
appearance, Jean sews the ribbon, using long bast-

ing stitches. When she uses veiling, exactly the

same method is employed.

These hats, incidentally, (Continued on page 96)

Key to a Merry Xmas—Jeanette MacDon-

ald’s home-made bracelet of second-hand kevs



Trim your Christmas

costs with these orig-

inal Hollywood ideas

and give yourself and

home—
U/

(niristmaii I

BY HANS BREIER

Star in

Your Home
Hollywood ideas to

decorate your home
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your home a new glow Supervising Art Director of

Paramount Pictures, Inc.



Red cellophane-wrapped candy grows on

novel tree for Ann Sothern’s small Tish

Tish lights up and glows—for tiny lollipop trees and candy wreath can

be raided by small fingers—with mother’s permission, of course!

I

KNOW of no one who does not regard Christ-

mas as the happiest of home days, but I know
altogether too many people who turn it into

an expensive headache.

This does not have to be. Our before-and-

after Christmas headaches usually come because

we want to be original in our gift giving, gift

wrapping and home decorating, but we do not

plan sufficiently ahead.

Many a busy star in Hollywood in fact, the

average star in Hollywood, gets Christmas shop-

ping out of the way long before November.
Joan Crawford, to mention only one, not only

had bought all her gifts by October, but had
them wrapped and labeled. You will save your-

self time, money and nerves, if you do this. Then,

you can really concentrate on making your home
look delightful, and be rested and ready when
the holiday season arrives.

To have your home present its gayest, most

personalized look during the top party period of

the year, let me suggest, first of all, that you
sit down right now and plan. If you will do

this, you can decorate your home in a fresh,

charming manner at a cost well within $10. In

association with Virginia Widder, young florist-

designer of Hollywood (who used to be an ac-

tress), let me tell you about some unusual and

charming decorations that you can make for

yourself, quite easily. What’s more, most of

these designs work out into objects that you
can keep from year to year. Also, you may
want to make up a few of them, before Christmas,

as gifts.

These designs also can be family projects. Just

as in an older era, when whole families used to

get together to pop and string corn for holiday

decorations, so can these more modern designs

be a family job. The candies or nuts can be

wrapped by everyone, from Grandparents to

(Gene Autry appears in "Riders in the Sky,” Ann Sothern in “Nancy Goes to
Rio,” Johnny Sands in "Massacre River” and Joan Crawford in "The Victim”)
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home— ^ Cfjristmas

Jerome CourtlanJ leads the way with a bright idea

—greens woven into a rope for bannister

Gilt and gumdrops turned some bare branches into an invit-

ing Christmas tree for Joan Crawford’s holiday guests

the small children. The pine boughs or cones can be gathered by Dad
or small brother.

It not only is conventional and expensive merely to call your
florist, or stop by the man on the comer for a holly wreath; it is

also dull.

Look, for example, at the Christmas door decoration of Mr. and

Mrs. Gene Autry. Do you know it cost only the price of the ribbon

bows, which can be kept from year to year, plus thirty cents for

the bright Christmas balls? The rest of it is green boughs, pine

cones, both large and small, and lotus pods that Mrs. Autry gath-

ered in the mountains, months ago. She does this yearly. Lotus pods

may not be native to your part of the country, but you have other

things, surely. You can take chestnut, or other nut burrs, for exam-
ple. You can use any kind of green boughs. You can even use

bare branches with the greatest effectiveness, as I shall explain later.

I repeat: It merely takes planning and a little work. In this case,

the boughs must be firmly wired together and the cones and pods,

the bows and balls wired on. Don’t tie them, that makes them

messy. To buy such an arrangement would ( Continued on page 78)
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Nothing lovelier and nothing finer,.

•

in silverplate than these patterns

that are sterling inlaid with two -
<'/

|

\X<
|

V
\'

blocks of sterling silver at backs of bowls

and handles of most used spoons and forks.

Naturally, sterling inlaid means

that these lovelier Holmes & Edwards

patterns will stay lovelier

much, much longer.

Particularly note Spring Garden,

the gay, new favorite. 52 piece

service for 8, chest included,

in all patterns, $68.50.

BDPYftIQHT 1049, THE INTERNATIONAL

•All patterns made in u. s. a.

HOLMES & EDWARDS
STERLING INLAID0

SILVERPLATE

M's Sterling Inlaid
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY
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While buying a doll for his daughter,

Alana, he thought there were lots of chil-

dren around, even for a toy department

Alan Ladd of “Chicago Deadline” will nev-

er forget the Christmas season when he

was in Salt Lake City on a hospital tour.

In the middle of a busy schedule he . . .

. . . suddenly remembered he hadn’t bought

his family’s presents. With Christmas

only a few days away, Alan wasted no time
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he chose a purse for his wife

Sue. This became a production. For

now parents, too, were in the crowd

trailing him—and more kept coming!

He began to feel like the Pied Piper of

Hamelin. Then, suddenly, he spied Santa

all alone, waiting patiently for the kids

who usually waited impatiently for him

Santa waved Alan a greeting,

then sat back amused. For the

first time in his life he was get-

ting second hilling to a star!



Hero's Wife

The Gossar-DEB pantie will give

your figure plenty of freedom.

Take it in your hands . . .feel

how light, how soft, how pliable

it is. Just 3 ounces of supple,
soothing tissuenet ! Now, slip it

on . . . instantly you’ll feel its

caressing action ... its smooth,
subtle control—molding your fig-

ure without boning.

Gossar-DEB gives you all the

extra features of Gossard quality.

Ask for “730”. Detachable gar-

ters, dainty ruffle edge, white.

At all good stores and shops

Gossar-DEB Girdles, Panties, $3.50

to $10.00. Brassieres, $1.25 to $3.50.

Gossard— the most complete line

for all ages andfigure types.

The H. W. GOSSARD CO., Ill N. Canal St., Chicago
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( Continued, from page 31)
I remember one night when Audie and

I were in Texas. He had a couple of hun-
dred copies of his book, “To Hell and
Back,” to autograph for Army officials. He
had been working hard all day and this
extra task was just too much for him. He
made a mistake on the flyleaf of one book.
Disgusted with himself, he lost his temper,
threw the book on the floor and quit.

Without saying anything, I rubbed his
back for him. In a few minutes, he was
calm and went to sleep.

When I married Audie, I was well aware
of the fact that adjustment to marriage
is a problem under perfectly normal condi-
tions. I would gladly have married him a
year earlier. But he would not let our
marriage come about until he could pay all

the bills.

UDIE is the kind of person you want to

help. He will say, “Don’t help me. I don’t
need anyone’s help.” You have to know
him well to know when to go to him and
when to let him alone. If you do aid him
in any way, he will not always say, “I’m
glad you helped me.” But through his

actions you’ll know he’s grateful.

He has said that I helped him by having
faith in him. Faith has been called “the
evidence of things not seen.” I had never
seen Audie on the screen. So far as proof
was concerned, I didn’t know he could act,

but without proof, I knew instinctively that
he would be a good actor.

When I saw “Bad Boy,” I was proud but
not surprised. When we got home I told

him that I didn’t have any words to say
how proud I was. I said he had proven
himself to be a good actor and proven that

he had everything it takes to make a great

actor.

We help each other, each supplying the
balance for the other. When I met Audie
I was wrapped up in my work to the point
of eating, sleeping and breathing it. I was
growing thinner and thinner. I hardly
knew anything existed except pictures.

Audie brought me down to earth. When
I fell in love with him, I acquired a new
interest in life and quit being all-absorbed
in my career. I quit being so tense. “Just
relax,” Audie would say, “and it’ll come a
lot easier.” And it did come easier, then.

Audie and I are in an odd situation.

Because of going into the war so young,
Audie grew up fast in many ways, but he
didn’t have a chance to develop the atti-

tudes and do the things so many boys of

his age did.

In a way, I have to face the same situa-

tion. I was fifteen when I came into the
motion picture business. I had to grow up
quickly business-wise. But I didn’t have
a chance to do the things a lot of kids
were doing at my age. Both Audie and I

have to learn not only how to play but,

more important, how to be happy. We
have to learn to laugh a lot.

Audie’s worst fault, I think, is his pes-
simism. He has been through an awful
lot. When he was twelve, his father died,

leaving a sick wife to cope with the prob-
lem of bringing up seven young Murphys.
Audie pitched in and worked. When other
children were playing boyish games, he
had to go hunting for food. Sometimes he
had only one or two bullets. He couldn’t

afford to waste a single bullet, so that’s

how he learned to shoot.

Audie’s mother was his life. He wor-
shipped her. I have heard from others be-
side Audie that she was a wonderful per-
son. When he was sixteen, his mother

died. His world died with her.
When you come out of the Army after

the experiences Audie had, if you believe
in anything, you’re lucky.

I think it is his uncertainty about life

that makes him feel that, perhaps, what he
loves will be taken away from him if he
admits how deeply his emotions are in-
volved.

I?E CAN’T believe that he is a success in
1

1 the movies, has a successful book, “To
Hell and Back,” and a home and wife.

Sometimes he gets to wondering, “What is

it all about? Why has all this come my
way?” He thinks about the other boys
who were in the war, particularly the boys
who didn’t come back. They haunt him.
Add all this to his problem of trying to

adjust to the strange, fantastic world of
Hollywood, and, naturally, he is nervous.
But he is straightening out the kinks. When
he is feeling well, he is quiet and won-
derful. The only time he is at all irritable

is when the trick stomach he acquired
during the war gives him trouble. Then,
even when he says nothing, you can tell

by the expression on his face.

He adores having breakfast in bed. He
caught the flu right after we were mar-
ried and I brought him breakfast in bed
every day for a week.
My gripes against Audie? I wish he

didn’t like to play so many practical jokes.

I love his sense of humor, but it always
startled me when he’d stand behind me
and race his fingers down a comb right in

my ear. I wish he would dance more. And
I wish he would insist upon his proper
share of the blankets. At least once a
night, I’d have to wake up and pull more
blankets over him.
He’s as sensitive as a finely tuned in-

strument, of course. I remember when
he appeared on the radio program, “This Is

Your Life,” conducted by Ralph Edwards.
People he had known during the war were
brought into the picture. I was the last

one introduced. Just before I came in,

Ralph Edwards brought in the young
daughter of Audie’s best friend, who had
been killed in the war. Audie was greatly
shaken, almost beyond being able to speak.

When I was introduced, I muttered
something, then sat down on the side of

a chair near Audie. I put my arms around
him and kissed him.

I could be wrong, but it seemed to tu
that once I reached him, he began to gacnt.'

himself together. I felt—and I hope I was
right—that it was my presence that did it.

It made me feel wonderful to think that
I could be soothing to him. It made me
feel I was needed.
Hundreds of thousands of men came

back from the war with many problems.
Many of them have still not learned to

adjust to civilian life, find it as big a
challenge in its way as the war was. They
have to learn to live over again. A wife
can be a great help to these men, if she
wants to sufficiently. Anyone who really

loves a war veteran, I think, will try to

understand him and to do everything she
can to make his adjustment easier.

I am still in love with Audie. Naturally,
there are certain things about a relation-

ship that are strained under difficult con-
ditions. But as far as love being there, I

still have that.

We both must feel we have made every
effort possible for as long as possible. After
all, we didn’t go with each other for three
years, just for nothing.

The End

DON'T MISS THE NEW PICTURES



Are you in -the know ?

At a large party, how should you introduce a late guest?

|
|
“Everybody— this is Jim Brown ” Q Give him the gauntlet routine Q Lead him to the nearest group

Would you like being tossed to a sea of « —ever think how considerate Kotex is, of

unfamiliar faces? Or run the gauntlet, you? Yes, because with those flat pressed

mumbling "how-d’you-do’s” ? Be a consid- ends , Kotex prevents revealing outlines.

erate hostess. Guide newcomers to the And because that special safety center gives

nearest group. Let them get to know your you extra protection, all the evening’s aa

guests by easy stages. And at calendar time "easy stage” lor you!

What Has A

Free Country Got To Do

With A New Dress?

THE BIG DANCE is only a few weeks

away. How to wangle that dream dress

you’ve set your heart on? Dad wouldn’t

understand that a girl’s got to blossom

out in something "special.” So? You

decide to earn it. In an after-school or

Saturday job.

And right here’s something that may

never have occurred to you: Except for

getting the family’s permission, you

don’t have to ask anyone else. Certainly

not Uncle Sam. (That’s one big "plus”

in our Free Choice System!)

Now . . . which job? Baby sitting?

Clerking at the corner drug, or at your

town’s department store? You figure.

And you make your choice. Whichever

job you choose, you find you can snag

your heart’s desire in time fort lie shindig.

It Only Happens Here

But— if you lived overseas, you’d learn

things just don’t happen that way. Be-

cause in one country across the Atlantic,

it would take tivice as long to earn the

price of that dress . . . while in other

countries abroad it would lake up to 10

times as long.

Only one example of how much it

can mean to you to live in this free

country. Whether it’s a matter of earn-

ing some little special luxury— or your

daily bread—you know you have a free

choice. A chance to "take it or leave it.”

A chance to earn more in less time than

any other people on earth. And that’s

how it can always be, as long as you do

your part to keep our American way of

living the very best way.

Should a present for her
Sigh Man be —

| |
Expensive

I |
Personalized

I |
Strictly for laughs

Come any "what to give him” occasion —
your beau’ll welcome some little remem-
brance that says you. Maybe a wallet equipped
with your picture. Or mittens you’ve knitted

to match your own, in your school colors.

Or a box of your chocolate chip cookies.

It’s the personal angle, not price, that counts.

You know ... at certain times, with Kotex
you can have really "personalized” sanitary

protection. For one of the 3 absorbencies is

sure to meet your own personal needs. Try
Regular, Junior, Super KotexU

To keep your formal frock

outstanding —
I

I Wear a wiltless petticoat

|
Dance more waltzes

I I Avoid sitting down

Dig up an old bed sheet you can presto-

change to a petticoat. Make it in three tiers,

ruffle edged. Starched to a stand-alone stiff-

ness — voilai — this petticoat holds its shape.
For comfort (on "those” days) you’ll want
softness that holds its shape. Choose the new
Kotex — made to stay soft while you wear it.

And don’t forget the new Kotex Wonder-
form Belt made with DuPont nylon elastic.

Won’t twist, won’t curl, won’t cut! Light
weight; dries in a flash. Keeps your confi-

dence wilt-proof!

/More women choose /COTEX

than a// other sanitary napkins

3 ABSORBENCIES : REGULAR. JUAf/OR. SUPER
P
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after she’s just finished vacuuming the

rugs. And Kate can’t take itl

but her handy Bissell Sweeper gets those

crumbs in a few easy swoops.

It’s the only carpet sweeper with

“Bisco-matic”* Brush Action. Adjusts

itself automatically to thick rugs, or thin,

with no pressing down on the handle.

Faster, Easier Clean-ups with

mill

stums
A “Bisco-matic” Bissell even sweeps

clean under beds and chairs, with handle

held low! Get a Bissell® for daily clean-

ups. Save vacuum for periodic cleaning.

GIFT HINT: Bisseli's beautiful new
"Flight” at $9.45. Other Bissell

Sweepers with "Bisco-matic" Brush

Action as low as $6.45. Prices a little

more in far West.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.
Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Bisseli's full spring controlled brush.
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If I Were Santa Claus

(Continued, jrom page 43) Santa now and
I remember everything, the sighs, the
polishing of Glenn’s little gold football
around your pretty neck. Then the same,
only more of it, for Bill Pawley. The
brooding over the beautiful diamond he
put on your finger, the sighs, because it

would be months before you’d see Bill

again. And now that, too, is over. How
many times, I’m asking you, can a love
affair be “the real thing.”
James Mason gets a magic heating pad,

to warm up his frigid personality. When
James talks to you, he puts ten miles
between his voice and your ear. And
that’s a pity, because the few chums he
has in Hollywood swear that James can
be quite friendly. When he lets down the
bars and acts normal.

ND now we come to the elegant chimney
of the Frank Sinatras. The best pres-

ent I could give Frank is a magic adding
machine, so that no matter how expan-
sively he spends his money, there will

always be more where it came from.
Frank, I’m told, has earned eleven mil-
lion dollars in the past six years. But he’s
having a tight time paying for back in-
come taxes. And that I can understand.
The $30,000 dream cottage Frankie built
in Palm Springs snowballed into a $150,-
000 nightmare. To pay cash for such a
project, a man has to make a million and
a half dollars first. His house in town
cost as much. I hope Frankie will keep on
forever, crooning those golden dollars.

If I were Santa Claus, I’d give Lana
Turner a guarantee that this, her third or
is it fourth marriage, will be her last. But
I’d want a guarantee from Lana in re-
turn, that she and Bob Topping will stop
quarreling. Maybe I’m too late, maybe
they’ve already had their last quarrel.
You can make up only so many times, and
enjoy it. Comes the last humdinger and
another marriage is in the ashcan. For
Lana, that would be a real tragedy. Be-
cause I never knew a girl who wanted
to be happily married so badly.
To Clark Gable, I’ll give a special home

recipe to cure his current restlessness. I

always do a double-take when I see Clark
in a night club. He just doesn’t belong
there. He belongs to the open spaces. But,
whether he’s lonely or has a sudden love
for publicity, or he doesn’t know what to

do with his evenings, I’ve never seen him
in so many night haunts with so many
different charmers. Oddly enough, he
doesn’t look happy.
To Robert Mitchum I’m giving a bank

account he can’t crack until he retires from
pictures. Or he won’t be able to. Robert is

up to his quizzical eyebrows in debt. Re-
cently, he borrowed something like $50,-

000 from boss Howard Hughes to buy a
house for his family, in the exclusive
Mandeville Canyon section. “I told How-
ard I couldn’t start paying back for quite
a few years,” Bob told me. Well, it’s a
wonderful thing to have your own house.
It gives a guy like Bob, especially, a good
feeling of security. But, right away, he
starts giving parties. This town is full of
men and women who gave parties when
they had it. Now they haven’t a dime.
One big reason why I’d like to be Santa

Claus, this season, is Judy Garland. She
looks so well, I’d sure like to keep her
that way. My present would be to bury
all the red, white, blue and yellow cap-
sules. And give her, forever, the peace of

mind that makes you sleep like a baby.
Last Christmas, Kirk Douglas was hap-

pily married. He was also in the B ranks
of leading men. Comes his whopping suc-
cess in “Champion” and he’s voted a grade
A star. So his marriage promptly goes
kaput. This Christmas, I’d like to set the
clock back to 1948. The finest career is a
poor substitute for happy marriage.
To Kathryn Grayson’s husband, Johnny

Johnston, a steady job. Every week, some-
one reports to me that Katie and Johnny
are battling and that their marriage is

teetering. I’m sure there’s nothing wrong
that a good job for Johnny wouldn’t
cure, for both Kathryn and Johnny show
signs of really growing up these days.

I have just the Christmas gift for Yvonne
De Carlo. A man who says, “Will you
marry me,” and to whom Yvonne will
say, “I do,” before publicity doth them
part. Yvonne has been desperately in love
with at least ten men since I’ve known
her. Like every normal gal she’d like to
marry one of her dream beaus. “And I

could have,” Yvonne has stated, “only it

was all spoiled by publicity.” She was re-
ferring to her fling with stunt man Jacques
O’Mahoney. But like all men, Jacques ob-
jected to the printed insinuations that he
loved Yvonne for her career help. “Why,”
he spluttered in an interview, “Yvonne’s
in love with me because of my publicity!”
That’s all brother.

If I were Santa Claus, Betty Hutton
would have a special soundproof home to
live in without her husband, when she’s
working. Betty herself admits, “I’m too
tense for any man to live with when I’m
making a movie.”
To gay buccaneer Errol Flynn, perpetual

youth. Errol, let’s face it, is facing forty,
on the non-sunny side. How will he spend
his spare time, when young girls look at
him and say, “But you’re getting old,

Father Flynn.” Can you see Errol with
gray hair and a large waistline? I can’t.

My present for Doris Day will have to
keep until next summer. I’m giving her a
new skin! Doris loves the sun. Her studio
hates the freckles crowding her face after

a session with King Sol. When Doris fin-

ishes a picture, she usually dashes to the
desert or beach, exposes her epidermis to

the sun for as long as eight hours at a
stretch. Then she reports for “still” pho-
tographs and advertising art looking like

a fried lobster!

I

F I were Santa Claus, I’d retire Betty
Grable to pasture with her horses. Be-

cause that’s what she really wants. Betty
was bom to be a wife and a mother. The
racehorses she acquired. The career is

something she wanted, to prove first to

her mother, then to herself. Well, she’s

proved it. But that salary! Could you
surrender $300,000 a year, dear?
For Farley Granger, a gift his girl fans

will like, the ability to stay single for a

few more years, anyway. As Hollywood’s
most handsome, eligible bachelor, Farley
can develop into one of the top actors
on the screen. I think he can be the Valen-
tino of today.
And lastly, if I were Santa Claus, I’d

ask Paulette Goddard to give me a present.

I want the secret of her business acumen
and the secret of her charm for men. Both
are apparently indefinitely prolonged. She’s

not so beautiful. She’s not so young. But
Paulette always has a dozen males buzz-
ing around. And her bank account is al-

ways a hive of activity, on the receiving
end. Paulette, this is your old pal Santa
asking, how do you do it?

The End
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Complete Hair Beauty Routine

. . .yetAll you do is use New Drene Shampoo

!

For Complete Hair Beauty

Get NEW

Shampoo

!

JVOSPBCML/UjVSBS
yet your hair is naturally

shining and soft!

mspecialiotiom
yet hair is so easy to set!

jvospecialmm/Jis
yet waves stay put— hair

beauty lasts and lasts!

Yes, just shampoo with New Drene
—and you’ll have a complete hair beauty

routine.

Natural sheen and softness that will

make you proud of your hair . . . and
pleased as punch with New Drene.

Hair that sets like a dream— “stays

put” so long! All this without rinses,

lotions or pomades. When you sham-

poo with New Drene, you have your

whole routine. Just see how simple hair

beauty can be!

What’s the seeret? There’s beauty
magic in New Drene ... an exclusive

cleansing agent found in no other

shampoo—cream or liquid. That’s why
New Drene cleans your hair so thor-

oughly, so gently . . . rinses out so

completely. That’s the reason New
Drene leaves your hair so springy,

curls last and last. Be sure to make
your next shampoo a wonderful New
Drene Shampoo!

NEW

!

A Procter

& Gamble
Exclusive

JLL



(For ethical reasons, actual doctor not used in this picture.)

P

Doctor develops new
Home Beauty Routine!

Try these 4 simple steps

to a lovelier-looking

complexion

• If you want a more alluring complex-

ion ... if you’ve ever suffered from dry,

rough skin, *externally-caused blem-

ishes, or similar complexion problems—
here’s some real news for you.

A skin doctor has now developed a

new home beauty routine that really

works! It has been clinically tested. In

fact, 181 women took part in these tests

conducted by 3 doctors, and results

were amazing! Of all these women
tested, 4 out of 5 showed softer, smooth-

er, lovelier-looking skin! Try this new
beauty routine yourself:

4 Simple Steps

Morning— 1 . Apply Noxzema all over

your face and with a damp cloth “cream-

wash” your face — just as you would
with soap and water. Note how clean

your skin looks and feels! 1

.

After dry-

ing face, smooth on a protective film of

greaseless Noxzema as a powder base.

Evening — 3 . Before retiring, again

“creamwash” your face. So refreshing!

4 . Now massage Noxzema into your

face. Remember — it’s greaseless. And
that’s very important! Pat a little extra

over any blemishes to help heal them.

Follow these 4 simple steps for 10 days.

A trial will convince you that this doc-

tor’s discovery is a truly remarkable new
beauty aid. Do it now while this Big

85$ Jar of Noxzema Skin Cream is

yours for only 59$.

Pretty Margaret Wil-
son of Detroit always
uses Noxzema as her
protective powder
base. She says, “I love

its clean, refreshing

smell — it doesn’t stain

or feel sticky.”

Lovely Deena Wins-
lett of Ft. Worth says,

“I was bothered with
annoying blemishes*

but Noxzema helped
heal them. I’ve used it

as my regular night

cream ever since.”

MONEY-SAVING OFFER
You get 43% more for your money than

in the Small size when you buy the

Big 85* Jar of

NOXZEMA
tor

only59
Limited Offer. Stock up now!

What Should I Do?
(Continued from page 6)

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am sixteen years old and puzzled. In

my neighborhood we have a fellow who is

known as the “local drip.”
Although he has never done anything

to me or my friends, my friends make fun
of him. I always try to be courteous and
friendly because I can’t be rude. Now he
has started asking me for dates. I don’t
think, frankly, that he would be a bad
date, but if I go out with him, my friends
will start calling me “desperate.”

Rowena D.

Mot only may this boy prove to be an
interesting human being, but you are fac-
ing one of the acid tests of character. In
this world, tve are frequently confronted
by the necessity of choosing between the
popular thing to do, and the thing which
our principles dictate.

I think you might begin right now to
be guided, not by the idle conversation of
your friends, but by your own conscience.
To be ruled by “what people will say” is

to shilly-shally, because half of the people
are going to say one thing, and half tvill

say the exact opposite.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am fourteen years old. I have always

wanted to become an opera singer. I was
given a scholarship in voice and every
teacher who has given me lessons has said
that if I keep on working, I will surely
reach my goal. One of my teachers is going
to give me free piano lessons.
My mother is a widow, and for several

years has had the same fiance. He has
talked to her a number of times, telling
her that it is a waste of money to train me.
My mother wants to get married, but her

fiance says when they marry the first thing
he would do would be to stop my music.
My mother is beginning to feel that per-
haps he is right. What can I do to con-
tinue music if my mother marries him?

Lou Anne C.

If your mother should marry this man,
you are old enough to manage some
things for yourself. Surely you could
make some arrangement with the con-
servatory to continue your vocal lessons.
You might be able to work part-time after
school and all day Saturday. Your teach-
ers will help you to help yoursglf, if the
emergency develops.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?
Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Cal., and if Miss Colbert feels

that your problem is of gen-

eral interest, she’ll consider

answering it here. Names and
addresses will be held confi-

dential for your protection.

^rrrrv= *rrm



On a Night Before Christmas

( Continued, from page 47) Christmas! The
flat service was absolutely plain, no en-
graved design whatsoever, with matching
candlesticks and ashtrays. As a centerpiece,
to carry out the elegant simplicity, Ann
had picked long-needled pine tree branches
from the tree in her yard, and laid them
gracefully in the center of the table be-
tween the candles. On these, she placed
large Christmas tree balls of all colors. The
mantel in the living room was piled high
with presents for each guest, not to be
opened until Christmas.
Ann says every girl should know how to

be a good hostess, to plan parties well, and
think up unusual appointments in table

decorations and after-dinner entertain-
ment. Ann does all of these things with a
perfectly natural talent.

T
HE pre-Christmas menu was one to clip

out and save: Jellied turtle consomme
topped with sour cream and caviar, turkey
with both oyster and chestnut stuffing

(one in each end for variety), whole, long
string beans with Hollandaise sauce, sweet
potato pudding decorated with marsh-
mallows and orange sections, pineapple
ring salad, and blazing plum pudding
with hard sauce or hot sherry sauce. Ann
admits that this may sound a little fancy,
but it’s holiday time! The turkey platter

was decorated with Christmas trees cut out
of cranberry jelly (use a cookie cutter),

on whole orange slices.

Of course, Linda Darnell, Ann’s closest
friend, was there. Linda had just finished
“Everybody Does It,” and her well-known
cameraman husband, Pev Marley, was
working on the added scenes for “Perfect
Strangers.” Vera-Ellen, who had worked
with Ann in “On the Town,” was there
with the new Universal heart-throb Rock
Hudson, who is a six-foot-five combination
of Gregory Peck and Gary Cooper. Put a
check after his name, you will be hearing
plenty about him.
Dreamy Kathryn Grayson (“That Mid-

night Kiss” is her latest picture), came
with spouse Johnnie Johnston. Kathryn
looked like a doll, as usual, and was full

of chatter about her year-old offspring
Patricia Kathryn, whom they call Patty
Kate! Robert Stack arrived very early to

help Ann with any odd job that needed
doing. Bob finished “Fighter Squadron”
not so long ago, and the studio reports
that his fan mail is growing by leaps and
bounds. Jack Briggs, one of Ann’s many
boy friends, left his real estate projects in

time to pick Ann up from an afternoon
party and also be helpful. Jack and Bob
set up the tables for Canasta, arranged
the gifts on the mantel, hung the Christ-
mas wreath and ate most of the hors
d’oeuvres! They ended up in the kitchen
making more. It’s so much happier when
the hours before a party are fun, with
friends helping, rather than drudgery and
last minute rushing! Ann solves this, too,
with or without a cook. The turkeys are
always stuffed, days and even weeks
ahead, and put in the freezer along with
the prepared vegetables, puddings, broths,
etc.

One of Ann’s thoughtful tricks, which
added gaiety to the evening, were the tiny
silver charm trinkets baked in the plum

SHEILAH GRAHAM gets ahead
of Cupid in

Td Like to See Them Marry"
In January PHOTOPLAY

on sale December 9

Her Rayve Wave Number
is 4. Find yours on the

Dial-a-Wave . . . easy as

dialing your radio! Be

sure of getting the kind of

wave you want . . . for

your kind of hair!

the new

HOME PERMANENT
has the Dial-a-Wave to give you the

one right wave for your hair!

COMPLETE RAYVE KIT *2

with 60 improved "easy-wind”plastic curlers

NO OTHER WAVE IS SO SURE, YET SO FAST . .

.

Rayve’s exclusive Dial-a-Wave shows you
instantly the shortest waving time in which
you can be sure of getting the one right

wave for your type of hair and exactly the

amount of curl you want.

SO GENTLE, SO EASY! Rayve’s new creme
formula is noticeably gentler-acting. And
everything’s so simple . .

.

picture-booklet

directions; no turban to wear.

LONG-LASTING— YET SOFTER, MORE NATURAL
—A Rayve wave is satin-soft, frizz-free

from the very first day. And if you already

have any kind of plastic curlers, all you
need to buy for this lovelier cold wave
is a $1 Rayve Refill!

FROM THE FAMOUS PEPSODENT LABORATORIES

P
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NOW ITS FttV

TO REDUCE
This Common Sense Way

• • •

There is no magic about The Com-
mon Sense Way to a beautiful figure.

But if you follow the suggestions

Sylvia of Hollywood has for you in

her book No More Alibis you may,
perhaps, challenge the beauty of the

loveliest movie star!

In No More Alibis the author tells

you how she helped many of Holly-

wood’s brightest stars with their fig-

ure problems. She names names

—

tells you how she developed this

star’s legs—how she reduced that

star’s waistline—how she helped

another star to achieve a beautiful

youthful figure.

Some of the Subjects Covered
Too Much Hips • Reducing Abdomen •

Reducing the Breasts • Firming the

Breasts • Fat Pudgy Arms • Slenderizing

the Legs and Ankles • Correcting Bow-
legs • Slimming the Thighs • Reducing
Fat on the Back • Develop Your Legs •

Drooping Shoulders • Keep That Perfect

Figure • Off with that Double Chin! •

Enlarging a Receding Chin • Slenderizing

the Face and Jowls • Refining Your Nose
• Skin Beauty Diet and Energy Diet e
Beautiful Hands and Feet • Acquire Poise
and Grace—Overcome Nervousness e
Advice for the Adolescent—To Motherc
—To Girls e The Woman Past Forty.

Glance at the table of contents

listed on this page. Notice how com-
pletely and thoroughly Sylvia covers
every phase of beauty culture. And
bear in mind that all of Sylvia’s in-

structions are simple to follow. You
need not buy any equipment what-
soever.

NOW ONLY 50c
This marvelous 128-page book con-

taining over 40 illustrations formerly
sold for $1.00 in a stiff-back binding.

Almost 100,000 persons gladly paid
this price. Now published in an eco-
nomical paper cover you get the iden-
tical information for only 50c—and
we pay the postage. Order now while
our supply of this special edition lasts.

THIS COUPON TODAY!

pudding! Bob Stack got the parrot, which
meant he would be an old maid, and the
bicycle built for two which meant just
the opposite. Since Bob is one of the most
eligible and attractive bachelors in town,
this caused a great deal of conversation.
Ann got a yacht, which meant adventure,
and a tiny old shoe, which signified a wed-
ding. Of course, that was put together to

be a honeymoon on a yacht. Rock Hudson
got a life belt, which meant sink or swim!
And that is just the way Rock feels about
his new and exciting career.
One tradition Ann started years ago

has almost become a holiday legend in

Hollywood. On Christmas eve, Ann gathers
a group of her closest friends to tour the
surrounding neighborhood singing carols.

They carry a tiny organ, which they take
out on the lawn and gather around to sing
the traditional Christmas songs. On the
night of the party, Ann had the tiny in-
strument brought down from the attic and
dusted off for practising. Everyone gath-
ered in the patio when someone suggested
that it would really be a good idea to

serenade the John Paynes, so everyone
hopped in cars, and away they went and
were royally received.
After the carol singing, everyone came

back to the Millers’ house to play Canasta
and another version of the game called
“Twenty Questions.” You think of the
name of some person, write it on a piece
of paper and pin it on your partner’s back.
Ann was a little obvious, and wrote
Santa Claus for Bob Stack, which he got
in twelve questions. Everyone, except the
one with the tag on his back, knows who he
is trying to guess and the victim must
have the right answer in twenty questions.
No one speaks except the person who is

“it.” The questions are answered in panto-
mime. Of course, this can go on far into the
night—but all was over by midnight on
account of work the next day.
RECIPES (for eight people):

Jellied Turtle Consomme

Vz cup water
2 envelopes unflavored gelatine

1 quart strained turtle consomme
V\ cup sherry
1 pint sour cream

caviar, if desired.
Sprinkle gelatine over water and let stand
5 minutes. Bring strained consomme to

boil. Add gelatine and stir until dissolved.
Stir in sherry. Chill until firm (about 4
hours). Chop or flake and turn into con-
somme cups. Top with heaping spoonful
sour cream and sprinkle with caviar.

Turkey Stuffing

3 cups dry bread crumbs
1 tsp. salt

Vi tsp. pepper
1 medium-sized onion, grated

Vz cup chopped celery
2 tbsp. chopped parsley

Vz cup melted butter
Mix all ingredients together. Remove %
mixture to separate bowl. Then drop 2

lbs. chestnuts into boiling water. Cook 20
minutes until soft. Use knife to remove
skin. Chop or put through ricer a small
amount at a time. Add chestnuts and %
cup light cream to larger amount of crumb
mixture. Use to stuff body cavity. To re-
maining Vs, add Vs pt. oysters, chopped,
and % cup oyster liquor. Mix well. Use to

stuff breast cavity in 14-lb. turkey.

Sweet Potato Pudding

Cook 4 lbs. sweet potatoes until tender,
peel and mash. Season with salt and pep-
per and add Vz cup melted butter and Vz
cup orange juice. Place in casserole dish
and bake in very hot oven (450° F.) 15
minutes. Cover top with marshmallows.
Return to oven 10 minutes, or until

-MAIL

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. P-1249
205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of NO MORE ALIBIS by Sylvia
of Hollywood. I enclose 50c.

Name
(Please print)

Address

City State.



marshmallows are soft and golden brown.
Garnish with orange sections.

Hollandaise Sauce

V2 cup butter
4 egg yolks

% cup hot water
2 tbsp. lemon juice

salt and pepper
Melt butter in top of double boiler over
hot (not boiling) water. Beat egg yolks
slightly; add gradually to melted butter,

while stirring constantly. Blend well. Stir

in hot water. Add lemon juice, salt and
pepper. Continue cooking while stirring

constantly until thickened (5 to 8 min-
utes) . Remove from hot water and serve
at once over cooked green beans.

Pineapple Ring Salad

Chop fresh mint and spread thin on piece
of waxed paper. Dip slices of drained
canned pineapple in mint and place on nest
of lettuce. Decorate with pieces of red
pimento to look like Christmas holly
wreath.

Steamed Plum Pudding

2 cups fine white bread crumbs
1 cup brown sugar, firmly packed
2 tsp. cinnamon
% tsp. salt

1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. ground cloves
1 tsp. allspice

1 cup milk
6 eggs, well beaten
1 lb. seedless raisins

1 lb. currants

% lb. chopped citron
1 lb. beef suet, chopped fine

Combine bread crumbs, sugar, spices. Add
milk, then beaten eggs. Stir in fruit and
chopped suet. Blend well. Pour batter
into greased mold, % full. Cover closely
and steam 2 hours. Serve with hot sherry
sauce or hard sauce. To blaze: Warm %
cup of brandy. Just before taking to ta-
ble, pour over pudding and light.

Hot Sherry Sauce

V2 cup butter
1 cup sugar
V2 cup sherry

few grains nutmeg
Bring butter and sugar to boil; reduce heat
and add sherry and nutmeg, combining
well. Serve at once. Makes 1 cup sauce.

The End

buy *
Christmas secils

help *
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LIPSTICK

KEEP KISSABLE

LONGFELLA
The new Flame-GIo Longfella is an instant success

with lovely women everywhere! Here’s a longer,

stronger, better-balanced lipstick with twice

as many applications as other pencil types.

Your lips can be more alluring, more

magnetic with Flame-GIo ... no smears,

smudges or blurry edges to worry you!

Lasts hours longer because of its

water-repellent beauty film.

Only i9$ in seductive shades

for every beauty type.

Also regular 49^, 25$

and 10^ sizes. now with FASTENOL
for longer-lasting

color brilliance

THERE IS ONIY ONE GENUINE PIAME-GLO AT ALL POPULAR- PRICE COSMETIC COUNTERS
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It Solves the Great Shopping Rush Problems

Gift Subscription Rates

One I -Year Subscription $1.80

Two I -Year Subscriptions . 3.00

Additional i-Yr. Subscriptions

Each 1.50

PHOTOPLAY is the ideal Holiday Gift. Let PHOTO-
PLAY be a constant year-long reminder of your thought-

fulness. Take advantage of these Special Gift subscription

prices by sending your order now.

Gentlemen: Enter the following names for 1-Year Gift Subscrip-

tions for PHOTOPLAY and send announcements thereof on Gift

Cards. Payment will be made as indicated below —

Send to

Add ress

City

Pleas** Prinl Names and Addresses

Zone State

Send to

Address

City Zone State

State

Donor's Name

Address . . .

City Zone

$ Sent with this order in Full.

or $ Will be Paid on Receipt of Bill.

Please Check Nj.nber of Subscriptions Here

Check Here if Renewing or

Extending Your Own Subscription

12-49

(This offer good only in U.S.A. proper and void after Dec. 3 I st, 1 949)
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French Dressing

(Continued from page 57) small kitten,

and she adored my “breakfast-in-bed”
routine. She said she was going to have
the same thing when she was a star.

She’s married to actor John Bromfield,
and completely crazy about him. She wants
a family, a big family, as soon as possible.
She is one of five children. Thoroughly
un-outdoorsy, she’s become an expert fish-

erman because John likes it. She doesn’t
care for tennis, golf or swimming—but will

play them all—and well—if she is with
someone she loves.

She wears only a simple gold wedding
band, no diamonds, no flash. She likes

jewels, but only genuine ones. Costume
jewelry is unknown in France, so Corinne,
spotting a beautiful bracelet in a shop win-
dow upon her arrival in this country, im-
mediately purchased it, although the small
price baffled her. Three weeks later, the
cherished bracelet tarnished and Corinne
was broken-hearted; she had wanted to
keep it all her life. Will buy nothing now
until she can afford the real thing.
The only other piece of jewelry she owns

is a cameo medallion, passed down to her
by her great-grandmother. She claims she
looks just like her ancestor, which gives
her great pleasure.

S
HE lives only to be pleasing to men, yet
women like her, too. She’s straight-

forward, bright, sensible. Moody, in the
Gallic mold, she moves from one peak of

feeling to another. John, completely
American in his thinking and tempera-
ment, serves as her perfect antidote. She
says she admires his control, his mastery
of feeling.

Her every thought, every action, is

pitched toward the ultimate goal—to be
attractive. Her entire wardrobe is planned
with that view, and every piece of cloth-
ing is purposely seductive. Nothing is

custom-made, however, she can’t afford

that. But even in the junior departments,
she shops wisely and well. Lots of purple
things; she believes the various shades of

purple (violet, lilac, fuchsia) are the most
alluring colors a woman can wear. She’s
clever with accessories. One set of black
velvet accessories—cummerbund, short
gloves, shoes, and hat—she wears with
everything. Combines sex with practical-

ity, which sums up Corinne, too.

Wears French berets all the time. Even
has a plaid beret, which she wears with
slacks of the same plaid. Is shoe mad; owns
sixty pairs. Coming from shoeless France
three years ago, she went wild over all the
shoes she saw displayed in every window.
Stockings, she dislikes, wears them only
for formal occasions. Lots of black cocktail-

party clothes, all figure-clinging, with
deeply cut necklines and tight bodices.

Has never worn a boned bra in her life,

even with strapless dresses. Wears a girdle

only when she has to, and then only the
wispiest of garments, never anything con-
stricting. Thinks distorting the natural fig-

ure line is barbarous. With her figure, she
can afford to take this attitude, it’s perfect.

Five-feet-four, she weighs 116 pounds, has
a thirty-six-inch bust, twenty-five-inch
waistline, thirty-five-inch hips. Looks
smaller. Never exercises; shrugs away the
thought of it. Eccentric eating habits keep
her thin. Sleeps raw, summer and winter,

windows always wide open.
No make-up expert has ever touched

her face or her hair, even for the screen.

She insists she knows her own face best,

and how to handle it most effectively.

Washes her own hair three or four times
a week, keeps it long, “more alluring that

way,” refuses to cut it. Gets a permanent
only for personal-appearance tours; keeps
out of beauty salons the rest of the time.
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She’s a true natural beauty, with perfect

features. Wears only lipstick and mascara,
keeps eyebrows full, absolutely nothing on
her skin. Washes her face twice a day,
morning and night, with soap and water;
keeps it meticulously clean. Hair still the
same brown color with which she was
born; never has been bleached or dyed.
Puts her hair up in fat metal curlers first

thing in the morning; will not sleep with
them in her hair, regardless of how early
her first morning appointment is. Says no
married woman should.

Takes long luxurious bubble baths.

“What ees bath weethout bubbles!” she ex-
claims. Rubs herself down with strength-
ened cologne. Buys large bottle of French
cologne, mixes in an ounce of perfume,
and with the perfume concentrate giving
the cologne body, she is subtly fragrant at

all times. It never vanishes. On her nails

and toes she wears only the lightest shade
of polish, which she applies herself, usually

right after her bath.

S
HE lives in a small furnished apartment
in Westwood, all she and John can af-

ford at this stage of their careers. She is

not domestic. She doesn’t cook, John does.

He has an enormous appetite. She has no
interest in food, as such. Only the exotic,

the unusual, French snails, for instance, in

wine sauce. But everyday food—never.

She won’t put up with mediocrity. Eats lit-

tle breakfast: Coffee, perhaps a slice of

toast, just enough to get by. Eats little

lunch; can’t be bothered with ham or

deviled-egg sandwiches. Eats a hearty
dinner only if the food is divine. Other-
wise, no.

Drinks wine with meals, no other liquor.

Doesn’t smoke. Eats no meat; never has.

War hit France when she was thirteen and
during those years she never saw a piece

of meat. Now that she can have it, she
can’t touch it. Because of her years of

privation, she tires easily. She needs nine
hours’ sleep at night, a nap during the day
when she can get it. Less sleep makes her
irritable, fussy, “less diplomatique,” she
adds.

She was a star of the French screen
before Hal Wallis signed her to an exclu-
sive contract. When she came here three

years ago, she spoke no English, speaks flu-

ently now. Claims she learned most of her
English from boy friends, although she can
not yet grasp our American sense of

humor. It’s too native, too subtle. “But I

am learning fast,” she goes on seriously.

“Maybe, one day, I will have a sense of

humor, too.” Actually, she has a wonder-
ful feeling for the truly comic; continental,

open, compounded of inner gaiety.

She can’t help flirting any more than she
can help breathing. She unnerves photog-
raphers, who find her coquetry distracting,

but are inspired to shoot unsurpassed art

on her. She knows her own best angles;

is as camera-hep as most lensmen. Has a
slight squint; pouts frequently.

She wants to be a good actress, probably
will be, too, although her thespianic ability

is currently overshadowed by her physical
charms. Wants to make people either laugh
or cry, nothing in-between; wants to make
them feel warm, to go home and kiss each
other. Has a horror of indifference. Wants
positive reaction to her personality, to her
acting, or nothing.
You may love her—or hate her—but

Corinne needn’t worry, you’ll never be in-
different to her. Her whole construction
of mind and body makes that impossible.

The End

DON’T MISS THE NEW PICTURES

TOO LATE TO

CRY OUT IN

ANGUISH!
Beware of the one intimate

neglect that can

engulf you in marital grief

T
oo late, when love has gone, for

a wife to plead that no one warned

her of danger. Because a wise, con-

siderate wife makes it her business to

find out how to safeguard her daintiness

in order to protect precious married

love and happiness.

One of the soundest ways for a wife

to keep married love in bloom is to

achieve dainty allure by practicing

effective feminine hygiene such as

regular vaginal douches with reliable

“Lysol.”

Germs destroyed swiftly

“Lysol” has amazing, proved power to

kill germ-life on contact . . . truly

cleanses the vaginal canal even in the

presence of mucous matter. Thus
“Lysol” acts in a way that makeshifts

like soap, salt or soda never can.

Appealing daintiness is assured, be-

cause the very source of objectionable

odors is eliminated.

Use whenever needed

!

Gentle, non-caustic “Lysol” will not

harm delicate tissue. Easy directions

give correct douching solution.

Many doctors advise their patients to

douche regularly with “Lysol” brand

disinfectant, just to insure daintiness

alone, and to use it as often as they

need it. No greasy aftereffect.

For feminine hygiene, three times

more women use “Lysol” than any

other liquid preparation. No other is

more reliable. You, too, can rely on

“Lysol” to help protect your married

happiness . . . keep you desirable!

For complete Feminine

Hygiene rely on . .

.

A Concentrated

Germ-Killer

NEW! . , . FEMININE HYGIENE FACTS!

FREE! New booklet of information by

leading gynecological authority. Mail

coupon to Lehn & Fink, 192 Bloomfield

Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

Name

Street

City State
P.-4912

P
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Home for Christmas

Hem?
WHAT’S COOKING?
This time I don’t pose
this culinary question

JOAN LANSING carelessly, because the
slightly staggering sum

of $153,985 is being whipped into

this beautiful batch of batter. Our
philosopher friend GALEN DRAKE
is awarding this luscious loot to

lucky housewives skilled and (if

you’re like me) unskilled with the
skillet. It’s all part of Pillsbury’s
“Grand National Recipe and Baking
Contest” with 109 cash prizes.

There’s certainly nothing skimpy
about the Pillsbury measure being
dished out in this super contest.

First prize can reach $50,000 (what
a windfall!!!) and 100 other winners
will demonstrate their kitchen con-
coctions at New York’s Waldorf
Astoria Hotel during a 2-day, all-

expense trip. Rig up those recipes
you’re always complimented upon
(it can be for pies, cakes, breads,
cookies, entrees or desserts) and
maybe get in on this frankly fabu-
lous fiesta. There’s gold in that

dough, ma’am! GALEN DRAKE,
the mellifluous man who makes 4:00
PM (EST) on your local ABC sta-

tion such good listening every week-
day afternoon, adds more contest
“happy talk” to his usual delivery

of home-fed philosophy.

**O.K., Lucy, drop the phone,
time to listen to TED MALONE

!

It may not be good poetry, but I

want you to know-etry that the ter-

rific Ted, sponsored by Westing-
house, makes 3:55 PM (EST) a high
spot on the American Broadcasting
Company day-time dial for me.

MORE FOOD-FOR-THOUGHT-
DEPT. . . . How to look lovely and
live lively is the duty of a real ex-
pert, Serutan’s VICTOR H. LIND-
LAHR. With his diet tips and food
advice, Victor has beautified more
women than the combined efforts of

the great Ziegfeld and Earl Carroll

. . . and makes it easy as ABC

—

which just happens to be the net-
workbringing you Lindlahr Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 10:45 AM
(EST), Sunday at 11:00 AM (EST).
Anyway you spell it Serutan’s VHL
leads the ladies to loveliness.

** SOCIAL NOTES: Think I’ll ac-

cept ART LINKLETTER’s hep and
happy “House Party” invitation to
join him weekdays at 12:00 noon
(EST). He’s such good company...
and he’s presented by Pillsbury.

** LATE NEWS: It runs in the
family! Mother’s “mad about him,”
my 15-year old sister. Sue, finds him
“divine” and I’m faintly a-flutter my-
self after a session with handsome,
versatile CHARLES “BUDDY”
ROGERS. The “Dream Boy” is back
. . . and ABC’s got him as M.C. on
the new program sensation “Pick A
Date,” 11:30 AM (EST) daily.

'ctocn Loosing

(Continued from page 64) cost you from
five to ten dollars. You can make it for

less than a dollar.

On Ann Sothem’s doorway, at Christ-
mas, there hangs a gay decoration. It is

merely a lacy, straw summer hat, filled

with bright red Christmas balls, tied with
a big red bow. Cost: Merely the ribbon
and the bows. You don’t have to use a
hat; you might use a colorful scarf, or a
gay basket, or any similar object.

Joan Crawford, for her doorway, uses
great masses of magnolia leaves, some of

them showing their green-front leaves,

others the brown back. Joan uses gold-
colored Christmas balls on these, ties them
with golden ribbon bows. The effect is

delightful, and all she has to do to achieve
it is to go out and pick the leaves off the
trees in her garden. If you live in a part
of the country where you have year-
round greenery, you can copy this.

Also, wire whatever greens are available
in your part of the land into garlands with
which to decorate doorways or rope ban-
nisters, as Jerome Courtland likes to do.

V
OU may even use tin, as the Mexicans
do so delightfully, a South-of-the-bor-

der custom that Anne Baxter, Susan Peters
and Linda Darnell all adopt yearly at this

season. The Mexicans make Christmas
trees, Christmas angels, Christmas candle
holders from tin, most enchantingly. The
three beautiful young stars I have men-
tioned are frequently travelers to Mexico
City and have gradually acquired a col-
lection of these things. Anne, in particu-
lar, has another posada custom; that of

putting her carefully wrapped gifts inside

a huge, clay jar, which is duly smashed,
so that the gifts come tumbling out, on
Christmas morning. I mention this here,
because while you can surely not work
tin as well as an expert, you might con-
sider having a “foreign” Christmas for a
change; the old German custom of “cookie
men” as decoration, perhaps; or any other
native custom or decoration you may know
from your own ancestry.
Betty Hutton, for instance, has a tiny

Christmas tree for her baby daughter, a
slightly bigger one for young Miss Lindsay
Briskin, a full size tree for herself and her
husband, Ted.

Or, perhaps, you would prefer the de-
licious Christmas trees for children, one
of which was created for Ann Sothem’s
small daughter, Tish. They are composed
of a base, made of cardboard or any object
that will let them stand flat on a table,

plus candy, toothpicks, wire, and bright
red cellophane. Or, it may be you would
prefer to make a Christmas tree for an
adult, like the one for Joan Crawford,

using only a gnarled knot, paint, nails

and candles.
To make the “eating” Christmas trees,

you first fix a base, of cardboard or some-
thing similar, over which you set a cone,
made of cardboard which will be suffi-

ciently heavy to hold the toothpicks you
will stick into it. Then, lay in a supply
of cellophane, either red or green or
white, or all three, and hard candies in

various colors or soft shell nuts or both.
Your cone rises from the base, previous-

ly painted, or covered with “artificial

snow.” Now, wrap the candies or nuts
in your preferred cellophane color, leaving
a small twist of the cellophane on the end.
Around this you twist wire, which has
previously been twisted around tooth-
picks. You start, then, putting the candy
in triangles down the side of your “cone,”
leaving a small regular space between
rows. You should have three triangles,

and I think you will -find it smarter to

outline them with pencil (so that they
will be uniform) before you start putting
the toothpicked candies in. Put one candy
at the top of each triangle, two below
that, three next and so on down to the
bottom of the cone. Then into the empty
strips between the candy triangles, put
rosettes of the cellophane, also fastened on
toothpicks. You can make a candy wreath,
such as Miss Sothern and her small Tish
delight in making, by this same method.
Leave a space in the wreath to insert

candle holders, and there you are! Inci-

dentally, the charm of these candy wreaths,
or trees, is that the candy can also be re-

moved, piece by piece.

Or, you may prefer the more adult
type of candlelabra that Miss Crawford
favors. This is simply an olive knot painted
green, but you can take any knot of any
wood, or bare branches such as you see

on Miss Crawford’s gumdrop tree, and
paint or gild them.
Naturally, again, these must be mounted

on some base, most firmly, and perhaps
here is a spot where your nice husband
will get in on the decorating spree. But
the rest is simple. All you need for candle
holders in such sturdy wood is nails

pounded in, from the wrong side out, so

that the points protrude for an inch or

more. Just set your candles down, firmly,

on the nails. Decorate with gum drops or

lollipops.

I am sure I now have your own busy
mind working, which was what I wanted
to do all the time. So let me wish you a

very Merry Christmas and assure you
I’ll be back in the New Year to try in my
own small way to make your living more
colorful and delightful.

The End

Make your star choice now if you

want a color portrait of your favorite

in Photoplay. Register your vote with:

PORTRAIT POLL EDITOR

c/o PHOTOPLAY
205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

anta
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BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

B
EFORE Montgomery Clift went to New
York, a friend asked him to telephone

his sister, when he arrived, just to say
hello. Clift called and said, “This is Mont-
gomery Clift.” The sister snapped back,

“This is Lana Turner.” Then she hung up.
* * *

When he first came to Hollywood, Bob
Hope lived next door to Lana Turner and
watched her every time she went into her
house. “But,” he says, “I wasn’t quick
enough, she was always one shade ahead

: of me.”
* * *

New version: “Who was that lady I saw
you out-wit last night?”

* * *

Talking about a Hollywood marriage,
Jack Carson said, “It’s a perfect match.
She’s a liquor heiress and his father makes
ginger ale.”

* * *

Marilyn Maxwell skipped the dessert at

Giro’s saying, “I have to watch my figure.”

Her escort, Clark Gable, cracked: “For-
get it, no use both of us watching it.”

* * *

In a rush, Macdonald Carey dashed into

a Hollywood barber shop and said, “Cut
all three short.” “Which three?” asked the
puzzled barber. “Whiskers, hair and chat-
ter,” said Carey.

* * *

For a gag scene in one of his films, a
seagull was required to land on the late

W. C. Fields’s head. A hunk of fish con-
cealed in his hair lured the gull to the
correct noggin. Which prompted Fields to

|

remark, “After thirty years in show busi-
ness, I wind up in Hollywood as bait for a
seagull.”

* * *

During the war, a soldier at the Holly-
wood Canteen told Ida Lupino she re-
minded him of his best girl friend back
home. “She’s the potato type, too,” he
said. “The potato type?” repeated Ida.

,

“Yes,” said the soldier. “All eyes and
plenty of starch.”

* « *

Success in Hollywood is like good ad-
vice. It goes in one year and out the
other.

• * *

Looking Backward: When Ronald Col-
man’s first wife opened a novelty store in
Laguna Beach, Calif., she advertised her-
self as “The Original Mrs. Ronald Colman.”

* * *

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello made an
I air appeal for youngsters not to be bad
boys, pointing out that the perfect crime
is impossible. One of their listeners took
issue. He wrote them, “I’ve figured out
several perfect crimes only I have to get
out of here first.” His address was Sing
Sing prison.

* * *

Overheard: “She’s as fit as a fiddle and
about the same shape.”

WE Will SEND YOU ANY ITEM YOU

CHOOSE FOR APPROVAL UNDER

OUR HAONiY BACK GUARANTEE
Simply indicate your selection on the coupon

below and forward it with $1 and a brief

note giving your age, occupation, and a

few other focts about yourself. We will

open an account for you and send your

selection to you subject to your examina-

tion. If completely satisfied, pay the Ex-

pressman the required Down Payment and
the balance in easy monthly payments.

Otherwise, return your selection and your

$1- will be refunded.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

A203/C98 $55
S Diamond Engagement Ring, matching 5 Dia-
mond Wedding Band. 14K yellow or white Gold.
Send $1, pay 4.50 after examination, 4.95 a
month.

A<507/004 $100
5 Diamond Engagement Ring, matching 5 Dia-
mond Wedding Band. 14K yellow or 18K white
Gold. Send $1 ,

pay $9 after examination, $9 a
month.

0403 $75
Man’s Ring with 3 bril-

liant Diamonds. 14K
yellow Gold. Send ft,
pay 6.50 after exam-
ination, 7.50 a month.

¥m 17.50
1 carat genuine Zircon,

4 gleaming side Zir-

cons. 14K yellow or

white Gold. Send $1,
pay $1 after examina-
tion, $2 a month.

I SEND $1 WITH COUPON - PAY BALANCE
I OF DOWN PAYMENT AFTER EXAMINATION

New York's Largest Mail Order Jewelers

established 1 878

I T. W. Sweet, 25 West 14th St. (Dept. M2) i

I New York 11. H. Y. J

| Enclosed find $1 deposit. Send me No. !

| Price $ After examination, I
Jj

agree to pay $ and required
|

I
balance monthly thereafter until full price is paid, |

: otherwise i'll return selection and you will refund J
* my dollar.

j
NAME

| ADDRESS.

I CITY. .STATE.

Price Includes Federal Tax

MAIL ORDER DIVISION FINLAY STRAUS, INC.

25 W. 14th St., NEW YORK 11, N. Y. Dept. M2

P
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

THE LIFT THRT
HEUER LETS

VOU Down

For the curves you crave, wear
the magic “Perma-lift”* Bra—
preferred by smart women every-

where. Guaranteed to give you
lasting healthful support, the
magic cushion insets gently sup-

port your breasts from below,

never lose that support through
countless washings and wear.
Deftly fashioned of satin, broad-

cloth or nylon, there’s a new
“Perma-lift” Bra style just per-

fect for you. Be fitted today. For
sports and dress—$1.25 to $4, at

your favorite store.

For a slim trim figure, enjoy the exclu-
sive comfort of “Perma-lift” Girdle—“No
Bones About It—Stays Up Without Stays."

* “Perma •Lift" and "Hickory" are trade marks of

A. Stein & Co. (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) Chicago

Jacqueline Dempsey

Jacqueline Neben

Nancy Nicholas

John Engstead

Dirone Photographers

Carlyle Blackwell

FASHION EDITOR

PROMOTION DIRECTOR

RETAIL DIRECTOR

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Below, Joan Leslie wears the original in RKO’s “Bed of Roses"

Greet the holidays in this tissue faille date dress with nylon

marquisette yoke. Joan Leslie
,

opposite, in Dartford Debs'

reproduction of the dress Michael IVoulfe designed for her to

wear in “Bed of Roses.” In green, red, black and teal, sizes 9-15.

At Filene’s, Boston, Mass. ( For further details see page 85.) Time

your entrance with a “Leading Lady” watch bracelet by Bretton.

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 85.
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Pretty in floral print is 36" silk satin square scarf

by Ben Goodman. Around $4.00 in assorted colors on white

Frame for beauty: Reversible hood of water repellent

velveteen, lined with shirred bunny fur. In red, blue or green

with white. Around $5.00 by Douglas of California

Evening elegance: Rayon velvet drop-over purse

with gold-plated frame. By Garay in black, brown or red

with contrasting rayon satin lining. $5.00 plus tax

Light up and glow: Calfette goatskin cigarette case

by Prince Gardner, with gold-plated bar around three sides.

Red, green for women', black, brown for men. $5.00

-

ristmas

V

The velvet touch: Knitted wool mittens reach gL our

heights with black velvet ribbon, gold metallic thread trim.

In black or white, by Hansen, at $2.98



For stores selling these gifts torn to page 87

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Two bracelets in one! A circle of brilliant jewel-like stones

to glamorize your watch by day, your wrist at night. “Leading Lady

”

Watch Bracelet by Bretton. $12.50 including tax

A wisp of witchery to brighten up your friends’ futures: Lace trimmed

crepe slip by Seamprufe, with ruffles of nylon net. In white,

apricot, blue, black and beige, sizes 32-38, around $8.00

Bugs bonny: Rayon satin scuffs step into the

spotlight with simulated jeweled bug on each slipper. By
Honeybugs, $2.99, in red, green, black and navy

A dream with a practical side-zipper closing: Dainty

crepe petticoat by Miss Swank has nylon net knife-pleated

ruffles. About $5.00 in blue, maize, pink and white

Richly realistic: Earrings and turtle-shaped pin set

of blue enamel and rhinestones. By Coro.

Pin, $3.00. Earrings, $4.00, plus tax
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PHOTOPLAY’S PATTERN OF THE MONTH

Photoplay Patterns
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York

P

H Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) lor which please send
0 me the Photoplay Pattern of the Kathryn Grayson “That
T Midnight Kiss” dress in size 12—14—16—18—20.

0

Name Size

A

Y Street

City State

R4

Kathryn Grayson in the demure date dress designed by

Helen Rose for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “That Midnight Kiss”

A dress you'll decide “just right” for that feminine approach, with its

very soft lines and multi-gored skirt. Add contrast to your costume

by making it in Amer-mill’s Eiffel crepe, using the novelty satin back

for a different collar treatment, as indicated in the above sketches



ricrtire frame engagemenr ring,

$175. Bride's circlet, $69.50,

grodm's ring, $27.25.

Prices inct. Fed. fox

HEADDRESS BY IRENE OF NEW .YORK

A perfect day, a perfect wedding
,
and a

lovely ring to remind us of today through

all the years ahead . . .

But when you choose your diamond

ring, can you be sure it meets highest

standards of color, clarity, cut and carat

weight? Yes, by looking for the name
Artearved in the ring, on the tag.

That name stands for America’s oldest

and largest ringmaker and diamond cutter,

and for 100 years of trustworthy leader-

ship. He brings you fine diamonds never

before worn — performs and controls

every step in the making of an Artearved

ring, from the rough diamond and molten

gold to the finished product. This com-

plete control by Artearved craftsmen re-

sults in savings which are passed on to

you in better values—better prices.

Genuine Artearved rings are registered

and guaranteed. Ask your jeweler to show

you the name Artearved* inside the ring

you buy.

Diamond rings from $75. Wedding rings from $8.

FREE! "How to Select Your Diamond Ring,” a new illustrated book-

let. Write to J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Dept. P-11,216 E. 45th Street,

New York 17, N. Y. Rings enlarged to show detail *Trade Mark Reg.

Artearved DIAMOND AND WEDDING RINGS • NEW YORK • LONDON » AMSTERDAM « ANTWERP

At ease!
Helen Rose, creator of some of

Hollywood’s most beautiful ward-

robes, has always stressed femininity

in her designs for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer stars. She feels that clothes

which heighten and flatter the femi-

nine figure give poise and confidence

to the wearer. Says Miss Rose, “You

should see the woman, not the dress,

either on or off the screen.

“This year’s woman will be more

charming and gracious than ever be-

fore,” she declares. “Her clothes,

chosen for her own individuality, will

be the background against which her

natural femininity can project itself.”

Wherever you live

you can buy

PHOTOPLAY
FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list

the stores in your vicinity where

Photoplay Fashions are sold,

please write to the manufacturers

listed below:

Green date dress,
around $20.00

Dartford Debs, 1400 Broadway.
New York, N. Y.

Watch bracelet

Bruner-Ritter, 630 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Evening dress

Barbara Dance Frocks,

1385 Broadway, New York, N. Y.



Jlln A Twirl Of Taffeta

To keep you on your dancing toes, this puckered taffeta, down-to-the-ankles dance dress by Barbara Dance Frocks, in

black, red and green. Sizes 9-1 5, 10-16. Around $20.00 at Jordan Marsh, Boston, Mass.; Lit Brothers, Philadelphia. Pa.

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 87

Dainty Nancy Olson appears in Paramount's “Sunset Boulevard"

w

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



Christmas Gifts

junior dresses

home for the holidays

looking mighty pretty in " Smart Clique”

a two piece dress of rayon taffeta

with scalloped collar and peplum.

Junior sizes 9-15. About $11.00.

For name of the exclusive Carole King store

in your city, write Carole King, Dept. P-12,

St. Louis 3, Mo.

Hood

B. Forman, Rochester, N. Y.

New Utica, Des Moines, Iowa

Scarf

May Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Fair, Chicago, III.

Purse

Carson, Pirie Scott, Chicago, 111.

Bloomingdale’s, New York, N. Y.

Cigarette Case

Gimbels, Pittsburgh, Pa.

J. W. Robinson, Los Angeles, Cal.

Mittens

Woodward and Lothrop,

Washington, D. C.

Saks 34th, New York, N. Y.

Watch Bracelet

Leading Jewelers across the

country

Pin and Earrings

Filene’s, Boston, Mass.

Saks 34th, New York, N. Y.

Petticoat

Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Shepard Company,
Providence, R. I.

Slip

Oppenheim Collins, New York,
n. r.

Rich’s, Atlanta, Ga.
P
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Scuffs

Carson, Pirie Scott, Chicago, III.

Filene’s, Boston, Mass.
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"That Formfil Look

Life Bra is tailored to fit! To lift, mold, correct, hold, all

at one 'Time. You’ll love the high, wide, beautifully rounded

natural look this most popular of all bras gives you. Be fitted

and see, at any of the better stores. You’ll know then why

more women wear Form fit than any other make.

Life Bras from $1.25

<T
~7ot a0uKeZ/iea4Zrof

THE FORMFIT COMPANY, CHICAGO, NEW YORK

g. &HOPPING

or when you are writing to the manufacturers

of merchandise which you have seen featured

in these Fashion Pages ... it will be easier for them

to know exactly the item you wish to buy,

if you mention you saw it in Photoplay.

Clothes Pin-ups

(Continued from page 54) heavy gray taf-

feta dress. Off the shoulders, with small
sleeves, very low-necked in front, tight-

bodiced. She was loaded with heavy gold
jewelry and wore deeper gray suede slip-

pers. With her hair back to its lovely
natural chestnut brown, this color scheme
really set her off. Judy Garland looked
absolutely marvelous. She was with hus-
band Vincente Minnelli and they both
seemed so happy. Judy had a knockout
tan, looked robust and her manner was so
animated. You can bet she’ll be back at

work by the time you read this. Marie
Wilson was wearing a strapless black vel-
vet gown that was cut soooo low, a lot

of people spent the evening betting how
long it would stay up, if it stayed up at

all. It did! Spotted Gloria De Haven, bru-
nette, short-cropped, and freshly recon-
ciled with John Payne. They were on a
party with Diana Lynn and John Lindsay
and others. Diana wore a striking dress

—

a copy of a Dior. At first glance, it seemed
to be a huge-skirted evening gown of

black taffeta with a very wide bare midriff.

But a second glance showed that the “bare
midriff” was actually too pink to be skin.

S’matter of fact, it was a wide pink taffeta

band inserted to look like a nude section,

and fitted skin tight between top and skirt.

Betty Jane Greer, who is expecting again,
looked serenely beautiful, as usual, in

white satin, draped off the shoulders, and
high-lighted with diamond jewelry.

1

T
HE ALAN LADDS house-warmed their
terrific new home in Holmby Hills, just

beyond Beverly, with a big party. Their
new place is tremendous, but the nook
that both like best is a recess in the wall
of their bedroom. It’s about two feet wide
by three feet high, and on its glass shelves
are oh, so many valuable Dresden- china
miniatures that Sue has been collecting
for years. We mean, she’s been “collect-
ing’’ them from Alan. He gave her the
first figurine on their first date, and he’s

been adding to the line-up down through
the years. Sue Ladd won’t even let the
maid dust these little objects and takes
care of them herself because, she says, “It

isn’t just that they’re so high in money
value. But how can you ever replace
things with such a high sentimental
value?”
People have been turning out in droves

for glamour openings, such as Gertie Nie-
sen’s Greek Theater triumph in “Annie Get
Your Gun” and “Kiss Me’, Kate,” which
locally starred Anne Jeffreys and Julie Wil-
son—to say nothing of the attractive Keith
Andes, currently being sought by at least
three movie studios—so you’ll be seeing
him. Before and after the shows, the
celebs could be seen dining at La Rue,
or having late supper and dancing at

Ciro’s or Mocambo. You can’t imagine
what a spurt night club business has taken
around these parts in the past couple of
months, and these three spots on the
Strip are within walking distance of each
other, and all thriving at this writing. Ann
Sheridan, so help us, looks prettier than
when she was first hailed as the Oomph
girl, and she was at Ciro’s every single
night that Martin and Lewis held forth
there. (They evidently fracture her as
much as they do us.) Usually, her beaus
were old-chum Cesar Romero, Bruce Ca-
bot,- and occasionally, Greg Bautzer, very
much on the loose now. Her hair-do is

just a mass of short red ringlets, and so
becoming. The well-groomed hand really
wears a glove this season and Annie knows
it. Saw her one night in a sixteen-button
pair of black suedes, proving that the
longies are not restricted to evening ele-
gance. La ( Continued on page 90)
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a little bit of Jantzen special-and-marvelous

elasticized jersey plus a lot of Jantzen

special-and-marvelous finesse makes the

most remarkable little figure-fixer

of all times. ..a wonderful-feeling girdle

(or panty-girdle) engineered without a bit of

boning to slim and trim and do an all-over

smoothing job. The tailoring is out-of-heaven,

the fit is perfect, the top stays up, the bottom

stays down without pinching, binding or twisting,,

Girdles 3.50 . .
.
panty-girdles with Jantzen-

exclusive tabs for holding Kleenex tissues 3.95...

in blue and white as well as nude, at most stores.

little bit

goes a long way

p

JANTZEN FOUNDATIONS, EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, NEW YORK
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lovable Brassiere Co., Dept.P12,358 Fifth Ave., NYC 1

If you like to DRAW, SKETCH or PAINT,

write for TALENT TEST. No Fee!

ART INSTRUCTION, INC.

12459 MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINNESOTA

Please send me your FREE Talent Test:

NAME

OCCUPATION AGE

ADDRESS CITY

ZONE COUNTY STATE

( Continued from page 88) Sheridan wore
them with a lovely cocktail dress of delft

blue heavy faille, the skirt a mass of gores
that gave a slim-hipped look, yet had a
great flare to the hem. The bodice, with a
plunging neckline (with a narrow soft

rolling shawl collar) was tightly fitted and
fastened with four little self-covered but-
tons from the neckline’s end to the waist-
line. Short sleeves, very slightly padded
shoulders, and a rather wide, stiffened belt
of the same material, and that’s all. Black
suede shoes and bag, natch! That long,
straight- cut sable-dyed baum marlen stole

that blended with Ann’s auburn tresses,

didn’t hurt, either!

The craze for bright yellow accessories
has carried over into fall and winter, and
no wonder. Especially, a dash of this shade
in the form of gloves with black would
brighten up the dreariest winter day. The
yellow suede or chamois gloves look great
with browns and emerald greens, too. Betty
Hutton wears ’em with her emerald green
tweed suit; Marta Toren adds them to a
three-piece ensemble of gray wool.
Small is surely the word for the new

hats. They’re head-hugging and simple
and they’re going to stay that way a while.
So says Rex, one of Hollywood’s favorite
hat designers, and he should know! Joan
Bennett brushes her hair back slickly

under a high- riding cloche of scarlet vel-
vet, veiled in black maline. Needless to
say, it’s wonderful with all black, dressy
clothes. Mona Freeman has a real pixie
hat, so in keeping with the trend. Hers is

a harlequin cap of black velvet on one
side, white on the other, an off-the-face
cap, the crown of which rises to a high
elfin peak, and just right for that elfin

face of Mona’s. And there’s nothing like

(Continued from page 32) Marker.” At
first I said, “No. I don’t believe there is a

word of truth in these stories, and I refuse

to humiliate Shirley.”
Then items, appearing in certain col-

umns, became more open, and, well, I am
a reporter, so I decided to ask Shirley to

tell me the truth.

I telephoned and asked to talk to her.

Without a moment’s hesitation, she said,

“I will come to see you this afternoon.

I have been wanting to talk to you.
“I know what you want to ask me,” she

said, as she seated herself in my playroom.

“I will tell you the truth, because you have
always been fair with me.”

I waited quietly. I found it difficult to

believe that Shirley would admit there

was anything wrong with her marriage. I

had watched her for months as she had
gone about her work and appeared at

parties, always conducting herself with
quiet dignity. There had been items about
her marriage, yes. But no one had been
able to quote her on this subject. Because
it was only now, for the first time, she

talked about it.

“I am fighting for my marriage,” she
admitted quietly. “So there will be no
story for you, for at least a year.”

This was just about a month before
Shirley, for some reason unable to live

up to this vow, announced her plans to

divorce John Agar.
Shirley’s face is much graver. The little-

girl look is gone, and in its place there

is a womanly quality and a loveliness that

is at once stronger and more appealing.

“When Jack knew you had telephoned,”
Shirley told me, that day, “he said, ‘Tell

Miss Parsons the truth. She will realize how
much all this gossip is hurting our chances.’

“It’s true, we have had quarrels,” Shir-

ley said. “What young couple hasn’t?

“the velvet touch” to give a lift to certain
chunks of your wardrobe this time of year.
Just a little velvet bolero or stole added
to a crepe dress here, a woolly dress there,
and presto! you suddenly have something
“new” in a whole costume! Put a black
velvet bodice-top to that pastel-shaded
gown, add a new pair of black velvet
thong sandals, and look! Or take that
beige, green, blue or rose cocktail gown
and add a little golden brown velvet cap
with shoes to match.
Jerome Courtland brought Sally Forrest

(who is headed for the top after her work
in “Not Wanted,” the picture Ida Lupino
produced) to a party. Sally’s black taffeta

party gown had a darling neckline, a

wide, off-the-shoulder, boat-shaped line,

which was completely outlined all around
by a series of shoestring black velvet
bows. The same idea carried out on a

silk crepe gown in color, with little bows
of a deeper shade in velvet, would be
tops, we think. The Frank Sinatras
were at the same party. Remember that

gorgeous long white mink coat we told

you Frank gave Nancy? Well, Nancy
has gotten herself “two for one.” The
original coat had a short cape across the
shoulders, which the coat needed like it

needed a third sleeve. So, smart Nancy
had the cape removed, and wears it sep-
aratefy over full-skirted clothes. After
dinner, Frankie sang, and Margaret Whit-
ing, also there, sang and so did others.

But the surprise crooning of the evening
came from Jerry Courtland. What a voice!

He’s had radio and television offers galore;

but Columbia, which has him under con-
tract for some time yet, won’t let him
accept the offers!

The End

But, believe me, our spats are not any
worse than the fights some of our young
married friends who are not in the pro-
fession have. No one, however, pays any
attention to them.

“I know one girl who has moved out of
her home at least five times.”

Shirley’s young face became very se-
rious, as she said, “It isn’t easy for Jack.
He is ambitious. He will never be happy
as ‘Mr. Temple.’ Any man married to

a girl as well-known as I would get
annoyed over all the attention and de-
mands.
“We can’t go into a cafe without having

the eyes of everyone turn in our direc-
tion. One night, Jack got up and danced
cheek-to-cheek with an attractive young
girl, while I sat at the table with a strange
young man. You could just hear the rum-
bles and whispers.

“Well,” said Shirley, “that girl was Jack’s
sister and the boy was her fiance. We had
taken them dancing a few nights before
their marriage.”

I protested. “But Jack cannot object to

your career. He has one of his own, and
one that has started very successfully.”

“That’s just it,” said Shirley. “I always
say you have to start in this business be-
fore you are sixteen to get the feel of it.

Jack had never faced a camera until after

we were married, and it’s hard work for

him, much harder than it is for me. In his

last picture, the one about Iwo Jima, he
was on location for seven weeks in the
toughest, hardest kind of conditions. There
were only men in the picture, and they
really roughed it.

“He came home so tired. I understood,
because I, too, have been tired, but it isn’t

as difficult for me as it is for him. I have
to remind myself of that again and again,

and if he says anything unkind—I just

What Happened to the Temple Marriage?
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don’t answer back, because I know he
doesn’t mean it.”

I thought, as I looked at Shirley in her
attractive sport dress, with her hair now
sort of reddish and no longer that golden
color of her childhood, how many movie
wives and husbands I have talked with
about the very subject we were discussing.
But they weren’t Shirley.

“Do you love John?” I asked her.

“Of course I do,” she said with dignity.

I
N Shirley’s case, the break-up is hard,
for this little girl has been so loved and

protected by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Temple. She is the idol of many
who remember her when her baby beauty
and charm made her the most popular
little girl ever to face a camera.
Shirley was the sort of little girl every

childless woman dreamed about. True,
she still has her mother and father, but
Mrs. Temple, while she yearns over her
little daughter’s worries, will not inter-

fere to advise Shirley.
“But Mother feels as I do,” said Shirley,

“that some people have gone out of their

way to try and hurt John and me.”
I noticed she said “John” and not the

familiar “Jack” she usually calls him.
“Why can’t we have a chance like other

young people to work out any problems
without the whole world looking in and
acting as sort of an official referee, maybe
bystander is a better word?
“This has been a bad year,” Shirley said,

sipping her soft drink. She had refused a
cocktail.

“In Whot way has this year been bad?”
1 asked her. ' „

“Well, my career has be£fi disappoint-
ing,” she said. “I want to play something
beside silly teen-agers, yet that is all the
stories the studios have been giving me.

“I was voted among the least cooper-
ative actresses by the Hollywood Women’s
Press Club. I went to talk with them and
explained how I worked Sundays and
every other day, and I did want to spend
a little time witb my baby.
“Oh, she is so cute, Louella. You have

no idea. When are you coming to see her?”
“Soon,” I promised.
“The most difficult thing of all, this past

year, of course, has been our trouble with
our marriage.”
Long after Shirley left me that after-

noon I sat thinking about her and John.
I remembered their wedding day, on Sep-
tember 19, 1945—something out of a story-
book. But marriage itself is realistic, as
Shirley and John found out. I think they
tried to hold their marriage together. I

think they started all over again, reaffirm-
ing their faith in and their love for each
other more often than any one of us might
believe. What finally caused her to sue for
divorce will, I suspect, never be revealed.
Not once during our talk that day did she
blame John, not once did she refer to his

! inclination to neglect her when they were
together in public, although this attitude
on his part has long been the talk of the

1
town.
Even a week before Shirley finally sued

for divorce, when she went to Palm Springs
with her mother and Linda Susan,
she tried to preserve the illusion that
all was well. John, she said, would join
them later.

All of which brings me to the unhappy
ending; not at all the right ending for a

i story of a little princess.
The End

•••••••••••••••••••••••••©••
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A NEW padded strapless wonder . . . ideal
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The Kid Who Never Cried

(Continued from page 41) world her first

puppy.
“Dare never batted an eye,” Patti says,

“He never bats an eye over anything.”
By “Dare,” Patti means John. “Dare,”

short for Derek, his real first name. His
real surname is Harris.

Since he was a kid, he has managed to

keep his innermost emotions to himself. He
knows, however, exactly what those de-
sires are, just as he knew, when he read
“Knock on Any Door,” that the role of
Nick Romano would make him a star.

He is a natural born actor. His mother,
who is still one of the most strikingly
beautiful women you’ve ever seen, was
an actress who called herself Del Orris.

His father, Lawson Harris, was also an
extraordinarily handsome man, originally
an actor, later a director. “Neither of them
got anywhere,” John says, and that’s the
final word you can dig out of him.

B
EFORE he was five, his parents had
divorced, but before he was six, he had

met Russell Harlan.
Russell Harlan is a cameraman, with

three wonderful kids of his own. Seven-
teen years ago, he was one of the best
cameramen and he’s still tops, having re-
cently lensed such super-productions as

“Red River” and “I Was a Male War
Bride.” Tall, slim and smiling, he, too,

is a much handsomer than average male.
The lonely, too handsome little Derek

Harris appealed to the fatherly heart and
the worldly intelligence of Russ Harlan.
The kid was growing up entirely sur-
rounded by women, his mother, his grand-
mother, and assorted aunts and cousins.

It was Russ who taught him to box, before
he was six, and to ride before he was seven.

The boxing was absolutely necessary,
for even then, John’s looks were such that

every other kid, at sight of him, took a
poke at him. John learned to fight so
triumphantly that by the time he was ten,

his appearance and the battles he had to

fight because of it were a mere matter of

routine to him. By the time he was twelve,
his horsemanship was earning a good liv-

ing for him. He began to break horses on
the various ranches, for $25 a horse. He
might have broken every bone in his body
except that he was too good an athlete.

“Dare would never say he could, or
couldn’t, do any stunt you proposed,”
Russ Harlan now says. “When I first

taught him to ride, he was hardly big
enough to sit on the horse, but he did sit

there, riding so close behind me, I’d have
to turn in my saddle to be sure he was
still there.”

John still has that same determination
to do things by himself. When he was
given “Rogues of Sherwood Forest,” which
originally had been intended for Cornel
Wilde, he simply looked the executive in

the eye and said, “Well, then I hope you’ll

let me do my own stunts in the picture.

They will look better if the camera stays

on me all the time.” He wasn’t boasting,

just stating a fact.

John’s first discoverer, Russ, also was
his first cameraman. He took test after

test, but he couldn’t get anybody inter-

ested. Then Tom Moore, now a talent scout
for Twentieth, tried to sign him.

John’s father interfered that time. John
had to have his parents’ consent before he
could sign a contract, and his father
wanted him to study to be an artist.

John gave it a try and he still has the
talent for it. His sketch of a cat now
hangs in the famous Sportsman’s Lodge in

the Valley and several of his things are
framed in his living room.
By the time John was seventeen, how-

ever, Selznick had spotted him and this

time, his parents gave in to the inevitable.
He was cast in bits in the Selznick pro-

ductions, “Since You Went Away” and
“I’ll Be Seeing You,” while being trained
for bigger things.
The draft, however, caught up with him

before the public did. He left for service
in the Pacific with an infantry detachment
and served in the Philippines and in Japan.
After he was demobilized he was signed

by Twentieth, but he just sat out this con-
tract for a year, the year during which he
read the book, “Knock on Any Door,” and
pursued Bogie until he got the test he
wanted, and stardom.

It was during this same year that he
met Patti, the girl he chose over all the
girls who, naturally, pursued him. He
couldn’t pull into a drive-in for his favorite
of all foods, a hamburger, without girls in
cars pulling in next to him, giggling and
swooning.

In her own country, Patti is a princess.
In Paris, she had been a singer. She is flu-

ent in several languages, is sophisticated,
and a dream cook, besides.
The first time she and John ever dated,

he took her to a burlesque show because
she had never seen a strip-teaser. The
strip-teaser fascinated her but she hated
the burlesque and so did John. On their
next date, they went out to see the Joshua
trees in the desert because she had never
seen anything like those, either. She loved
the Joshua trees.

J
OHN and Patti started their married life

in October, 1948, in a little house at

Malibu Beach. But when summer came,
and with it more fog than any previous
California summer has ever seen, they
moved into a section of San Fernando Val-
ley where the sun practically never stops
shining, summer or winter.

“That’s for his sun tan,” says Patti,

laughing. “He’s the most beautiful swim-
mer but he goes and sticks one toe in the
water and lets it go at that.”

“Oh, I can dive and fool around if some-
body insists,” John said.

He says Patti spoils him. She does all

their own housework and cooking and she
refuses to let him help, saying it is no
work for a man. She gets annoyed with
him that his only idea of a change of food
from hamburgers is steak. She’s trying to

teach him about more subtle eating.

He has already done “All the King’s
Men,” is studying for “The Gainesville
Circus,” and had a punishing schedule on
“Rogues of Sherwood Forest.” Because he
understands the movie business so well,

he knows that now he will be rushed from
picture to picture, but he is prepared for

it, just as he is preparing to fight

for the best directors, the best stories, the
best cameramen. Whenever he gets con-
fused about anything, he drives over to

Russ Harlan’s house. Again and again, he
has listened to Russ’s stories of how Mont-
gomery Clift studied and worked when he
came into “Red River” up against a cast

which knew every trick in the movie
book, and from whom he stole the picture.

John will study and work just as hard.
Because he is so young and his suc-

cess has been so swift, he’s bound to

change, but the people who know him well
are convinced it will be a change toward
more sincerity, more subtlety, and even
more artistry.

Somebody once said of Richard Wagner,
the composer, that he wrote his great
works with a heart as hot as fire and a
head as cold as ice.

That’s a very apt description of John
Derek, also, and it’s a very good prescrip-
tion for what it takes to become a star.

The End
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SHADES
OF WINTER

by wally westmore

Wally Westmore, uses make-up wizardry

on Ann Blyth of “Top O’ the Morning”

B
E AN ARTIST—with your face. Achieve
a new natural make-up that will en-

rich the vividness of your coloring.

Your foundation is, of course, the back-
ground for your picture. As your sum-
mer tan fades, discontinue the copper
shades. When you use a dark make-up
with a light skin you get a streaked ef-

fect. If your skin is sallow, tone it up with
a rosy foundation; if you have a ruddy
skin, use a foundation of a peach shade.
Any “masterpiece” demands color har-

mony. Rouge and lipstick always must
correspond in color. Experiment with
the reds and the pink color tones. Avoid
lipsticks with a purple shade. They’re
unnatural-looking and wash out com-
pletely at night under artificial lights.

r or a softer, prettier, younger effect,

try a pastel pink. Betty Hutton used a
pastel pink in her Paramount picture,

“Let’s Dance,” and was so entranced that
she loves it now for off-screen daytime
wear. Pink is perfect for teen-agers and
also for the very old. But it’s also for
the in-between, for its soft cameo color-
ing gives any skin a youthful glow and
makes for a younger, prettier you. It is

not recommended for evening wear, for
it pales out under lights.

With winter navy, indigo and sapphire
blues, use the dark reds. For brown
tones, cyclamen, purples and heather
shades, stay to the true reds. With the
winter greens, bypass any purplish tones
for the more complimentary reds.

Regardless of your coloring, never use
a black eyebrow pencil. Brown makes
for a far more natural and so’fter effect.

Sharpen your eyebrow pencil with a
razor blade into a chisel shape. Then
take the wide, flat side and apply with
short staccato strokes, making hair lines.

With the exception of deep -set eyes,
all eyes are enhanced by eye-shadow.
In applying eye-shadow, never bring it

up to the brow, just on the eye-side of
the lid, but gently, with no hard line of
demarcation.
Use only brown mascara and only on

the upper lashes. Don’t experiment with
any bizarre blues and greens. Avoid sur-
realistic effects. Your goal is naturalness.
Put on your best face this winter.

Brush up on make-up. Then step back

I

and have a look. You’ll be rewarded
with a portrait of a new, exciting woman.

LITTLE LULU
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The Bergman Love Story

( Continued from page 39) Ingrid Berg-
man never set herself up as a paragon.
Virtually nothing was known about her
private life, her private thoughts. Stead-
fastly, she refused to discuss her home
life or to express herself in by-lined ar-
ticles for publication. Whatever was
printed or said of her were arbitrary con-
clusions arrived at by pure conjecture.
Nobody knew Bergman, because Berg-

man remained walled in the cocoon of her
childhood inhibitions until, at last, she
summoned enough courage in the spring
of 1949 to break loose from it.

T
HE initial rumblings of public censure
for Bergman began several years ago

when first she took to smoking cigarettes.
Later, this was followed by a flood of
criticism on discovery of the never hidden
fact that she indulged in cocktails.
Studios insisted on humoring the pub-

lic’s cry of outrage that their idol was
enjoying the same privileges that they en-
joyed. They forbade, against her ob-
jections, the photographing of her smoking
or drinking. “But why?” she would say.
“It’s the truth, isn’t it? Why can’t I be
like other people? Why is it wrong when
I do these things?”
She didn’t know it, but Ingrid Bergman

was beginning to strain at her cocoon.
These, however, were but minor skir-

mishes with public opinion, minor signs
of rebellion against a curious form of
slavery to an artificial conception.
Several years ago, during the tremendous

success of “Joan of Lorraine” in New
York, she was interviewed by a national
magazine to whom she confessed that she
had periods of terrible temper, anger and
frustration; that she had bitter inner bat-
tles with the mental restraints with which
she had been inculcated all of her life;

that it was not unusual for her to shut
herself up in her room, fling herself across
the bed, and cry in bitter rage.

Free, happy people don’t do things like
these. Here, openly declared, were the
first indications that all was not so serene
with the simple, shy screen star. But the
press and the public did not catch its sig-
nificance. They passed it by.

I, myself, saw a change taking place in
Ingrid during the war years. Aside and
anart from her faith in the Allied cause,
there was something meaningful in her
eagerness to be off to military hospitals,
or bond-selling tours, or to Canada
or Alaska or Germany. Even before a
film was finished, she asked that an
itinerary be arranged.
No one in Hollywood worked harder

on these expeditions than Bergman. No
one endured more risk and discomfort,
making six, seven, eight appearances a
day, sleeping in cargo planes, sleeping but
four or five hours nightly. She even spent
a Christmas and New Year visiting the
homesick soldiers of Alaska.

It was more than a sense of duty. There
was in it a certain measure of unexpressed
freedom, never before experienced.

I perceived on these trips, a gradual
waning of her shyness, a growing of self-

assurance and confidence. Her innate
love of strange people and strange places
bloomed frankly. There was a greater
ease in speaking to the press, she even
could make an impromptu speech.

I think one of the occasions which
marked a milestone in Bergman’s psycho-
logical maturity was in Washington, D. C.,

at a press conference. Surrounded by
fifteen or twenty correspondents, she an-
swered and parried their questions with
statesmanlike dexterity. But there was one
all-important question which they were
obviously avoiding. When they rose and

thanked her, she suddenly said, “Just a
moment. There’s one question I have been
waiting for, but it seems you are not going
to ask it. In that case, I will tell you, any-
how, how I feel. If I had known that there
was racial discrimination in the theaters
of the national capital, I would not have
come here.”
Of a sudden, the press got their big

story. On his way out, one critic asked,
“Do you think ‘Joan of Lorraine’ a good
play?” Unhesitatingly, she replied, “Yes,
I think it is a good play. I hope you like

it. But whether you like it or not, I like it!”

This was Bergman beginning to stand
on her own two feet.

During her arduous film work on bleak
Stromboli, there was circulated the vile

canard that she was “being held a prisoner
and incommunicado.” The truth is that
all her life she had been held a prisoner
of all manner of restraints, admonitions and
strictures. And it was on this brooding
island of the Tyrrhenian Sea that she
fought her fight and freed herself.

B
ERGMAN’S rebellion against the super-
human standards of behavior imposed

upon her, by reason of her peculiar position
in the public eye, was bound one day to

break out in violent eruption, and it is

sardonic that it was timed to synchronize
with the volcano that is Stromboli.
This rebellion happened much later

than I expected. But it had to wait for

the proper circumstances to crystallize her
fears and uncertainties.

A Rossellini was inevitable. Nothing
could have altered the course of Ingrid’s

destiny. And if there is any blame to be
heaped upon anyone (blame for what?)
it cannot be placed upon the shoulders of

Ingrid Bergman, nor of Roberto Rossellini,

nor of Dr. Peter A. Lindstrom. This could
have happened three years ago, before a
Rossellini appeared on the scene when,
feeling she could not go on with an in-

creasingly untenable marital relationship,

she first asked for a divorce. It would have
happened a year from now, Rossellini, or
no Rossellini.

Yes, Bergman wrote to the Italian direc-
tor. She told him that she admired his

work and would like to do a picture with
him. It is not true that she signed off

by writing, “I love you,” in Italian.

She said that she could express her-
self in many languages, some well, some
badly, but she knew only two words in

Italian, Ti Amo, which she had to learn
for “Arch of Triumph.”
When Ingrid voiced the desire to make

a picture in Italy, she was not running
from any geographical location called Hol-
lywood. She was running away from incul-

cated habits, instilled thinking, the deadly
monotony of being a commercial success

and the stultifying sameness of lazy com-
fort and undisturbed security.

She was an artist looking for new
worlds to conquer, never absorbed in

polite social circles or the routine of mod-
ern easy living which crushes and assas-

sinates every creative being it touches.

Once the psychology underlying her
childhood in Sweden, and her maturity
in- America is understood, it is easy to

see how conditioned she was for a poten-
tial Rossellini. And when a Rossellini hap-
pened to her, it was also inevitable that

it would burst the bondage of years, and
tear apart the restraints of inhibitions.

This Rossellini was the first new voice in

the cinematic wilderness in more than a

decade. His “Paisan” and “Open City”

startled the critics out of a lethargy, did

for pictures, what Ingrid Bergman had
done for the legitimate stage in “Joan of

Lorraine,” when critics and commentators



declared that “Ingrid Bergman has brought
the theater back to Broadway.”
Hailed as one of the greatest contempo-

rary directors, it was fitting that Rossellini

should direct one of the greatest living

actresses. Whatever inexplicable forces

guide us, inspired Bergman to write that
frank, unaffected letter.

This Rossellini is a man of fierce con-
tradictions, a paradoxical Cellini. He is

sensitive and brutal, poetic and realistic,

sentimentalist and romantic, introspective

and demonstrative, tender yet willful, mer-
curial, exciting, boiling over with temper
and temperament. He has fury and gaiety

and the madness of genius.

He has no patience with stupidity or
mediocrity, nurtures a smoldering con-
tempt for people in positions of power,
has a love of common people that almost
borders on the maudlin. He spends or gives
away with abandon, and signs his con-
tracts only with an eye to the freedom
they give him. Utterly fearless, he is

the epitome of intellectual freedom.

R
OSSELLINI is the most completely un-
fettered man I have ever known, unin-

hibited by custom, tradition or considera-
tions of monetary profit. He is at once
profound, bold and direct. Here, then,

is Roberto Rossellini, the man who came in-

to Ingrid Bergman’s life—to accelerate the
crystallization of her lack of direction and
consequent unrest. And when they came
to Stromboli, each of them wrestled with
their unuttered thoughts until at last

their natural, chemical gravitation to each
other became sensed by a modern world
of quick and easy communications.
And here, according to my observations,

occurred that psychologically human situa-

tion of two people finding themselves con-
fronted by a hostile world, berated and
censured, driven closer in mutual defense.

I maintain that an artist pays his debt
to society in creating, and that society has
no further claim upon the intimate ex-
istence of the artist. Categorically, I be-
lieve that the great mass of people feel the
same way. Witness the reaction following
Ingrid’s announcement, on August 5th, that

she would divorce her husband and re-

tire into private life immediately upon
completion of her film.

I received thousands of letters decrying
her decision to retire, ignoring or brushing
aside the divorce question, pleading, la-

menting, and vouching their respect and
admiration and affection. Of a sudden, the
intimate problems of two men and a wom-
an became subordinate to the infinitely

more important question of losing an artist,

in a world sorely in need of artists.

Critics, columnists, commentators joined
with men and women in all walks of life,

saying, in effect, “You can’t do this to us.”

But Ingrid Bergman means it.

Tired physically and spiritually by the
emotional punishment she had endured,
she first considered the decision to retire

when she attended the now-celebrated
Messina, Sicily, meeting with Dr. Lind-
strom. She refrained from any mention of

retirement at that momentous session, be-
cause she was fearful of injuring the many
people involved in her recent productions.

But, as she was battered by self-seeking
interests, she determined that complete
freedom could only be achieved by re-
nouncing the career which also had exacted
its toll of personal happiness.

Thus it was that on the morning of
August 5th, the newspapers of the world
published her words, “It is my intention,

upon the completion of the film I am
working on, to retire into private life.”

Ingrid Bergman, once her mind was
made up, promptly informed her husband
of her decision.

Bergman is a warm, intelligent, forth-

right woman. She is not given to lies,

deceit or duplicity. By background, phi-

losophy and personal standards, she is

utterly free of deviousness.
Dr. Peter Lindstrom, a brilliant surgeon

pre-eminent in his own world, flew to

Messina and spent long hours trying to

change her mind. He faced in Bergman
a resurgence of spirit and determination.

She stood alone and asked her freedom.
There was no changing her mind.
Convincing her that this crisis needed

the test of time, they agreed to wait until

the end of the picture before issuing an
announcement. Meanwhile, Dr. Lindstrom
went to London to await the fateful day.

But bad weather conditions, sickness and
accidents to various members of the com-
pany, delayed the conclusion of the film

far beyond its schedule. The doctor re-

turned to Los Angeles to resume his

private practise and work as resident

neuro-surgeon at the General Hospital.

D
URING these months of killing work on
the black volcano, Ingrid made a clean

decision. The storm of adverse publicity

which followed the Messina meeting,
founded upon misquotations and sensa-
tionalism, coupled with unwarranted let-

ters from misinformed individuals and
self-imposed moral arbiters, brought her
to the second vital decision—retirement. It

was only in this renunciation, she felt,

that she could ever hope to achieve some
small measure of the human freedom and
happiness she sought.
She informed her husband of her in-

tention, sending him a copy of the an-
nouncement she was to give the press.

And later, upon her arrival in Rome, is-

sued the statement that hit the front pages
and shocked the world—that one of the

greatest living actresses was renouncing
her career.

Earnestly hoping the divorce could be
handled in a civilized and dignified man-
ner, she was deeply pained at the recent
publicity which, apparently, was inspired

by some refusal of cooperation. She has
offered to give her husband half of all

property and monies, and to place the
other half in trust for her daughter. She
feels it best for Pia to complete her edu-
cation in America. But, she believes she
should have equal custody rights and that
Pia, to whom she has constantly talked
on the telephone, should spend the sum-
mer holidays with her.

She will not return to the United States
until the divorce is final, and she has
authorized no statements or stories since
the divorce announcement of August 11th,

other than this story.

When, ultimately, I was convinced that
Ingrid was dead serious about her retire-

ment, I talked with her alone, seated on
the charred ruins of an old house in

Stromboli. A cloud of sulphur fumes hung
over the crater.

I asked her, “What will you do with
your life now that you have given up the
work that has meant so much to you?”

Quietly, thoughtfully, almost with sub-
dued passion, Ingrid Bergman answered,
“I love Roberto. One day, when I am
free, we shall be married. He is a great
artist, and it is exciting and full of wonder
to watch him work. I shall be content to

be near him, and, in a way, put my career
into his. And if he will let me, I shall be
happy to work as one of the crew, help
cut his pictures, anything.”

The End
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(Continued from page 61) are almost uni-
versally becoming, and depend upon the
richness of their materials and their mono-
tone coloring for their chic.

II—SHELL PLANT CONTAINERS
Virginia Mayo, who is an incurable sou-

venir hunter, picked up six abalone shells

on one of her beach trips several years ago
and saved them.
This fall, Virginia had an idea. She took

the shells to the workshop of a friend
who had a burnishing machine. Using
this, she polished the shells until they
looked like something poured from a glass

factory. Then she took them to a tinsmith,
who fitted them with metal containers (not
tin, which would rust) to which was sol-

dered a ring for hanging the shell. Into
these metal containers, Virginia put a layer
of charcoal, a layer of peat moss and a
transplanted philodendron.
One set, she kept for her own house, and

she’s giving two sets away for Christmas.

Ill—ALBUMS
Ruth Roman has been making albums

for her friends. She covers two 9" x 11"

cardboards with some heavy fabric, such
as tweed, imitation leather, or lightweight
corduroy. Then she punches holes at sides
for binding.
For pages, she uses standard construction

paper, perforated to match the covers.

One of Ruth’s friends was recently mar-
ried, so Ruth asked the girl for all of the
cards which accompanied her wedding
gifts. She mounted the cards attractively.

This represented much work, but Ruth
knows that the bride will be delighted to

have these romantic souvenirs preserved.
Ruth also took photographs of the work

of a young sculptor friend of hers, and
mounted the stills in an album. You can
imagine what this meant to the sculptor.

IV—PEARL PENDANT
A good many people are hoping to re-

ceive one of the pearl cluster-of-grape pen-
dants which June Haver makes. For her
role in “Look for the Silver Lining,” she
wore such a pendant made of real pearls.

Naturally, it was something strictly for

Maharajahs, so June decided to copy it

for herself by using simulated pearls.

Materials needed: About 12 pearls, a
quarter-inch in diameter; 12 pearls three-
eighths of an inch in diameter

,
and 12 tiny

beads to act as anchors for pearls. About
6 feet of very fine florist wire, cut in 6- inch
lengths. Secure, from dime store or jew-
eler, clasp which consists of gold hoop

above and gold hoop below a flange shaped
like the calyx of a flower.
Thread large pearl first, then small

pearl, then “anchor” bead. Return wire
at “anchor” end through both pearls. When
you have about 12 sets, form into a clus-
ter of grapes by twining the wires around
one another and building layers of beads.
Twist all wires around loop, which will

be covered by the calyx so wires won’t
show.

Slide the pendant on the velvet ribbon
on which you have sewed a hook and eye
(instead of a back clasp), and there it is.

V—KEY BRACELET
A little time, patience and elbow power

is all that one needs to duplicate the an-
tique bracelets with which Jeanette Mac-
Donald remembers many of her friends.

Materials needed: A magnet. You can
usually find, in an antique store, a second-
hand store, or a cluttered key-shop, an
old box filled with discarded keys. A can of

metal (brass) polish. A small can of clear
lacquer, and a small paint brush. A heavy
chain bracelet.

Method: The trick involved is finding the
keys in the first place. They must be un-
usual, interestingly shaped, and made of

solid brass. When you go key-searching,
be sure to take along the magnet for this

reason: Once corroded, a brass key looks
like a nickel or an iron key. However,
neither of these will take on the look
of gold when polished. A magnet has no
attraction for brass, but will pick up other
types of keys.
Once you have located about seven keys,

polish them and give them two coats
of lacquer. When dry, they can be linked
onto a chain bracelet.

VI—EVENING BAG
Sonja Henie is convinced that no girl

ever has too many evening bags. She has
designed a ribbon-knit evening bag that

she makes in black, red and white (all solid

colors), since nearly everyone can fit

such a bag into her wardrobe.
Materials needed: 150 yards (3 bolts)

of one-quarter-inch ribbon. One set No. 4

knitting needles. One set No. 7 knitting
needles. One and one-half yards of match-
ing drawstring cord.

Method: To make the bottom of the bag:
Cast on twenty-one stitches, using the No.
4 needles. Knit three rows. Starting on
the fourth row, cast off one stitch at the be-
ginning of the row. Thereafter, cast off one
stitch at the beginning of each row. This
will result in a triangular-shaped piece.

Make four of these. Sew together to

You'll fall in love with . .
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make a square. Take it to your cleaner
and have him pop it under the steam
presser. It will come out in a professional
block.
On No. 7 needles, cast on twenty-five

stitches. Knit a length of material long
enough to form the sides of the bag. The
way to determine this is to measure one
side of the bottom and multiply by four.

Sew up the side of the bag. You will

have a cylinder. Take it down to the clean-
er and have it steamed. Sew it onto the
bottom of the bag. Sew together three
widths of the ribbon in two separate pieces,

each of which is one-half the circumfer-
ence of the bag. These are to serve as

the drawstring channels, so sew them on
both sides of the bag, leaving openings
at each end.
Cut the drawstring in two equal pieces.

Thread one piece through, right around
and knot the two ends together. Thread
the other piece through the other opening
and knot. You will be surprised to dis-

cover how handsome this ribbon knit is.

May even keep it yourself.

VII—SKIR7' HANGERS
Betty Garrett delights her friends by

giving them an unusual type of skirt-hang-
er which can be attached to the inside of

a closet door. This skirt hanger looks as
if it started out in life as a miniature stair-

way, then reformed.
At your local lumber yard, or at any

carpenter’s shop, you should be able to

buy a piece of three-quarter-inch ply-
wood, sixteen inches long, by two inches
wide. Have this notched (triangular-
shaped cuts) on outer edge. Fasten, with
screws, the edge opposite to the notched
side, to the closet door. Placed vertically

on the door, these look like steps and ex-
tend into the closet when the door is

closed. To each of these notches, a piece
of lath about eight inches long and one
inch wide is hinged. The hinge is attached
vertically to each lath exactly in the cen-
ter. Attach the other end to the corres-
ponding notch.
That done, Betty attaches, with a screw,

at each end of the lath, a clip-board fas-
tener. Then she paints the hanger to match
the closet in which it is to be installed.

V111—TABLECLOTH SUNDRESS
Jane Wyatt has the perfect gift. It is a

tablecloth sundress. It can cost as little

as $1.95, or as much as ten or fifteen

dollars, depending upon the type of table-
cloth one selects as basic raw material.

Materials needed: One 54 x 54 tablecloth.

One and one-half yards of three-quarter-
inch grosgrain ribbon to be used as a draw-
string sash.

Method: Determine the length of the
skirt required and cut the tablecloth one-
and-one-half inches longer. Use this extra
length to form a drawstring channel, meet-
ing in front. Sew the two borders of the
cloth together to form a front seam. From
the remaining material, cut two shoulder
straps of the desired length; seam them.
Fit the remaining part of the cloth about
the bust line, pinning in the necessary
darts. If you are good at installing zippers,

you might add this refinement, but other-
wise hooks and eyes will be satisfactory.
Sew on the shoulder straps in proper

position, hem the bottom of the blouse and
that’s it.

IX—RIBBON SASH
Because this is the great square dance

I era, everyone weighing under 130 is wear-
ing a sash. Terry Moore’s friends like
white or pastel dotted Swiss dresses, so she
makes sashes of different shades of the

I same color. For instance, a friend whose
favorite square dance outfit is white with
green accents, would be a natural for a

sash made of five shades of green ribbon.
Materials needed: Three yards of one-

inch or one and one-half-inch white rib-
bon. Three yards of same width pale, pale
green ribbon. Three yards of same width
dark green ribbon. Three yards of same
width very dark green ribbon.
Method: Starting with the white ribbon,

stitch it, as narrowly as possible (so that
you won’t use up most of your ribbon
in wide seams), onto the pale green. Add,
in the same way, the other three shades.
When the sash is assembled, cut the tails

diagonally and hem them. If you want to
be exceptionally fancy, embroider your girl

friend’s initials on the tails of the sash.

X—COCKTAIL APRON
Janis Carter has duplicated her favorite

cocktail apron for her friends. This apron
is a tonic for tired wardrobes.

Janis makes many lovely combinations:
Black with magenta ties; blue with ma-
genta; brown with burnt orange ties, and
blue with pink ties.

Materials needed: One-half yard of silk
or rayon net, forty inches wide. Two yards
of two-inch satin ribbon (ties). Two
yards of rayon taffeta to match net. Five
strips of pastel felt, each one and one-half
inches wide.
Method: Round off the two bottom cor-

ners of the net. Gather the top onto an
eleven-inch band of the taffeta. From the
remaining taffeta, cut a series of two and
a half-inch bias strips. Join them to make
a length of ruffling three yards long. Shirr
this onto the two sides and the bottom of
the apron. Instead of hemming this ruffle,

pull the edge gently, an inch at a time, in
a stretching movement between the fingers;
this will cause it to fray slightly but it

won’t ravel. It makes a pretty edge.
Sew one yard of the wide satin ribbon

on each side of the waist band to make a
sash tie. Hem the diagonally cut ends.
From the felt, cut daisies in three sizes:

One as large as the one and one- half inches
of felt (in width) will allow, one slightly
smaller, and one quite small. Cut twenty-
five circles about a quarter-inch in di-
ameter. Take a flower of one color and
add a circle of another color; run a needle
threaded with bright embroidery thread up
through the net of the apron, through the
two layers of felt and back again. Tie the
thread on the wrong side. Scatter the
daisies helter-skelter about the apron.

If you wish, you may cut a triangle from
net, hem it, and sprinkle it with felt daisies.
This triangle may be used as a kerchief.

XI—PARTY SKIRT
Janet Leigh is convinced that no girl

has too many separate party skirts, so she
uses her spare time on the set to whip up
as luscious a series of skirts as you can
imagine. Janet uses nylon because it is

new, sudsable, and almost non-crushable.
Materials needed: Four yards of nylon.

Thirty inches of grosgrain ribbon two and
a half inches wide. Four yards of wide
lace or embroidery.
To make the skirt: Seam together a

length of nylon four yards long. This will
result in a four-yard cylinder. Provide for
a placket. Pleat or gather one side onto a
skirt band. Turn up a hem to the proper
ballerina length. Baste the hem. Over
this basted hem, stitch on four yards of
heavy embroidery.

XII—PAINTED NECKTIES
Mr. and Mrs. Keefe Brasselle have made

it a Christmas practise to remember their
men friends with hand-painted neckties,
and during the rugged years while Keefe
was waiting for his break (attained in “Not
Wanted”) they earned cupcakes by selling

hand-painted ties.
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$25 FAMILY PARAOISE FOR $5
When we bought out a large department
store, we had the choice of selling out cheap
to dealers or giving you folks a chance to
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things at unbelievable prices. So, we’ve put
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$5.95 Stainless Steel Carving Sets or 24 pc.
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There are wonderful textile paints now
on the market which cost very little and
can be washed or cleaned once they are
applied to the material. The textile paint
sets are sold with or without brushes and
stencil patterns. If you are handy with
the brush, you can work freehand. For
this, buy yourself two or three fine brushes,
numbers Zero, two Zero and four Zero.
Practise on some old, solid-color ties

(some of the men in your family can help
you out here). You’ll be surprised at the
expensive look you can give to plain ties.

Textile paint is easily washed off the
brushes with water, but be careful apply-
ing it to the material. Once on, it stays on.

XIII—SCENE IN WATER COLOR
Of course, if you have Vanessa Brown’s

undisputed artistic talent, you might do,
for Christmas, what she is doing: Paint-
ing small landscapes for her friends. She
is using water colors, and she is selecting
scenes which will fit in happily with the
periods and decorating schemes of the
homes of her friends.

XIV—CANDLES FOR CHRISTMAS
John Derek and his wife have been

working on gift candles for months. They
make two different types.
For the first type they secured one

of those woven basket bottles in which
certain types of Italian wines are shipped.
Next, they inserted a tall candle in the
neck of the emptied bottle. Then, having
bought a series of candles of different col-
ors after making sure that the candles were
the same color all the way through and
were not merely white candles having an
outside coating of color, John and his wife
held a candle in each hand over the lighted
candle in the bottle. As all the candles
melted, the multi-colored wax ran down
over the bottle and the wicker container,
coating both. The result is piratical and
gay-
This process results in a great many

small candle butts which are too short to

be burned. These are dropped into an old
pan until quite a few layers have accumu-
lated. Then, Mrs. Derek melts the wax. She
prepares three milk containers in this

way: With an ice pick, she punches a
hole in the center of the bottom of the
cardboard container, and in the center of

the top. Through these two holes she
threads a thick cotton string, knotting it

tightly at top and bottom; this is to serve
as the candlewick.
Usually, she uses a quart milk carton

for the largest of the three candles she is

to make, a pint container for the second in

size, and a cream container for the smallest.
She pours the liquid wax through the

same opening in the carton as one used
when pouring from the container. She al-

lows the wax to cool overnight, then simply
rips off the cardboard container. Result:
Three square candles, graduated in size
and variegated in color.

XV—SCRAP BASKET
Lon McCallister is forever spotting one

of Peter Arno’s hilarious drawings or
something by Charles Addams, Bob Day,
Thurber, Ted Key or Drucker, and yearn-
ing to send it to a friend. Instead, he snips
it, stores it in an envelope on which the
friend’s name has been written.
Comes Christmas, Lon picks up a num-

ber of inexpensive wastepaper baskets,
preferably made of plywood, or heavy
cardboard. On these, he pastes the car-
toons. Then Lon applies two coats of
clear lacquer, being sure that it is thin
enough to spread easily. If it is too thick,
it has a tendency to streak the printer’s
ink with which the cartoons are printed.

XVI—FOLDING SCREEN
Shelley Winters thinks that every den,

playroom, or work alcove in an apartment,
cries out for a folding screen. Because she
has no time for the construction of a screen
she buys an unfinished one.
One side, she covers ’“ith Christmas

cards, saved from previous years, and the
other she covers with items of particular
interest to the person for whom the screen
is intended. From a friend who writes,
Shelley secured a bale of rejection slips

and glued them, helter-skelter on the
screen. From a friend who is a designer,
she secured a series of sketches.
Once the decorating motifs are firmly

glued in place, Shelley covers the screen
with clear lacquer, then enamels the screen
frame in a color complementary to the
room in which it is to stand.

XVII—LUMINOUS HOUSE NUMBERS
Joan Leslie makes house number signs,

visible day or night, for her friends. Be-
cause redwood is so intrinsic a part of the
California scene, she uses this particular
wood, but any hardwood would serve the
purpose. The sign itself is simple to make.
A horizontal bar about a foot long, an inch
thick, and five inches wide, is nailed onto
a stake. Onto the horizontal piece of wood,
Joan tacks the correct house number. Then
she paints it with phosphorescent paint.

Finally, the entire sign is coated with a
waterproofing solution, which can be
bought at almost any hardware store.

—So writes a regular listener to “MY TRUE STORY’
Radio Program about the characters in these daily

dramas. “It’s the realness of the people in the true-to-

life stories that’s so refreshing!”

Listen to radio’s greatest morning show and you’ll

understand why so many women are fascinated by it

every week day Monday through Friday.

Tune in

"7/ty Stony”
American BROADCASTING STATIONS

[adapted from the pages of TRUE STORY magazine]
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HOLDaPfl
CIGARETTE CASE
SNAPS OPEN to serve

you perfect cigarettes.

No more tobacco crumbs
in pocket or purse—no
more crushed cigar*
ettes. America's largest

selling cigarette case.

Sold by Drug, Tobacco and
Chain Stores Everywhere

Manufactured by
THE J. E. MERGOTT CO., NEWARK, N. J.

PENNIES WANTED
WE EACH for certain

Pay $ 10 .00 LINCOLN Pennies

Indian Heads $50.++ALL U.S. coins Wanted.
Send for catalopue listing prices we pay.

Franklin Coin Co., Mishawaka 56, Indiana
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Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath-
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi-
cated D. O. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves It

—

or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription,

NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tat-
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet MC Free.

DR. CRUM
W2 FIFTH AVE„ SUITE 63, N. Y. C. LE. 2-1596

Constipated?
Starts Intestinal Tract

Moving Again
Now you can get the relief you want from consti-
pation, with Petro-Syllium ®. Throw away your
other laxatives and try the comfortable lubricating
action of Petro-Syllium. It’s gentle, but oh so
thorough you’ll wonder why you haven’t tried it

before. Taken as directed, it’s the way many doc-
tors recommend to start bowels moving comfort-
ably again. Used for easy action by many piles

sufferers. Take this to your drug store so you
' will be sure to get genuine Petro-Syllium today.

pyGEpam
On&f

Yen’ll fael like a Glamorous movie star
when wearing your very own Gorgeous Birth-
inontfa Watch! Very elaborate and Expensive looking.
Exquisite dial and Dainty case. Bracelet contains

jtwo Large, Breath-taking Birthmonth Sparklers *

surrounded by over 50 Fiery Brite Brilliants. A
|Dependable. Glamorous time -piece you’ll treasure! I

SEND NO MONEY! Just name, address and Birth »

Date. Pay postman C.O.D„ $7.85 plus 10% tax on delivery. Ordernowl

WORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO., Dept. E-902
245£ S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO IS. ILLINOIS

XVIII—LAMPSHADE
Doris Day, whose son is just reaching the

“fix up my room” stage, is making an un-
usual lamp shade for an equally unusual
lamp. Doris was able to find a globe five

inches in diameter. She had this placed on
an axis, and supported by a simple, brass
base which was wired as a lamp.
For months, she saved the envelopes

in which her fan mail arrived, and then,
during quiet moments on the set of
“Young Man with a Horn,” she soaked off

the stamps, allowed them to dry, then ap-
plied them to a plain paper lampshade.
After the stamps dried, Doris gave the

shade two coats of thin white shellac.

XIX—COLLAPSIBLE TABLE
Jerome Courtland, who lives in a Cali-

fornia apartment, where compactness is the
law of'the household, has been making col-
lapsible tables for those of his friends who
also live in apartments. He has found that,

for a cliff-dweller, the most satisfactory
way to entertain is to give buffet dinners.
This method makes it imperative for the
thoughtful host to have a number of small
side tables available to guests.

Materials needed: One frame 25" by 15"

made of 2" x %" pine boards. One piece
of plywood 25" by 15". One piece of round,
12%" long (a section of an old broomstick
will do nicely). Two hinges. Two screen
hooks. Four pieces of pine 2" x %" x 23"

long (legs).

Method: To match maple furniture, stain
all the lumber with maple stain; to match
dark furniture, give it a walnut stain; for
modem apartments, simply varnish it.

One foot from the end of each of the 23-
inch pieces of pine, bore a hole just large
enough to accept the round brace. Hinge
the two outside legs to the 25" by 15"

frame. Glue the plywood on top of the
frame. Install the two screen hooks on the
two inner legs and install the hook eyes on
the opposite side of the frame from the
hinges. Coat the finished table with a clear
varnish which is guaranteed to be water-
proof and acid-repellent so that spilled
liquid or food will cause no real damage.
This table, when not in use, will fold

and fit into a slim space. When in use, the
four legs will stretch out in two x’s, and
the top will flop over to be held rigid by
the screen hooks. Useful gadget.

XX—CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
And finally, we feel that we should tell

you about Cathy Downs’s year-around
plan for simplifying Christmas.
As you know all too well, one of the

most frenzied of last-minute chores is us-
ually the wrapping of gifts.

This never happens to Cathy. All dur-
ing the year, whenever she receives a par-
cel from a store, she checks it for con-
venient size and shape.
Cathy keeps a stock of exotic Christmas

paper. In her spare time, she covers her
miscellaneous boxes with this paper. She
measures off the proper length of con-
trasting ribbon and places it inside the box.
Then, when ready to complete a Christ-

mas gift, she simply places it in one of her
ready-decorated containers, tying the wait-
ing ribbons.
As you must have noticed, the important

fact about this collection of gifts is that
each one is aimed directly to the person
who is to receive it.

You will find that your holiday will be
infinitely happier, and the expressions of
gratitude for your gifts will be much
warmer, if you plan each present while
bearing in mind the life habits and tastes

of the person who is to receive it.

And may this Christmas be the merriest

The End

Marilyn Hampton, beauty queen crowned
“Miss College All-Star of 1949” says, “For
soft lovely hands, use Italian Balm daily.”

In winter especially, your hands need the
extra-protection of Italian Balm. Where less

effective lotions fail, this famous Canadian
lotion provides sure protection against win-
ter weather. Italian Balm prevents chap-
ping—softens roughest, driest skin overnight.

Rich, widespreading; one drop serves both
hands! 25c, 50c, $1 per bottle.

Qwmfiwnja,

Italian Balm
for CHAP-FREE HANDS

IF I Send
HIS FINE SUIT- I

WillYou Wear It and Show It to Friends?
I need a reliable man in your town to get a fine, made-to-
measure. all-wool suit without paying cash, but by tak-
ing a few orders from friends.Wear it—show it—to help
yon take more orders with my line of nearly 100 guaran-
teed quality fabrics. You can make up to $12.00 in a day

Isr~ ’expene
required FREE,
outfit. John i

So. Throop St.

--- . vestment. I supply everything

ft BIG pay every day
IJr

P ***/?&# you W*TH THGks

MEN AND WOMEN WORK FULL OR SPARE TIME.
No experience necessary. We show how to addf[
many EXTRA dollars weekly to your

Cosmetics, hosiery and household items

needed in every home. Large profits and a I

life-time repeat business of your own. Write
|

NOW for FREE SAMPLES and details.

CORO. Dept Y 17 N. Waboih Ave., Chicago 2, I

• Made of $ Light Glows
Sea-She9ls Through

Send No Money
This beautiful Sea-Shell
Doll Lamp is ideal for

Living Room, Children's
Room, or as Nite-Light.

Delicately hand deco-
rated in red and white.

Wonderful Party Prize

or Xmas Gift. Only
$ 1 .98, plus C.O.D. post-

age charges. Send 51.98;

we pay postage. Money
Back Guarantee if not
delighted.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE CO.

Dept. 7811. 1227 Loyola Ave.

Chicago 26, Illinois
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This Is the Bitter Truth

FIMTAID&
GOOD CHEER

If cold discomforts bother.
Or headaches Should annoys
Take Alka-Seltzer for relief.

And tune in Christmas Joy.

All drugstores

U. S. and Canada

OPPORTUNITIES IN

CALIFORNIA
^formation on Job Opening*. Industries Now

ills how lq obtain employment opportunities IN TOUR SPECIFIC

ATION : Current dossiliod sections of leading Pacific Co
apers; regular bi-monthly reports on the changing West (

mployment situation. A 'MUST' FOR THOSE INTERESTED

H CALIFORNIA OPPORTUNITIES. Send only $1.00

NIT > IN
Oept P, 749 N Broadwajr. los Angeles 1 2. Calif.

-FREE CALIFORNIA OPPORTUNITY MAP WITH
AU ORDERS RECEIVED WITHIN 30 DAYS

T^INURSE?
£
~
S Y TO train athonie
ACT NOW—HELP FILLTHE NEED

[
Now yon can prepare for practical experience

* as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

[
Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
y school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
, 2525 SheffieldAve., Desk E-48, CHICAGO, 14, ILL.

Peace At Last From
PERSISTENT ITCH!
No wonder thousands teased by itchy torment

bless the day they changed to Resinol. Here’s quick
action from first moment — a blissful sense of
peace that lasts and lasts, thanks to 6 active
soothing agents in a lanolin base that stays on.
Don’t be content with anything less effective than
Resinol Ointment.

^wstek.J.
the easiest way

^t_T° make delicious

P
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WATER
QUICKLY! only

NO FIRES TO BUILD$198
SAVES FUEL BILLS I com-
SAVES TIME & WORK e'«*»
New low priced Electric Wa-
ter Heater works like a charm.
Just drop in water and plug
in. Amazing quantities of hot
water to bathe, shave, wash,
hundreds of other uses. Handy
size and shape fits every ba-
sin, tub, sink, etc.

Send No Money! Clip This Ad!
Mail ad on post card or letter.
We'll ship C.O.D. for only

$1.98 and postage on

MERCHANDISE MART antee ^offer.
V ^

6744, 1227 Loyola Ave., Chicago 26. Illinois

(Continued jrom -page 50) part. There
never was any doubt in my mind that I

wasn’t. I don’t understand it because I

usually analyze what I think, but not this

time.
Two weeks after I made the test, a long-

distance telephone call came from Mr.
Selwyn, asking if I could leave for Holly-
wood immediately. Before the receiver
my father Dale held in his hand was back
on the hook, m mother, who’s Katherine
Albert, the writer, and I were packing like

crazy. One hour and ten minutes later,

we were on the train.

K
ATHERINE and I arrived in Los Ange-
les several days later, around 11:30 in

the morning and, immediately, misfortune
befell me. Getting into a taxi at the. station,

I bumped my eye. It began to swell. We
were due in Mr. Goldwyn’s office at three

o’clock. What if he saw me, for the first

time, with a shiner! We went straight to

the home of Lillie Messinger, where we
stayed. Lillie is an old friend of ours and
one of the finest Hollywood agents. Kath-
erine applied eye-packs to my injured eye,

but there were moments when I thought I

would just go crazy. I think it was then that

I first realized the
f
difference*between being

in movies and not being in movies. Joan
Eunson, on her way to school with a

swollen eye would be merely kind of

funny. Joan Eunson on her way to see

Mr. Goldwyn with a swollen eye was,
practically, a Greek tragedy!

Well, the eye finally subsided and, on
the stroke of three o’clock, we were in Mr.
Goldwyn’s office. Mrs. Goldwyn was there,

too. They were wonderful to me. Mr.
Goldwyn got excited and made me read
from the script right then and there. It

made me a little nervous but I am not
afraid of people, never have been. This was
before Irving Reis, who directed “Rose-
anna,” changed my whole life.

The following day, I made a silent test,

another one, but this time with Farley
Granger. Mr. Goldwyn wanted to see how
we looked together. And, just as the scene
ended, Farley kissed me! I was shocked!
Mr. Reis had instructed Farley not to tell

me about the kiss. He wanted it to shock
me. It sure did. It was my first kiss. Not
even in school had a boy ever kissed me.
When your first kiss is quite a passionate
kiss, well, it does something to you, makes
you feel different from the way you felt

before.
The next day we began work on the

acting test. It took three days. Mr. Reis
directed the test, of course. During the
acting test, Mr. Reis was just wonderful to

me. He did tell me, the first day, that I

was acting as if Farley was my long-lost
uncle. “And that is not the idea,” he said,

“not at all!” But otherwise, he was very
kind and sweet and gentle.

We finished the acting test on a Satur-

day. Sunday, Katherine and I just waited
around, biting our nails. On Monday, our
good friend Lucille Ball invited us out to

her ranch for the day. We got to the ranch
at two o’clock to find Lucille waiting for

us at the front door, that red hair standing
on end, those big eyes out on sticks. She
was yelling, between cupped hands, “Billy

Selwyn just called, you have an appoint-
ment with Mr. Goldwyn at three o’clock!”

In a voice like the squeak cf a mouse,
I said to Katherine, “Well, it wc.i’t be long
now!”

WHEN we arrived at Mr. Goldwyn’s of-

fice, he wasn’t there. Billy Selwyn was.
He said Mr. Goldwyn had been delayed.
He wouldn’t tell us what the summons
meant. When I asked, “What do you think
it means?” there wasn’t any answer. The
only sound in the office was that of Kath-
erine talking to herself. She was saying,
brightly, “No man ever calls you to his

office to say ‘No.’ ” Then, her voice drop-
ping an octave, “But Mr. Goldwyn is known
to be, well, different!”

I was kind of numb. Then, suddenly,
there was Mr. Goldwyn! Mr. Goldwyn is a

merciful man. He knows that suspense
can kill. He came in grinning, and said

immediately, “Well, Joannie, I’ve decided
to give you the part.”

Katherine’s eyes filled with tears. Mine
didn’t. Not then.

Far from feeling weepy, I felt wonder-
ful! All the reporters were crowding in,

flash bulbs were flashing, questions were
popping, Mr. Goldwyn was beaming, and
so was I!

The next day, I felt less wonderful. I

was told I would have to change my name
and the color of my hair. I changed my
name to Joan Evans and the color of my
hair to a sort of red. I didn’t mind too

much. I was also told I would have to

lose nine pounds. “Baby fat,” they called

it. I dieted. I didn’t go on any trick diet.

I just did not eat bread. I did not eat

potatoes. I did not eat desserts. I lost

nine pounds in about two weeks.
We went to work on the picture, and I

really came to grief! I was awful! An
iron something had dropped in front of

me and when I was before the camera,
nothing happened, just nothing! I had a

little scene to do with Gigi Perreau in

which she tugs at my skirt and tries to

attract my attention. I’m supposed to be
in a very nervous state, but you wouldn’t
have known it. Nothing happened. I was
just dull.

Mr. Reis opened fire on me. Why
couldn’t I do the scene? Why did I make
it necessary for poor little Gigi to go

through this, time after time? What did

I think I was doing in a picture with such
great actors as Farley Granger, Raymond
Massey, Charlie Bickford, Aline Mc-
Mahon? I was so embarrassed, I felt so

MONTY CLIFT . .

.

as his chauffeur and housekeeper know him

At last, a story that doesn't talk about his one

jacket with a hole in the sleeve and
his forty-dollar-a-month walk-up!

A Clift story that is different

In the January issue of PHOTOPLAY
on sale December 9



SI for Any Item
Balance in easy pay-

ments.

Your Money Back if Not
Satisfied.

Immediate Delivery
MEN'S

3-genuine-
diamond en-
gagementring
and 3-gen-
uine-diamond
wedding ring.
1 4Kt. Gold.
Perfectly
matched in
attractive gift
box. Both for
$29.95 tax
incl.
3 d 1 a mo n d
ring only
$22.95

Nationally ad-
v e rtlsed
watch with
written guar-
antee. Latest
model In lux-
urious gift
box- Only
$17.95, tax
incl. Ladies’
Watches at
same price.

J4

Bargain of the Month.
14Kt. gold engraved
wedding band. White or

yellow. Reduced to
$3.98 tax incl. while
they last.

Beautiful gold filled

Carmen stretch
bracelet to enhance
her wrist and win
her heart. Attrac-
tively Boxed. Now
$6.95 tax incl.

Send for Big FREE 48 page Catalog. Full line Genuine
Diamond Rings. Nationally Known Watches. Lowest Prices.
Best Terms Guaranteed. 10 Day Money Back Guarantee.
HOW TO ORDER: Send only $1, balance in Easy Payments.
State age, occupation. No extra charge. No red tape. Orders
filled promptly. ORDER TODAY.

JnnTHACHB?
for Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

_ TOOTH GUM

HE1IT7C TOOTH DROPS

I#Ell I J POULTICE

FREE PHOTO
LARGE SIZE of your favorite

MOVIE STAR
Direct from Hollywood

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Also FREE list decorated with all the
latest stars and poses. Send name of

YOUR FAVORITE and enclose 10c to
cover handling and mailing.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
BOX 1150—DEPT. P-12

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF.. U. g. A.

NERVOUS
STOMACH

ALLIMIN relieves distressing symptoms of

“nervous stomach”—heaviness after meal*,

belching, bloating and colic due to gas in stom-

ach and intestines. ALLIMIN has beenclinically

tested by doctors and found highly effective.

ALLIMIN is the world’s largest selling garlic

tablet. For sale at ALL drug stoics.

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets

JOGS'D8ESSBS3PL
The biggest bargains we have ever offered. Prints,

solids, rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted styles and
colors. Sires 10 to 18. 10 for $3.95. Larger size*

6 for $3.95. Some of these dresses were worth

up to $30.00 when new. Send $1 deposit, balance
C.O.D. plus postage. Your $? ““ — .* a—
satisfied, or merchandise
exchanged if desired. Many
other clothing bargains for
entire family.

Buy with confidence at

Allied Mail Order Co., Inc.,' Dept. DB

162 Christopher Ave., Brooklyn 12, N. Y.
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SUFFERERS

!

Why risk needless anguish from harsh toilet papers? Use

Delsey* the softer, safer toilet tissue! Made like pure

absorbent Cellucotton* surgical dressings, Delsey gives

real protection against the danger of irritation. It’s soft

as only the makers of Kleenex* tissues can make It...

double-thick! Contains no impurities which might be

harmful. Yet costs anly a few extra pennies a month.

2 tor 29c. 7 rolls only one dollar. At drug, depart-

ment store and grocery counters

—

get Delsey today!
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horrible that, as I got up to leave the set,

I hit my head against the mantelpiece.

That started me crying, and Mr. Reis got

the scene. It was, as he later but oh, so

much later, explained to me, the only way
he possibly could have gotten it.

I played a scene in which I rode into the
room of a mountain cabin on horseback.
I hadn’t been told whether I should walk
the horse in, or gallop it in. Before I

mounted the horse, I went over to where
Mr. Reis was talking to one of the prop
men and asked him which I should do.

“Don’t interrupt me, please,” he sharply
reprimanded me, “can’t you see I’m busy?”
I said, “I’m sorry.” I mounted the horse.

The cameras rolled. I walked the horse
in. I heard Mr. Reis yelling, “Cut!” then,

“Well, what did you do that for?” he
asked me. “Pretty obvious, isn’t it, that
you should gallop the horse in. What’s the
matter, are you resting on your laurels?”

Oh, Mr. Reis, I wanted to say, what
laurels?
Then I heard that Mr. Reis had said to

Mr. Goldwyn, “This girl has got to go,”
and that Mr. Goldwyn had said, “If Joan
doesn’t play Roseanna, no one will.” If

what I heard was true, it was wonderful of
Mr. Goldwyn but it didn't make me feel

any happier with Mr. Reis.

T
HE first ten days, it was pretty bad. I

knew how bad I was and that made it

worse. Then, on the morning of the
eleventh day, I was playing a scene with
Peter Miles and suddenly, the little iron
curtain in front of me disappeared. Some-
thing had clicked! For the first time in

days, I felt warm all over as I thought, now
it will be all right. Now Mr. Reis will

know, it is all right! Now he will let up
on me!
Not at all. It got much worse.
I played a scene in which I swept the

hearth with a broom.
“Why are you holding the broom like

that?” he broke the action to ask me.
I said, “Because this is the way I natur-

ally hold a broom.”
“The way you are holding it is not nat-

ural, can’t you do anything right?”
I shifted the angle of the broom accord-

ing to his direction and said, “I’m holding
it right now.”
“But you weren’t holding it right be-

fore.”

“I am, now.”
“But you weren’t before.”
The “I am, now,” “You weren’t before,”

dialogue went on between us, on and on
and on, for more than twenty minutes
with most of the cast as audience, as
usual, to my humiliation.

It is only fair to Irving Reis to explain
that, in order to get a performance out
of me, he believed he would have to beat
it out of me. He holds to the theory that
the modern child doesn’t know either hate
or fear. And since, as Roseanna McCoy,
I had to portray both emotions, he de-
cided that I must learn to feel hate and
fear. As he told me later, “I had to make
you hate somebody. I decided it had bet-
ter be me.” It was.
After the picture was finished, he took

me to lunch. He said, “Joan, what do you
think of me?” I said, “There were times
when I hated you, but now I understand.”
So I do. But I’m still rubbing the sore

spots. The ones that don’t show.
In another scene, Farley and I were

making our way down a hilly road to the
Hatfield house. We were carrying chunks
of raw meat. Dogs snapped at us, or were
supposed to. But the dogs, instead of snap-
ping, fawned on me. And there came again
from Irving Reis that curt word, “Cut!”
which was more hurtful than the bite of
a whip to me. “Now, why can’t you make
those dogs snap at you?” he snapped at
me, “why are you so bad they won’t snap
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OWN YOUR BUSINESS
Make greaseless doughnuts at home. New amazing electric

machine. No smoke. You’ll coin money selling grocers,

cafes, hamburger stands. Low cost will surprise you. Life-

time business. Send for free recipes and plans.

L. RAY CO. 3605 So. 15 Ave. Minneapolis 7, Minn.

CONTESTS
WIN next contest you enter.

i

* general contest bulle-
TIN llas helPed others win. Win-

. 4WM ners tell secrets, teach how to

/( % win BIG PRIZES. Lists current
contests. Send 25c for sample copy.

GENERAL CONTEST BULLETIN
1609 East 5th St. Dept. 101 Duluth 5, Minn.
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WornGUITARw 10 DAYS

orGetYou r Money Back! Let Ed Sale,

top radio guitarist, teach you to play
with hi9 famous diagram-photo system. Book

contains 53 photos. 43 diagrams showing ex-

actly how to place your fingerB. Gives you 110 pop-
ular .songs. words and music— along with complete,
easy to learn instructions. Imagine your joy when you

find after only two weeks vou are playing beautiful music! Amaze your
friends! Be the life of the party! SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman
$1.95 Plus Postage. INSTRUMENTS SUPPLIED on cash or

credit, ask for Price List and Credit Plan. ED SALE, Dept. 5, Point
Pleasant, New Jersey.

Don’t mistake <

for the stubborn, _ .

embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
6caly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear, skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send lOc (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.’’ Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
name plainly. Don’tdelay. Sold by Liggettand Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strath moor Station, Dept. 3204, Detroit 27, Mich
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Feminine Hygiene simplified

. . . made easy, simple, satis-

fying with Boro-Pheno-
Form.
For more than SO years,

the choice of thousands of
women, many of whom say
It is

SIMPLIFIED

1
Simple—A dainty medicated supposi-
tory, complete in itself.

2
Convenient—ready for use upon removal
from box.

3
Satisfactory—Three generations testify
to its satisfactory use.

.FREE!
Interesting BddK-
let explains the
Boro-Pheno-Form
way of Feminine
Hygiene. Writefor
your copy today or

ASK ANY DRUGGIST ANYWHERE
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at you? I bet you they will snap at me!”
They did. I said, too goaded to be wise,
‘‘Maybe they don’t like you.”

“Miss Evans,” said Mr. Reis, “is being
sarcastic.”

I was. But I can truthfully and hon-
estly say for myself that this was the one
and only time I lost my temper, or made
any attempt to fight back. Perhaps it

would have been better for me if I had
let go. But in my desperate effort not to

let Mr. Reis know he was hurting me, I

kept it all inside me and the emotional
reaction was exhaustion. Every night, I’d

go home, too beat to do anything except
take a shower, eat my small, starchless
dinner and fall into bed. A few weeks of
this and Katherine got so upset she wanted
to go to Mr. Goldwyn and ask him to re-
lease me from my contract. But, “No,” I

begged, “oh, please, no!”

I
HAD moments of sheer disbelief that
anything like this could be happening to

me. It wasn’t the way I’d thought it would
be. I’ve known movie stars all my life.

I was named for Joan Crawford, who is

jny mother’s best friend. I’d lived in

HolIyWOod-Avhen I was a kid. And I’d

always believed the! movie^ stars were
petted and pampered and flattered and
considered. No one had any consideration
for me at all, except Mr. Goldwyn, Far-
ley, the cast and the crew. I’d always
thought how glamorous a career in the
movies must be, and what fun! There was
no more glamour than there would be in

an iron foundry and as for fun, there was
only six days of hard, hard work, then
resting on Sunday to fortify myself for

the next week’s hard work.
Of course, there were compensations.

After one particularly dreadful day, one
of the members of the crew came up to
me and said, “I want to tell you that we’re
all for you, Joan. We’re all pulling for
you. Know the nicknames we’ve given
you?” he added. I said, “No.” He said,
“ ‘The Champ’ and,” he grinned broadly,
‘“The real McCoy!’”

I didn’t have to be ashamed to let him
see me cry as I asked him to thank the
boys for me.
Farley was wonderful to me, too. “If

things get too tough for you, Joannie,” he’d
say, “don’t ever hesitate to come and talk

it out with me.” I didn’t ever hesitate.

We went to Sonora, California, on loca-
tion. There, for me, new pangs and pain.

In the last scene in the picture, we
worked on a shaley, rocky hill. It had
rained the night before which made the
hill slippery. As the scene opened, Farley
had a gun in his hand. The gun was, un-
fortunately, loaded. It should not have
been. Farley saw the villain, Richard
Basehart, coming over the crest of the

hill. He made ready to take aim. As
he did, I cried out, “If they shoot anyone,
let them shoot me!” at which point, I got
shot! Shot in the arm. Shot by Farley
who, as he leveled his gun at Basehart,
struck his elbow against a rock, and the
gun went off!

As Farley tells it, “The next thing I

knew, Joannie was lying on the ground,
writhing like a snake in pain, and I was
being very sick at my stomach!”
The next thing I knew, I was in an am-

bulance. Just before they took me to the
operating room, Farley came in to see me,
and there I was, blood all over me and a

little frightened because I’d never been in

an operating room before. But Farley was
more shot, if you will pardon the pun,
than I was. I tried to tell him it was
not his fault, which, of course, it wasn’t.

The whole company waited around, I later

learned, while I was on the operating ta-

ble, which was a matter of an hour and
fifteen minutes.
When I woke up in the morning, my

room was filled with flowers. As there
was no florist anywhere in the neighbor-
hood, Farley had robbed the neighborhood
gardens in the night. “So you wouldn’t
wake up to an empty room,” he said.

I wish the accident had happened, if it

had to happen, at any hands but Farley’s.

When, Wfei^s later, he asked me, “Joan, is

there going to T>? « ^car?” I had to say,

“Yes,” and his eyes fiTIecT WTtfi fears.

Now, Katherine and Dale and f are tiap-r

pily settled in a house high, like the nest

of an eagle, in the hills of Hollywood. Now
I have almost completed “With All My
Love.” Now 1 know that girls who think
(as I did) that being a movie star is all

salvos and swimming pools and parties with
other movie stars, had better stay home.
While I was working in “Roseanna,” a

friend asked me, “Joan, what do you want
out of all this? Is it glamour?” I said,

“No, why should it be? I’ve known glam-
orous people all my life.” “Is it,” my
friend laughed, “a mink coat?” “I know
I’m too young to have a mink coat,” I said.

“I haven’t even thought of that.” “Is it

money?” “No, it's fun to have your own
checking account, but I’ve always had
enough money.” “Well, then, what is it?”

my friend persisted, “what do you want?”
I said, “To get the next take right.”

I meant it. I mean, too, that I no longer
want to be a movie star, I want to be an
actress. I know, now, that only if you’re
working to be an actress and not work-
ing to be a movie star, and there’s a very
big difference, is it worth it.

So ends my story of how, beginning
with a “shiner” and ending with a shot

in the arm, I played the title role in

“Roseanna McCoy.”
The End
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Sitting on Top of the World

(Continued from page 48) her full five-

feet-one and 101 pounds.
It’s a small compliment for any well-

meaning acquaintances to comment that

she hasn’t “changed much” since the sweet,

pensive photograph that won her the title

of “America’s Most Charming Child,” over
65,000 others, in a contest sponsored by
the New York Mirror when she was twelve.

Allene didn’t even know she was a

child charm contestant until the contest

narrowed down and the newspaper wrote
asking for additional photographs. Her
aunt had sent her picture in and, afraid

she might be disappointed if she didn’t

score, had said nothing about it.

Allene’s sad regret is that her father

isn’t around to see her now, sitting on top
of the world. He died when she was nine
years old. Her mother rented a large place
and ran a boarding house. “We had eleven
boarders, people who worked in offices

and at the steel mills,” remembers Allene,

who helped dust and do dishes in a mild
way, and believed she was very essential

to their business.

A
S America’s most charming child, Allene
arrived in Hollywood for her $1,000

prize, a screen test, and a three months
contract at Warner Brothers, meaning to

return to Birmingham at the end of that
term, “but we’ve been here ever since.”

She had expected to be dropped by the
studio at the end of the contract, “but it

was still a let-down.”
Her mother took a position as seamstress

at Twentieth Century-Fox. Allene enrolled
in “The Television Work Shop” and paid
her own tuition by answering the telephone
after school. She worked equally hard los-

ing her Southern accent, “other kids helped
get me out of it by asking me always to say
somethin’ just to hear me talk.” She’s
proud that she has lost it now “except once
in a while when I drop a ‘you-all.’

”

Her Hollywood break finally began when
Ruth Birch, then casting head for Selz-
nick, caught her in a television show
as Becky in “Tom Sawyer’s School Days,”
and asked her to send some photographs.
For two years, nothing happened. Not
even a phone call. Then, suddenly, one day
she was called out of her class at Holly-
wood High School to the telephone to hear
Miss Birch’s magic words, “Come out to
RKO at 5:30 to read for a part in Sol
Lesser’s ‘The Red House.’ ” Although she
has since gained attention in “Sign of the
Ram,” and as Emmy in “Knock on Any
Door,” which, undoubtedly, influenced
many of the votes that made her the girl

winner of Photoplay’s “Choose Your Star”
contest, Allene confesses the first is still

her favorite.

Allene lives with her mother, grand-
mother, and her cocker spaniel, “Midge,”
in an upstairs apartment on a quiet Holly-
wood residential street where the Good
Humor man tinkles past her door twice a
day. Her neighbors, “who are such fun,”
are mostly struggling young couples.
Her three older married brothers refer

to her, adoringly, as “Toots.”
She majored in art at Hollywood High,

has a flair for designing, and draws and
designs gowns by the hour.

In the romance department, Allene dates
an insurance man, a boy studying to be a
singer, and a young ventriloquist, “but
I’m not going steady with anybody,” she
says. “There are so many things I want to
do yet. I want to improve my career. I

want to make enough money to make my
Mom secure. And I want to travel. Some
day I do want to get married, and I would
like to have six children, but there’s
plenty of time for that.”

The End
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(Continued from page 35) show off with
dinner parties. And I do hope she will not
be the last.

In her exhibitionism, Joan is the oppo-
site of her sister, Olivia de Havilland.
Olivia, thoughtful, sensitive and highly
intelligent, would rather die than pose or
posture. It is in the very wellsprings of
Olivia’s quiet being that her great acting
originates. However, I think it is because
of Olivia that Joan is a show-off. When
you are a little girl, with your personality
traits forming, and you have an older
sister like Olivia, you just have to do
something about it. Olivia excelled in the
classroom. She was lifted by the great
Max Reinhardt from her obscure life in
an obscure California town to play Her-
mia in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
Then, promptly, she became a movie star.

Joan had to let the world know she was
around, too.

Who is Hollywood’s greatest show-off?
Until recently, Hollywood’s greatest show-
off was, undoubtedly, Robert Mitchum.
Before Bob learned his lesson, the hard
way, he used to tell reporters who inter-
viewed him the most shocking stories,

about himself and other people, too. He
was, he said it in so many words as well
as in effect, going to do what he wanted
to do, the way he wanted to do it, when
he wanted to do it. It wasn’t until he
almost lost his wife and his career that
he learned what every adult should know,
that you cannot be greater than the system
of which you are a part.

Bob, in his early Hollywood days, was
reminiscent of Vic Mature in his early
Hollywood days. Vic used to delight in
telling shocking stories. He made himself
the center of attraction in night clubs. He
pursued anyone and everyone who might
help him get his picture or his name in
print, including girls who were in the lime-
light which he so gladly shared. Sounds
obnoxious. But, somehow, Vic wasn’t. He
managed, incredibly, to be an attractive
gent in spite of everything he did, prob-
ably because he was so honest about it.

But now, Vic, too, has settled down.
Socially, certainly, the men and women

who are given to showing off are more
fun. Which brings me to the two actors
I rate the greatest drawing-room enter-
tainers: Douglas Fairbanks and, for quite
different reasons, Edgar Bergen.

There are all kinds of ways of showing
off, of course. Some people sit on flag-

poles. Others, like Doug Fairbanks, who
is like his father before him, are more
civilized extroverts (the at-once polite and

Hollywood Show-offs

psychological word for a good old-fash-
ioned show-off). Doug gets the attention
that is wine to his spirits simply by talk-
ing. And he loves to talk, probably be-
cause he knows that he talks brilliantly.
He is informed about an incredible num-
ber of things. He also can do amusing
imitations of various people making
speeches, aided and abetted by his lovely
Mary Lee, who loves him to perform at
parties.

Doug has his Mary Lee and Edgar Ber-
gen has his Ophelia. Ophelia is a little

figurine with the face of an old maid that
Edgar slips on his right hand like a glove.
Without Ophelia or Charlie McCarthy or
Mortimer Snerd, I must report, Edgar is

a retiring soul who contributes nothing to
a party. Without one of his little people
he is, in fact, almost morose. It is as if

Edgar, hiding behind another character,
loses his shyness. Everyone deplores the
fact that he cannot take Ophelia on his
radio programs. But Ophelia is apt to be a
little bit naughty.

I

T MIGHT be assumed that the film colony
is comprised almost entirely of show-offs.

But that is not true. There are many stars
who are not even faintly exhibitionistic.

Claudette Colbert, Irene Dunne and Lo-
retta Young are terrified at even the sound
of their own voices, unless they speak for
the character they are playing.

Clifton Webb grows more reserved with
success and years. Lately, Clifton has
acquired many of the characteristics of
his ultra-dignified Mr. Lynn Belvedere.
I no longer would even propose that
he appear with me, as he once did,

at Madison Square Garden, dressed as

a member of the Floradora Sextette,

while I was dressed as a beau. But, the
other day, I did suggest that he use a
picture of us taken at this time in his

autobiography, “Bumpy,” which he is cur-
rently writing.
He said, “I am publishing, instead, the

picture of us taken in the 1920’s, when we
did a dance apache at the Lido, Venice.
Do you mind?”
“Heavens, no,” I told him, “but our cos-

tumes were so wonderful when you were
Miss Floradora and I was your beau. . .

.”

He shook his head. “No, I think the
early picture is the best,” he said de-
cidedly. It was Mr. Belvedere speaking.

In his own way, however, Clifton still

shows off. He is meticulous about his
appearance and he finds it pleasant when
eyes follow him. In fact, he would be
horrified if eyes didn’t follow him.

In this respect, he reminds me of
Paulette Goddard and Joan Crawford.
They aren’t the life of any party. They
don’t tell stories. They don’t do cart-
wheels. But they show off. When they
come into a room, they see to it that they
make an entrance. They choose their
clothes and their jewels for effect. And
whether they sit on the floor, wait on
others at a buffet, or do such a seemingly
casual thing as stand, laughing, in a door-
way, they are aware of the impression
they are creating.

Which reminds me of the great party
George Cukor, the director, gave for Ger-
trude Lawrence when she opened in “Pyg-
malion” in Hollywood. Everyone who was
anyone was invited. Gertie was due about
twelve. At one o’clock, she had not ar-
rived. At one-thirty, the door opened and,
surrounded by yards and yards of tulle,

she drifted into the room. She extended
her hands to one and all. “Darlings! I’m
so late! I’m so sorry!” She was not quisy
through with the rounds of her introduc-
tions when there was a hush. Everyone,
including a startled Gertie, looked toward
the door. There stood a woman, her back
to the room, talking to a man. Slowly her
full and dark mink coat started rippling
off her shoulders, revealing a divine back.
It was Joan Crawford, dressed in severe
black with her two large diamond clips

as her only adornment. Without apology
or explanation she walked gracefully into
the room, every eye still upon (her. She
stole the show, of course. And the won-
derful comedienne, Beatrice Lillie, realiz-

ing this, rushed over to Gertie Lawrence,
pointing to Crawford, screeching, “Look,
darling, she’s later!”

Now for the $64 question! Who in Holly-
wood is the furthest removed from being
a show-off? There’s no doubt about that

answer. Jennifer Jones!
Jennifer is shy to a fault. She is, liter-

ally, so frightened of meeting people that
for years she gave no interviews. You can
imagine what interviews, during which
she must be on parade and peppered with
pertinent questions, would do to her when
she finds the most casual meetings pain-
ful. More than once, after Jennifer had
disciplined herself to make an appoint-
ment for an interview, she called the stu-

dio and requested that it be postponed,
that she wasn’t “feeling well.” Knowing
her as I do, I’m convinced this was the

truth, that she actually did not “feel well”
because of nerves. One Hollywood re-

porter who, unrelentingly, asked for a new
appointment every time Jennifer broke
one with him, finally saw her. He reports

that her discomfiture was acute, that she
sat pulling one hair after another out of

her head, as they talked.

Sometimes, there is a difference of

opinion as to whether or not a star is a
show-off. Take Betty Hutton. With ".er

friends, with whom she feels secure and
relaxed, Betty relaxes, too, is really a

nice young woman with a fine sense of

humor about everything, herself included.

With others, she is a blonde bombshell.
For, sensitive about her lack of education,

Betty shows off to prove she’s “as good as

anyone else.” She will tell you, if you’re

one of her friends, that when she walks
through the Paramount studio gate, she

becomes “an exhibitionist on wheels.”

She’s in there, in other words, making her-

self felt so she will get what is coming to

her. And she hopes it will be the good
picture she knows she needs right now.
Hollywood show-offs. . . . They show off

in different ways and for different reasons.

Like show-offs everywhere. Only they do

it better. It’s their business.
The End
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